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ACT OF INCORPORATION. 
B~ it enacted by the Senate and House of Representati1Jes of the United States 
of .America in Con[Jrcss assembled, That Andrew D. White, of Ithaca, in the 
State of New York; Geor.ge Bancroft, of Washington, in the District of 
Columbia; Justin Winsor, of Cambridge, in the State of Massachusetts; 
William F. Poole, of Chicago, in the State of Illinois; Herbert B. Adams, 
of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland; Clarence vV. Bowen, of Brooklyn, 
in the State of New York, their associates and successors, are hereby cre-
ated, in the District of Columuia, a body corporate and politic, by the 
name of the American Historical Association, for the promotion of histori-
cal studies, the collection and preservation of historical manuscripts, and 
for kindred purposes in t,he interest of American history and of history in 
America. Said Association is authorized to )lold real and p ersonal estate 
in the District of Columbia so far only as may be necessary to its lawful 
ends to an amount not exceeding five hundred thousand dollars, to adopt 
a constitution, and to make by-laws not inconsistent with law. Said 
Association shall h ave its principal office at Washington, in the District 
of Columbia., and may bold its annual meetings in such places as the said 
incorporators shall determine. Said Association shall report annually to 
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution concerning its proceedings 
and the condition of historical study in America. Said Secretary shall 
communicate to Congress the whole of such reports, or such portions thereof 
af:! he shall see .fit. The Regents of the Smithsonian Institution are [LUthor-
ized tu p ermit said Association to deposit its collections, manuscripts, 
lJOoks, pamphlets, and other material for history in the Smithsonian Insti-
tution or i1! the National Mm,eum at their tliscretion, upon such conditions 
anu under such rules MJ they shall prescribe. 
[Approved January 4, 1889.J 
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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL. 
SMITHSONIAN lNSTI'l'UTION, 
Washington, D. O., April 21, 1899. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
In accordance with the act of incorporation of the American 
Historical Association, approved January 4, 1889, I have the 
honor to submit to Congress the annual report of that Asso-
ciation for the year 1898. 
I have the honor to l>e, very respectfully, your obedient 
servant, 
Holl. G.ARRE'r A. HOBART, 
S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary. 
President of the Senate. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL . 
.A.MERIC.A.N HIS'l'ORIC.A.L .A.SSOCI.A.'l'ION, 
Washington, D. 0., April 18, 189.9. 
E'.IR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a general report 
of the proceedings of the .American Historical Association at _ 
their fourteentli annual meeting, held in New Haven, Corm., 
December 28-30, 1898. Some of the papers there read and 
discussed have been elsewhere printed. For example, the 
report of the committee of seven on ''The study of history in 
schools" was accepted for publication by the Macmillan Com-
pany, though this is included' in the present report as a matter 
of great importance. Prof. George F. Burr's report on "The 
search for the Venezuela-Guiana Boundary" was printed in the 
American Historical Review, April, 1899; so also was Prof. 
William M. Sloane's article on ''Napoleon's plans for French 
colonies in Spanish America." Other papers that were actually 
read and some that were presented by title are herewith 
submitted, together with the third report of the Historical 
Manuscripts Commission. Among things done by the Asso-
ciation at their New Haven meeting were: (1) The adoption 
of the .American Historical Review, a quarterly magazine, now 
published by the Macmillan Company, and now sent free of 
charge to all members of the .Association; (2) the appointment 
of a commission of five for the historical study of colonies and 
dependencies; (3) the institution of a general committee to 
represent the local and State historical interests of the .Asso-
ciation; (4} au agreement to hold annual meetings in triennial 
buccession in the East, West, and District of Columbia. 
Respectfully, 
Mr. S. P. L.A.NGLEY, 
lIERBER'l' B. AD.A.MS, 
Secretarv. 
Secretary of 1,/1 e Smithsonian Institution. 
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REPORT 1 OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF FOURTEENTH ANNUAL MEET-
ING OF THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCATION. 
By HERBERT B. ADAMS, Secretary. 
The New Haven meeting of this national historical society 
was the ~nost successful in its history. During the three days' 
convention, December 28-30, the morning and evening ses-
sions were attended by large and enthusiastic audiences. An 
attractive series of interesting historical papers and reports 
was provided by the programme committee, of which Prof. E. 
G. Bourne, of Yale University, was the chairman. The local 
committee of arrangements did all .that was possible for the 
entertainment and pleasure of the visiting members of the 
American Historical and American Economic associations. 
As occasionally in former years, so now these two kindred 
societies met at the same time, in the same city. 
The opening meeting of the Economic Association was held 
Tuesday evening, December 27, in the beautiful and spacious 
Lall of the New Haven Colony Historical Society. After a 
cordial welcome from President Dwight, on behalf of the soci-
ety, the city, and the university, and after- the inaugural ad-
dress by Prof. Arthur 'r. Hadley, the visiting members of both 
associations were pleasantly received by Professor and Mrs. 
Henry W. Farnam at their house on Hillhouse avenue. After 
Professor Fisher's inaugural address Wednesday evening, at 
the opening of the Historical convention in Uolonial Hall, both 
associations were received by the Historical Society in _their -
lower rooms, which are nobly furnished with historical memo-
rials of New Haven Colony and with portraits of its famous 
men. Not even Pilgrim Hall in old Plymouth could afford a 
richer or more suggestive 'environment for historical meetings, 
social and literary, than does the Colonial Hall in New Haven. 
'Report of the New Haven meeting, by Dr. J. F. Jameson, was published in the Amer-
ican Historical Review, April, 1899. Prof. A. B. Hart contributed to Book Reviews 
(Macmillan & Co.) for February, 1899, an account of the growth and purposes of the Amer- · 
ican Historical Association. 
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The literary feature of the fourteenth annual meeting of the 
American Historical Association was President Fisher's ad-
dress. He avoided burning questions of the day, and spoke 
of the historian, not as a politician, an economist, or a sociolo-
gist, but as a judge of the personal characteristics and merits 
of men and women who have participated in the world's great 
drama. This chosen field afforded a rare opportunity for a 
wide and fascinating review of human character as illustrated 
in human deeds which form the substance, the very life of his-
tory. Professor Fisher quoted the 1ate Professor Gurney, of 
Harvard University, who, when offered at Cambridge one of 
two college departments, history or philosophy, chose the first 
because, as be said, he preferred intercourse with persons to a 
life spent amid abstractions. Even for the sake of divine phi-
losophy, of which he was extremely fond, he could not part 
company with the men and women whom history calls back 
to life. 
The educational feature of the programme was, beyond all 
question, the report of Prof. A. U. l\'IcLaughlin, <_;hair man of 
the committee of seven on .the study of history in secondary 
schools. This committee was appointed two years ago by the 
association and has labored bard to solve the vexed problem 
of college entra.nce requirements in history, and to promote 
historical study in all secondary schools, a far more compre-
"hensive and important matter. After careful inquiries in this 
country and in the schools of England, France, and Germany, 
the committee has practically completed its report, and it will 
probably be published in the spring. Professor McLaugh lin 
di cussed tbe eclucational value of history and its place in the 
curriculum, the proposed division of history into four blocks, 
each requiring one year of school work: (1) Ancient, including 
(very briefly) Oriental history aud the early medieval period 
down to 800 A. D.; (2) later medieval and modem European 
hi tory; (3) Bnglish history, including its continental and im-
p rial relation ; (4) American history, supplemented by civil 
g v rnment. The report discusses jn detail the method~ of 
tr ating the e four great divisions of human history, the best 
method , of iu truction, and the training of teachers. It was 
h wn that the primary aim of secondary schools is not prepa-
ration for olleg , but preparation for life. Public schools are 
, Ire cl outrunning college requirement in history, and the 
o n ·omiu wh n a knowledge of man's experience in 
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civil society will need to be recognized at least on terms of 
equality with the classics and mathematics. If colleges do 
not discern tlte signs of the times and the requirements of 
American citizens and civic leaders, so much the worse will it 
be for the colleges and their graduates. 
A pleasant feature of Thursday morning's session was the 
extempore address of the Rev. Dr. William Cunningham, of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, England, an eminent authority 
on English social and economic history. He said it would be 
impossible anywhere iu England to gather such an assemblage 
of historians and economists, specialists and teachers, as he 
had seen in New Haven. And yet, he said, it ought to be 
easier in England than in America to awaken public interest 
in historical and economic matters. English teachers and stu-
dents are surrounded by reminders of the past, and yet it is 
very difficult in England to quicken liistorical interest even in 
secondary schools. Questions regarding the present and the 
future seem to absorb English attention. Englishmen meet 
each difficulty as it arises. Dr. Cunningham commended the 
American spirit, which is manifestly becoming truly historical 
in its methods of dealing with great public questions. Amer-
ica is a country most congenial to historians and very encour-
aging to bistorico-economic pursuits. 
The treasurer's report was especially gratifying to the asso-
ciation from an bistorico-economic point of view. It was shown 
that the present assets of the association are $11,539, an in-
crease of about $1,500 <luring the past year. In fa~t, the good 
:fillancial condition of the association has enabled it to under-
take some very important funct.ions. For ,example, the his-
torical manuscript commissiou is now receiving an annual 
subsidy for the purpose of securing and copying for publica-
tion original historical materials. .Two special reports by this 
commission have already been published in connection with 
the. annual report of the association. Prof. J.· F. Jameson, 
cbairman of the commission, outlined its future projects, espe-
cially the plan of printing the letters of John C. Calhoun. 
The most important :financial step taken at the New Haven 
meeting was the formal adoption of the American Historical 
Review, already for some years edited by Dr. Jameson and 
other members of the association. This step means an annual 
subsidy to the editors and publishers and the regular supply 
to every one of the twelve bm1clred members of the association 
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of this handsome quarterly magazine, the best organ of .Amer-
ican history and of hist~ry in .America. 
There were various interesting papers and discussions on 
historical subjects: European, .American, diplomatic, ecclesi-
astical, colonial, institutional, and constitutional. Some of 
them are printed in this report. By general consensus, the 
New Haven meeting was the best on record. In fact, it was 
the pronounced success of an historical convention under the 
auspices of Yale University that decided the Executive Coun-
cil to vote for Boston and Harvard University as the rallying 
points for the .Association's numerous historical clans from 
Maine to California, in Christmas week, 1899. With this intent 
the association elected for its next president the eminent his-
torian, James F. Rhodes, LL.D., of Boston, and appointed as 
chairman of the programme committee Prof . .A. B. Hart, of 
Cambridge. Prof. M. C. Tyler, of Cornell University, was 
chosen second vice-president. Prof. George B . .Adams, of Yale, 
and Prof . .A. C. McLaughlin, of .Ann .Arbor, were added to the 
Executive Council. This body also elected this worthy repre-
sentative of the University of Michigan to the vacancy on the 
board of editors of The .American Historical Review. Dr . . 
Herbert Friedenwald, superintendent of the department of 
manuscripts in the Library of Congress, was added to the 
Manuscripts Commission of the Historical .Association. 
By formal vote the Executive Council declared for the mani-
fest policy of another meeting of the .Association in the East, 
then in the West, at Detroit and Ann Arbor, in 1900, with a 
.return in 1901 to Washingtou, where this national society was 
incorporated by act of Congress and made a Government 
institution in organic relations with the Smithsonian, to which 
it annually reports. 
VOTED BY THE ASSOCIATION. 
(1) That an a,mount 11ot to exceed $1,000 be appropriated by the Ameri-
·an llistori al A ·sociation to b lp defray the expenses of the American 
Historica,l R view from July 1, 189 , to January 1, 1899, with the under-
standing that the October, 1 98, and the January, 1899, numbers of the 
vi w be nt to them mbers of the American Historical Association. 
(2) That Article IV of th constitution of the American Historical 
A. ociation be amended so that the Executive Council, in addition to the 
r gular offic r. of th o iatiou shall include. ix other members elected 
by th· A so ·ia.tion with its ex-presidents, the number "six" being sub-
stituted for "four.' 
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(3) The appointment of a Committee of Five on the award of the 
''Justin Winsor Prize," namely: Prof. P. J. Turner, University of Wis-
consin; Prof. H. L. Osgood, Columbia University; Prof. C. M. Andrews, 
Bryn Mawr College; Prof. E. P. Cheyney, University of Pennsylvania, 
and Prof. W. M ... West, University of Minnesota. 
(4) The appojntment of a Commission of Five on the Historical Study 
of Colonies and Depende~cies: Prof. H. E. Bourne, Western Reserve 
University, chairman; Prof. H. Morse Stephens, Cornell University; Prof. 
George M. Wrong, Toronto University; Prof. Bernard Moses, University 
of California, and Prof. F. Wells Williams, Yale University. 
(5) That the Association approves the general principles of the report 
on the Study of History in Secondary Schools as stated in the report of 
the chairman, Prof. A. C. McLaughlin. 
(6) Authorization of a General Committee on the local and State histor-
ical interests of the Association, the selection being intrusted to Profs. 
A. B. Hart and H. B. Adams. 
(7) Institution of a Bibliographical Committee to advise the Executive 
Council and to cooperate with the American Library Association upon 
matters of bibliographical interest: A. Howard Clark, assistant secretary 
of the American Historical Association; Reuben G. Thwaites, superin-
tendent State Historical Society of Wisconsin; William E. Poster, librarian 
Providence Public Library; J. N. Larned, of Buffalo, N. Y., and George 
Iles, of New York City . 
. VOTED BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. 
(1) That the Committee of Seven shall be authorized to continue its 
functions and to make further report at the next annual meeting of the 
Association. 
(2) That the Committee of Seven have leave to add to its members if i.t 
deem necessary. 
(3) That the Committee of Seven have leave to report in detail to the 
committee of the National Educational Association. 
( 4) That the council recommend to the Association to meet during the 
Christmas holidays, from Wednesday to Friday, in 1899 in Boston, in 1900 
in Detroit, in 1901 in Washington, D. C. 
(5) That after 1901 meetings should be held in the East, West, and 
Washington in triennial succei:;sion. 
RESOLUTION. 
Resol'l:ed, That the American Historical Associatron desires to extend its 
thanks for the many courtesies which have so greatly enhanced the effect-
iveness and enjoyment of its meeting in New Haven. 
The Association is grateful to the local committee, and especially to 
Profs. H. vV. Farnum and E. G. Bourne, to whose labors in perfecting 
arrangements the success of the convention has been largely due. Special 
thanks are offered to the New Haven Colony Historical Society, to the 
Graduates' Club, to Prof. and Mrs. H. W . .Farunrn, and to Prof. G. P. 
Fisber we are also indebted for the gracious hospitality. 
DANA C. MUNRO, Chairrnan. 
HENRY E. BOURNE. 
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PRESENT ACTIVITIES OF THE ASSOCIATION. 
The following list enumerates the present leading actiYities of the Amer-
ican Historical Association: 
(1) The annual meeting of the Association held during the Christmas 
holidays in the East or the West or the District .of Columbia in triennial 
succession. 
(2) The Annual Report of the Secretary of the Association concerning 
the annual meeting and its proceedings, with the papers, 1ibliographies, 
and other historical materials submitted through the Secretary of tbe 
Smithsonian Institution for publication by Congress. 
(3) The Historical Manuscripts Commission of five members, established 
in 1895, aud now receiving from the Association a subsidy of $500 a year 
for the collection and editing of important manuscripts. At present the 
commission is thus organized: Prof. J. F. Jameson, Brown Univers ity, 
chairman; Prof. F. J. Turner, University of Wisconsin; Prof. William P. 
Trent, University of the South; James Bain, jr., Toronto Public Library; 
and Dr. Herbert Friedenwald, superintendent of manuscripts department, 
Library of Congress. 
(4.) The preserYation of historical exchanges, books, pamphlets, reports, 
and papers of the Association in the National Museum at \Vashington, 
D. C., in the keeping of Mr. A. Howard Clark, assistant secretary of the 
Association and curator of the historical collections. 
(5) The Committee of Seven, established in 1896, for promoting the 
Study of History in Secondary Schools. 
(6) A general committee, representing the local aud State historical 
h1tere ts of the Association. This committee is being gradually appointed 
by authority of the Executive Council. The list will be announced later. 
(7) The '' Justin Winsor Prize" of $100 for the best unpublished mono-
graphic work, based upon original investigation in American history. 
This prize has been a warded only once, and then in the year 1896 to Prof. 
Herman V. Ames, a graduate of Amherst College and a doctor of philosphy 
of Harvard University. (For Committee on Award of Winsor Prize, see 
Votes of the Association.) 
(8) 'fhe Church History Section, which continues the work of the 
American Soci ty of Church History, was originally an institutional off-
shoot of the American Historical Association in 1888, but, in 1896, it 
brcarnc au orgauic part of the Association, with Dr. Samuel M_acauley 
Jackson as s cretary of the section. 
(9) A Commission of Five for the Historical Study of Colonies and 
lJ<'pendencies. This commission is organized as follows: Prof. Henry E. 
Bourn , \Vestern Re erve niversity, chai rman; Prof. II. Morse Stephens, 
Cornell niversity; Prof. George M. Wrong, Toronto University; Prof. F. 
Wells Williams, Yale niversity; and Prof. Beruard Moses, Uuiversi ty of 
'alifornia. 
(10) The American Historical Review, published quarterly, :mu now 
rrnh. idiz ·d by the American Historical Association, whose Executive 
1
01111 il "ill henceforth fill vacanci 'Siu the board. of editors. 
IL-REPORT OF THE TREASURER-LIST OF COMMITTEES. 
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To paid treasurer 's clerk, voucher 1. .. . . ......... .... . 
stationery, printing, and postage for treasurer 
and secreLar.,, Youclters 2, 4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 18, 
21, 22, 23, 2G, 30, 31 ....... ................... . 
committee on .study of history in seuondary 
schools, vouchers 3, 13 . .......... _ ......... . 
historical mauuscripts commission, Youchers 
16, 25, 29 _ . .... ........ __ ................... . 
American Historical Re,iew, Youchers 27, 
28, 32 _ ..... ..... .. ..... .................... . 
Pnblic Printer, vouchers 7, 8, 33 .............. . 
Tiffany &. Co., life members' certificates, 
voucher 19 . __ ............................. . 
expenses last annual meeting, voucher 5 ..... . 
,;ecretary's clerk hire, vouchers 15, 20 ........ . 
assistant secretary's clerk hire, vouchers 9, 
17, 24 ....... ....... ................. .... ... . 
auctioneer's fee, advertising, voucher 10 ..... . 
















D ec. 27 
1898. 
D ec. 27 
Apr. 20 
1898. 
Ry balance, cash on hand ........................... . . . 
1, 029 annual dues at $3 ........................... . 
it!!~~:a:~~8binr~t~~k~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
rebate of tax on bank stocks ..................... . 
sales of publications .. ........ ...... ......... . .... . 
sale of 12 shares American Exchange National 
Bank stock interest on bond and mortgage ....... . 
Dec. 27 I By balance, cash on hand. 
$619. 42 . 









D.1ring the year your treasurer, upon the advice of the finance committee, sold 12 shares of American Exchange National Bank stock and with the 
proceeds and some cash from the treasury loaned $2.500 on bond and mortgage upon the sa.me property as that covered by the bond and mortgage previously 
held by the association. 
The assets of the association are: 10 shares of National Bank of Commerce of New York, $2,080; 5 shares of the Bank of New York, N. B. A., $1,115; 
bond and mortgage, $7,500, drawing 5 per cent interest, and uash on hand, $844.63. Total as·sets, $11,539.63, an increase during the year of$1,500. 
Respectfully submitted, 
CLARENCE w. BOWEN, Treasurer. 
The undersigned auditing committee have examined the foregoing ac.count of the treasurer, with the accompanying vouchers, and find the same to be 
correct. Satisfactory evidence of ownership of the assets of the association as stated in his report have also been submitted to our inspection. 
NEW HA VEN, D ecember 29, 1898. 
A. McF. DAVIS. 
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THE FUNCTION OF THE HISTORIAN AS A JUDGE OF HISTORIC 
PERSONS. 
By the President, GEORGE PAHK FISHER, D. D., LL. D. 
At the outset, I wish to express my thanks to the Historical 
Association for the honor conferred on me by my election as 
its president. · 
Ou casting about' for a topic on which to address you, my 
first impulse was to take up, in its historical relations, a ques-
tion as to our national polity, which bas arisen out of the 
recent war and its results. But on reflection it occurred to me 
that a respite of an hour from present controversies might not 
be unwelcome. Accordingly I have chosen a theme which I 
trust will not prove unattractive; albeit not connected with 
the "burning questions" of the day. 
My subject is, tbe historian as called to pass judgment ou 
historical persons; in other words, the historian in his charac-
ter as a judge of personal characteristic~ and merits. It will 
be agreed, at least not mauy will demur to the statement, that 
personal character and action constitute one of the principal 
charms of hiRtorical narratives. A scholar who was l10nored 
by all who knew him for his rare attainments coupled with 
genuine modesty-I refer to the late Professor Gurney of 
Cambridge-said to me that when he was offered at Harvard 
the choice between the departments of history and philosophy, 
he chose the chair of history, for the reason, as he explained, 
that he preferred the intercourse with p·ersons to a life spent 
among abstractions. He was an adept in metaphysical studies, 
and held them in high esteem. But he could not make up his 
mind to sacrifice that deligllt which the converse with perRons 
affords to the historical student. He was not willing to part 
company with the men and women whom history calls back to 
life. It is, indeed, an aspect of history which by some is 
15 
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regarded with a degree of disdain. Herbert Spencer some-
where adverts to the labor spent in the inquiry whether Mary 
Queen of Scots was privy to the murder of Darnley, as an 
example of a waste of time on questions of trifling importance. 
That view would be just were it true that nothing in the past 
deserves attention except the growth of that impersonal being 
called "society." To be sure, the progress of society, the rise 
and development of institutions, is a subject of prime interest. 
Biography is so far distinct from history that many details 
proper to the one have no place in the other. Moreover, it has 
become clear that individuals, however conspicuous, are, up to 
a limit, the product of their times. But there is a limit. It is 
likewise true that an initiative agency belongs to the leaders 
of men. It is an extreme theory that relegates them exclu-
sively to the category of effects. Human beings are not au-
tomatons. Especially are signal epochs in history, tur11ing 
points, marked by a rallying about persons. From them goes 
forth a creative energy, inspiring a11d guiding their fellows. 
Let sociology, the philosophy of history, be rated at its full 
value. In the drama of human affairs there is an endless 
appeal to psycbological curiosity, a constant stimulus to poetic 
feeling'. And so even such a tragedy as that in which Mary 
of Scotland bore . a part wm always enlist human sympatl1y, 
and impel to researches having for their object to solve the 
questions in doubt. It is a dry-as-dust theory that would 
drive out the8e inquiries from the domain of history. 
It is one office of the li istorian t\) weigh in the scales of jus-
tice the merits of historic persons. It belongs to him to gauge 
the qualities of the men and women who act their parts on the 
public tage. When Schiller wrote '' Die Weltgeschichte ist 
da. Weltgeripht," 1 all that the poet meant was that the hopes 
of the hereafter are of themselves an adequate reward for one 
wlio repel the allurements of sense, even should these hopes 
tnru out to be illusive. But the phrase of Schiller is an apt 
xpre ion of another idea. It will serve to describe the office 
that bi tory p rforms in callin g to her bar the men whose 
he pa e in review. Surely it is a most responsible 
i or do we not owe to the dead the same mea ure of 
tliat we owe to the living f Shall not tlie departed, if 
w ak of them at all , be righteon ly dealt with¥ 
1 In the po •m, "Resignation." 
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One thing fitted to remind a historian of his responsibility in 
assuming the office of a judge is a glance at the discordance 
among those who discharge this function-a conflict often so 
markeu. as to partake of a humorous element. .An iustance or 
two, the first that occur to me, will illustrate this remark. 
Carlyle winds up his estimate of Oliver Cromwell in tllese 
words: 
A great light, oue of our few authentic solar luminaries, going clown 
now amid the clouds of death. Like the setting of a great victorious sum-
mer sun; its course now finished. * * * Here is a life battle nobly 
doue. · * * * Blessed are the dead that dje in the Lord; blessecl are the 
valiant that bave lived in the Lord. 1 
Now hear how Clarendon closes his estimate of Crom well: 
In a word, as he had all the wickedness for which clam nation is denounced 
and for which hell-fire is prepared, so he had some virtues which have 
caused the memory of some men in all ages to be celebrated; and he will 
be looked upon by posterity as a brave, bad man. 2 
All know how this prophecy has been verified. One more 
example of contradictory verdicts. Mr. Froude, at the end of 
his account of King Henry VIII, wllile not denying that he 
had serious faults, assures us that '' far deeper blemishes would 
be but as scars upon the features of a sovereign who, in trying 
times, sustained nobly the honor of the English name, and 
carried the Commonwealth securely through the hardest crisis 
in its history." 3 The monarch whom the historian praises in 
this fashion. is characterized by Macaulay as a "king whose 
character may be best described by saying that he was despo-
t.ism itself personified;"· and contrast Mr. Froude's encomium 
with the words of Sir James Mackintosh, who, after relating 
the executions of More and Anne Boleyn, calmly observes: 
In these two direful deeds Henry approached, perhaps, as near to the 
ideal sfam<lard of perfect wickedness as the infirmities of human nature 
will allow. 4 
Vile have nowadays two safeguards against the misjudgment 
of persons that give us an advantage over writers in the past. 
It is possible to find out a great deal more about historical per-
sonages than it was formerly. The opening of archives with 
treasures of information which have been hitherto locked up, 
1 Cromwell's L etters and Speeches (.A.m. ed.), pp. 406, 409. 
2 Ristory of the Rebellion (ed. Macray), Vol. VI, p. 97. 
3 History of' England, Vol. IV, p. 492. 
4 Ibicl., Vol. II, C. VII. . 
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the publication of letters and of documents of every sort in 
private hands, pour a flood of light in cases where only defect-
ive knowledge was once possible. Along with this invaluable 
gain, the sense of obligation to spare no labor in efforts to get 
at the truth is proportionately increased. At present, no author 
with an ability approaching that of Hume would think of being 
deterred, as he was, by sheer indolence from rising from his 
chair to consult the authorities on his shelves, if not literally 
within reach. But of course no amount of investigation wi_ll 
answer if there be wanting a spirit of fairness. In this par-
ticular we may take credit on the whole for a marked advance. 
Certainly the number of dispassionate students, who are in 
quest of truth alone, is larger now than it ever was before. , 
Yet it is pleasant to remember that Thucydides, writing in so 
remote a time, is~ in this respect as well as in so many others, 
a model. Grote maintains that he was in fault for not pre-
venting Amphi:polis from being captured by the Spartans. He 
argues that Thucydides was too slow in coming to its relief. L 
I once asked a profound scholar, the late President ·w oolsey, 
for his opinion on this question. He answered, '' I have such 
confidence in the absolute truthfulness of Thucydides tllat, 
were be really chargeable with fault, as Grote alleges, I believe 
be would have avowed it." It is pleasant to read the more 
recent comment of Professor Jebb on this passage in the life 
of the prince of historians: 
There is some presumptive evidence of carelessness; but we can hardly 
say more than that. The absence of Thucydides from the neighborhood 
of Amphipolis at the precise juncture may have had some bet.tor excu e 
than uow appears. 2 
Let me now call to mind certain distinct influences of a mis-
guiding nature, influences that may operate to deceive or per-
vert the judgment of the historian. The first that it occurs to 
me to mention is the instilict of hero worship. Fascination, 
wbeth r ex rted by man or woman, carries in it a power of 
illu ion. It i liable to exaggerate merits and to hide defects 
and to inve t the object admired with unreal charms. Great 
m n, like gra1Jd object in nature, excite the imagination. 
Th y thrill the spectator lik the pyramids and majestic 
a be<lr 1 reared by bum au art. "Hero" is a word that 
came to mean, among the reeks, a semidivine 
- ---------------
! llislory of Gr c (Am. ed.), Vol. VI, p. 409, sq. 
2 Encycl. Brit., Yo!. XXIII, p. 324. 
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personage. Prometheus was a discrowned god. 
typical hero of antiquity, was the son of Zeus. 
sent Diomed into battle, 
" * * * upon bis heacl 
Hercules, the 
When·Pallas 
And shield she caused a constant flame to play, 
Like to the autumnal star, that shine8 in heaven 
, Most brightly when new bathed in ocean's tides." 
-Iliad, b. v. 
There is a joy in unstinted admiration. It culminates in wor-
ship. For what is worship. but admiration rising almost to 
ecstacy 1 We yearn for the heroic, and we are evei~, even if 
unconsciously, in quest of it. He_nce the number of idols that 
we .Americans frame and -are obliged after a little to break. 
The genius of Carlyle is shown even in the title of his book, 
Hero Worship. The fault of his ideal of heroism, it is need-
less to say, is its deifying of energy. It is greatness, in what-
ever form, that Carlyle adores. - Not that he really means to 
approve of immorality. But with him energy and sincerity are 
made the two notes of the hero. The fetich worshiper, he tells 
us, "let him entirely believe in his fetich," is not in so bad a 
way. Carlyle gathers into one category of heroes men of 
power in any province. Bis homage for literary genius leads 
him to convert Goethe into a hero-Goethe, who certainlywas 
not a patriot, and used the same love sonnets for one after 
another of the women with whom for the time he was enam-
ored. The hero, be he only sincere, is permitted to do what he 
pleases to accomplish his end. Of Mohammed's propagating 
bis religion by the sword we read: 
I care little about tho sword. I will allow a thing to struggle for 
itself in this worlcl with any sword, or tougue, or implement it has or can 
lay hold of. Wo will let it do, beak and claws, whatever i8 in it. 
As if there were no other curb required for man, a being 
with a free aud responsible nature, than for creatures armed 
with beak and claws, and with no motive force but instinct. 
In his greatest work, the masterly work on the French Revo-
lution, it is well that, as far as he carried the subject, he lighted 
on no liero to glorify. As to bis Frederick II, of Prussia, it 
may be too much to say that Carlyle bad to manufacture his 
hero; but he had to assist what nature did, by a considerable 
strain of muscle. Great men not only cast a spell over their 
contemporaries; they continue to enchant generations that 
follow. They dazzle later comers who gaze back upon their 
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career. They move these to believe what it gives them pleas-
ure to believe. They disarm criticism. Alexander of Mace-
don, as a military genius, was praised by Hannibal, the only 
ancient commander who can be thought superior to him. That 
his intellect was keen no one will question. To be sure, he 
had Aristotle for a teacher, yet it was to his credit that he 
kept up an interest in Greek literature. But with what 
fabulous designs has he not been credited-the design, for 
example, to Hellenize Asia, when his aim was rather to Asia-
tize Europe, and to make himself a despot after the Persian 
fashion, with the world under his feet. It takes a clear-sighted 
man and, if you will, an austere moralist, like Niebuhr, to 
characterize him as an adventurer-one who, in the spirit of 
a gambler, wantonly stakes his all on military success.1 
Napoleon, a far greater · man than Alexander-how many 
writers bas he captivated . by the variety and energy of llis 
intellectual powers! How have the enthusiasts ignored bis 
unblushing mendacity, his petty tyranny within his court, his 
unmanly petulance, his heartless indifference to the sacrifice 
of human life! It is a signal merit, permit me to say, of the 
monumental work of our associate, Professor Sloane, that he 
holds the scales of justice with a steady band. His concludi11g 
summary is marked by discrimination in every line. 
But hero worship, however extravagant, is really less to be 
deprecated in the historian than the propensity to pull real 
heroes down from their pedestals. There is no greater good to 
a nation than to have at least one man who is justly ensl1rined 
in popular veneration-one at least whose name is in a certain 
way sacred. Such a name is that of Washington. '\iVasliing-
tou was not an orator; yet J obu Adams records in bis Diary 
at the Continental Congress that he had been told by Mr. 
Lyncl1, a delegate from South Carolina, tbat Colonel Wash-
ington made the mo t ·eloquent speech a,t the Virginia couven-
tion that ever wa · made. "Says he, 'I will raise 1,000 meu, 
quip them at rny own expeu e, and maech myself at their head 
to the relief of Bo ·ton.2 rn Bveu J effen;on, not prone to tlatter 
him, , ay that Wasbingtou was incapable of fear. High 
.,pirited with a lf-re pect wbieb no man ventured to invade, 
et tempered with a· ju t r pect for all others, and with a, 
power of self-gov rnment 11 ver surpassed; welcoming coun-
1 , y t nev r yi ldin · to clictation, and never carried off l1is 
1 "i hub r 's L · ctur s Oil An ·ieut lii tory, L C' t. L XXI V. 
2 Li~ and ·work of John dams, Vol. VII, p . 3G0. 
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feet by currents of opinion, he was a patriot without selfish-
ness and without guile. Why search, when search is vain, for 
flaws in his character, Never was his wisdom more apparent 
and, I venture to add, never did his military capacity shine 
forth more brightly than at the present moment. Why seek 
for distinction by furn bling the noses of the gods! 
It is tl1e glory of England that so many historic names in 
her annals are held, or will be, by the English people, in uni-
versal honor. What a lesson to all coming time is the course 
of a man like Sir Robert Peel, of whom Wellington said, "Of 
all the men I ever knew, be had. the greatest regard for truth." 
Twice in his career he braved the wrath of a disappointed and 
exasperated party-first, when be brought the Catholic disa-
bilities bill into Parliament, aud again, when he set about the 
repeal of the Corn laws. You remember his closing words, 
after he had done justice to the conscientious motives of a 
por_tion of his antagonists: 
I shall leave n, ·name execrated by every monopolif,t who, from less hon-
oraule motives1 clamors for protection because it conduces to his own 
individual benefit; but it rnn.y be that I shall leave a name sometimes 
remembered with expressions of good will in the abodes of those whose 
lot it is to labor, and to earn their daily bread by the sweat of their brow, 
when they shall recruit their exhausted strength with abundant and 
untaxed food, the sweeter because it is no longer leavened witL a sense of 
injustice. 
There is another influence that is not an unmixed advantage 
to an historical writer-a quality that, for the want of a better 
phrase, I will call tlie passion of eloquence. Rhetorical fervor, 
as we all know, is liable to mislead the subject of it as well as 
others in contact with it. -No effort is required to drive a met-
tlesome steed furiously. When rhetoric is not artificial, but a 
gift of nature-in other words, when one is rhetorical to the 
core, with a copious vocabulary at his command, with felicity 
in its use, and a spontaneous ardor to match, it is not easy to 
keep within bounds. There is more than one sort of inability 
to bridle the tongue. Tliere is a kind of declamatory think-
ing. One of t,be numerous writers who have dwelt on the 
traitR of Mr. Gladstone has bit the mark, I believe, in attribn-
ti11g to him, as an iugrained quality, the passion of the orator. 
Eminent as his talents were and versatile his acquirements, 
tl.iere lay in this rare gift a snare. D'israeli's sarcasm, that 
he was inebriated by his own exuberant verbosity-an ungra-
cious remark for a p0litical rival to make-is clever as a cari-
cature. Historical writers may be carried away by their own 
/ 
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fluency. It is a pity for a painter to have on his palette 
only two colors, white and black. How Macaulay delights 
to pelt the men whom he sets in bis pillory! How, for exam-
ple, he inveighs against Cranmer! t One feels that he would 
twit St. Peter with the timidity that be showed in the judg-
ment hall of Caiaphas. In truth, Cranmer was not a saiut, 
but neither was be a hypocrite or a savage. In a few lines, 
Ranke furnishes the key to bis cliaracter-the source of his 
weakness and of his capacity for service along with it. With 
many excellent traits, he was one of those natures, not bad in 
themselves, that need a backing and lack the power to breast 
a masterful will. But after . a · retreat there was left in him 
always the mind to rally, and thus to save the cause to which 
in his inmost heart he was committed.2 Where the rhetorical 
turn o.f mind prevails, other tendencies, of course, may belp to 
foster the spirit of exaggeration-a spirit that is apt to show 
in unbridled invective. There may be an almost savage intol-
erance of types of character not conformed to the author's 
favorite type. I will refer for an illustration to the wholesale 
disparagement of Cicero now somewhat common, especially 
among the idolaters of Julius Cffisar. Even Mommsen has set 
an example tha,t writers of less distinction have not been slow 
to follow: "He was valiant," writes Mommsen, "in opposition 
to sbam attacks." "By nature he had the talent of a journalist 
in the worst sense of the term." He is declared to be despi-
cable as a statesman, and as an author to be nothing l>ut a dex-
terous stylist-with much more in the same vein.3 If I might 
venture to express my own feeli11g, I should say of this passage 
of Momrnsen himself, that it illustrates the manner of" a jour-
nalist in the worst sem;e of tbe term." A far more fair and 
<lispa. ionate view of Cicero is to be fouud in the pages of 
Ihne.4 The foible of Cicero are apparent enough, for he has 
1 R(·vi w of Hallam'R Coll!1titi1tionn.l HiAtory (in MiRcella11eous EssayR, Vol. I); Jlistor.v 
of J~nglancl, Vol. I, l). 4.8. 
2 Enelisch Geschichto, Vol. I, p. 48. 
3 Ilistory of Rome, Vol. V, Ch. XII. 
4 Ci1·1·ro1 when threat ned 1,y Ulodiuf!, remninetl at his post when ways of escape were 
offl'red to him. , ayR lhnc: "Ilow mauy n. one of tho valorous men wbo now sit in Judg-
ment on Cic· ro and h •rato l1im as a c~warcl, n shuffier, would, in the same situatiou, have 
rn·ptintoacornerwhrre 11 might think himself safe." (Romischo Gescbicl1tr, B. VI, 
s. :J44.) Of tho. orrow of 'ic ro in cxil , Iline writes : "Tbe pains of this wounded heart, 
torn with gri<·f. would fill a noble-heart •d man, not with scorn ancl derision, but only with 
sympathy; for be who snffl'red thu1; was him ·elf a 1101>10-hearted, kindly man, on of thr 
f1•w of hi!i 1, op) possrs ell of l111man f ling, removed from all harcln s, ruelty, and 
avurl •c·." "Hut w kuow that only ono'1; own exp rience is the touchstone for 
tbr. ,·irlu (. up rhuman slrPngth of pirit a1Hl rN1olution], nml that many a Stoic of 
th .'tu<ly at th fll"l!t liglJtniu, l!troko ol' 111i1:1~ rtune breal 1; down." lbid., s. 360. 
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laid bare in his correspondence, as none of his contemporaries 
have done respecting themselves, his inmost thoughts and feel-
ings. He has himself depicted his varying moods with the 
accuracy of a sun picture. It is from Cicero himself that we 
learn that he kept silence at sessions of the senate, lest, when 
it adjourned, Ornsar should dun him for borrowed money. Yet, 
when all is said that can be said, we always feel, as Niebuhr 
expresses it, that Cicero's failings are the faults of a friend. 
He was a more modern man in the type of his culture than any 
other of the aucients. If he vacillated in the contests between 
Ornsar and Pompey, it was for the reason given in his own letter 
to Atticus: "It is the consideration of my duty that distracts 
me, and has from the beginning." He clung to the republic, 
yet feared that the success of its champion would be followed 
by a repetition of the cruelties of Sulla. Richard Baxter said, 
in defense of himself, that when he remembered who it was 
that said, "Blessed are the peacemakers," he was willing to be 
caned a trimmer. Cicero was bent on peace as long as the 
least hope remained that peace could be preserved. As for the 
inordirrate hunger for fame, now and then there was one, like 
the great Stoic, Marcus Aurelius, who was not possessed with 
it. But the passion for glory, and especially for posthumous 
fame-a passion checked in tbe Middle Ages by the influence 
of Christianity-ran to excess in the great men of antiquity. 
Room, even in a brief catalogue of misleading influences, 
must be given to a special temptation-the delight in paradox. 
In traveling over ground already trodden by numerous prede-
cessors, the desire springs up to say something novel, an ambi-
tion to exhibit an original view. Some fresh theory must be 
invented. This will explain often attempts to silver over char-
acters doomed, and justly so, to infamy. Sensationalism is not 
a temptation of preachers alone. It invades our department 
as well as other provinces. We see the maxim verified that 
there is no one without a friend. A number of' ingenious 
attempts have been made to vindicate the character of Judas 
Iscariot. De Quincy is one of those who have tried to show 
that the motive of Judas in the betrayal of his .Master was to 
compel Him to a public and triumphant declaration of His 
Messiahship. These intrepicl apologists are somewhat em bar-
rassed by the circumstance of the thirty pieces of silver, and 
by the statement in one of the documentary sources: "This be 
said, not because be cared for the poor, but because he had the 
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bag and bare what was put therein." The English Reforma-
tion had long been pretty familiar ground. Its leaders were 
pretty well understood. unless a revolutionary hypothesis 
could be started it was not so easy to captivate readers. I am 
loath to say tbat a deliberate motive of this sort actuated that 
master of the literary art, Mr. Froude. It is, however, bard 
to account for the manner in which he bas dealt with evidence, 
and hardly less for the inconsistencies in his narrative. Why 
are Thomas More and Cromwell praised to the foot of the scaf-
fold and then put under the ban, Why are the English Prot-
estant exiles, who went over to the continent in Mary's time, 
disparaged for obeying the injunction, "If ye are persecuted 
in one city flee into another," when Mr. Froude's hero, John 
Knox, likewise fled the conn try, As regards Henry VIII, new 
evideirne only corroborates the proofs already known.1 There 
is no ground for asserting that he bad any scruples about tbe 
validity of his marriage to Catharine before he was enamored 
of .Anne Boleyn. His statement that scruples were awakened 
in bis mind by the French ambassador was a falsehood. There 
is decisive proof that he had previously corrupted .Anne's sister; 
that he proposed to .Anne if she would yield to his seductions 
to renounce all other mistresses; that be had a mind, if the 
Pope would consent to bigamy, to marry her and say nothing 
about his previous marriage; that eleven weeks after bis secret 
marriage to .Anne he directed the archbisl.10p of his own crea-
tion to decide the divorce question "without fear or favor;" 
that on the day when be heard of Catharine's death be crowned 
his brutality by putting on a gala dress, and that he sent .Anne 
to tbe executioner with a like heartlessness. 
Where there is no ambition to shine as a discoverer, the 
bi, toriau may be under the influence of narrow or otherwise 
faulty ideal of personal worth. The hostile critics of Gibbon 
did not succeed very well in fishing for definite errors of state-
ment in the fifteenth and sixteenth chapters, in which the 
gr at hi torian treated of early Christianity. In. Rome par-
ticular,' be was incorrect, but his main fault lies in the way of 
putting thing . That type of freethinking prevalent in bis 
clay- i bt enth century views of Christianity-leavened his 
ha it of bought. The faults and foibles of Christian teach-
1 
• Gairdn r, " Tew lighti, on the dirnrce of llenry VIII" (in English Historical 
R1•,i1•w,Yol.XJ,p.Gi3; ol.XLI,p.l). cal otl1 Revi wof'Froocle's.'upplemcntary 
Volum (in Englh1h Ilistorical R view, ol. IT, p. 3G0). 
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ers, confessors, and martyrs are set in the foreground in a 
way to allow no true perspective and to shut out a just appre-
ciation of their moral worth. It is worthy of note that, in 
describing the martyrdom of Cyprian, Gibbon dwells upon the 
decorum of the Roman officials by whom be was beheaded, as 
if to throw a shade over the ghastly scene of the murder of 
an aged bishop of brilliant powers and spotless character. It 
is a relief to the reader when, once in a while, a character so 
elevated as that of Athanasius calls out from Gibbon cordial 
tributes of admiration. 
It is quite possible for a writer to be diligent in investiga-
tion, with a strong understanding-, and free from any wrong 
inteution, and yet merely by his temperament be disqualified 
from comprehending an order of mind diverse from his own. 
Owing to a lack of imaginative sympatlly, not a few are inca-
pable of appreQiating a nature in which enthusiasm is a living 
force. No one doubts that Southey was an accomplisbed liter-
ary man and withal a poet; yet when he undertook to portray 
the character and career of J olm Wesley he partially failed. 
Coleridge's annotations to Southey's biography of the Meth-
odist founder supply the element of spiritual insight. The 
American edition of that work contains the additional notes 
by a Methodist divine on both Southey and Cole.ridge. The 
spectacle of this triangular contest is somewhat dramatic. 
Milman is a name always to be mentioned with respect. The 
History of Latin Christianity is tl10 work of a!:1 author truly 
learned, with broad literary sympathies, and free from secta-
rian partiality. But when Milman applies himself to describe 
a personage like Hildebrand, and especially to describe that 
saiutly mo11arclt Louis IX of Prance, we are struck with the 
limitations of the author. Piety that surpasses the limit of 
Anglican moderation, devotion that is coupled with what to 
ti.le men of to-day seem extravagances-for instance in the 
direction of austerities-awakens in the author a certain invol-
untary disrespect ti.lat, without design, colors the entire por-
traiture. Let one compare Neande.r's account of the two 
famous men just mentioned with Milman's, and one will 
instantly feel the difference between an insight that discerns 
the essentials of a truly lofty nature and a percept.ion that 
stays more on the surface. Tllere is something almost humor-
ous in the thought of a writer like Hallam, to whom anytbing 
l>nt an exact staterne11t is repuguant, passing judgment upon 
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a man like Martin Luther, of a fr()licksome humor, and with 
emotions that poured themselves out in extravagances of 
speech. 
The historical student is perpetually called upon to discount 
the inflnence of personal or party prejudice. The unpracticed 
scholar may be tempted to accept with little or no scrutiny the 
statements of contempory writers merely because they were 
contemporary. Here, it is felt, we have the testimony of one 
who was present and saw the persons with his own eyes. It 
is forgotten that these witnesses, not unlikely, are the very ones 
to be warped by likes and dislikes. One of the most fascinating 
of all historical books of this class is the Memoirs of St. Simon. 
What pictures of court ancl camp in the days of Louis XIV! 
What life-like portraits of men and women-vivid portrayals of 
their looks aud conduct! Yet few writers are more swayed by 
personal sympathy or antipathy. Ranke's dissection of St. 
Simon is an invaluable aid to the student, like his critiques of 
Clarendon, Burnet, Da,vila, and others of almost equal fame. 
The better tone of history is in nothing more apparent than in 
the waning influence of party prejudice. The custom of brand-
ing heretics in politics and religion, or those deemed to be such, 
with epithets appropriate to thieves and robbers, is passing 
away. The. good old maxim "Audi alteram partem" is com-
ilig to be more observed. There is not only a more exhaustive 
search for the requisite materials of judgment, but with it 
greater impartiality. In seasons of party conflict it is curious 
how a misrepresentation will spread. Some of us remember 
that forty years ago everywhere in the North tlie opinion of 
Uhief Justice Taney in the Dred Scott Case was denounced. 
Ile was quoted in countless newspapers and speeches as having 
declared from the bench that "negroes have no rights which 
the white man is bound to respect." What he did say was 
omething quite different, namely, that for a century before tl1e 
framing of the Constitution negroes '' bad been regarded a so 
far in~ rior that they had no rights which the white man wa 
bound to re p ct, and that the negro might justly be reduced 
to ·la very for his benefit." Whether the Chief Justice was per-
t ctly correct in tbi tatement or not, be nowhere expre,.'ses an 
approval f the s ntiment, which he said wa formerly enter-
tained. H might per hap , have d011e well to refer to neclara-
ti n in a dift' r nt tone at lea t, like the pa age on the iniquity 
of th .·lav trad which Jeffer on in.-erted in the fir t draft 
J le rati011 of Ind p nden e. ut liow 11rn11ife tly 
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unjust to impute to him a sentiment to which he gave no 
express or implied sanction! Whoever has had occasion to study 
the religious contests of the past is not seldom obliged to revise 
traditional verdicts respecting the leaders. As students are 
aware, there "is abundant room for criticism of most of the 
Protestant as well as Roman Catholic biographers of Luther. 
How many Protestants of average knowledge know anything 
of the bigamy of the Landg-rave of Hesse, to which the.Witten-
berg reformers lent their sanction¥ No man has been more 
detested by Puritans and people of Puritan descent than Arch-
bishop Laurl. No doubt he was a martinet in matters of wor-
ship, with a hard and inflexible temper, which made him cast 
into prison and <lrive out of the Kingdom good men whose depar-
tures from ritual prescriptions were treated as heinous crimes. 
Yet, while in one sphere uarrow and consequently cruel, he was 
in reference to theology, compared with his adversaries, a broad 
churchman. In that day of conflict between Calvinist and 
Arminian, he would make room for both. Repugnant as are 
the conceit and tyranny of James I, as they were displayed at 
the Hampton Court conference, when he pitted the prelates 
against the Puritan divines, we must do him the justice to 
remember that he denied the request of those divines to insert 
in the Anglican creed, as new tests of orthotj,oxy, the Lambeth 
articles, with their more rigid formulas of predestination. On 
the one side, intolerance as to the ritual; on the other, intol-
erance as to doctrine. Neither party1 according to our idea of 
freedom, was contending for liberty except for itself. 
When partisan acrimony is reenforced by personal ill will, 
we have but a sorry equipment for impartial judgment. It 
was not without a shock that some, whose youthful enthusiasm 
for Macaulay was not quenched, read, in one of his letters in 
Travelyan's Life, 1 the bitter reference to his Tory antagonist, 
Croker, that "impudent, leering Croker," as he styles him, 
and the words that follow this expression: '' See whetlier I do 
not dust that varlet's jacket for him in the next number of the 
Blue and Yellow"-that is, the Ediuburgh Review for Septem-
ber, 1831. Macaulay's review of Croker's editjon of Boswell 
is in keeping with additional words contained in the letter 
referred to: "I detest him more than cold boiled veal.'J Lock-
hart's critique of the Edinburgh article, in the N octes Ambro-
sianre of Blackwood, proves its lack of candor and how far it 
fell short of accuracy. Whoever would fully understand the 
1 Life and Letters of Macaulay, Vol. I., p. 218. 
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spirit of exaggeration that characterized Macaulay should 
read Spedding's two volumes, entitled "Evenings with a 
Reviewer." There it is demonstrated that the famous article 
on Bacon is but the expansion of Pope's line, 
The wisest, l>rightest, meanest of mankind-
w here the last epithet of the poet is a monstrous hyperbole. 
The marvelous memory of Macaulay, and his extraordinary 
power, from mere recollection, of conjuring up in bis mind 
pictures of the past, with the circumstances and dates fitted 
into their places, no doubt explains the occurrence of errors, 
and partly accounts for his persistency in them when they bad 
been pointed out. But it hardly avails to excuse bis failure to 
acknowledge such a mistake as the confounding of William 
Penn, the Qnaker1 with George Penn, the pardon broker. 
There is one question in connection with my subject which 
demands particular attention. What shall be the criterion of 
moral judgment respecting ~haracters iu the pa.st¥ What is 
the right touchstone¥ Some go so far as to say tbat 110 ver-
dicts at all are to be rendered, and only the data for them are 
to be furnished. .A writer not void of moral earnestness can 
hardly fasten such a padlock on bis lips. Dean Stanley, speak-
ing of bis o1d master, Dr. Arnold, of Rugby, remarked to me 
that he had seen .Arnold, when recurring to some iniquitous 
act far back in Roman times, '' livid with rage." Men of less 
vigor of conscience will experience emotions of tllis kind in 
some degree, and are not bound to stifle the utterance of them. 
But what shall be the standard ¥ Shall it be the ethical per-
ceptions of an advanced age 0? Shall it be the rule:-; of conduct 
that make up the code of good men to-clay¥ So Lord Acton, 
in hi learned and instructive inaugural lecture on the Study 
of Ili tory, trenuous1y contends: · 
''The weight of opinion is against me when I exhort yon," so be writes, 
"never to clobase the moral nrrency or to lower tho standard of recti-
tndc, bnt to try others by the final maxim that governs our own lives, and 
to su:ff r no man an<l 110 cause to esca1Je t.be undying penalty wbicb history 
hat1 th pow r to inflict on wrong. The plea in extenuation of guil t and 
mitiira,fion of 1rnnishlllcnt ifl perpetual. At every step we are met hy 
al'l,{llm nt.· wbicl.J go io exc11R0, to palliate, to confonnd rio·ht and wrong, 
and r •clue the jnflt man to the level of the r probate.1" 
. ay Lord Acton. On the contrary, other, are positiYe 
tba a m tho 1 f judgm nt o ever is unrighteous. They 
n of th pa t mu t be judged from tbe point of 
1 Lcctu1·p 1 p. 03. 
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view of their contemporaries, and according to the measure · 
of light possessed in their own time. There is some confusion 
among the disputants on this matter. Both parties are right, 
and neither excludes the other. · On the one hand, the ethical 
law is not to be forgotten. . The ideal standard is not to be let 
down. The conduct. of men of every age may profitably be 
brought into comparison with it. No plea for the wicked is to 
l>o tolerated that amounts to an apology for wickedness. On 
the other hand, however, the question o( subjective guilt, or 
the degree of personal ill desert, is another point. Practical 
ethics, like the art of house building, is progressive. Some 
things are always and everywhere known to l>e wrong, and are 
al>horrent to all men. Yet moral discernment of the right in 
the concrete advances as the day advances from dawn to noon-
tide. Morality continually branches out, to human vision, in 
new directions. Penalties of civil law in the most civilized 
states, inflicted within the limits of the present century, are 
now felt to be barbarous. It does not follow that we are more 
deserving of praise than our predecessors. Not long ago 
pntctices that the law and moral sense now forbid were not 
perceived to be cruel; for example, in the methods of prison 
discipline. There is a new feeling even respecting cruelty to 
animals. In a chapter of the Memorabilia, Xenophon gives 
us an account of a call made by Socrates with some of his 
disciples on an Athenian courtesan, Theodota.1 The philoso-
pher converses pleasantly with her, and gives her shrewd 
advice as to how to attract men and to ply her occupation 
skillfully. Suppose a 'teacher of moral philosophy in one of 
our universities-for Socrates was a teacher of ethics-were to 
copy his example as thus related, and related, be it observed, 
without the least censure, by one of his disciples. Shall we 
tlJen denounce Socrates, one of the noblest men of all time, 
and a martyr, if there eve1· was one, I have heard a theolo-
gian speak J1arsbly of him on the ground of th is record in the 
Memorabilia. But the goou. man forgot that on the roll of 
heroes and saints, iu that splendid passage of Holy Writ, the 
eleventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews, there stands 
the name of Rahab, the harlot. He forgot that Revelation 
itself was gradual, and that the laws given to men of old time, 
much more their practices, are pronounced in the Gospel 
imperfect. 
1 Memorabili:L lJ. III, c. XI. 
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According to the international law of antiquity, the lives of 
captives taken in war were forfeited. They might ue reduced 
to slavery or slain, at the option of the captor. Ethical feel-
ing had risen to no higher level. It is manifestly unreasonable 
to consider Julius O::.esar as guilty for the slaughter of prisoners 
of war as a modern commander, in the light of Christianity, 
would be for the same act. Napoleon Bonaparte ordered a 
multitude of Turkish prisoners at.Jaffa-whose lives, moreover, 
had been promised them-to be marched fo the beach and shot. 
o.r the opinion of apologists who excuse this foul deed, Pro-
fessor Sloane properly remarks: 
Those who hold that ju any war, whether just or unjust, the practice 
of barbarity is excusable if it lead to speedy victory, will agree with that 
opinion. 1 
The deed of Napoleon was execrable, because he was not in 
the dark as to tbe code of Christian morality, but with ruthle~s 
cruelty trampled it under foot. Bismarck sent broadcast over 
Europe a telegram which he had recast from an official message 
sent to him, by omitting parts vital to the impression that it 
conveyed. The impression of the garbled telegram was tbat a 
personal insult bad been offered to the Emperor Wi11iam by 
Benedetti, the French minister, and had been so regarded by 
the Emperor-which was false; and the impression, which was 
likewise false, that for this reason negotiations as to the Hohen-
zollern question between the two Governments had been 
broken off by the Emperor. Bismarck, as reported by Busch, 
said of this proceeding, "The thing really succeeded. The 
French were fearfully angry at the condensed telegram, and a 
couple of days later they declared war against us." 2 He pre-
dicted on the spot, as he says in his autobiography, that it 
' would have the effect of a red rag upon the Gallic bull." 3 He 
fairly chuckles over this cunning device that heated the tem-
per of tw natiou to the boiling point. It is a mild jmlg-ment 
t call it a Machiavelian trick. A Frenchman might be par-
don tl £ r a.Hing it au iustauce of shameless mendacity. 
With the lap e of time, a events and perso11s recede further 
int th pa t, we .find that hi tory look at men in their broad 
line. of diff ren •e. It drop· out of ight minor circumstances. 
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It is the ruling purpose when it_ stands out that absorbs atten-
tion and determines the popular estimate of personal worth. 
Subordinate details, even grave errors of opinion and conduct, 
vanish when one is viewed from the distance. Iu a crisis, did 
this man cast his lot on the right side1 And was he unselfish 
and brave? If he did that anrl was this, serious faults are con-
doned. The most noted leader iu the antislavery conflict in 
this country was Mr. Garrison. He was vehement in his advo-
cacy of disunion . • He denounced the Constitution of the United 
States as a "covenant with death and an agreement with 
hell." His habit of speech appears in the following sentence, 
which I casually met in looking over an old number of The 
Liberator :1 "The man who throws up his cap and cries 
'The Union forever' is morally in a condition to be sent to a 
madhouse and have a strait-jacket put upon him." Yet Gar-
rison now stands bigh in popular esteem. A scholar and 
author as distinguished as Gold win Smith writes a eulogistic 
memoir of him. It is simply because he is thought to stand 
the test that I have stated. He is considered to have been 
ou the right side and to have been -a fearless and unselfish 
champion of a righteous cause. All else is overlooked. In 
Boston, where a mob led him along the streets with a rope 
about his waist, you may see bis statue in everduring brass. 
'the great statesman, Daniel Webster, was a contemporary of 
Garrison. He saw some things that Garrison did not see-
one thing in particular. It was not simply that ];iis heart was 
full of the precious memories of the American Union. Web-
sLer saw that with the American Union was identified the 
cause of civilization on thi:::; conti11ent. He felt that to break 
it up would be the signal for anarchy, probably for civil war 
and a social wreck. "Liberty and Union, one and inseparable;" 
were words that embodied his deepest conviction. Hence he 
dealt with the slavery question in a spirit that seemed cowardly 
aud timeserving to one who underrated the value of the Union, 
aud in bis horoscope .caught no glimpse of civil war, with its 
unspeakable horrors and possible ruin. Posterity will not 
doubt tliat the <lefen<ler of the Constitution and the Union, 
whatever bis faults may have been, deserves the statue placed 
in bis honor in front of the statehouse in Boston. History 
will adjudge him to have been a sincere patriot, as well as a 
farseeing statesman. 
1 The Liberator, March J, 1859. 
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Bear with me while I briefly revert to our New England his-
tory. The character of the Puritan founders of New Bngland 
is a question warmly contested. Dr. Palfrey, a man of great 
liberality, without sympathy with Puritan theology, who gave 
practical proof of his love of freedom, is considered by many 
to have written in a too apologetic vein. Certainly care is now 
taken by many to steer clear of any such imputation. This may 
be said, that no man is competent to judge fairly the Puritan 
founders of Massachusetts and Connecticut pnless, in the first 
place, he recognizes the distinction between a settlement or 
colony in its infancy and a full-fledged commonwealth. A 
colony stands midway between the family and the state. Nor 
is he then qualified to judge unless he bears in mind that uni-
formity in religions professions and practices in a political com-
munity had beeu one of the ruling ideas of men from the first 
Christianizing of the Teutonic tribes and nations, to say nothing 
of the feeling and precedents deeply rooted in a remoter past. 
Besides the inherited theory as to the function of the state, the 
record of religious factions begotten of the Reformation, or 
occasioned by it, intensified in the fathers of New England the 
dread of anarchy and social demoralization. Roger Williams 
was one of the few who, along with many erratic notions, 
caught sight of the modern idea of the state as limited in its 
functions, and of the civil authority as holding no divine COill-
missiou to repress religious error. Give him whatever credit 
is dne to him for taking a step in advance of almost all his 
contemporaries. But surely John Winthrop was as good a 
man as Roger Williams! Certainly for no man did Williams 
himself cherish a deeper reverence and esteem. And, as the 
founder of a State, when all things are considered, Winthrop 
does not stand on a lower level than Williams. In such an 
office there i required a combination of qualities. Jefferson 
·omewhere likens t,he character of the New Englanders to that 
of the Jews. Whatever grains of truth there are or were in 
this ·ompari on, it is not altogether a reproach. Even if 
Jacob, in the pirit of bis dealings with Esau, was not attract-
ive yet it ha been truly said of Jacob that he was a better 
man to found a ommonwealth than Esau. And there have 
b n many I ra lite superior to Jacob, in being without guile. 
iugl r fl ction hall bring these remarks to a close. I 
w nt t ay hat hav b en impres, eel auew with the dignity 
f th v ation of th hi torian and the historical teacher, as 
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connected with the particular fnnction to which we have 
attended. Surely it is a, high office to fulfill-that of rescuing 
from unmerited reproach the men of the past whose names 
have been clouded by defamation, and who can utter no word 
in their own defense. It is a high office, not less, to strip from 
the unworthy the laurels which they have no right to wear. I · 
lrnd just written these last sentences when there fell under my 
eye words of the same purport from the pen of Tacitus. In the 
midst of his account of the crimes of Tiberius he pauses to 
say: "I hold it to be the chief function of history not to leave 
virtuous deeds unrecorded, and to make the reprobation of 
posterity ,t terror to evil words and acts." L The recollection 
of this great writer, of his dignity and power, emboldens me to 
say that to historical scl10lars the world must look for the 
awards of a righteous judgment. The nearer they come to 
realizing the ideal of their calling, the more will they be owned 
as the highest court of appeals that the limitations of our 
lmmau life render possible. 
1 A.nnal., Lib. III, 66. 
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HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
By HERBERT FRIEDENW ALD. 
In the short time that I shall occupy no more will be attempted 
than to indicate briefly some of the more important historical 
manuscripts of the Library of Congress. It will not be possible 
to go into details, nor, I may say at the outset, will I have the 
pleasurable task of describing a vast collection, such as that of 
the Vatican, whose treasures have been so learnedly portrayed 
by Professor Haskins. Yet that of the Library of Congress 
is well worthy of having the attention of historians attracted 
to it, more especially as the establishment by Congress of a 
special department under the Library of Congress for the care 
of manuscripts marks a great step forward in the .history of 
the care of the Government archives in this country. Nor 
was this action taken any too soon in this instance. An almost 
total neglect, in that they were stored away indiscriminately 
among books and pamphlets in cellar and . garret, exposed 
alternately to heat and cold, dawp and dust, for a period, in 
most cases, of from fifteen to thirty years, has left its inefface-
able marks. As a result, of the six hundred and odd bound 
volumes scarcely more than a tithe will make a presentable 
appearance, and be fit to be handled without rebinding. Of _ 
those unbound) numbering some 170 volumes, and two hundred 
and odd bundles (which when bound will nearly double the 
number of volumes on the shelves), the tale of abuse that has 
fallen to their lot is even sadder, and, naturally, because of 
their greater exposure to injury. All told, of the 25,000 indi-
vidual original manuscripts forming the collection, but an 
insignificant portion are in such a state of preservation as to 
require no attention at the restorer's hands. To arrange these 
upon temporary shelves-for the permanent fixtures for the 
manuscript department of the Library have just been put 
in place-to classify them so that even before cataloguing 
37 
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they might be rendered measurably accessible; to begin at 
once the preparation of a catalogue, for none has ever been in 
existence; to put repairers at work and to give attention to an 
infin'ity of minor details, such was the work which may be said 
to have begun just about one year ago. We must pass now 
from the consideration of mere mechanical details to the more 
important matter of the contents and scope of the historical 
colle.ctions. 
It will surprise none to state that practically all the papers 
of an historical nature relate to the Colonial and Revolu-
tionary history of our own country, though the investigator 
who is making researches in the history of the West Indies 
and of British America can ill afford to pass by the few, yet 
valuable, volumes we have relating to those possessions. For 
many of the manuscripts, gathered with such painstaking 
care by George Chalmers, who took advantage of his excep-
tional opportunities, have found their way here and help to add 
greatly to the worth of the collections relating to Colonial 
history. Not the least interesting of the volumes compiled by 
him is one entitled Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction over the British 
Colonies, ~ontaining papers concerning that much agitated 
subject bstweeu the dates 1662 and 1768. The Colonies con-
cerned are Virginia, North and South Carolina, New York, and 
Jamaica. And the investigator will find a worthy supplement 
to the information contained in this volume by reference to the 
papers. which we have of Sfr William Johnson aud which 
cover the years 1760 to 1767. Included among these is a 
petition addressed to him in 1766 by the Episcopal clergy in 
convention assembled in New York, praying him to use his 
good offices with the Board of Trade to procure bishops for 
America 
Of gr at utility in supplying information that is mis ing 
from t he Chalmer papers is another uni'lue set of documents 
relating to our colonial Iii tory. They are the so-called Vernon-
Wager Pa-per ·, in 12 large folio volumes. There is scarcely 
, pha of colonial hi tory iu its broadest sense during tlJe 
fir t half of the eighteenth century that they do not touch 
upon though in the main being made up of reports and opin-
ion f dmiral Lord Vernon. A catalogue of the document 
in thi 11 tion which r lat to .1 uba, was publi bed in the 
fir t publi ation i u d from the Library of Congress during· 
th in ·umb n y of Mr. oung. · 
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Passing from the high church -of a few minutes ago to high 
Toryism, we come to one of the most interesting series of docu-
ments in the Library. It is the collection of 35 volumes., 
together with a few ruisceHaneous papers, containing the pro-
ceedings of a commission for inquiring into the losses, serv-
ices, and claims of tbe American loyalists during the war for 
Independence, and who were later indemnified by act of Par-
liament. 
A word. as to their history by way of preface. They found 
their way in due course to England, from whence they were 
procured by Maj. Gen. J. H. Lefroy, a governor of Bermuda, 
and presented through him (by his relation, Mrs. Dundas, of 
Cannon Hall, Larbert, New Brunswick, a descendant of one of 
the commissioners) to the Smithsonian Institution in 1874. · In-
asmuch as the Library of Uongress is the depository for the 
books, etc., of the Smithsonian, they naturally found their way 
here. 
The commissioners whose proceedings are thus recorded 
were Col. Thomas Dundas and Mr. J. Pemberton, and the 
notes of the testimony taken before them relate to 1,400 cases. 
This testimony in many instances goes very much into detail, 
ancl we therefore have here an amount of information respect-
ing the careers of prominent colonial figures that is nowhere. 
else to be found. Roughly speaking, the hearings were held 
during the years 1783-1790 l'-nder the several acts of Parlia-
ment, and the commissioners heard the testimony at St. ,John, 
at Halifax, and at Montreal. 
Stepping now firmly on the continent we should appropri-
ately land in Virginia. To her history the Library can con-
tribute much that is of inestimable value. I need only refer 
to the records of the Virginia company, in two large folio vol-
umes, in a magnificent state of preservation, and covering the 
years 1619-1624, and which, parenthetically, I trust th is Associa-
tion will see fit to publish at an early day. Their value is so 
great and so well known as to require no further comment. 
At present they form one of the most attractive parts of an 
exhibition of manuscripts installed iu one of the exhibition 
halls; but with the purchase of Jefferson's library came other 
manuscripts second. only in importance to these. Among them 
are the originals of the ea~ly laws of Virginia, some of which 
Henning used for his great publication; but there are many 
documents of a similar nature which Henning might have 
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used had he had access to them. Among these are the mauu-
scripts which were sold when ~Tefferson's second library was 
dispersed in 1820, aud they contain much important material 
· for the history of Virginia in the seventeenth century, collected 
. by Jefferson at a time when they might otherwise have been 
destroyed. 
Turning to New England, we find the history of New Ilamp-
shire duriug the eighteenth century is especially well repre-
sented. Letters of private persons, letters of Government 
officials, official documents, governors' proclamations, acts of 
council and assembly, and a multitude of other papers relating 
to the history of New Hampshire during the eighteenth cen-
tury comprise the list. They were all gathered by that inde-
fatigable collector Peter Force, and he appears to have picked 
and culled most liberally, for many a docqment that is stated 
· in the published New Hampshire records to be missing is to be 
found here. It may also be noted that Connecticut is specially 
well represented by letters of Governor Trumbull, in addition 
to other documents that we have not time to specify here. 
Passing from New England, we may properly stop at c,ne of 
the Middle States. Little Delaware must now arrest our 
attention, for here are to be found nearly 500 documents, con. 
tained in 4 stout volumes relating to her history durmg the 
seveuteeth and eighteenth centuries. Most of them are offi-
cial, being in many instances the original proceediugs of the 
council and house of representatives. Perhaps the most inter-
esting are the minutes of the convention which proclaimed 
Delaware's constitution in 1791. Among them also are many 
original letters and mesRages of John Dickinson, comprising 
perhaps the largest body of his original papers extant. And 
to this Ji t mu t be added a number of very early deeds aud 
records of . imilar character, dating back to the time of 
Swedi h occupation. 
For Iaryland history we can produce no less a volume than 
that containing the minute. of the Baltimore committee of 
. af ty from November, 1774, to October, 1776. At the end of 
thi. volume is a very iutere tiug lot of11ames of shipowners who 
ub' ·ribed to all oath that they bad uot introduced iuto the 
tate any of the article of Briti h manufacture or growth 
wh ·e importation wa prohibited ~y ongress. Auother 
.1L r land v ]urn j the 1 tt r book of the Inteu<lant's Office of 
h tate during tlle year: 17 '5 and 17 7. 
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As respects Pennsylvania, we can produce the voluminous 
minutes of the council of safety at Lancaster from 177-4 to 
1777, and lists of British and Hessian prisoners lodged at 
Lancaster during that time. 
Passing from State documents, we may next take up those 
that are more closely related to individuals and their careers. 
The figure that looms up with appropriate prominence is that 
of Wasllington. The collection of letters and papers from 
bis pen or that have passeg. through his bands as witnessed 
by his indon;ement is probably the largest outside the Depart-
ment of State. Though relating in good measure to the 
Revolution, there are still a number of documents which con-
cern the earlier period of the colonial wars and the later of his 
Presidential career. Of very special importance is the inter-
esting lot of press copies of his letters, 214 Ju number, writ-
ten between 17U3 and 1799, the last bearing date within two 
weeks of his death. I can not tarry longer over this splendid 
lot of manuscripts than to mention a large number of letters 
from bim to Rochambeau concerning the cooperative move-
- rnents of the two armies, and to refer to the well-known 
orderly book of the Braddock expedition iu two volumes, and 
tlie journal kept during the Federal Convention. 
T.be mention of Rochambeau's name leads me naturally to 
say a few words about those papers which form so valuable a 
part of the Library's collections. Instead of consisting merely 
of bis letter books, to which alone access has been bad by his-
toria11s, they · comprise in addition about 500 original docu-
ments of the first importance. Much of the original corre-
spondence between Rochambeau aud his officers, aud especially 
with De la Luzerne, the French minister, form a consideralJle 
part of this series. Many of tlle English documents have been 
translated into French by Rochambeau himself, and we thus 
have in mauy instances the original and Rochambeau's own 
version of it. Some of the most interesting documents are 
those which relate to tlle membership of the Prench officers in 
the Society of tlle Cincinnati. The most unique of these docu-
ments relating espccL1l1y to that society is one which contains 
the subscriptions made by tlrn members of Rochambeau's staff 
to tbe general fund of tlrn society. It is head.ed by Rocbam-
beau with G,000 francs, a11d the others follow with subscriptions 
suitable to tlleir ran ks. It is scarcely necessary to add that 
this subscription li st bears the original signatures of t.lte sub-
scribers. It gives me rnuuh pleasure to state that quite 
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recently these papers have been supplemented by tlrn purcba.se 
of a large number of letters and documents of the Comte de 
Segur, French minister of war during our war for I udepen<lence. 
Before ge.tting too far away from the period to wl1ich they 
relate, I wish to say a word about the original manuscripts of 
Governor Thomas Pownall. In common with almost everything 
that Pownall did, his letters are without exception of great 
importance. One of the most interesting is a letter containing 
a description of the .Albany convention, though unfortunately 
it is only a fragment. .Another is his '' Considerations on the 
present state of North .America," which is 21 pages in length 
and begins: 
The following Papers propose to consid-
First. The Cite of the Country. 
Secondly. The Interests of Possessions & Settlements as the Basis. 
Thirdly. Of the State of the Service in America. 
It is a long way from Massachusetts to Michigan, but time 
is growing short and I must pass over many documents to 
which I should like to draw attention in order that I may 
speak of the Schoolcraft papers. Those fa,milia"r with the 
career of Henry R. Schoolcraft know what an indefatigable 
worker he was and will not be surprised to learn that be left 
numerous manuscripts. But these relate not alone to his 
researcheR in Indian ethnology. He appears to have been a 
man of most methodical habits and carefully preserved the 
letters- received by him as the result of a correspondence 
extending over a period of more than fifty years. Of these 
the letters and papers of Governor Lewis Cass are of tlie first 
intere t. Schoolcraft seems to have been for many years the 
confidential secretary of Governor Cass, and in consequence 
tbe documents which he has preserved, most of them being in 
the handwriting of Cass himself, are those which relate to bis 
official career from 1815 to 1860. The most of tbem, however, 
are letters and documents written while he was the govern_or 
of Michigan Territory. But after he began his career iu 
Wa bington he kept up a lon g correspondence with Schoolcraft 
upon a variety of miscellaneous ubjects, all of wbieh is care-
fully JJr rved. 
ther per onal paper , to whieh reference ought also be 
ma 1 , ar tho e of Gen. J olm ullivan, the Jetter book of 
n. atb.ana 1 reen during 17 1 and 1782, and the paper 
and lett r bo k of Col. E hraim Blaine, the ance tor of Jame 
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G. Blaine, who was commissary-general during the Revolu-
tion. The latter's voluminous correspondence from 1777 to 
the end of the war represents a vast deal of material of great 
importance, in that it shows the means by which the Revolu-
tionary army was subsisted-an economic as well as a histor-
ical matter of very considerable moment. He was also the 
commissary-general of the forces during the whisky insurrec-
tion, aud among his papers are many valuable documents 
which contribute to an understanding of that event. 
Nor must we overlook the letter books of President Monroe 
while representing this country at the Court of St. James and 
those of Du Simitiere while engaged on his work of collecting 
material for his history of the Revolutionary war. 
So much for the originals. A word now as to the trap.-
scripts. The greater part of these were collected, as were also 
many of tlle originals, by Peter Force, and came to the Library 
wl1en his library was purchased in 1867. They are often sec-
ond only in importance to the originals, though they relate 
almost entirely to the Revolutionary period. 
It is, however, with some regret and no little hesitation that 
I undertake the task of dissolving a myth that has up till now 
hedged about these Force transcripts. He who has in mind 
a picture of a vast mass of orderly arranged material that 
could at any day be sent to the printer and the series of vol-
umes of the American Archives be thus pushed to completion 
must disabuse his mind of any such fond picture, for no such 
mass of material exists. What there is consists of a partial 
and more or less accurate lot of copies of the papers of the 
Continental Congress and of other papers which are now in 
the Department of State. When they came into my hands 
their disarrangement and disorder were such as to give one 
little hope of bringing any sort of order out of that chaotic 
mass. They are now arranged temporarily about as well as 
it will ever be possible to arrange them and as they have 
never been since they left Peter Force's hands. No manu-
script ready to send to the printer is here, and it is therefore 
an assured fact that the nine volumes of Force's archives will 
never have another volume added to complete the series out-
lined by their editor. 
Before passii1g to the consideration of some general ques-
tions which arise out of the conduct of a manuscript depart-
ment, I wish to say a word about a collection of bills, accounts, 
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and inventories covering the years 1650-to 1754. Though per-
haps more of economic than of historical importance they 
present a mass of material in fifty-four volumes, comprisi11g 
about 7,000 ·separate documents r elating to the 11istory of 
prices in England during the century covered. They were 
collected by Mr. Hallowell-Phillips, t he Shakespearean scholar, 
and were presented to the Smithsonian Institution in 1852. 
There _is scarcely a branch of trade, an article, or a product of 
agriculture the history of which is not illustrated by these 
papers. They are in excellent shape, and I commend them to 
the attention of the historians and economists. 
It will not be out of place for me to r efer briefly to the man-
ner in which it is proposed to care for t he manuscripts, a few 
of the more important of which are h ere referred to. Inas-
much as such a mass of documents without a, catalogue is 
almost usele:::;s, the work of cat aloguing was begun about the 
1st of January, 1898, and with some interruptions has been 
continued. by two persons under my direction since that time. 
It bas been the endeavor to make this ca1 alogne as full as pos-
sible, supplying a great <leal of information that would be 
useful but is not contained in the documents themselves. 
Some 9,000 card, have been written , and it is hoped in tile near 
future to take ad vantage of the present -day interest in naval 
affairs and publish a calendar of the letters and papers of 
John Paul Jones, twelve volumes.of whose manuscripts are in 
the Library . That work is now about h alf completed. At the 
ame time a calendar of the W ashin g ton manuscript s has been 
begun, and it is hoped that we will be able to publish both of 
these during the course of the next year. Following this it is 
t.he intention to publish calendars of the document relating 
to the hi story of the Colonies and States. 
It may be well al o to call attention t o the specially designed 
ca which !J ave now been put in place in the room assigned 
t th manuscript department. They are of steel, wood, and 
gla , , are de igned to hold about 3,000 folio volumes, and 11ot 
th , lea t intern ting parts of t he geueral scbemc are large 
burglar -proof ai , a al ·o a ·erje , of small drawer , the lat-
t r in d i0·ned for t lrn con venient temporary arrangement 
of mauu · ript b fore bindin g. 
Tc · 11 ·t ion f hi · natur woulg. b properly cared for with-
n , om a t nti n i11 l evoted to it~ i11 cr ,a e. o far the 
ppr pri ;i 11 ~ r hat ]Hnpo. l1 aye e n bop le ly inade-
quc t bu ttb r i.·r a ' n t b 1 li \'ethat 1011gre will in due 
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course take the just view of the necessities of the case. It is 
duly appreciated that it will be impossible ever to compete 
with the great European collections of ancient manuscripts. 
It. has tlierefore been decided that we will restrict ourselves to 
the collection ·of manuscripts relating to the history, literature, 
and science of America. We bave a very fair beginning in 
historical material. Our endeavor will next be while increas-
ing that to get representative specimens of the writing of lit-
era~y and scientific men. But there is a branch of science little 
cultivated in this country, and to which it is proper that the 
National Library should devote its attention and lend its aid 
and cncouragflment. The study of paleography is impossible 
. without having the material at command for its pursuit. It 
will therefore be our endeavor to collect specimens of the art 
of writing of aU kinds and all ages, and to supplement t.hose 
by the acquisition of published facsimiles. . Another point. 
This branch of the Library of Congress is the only branch of 
the Government specially created for the care of Government 
manuscripts. Througbout the city of Washington in all of 
the Executive Departments are vast quantities of invaluable 
historical records that are going to decay from absolute neglect. 
Many of them have no relation to the branch of the Govern-
ment in which they are deposited and in no instance is there 
any adequate arrangement for the convenien~e of scholars 
desiring to consult them. It has been proposed by the Libra-
rian that all manuscripts of a historical and not of an admiu-
istrative character should be transferred to the Library of 
Congress, where they would not only be suitably taken care 
of, but where scholars might freely consult them with all the 
facilities of a g:reat library at their beck and call: · I consider 
this matter of such importance as to warrant some action being 
taken respecting it by this Association, and I commend the 
subject to you for your earnest consideration. , 
I need scarcely add: in· conclusion, that I have but scratched 
the surface-it is for the members of this Association to till the 
:field that lies before them. Access to the manuscripts is denied 
to no one who comes properly accreditecl, or who is known to 
the superintendent of the department. Every facility that can 
be thought of will be placed at the investigator's disposal, and 
I trust that I shall in due course have the pleasure of welcoming 
most of those interested in American liistory to Washington 
and to the manuscript department of' the Library of Congress. 
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AMERICAN COLONIAL HISTORY, 1690-1750. 
By CnARLI~S M. ANDREWS. 
Generally speaking, our colonial history has been written · 
from but one point of view-that of the colonies. The fact 
that the colonists were members of a great colonial empire, 
were subject to an elaborate colonial administration that 
existed, as it were, outside of themselves, has been lost sight 
of more or less in the greater interest historians have had in 
the settlement of the English in America and the development 
of the remarkable forms of government that they wrought on 
American soil. We have be~n, perhaps, in consequence, too 
provincial in our attitude toward onr earlier history, and have 
neglected what must be cpnsidered in the light of general his-
tory as the first and more strictly logical way of viewing the 
subject-that is, we have neglected the standpoint of the 
mother country, of which we were a part. We have left 
largely unexamined the system which English statesm~n 
elaborated after long experimentation for the management of 
ourselves in _ their faterest, and we have been too little inter-
ested in the success or failure of the various attempts which 
they made to apply this system in the different parts of the 
New World. Of course, these subjects have not been left 
entirely out of account by writers on our colonial history. 
Such a treatment would be manifestly impossible; but in most 
cases they have been studied only in parts, here and ther:e, 
and only as incidental, never for their own sakes _or as a 
whole, never for the purpose of discovering the unity between 
the different parts of the system or the extent to which it 
influenced. the political, social, reUgious, and economic sides 
of our colonial life. · 
In consequence, a particular period Qf our colonial history, 
that from 1690 to 1750, has been unduly neglected. This, the 
middle period between colonization and revolution, was not a 
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time of great results and had none of the dramatic qualities of 
the years before 1689 or of those after 1754-, yet it covered the 
history of two generations of men; was the training time of 
those, or of the fathers of those, who sat in the Stamp Act and 
Continental Congresses, a time of more or less silent conflict, of 
hard experiences, w11ich taught men le;,sons and brought men 
knowledge, a time when the political systems already estab-
lished were taking on new strength, and the economic conditions 
were undergoing important changes. Important as were the 
events that took place before the year 1689, they did not shape 
the environment in which were prepared tlie men and the con-
ditions confronting us in 1765. To understand the later period 
we must look not to the era of settlement, but to the middle 
period of conflict and experience. 
To this period :Bancroft jn bis last edition gave less than 
200 pages, the greater number of which dealt with the wars of 
the Spanish and Austrian successions, the settlement of Louisi-
ana, and the destiny of America. Hildreth discussed the 
period at somewhat greater length, giving to it about 250 
pages, but his narrative is wanting in historical insight and 
an adequate appreciation of the importance of the events that 
1m chronicles. Furthermore, bis method of presentation is 
without unity and a proper coordination of material. Doyle, 
whose three volumes on the colonies are unquestionably the 
best that we have, brings his narrative to an abrupt close with 
tbe. year 1700, and thus the historian who might have taken 
the proper point of view bas _deserted the field. In Winsor's 
Narrative and Critical History the chapters on the periou are 
too much lfke perfunctory chronicles of eveuts and do not go 
very far below the surface, while the only oue showing depth 
and iusight, that of Judge Chamberlain on The Revolution 
Impending, in reality deals with a later period. Much has 
been done by State historians, but as each writer limits l.Jim-
elf to hi. own particular colony, his presentation i of neces-
ity narrow in cope and local in interest. Palfrey, who, a 
far a w En land i concerned, has done more for the ub-
ject th n ha anyone else, i almost always di appointing in 
th way b has managed his material, and because of hi 
pr Ju ic i not always tru t wortby. Within its limit bis 
pr enta i n i. more compr hen ive, however, tban any other 
th( t w e , and the f ct that he has gatbered7 becau e 
f h ir minut n f detail, are very welcome to the , tudent· 
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but his volumes, which, in defense of my criticism, I must say 
I have read in every part with appreciation and care, over and 
over again, at critical junctures fail to tell us, or even to 
suggest to us, the very things that we most wish to know. 
Why is the period important 0? In answering this question 
I shall divide the period into two parts and consider it from 
two points of view. First, let us take the· years from 1695 to 
1715, that is, roughly speaking, from the ~stablishment of 
England's old system of colonial administration to the close of 
the war of the Spanish succession and the accession of the 
House of Hanover. It is a fact of which we are all aware that 
not until the years 1695-96 did England give to her colonial 
administration and commercial policy its first systematic form 
and application. Between 1651 and 1695 she had legislated 
in a series of navigation acts, but she bad not attempted to 
apply the system rigorously. The efforts to administer the 
colonial territory by royal officers other than governors, or to 
enforce the laws of trade with thoroughness in the colonies, 
except it may be in Barbados and Virginia, do not appear to 
have been more than occasional. The efforts were certainly 
not systematically maintained. Before 1695 the colonial admin-
istration was without form and incomplete; after 1695 it 
became, as far as it ever could become, a system. 
Let me illustrate. After 1695 we have (1) a navigation act, 
which, through the setting forth in great detail the method 
aud the instruments whereby it was to be administed, provided, 
as 11oue had done before, for its effectual application; (2) a per-
manent board of trade, which was established for the :first 
time and the functions of w bich included the concerns of both 
trade aucl plantations; (3) a more systematic, complete, and 
thorough organization of the routine work of the board, and 
of the material which came to its band for record; ( 4) the sub-
stitution in the colonies of a more regular and orderly body of 
royal officers for the occasional collectors, commissioners, naval 
officers, and general overseers, who had represented the inter-
ests of the home government before this time; (5) the estab-
lishment of an elaborate admiralty or vice-admiralty system, 
with a full equipment of officers, judges, registrars, marshals, 
attorneys, and the inauguration of a regular court procedure, 
such as was followed in England; (6) the drafting a few years 
later of a set of new instructions for the royal governors, in 
which special stress was laid upon a vigorous enforcement of 
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the home laws. Thus the period was marked at its beginning 
by a strengthening of the old British colonial administration 
all along the line; an administration uestined from this time 
forward to come more and more under the control of parlia-
ment and to pass from the bands of Crown and council who 
had hitherto directed colonial affairs. No writer bas, however, 
made any proper attempt to emphasize this fact or to tell us, 
by careful attention to details, how the experiment worked. 
Yet, so far as it concerned all the colonies together, it is the 
most important phase in their history after 1689. 
Then, too, we must take another view of the matter. It is 
not enough to note the more elaborate shaping of a British 
colonial policy; we must remember that the attempt to enforce 
such a policy was made during the years following the battle 
of La Hogue, the last years of the Palatinate war, which saw 
the beginning of England's naval supremacy, and during the 
early years of the war of the Spanish succession, which lasted 
for twelve years. It would not be difficult to show that the 
attempt to enforce . the colonial policy during this period of 
persistent warfare was no mere coincidence; that these two as-
pects of the period in question were closely related; but, be 
this as it may, it is not too much to say that the history of every 
one of the twelve colonies was shaped and colored lJy the more 
stringent application of a colonial administration and tue wa,r 
of England with France and Spain. The war threatened the 
peace of the colonies, endangered their security, intensified 
England's desire to use the colonies as a source of naval sup-
plies and led to the bounty act of 1705, and rendered the colo-
nists more liable than ever to charges of breaking the laws 
and of failing in their military duties to the mother country. 
I know of no period when the complaints of royal officers and 
Engli h merchants in America were so frequent and loud, 
when eizures for illegal tradiug were so numerous, when the 
r lation between the royal officers and the colonists were HO 
bitter, and wlJen the rig·hts of the Crown a11d the rights_ of the 
iuhabitaut were more difficult to di8tinguish a8 in the years 
from 16 0 to 1715. 
uriug tbi period. enu surrendered hi · right to the Crown 
£ r two y ar 169.:.i-1694, and nea,rly did the same a secoud 
tim in J 710-1712; th proprietary of Maryland wa forced to 
give up hi pr vince in 1691, and hi ucce or did not regain 
it until 171-; th rropr tarie of ew J r ey, wearying of 
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their task, resigned the government permanently in 1701, 
while during the same period the way was prepared for the 
surrender of the Carolinas, which was effected in 1720. Yet 
of this time of distress, despondency, and conflict we have no 
adequa,te account; that is to say, no account which gives us 
on one side a view of all the colonies taken together, on the 
other such detail of the working of the British system and of 
the effects of the war as shall make it possible to determine 
with some measure of precision. their influence upon the inter-
nal development of the colonies. Perhaps we have tbe "essen-
tial features," but these are often nothing more than loose 
generalizations. Let us have the exact details, not of the 
laws on the statute books, but of the actual working of the 
system in the field, that reliable conclusions may be made 
possible. 
The second portion of the period from 1715 to 1750 is of a 
very different character. A great change came over the col-
onies. There was no war, no constant danger from the French 
and Indians, no menace to their shipping at sea; and with the 
relief from the strain and excitement of war the colonists 
began to gain steadiness and stability. About the same time 
an i°mportant cbange took place at borne. Queen Anne died, 
the Hanoverians came to the tbrqne, and with George I came 
Townshend, Stanl.10pe, and Walpole. Thenfo1Iowed that policy 
of "wise and salutary neglect," as Burke ca1Ied it, when the 
home Government, giving up its attempt to carry out with any-
thing like tbe same rigidity the laws of navigation _and trade, 
suffered ,: a generous nature to take her own way to perfec-
tion." The result was that both politically and economically 
the colonies adva11ced along the line of a normal development. 
On the poiitical side, the legislatures in their struggle with 
tlie royal governors, of which there were eight, and after 1720 
nine, gai11ed steadily in importance and influence, and approxi-
mated a common type. On tlie economic side, the colonists 
became traders and manufacturers on their own ·account, and 
entered on an era of ·progress and consequent prosperity. 
'l'he old conflict went on, but under somewhat different- condi-
tions. The English policy in respect of naval stores remained 
unchanged, the attempts to preserve the woods were continued, 
but we hear less and less of complaints from such officials as 
Ra11dolph, Quary, and Bass, and more frequent comments and 
suggestions of merchants and others interested in trade. 
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Such men as Keith, Gee, and Banister discussed t.rade and 
offered advice. A new naval stores bill was drafted, and from 
the conflict between the interests of the merchant importers 
and those of the colonists sprang the Hat Act, Iron Act, the 
bill of 1731 prohibiting trade with the foreign West Indies, 
which failed of passage in the House of Lords, and the 
Molasses Act. It was an era of no little debate aud con-
troversy regarding the extension of admiralty jurisdiction, the 
working of statute and common law in the colonies, the ques-
tion of appeals and of the law covering appeals, the issue of 
paper curr~ncy, the establishment of land banks, and the solu-
tion of other financial problems; and then, too, the era was 
characterized by th~t greater issue of the charters and by the 
many attempts to bring the proprietary and charter govern-
ments under the direct control of the Crown. · 
One notices an unmistakable difference between the two 
periods. In the first the colonists are in distress and are 
rather browbeaten than otherwise by the home Government; 
in the second they are standing alone in an attitude of confi-
dence and strength, able to hold their own in the struggle 
with the home Government. One has only to read an order in 
council of the year 1752, which speaks of ''the greatly improved 
condition of the plantations of late years, the greatly increased 
wealth of the subjects, and the great increase of the naviga-
tfon of the Kingdom through the mutual interest between the 
Kingdom and the said colonies, and the trade and commerce 
arising therefrom," to appreciate the situation at the end of 
the half century. 
In tbe·se two periods there is a rich field for original stu<ly, 
and I have indfoated a few only of the most evident subjects 
that need examination. To my mind it is nut essential tliat 
we should know what subjects to study beforehand, but rather 
i it important that we should know what material is avail-
able and let that guide our thoughts. 
What material is theref If I meution chiefly manuscript 
material, it i because there is chiefly manuscript material to 
b mention d. l"'ir t and foremost is the collection of paper 
in th archive of those commi i011s, committees of the coun-
ci1 t ., that had to do with trade and plantations before 1696, 
and of th oar<l which exi ted from 1696 to 1783. I am speak-
fog f n newly di c vered eri s of documents. The paper -
th ffi ·i 1 r r 1 f England' ·olonial admiui tration-lrnv0 
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been used by historical writers for' a century. Chalmers in his 
Political Annals and Introduction to the History of the Revolt 
of the Colonies-works too little used to-day-quoted largely 
from them, and they have been referred to more or less since 
that time. In Chalmers's day access to these documents was 
almost impossible; as an official and secretary of the board of 
trade, he was given special permission to make use of the 
papers; but for others the task of consulting them was made 
exceedingly difficult because of the restrictions imposed. We 
have only to read Mr. Brodhead's description of the conditioµ 
of tllings in 1843 in the State Paper Office, to which the board 
of trade papers had been transferred a few years before, to 
appreciate the grave difficulties under which an investigator 
labored at that time. Even as late as 1854 no one under the 
rank of a privy councilor was allowed access to any of the 
libraries or rooms in the State P~per Office where the papers 
were kept. After 1862, however, when all the English state 
papers were finally collected and placed in the public ~ecord 
office in Chancery Lane, all that was changed. Access to the 
board of trade or auy other colonial papers of date earlier 
than 1760 was made as easy to the student as is access to any -
of the manuscript materials in our own State or historical 
society archives; and withi.u the last few years, through the 
efforts of Mr. Maxwell Lyte, this date has been extended to 
1802. 
The colonial office records-as they are officially called-can · 
be divided chronologically into two parts, those before 1689; 
those from 1689 to 1783. The first consists of two groups, (1) 
Colonial Papers, 72 volumes; (2) Colonial Entry Books, 110 
volumes; the second of two different series, (1) those entitled 
America and the West Indies, 269 volumes, consisting of the 
correspondence with the Secretary of State, (2) th~ Boa1~d of 
Trade papers, 860 volumes, consisting of the correspondence 
with and the papers of the Board of Trade. The latter are 
of three varieties: Original documents, entry books, and the 
journal. The entry books contain extracts from the original 
documents and also copies of representations to the King in 
Council and to Parliament, which unless printed, as is the case 
with a few of the most important, are nowhere else found 
except, it may be, in the Privy Council Register or the records 
of Parliament. Taken all together the volumes of original 
documents and the entry books, of date before 1760, number 
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767; those of t11e Journal 93. There are some additional vol-
umes of correspondence with the East and vVest Indies, etc. 
The number of all the volumes containing material for the 
period before 1760 is between 1,100 ancl 1,200; if we extend the 
period to 1783 the number rises to about 1,500. 
Of this · material, which is of priceless value, much has 
already been made accessible in this country. Of printed 
material we have the Sainsbury and Fortesque Calendars of 
Colonial Papers, .America and the West Indies, 6 volumes, 
covering the period from 157 4 to 1685; the Documents relating 
to the Colonial History of New York, 15 volumes, gathered hy 
Mr. Brodhead and printed under the editorial supervision of 
Dr. O'Ca1laghan; the North Carolina Colonial Records in 10 
volumes, edited by Mr. Saunders; and many single documents 
and groups of documents in the collections of the Massachu-
setts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, aud other State 
historical societies. Of manuscript copies there are many to 
be found in the Massachusetts and other historical societies' 
archives, notably those of the Virginia Historical Society, and 
the copy of the Journal, now in process of completion by the 
Pennsylvania Historical Society, will always stand as a monu-
ment to the energy and largeness of view of the late librarian 
of that society; Mr. Frederick D. Stone. 
Of all these collections, only the first and 1ast are complete 
either in plan or content; the others are partial, in that each 
· has to do with the history of only a sin gle colony. But the 
Calendar bas not yet reached the era with wldeh we are con-
cerned, and tbe Journal, indispensable as it is, is valuable 
rather for the subjects to which it refers than for the material 
which it contains. No examination of auy of these collection 
can give the general view of all tbe colonies or leave the impres-
sion regarding their relation to the home Government tbat 
would the con ecutive reading of the 31 volumes composing the 
, erie called lantatious General. I am convinced that not 
only will the period from 1690 to 1750 not l>e understood until 
, 11 the volume of Colonial Papers in the record office have been 
, y t matically e ploited, but that a complete hi tory of our 
c· loni will not be written until th1 s is done. Fnrtltermore, 
uu] a full Ji t of reference be given beforeband, no tu<lent 
, n appro ·h the, e volnme with a given subject in mind and 
P c t fin<l e •. il y all t lt mat rial l> aring upon it. Ev ry 
inv .'tigat r , hould 1· a.cl thr ugh th Plantations Genera,], Pro-
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prieties, and the Journal before attempting to write upon any 
particular subject. With the knowledge ga.ined from a reading 
of these papers, the student will be able to turn intelligently 
to a,n examination of the other, and more special collections of 
documents. 
And there are other papers that should be examined as well 
as those of the Board of Trade-the Treasury papers, which 
have been largely calendared, bnt which can be studied' in 
manuscript to the year 175!); the Admiralty papers, which 
exist in two series open to the year 1799, one referring to the 
courts and tlie trials and condemnation of prizes, _the other 
containing all business of the Adwiralty commission, such as 
appointments, complaints, and tile like; the privy council reg-
ister, the journal or entry book of the privy council's actions, 
which though of value before-the year 1696, seems to be ofless 
worth after that <late, becam;e all the resolutions taken by the 
council relating to the colonies were copied and sent to the 
board and are included in its papers. 
But outside the Public Record Office and the government 
offices in Downing street there exists material for colonial 
history, and especially for the period in question of which 
students in America in general know too little-material 
that will throw light where light is needed upon the actual 
working of the British system in America. At both the Brit-
ish Museum and the Bodleian Library in Oxford a warm wel-
come is given to the student wl10 comes with serious purpose. 
I have no time to discuss tlle character of this material. It 
may be enough to say that at tlrn museum the Harleian, Sloane, 
Egerton, Ilargrave, Lansdowne, Stowe, and additional manu-
script collections, of which there are printed catalogues, are 
full of documents relating to America and the history of the 
period under discussion. For the collections in tlie Bodleian, 
notably the Rawlinson papers, there are admirable catalogues 
issued by the Clarendon Press, which show that there exist 
among these papers letters from Atwood, Bellomont, Nanfan, 
and Corn bury in New York, Coxe in New Jersey, and scores of 
otl1ers not to be found in O'Callaghan's volumes. In this ~on-
nection it may not be out of place to call to mind tile manu-
script tracts relating to America found in the Bodleian Library 
by Prof. Thorold Rogers and printed in the annual report of 
this association for 1892. Of a character similar in many 
respects to the material existing in the British Museum and -
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the Bodleian Lihrary is that brought to light by the mstorical 
Manuscript Commission and printed in part or in abstract iu 
certain of the volumes which make up their fifteen reports. 
Much _of the evidence relates to the period of the Revolution 
and bas been made use of already; but there is no little that 
concerns the earlier years of the eighteenth ' century which 
may be discovered without very great labor by the use of the 
· excellent indexes appended to the volumes. 
But manuscript material useful for the study of our history 
from 1690 to 1750 is not all to be found on the other side of 
the water._ For students wllo can not go to Eugland or who 
shrink from the expense of getting documents copied abroad 
there is a rich field right here at home in the unprinted con-
tents of State archives aud the documents deposited in the 
muniment rooms of the historical societies, or kept, when of 
an official and local character, in the offices of town or county 
clerks. Anyone who has used the Hntchiuson Papers, the 
Andros Tracts, the Sewall Papers, the Penn-Logan Correspond-
ence, or the Spotswoo<l and Dinwiddie Papers knows how 
much light this material throws upon the daily life and doings 
of the colonists; and no oue who has fully appreciated the new 
information given in tlle Talcott Papers, published within a 
few years, and knows that other papers of a similar kind are 
in existence, who has seen the great collection of unprinted 
and but partly collated Penn Papers, which the author of the 
History of Proprietary Government in Pennsylvania has used 
to such good advantage, or who has noted how skillfully Mr. 
Bruce has woven iuto bis economic history evi<leuce from the 
unprinted county records of Virginia, will doubt that there is 
still material to be discovered and exploited on our own ground. 
And there is yet another phase of the matter that may well 
demand the attention of the tudent of British colonial and 
au.mini trative policy and of the commercial expansion of the 
colonie them elves. The British colonies in America extended 
from Newfoundland on tl1e north to the Leeward lslan<ls and 
arbado on the south, whereas we have been too much 
incliu d to d al with the ubject a if there were only thirteen 
c 1oni who e history needed to be studied. I believe that a 
rea na le attention giv '11 to the history of the Canadian and 
, t ll(lian olouie will h lp to elu idate pba es of our early 
· mmer fal bi tory and or Briti ·h colonial metbod . For all 
the ·e c 1 nie' th r xi. t larg quantities of material in the 
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colonial office records, but attention may be called to another 
source of information. There is to-day in Halifax a collection 
of some 600 volumes, made by T. B. Atkins, who had charge 
of a commission appointed by Howe after 1868, containing 
material of a valuable character-old papers found in tbe prov-
inces and excerpts from originals in London, Paris, and Boston, 
dealing with tbe period from J 710 to 1749, and relating to all 
matters touchiug Nova Scotian history. These papers, which 
are well_ arranged, bound, and indexed, are now bei~g in part 
calendared by Professor Macl\fechan, of Dalhousie College. 
There is anotber class of material which I think has not 
been sufficiently studied by students of the political and com-
mercial history of the colonies in the eighteenth century, and 
of which I should like to say a word in closing. We are all 
aware of the close connection existing between the political, 
military, and economic aspects of our history; but I have felt 
sometimes that we have not laid sufficient stress upon the 
religious influ~nces. Some indications noted in studying 
phases of the period inclined me to believe that certaiu phases 
of the conflicts which make up so important a part of the his-
tory from 1G90 to 1750 may find a partial explanation in the 
growth of new religious sentiments and in the entrance into 
the field of the missionaries of the Society for the Propagation 
of the Gospel. I can only hint at my suspicions here; the sub-
ject is worth keeping in mind. The great collection of church 
documents is that of Bishop Perry, consisting of 2 octavo 
volumes for ConJ?ecticut, and 5 quarto volumes, 1 each for 
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Maryland, and Dela-
ware. These volumes contain largely letters and reports, 
mostly signed, but some anonymous, from missionaries and 
others of the society, which was chartered in 1701 and con-
tinued the pay of its missionaries 1.mtil 1785. In the same 
volumes are also to be found letters written from the colonies 
to the archbishop of Canterbury and the bishop of Londou. 
Unfortunately Bishop Perry did not print all the documents in 
full, and the volumes are to a considerable extent made up of 
extracts. This fact wm send the careful student back to the 
collection from. which Bishop Perry got his material. This col-
lection, consisting of 18 large folio volumes of manuscripts, is 
that brought to America by Dr. F. B. Hawks in 1836, and at 
present in the possession of the registrar of the Protestant 
Episcopal Churcll in New York. But the copies contained in 
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these volumes are not complete. In tile Journal of tlrn Gen-
eral Convention for 1838 is contained Dr. Ha,wks's own report, 
in which he says that he made copies from the mauuscripts in 
Lambeth and :B'ulham aud of those papers only that seemed 
to him """mluable and importan t.'' In the case of the S. P. G. 
Manuscripts he says: "I read the whole and caused transcripts 
to be made of such portions as were useful in illustrating our 
history." From this it is evident that Dr. Hawks's work may 
need to be snpplemente<l by a further examination of ~he ma-
terial in London if the student be convinced that such 
examination would .be worth the while. What to Dr. Hawks 
or Bishop Perry (with church interests in mind) seemed "unim-
portant" may prove- to be very important to the student with 
other questions before him, though, at the same time it must 
be added that so far as a comparison of tue Hawks' papers 
with the originals has been made nothing of especial value 
has been found to he omitted. The S. P. G. papers consist of 
(1) 2G volumes of entry books, in which were made exact 
transcrjpts of the letters received from 1701 to 1736; (2) a 
series of original letters; roughly bound and rather badly 
classified, covering the period to 1790 and included in 23 
volumes _; (3) the journal of the society from t]rn beginning, 
well kept and carefully indexed. 
My time has not allowed me to do more than touch oncer-
tain aspects of the period from 1690 to 1750, and to can atten-
tion to certain classes of historical material that are indispen-
sable in writing its history. The printed sources are geller-
a1ly known to scholars and are accessible. I have endeavored 
to lay especial stress upon the manuscript sources which my 
own experience has shown me are most useful. 'Ihe period i 
an excellent one for tpe investigator, but, owing to the absence 
of triking incidents and critical movements, is not altogether 
an ea y one. It i a period that must be studied and nuder-
. toocl a a whole, for the plrn,ses of change allCl development 
nre oft 11 ·hidd n and the forces at work often slow-moving 
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Lord Acton, in bis famous inaugural lecture, bas selected 
the American Revolution as, in his opinion, one of the few 
historic eveuts of which we have, in the main, a view so clear 
and satisfactory that they "show here and there like Pacific 
islands in the ocean." Whether or not that statement can be 
fu11y and truthfully made concerning the history of the Revo-
lution, it certainly can not -be made concerning the period 
which immediately preceded it. The seventy years lying 
between 1690 and 1760 is to a large extent an unknown period. 
Save upon the external history of the French and Indian 
wars, absolutely no satisfactory work of a general character 
bas been done . . Our historians come up to that period with a 
fairly full and comprehensive narrative, and then they become 
scrappy, inconclusive, and largely worthless. Bancroft's treat-
ment of the colonial period, as a whole, is little more than a 
sketch, and be disposes of British administration in the eight-
eenth century, so far as it was not directly concerned with 
military affairs, in about three chapters. The last two volumes 
of Mr. Palfrey's work are the weakest of the five, and there 
are other reasons for this besides the effects produced by sick-
ness and age. The stream of Mr. Doyle's narrative, which 
began with so broad and even~a fl.ow, seems to have lost itself 
somewLere in the desert of the middle colon'ies, and, we fear, 
will never even reach the opening of the eighteenth century. 
We hope he has not been diverted and delayed by efforts to 
prove the imrvival and extension of Dutch institutions and 
influences in America. Ml'. Fiske is the only historian who at 
present boldly undertakes to span the gulf, and it will be inter-
estiug to see bow strong and beautiful may be the structure 
which he will throw across it. If in the meantime we fall 
back upon the writings of the State historians, we shall find 
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that they either fail us altogether or show their worst limita-
tions and defects within the period of which we are speaking. 
The simple fact of the case is that we have in print scarcely 
an approximation to a satisfactory treatment of American his-
tory in the early eighteenth century. This being true, we may 
surmise that the history of the colonial revolt may not have 
been quite so satisfactorily written as Lord Acton thinks; for 
it is hard to understand how, if our knowledge and treatment 
of the previous seventy years are so imperfect, all the elements 
. in the Revolution at its close could be thrown by the historian 
into proper relief. It is open to one who is skeptically inclined 
to believe that this has not been done, and that it will be 
impossible-as it has been impossible in the past-to write a 
satisfactory history of the Revolution tm the half century 
and more which preceded it shall have been thoroughly 
inve_stigated. 
But more than this may truthfully be said. It is true tb3.t 
a vast literature upon the colonial period exists and that meri-
torious efforts have been made to deal with certain parts antl 
phases of the subject. The historical societies of the country 
have devoted their attention chiefly to this portion of the :field 
of American history. The writers of histories of tbe common-
wealths have expended foeir efforts upon it. Biographies 
exist in considerable abundance. Local histories have been 
issued in large numbers from the presses of the Northern at-id 
Middle States. There have been editors and collectors of 
documents and sources and materials of all kinds. There has 
been 110 lack of zeal or labor. Some critical acumen has been 
shown in the treatment of the material immediately at hand. 
In some instances cooperative effort has been enlisted on a 
large scale for the elucidation of the entire period or of por-
tions of it. A.t least four historians of large acquirements and 
abilities have tratverscd the period or are iu process of traver -
ing it. Still another, by his genius and industry, has thrown 
a flood of light on the relations between the colonies and new 
France. For~ign as well as American historians have borne 
an honorable part in the work. 
But when all ha been aid which it is possible for a just or 
gen rou critic to . ay in approval of the work accomplished, 
r of h pirit of tho e who have devoted them elves to it, it 
till, I think, remain ' true that the colonial period of Am.eri-
c n hi t ry i not well uu<ler too . Th reader of the book 
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written upon it will find himself contemplating a multitude of 
events, many of them petty, none apparently of very great 
importance, some occurring on one side of the Atlantic and some 
on the other, and between them all he will often fail to discern 
any -clear connection. Those events which occurred on this 
side of the ocean he will find distributed among about twenty 
colonies, all of which are treated as if their organization and 
the trend of events within them were much the same. The 
history of each colony is often treated as isolated or connected 
only with that of its immediate neighbors; that they all played 
a part iu a common development, and just wllat that develop-
ment was, are facts which have never been clearly brought out. 
The history of the colonies outside of New England has been 
very imperfectly treated, and New England ideas have too 
much dominated the views taken of conditions existing within 
them. In short, until recent years the old-fashioned general 
history has held the field to the exclusion of everything better, 
a type of history which has become antiquated. The State 
history still is of that character. It stands somewhere between 
annals and well-digested historical composition, usually nearer 
the former than the latter. Its author bas, as a rule, failed to 
distinguish between the really important and the insignificant 
. facts and forces with which he has bad to deal. Petty local 
details have often, if not usually, occupied a position on his 
pages of prominence equal to the leading world movements 
in which his colony bore a humble share. Little power of 
selection or of logical criticism has been shown in his treat-
ment of bis material. Intense local patriotism usually existed 
in his mind, but of satisfactory knowledge of the history of 
the world in general, of the relation in which his subject stood 
to it, of the history even of colonization, he has shown little 
knowledge. Of' training in the collecting, sifting, arrangement 
and presentation of historical materials he, as a rule, has bad 
none. With si1eh work a~ this, worthy and useful though it has 
been in its day, we can no longer be content. In the interest 
of American history in general the greatest ueed to-day is the 
critical investigation and exposition of the colonial period as a 
whole and with a view to the ascertainment of its position in 
the general history of the world. Besides the much more 
extensive printing of the documentary sources, we need in the 
treatment of this period correct general ideas and an abun-
dance of them. The material which is accessible and that 
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which can be made so should be fused together, so that the 
meaning which it contains may be revealed. This can be done 
by keeping in mind what the essential nature of this period is. 
In the study of the :first two centuries of our existence we 
have to do with the bistory of special jurisdictions and of 
their relations to the sovereign power from which they spraug 
and by which they were in a measure controUed. As it is at 
the same time a period of origins, it is remotely analogous in 
character to the old Germanic Empire, to France under the 
Capetian line of kings when the crown and the feudatories were 
in conflict; still more remotely to England in the later Saxon 
period, wben the central power was struggling against.centrif-
ugal te1!dencies. In treating of the history of anyone of these 
periods it would be absurd to fix attention exclusively upon 
either the feudatories or the power which claimed and was try-
ing to assert sovereignty over them. Both slionld receive that 
share of attention which accords with their importance in the 
system. The same is true of the history of our colonial period. 
It was a period of attempted empire-building, and the imperial, 
as well as the colonial, side of the subject should be properly 
and fairly treated. 
How, then, may one deal with the colonies in order to show 
the significance of their development, The answer to this is 
clear, that they should be treated comparatively in groups, 
classified according to the internal political organization of the 
colonies. The grouping of the colonies according to location, 
into northern, middle, and southern, arises largely from eco-
nomic considerations and throws little light on the fundamen-
tal tendencies of the period. It ca.uses more confusion than it 
removes. Only when the classification is based on political 
forms will the relation of the colonies to the great questions of 
independence and imperial control-the deepest issues of the 
period-be revea'.ed. Two of these forms, the corporate, or 
ew England type of colony, and the royal province, teuded to 
become permanent; ·the proprietary province was in its e sen-
tial nature tran itional, and in any event must bave pa sed 
away. As oon as the tendencies within the system toward 
independence triumphed, the colonies organized tllemsel ves as 
elf.governing commonwealths, substantially, that i , in har-
mony with the form of the corporate colony. Had the opposite 
tendency, that toward rigid imperial control, prevailed, the 
royal r vin e would have become the sole form of colonial 
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government, and the provinces would in some way have been 
combined into a system under a central colonial government. 
So far as the internal organization of the colonies is concerned, 
the most striki11g fact in the history of the first half of the 
eighteenth century is the development of the royal provfoce as 
a form of colonial government. During that period, or a little 
before it, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York, New 
Jersey, both the Carolinas, and ultimately Georgia, became 
organize<l according to that plan; while Maryland was, as to 
governme11t., a royal province from 1690 to 1715, and the gov-
ernmeutal powers of Wjlliam Penn were suspended during 1693 
and 1694. To these facts are to be added, as . indicative of 
the tendencies of the time, the proposals for the recall of all 
.the charters which were repeatedly made in Parliament, and the 
declarations favorable to this which were uniformly made by 
the board of trade and by many of the administrative officials 
in the colonies. A movement so general as this must indicate 
and proceed from a deep seated tendency. It resulted from the 
breakdown of the proprietary governments, both for colonial 
and imperial purposes, and from the need which the imperial 
officials felt of securing a well-ordered executive system within 
the colonies themselves. The moment either a corporation or 
a proprietary province was transformed into a royal province, 
the king secured within the colony in question a governor, a 
council, a surveyor-general, receiver-general, attorney-general, 
a secretary, aud usually a chief justice, besides other subordi-
nate officials, who were appointed directly or indirectly by 
himself. The gain thus for the purposes of imperial adminis-
tration was most important. The royal province,-for tlw rea-
son that it had a royal executive system, was the only form of 
colonial government which was fitted for the attainment of 
imperial objects and euds. Its development on so large a scale 
affords the strongest proof that the administration of colonial 
affairs, in spite of the neglect of Walpole and the inefficiency 
of Newcastle, tended to become more systematic and -contin-
uous. Its character as an institution, its relation to the home 
government, even its external history, has never yet been the 
::-ubject of anything like systematic study, though it is safe to 
say that there is no subject within the entire :field of American 
history that is more worthy of attention. 
I would treat the royal provinces comparatively and from 
the institutional standpoint, witll reference also to the general 
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political and social conditions both in the colonies· and in Eu-
rope which helped to condition their existence. I would .study 
the origin and transmission of power within them, the organi-
zation and powers of the executive and legislature, and the re-
lations between the two as they unfolded through the entire 
history of the provinces. That constitutes the central thread 
of their history. In the light of that I would study the fiscal, 
judicial, military, and ecclesiastical systems of the provinces, 
their local government and their social development, all of 
these, not only for the purpose of showing what they were in 
themselves, but bow they contributed to the life of the prov-
inces in its totality: · The political and constitutional side of 
the subject, it seems to me, should be given the first place, 
because it is only through law and political institutions that 
social forces become in the large sense operative. The direc-
tions which these forces take are also largely deter~ined by 
the political framework within which they act. They are ever 
modifying institutions, but it is by acting on and through 
them. The process of experimentation and change which we 
· call development can be clearly revealed and the meaning in-
herent in such process . brought out only by reference to the 
action and reaction constantly going on between the conserva-
tive and progressive tendencies in society, both of these acting 
upon and around established institutions. Guided by this 
thought, the special investigation of each -one of the royal 
provinces should be looked upon as only preparatory to the 
use of the information thus obtained in a broad generalization 
which shall include all the provinces of the class. When that 
has been satisfactorily made, and not till then, can we begin 
to draw conclusions which shall be based upon adequate 
knowledge as to the relative strength of political tendencies 
within the colonies during the first half of the eighteenth 
c011tury. 
On the one ide it bas been asserted that the main tendency 
iu our colonial history was toward independence; on the other, 
that nothing wa further from the intention of the colonists 
than indep ndence. There is truth in both contention , but 
which ntains the larger and deeper truth remains yet to be 
det rmined. Before that question can be answered, we must 
kn w, indeed, not only what the royal province was in the 
, id t en , but what the tendencies were under the other 
fi r f lonial overnment-tbe corpora.tion and th propri-
t ry r vince-and in what direction they all moved on 
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together during the entire course of our colonial history. The 
life of a single colony often seems petty and unimportant. , 
When treated in isolation and as if in a static condition, it 
rightly appears so; but when its place is found in the general 
current through which as colonies we moved, the history of 
each one of the number takes on a new interest and signifi-
cance. If I mistake not, the social elements which contrib-
uted to the life of each colony-its land and trade systems; 
its population, with its diversity of origfo, of religious belief, 
of social custom; its· local government-will appear in their 
true place and with a new and enhanced meaning if they are 
treated, not as ends in themselves, but as means coutributiug 
toward the large political results of the period. We are deal-
ing here, so to speak, with specimens. in a collection. They 
resemble one another in their outlines and in many of their 
details, but each has its individual peculiarities and distinct 
history, and by the variety which it contributes increases the 
interest of the whole~ 
But the royal provincff has still wider relations than those 
we have just indicated. If one were writing the history of a 
colony of the New England type or of a proprietary province, 
be might to a large extent ignore England and confine his 
attention to local development. He would need only at inter-
vals ti, refer prominently to interferences by the home gov-
ernment. In tbe case of the royal province, however, this is 
not possible. The king was its proprietor and was thus in the 
true sense its executive. The goveruor was only his agent, 
and subject at all points to his guidance by instructions. 
Other leading officials of the province, as we have said, stood 
in a similar relation, notably the members of the council. The 
council, beside.s being the governor's advisory or privy coun-
cil, was the upper house of the legislature. Through them, as 
well as through the governor, the influence and control of the 
king was brought directly to bear on the legislature as a 
whole, the central organ of the province. An intimate organic 
relation thus existed between the crown and tbe province, and 
not a step of importance could be taken in the latter without 
contact with and possible direction or restraint from the 
former. It thus appears that the development of the royal 
province was closely connected with the general current of 
English colonial policy. All the great controversies by which 
the legislature and its constituents were moved were directly 
or indirectly controversies with the king. The organization 
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and policy of the provincial executive can not be understood 
without constant reference to the king. Iustructions then, 
though they had not the force of statute law, contained mate-
rial of the greatest importance for the study of the period we 
are now discussing. But who, until very recently, bas made 
an effort to collect them, much less to analyze and utilize their 
contents, or to study their effect¥ Who bas ever devoted any 
specific attention to the colonial agent, as another bond con-
necting the colony with the home government¥ Who, save 
Mr. Goodell in the case of Massachusetts, and to an extent the 
editors of the new edition of the Pennsylvania statutes, has 
attempted to find out what the privy council did with acts of 
the provincial legislatures which were submitted for Its 
approval or disapproval, and the reasons for its action t Who, 
save possibly Mr. Bancroft, has made a serious effort to famil-
iarize himself with the correspondence which passed between 
the governors ~md other officials in the colonies and the various 
administrative boards and officers in England¥ And Mr. 
Bancroft gave to the world very scanty and imperfect accounts 
of bis researches in this direction. These subjects must be 
classed with the purely internal history of the colonies in the 
eighteenth century as awaiting adequate investigation and 
treatment. The best discussion of the royal province in gen-
eral whh which I am acquainted is in Long's History of 
Jamaica. For a great people like ourselves, it is somewhat 
humiliating to have to resort to an historian of a little West 
India island for elementary information about the most 
important form of colonial government which ever existed 
among us. 
In the second place, we must look at the period under con-
sideration not only from the colonial but from the Briti h 
standpoint; full justice must be done to both sides. To that 
end we need to understand better than we do what the old 
British colonial system actually was; how and from what policy 
and under the influence of what ideas the affairs of the colo-
nies were administered; what was the scope of the rights which 
the home government had over . them; how far these right 
were exercised and to what extent they were allowed to lie 
dormant. Thi matter should be treated not as something 
foreign t the colonies, but as a part, a condition of their exist-
en e. The a ts of trade, for example, were a natural and 
ne s ary :pha e in the d v lopmeut of colonization, not, a 
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Bancroft persists in calling them, "a badge of servitude." 
Under the conditions which then existed, it is impossible for 
a rational man to suppose that England could have main-
tained a system of trade relations with her colonies which 
would I.lave been less burdensome than she did uphol<l. The 
great need in the treatment of this subject is adherence to 
the principle of historic relativity, and a genuine effort to 
show wbat the policy was all(l how it worked at the time, 
rather than to pass hasty judgment upon it ·based upon latter-
day ideals. 
But the old British colonial system was much more than a 
commercial system. It had a political side as well: The board 
of trade, as authorized by its commissioners, not only exer-
cised a superintending care over commercial relations, but it 
transacted quite as much business of a political and general 
administrative character. In order to an understanding of the 
British colonial system the first requisite is an investigation 
of the powers and relations of the officials and boards in Eng-
land which were concerned with colonial affairs. This was the 
machinery through which control over the colonies was main-
tained: We ueed to know not only what their functions were, 
but the actual history of their admjnistrative work. In this 
wa,y only shall we come to understand what the traditions and 
spirit of the old English administrative system were, and be 
able to compare it with the spirit and traditions which were 
growing up within the colonies. Monographs upon the his-
tory of the privy council, the secretary of state, the board of 
trade, an<l. the other boards in their relations with the colonies 
would be most interesting and valuable. 
The recor<l. of the work of these functiouaries in the various 
lines of governmental activity constitutes the history of 
imperial control over the colonief:, and is, taken in its totality, 
the history of the British colonial system. When we fully 
know what the various organs of the British Government did 
in relation to the colonies in the domains of ecclesiastical, 
, commercial, military, and judicial affairs; what control they 
exercised over colonial legislation, and, to crown the whole, 
in what ways and how far the sovereign control of Parliament 
·was exercised, we shall m:. derstand what the British colonial 
system was. Nothing short of that will reveal satisfactorily 
the position held by the colonies under the superintending 
power of the home government within the growing British 
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Empire. In other words, the student needs not only to pursue 
- his work to a considerable extent in London, or upon material 
procured thence, but in imagination to frequently establish him-
self' there, that he may tlms view colonial affairs in their proper 
perspective. To do less than this is to belittle the subject by 
proclaiming narrow and provincial views concerning it. The 
central problem of our colonial history grew out of the relations 
between the im per_ial power on the one side and the special juris-
diction on the other. The historian of the present and of the 
future should possess breadth of information and catholicity of 
spirit sufficient to do justice to both parties in that conflict. 
Whether or not in the end we shall be forced to condemn 
the British colonial systep:1 so emphatically as some have been 
wont to do in the past, whether we condemn it for the same 
reasons or for other reasons, ft shonld at least be done iutelli-
gently, after a full aud impartial examination of all the 
evidence. 
It follows, I think, from the view which has now been pre-
sented of the natnre of the colonial period of American his-
tory, that the best training for those who wish to devote them-
selves to it will be obtained from the study of English history. 
That is specifically the field to which they should direct their 
attention, both before and during their investigations of colo-
nial development. Since our institutions and the elements of 
our social life in that period come so largely from Engli b 
sources, it would seem to be almost self-evident that the study 
of them would be best facilitated by frequent reference to the 
mother country. And, indeed, the necessity for this bas 
always been recognized. The proper result, however, will not 
be attained by following, in parallel chapters, the contempo-
raneous development of events in England, as some of the 
older historians have done, but by using English history as a 
whole, and especially the periods since the accession of the 
Tudors, as a storehouse whence to derive precedents and anal-
ogies. The political and social system of the colonies will be 
best understood by viewing it in the light of the conditions 
from which it prang and by noting the differences between it 
a11d it prototype. The key to many a problem has been found 
an<l will be found by that process. The extent to which colo-
nial condition modified institution can be perceived and e~ti-
mated in no other way. The study of the Euglish executive 
and fit dev 1 pm nt furui h the only true preparation for 
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the study of the executive in the American provinces. The 
analogies between the executive in the early history of those 
provinces and the executive in Tudor, or even in medirnval, 
England are numerous and very suggestive. When one 
knows how the legislature, the courts, the official system, the 
system of local government, originated and grew in England, 
and compares these with the course of development in the col-
onies, the latter appears natural and familiar to him. He is 
prepared to acknowledge the justice of much in the claims 
and policy of the colonial executives which otherwise would 
have shocked him. In no way will one be so helped to a right 
appreciation of the conflicts within the provinces through 
which the representative part of the legislatures attained its 
independence and power as by a familiarity with similar strug-
gles in England in the fourteenth and in the sixteenth cen-
turies. The subject of Anglicanism in the colonies needs 
thorough and impartial examination in the light of the position 
and policy of the established church in England. The ideas 
and type of society existing in the colonies can be understood 
and sympathetically treated only in the light of the aristocratic 
system which then existed in England. It is especially im-
portant to keep this in mind in the investigation of the land · 
system, the commercial system, the connection between church 
and state and the consequent r~strictions on civil and religious 
liberty which existed in the colonies. The learned and bril-
liant authors of the History of English Law would render a 
service of incalculable value, even to stude11ts of early Amer-
ican history, if they should bring their work down to the 
close of the seventeenth century. With ~he help of such a 
work we might at some time hope to see a history of American 
law which would show how the common and statutory law was 
introduced into the colouies, what was left behind, and how 
the parts which were received were modified and supplemented. 
Only by keeping well in view the essential unity of English 
development and of that of her .American colonies, and by 
treating the history of those colonies broadly and compara-
tively, can the obscurities of the period be removed and its 
true interest and meaning be revealed. 
REl\IAitKS BY PROF. J. F. JAMESON, OF BROWN UNIVERSITY. 
I have only a few suggestions to make, but before I make them let me 
say one thing, suggested by Professor Andrews's remarks respecting the 
reports of the English Historical Manuscripts Commission. It is true, and 
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I think some of us have long felt, that there are stores of material useful 
to students of American history which lie in scattered items all through 
the volumes of the Historical Manuscripts Commission, which therefore 
are much less used than otherwise they would be. I dare say Professor 
Andrews, and perhaps others, would be glad to know that in the next 
report of the Historical Manuscripts Commission will be given at very 
considerable length a list of all the items, of all the indications, relating 
to American history which are to be found in those 19 qmtrto and 66 
octavo volumes. 
The things that I bad in 1!1-ind to say came to my mind mainly, I think, 
in connection with the problem of suggesting proper subjects for disser-
tations, yet it may be that much of it will ue equally a,pplicable to all 
work of research by young historical students. 
I have had the feeling that there was a certain <langer that professors 
and older historical students, in making np their min<ls as to what were 
the greatest gaps in the present Rtate of our knowledge, should immedi-
ately assume that those gaps ought to be filled by the work of the young 
historical students; that if a research is needed it is therefore au appro-
priate work for the young historical student. Now, very often that is the 
case, though very often it seems to me that it is not the case. Often the 
young student is started by his own impulse, or by that of some one 
older, upon a research in which the materials will all lie in a source of 
one class. Suppose, for instance, that the material for the study is in the 
executive journals of the United States Senate. This work may neecl to 
be done, but the young uian, while doing it, is not given that full intro-
duction into historical method that he should acquire at that particular 
time. My reason for :n·ging that objection, wh ich perhaps is not always 
appreciated, is that in ,·ery many cases, and I rtm not sure but that in the 
majority of cases, that special piece of research is likely to be the one 
piece of extensive historical inve.stigation in which tlte young man will 
engage. While he is being trained we consta11tly think that we are train-
ing him to be an investigator and a, writer. He gets bis degree and, if for-
tunate, becomes a professor, and then he finds tllat he has too much to do; 
that he is too far from libraries to do much more historical research and 
writing. It is unfortnnate that it should be so . He should ue ncour-
aged, always after, to bridge over that dangerous period in his mental 
development which accompanies t.he beginning of his bard work of teach-
ing. But, n evertheless, it is often the caRe, and I think therefore that we 
should provide that that piece of hi, torical research upon which he is 
first set should be Rometbing which will give him varied developm nt. 
o th bulk of w hat I have to say is in one proposition, that the appro-
priate subj cts for historical investigation on the part of junior men 
ought, wber ver possible, to be such as will lead them into a considerable 
variety of sources. 11 the emphasis this morniug h as been placed upon 
subj ct s of institutiona.l hi tory. ubjects in institutional history are 
very fr 'J n utly op n to the objection that the materials for them Ii too 
much in our es of one character. The reason that they have been o 
much in favor as subjects for do toral dissertations or for the work of 
jnnior 111 11 i!;, I 1mppo , that w have had the feeling or· they have had 
th f ling that subjects of politi ·al his tory were things for which they 
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were hardly ripe; that it required a contact with affairs, or, at any rate, 
a long continued maturity of historical and political thought, to enable 
them to grapple with those more complex things. But I think that no 
one can have listened to the inaugural address which we heard with so 
much pleasure last night without being impressed with the still abiding 
value and importance of this ve~y human element in history, and regret-
ting that anyone should occupy himself too much with subjects of his-
tory which lie so largely in the abstract as many subjects of institutional 
history do. 
I think there are some escapes from this dilemma. I think we are not 
shut up entirely to the dilemma of institutional subjects which lie largely 
in sources of a single sort, or subjects of political history which are 
beyond the range of young men. I should go beyond my five minutes in 
this discussion if I were to try to suggest many of them. I will suggest 
one which seems to me extensive and which seems to me to offer a good 
many opportunities for young men and to be based very frequently upon 
a considerable variety of sources; and that is, that the young student be 
encouraged to take for a topic a biography of just the right sort; I mean 
by the right sort (if a young man must be occupied, a1,1 most must, with 
American history because the materials are so much more accessible), the 
life of one whose career had its constant connections with hoth America 
and Europe, if possible with America and with several countries of 
Europe, so that he may be led into the pursuit of the sources of European 
history in several countries and of American history if it be possible. 
Or that he be given the life of some colonial governor, who, like Ni~hol-
t1on, was governor of several colonies, that he may be led at least to 
familiarize himself largely with sources of colonial history in several 
provinces. To illustrate what I mean I may take two or three instances 
which I have suggested to my students because I thought that education-
ally they would be valuable though I can not say there was enormous 
,wed of their being done." One such is Barbe-Marbois, for instance;, sup-
pose the student takes up the career of this man; he is obliged to go into 
the history of Santo Domingo; he is obliged to go into the history of the 
diplomacy of the United States just after the Hevolution; he is obliged 
to go into the history of the French Revolution and the history of the -
Empire, into the history of the Louisiana cession, into the history of 
the Restoration, to a certain extent. And, to take another example, of 
another sort, take tho brothers Jasper and Israel Maudnit; the ma11 who 
pursues their history is led into the history of the German vVar and the 
foreign policy of England during the Seven Years' War; he is led into 
English colonial and commercial history, and the history of the Dis-
senters; he makes a contribution to the history of colonial agents, in the 
conrse of his study. Or, for instance, take the career of Miranda, cer-
tainly a very interesting, very pictorial, very juicy subject for a man to 
occupy himself with. That will lead him into the history of Spanish 
America, the history of Spain, the history of France, of tlie N ootka Sound 
affair, of Pitt's administration, of the French Revolution, through a very 
important and interesting epoch, and into the history of the United States. 
Another variety of such subjects, that rest upon a numl;>er of sources, 
are those topics in the history of religion in the United States which have 
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been spoken of. American ecclesiastical history h~ts been mainly treated 
as if it were a history of ecclesiastics; as if it were a history of denomi-
nations composed exclusively of clergymen, whereas, there is no country 
in the world where religious affairs have been so largely in the hands of 
the laity, and where religious and civil history have been so connected; 
and the study of many a topic in that field would be, I think, broaden-
ing and fructifying to the mind of the young student if he never wrote 
anything else. 
VIL-A FORGOTTEN DANGER TO THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIES. 
By FRANK STRONG, Ph. D., 
LECTURER, YALE UNIVERSITY. 
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The transplanting of people ltas been a favorite method of 
solving difficult questions as to political sovereignty and the 
occupation of territory. This method was pursued against the 
Jews and was the one practically used by the Romans in 
their conquest of the world. So the occupation of the New 
World by England, France, and Spain Lad this idea ·at the 
bottom. England employed it in a stern fashion with the 
Acadians in 1755, and the spread of the United States from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific was a recurrence in some sort of 
this old principle. This method was early appli~d to the Irish 
problem, and renewed applications of the method made the 
fate of Ireland depend in some measure upon New England. 
The danger to New England under discussion consisted in 
the removals and attempted removals of New England people 
to other countries between 1635 and 1660. The gravity of the 
danger to new communities not yet thoroughly rooted lay in 
the fact that these were organized movements, in the main, 
whose result would ue a more or less general depopulating of 
New England. The subject naturally falls under three 11eads: 
(1) Early removals of New Eng]aud people to tlrn West 
Indies; (2) attempts by CromweJl to transport New England 
people to Ireland; (3) attempts by Cr.om well to transport 
New England people to Jamaica. 
The causes of the early removals were both economic and 
religious, although the first was by far the more important. 
We sbaU be in error if we suppose that all of the early set-
tlers in New England were satisfied with their lot. Religious 
motives, to be sure, weighed heavily with them and they 
regarded New England as an asylum for God's chosen people. 
Nevertheless, one great cause of the early settlement of New 
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England was the desire of the colonists to better their worlcUy 
condition. They were, therefore, much impressed by the unfa-
vorable elements of poor soil, harsh climate, lack of capital 
and of material for export trade . . The New England theoc-
racy, witk its limiting of the franchise to those iu church fel-
lowship, bad weight in the widely prevalent discontent, but 
the religious element did not in general lead to removals out 
of New England, but to chauges of location in New England. 
The emigration to the Coriuecticut Valley from the towns about 
Boston, which was the earliest phase of this whole movement, 
illustrates in part this truth. 
The economic conditions leading to removals were poor soil, 
harsh climate, lack of capital and of commodities for export, 
and the falling off of emigration. The most important proxi-
mate influence was the last, which made such products as the 
settlers bad to dispose of nearly worthless. From 1620 to 1640 
the influx of settlers into New England was large and con-
stant. This kept prices high and conduced to the general 
prosperity. When tlie contest between. Charles I and Parlia-
ment took on definite form, the emigration to New England at 
once fell off, prices declined, and ruin stared tliem in the face. 1 
This contitmed for about twenty years, and during this time 
all the most serious attempts were made to depopulate New 
England. The tlireatened exodus was alarming enough to 
induce the leaders there to attempt to suppress it, and the 
whole disturbance was much more profound tbau is generally 
supposed. Massachusetts leaders, especially, ,vere very jeal-
ous of any attempts to show destitution iu New England, or 
that the soil was poor and conditions bard. A curious exam-
ple of this is found in the case of Pratt's Apology, written in 
1635. Pratt was a physician of Newtown, or Cambridge, aud 
wrote a letter to England saying that tl1erc was nothing in 
Ma saclmsetts but rocks and sand~ and salt marshes. TlJe 
court of a istants heard of the letter and forced P ratt to 
make a wrjtten apology to the court.2 
But a much more important man tli an. Pratt had engaged iu 
the attempt to withdraw people from New England. Lord 
Say and ele was making great efforts to get settler to Old 
1 Winthrop, Hist. of w England, II, 103. "Tho sudden fall of land and attle ancl 
scarcity of foreign ·ommodities and money aml thin access of people from England pnt 
many int-0 an un ttl <l fram of ruin<1, who con lud 11 uo prosp ct of sabsi ting h ero and 
mad hast tog t to tho ,v 11t Inell •s." 
'Ya.a . llist. '· . Colls., concl s ri s, Vol. VII, p.126. 
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Providence Island off the Mosquito Coast, which had been 
granted to Pym, St. John, Lord Say, and others.1 
There was some very spirited correspondence between John 
Winthrop, then governor of Massachusetts Hay, and his lord-
ship on the subject of the attempt to break up the Massachu-
setts colony. Winthrop wrote a sharp letter to his lordship 
because, as he said, "It had come over by divers letters and 
reports that Lord Say did labor by disparaging this country 
to divert men from coming to us, and so to draw them to the 
West Indies." 2 Lord Say answered in a long and caustic 
rejoinder, in which be accused Winthrop of doing just what, 
his lordship was charged with. He did not deny making an 
attempt to get men from New England to the West Indies, but 
did deny using any uJJfair means. He had merely used his 
own judgment and thus "persuaded men to think of a more 
southerly part of the coutiuent." 3 He shows very clearly that 
he considered New England in the light of a temporary refuge 
for the Puritans and could see no reason why they should not 
now think of moving. This idea was more or less commou in 
England for it was also held by Crom well. 
Lord Say's efforts led to considerable disturbance in New 
England. Winthrop is the authority for the fact that about 
1639 many begau to inquire about southern points and so 
made New England disesteemed.4 He says in substance tliat 
those that had taken little root in-New England were so capti-
vated by the ease and plenty of the West Indies that they 
sold their estates to transport tbemselves to Proviueuce. 
The dangerous feature, however, was that these people gave 
as their reason for removal that they could not subsist i 11 New 
England.5 
The leader in this movement was John Humphrey, whom 
Winthrop calls a "man of special parts." He labored hard 
to get recruits while the general court looked askance antl 
1 The island of Old Providence, or Catalina, was granted to the goveruur and company 
of adventurers for the Plantation of the Island of Providence, Henrietta, and adjacent 
islan<ls. The first settlement was made in 1630. See Cavaliers and Roundheads. N. D . 
Davis, p. 133. 
2 Life and Letters of John Winthrop, by Robert C. Winthrop, p. 248; Winthrop, Hist. of 
New England. I, 401. 
3 Same, .A pp. VIII, p. 422. 
4 History of New Euglanrl, I, 399, and II, 103. ' 
6 In this connection see ,vinthrop, Hist. of New England, II, 113. "Corn scarce at en!l 
of second month; many families in most towns had none to eat; ate clams, muscles, an!l 
dried :fi!h." 
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tried to dissuade them. Many, persisted, but bad so much 
difficulty in getting a ship to trau'Sport them that Winthrop 
thought them crossed by the baud of God. 
Both Endicott and Winthrop were very much disturbed by 
the threatened movement. About 1639 the material condition 
of Massachusetts was so bad I that ' Winthrop and others 
advocated sending an ageut to England to raise money and 
meu for New England. They submitted their plan to Endi-
cott at Salem but be strongly opposed it; first, because it 
would confirm Lord Say and others in their judgment that 
New England could .uot longer- subsist without Old Englaud, 
especially in view of the forwardness of divers persons iu 
New England to remove to tlle West Indies on the ground 
that they could not otherwise support their families; second, 
because the agents proposed by Winthrop were unfit for the 
reason that they, too, were infected with the desire to remove.2 
Hubbard says that the movement existed as late as 164:5 to 
1650, and that "many began to inquire about southern points, 
Virginia and the Oa.ribbee Islands, and especially the Isle of 
Providence, which was much sought after. Many sold their 
estates in New England to pay for transportation of themselves 
and families to that Spanish island of which Lord Say and 
Sele was now Governor." Pressure was brought to bear and 
ome turned back on the plea that their going would dis-
courage others of tlleir brethren in New England and expose 
themselves to a powerful enemy and a new climate. In the 
meantime a church was founded at Providence which begged 
for as istance from New Englaud, and many were drawn there 
on thi l)lea. John Humphrey and four or five other men of 
Dote, being thwartecl in their attempts to get a vessel to trans-
port them, went to England. 
colony of con id rable ize seems to have gone to Barba<loes 
about 1646 or 1647. Richard Vine , a physician and Gorge ' 
ageut in Maine, left ew England in 164:5 or 164.6 and went to 
B rba<l.o . He wa a friend of Wiutbrop's and kept up a 
·orre 'P nd uce with him, from which it appear that several 
p pl , evid ntly from Ma achu tts and well known to 
Win hr p ha ettl d here.3 bout this time Winthrop 
wr t t hi hu ab ut vari u. matt r at home and in 
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England, but in the post8cript he adds: '' Captain Wall came 
this day from Barbadoes. Mr. Allen and all our neighbors 
were safe arrived. * * * Mr. Parker,1 the miniRter, and 
Mr. Long, who married Captain Hawkins's daughter, are dead 
there." 2 
Lucy Downing, sister to John Winthrop, writes to Winthrop, 
jr., from Salem: 3 '' My two sons, Jo and Robin, I bless God, 
are safe returned" (i.e., from Barbadoes), and goes on to say 
that one of them contemplates a return to the West Indies. 
Other parts of the letter give a vivid picture of the destitution 
in New England and of what was forcing people to ·tbe West 
.Indies: "We ·have little news stirring, but where we Rhall get 
bread at the spring of the year is the general project. * * * 
Our stilling I think might be pretty strong but that all the rye 
was eaten up almost before the Indian was gathered." 4 
The general spirit of uurest seems to have affected John 
Winthrop,jr., as well. When George Downing went abroad as 
religious instructor of seamen, there was some arrangement 
between the two that Downing should look carefully into the 
different West India islands as places . to settle. Downing 
fulfilled his part of the bargain, and in his correspondence says 
in substance that he has looked up St. Christophers, Barbadoes, 
Antigua, and Nevis. He is sure that Captain Ashton, governor 
of Antigua, would give Winthrop any encouragement the island 
afforded. He also says: "Had I conjectured of your coming, 
I should have stayed either there (Nevis) or at Antigua." He 
thought that New England servants would be none of the 
fittest for those parts, and advised Winthrop to look elsewhere 
for servants.5 
The rush to the West Indies did not last long, although it 
affected Old as well as New Englaud. Emanuel Downing 
wrote to John Winthrop, jr., from London, May 5, 1645: "The 
people generally here now begin to disrelish the West Indies 
(as I wrote your father) and turn their faces toward New Eng-
land, which is in better credit among all sorts and degrees 
than it hath been for some years past." 6 Tliat the matter was 
not more serious is due to the firm stand taken by Winthrop 
1 This is a person spoken of by Richard Vines. 
2 John Winthrop, Life and Letters, R. C. Winthrop, II, 383. 
s December 17, 1648. 
4 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll. , 5th ser., I , 36. 
6 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th ser. , VI, 536. 
6 Ibid, 63. 
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and other leaders in Massachusetts against Lord Say and Sele . 
and all who attempted to misrepresent the condition of affairs 
in New England. 
Another tbi_ng that diverted the flow from the West Indies, 
although it did not help New England, was that the momen-
tous struggle in England was absorbing their attention, and 
those who removed went back to the mother country to cast 
in their lot with Parliament. This number must have been 
considerable, for the Massachusetts general court, in its peti-
tion to Parliament after the navigation act, calls attention to 
the fact that Massachusetts had sent over men to fight for 
Parliament, besides those who went voluntarily.1 Some of 
these, Winthrop says, were men of chief rank.2 
But the execu.tion of the King brought a breathing spell and 
opened the way for the overmastering ambition of Cromwell. 
He seems to have been in a general w~.y frienq.ly to New Eng-
land, yet, as far as the continuity of the state already estab-
lished there was concerned, New England bad much to fear 
from Cromwell. His interest in New England was in great 
measure selfish, and New England was suspicious of the Pro-
tector, and careful to bold itself aloof. Therefore, while be was 
proclaimed by Stone in Maryland, he never was in New Eng-
land. Cromwell's attitude toward colonies in general did not 
depart from the traditional colonial policy of the time, and no 
act of bis official life indicates that his colonial policy, if he 
had lived to carry one out, would have been enlightened or 
liberal. 
From the time he was sent to conquer Ireland, Cromwell 
never relinquished the idea of transplanting New England 
people to the Old World, or to some other place in the New 
where they would minister to bis ambition. If he had suc-
ceeded, the state then well started would have been either 
annihilated and the development of this part of North America 
gr atly delayed, or the whole character of the government, the 
wh le m ral, int lle tual, and religious aspect of New England, 
w uld have been changed. Cromwell,longbefore he came to the 
h d of the vernment, bad a plan of bi own for the ettle-
m nt f the ri h que tion. In fact, be went ahead as if he 
w r alr ady th ole auth rity in th overnment, and it was 
11 ura.l th t r row 11, with he c n nt and approbation of 
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Parliament and the Puritans in general, should fall back on 
the ol.d system of transplanting iu connection with Ireland. 
His plan included, first, the depopulating of Ireland by trans-
porting the inhabitants in great numbers to the Uontinent, 
New England, Virginia, and the West Indies, the men to serve 
iu the Freneh and Spanish armies, tbe women and children to 
be sold as slaves in the New World; second, the refilling of 
the island with a thrifty, industrious, and stable population 
which should at the same time revive trade aud industry and 
be satisfactory to the Puritanism of the time. 
The reason Cromwell turned to New England people is 
plain. They were Puritans of approved metal; they.had been 
schooled in adversity and had demonstrated their ability to 
overcome great difficulties in the settlement and development 
of a country. Late in 1649 or early in 1650 he began system-
atic efforts to get New England people into Ireland. He ,:rote 
to New England for settlers and especially for rnissfonaries. 
To whom he addressed himself can only be conjectured. There 
is no trace at this time of correspondence between Cromwell 
and ~nyone of Massachusetts except John Cotton, to wbo'm 
Cromwell wrote early in October in answer to a letter of July, 
1651. Samuel Desborough, however, who was close to Crom-
well, kept in communication with Cotton. But Cromwell all(l 
Cotton were brought into communication by William Hooke, 
of New Haven, with whom Cromwell was frequently corre-
sponding just at this time. Hooke in turn was intimately 
known to Desborough, and New Haven was the colony with 
which Cromwell was most closely connected.1 Probably, there-
fore, the matter was managed by Hooke and Desborough 
through John Cotton, of Boston, and William Cobbet, of 
Lynn. 
However that may be, six men of Massachusetts, four of 
them ministers, made answer to Cromwel1 December 31, 1650.2 
They were Peter Bulkley, of Concord; Thomas Cobbet and 
Samuel Whiting, of Lynn; John Knowles, of Watertown; 
Daniel Dennison, of Boston, and John Tuttle, of Ipswich. 
Their answer shows that Cromwell had made very definite 
offers, and to others besides the six here represented. It 
shows, too, that in bis letter he had offered to do his utmost to 
further their removing thither and for their safe and comfort-
able habitation there, as well as for their "enjoying the Lord 
1 Papers relating t.o Massachusetts Bay, p. 233. 
1 Sir H enry Elli ~, Ung-inal Letters, 2d ser., 3d vol., p . 360. • 
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in his ordinances." It is clear from the letter, further, that 
Cromwell contemplated a more or less organized. movement, of 
which he expected these prominent meu to be the leaders. 
Their answer was very cautious and ill(lefinite as well as ser-
vile, and committed them in no way to Cromwell. They, how-
ever, laid down conditions for Cromwell's consideration on 
which foey might be induced. to emigrate. 
These conditions, on a separate sheet of paper, accompanied 
the letter, and explain the noncommital tone.1 They were very 
hard ones to meet, and some of them could not be complied 
with by Cromwell because he had no authority to do so, and 
what Parliament might do was a matter of conjecture. They 
are especially significant in another way. They show that 
these men contemplated as possible a general government, with 
themselves at the head; they show formulated plans, unanim-
ity of feeling an<l design, a pretty thorough knowledge of the 
state of affairs in Irela.nd, of the conditions to be met, and the 
class of people to be affected. It seems certain that men of 
their prominence did not write a letter of this kind without 
reflection and a full understanding of what they were under-
taking. It seems certain also that the combined efforts of 
this company of men to organize an emigration to Ireland 
covere<l nearly a year.2 
Why uiu. they tllen sutldenly cease their efforts, and why did 
thi~ movement come to an abrupt termination~ The main 
reasou lies in the <letermine<l opposition on the part of the 
authorities of Massachusetts. 'rhe anxiety and alarm pro-
duced by this orgauizeu effort were great enough to bring the 
Massachu etts general court to an unwontedly bold and oven 
tan<l again t Cromwell. 
1 They demanded: (1) The sam liberty of wor. hip that they l1 ad in New Engiand to 
1J estal,li:1h 11 by tho 'tate of England; (2) proper outward eucouragemenLs in houses 
and lauds \,y Parliament or the council of state; (3) land for free schools ancl colleges; 
(4) fr' hoke of a military governor from themselves or of nomin ation l,y them of some 
otb1·r JI r 011; (51 land in a healthful part of Ireland; (0) assistance "in regard of the 
meann ss nntl inability of tho. e godly per. ons who had or might join them to t.rausport 
them. Iv ; ·• (7) fr dom for some y ars from public charges; (8) to have no Irish "but 
such as w Rha.11 lik of" inhabit among thorn; (9) convenient time to transport them-
Iv . 
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Near the close of October,t 1651, the court addressed a letter 
"To the right honorable his excellency the Lord General Crom-
well," to the end that no private information niight occasion 
him to prejudice the colony by inviting over many of the inhab-
itants to be transplanted to Ireland. The reasons given for 
this request were set out at considerable length. Only two of 
these concern us especially; for 011e thiug, they were very care-
ful to say that there were no grounds for removal on the score 
of poverty, because Massachusetts exported much grain and 
provisions.2 The latter part of the letter, however, discloses 
the real cause of.the action by the court, which was that "the 
great noise and general report of so many invited and intend-
ing to transport themselves into Ireland bath occasioned some 
disrnnragement and weakening to the whole body of the colony, 
and necessarily brings evil report upon the land, as -if defective 
in that which makes for a people's comfortable subsisteuce,'' 3 
etc. The letter shows considerable intensity ·of feeling, and 
was in fact notice to Cromwell to keep Lis han<ls off of Massa-
clrnsetts. It seems fair to conclude that the disturbance over ~ 
Ireland was very considerable, and that the plans of Oromwell 
through these ministers and otLers brought out the letter of 
the court in reply. Tl1e protest of the general court had the 
desired effect, for there are no further traces of attempts by 
Cromwell on Massachusetts. 
But although any general movement had been summarily 
checlrn<l, there were individual removals, probably compara-
tively numerous. Two of the six who answered Cromwell left 
New England. One of them, John Tuttle, settled in Carrick-
fergus; 4 the other, John Knowles, went to England and prob-
ably to Ireland. Rev. Thomas Harriso11, who was Berkeley's 
chaplain in Virginia, after being exiled to New England 
because of bis Puritan doctrines, went i11 J650 to England 
and then to Dublin. .lohu Haynes, in a letter to John Win-
throp, jr., in 1652, speaks particularly of Col. George Cooke, 
who went f~om Cambridge, in the Bay, to Ireland and was there 
killed by a party of Tories. 5 
1 October 21. 
2 In corroboration ·of tbis tho petition of tho court of Massachusetts in tl1e same year 
is in point. This petition was sent on account of the navigation act, and shows that 
Massachusetts could and did export corn , beef, pork, masts, clapboards, pipe staves, fish, 
beaver, otter, and other arti cles . Hntchinson, Hist. Mass. Bay, 2d ed., p. 516. 
8Hutchinson, Hist. Mass. Bay, I , App. IX. 
4 The Tuttle Family, by G o. Fl'ed ' k Tuttle, p . xxx1v. 
6 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4tll ser., VII, 458. 
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Cromwell now turned his attention toward New Haven, 
where the general despondency seemed to offer a good oppor-
tunity. These efforts did not cease until October, 1654. 
William Hooke, Samuel Desborough, and William Leete were 
Cromwell's agents in the matter. Very probably the move-
ment began while Des borough was still a resident of Guilford 
in 1650.1 After Desborough left for England he i11duced Leete 
to write to Cromwell (some time before March, 1653-54) in be-
half of New England, entreating him to relieve their afflicted 
and stra,itened condition. Cromwell made a favorable answer, 
which was enforced by a letter from Desborough March 5, 1654. 
Leete took the matter up and spread the Protector's offer 
through the colony. Some more or less definite arrangements 
were made for removal, and the city of Galway 2 was chosen as 
a place for ·settlement. The form which this arrangement took 
and why no general migration resulted can not be ascertained, 
because of the loss of the New Haven records from 1649 to 
1653. 
1V1ost of tbe foregoing removals and attempts at removal 
took place before Parliament entered upon systematic attempts 
to settle the Irish question by transplanting into Ireland Prot-
estants from Bohemia, tbe Low Countries, Germany, and New 
England. After the reduction of Ireland by Cromwell, Par-
liament resolved to divide Ireland into three parts: (1) A part 
to be entirely an Irish plantation; (2) .A part to be entirely a 
Protestant plantation; 3 (3) .A mixed plantation-English land-
lords and masters, with Irish tenants and servants.4 The first 
was Connaught, including County Glare, and was selected 
because so hemmed in, tbe design being to surround the Irish 
with Protestants. Tbe second was tlie east of Ireland, sur-
rounded by tbe Boyne, the Barrow, and the sea. The third 
wa the middle of Ireland, between the first and second. In 
addition to these, there was a military line of settlers called 
the "mil line," at fir t 4 miles and then 1 mile wide, running 
around C<:>nnaught iu order to Lem in the Irisb.5 
fter the act of September, 1653, tbe commissioners for 
Ireland tried to make u of Thoma Harrison to reorganize 
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the New England movement. They expected large results 
because Harrison, although then in Ireland, had previously 
lived in Virginia and New England. Those who would remove 
were to have freedom of worship, convenient lands fit for till-
ing, and secure and healthful location near the coast towns. 1 
Harrison himself apparently accomplished nothing, yet some 
movement was on foot in New England between 1653 and 1655. 
Robert Harding, of Dublin, petitioned the council of state for 
relief, alleging that he went to New England because of the 
tyranny of Oharles I and Laud, and from there transported 
himself and family to IreJancl in 1653 because of the encourage-
ments held out by Parliament.2 
Proposals were received in 1655 for the planting of Sligo 
and thereabouts by New England families. Lands on the 
"mile line" and Oyster and Coney island~, the last of but 200 
acres, were leased for one year from April 10, 1655, for such 
families as should come from New England. In 1656 several 
families went from New England to Limerick, and had the 
excise on the tobacco they brought for the use of themselves 
and families remitted.3 Other families in May and July of the 
same year became tenants on lauds belonging to the state near . 
Garristown, county of Dublin.4 
But the most determined and systematic efforts to depor.t 
New England people were made by Cromwell in connection 
with the West Indian expedition of 1654 and 1655. After the 
capture of Jamaica the Protector was confronted with the 
problem as to what to do with the island. He attempted to 
colonize it first by transporting criminals, political offenders, 
paupers, and abandoned· women from England; second, by 
a more or less general removal of New England people to 
Jamaica. He did not trust to letters this time, but sent a 
special messenger. He could not have chosen more wisely. 
1 Noto the similarity between these offers and the conditions set out by t,he six men -of 
Massachusetts in December, 1650. See Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., 4th ser., VII, 434. 
2 1Iutchinson, Hist. Mass. Bay, Vol. I, .A.pp. IX. Ellis, Original Letters, etc., 2d ser., 
Vol. III, p. 360. Colonial State Papers, 1574-1660, p . 466. 
3 Prendergast, Cromwellian Settlement of Ireland, pp. 245-249, 2d ed. 
4 Towns in Ireland that New England people settled in or negotiated for: Sligo-in the 
country given to the Irish by laying out Connaught in 1654; in part (a) which was given 
1o disbanded English soldiers. Lands on the ''mile line"-the military line of settlers 
running around Connaught. Oysicr I11land-in Sligo Bay. Coney I sland-in Sligo Bay. 
Limerick- in the part divided between the adventurers and soldiers by act of Sep-
tern ber 26, 1653. Garristown-10 miles northwest of Dublin, -in Meath, in t,he part divided 
between the adventurers and Irish by act of September 26, 1653. Galway-in the part of 
Connaught given up entirely to the Irish. Carrickfergus-in Antrim, on Belfast Lough. 
Antrim was on of ,the ten counti es !lividc<l between the adventurers and soldiers by 
act of September 26, 1653. Dublin-in the part of Ireland r eserved to the Government. 
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Daniel Gookin, whom Cromwell sent on this mission, was no 
stranger to America. In 1621, when a boy of only 9 years, he 
went to Virginia. In 1644 he removed to Boston, then to 
Cambridge, from which place he was representative in the 
general court. It was while on a visit to England that he was 
chosen for this mission. Many circumstances favored Crom-
well. · The colonies in general were in a very depressed con-
dition ;1 the winter of 1654-55 had been a very severe one,2 
an<l an epidemic sickness had prevailed in the succeeding 
summer which had been very fatal. 3 
In addition great interest was taken by New England in 
, this expedition and in the West Indies in general. H ugh 
Peters wrote to John Winthrop, jr., on the 3d of January, 
1654, from London: 
MY DEAR FRIEND: I have had a great longing for you bere, but t ruly 
things are upon such great uncertainty anu ch anges that 1 wish yon and 
all your friends to·stay there and rather look to the Wes t Inuies if they 
remove. 4 
John Higginson, in his letter to Thomas Thacher, August 
25, 1654, goes on to say: '' The apprehension of sueh a thing 
as being removed hither (i.e., the West Indies ), or of a trade 
there, doth for the present stop and stay many in these parts 
who were inclined some for England an<l. others for Delaware 
Bay." It is plain thn.t the idea of removal ba<l strongly seized 
on Connecticut as well as Massachusetts and New Haven, and 
that these rumors, jnst as tue Massachusetts court feared, 
were paralyzing all colonial activities.5 
Cromwell bad by this time given up his plans about Ireland. 
and liad hinted to Leete, Higginson, and Roger Williams bis 
plans a to Ja,maicsi,. Tllerefore the knowledge of the matter 
was generally abroad when Gookin arrived at Boston Decem-
ber 30, 1655.6 By the terms of bis commission be was to 
1
, ee lott r J ohn 11 igginson, of Gu ilford, Conn., t o T homas Thacher, of W eymouth, 
Mass., ngust 25, 1654, in wb i ·h he peaks of the scarcity of clothing aD<l of tho general 
an . irty B!i to '· how to p rovid for po terity " both in Massachusetts and Connecticut. 
Conn. llist. o . Coll., II I, 318; also, Rog r Will iams to J ohn Winthrop jr., Derember 15, 
w~ ' 
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acquaint the New England governors with the fact of the cap-
ture of Jamaica, and was to describe the situation of the island 
and the value of its resources. The religious, 'however, was 
the most prominent inducement held out. One chief end 
Cromwell had in view was to settle the island with people 
'· who knew aud feared the Lord." Another was that New 
. England people, who, he said, bad been "driven out of the 
laud of their r1ativity into tllat desert and barren wilderness 
for conscience sake," might remove to a land of plenty. 1 
This gave a rosy color to Jamaica affairs not warrante<l by 
the facts. 
Gookin went to work immediately on his arrival. But some 
one had been before him and had given an unfavorable account 
of conditio11s in Jamaica. This unfavorable news had come 
through Robert Sedgwick, then practically governor of Jamaica, 
who corresponded with John Winthrop, jr,2 Therefore all the 
encouragement that Gookin could give to Cromwell was that 
some of the principal men of Massachusetts seemed well dis-
posed toward the project. 
The Protector bad kept in particularly close touch with the 
New Haven colony through Desborouglt, Leete, and Higgin-
son, of Guilford, and William Hooke, of New Haven, and felt 
especially sure of getting the New Haven people to .Jamaica. 
In fact New Haven is the only place specially mentioned in 
Gookin's instructions. To no other colony are the propositio11s 
in the instructions so pointedly addressed.3 These proposi-
tions are of great interest. From them it is plain that Cromwell 
contemplated the removal of whole colonies to Jamaica; that 
the lancl tenure was to be free and common socage with a rent, 
after the first seven years, of one penny an acre. The colo-
nists were to be incorporated under the great seal, with the 
privileges and immuniti es of any corporate city or town of 
Englan<l.4 'rhe navigation act was to be enforced against 
them in all respects after three year , and during that time 
1 Interregnnm Entry Book, CIV, pp . 304-306. 
2 Sedwick to ·wintbrop jr. No vember 6, 1655: '· Tho army is in bad condition; God's 
hand is against us in disease anll very great Ri ckness; men die, a hundred or more every 
week; seems doubtful about the final success and whethe1· God is in it." Mass. Hist. 
Soc. Coll., 5th ser., I . p. 380. 
3 Cromwell says in bis instructions to Gookin: "Considering that Goll by his provi-
dence, through the many difficulties and necessities they are exercised wit,b, had put it 
into some of their hearts to seek a new plantation, and particularly New Haven, who (as 
we are informed) are upon thoughts of removing into the Bay of De la Ware. You are 
to make them the following propo itions," etc. 
4 One article of the instructions provided that neither they nor their aervants were to 
be clrawn out into the wars except, for defense of the iRland. 
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except as to goods and merchandise of the growtb, produc-
tion, and manufacture of the island transported into England. 
Cromwell reserved the right to appoint the governor, com-
mander in chief, and assistants, reserving to the colonists a 
shadowy power of nomination. 
As to a civil government for the island, he was eva~ive. .As 
long as Cromwell lived Jamaica had only a military govern- · 
ment, which fact was a source of disturbance and of iujury to 
the growth of the colony. He promised the New Englanders 
a civil government agreeable to the laws of England as far as 
conditions would permit; he promised, also, liberty and protec-
tion for the churches and transportation for themselves with 
their goods and servants. The whole plan was comprebeilsive 
and well thought out; 20 acres of land was to be given to each 
male 12 years of age and upward, and 10 acres to all others. 1 
But here, on the whole, were no inducements to men who 
believed in a strict theocracy, had free land, and had already 
contracted the habit of electing their own governors. 
In January, 1656,2 Gookin presented his instructions to the 
governor of Massachusetts Bay and some other prominent 
men, who promised their best counsel and encouragement. 
He found two obstacles in the way to su,ccess. 3 One was 
reports of the unbealthfulness of the place; the other was 
a continual fear of invasion by the Spaniards. He founc;l it 
impossible to reach the other colonies because of the impassa-
bility of the roads. So he labored in Massachusetts until 
spring,3 as his letters to Thurloe show, and got the governor 
to call a meeting of the court in February. The court showed 
little interest and delayed its meeting until March. He then 
delivered Cromwell's letter and told bis mission. They 
"thankfully accepted" the letter and authorized him to pub-
li h in all the English colonies a declaration of the Protector's 
off r. He organized bis efforts by hiring several persons in 
diff rent places to take subscriptions.4 
In mid-Aprii be made the journey from Boston overland to 
onn cticut and New Haven, about 150 miles, he tells us, for 
tl1e mo t part through the woods.5 He eems to have de-
nd d p cially upon 'fheophilus Eaton, of New Haven, for 
1 Instructions to ookiu, P nn's Lil'. of , 'ir Wm. P nn , II, App. p. 585. 
2 Tburl0<•1 IV, 440. 
1 Ihid.,OO. 
4 Ibid., , 6. 
• ookin o' hurloi·, fay 10, 1050. Thur! , V, 6. 
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no special mention is made of Connecticut. B~ found that 
while the New Haven people did not object to the West Indies 
in general, they did to Jamaica on account of the great sick-
ness there. As it was, he got only a few famrnes to subscribe, 
although he felt sure that if Cromwell could get Cuba or His-
paniola, whole churches would remove. One great hindrance 
in New Haven Gookin found to be that in his instructions be 
was not empowered to make provision or offer special encour-
agement for ministers and men of prominence. 1 His letters 
show that .New Haven was in a very depressed condition, 
being unable to support a minister if they removed. He 
asked for a provisioi1 for ministers and an annual allowance 
for a term of years for each person removing.2 
There is no record of action of a11y kind ·by the general 
courts of Plymouth and Connecticut, nor does be seem to have 
visited Rhode Island at an. There was considerable stir in 
'New Haven, a session of the general court was held in May, 
Hi56, and the whole matter submitted to the various towns.3 
An agent was also sent to Jamaica to find out the real con-
dition of the island. The Ne.w Haven town meeting was dis-
tinctly favorable to removal,4 but the general court, after a 
somewhat stormy session, decided agaim;t removal. ·-Thede-
cision of the Massachusetts general court was a1so adverse. 
and, being fearful of offending Cromwell/ they did not trust 
their explanations to Gookin, but dealt directly with Crom-
well through John Leverett, their agent in London. Leverett 
presented their letter declining Gookin's offers, and the Pro-
tector's resentment is very noticeab]e. He told Leverett that 
the people of New England had as clear a can to go to 
Jamaica as they had in the first place to go to New England. 
He reminded Leverett again that "that design hath its tend-
ency to the overthrow of the man of sin." New B aven's 
objections to the lack of self-government in his instructions to 
Gookin led him to offer through Leverett to waive the ap-
pointment of the governor and to put the government entirely 
in their hands,6 but the offer came too late. 
1 Tburloe, V. 6. 
2 Ibid . . IV, 6. 
3 New Haven Col. Records, 1653-1664, p.180. 
4 .Atwater Hjst. New Raven Colony, p . 202. 
6 "But if, by the jntelligence from thence of the mortality of the English there, the 
motion here answereth not expectations, may it please your Highness not to impute it to 
us 1'11 declimng your service, much less aH disaccepting yonr favor and endeavors of pro-
moting what may conduce to our welfare.'' Hutchinson, Hist. Mass. Bay, I, 192. 
6 Hutchinson, Hist. Mass. Bay, pp. 190 and 192. 
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In August, 1656, Gookin reported to Thurloe that he had 
personally visited Connecticut, New Haven, New Plymouth, 
and the Bay, but had received the subscription of only about 
300 persons,1 for the most part young persons under family 
government, and many of them females of low estate. The 
poor people of New England, be tells Thurloe, were so reduced 
in circumstauces as to be entirely unable to remove and sus-
tain a colony.2 
1 Thurloe, V, 509, August 23, 1656. 2 Thurloe, V, 509. 
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AN EXAMINATION OF PETERS'S "BLUE LAWS." i 
By WALTER F. PRINCE. 
The most famous portion of Peters's l>ook is, of course, that 
which treats of the blue laws. It is that which rouses in its 
adversaries the bitterest agonies of disgust. For sixty years 
patriotic souls have assailed the authenticity of these laws, 
and the uays have had it by a large majority. "The false 
blue laws invented by the Rev. Samuel Peters" 2 are words 
which confront us from a title page. "The so-called blue laws 
of New Haven never bad auy existence except in the imagi-
nation of Samuel Peters," 3 says a historian of Connecticut. 
"Peters not only invented the blue-law code, but he forged 
legal cases for its application," 4 anothe.r writer <leclares. "The 
greater part of these prol>al>ly never had an existence, as 
standing laws or otherwise," 5 chimes in another, more moder-
ately. "The ouly authority for the blue laws is this Mr. 
Peters" 6 is another declaration. "The entire list is a fabrica-
1 Properly the second part of a paper entitled "Peters' Book and 'Blue Laws.'" The 
first part, the "Book," discussed tho so-called "General History of Connecticut" as an 
interesting problem for internal analysis. Not content to accepL the general crude and 
facile hypothesis of falsehood to accom1t for all its misstatements, the attempt was made 
to discover the author's sources and tho use lie mado of them. The r esult was to show 
llim a phenomenal blunderer, confounding and even compounuing ))ersons, writings, 
events, and dates; a credulous lover of tl1e curiou and bizarre, like Cotton Mather, rely-
ing much on popular traditions and possessing 110 critical capacit-y whatever; a·victim of 
various biases, sectarian, patriotic, and egoistic, which colored his vision; the possessor 
of a fatal gift of sarcasm and humor, which often protruded itself in the wrong places. 
It was found that there was at kast a substratum of truth in the most of his statements 
about New England and its people, though some, so far as appears, were utterly devoid 
of foundation. The motive assigned for writing tho book was not revenge, but the desire 
to become bishop in some green New En gland pasture of a 11e3dy and peril-environed 
flock. All references to Peters 's book are to McCormick's edition of 1876 for the reason 
that this is more frequently available. 
2 "True and False Blue Laws," J. Hammond Trumbull, Hartford, 1876. 
3 "Hist. of Conn.," E. B. Sanford, p. 43. 
4 Rev. C. Hammond in Conn. Valley Hist. Soc. Papers, 1881, p. 105. 
6 Chas. Deane in "\Vinsor's 'IJ'farrativo and Critical Hist. of America, " Vol."III, p. 372. 
6 W. L. Kingsley in Methodist Review, J an., 1878, p . 83. 
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tion. * * * It is the baseless invention of an embittered 
Tory," 1 asserts a distinguished judge. "The blue law myth," 2 
mutters a learned professor. The list of such references is by 
no means closed with the following sweeping statement from the 
pen of a high authority: "The legend of the blue laws is the 
invention of Samuel Peters, a mendacious refugee, who in 1781 
published in England a 'History of Connecticut.' Included 
in this odd medley of fact and :fiction are these grotesque 
enactments, which never existe<l. except in the imagination of 
the author of this book." 3 When scholars and. professionals 
of such exalted rank agree so emphatically, and when those 
who Lave venture<l. to differ have defended their position so 
weakly ,4 one may well hesitate before ·he renews the attempt. 
Nevertheless we plunge and cross the fatal Rubicon. 
Embodied in sentiments such a~ those just quoted, which 
to-day are current in the best writers and which pass almost 
without question, three propositions are distinctly discernible. 
l. The Bliw Laws never existed in New Haven.-It must be 
that mental reference is bad to the more quaint examples of 
Peters, for none can fail to know that some at least of the 
laws stated by him were genuine laws in New Haven. Yet 
1 " Judicial and Civil Ilist. of Conn .," Dwight Loomis and J . G . Calhoun, p. 70. 
2 "8tudy of a Commonwealth Democracy," Prof. A. Johnston , p. 105. 
3 " Colonial Era," Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, p. 130. 
4 Such as Prof. Do Vero in "Americanisms," New York, 1873, p. 273, and S. J. McCormick 
in his preface and notes to P eters' Ilistory. See also Sprague's A nnals, Vol. V, p . 195, 
where Rev. Dr. Chapin says, "A.mong other ridiculously false charges made against Peters 
is this that be forged or invented the so-called blue l aws of Connecticut-a charge which 
is sufficiently disproved by the fact that that celebrated code was in existence and com· 
mon use before he was born," which is equivalent to saying a thing is so becam1e it is. 
Exception should be made of an article l,y the well-known historical scholar John Gil-
mary Shea, entitled, "Tho blue laws of Connecticut," and published in the American 
Catholic Quarterly Review for July, 1877. I was not so fortunate as to see this essay till 
my own was n arly completed. Its tone is calm and judicial, l1ut it amounts to a vory 
ffi•ctual refntation of those who persist in involving Peters's blue laws in a general dam· 
nation. But h a confined his investigation to tbo codes of New Ilaven and Connecticut 
given in Trumlmll's hook. Cons •quently he fails to finu the auth ntication of statutes 
whoa !lat wm1 lakr than those cod 1:1, or whose locus was Massaclmsotts. Tho rauge of 
his in\CStigation 1, ing 1:10 l'ircumscribc·d, he is too easily satisfieu in some cases wi th 
nwre r '· <·m\1la11<· ·s b t wc1·11 sp<•cif:icat,ious of Potcr1:1 and certain laws of New IlaYcn aud 
'oune ·tirnt, 1,ot th r al sourc1·s of tl10s BJ) cifications. Neither <lid ho study the codes 
of • w Haven ancl Conn· ·ticut quit carefully nougb, or he could not have written 
": v 1al of th· oth ·r laws as giv •n by Peters have some foundation, such as those 
ai;ainst forui ·atiou, adult ry," t . This is too mod rat ad f use for statements which 
c·orr ctly }Jr l'nt th c·s. rntial oult-nt of tho law!! on fornication and adultery, leaving 
on cl ·lmitiou u11cl umplification. Ile had 11ot obsc-rv d tho ind btedn ss of Peier!I to 
-·~1. ·onrth1•ll' :Mr.:h a'sarticlei th moRtcriticalon ontlie"blucla.ws " ques-
lon Y t 11ri11t d. lli. int r ti k • n •. t iu r fr nc to laws which affected Catholics, 
·,•t b,• cl not 8 ·m lo lal,or under an anti-Puritan bias, 
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the language most commonly employed makes no exceptions 
wbatever.1 
2. The Blue Laws never existed in New England.-In vain we 
8earch for a,n admission that the laws which do not fit New 
Haven may often fiud their mother nest in Massachusetts, or, 
less frequently, in Connecticut Colo11y.2 
3. The Blue Laws were invented by Samuel Peters.-He is the 
criminal and no other to be pilloried tl.trough all ages for bis 
malevoleu t " forgeries." 
These are the propositions which a somewhat extended sur-
vey of tlie grou11d compels u s to contradict. We must meet 
them squarely with the counter theses: 
1. Over one-balf of Peters's "Blue Laws" did exist in New 
Haven, expressly or in the form of judicial customs under the 
common law. 
2. More than four-fifths of tbem existed, in the same fash-
ion, in one or more oftbe colonies of New E11gland. 
3. Were the "Blue Laws" 8bown to ue forgeries, Peters 
could not be made to shoulder the w bole burden of guilt, since 
be derived nearly two-thirds of them directly from other 
writers on New Euglaud l1istory. 
Either 110 one co11cerned lias discovered this last fact, or, 
an alternative which we ca11 JJot suppose, discovering, he has 
not been caudid e11oug-h to annouuee it to the world. It is 
extraordinary that n011e of reters's critics should ever have 
thought of examini11g bis sources when his book is so full of 
pregnant hints. He fre<]ueutly refers to Neal's History of New 
England.3 Iu the seco11d volume of this work there is an ap-
pendix contaiuiug an '' abridgement of the laws a11d ordi-
1 One gentleman, making special denial of a parcel of the laws, gingerly admits that 
one was partly trne, and insists that another, if trnc, was a good law anyway, which is 
quite aside from the question. 
\V. L. Kingsley, iu "New Englander, 11 vol. 30, p. 248. The laws referred to are those 
about courtship and t,raYel on the f::iabbath, rcspecti\·ely, l>oth IJ01i:1, tide a nd in force in 
Now Ilaven as in other New England Colouies. "A.ml so the myth (of the New Ilaven 
code of J3lue Laws) grew until the last vestige of truth was lost in fable ·• .-True and 
False J3lue Laws, J . JI. Trumbull, p. 2!) . 
2 W. L. llingsley (in tho Methoclifit Review, Jm1., 1878) also says tltat '' it is shown that 
much of the sevore and ridiculous legislation * x * was act ually truo of New York, '' 
etc ., but never dreams of any applicabi l ity to MaRsach 11 setts. He docs not say by whom 
or whore it is shown . It woultl be bard to sl1 ow tliis of New York, whatever may be the 
('ase with" Virgini a and other Co lonies to tho f::io11th and \VesL. " This is very remarka· 
ble. I have searohed in vain in this C'lass of writers for more than a curt admission that 
there was something like one or two of the" Blue Laws II in Massachusetts. Even this 
it1 rare. In Trumbull's notes to the Petor11 code (True and False Blue Laws, pp. 301-308) he 
is ready to implicate Now York aud Virginia, but is silent in respect to laws which were 
known to every colony in New England. 
3 " Ilistory of New England," Daniel Neal, 2 vol. London, 1747. The appendix is in 
Vol. II, beginning p. 326. 
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nances of New England to the year 1700," and here Peters 
found 28 of his "forgeries." We ·shall be assured of this by 
parallel peculiarities in the phraseology of Neal's and Peters's 
abstracts, which swerve from the wording of the original stat-
ute.1 One other law we may find reason to suspect was sug-
gested by a passage in Dr. Burnaby's "Travels,'' 2 a book 
which Peters quoted more than once. These make nearly 
two-thirds of the entire number.3 
The proof of our three counter theses is to be found in the 
detailed examination that follows. We have chosen to change 
the order in which the 45 laws originally appeared, in order to 
classify them according to the degree of their authentication. 
As already intimated, some may be expected to refer, not im-
properly, to common rather than to statutory law.4 It should 
be premised that Peters nowhere claimed to give the exact 
form of a single statute, but expressly calls his list a ''sketch." 5 
"When, therefore, we class certain statements as '·unqualifiedly 
true" we refer, not to the verbal rendering, but to the facts 
contained. But when we declare certain others "subHtantially 
true" we mean that the facts, while not accurately put, are 
not essentially distorted. The figures appended indicate the 
order in which the laws were printed in the "General History 
of Conuecticut." 
I. LAWS UNQUALIFIEDLY TRUE. 
6. "Conspiracy agaim,t this Dominion shall be punished 
with death." This is obviously abridged from Neal, whose 
statement is, "Conspiracy against the Commonwealth by 
attempting an invasiou, insurrection, rebellion, or attempting 
to eize any town or forts, shall be punished with death." (j 
We read in the New Haven Code of 1655 that "If any per-
'On ·hall conspire and attempt any invasiou, insurrection, or 
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public rebe1lion against the jurisdiction * * * he or they 
shall be put to death." 1 This law was derived from the Massa-
chusetts Body of Liberties.2 
8. "Whoever attempts to change or overturn this Dominion 
shall suffer death." It will be seen that this is a correct ab-
stract of one part of the New Haven Jaw just referred to, 
which declares that, "if any person or persons shall * * * 
treacherously and perfidiously attempt the alteration and sub-
version of the frame of policy or fundamental Government 
laia and settled for this jurisdiction, lrn or they shall be put to 
death." 3 So far it is but one form of the law of treason com- . 
mon among nations. But the New Ilaven statute bad a severer 
clause, threatening that "if any person shall consent to any 
such mischievous practice, or by the space of four and t_wenty 
hours conceal it, he shall be put to death or severely punished." 
In other words, if any person should bear of a ronspiracy aud 
not report the plot to the authorities within twenty-four hours 
he might, by virtue of the New Haven law, be put to death. 
The statute on this subject in Connecticut was couched in 
terms not dissimilar. 4 
2. "From the determination of the Assembly 5 no appeal shall 
be ~made.'' Peters probably took this from N13al, who says of 
tlie general court, "It may determine causes without appeal 
and cite those depending in other courts." 6 This was true 
enough of New Haven, Connecticut, and Massachusetts Bay. 
The New Haven code of 1655 7 provides for appeals from the 
plantation court to the court of magistrates and thence to the 
general court, the supreme tribunal of the colony. · No further 
appeal to the King in council was contemplated or allowed. 
The several colonies regarded such au attempt as a grave 
1 Records of New Haveu Juris11icLion, 1653-64, p. 577. 
2 Sec. 91. Massachusetts, h::wing learned the expediency of paying more deference to 
the mother country, in March, 168J./ 2, in serted after "rebellion " these words, "against 
the Ring't1 Majesty, l1is government here estalilished." Sec. Mass. Col. Records, Vol. V, 
p. 339. 
3 New Haven Code of 1655. In records of New Haven Jurisdiction, pp. 577-578, under 
titlo "Capital Lawes." 
4 General Laws and Liberties of Connecticut Colony, p. 85. Printecl hy Samuel 
Green, Cambridge, 1673. Tho original is cxcee,lingly rare, but there are copies of the 
Brinley ropriut in the libraries. 
6 Someone has criticised tl1e u se of tho wonl "assembly " instead of "court, " which 
was the customary 0110 employod in New HaYen Colony. Bnt •· assembly" was the 
familiar term in Peters's clay. Such stickling for verbal accuracy in a professed" sketch '' 
is bypocriticism. (See Trumbull, p. 302.) 
G .A.pp., p. 336. 
7 Records of New Haven Jurisdictiou, 1653- G4, p. 573. 
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offense and visited it with heavy fines. 1 Any suggestion on the 
part of the King's ministers that it would be well to allow 
appeals was sure to be fought with might and main, as a pro-
posal to annihilate good order and the authority of local law.2 
3. "The Governor is amenable to the voice of the people." 
Here we have an incomplete version of Neal, who says of the 
general court, "It may call the governor or any magistrate to 
account and censure them as the case requires." :i The New 
Haven code of 1655 declares its power "to require an oath 
from all magistrates, deputies or assistants, etc., in every court 
of judicature, for the faithful discharge of the trust committed 
to them, according to their best abilities. And to call them 
to account for the breach of any laws established, or for other 
misdemeanors in their places, and to censure them as the quality 
of the offense may require." 4 Now, the governor was included 
among the magistrates named in this paragraph, and all its 
provisions apply to him as well as the rest. The form of oath 
which was to be administered to him is given at the end of the 
code. If he broke his official oath or the laws of the country, 
be was amenable to _ the voice of the people through the gen-
eral court.5 The fact tbat the governor was reckoned as one 
of the magistrates, though with specific dnties and powers, is 
illustrated by a passage in the first constitntion of Connecti-
cut, "Whereof one to be chosen governor for the year ensuing 
and until another be chosen, and no other m~gistrate to be 
chosen for more than one year; provided al ways there be six 
chosen besides the governor." 
. 5. ''The Assembly of the People shall not be dismissed by 
the Governor, but shall dismiss itself." Again, Peters had 
1 Mass. Col. Recs., III., !l4 for example. 
2 A goocl illustration may be founcl in Mass. Col. Recs., III, 102. 
3 Neal's App., p. 336. 
4 Funclamenlall Agreement, in sec. 3, p. 569. 
5 A governor of MaRsachusetts Bay Colony was callocl in question for licensing a liquor 
s II r on his in<liviclua.l rosponsibilit.y. When there was a quarrel between tho magistrate 
and deputi ·s ns to tlt!'ir respective powers (in Massachusetts) the magistrates proposed 
a list of questions to th o ldors. Their reply to ono of those questions roads thus: "In 
case of a def ct or delimp1ency of a magistrate, the whole court may remove him." The 
governor was on •of tbnmagistr:ites. ( e Wintbrop 'sJonr11al, Oct.30, 1644.) "Tbegen-
rral court hacl authority to call * * * either court or magistrate or any person what-
so v •r into question for misd meanor.'' (Early Government of Connecticut," Bronson, 
p. 24.) " At this court of fr m n * * • the governor and magistrates might be present 
as culprits ou trial for misd mC'anor," ( Tu., p. 25 .J 111 1633 • ow Plymouth enacted a law 
that if:\ gov rnor- •lect r fus •cl lo s rvo he was to ho fined £20-a very large sum, equal 
to $500 to-day. 
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recourse to Neal's Abridgment, which says of the general 
court: "This court (is) to be called by governor, deputy gov-
eruor or court of assistants on any occasion, but (is) to be dis-
solved or adjourned only by themselves." 1 It was very true 
that the general court, in New Haveu and elsewhere, dismissed 
itself, as was fitting for the representative body of a republi-
can jurisdiction to do. The governor was not above and out-
side of the general court, but himself a member of it, with no 
regal prerogatives to prorogue or dissolve it.2 The Massachu-
setts Body of Liberties of 1641 guarded against such assump-
tion of power when it declared, "No general court shall be 
desolved or adjourned without the censent of the major part 
thP,reof." 3 
9. "The judges shall determine controversies without ajury." 
This correctly states the procedure in New Haven. The fact 
is too notorious to need corroboration. Herein New Haven 
was unique-that it employed no jury, but decided all cases 
by a majority vote of the judges.4 
10. "No one shall be a freeman or givP- a vote unless be be 
converted and a member in full communion of one of the 
churches allowed in the Dominion." The New Haven law was 
as follows: 
That none ijha,11 be admitted freemen * * * but such planters as are 
members of some one or othn of the approved churches of New England; 
nor shan·any such be chosen to the magistracy, or ~o carry on any vart 
of civil judicature, or as deputies or assistants to have power or vote in 
establishing laws, or in making or repealing orders, or to any chief mili-
tary office or trnst; nor shall any others but such church members have a 
vote in any such elections.'; 
Now, this law carries with it all that Peters asserted, since 
no man was admitted into the membership of approved churches 
1 Neal's App., p. 336. 
2
" He (the governor) could not adjourn or dissolve the court." (Early Government of 
Uonn., Bronson, p. 19.) 
3 "Mass. Body of Liberties," sec. 69. In Bibliographical Sketch of Laws of Mass. Col., 
1630-1686. W. H. "Whitmore, Boston, 1890. A facsimile of the original manuscript is 
here given . Section G9 of the Body of Liberties points back to an ordinance passed May 
14, 1634. (See Mass. Col. Recorcls, Vol. I, p. 118.) It was snbstantially copied in the 
constitution adopted by tlie first settlers of Conn ., 1638-39. (See Trumbull's True and 
Falso Blue Laws, p. 57.) 
4 See New Haven Code of 1655. In Records of New Haven .Jurisdiction, pp. 570-571; 
Trumbull, 186-188. 
5 "Records of New Haven .Jurisdiction, 1653-1664," p. 567. 
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except those believed to be converted.1 Massachusetts made 
the same requirement.2 In ll>63 it even went so far as to estab-
lish alaw 3 that no persons, whether freemen or not, who refused 
to attend church should be allowed to vote in any civil assem-
bly whatever "until certificate be given of their reformation" 
in this particular. 4 
13. "No Quaker or dissenter from the established worship 
of this Dominion shall be allowed to give a vote for the elec-
tion of magistrates or auy other officer." This is really a corol-
lary from the 10th law, which says that none but members of 
approved churches can vote. But Peters follows Neal with a 
little verbal amplification. "No Quaker or dissenter from the 
publick worship bas a vote." 5 Later, the bars were reluctantly 
let down at the shaking of the royal fist, one at a time. 
22. "To pick an ear of corn growing in a neighbor's garden 
shall be deemed theft." The New Haven statute, entitled 
"Burglary and theft," was similar to that of Connecticut, 
which says, in part-
That if any person, whether children, or servants, or others, shall be 
taken or known to rob any orchard or garden, or that shall steal away 
any grafts or fruit trees, fruits, etc., shall forfeit treble damage to the 
owners thereof and such fine or corporal punishment as the court shall 
think rneet. 6 
Both colonies derived their law upon the subject from Mas-
sachusetts.7 But in 1640, before New Haven had any such 
1 It is therefore difficult to see what poiut Trumbull thinks he is making in his note on 
law 10, reading "The law only r equires membership of some one or other of the approved 
churches of New England." Trumbull's True anrl False Blue Laws, p. :l02. Palfrey 
(Rist. New Eng., IT, 8) writes thus: "In Massachusetts and New Haven the discretion 
oftbe freemen as to the admission of new associates was limited by a standing rule of ex-
clusion for all but such as bad been received into full communion by some church." John 
Gilmary Shea (Am. Cath. Quar. Rev., July, 1877) calls attention to the looseness of this 
version of the law. Not membership in "some church" was sutlicient, but membership 
in some "approved church," and not only t.bat, but of some church "approved by the 
magistrates and churches of this colony." See New Haven Code of 1655; title, "Ecclesi-
astical Provisions." 
2 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. I, p. 168. The date is March, 1635 /6 . 
3 Mas . . Col. Recs., Vol. IV, part 2, p. 88. 
4 In Connecticut Colony there was more apparent liberality. The inhabitant of bood 
reputation, and later, who had property qualifications, was eligible to citizenship, on 
assent of the members of the General Court. But, as Bronson justly observes, " it is 
safe to say that they would not assent if the candidate were a heretic, or if in practice be 
set at naught that discipline of the churches which the General Court was bound to 
maintain." Civil Govt. of Conn., p. 20. 
6 Neal's App., p. 340. 
6 General Laws of Conn., 1673, p . 8. 
7 General Laws, 1672. The act was pas1:1ed iu 1646. 
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statute,1 Andrew Lowe was whipped in part for stealing fruit 
from a gardeu.2 Whether fruit or vegetables, or ears of corn, 
or anything else of value growing in an orchard or garden, 
taking them without leave was deemed theft by the terms of 
the printed law, and the perpetrator was formally liable. 3 
39. "Fornication shall be punished by marriage, or as the 
court may think proper." Here we have a still curter form of 
Neal's abstract, which says, "Fornication (is) punished by 
compelling marriage, fines, or as the court sees fit." 4 This was 
the earlier law of New Haven, Massachusetts, Plymouth, and 
Connecticut. It was adopted by New Hampshire when it 
became a royal province.5 We quote from the New Haven 
Code of 1655 : 
If any man shall commit fornication with any single woman, they shall 
be punished, either by enjoyning marriage, or fine, or corporall punishment, 
any or all of these, as the court of magistrates or plantation court, duly 
considering the case with the circumstances, shall judge most agreeable 
to the word of God/' 
In 1665 Massachusetts empowered the courts, in addition to 
the usual penalties for this and other crimes, to disfranchise 
the offender.7 
40. "Adultery shall be punished with death." Neal puts it, 
"lf any person commit adultery with a married woman, maid 
or woman, espoused, both man and woman shall be put to 
death.'' 8 Among the first laws passed in Massachusetts Bay 
was one decreeing death for adultery.9 This was in 1631.w 
The law found its way into the Body of Liberties 11 and therein 
became the model for New Haven and Oonnecticut. Some 
effort seems to hav.e been made in Connecticut in 1669 to 
alter it, but the court refused. '' to repeal or to take off the file 
1 New Haven Code of 1655; title, "Burglary and theft." 
2 Records of New Haven Colony. 1638-1649, pp. 38-39. 
3 Human nature mustseldoin or never have been vindictive enough to prosecute for the 
taking of "an ear of corn." But it remains true that by the law that act was "deemed 
theft," there being no legal distinction between taking a single ear and taking a bushel 
of corn. -
4 Neal's .A.pp., p. 342. 
6 New Hamp. Hist. Soc. Colls., Vol. VIII, p. 456. 
6 Title "Fornication." 
7 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, pt. 2, p. 143. 
8Neal's App., p. 322. 
9 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. I, p. 92. 
10 James Brittaine and Mary Latham were condemned to death for adultery in Boston, 
1643/4. See Omitted Records in Bibliographical Sketch of Mass. Laws, Whitmore, XLIJ;. 
Account of the case is given in Winthrop 's Journal, ed. of 1790. Hartford. Pp. 326-7. 
11 Sec. 94. 
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the law which hath been so long established by the govern-
ment of the colony." 1 
42. "A wife shall be deemed good evidence against her hus-
band." In another part of his book Peters refers to the 
William Potter Case, "to show," he says, "the danger of 
admitting a wife to give evidence against her husband." 2 It 
is probable that he added this law from his knowledge of that 
case. It is true that Potter was convicted in part from the 
testimony of his wife, though the rest of Peters's remarks con-
cerning that trial are pitifully erroneous. No formal statute 
was necessary to enable wives to testify, but, as a matter of 
fact, this they might do in New Haven courts. 
43. "No man shall court a maid in person or by letter with-
out first obtaining consent of her parents ; 5 1. _penalty for 
the first offence, 10 1. for the second, and for the third, impris-
onment during the pleasure of the courtY Neal puts it "None 
are to court a maid without the consent of her parents; 5 1. for 
the first offence, 10 1. for the second ; imprisonment for the 
third till released by the count.y cour t." 3 The law of Massa-
chusetts, dating from 1647, (jeclares 4 t hat any person endeav-
oring" directly or indirectly to draw away ye affections of any 
mayde in this plantation under pretence of marriage" without 
the consent of parents or guardians should be fined £5 for the 
first offense, £10 for tlrn second, and fo r the third be i_mprisoned 
until the court sl10uld see cause to release him. 
Connecticut borrowed this law 5 and retained it in Peters's 
day.6 It was sufficiently broad" to illclude Peters's specifica-
tion ''by letter." But the law of New Haven was very circum-
stantial, forbidding unpermitted trifling with girlish affections 
"whether it be by speech, writing, message, * * * gifts,7 
or any other way, directly or indirectly." Here, however, the 
1 Conn. Col. Recs., Vol. II, date J uly 6, 1669. When, at last, the law was repealed, cul-
prits were compelled to stand on the gallows with ro pes about their necks, significant of 
the former law, and also, in M assachuset te, to wear t he letter .A. on an outside garment 
perpetually . 
2 Gen. llist. Conn., p.155. 
3 Neal's .App., p. 356. 
4 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. II, p. 212. 
6 Acts and Laws of Conn., Revision of 1702, p . 75. 
6 Ibid, Revision of 1750, p.144. 
7 Th case related by Pete~s, pp. 214.-217, lie does not declare is aut hentic, but prefaces it 
with tbe words: '' The following case may be amusing." However, allowing for the 
humorous exagg ration of the story-teller, there is nothing incredible in the bottom facts 
stated. ifts ancl a ver_y polite l etter such as English beaux thought it proper to send t o 
young ladies, might well l1ave b en thought courtship just cunningly enough devised to 
s ap th law. 
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first offense cost but 40 shillings, the second £4, and the third 
a fine at discretion, imprisonment, or whipping.1 Cases under 
the law in the several colonies were numerous;2 
_15. '' If any person turns Quaker, be shall be banished and 
not suffered to return on pain of death." Here we have a 
statement extracted from two sentences in the version of Neal, 
"Quakers not inhabitants (are) to be imprisoned till the court 
of assistants and then banished, not to return on pain of death. 
If any turn Quakers, :i they are to be banished the Jurisdiction 
and served as Vagabond Quakers if they return." 4 We have • 
no difficulty in recognizing the famous law of Massachusetts, 
passed October 19, 1658,5 the culmination of a series of inef-
fectual statutes. The original Jaw is too long to quote, nor is 
tq.ere need, as its purport and the bloody consequences are 
universally familiar. 
· New Haven never threatened Quakers with death, but did 
promise them a choice series of imprisonments, banishments, 
whippings, brandings, and perforations of the tongue, all 
expenses to be 'paid by the recipients of these attentions. .And 
in New Haven, as elsewhere, "Every Quaker arising in the 
jurisdiction to be treated as a foreign Quaker." 6 This in May, 
1658. 
14. ''No food or lodging shall be afforded to a Quaker,.Adam-
ite, or otber heretic." The New Haven act was passed May, 
1658, fixing the penalty for " concealing or entertaining 
Quaker or other blasphemous hereticks at twenty shillings an 
hour." 7 It need not be explained that" entertainment" meant 
giving food or lodging. In Connecticut the statute on this 
subject read, "No person in this colony shall give · any unnec-
essary entertainment unto any Quaker, ranter, Adamite, or 
other notorious bereti-ck, upon penalty of five pounds for every 
1 New Haven Code of 1655. Recs. of New Haven Jurisdiction, p. 600. 
2 Matthew Stanley, of Reading, wns fined £5-for winning the affections of a girl without 
her parents' consent. See '·Econ. and Soc. Hist. of New Eng.," p. 220. Same fine, see 
"Rist. of New London,'' ·p. 251. Samo fine, see Conn. Col. Recs., Vol. I, elate Mar. 5, 
1644. Walter Gray was whipped for inveigling the affections of a servant maid without 
the consent of her master. See Conn. Col. Recs., Vol. I, date March 5, 1644. 
3 "If any turn Quakers" is almost exactly copiecl by Peters. The language of the 
original law is very different, namely, "Every inhabitant convicted to be a Quaker." 
This is one of t,he cases where Peters·s indebtedness to Neal is apparent. Anyone can 
easily convince himself by comparing the two series. 
4 Neal 'sApp., p. 345. 
5 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, pt. 1, p. 3-!fi. 
6 Recs. of New Haven Juris., 1653-64, p . 240. 
7 lb., pp. 238-24.1. 
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such entertainment." 1 Massachusetts :fined offenders 40 shil-
lings for each hour that shelter was given to any of the obnox-
ious classes.2 These are but types of the changes that were 
rung on the law. Prosecutions were frequent at one period, 
more particularly in Massachusetts Bay and New Plymouth, 
but with New Haven and Oonnecticutnotexempt.:i Oon_necti-
cut did not repeal the statute against entertaining Quakers 
and others till the eighteenth century had begun.4 
16. "No priest shall abide in the Dominion; he shall be ban-
ished and suffer death on bis return. Priests may be seized 
by anyone without a warrant." We turn once more to Neal's 
Abridgment and :firnl, ·' No Jesuit or priest (shall) abide in the 
jurisdiction. ·whoever can't clear himself from suspicion to 
the court of assistants (is) to be banished not to return upon 
pain of death, unless by shipwreck, &c. * * * He may 
be seized by anyone without warrant." 5 The first Massachu-
setts law agailrnt priests was passed May 26, 1647. But the 
still harsher measures which Neal and Peters give in con-
densed but not incorrect fomi date in the year 1700.6 They 
consigned to perpetual imprisonment all ''Jesuits, seminary 
priests, or 0th.er spiritual or ecclesiastical persons" ordaiued 
by papal authority, who shoul<l be found in the colony by Sep-
tember 10 of the same year.7 If taken after escaping from 
imprisonment they were to suffer death. Also the statute con-
titmes, "It shall and may be lawful io and for any person or 
persons to apprehend, without a warrant, any Jesuit, priest, 
missionary, or Roman ecclesiastic." 8 
17. "No one to cross the river but with an authorized ferry-
man." Plainly, this is related to Neal's version, which, how-
ever, does not squiut. "No passenger to be transported . 
accross the river but by an authorized ferryman." 9 Peters's 
transcription is not felicitous, but it is hardly proper to attrib-
ute a malign purpose to his bungling attempt at condensation. 
It is only necessary to place the emphasis properly in his ver-
bal statement to mark the distinction wLich he had in mind, 
1 Revised Statutes of 1673, Acts and Laws, p. 28. 
2 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, Pt. I, p.308. Law passed Oct .. , 1657. 
3 Plymonth Recs., Vol. III, pp. 189, 191, 200. Recs. of' Joris. of ew Ilaven, p. 242. 
4 e sion Laws, 1706. 
6 N al s .App., p. 346. 
6 eneral Laws of Mass. Bay Col., ed. of 1672, p. 67. 
'.Acts ancl Resolv s of Ma s., Vol. I, p. 424. 
8 J. Ilammoncl Trumbull suggests that ther were enactments in New York and Vir-
ginia a"ainst Catholic pri stK (Tru and False Blue LawR, p. 303), lmt drops not a word 
r specting Massachn etts. 
9 Neal's App., p. 341. 
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that between '' an authorized ferryman" and an unauthorized, 
unlicensed one.1 It is perfectly true that both in Connecticut 
aud Massachusetts 2 there were laws forbidding any person to 
cross the river with any other than an authorized ferryman. 
One might cross in bis owu boat or borrow that of his neigh-
bor's, but apparently only for the purpose of going to his work. 
If, for example, a young beau wished to take a party of ladies 
across the river in his boat to join a pleasure excursion, the 
law debarred him. Thus reads the Connecticut statute: 
Every keeper of a ferry shall have the sole 'liberty of the transportation 
of passengers and their horses, from the place where such ferry is granted 
to any other ferry place, or usual place of landing. * Provided 
this order shall not hinder any persons that nse or Lave oecasion to pass 
in their own or their neighbor's boats or canoes to their own business and 
labour from passing accordingly. 3 
21. '' The Sabbath sha,11 begin at sunset on Saturday." 
Peters must have known this from experience, but perhaps 
the sight of a statute sketched by Neal brought it to his mind. 
Neal's words are, "Drinking or sporting on Saturdays after 
sunset pays five shillings." 4 New Haven had a law 1>assed in 
1648 forbidding all servile work "from sunset to sunset." The 
day came when Connecticut went further and included the 
. evening following the Lord's Day, making thirty h01irs in all.5 
Thirty years later Boston stationed guards on the neck of the 
peninsula at sunset Saturday evening to prevent all persons, 
whether on foot or horse, from passing out of the city.6 A 
good young man of Norwich complained of himself before a 
justice of the peace that he had visited a relative on Saturday 
night and promised to do so no more. 7 Instances might easily 
be multiplied.8 
1 Shea evidently understood the expression thus, else he could not say (Am. Ca.th. Quar. 
Rev., July, 1877, p. 487) that" Tho next alleged law as to licern,ed ferrymen * * " was 
nothing really objectionable." Understood any other way the law would bo objection-
able, outrageous . 
2 Gen. Laws of Mass. Bay Col., ed. of 1672, p. 50. 
3 LawR of Conu. Col., ed. of 1750, p. 7·0. 
4 The original of the law is in .Acts and Laws of Conn. , Revision of 1702, p. 105. 
5 .Acts and Laws of Conn., Revision of 1702, p. 105. 8ee also Provincial Papers of New 
Hampshire, Vol. III, p. 222; Mass. Col. Ree's, Vol. IV, pt. 1, p. 347, etc. 
6Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. V, p. 239. 
7 Econoruic and Social Hist. of New Eng., Wm. B. Weeden, p. 549. 
8 0/fences were punished more severely if committed on the Sabbath. See New Haven 
Code of 1650, Title "burglary"; Prov. Papers, New Hamp., Vol. XIV, p. 670; Recs. of 
New Rav. Col., Vol. II, p. 32(; Acts and Laws uf Conn., Revision of 1702, p. 11. The 
odor of sanctity was by a law of Connecticut attached to tbe evening following thfl day of 
the weekly religious lecture. See Acts and Laws, Revision of 1702, p. 149. As latfl as 
1771, in Massachusetts, a special permit needed to be obtained if, by reason of the weather, 
it was not expedient to postpone a burial service till after the Sabbath, and even then the 
p ermit warned to '' take care that the corpse be not carried to the grave until an hour 
after sunset." See History of Shrewsbury, Mass., p. ~97. · · 
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30. "Manstealers shall suffer death." Under the title "Man-
stealers," Neal writes, " Whoso steals a person is to be put to 
death." 1 This was the law all over New England, except in 
Rhode Island, where the -crime "manstealing" was punished 
with imprisonment for five years, or '' satisfaction to the 
parents." 2 
32. ·'A debtor in prison, swearing be bas no estate, shall be 
let out and sold to make satisfaction." This, too, was found in 
Neal's Abridgment. '· The prisoner, swearing before a proper 
magistrate that he bas no estate, is to be re]eased, but is to 
make satisfaction by service, though not to be sold to any be-
side the Englisb." 3 We go back to the law of New Haven on 
the subject of debtors, aud find the foUowing: 
"No man (1s) to be kept at will of the creditor, but when there appears 
some estate which he will not produce. If he takes oath that he bas no 
estate, he shall satisfy the debt by servfoe, if the creditor · require it, a 
r easonable time, or the court shall fix, but not to be sold out of the United 
Colonies, if the debt arise not by sinfull and heynous miscarriages which 
disturb the publick peace." 4 
In Connecticut Colony was a similar law.5 
23. "A person accused of trespass in the night shall be 
judged guilty unless he ~ball clear him se]f by oath." The law 
referred to was passed by the general court of Connecticut in 
1711, and remained upon the statute books till after 1750. 1t 
provides that whatever person or persons are suspected of 
"disorders or insolencies committed in the night," if they 
"upon examination can not give a satisfactory account where 
be or they were when the disorders or insolencies complained 
of were done "-upon oath, of course-" he or they shall be 
liable to pay such damages as the person or persons complain-
ing shall have sustained or suffered, and such other fine or 
punishment as the court * * * shall see cause to order, 
not exceeding the sum of five pounds." 6 
At the same time a similar provision was made in the case 
of secret assaults. The suspected person must show a.n alibi 
1 Neal's App., p. 356. 
2 Rec's. of R. I. and Prov. Plan, Vol. I, p . 174. See a lso N ew Haven Code of 1655, 
Conn. Code of 1650. 
a eal 's App., p. 366. 
4 New R av n Code of 1655. 
6 A.eta and Laws, Revision of 1702, p. 5. It is interesting to note in this connection 
that by section 7658 of the statutes of Missouri a vagrant may be sold by public auction 
to the highest bidder for the period of six months, and this is not infrequent ly clono at 
th pr sent time. 
6 ssion Laws of Conn., 1711, p.166. e also Revision of 1750, p . 172. 
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or be held and punished as guilty.1 It is not our present busi-
ness to reflect on the grave injustiCA which might be wrought 
by such laws. That they existed is certain. 
38. "The selectmen, on finding children ignorant, may take 
them away from their parents, and put thern into better hands, 
at the expence of their parents." Turning again to Neal, we 
find, ''The selectmen may examine children_ and apprentices, 
and admonish parents and masters if they find them ignorant, 
and with the consent of two magistrates or the next cou11ty 
court put them into better hands." 2 The particular referer~ce 
is to a law of Connecticut and Massachusetts compelling 
parents and masters not only to teach .their children and ap-
prentices, respectively, to read, so as to be able to understand · 
the principles of religion and the capital laws of the country, 
but also to teach them some useful calling. Selectmen were to 
watch ah families, and if any responsible person persistently 
neglected the law, the_n, with the help of two magistrates, the 
children were to be apprenticed in better quarters till they 
became of age. 3 
The law in New Haven was not dissimilar, except that dep-
uties and constables, instead of selectmen, were responsible 
f'or oversight ·of such cases, and that when anyone was con-
victed of persistent neglect it was not mandatory that his 
children should be taken away, but was left to the discretion 
of the judges.4 Of course at a date when i11nocent persons had 
to pay for their trial and unjust imprisonrne11t delinquents 
under this law were obliged to pay the expense of process 
against themselves and of the formalities of the apprentice-
ment of their children. 
28. "No Minister shall keep school." Again we have re-
course to Neal: "No minister shall be a schoolmaster." This 
is reckoned among the laws "frivolous and absurd to the last 
degree." The wise man who said this must settle with the 
dignified legislators of Massachusetts for the insult. In 1701 
they passed the law declaring "That no minister of any town 
shall be deemed, held, or accepted to be the schoolmaster." r>e 
1 Session Laws of Conn., 1711, p.166. Revision of 1750, p.176. 
2 Neal's App., p. 332. 
3 Mass. Col. Ree's, Vol. II, p. 6. The law was passed 1642. See also the Conn. Code 
of 1650, title "Children." 
'New Haven Code of 1655, title "Children's education. 1, 
6 .A.cts and Resolves of Mass., Vol. I, p.470. 
6 Shea's surmise (.A.m. ·Cath. Quar. Rev., p. •188, July, 1877) that Peters's reference was to 
Epfacopal clergymen is evidently mistaken, in the light of the original enactment quoted 
:i.bove. 
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Every town was obliged by law to provide a schoolmaster, but 
no minister, acting as such, was allowed in that capacity.1 
34. "Whoever brings cards or dice into the dominion shall 
pay a fine of five l." Neal's Yersion reads: ":;s one to bring 
cards or dice into the country or to have any in their custody, 
on penalty of £5; half to the treasurer, llalfto the informer." 2 
Both are right. An act of Massachusetts, dating from 1672, 
states-
That what person or persons soever shall bring into this jurisdiction 
any playing cards or dice, or with whomsoever such cards or dice be 
found in his or their custody, he or they shall pay as a fine the sum of five 
pounds, the one half to the treasurer, the other half to the informer. 3 
31. "Whoever wears clothes trimmed with gold, silver, or 
bone, lace above two shiilihgs by the yard, shall be presented 
by the grand jurors, and the selectmen shall tax the.offender 
at 3001. estate." We turn to Neal, who thus quotes the la~: 
All persons not worth £200, wearing gold or silver lace or buttons or 
bone lace above 2s. per yard, or silk hoods or scarfs, may be presented 
by the grand jury and shall pay 10s. for every offence. The selectmen of 
every town may assess those who dress above their rank ,at £200 estate,4 
certain classes excepted . 
. Peters, so far as he goes, is in agreement with Neal, except 
he seems to say £300 in place of £200. But this was probably 
a typographical error like others in the printed book.5 Massa-
chusetts not only boasted of the foregoing sumptuary provi-
sions, but the chronicler might have gone on and reported 
truly, tbatshesuccessivelythunderedagaiust "slashed clothes," 
"cutt worke, imbroidered or needle worke, capps~ bands, and 
rayles," "immoderate greate sleeves," 0 " arms bare· above the 
wrist," "immoderate greate breeches," "knots of rybon,'' 
"double ruffles and cuft's," 7 '' loug hair on men," periwigs, 
curled hair, ribbons in the hair,8 and so on ad nauseam.9 Pro-
fes or Kingsley, in 1838, was unable to find any New Haven 
1 Neal errs only in placing this law among those passed before 1700. 
2 Neal's .A.pp., p. 343. 
3 General Laws of Mass., revision of 1672, p. 58. 
4 Neal's App., p. 322. 
6 For "rivoret" .Poters's intelligent printer substituted "River Ett." McCormick's 
edition has p rpetuated the error, pp. 139, 142. 
6 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. I , p.126. 
7 lb., p. 274. 
s lb., Vol. V, 59. 
°For prosecutions 11nder th se and other laws of the same import, see Econ. and Social 
Ilist. New Eng., Weeden, p. 2 9; Hist. of Lyme, L ewis and Newball , p. 233 et seq. 
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legislation touching dress.1 No one who has written about 
Peters's "lies" during the sixty years since then seems to have 
been more fortunate. This fact must be counted among the 
modern wonders. In the singular omnibus act of 1660 New 
Haven clothed her magistrates with discretionary power to 
punish offenses, among others, in relation to" apparel." 2 That 
is, each magistrate might proceed according to q.is judgment 
of what was improper apparel, and also of what punishment 
was proper to inflict for wearing it. Still, it is evident that _ 
New Haven never displayed the morbid anxiety of Massachu-
setts on this subject.3 
37. '' When parents refuse their children convenient mar-
riages the Magistrates shall determine the point." Neal's 
abstract of the law thus reads: "Children to be redrest by the 
magistrate if deny'd convenient marriages." 4 The original may 
be found in the Massachusetts Body of Liberties.5 "If any 
parents shall wilf'nllie and unreasonably deny any childe timely 
or conveniPnt marriage, or shall exercise any unnatural sever-
itie towards them, such children shall have free lib~rties to 
complain to autboritie for redresse.'' 
19. (First part.)'; '' No one shall travel * * * on the 
Sabbath day." This specification is founded on laws which 
grew more rather than less severe as the seventeenth century 
passed into the eighteentb,7 and which lasted on into our 
own c~ntury.8 In Connecticut, by a statute passed in 1751,9 
all assistants and justices of the peace were instructed to com-
plain of persons whom they saw guilty of unnecessary travel 
on the Sabbath day, and all sheriffs, constables, grand-jury~ 
men, and tithing men to watch for and arrest without warrant-
1 Historical Discourse, p.108. See also Bacon's Historical Discourses, p. 97, ed. of 1839. 
2 Records of New Haven Jurisdiction, 1653-1664, p. 366. 
3 In 1637 John Gatchell, of Marblehead, was fined 10 shillings for some offence, but told 
tliat if be woulfl "cut of ye long bar off bys bead into a aevil frame," one half of the fine 
would be r emitted. It is pleasant to know that he did not c·utitofl'. "Hist. and Traditions 
of Marblehead", p.12. Salem Recs., June, 1637. 
4 Neal's App., p. 332. 
6 Sec. 83. 
6 This part of the statement is fully authenticated and so must be separated from the 
remainder, which would come under a different original statute and is not so fully 
authenticated. 
7 The people of Windham, N. H ., as late as 1784, successfully petitioned the general 
court for stricter laws against Sunday travel. But they were not satisfied, and three 
years later petitioned again. See Prov. Papers of New Hamp., Vol. XIII, pp. 715,717. 
8Massachusetts judges were arrested in Maine for Sunday travel in 1804. See Nute 5. 
9 Session laws of Conn. of 1751, p. 259. 
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all such offenders, or become themselves liable for neglect.1 
Massachusetts punished people for traveling beyond the town 
line to meeting, as a profanation of the Sabbath, unless that 
meeting was of the sort aliowed by law.2 
35. (Four clauses.3) "No one shall read Common Prayer, 
keep Christmas or Saints' days, dance, (or) play cards." 4 
(a) Oomnirn Prayer.-The royal commissioners sent over by 
Charles II in 1665 to investigate affairs of the colonies required 
Massachusetts and Connecticut to repeal the laws which might 
render members of the Church of England liable for heresy,5 
Three years earlier the King's letter bad demanded that Mas-
sachusetts should allow the Rook of Common Prayer to be 
used, providing that persons should so use it as not to disturb 
others.6 I doubt if there was an express statute forbidding 
the Book of Cornmon Prayer. This would bave been impoli-
tic and unnecessary, since any but the most private use would 
have rendered persons liable under the statutes forbidding 
unlawful assem blies,7 and debarring the heterodox from all 
privileges of a freeman. Massachusetts seems to have been 
rather noncommittal in its answer to the King's commission-
ers, but the latter reported to the sovereign that Connecti-
cut would not "hinder anyone from enjoying the sacraments 
and using the Common Prayer, provided they hinder not the 
maintenance of the public minister." 8 Connecticut, then, had 
hindered the use of Common Prayer, and agrees to desist only 
with a proviso,9 while Massachusetts answers in a meek and 
1 In 1812 the grand jurors of North Raven, Conn., complained to .Joshua Barnes,justice 
of the peace, that .Joel Pierpont" did at sd. Northhaven on the 5th day of .January, 1812, 
last past, brake the laws of this State respecting the Sabbath, by traveling from bous to 
hous from one part of the town to the other and disturbing the good people of this town." 
He was consequen Uy arrested by warrant from the justice, tried before him, and subjected 
to fine and costs. Original MS. pap&rs in possession of Sheldon B. Thorpe, of North 
Haven. 
2 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, pt. 2, p. 395. 
3Palfrey quotes law 35 with others and affirms "These statements are without histori-
cal foundation" (Hist. New Eng., II, 32, n.) We prove that he was mistaken. 
4 The six particulars contained in the 35th "law" are wholly unrelated and conse-
quently separable. The first four stand on a different historical footing than the 
remaining two. 
6 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, pt. 2, p. 211. 
6Ib., p.164. 
7For a ca e of proceedings against an Episcopalian minister in Stratford, Conn., under 
these statutes, see Documentary Hist. of P. E. Church, Conn., Hawkes and Perry, Vol. I , 
pp. 33. i2. 
8The King sent a letter to express his gratification at the obedience of Connecticut. 
ee Trumbulls Hist. of Conn. I, 536--7. 
9It is amusing to find this consent extorted from a reluctant colony cited as a proof-of 
"the lib rality, so extraordinary for the tim s, which was manifested to t hose who dis-
s nted from their r ligious views." W. L. Kingsley in "N w Englander, ".A.pr., 1871. 
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mild .manner which is, nevertheless, sufficiently significant of 
what the methods had been and were likely yet to be.' 
(b) Christmas and Saints' days.-Nea1, too, reports "No feasts 
or festivals to be observed.:' 2 What shall be said of the 
· charge that the observance of these fe8tiva1s was forbidden°? 
That on May 11, 1G59, a law was enacted in Massachusetts 
which in part reads as follows: "Whosoever shall be found 
observing any such day as Christmas or the like, either by 
forbearing of labor, feasting, or any other way,3 as a festival, 
shall be fined five shillings." Twenty-two years later certain 
laws excepted to by the King's attorney-general were repealed, 
among them that concerning the observance of Christmas and 
feast days.4 
(c) Dancing.-In the New Haven omnibus act of 1660, to 
which reference has been made, one of the offenses legislat.ed 
against was "mixed dancing." Magistrates were empowered 
to punish according to discretion.5 In the early days of Mas-
sachusetts persons were brought before the general court and 
admonished for dancing.ti In 1685 Mr. Francis Stepney, a 
dancing master, was bound over for trial aud warned not to 
teach dancmg ill the meantime on pain of suffering for con-
tempt of court.7 We fiu<l cases in New Plymouth Colony also 
_of presentments made for "mixed dancing." 8 This specifica-
tion of the Rev. Samuel may pass.9 
( d) Pla,y cards.-So we fiud in Neal tLat it was forbidden 
for "Oard~ or dice to ue used on penalty of five shillings." 
1 Massachusetts answered that she had never disallowed people "not in a church way" 
to form "church estates" of their own, provided they "do it in a Christian way with the 
observation of the rules of Ghrist appointed in his holy word" and "with the approbat'ion 
of the civil government and of neighboring congrega tions. " Mass. Col. Ree's, Vol. lV, pt. 
2, p. 220. · As for Massachusetts general court, it at first flatly refusecl to allow the use of 
Common Prayer, saying that the people would not have Jett England if they could have 
"seene the word of God warranting us [them] to performe our devotions in that way and 
to have the same set up here. Wee conceiYe it is apparent that it will clisturbe our peace 
in our present enjoyments." Mass. Col. Recs. IV, pt. i, 200. Later the court employed 
language less emphatic, but ambiguous and disingenuous. Ib. IV, pt. 2,220. 
2 Neal's App., 343. 
3 General Laws, Revision of 1672, p. 57. 
4 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. V, p. 321. In 1665 the royal commissioners reported to His Maj-
est.v concerning Massachusetts, " They have many things in their Lawes derogatory to 
his Majestie's honour, of which ye Commissioners made a Breviat, and dflsirecl that they 
might ue altered, but th ey have yet clone nothing in it. Amongst others whoever Keeps 
Christmas Day is to pay five ·pounds." Maine Hist. Soc. Colls., Series 2, Vol. 4. They 
should have reported the fine as five shillings, not pounds . 
5 Recs. Col. of New Haven, 1633-1636, p. 366. 
6 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. I, p. 233. 
7 Diary of Judge Samuel Sewall, in Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls., Series 5, Vol. V, p. 112. 
BPly. Recs., Vol. TI, p. 174. 
9 See also "General Laws of Mass.," Revision of 1672, p. 57, for law against dancing in 
taverns. 
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And such was the fact. All over New England card playing 
was prohibited on pains and penalties. Connecticut made a 
catalogue of "dice, cards, tables, bow les, shuffleboard, billiards, 
coytes, keites, loggett," etc., and forbade them in taverns or 
private houses, on penalty of a fine to each person playing 
"of what rank or quality Roever" and to the innkeeper, or 
head of the family allowing the game. 1 
More than this, I lately had in my bands the manuscript 
records of Joshua Barnes, acting as justice of the peace in 
North Haven.. Therein it appeared that seve11 young men 
were apprehended and tried for playiug cards, ~, which is of 
evil example and contrary to the laws of the State." They 
were fined $3.34 apiece, besides $1.27 costs. And the date 
of these prosecutions was 1812.2 
44. "Married persons must live together or be imprisoned." 
We make another excursion to Neal and :fi ud these words, 
"Married persons must Ii ve together, unless the court of assist-
a11ts approve of the cause to tlie coutrary.":1 Peters deviates 
from his copy in this instance, but his deviation was warranted 
by precedents iu his own mother colony. Elizabeth Way, for 
example, was presented at the New London court, iu the year 
1682, "for not living with lier husband." She was ordered to 
go to her husband or be imprisoned.4 
The general court _of Massachusetts in 1665 ordered William 
Tilly and his wife to live togetlrnr, him to support lier and her 
to obey him, else he would be fined £40 and she imprisoned.5 
In 166!) Christopher Lawson and his spouse were "eujoined to 
live quietly an<l peaceably together as man and wife" on pen-
alty; in case either failed to obey, of imprisonment in the house 
of correction or of banishment.0 But it was more usual to fine 
such delinquents,7 or to send them out of tl.10 colony to their 
forsaken partners.8 yv e should conclude, then, tl1at this forty-
fourth allegation of Peters was justified by the occasio11al 
practice of the courts. 
1 ".Acts ancl laws of Conn.," .Revision of 1702, p. 45. 
2 MS. Recs. of Josl1ua Barnes, justiceot tho p oace, ownecl byE. H. Barnes, New Haven, 
Conn. 'ee also Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, Pt. T, p. 366. See also "Pro,. Papers of ew 
llampshire, " Vol XIV, p. 117, where a similar act passed in 1718 is given . See also Me. 
Hist. Coll., rics I. Vol. I, p. 378. 
a al's A.pp .. p. 356. 
4 "Ilist. New London," p . 251. 
5 :Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, pt. 2, p. 288. 
6 Ib ., p. 426. 
1 lb., Vol. III, p . 340, et . 
8 le. Bi t . ·o . Cols ., l·r.1, Vol. I , p. 360. This is a case of a man in York Province of 
Main . ord •re<l to bring his wife from Englaucl within a year or lse return to that 
country. 
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II. LAWS SUBSTANTIALLY TRUE. 
1. ''The Governor and Magistrates, convened in general 
Assembly, are the supreme power under God of this indepen-
dent Dominion." i 
The New Haven Code of 1665 2 declares the civil doctrine 
. that-
Though they humbly acknowledge that the Supreame power of making 
laws and of repealing belongs to God only ~ " * yet civill rulers and 
courts and the Generall Court in particular (being iutrustcd by the free-
men as before) are the ministers of God for the good of this people and 
have power to declare, publish, and establislle for the plantations within 
their jurisdictions the ]awes he hath made * * * and to require due 
extension of them. 
· God only is recognized as the fountain of law and authority. 
· 'l'here is no word of recognition of the royal prerogatives here 
or elsewhere. No New Haven law was ever passed in the 
11ame of majesty, nor was the King's name used in the statute 
books of Connecticut or Massachusetts Bay till considerably 
after tliis date. The latter colonies claimed absolute power to 
terminate all civil and criminal cases under their charters. New 
Haven had no charter, but exercised not less absolute power. 
The chartered colonies were bound not to make laws repug-
nant to those of England, but fought every attempt of the 
mother country to make this clause valid, thus hastening the 
day of royal governors. New Haven was bound by no such 
stipulation and contemplated no such ii1terference. 
4. "The Governor shall have ouly a single vote in deter-
mining· any question, except a casting vote when the Assem-
bly may be equally divided." Neal says: "The governor (is) 
to have the casting vote in this as in other civil assemblies." 3 
Now, either Peters was exactly right, that the governor had 
uominally one vote lmt in case of a tie cast another, or else be 
bad only a castii1g vote, ancl his power was even more limited 
than Peters supposed.4 The governor certainly had no veto 
power. Were not the point involved in some obscurity, I 
1 There is a verbal inaccuracy here. It should have been "governor, magistrates, and 
deputies." But tbo inaccuracy -was uot mea11t to deceive, could not deceive anyone. 
How could there be a general court or assembly without some kind of representation of 
tl1e people 1 
2 Records of Now Haven J nrisdiction, 1653-1664, p. 569. Besides, Law 5 shows bow Peters 
understood it. 
3Neal's App., p. 366. 
4 The object of tho fourth, fifth, and Ri.xth of Pders's specifications was to show bow 
rampant democracy in the col011y was, limiting the power of the gover1;10r in every direc 
tion. 
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should assign the law to the :first class, for there is reason to 
believe it is literally correct. The New Haven Code says:1 
And nothing shall be concluded and pass as an act of the general court 
· (unlesse in cases expressly excepted) but by the consent and vote of the 
major part of the magistrates, together with the consent and vote of the 
greater part of the deputies. 
But who were the" magistrates" who voted upon every ques-
tion~ They were not exclusive but inclusive of the governor 
and deputy governor, as we have seen. The code declares: 
"All which both governor, deputy governor, magistrates, and 
plantation deputies shall have a vote in the said court.'? So 
the governor had a normal and customary vote on every ques-
tion. But what in case of a tie~ The code omitted to state in 
reference to the general court what should be done in this 
emerg-ency. But it did provide that in the court of magis-
trates" tbe governor, and in his absence the deputy governor, 
when votes in other respects are equall, shall * * .. * have a 
casting voyce." In the plantation court "the casting voyce 
shall be in the governor or deputy gornrnor or magistrates 
preisent." It is 11early certain that the general court would 
adopt a similar procedure. 
We may add that at least one governor of New Plymouth 
Colony, William Bradford, had a normal and regular double 
vote. He does not seem to have received this till his t~ird 
term in office. But he may have bad, and probably did have 
all the while, a casting vote.2 
11. "No man shall bold office who is not found in the faith 
and faithful to this Dominion; and whoever gives a vote to 
such a person shall pay a fine of £ 1; for a second offense he 
shall be disfranchised.;' Neal's version is as follows: 
No man (is) to be a deputy who is not found in the main points of 
religion regular in his conversation or faithful to the government; who-
ever votes knowingly for such pays five shillings.3 
The original statute of Massachusetts (not New Haven)4 
declares that no man, though a church member, shall be 
accepted as a deputy by the general court '' that js unsound 
1 Roes. of New Haven Jnr., 1653-1604, p. 570. 
·
1 Pilgrim l{ public, Goodwin, p. 255. Tbe dato fo 1024. The presideut of the "high 
council or war" in tbe time of llenry VIII l1ad , nt least on certain orcasions, a double 
vot . e Military Antiquitie , l!'ranciF1 Grose, Lornlon, 1801, Vol. II, p. 60. 
3 eal's App., p. 338. 
4 Y tin N w llav n, too, uch a p rsou was noL eligible to office, and no 0110 was allowed 
to vote for him. 
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in the main points of Christian religion * * * · or that is 
scandalous in his conversation, or that is unfaithful to this 
government * * * and any person voting for one known 
to be such shall be fined five pounds." 1 It will be noted that 
Peters did not quote Neal correctly, but that the fa.ct was 
"bluer" than either reported. The clause in Peters's version 
stating that for the second offense a person was to be disfran-
chised he may have supplied from tradition. There is no ques-
tion that the magistrates had discretionary power thus to 
punish the offender, siuce they sometimes disfranchised cul-
prits guilty of more venial crimes, and by the authority of no 
written statute.2 Disfranchisement seems a very fitting pen-
alty for persistent illegal voting. 
24. '' When it appears that any accused bas confederates, 
and he refuses to discover them, be may be racked." If this 
oe a forgery, it, like so many others, must be laid to Neal's 
. account, not to the account of Peters, who copied it in a rather 
inverse order from the former writer. Neal puts it, "None 
(are) to be racked, unless it appears there are confederates 
and he won't discover them." 3 
Turning now to the Massachusetts Body of Liberties we 
rea,d-
- No man shall be forced by torture to confesse any crime against him-
selfo, nor any oth~r, unless it be some ca,pitall case where he is first fullie 
convicted by cleare and sntlicient evidence to be guilty. After which, if 
the cause be of that nature, that it is very apparent that there be other 
conspirators or confederates with him, then be may be tortured yet not 
with such tortures as be barbarous or inhumane. 4 
Neal's version is faulty, but Peters simply copies it, even to 
the use of the word" racked." The original law does not name 
the rack, but this discrepancy is merely verbal. In case the 
colonists had decided to torture they would doubtless have 
used the instrument whose use for that purpose had been 
familiar to tbeir ancestors for two centuries. Tbe rack admits 
of all grades of torture, from slight uneasiness to exquisite 
pain. Yet the seventeenth-century idea of what grade would 
1 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, part 1, p. 20G . 
• 2;John Goss was disfranchised for ''common railing." See '"History of Marlborough,'' 
Charles Hudson, p. 244, and reference there. In 1659 Anthony Emery was disfranchised 
11 for making a lye in yo face of the court,·, and Riobard Nason "for entertaining Qua 
kers. " See Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. IV, part l, p. 406. 
3 Neal's .A.pp., p. 366. 
4 Mass. Body of Liberties, sec. 47. Still retained in II General Laws,'' revision of 1672, 
p.129. 
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be "barbarous and inhuman" differed, it is needless to state, 
from that current in our day. Whether torture was ever 
applied in Massachusetts is an alien question , which would 
probably merit a negative response. But by the authority of 
fundamental law the courts might order it, as Peters asserts. 
25. "No one shall buy or sell lands without permission of the 
selectmen." The New Haven Code of 1655 contains a law for-
bidding anyone to "sel, give nor in anyway alienate or pass 
over, lease or let any house, or houslot or any part or parcel of 
any of them, or any land of any kind or quality soever" to 
an outsider without permission, on the peualty of a fine ,of £10.1 
A similar law, but with sterner sanctions, was enacted ·by 
Massachusetts in 1637.2 But lying back of these were the town 
by-laws, in some cases passed before union with the colony. 
Au interesting case came up in a New Haven court of magis-
trates,3 May 28, 1660, respecting a "breach of an ancient 
order" made by the settlers on a neck of land called Hasha-
momotk, '' that what man soever that should desire to remove 
and so endeavor to make such sale of his accommodations 
should put in such neighbor as the other inhabitants liveing 
with him shall approve off." The magistrates recognized the 
agreement as binding. Of course the selectmen would voice 
the will of the inhabitants. Thus the lot of Thomas Hastings, 
of Dedham, was in 1639 declared forfeited because he had 
violated such an order of the town.4 Sometimes it would 
seem that a closer interference with personal liberty was prac-
ticed. In Boston, March 29, 1647, it was ordered "that no 
Inhabitant shall farme, lett or put to sale to any person any 
howse or howses within this towne without first acquaintinge 
the selectmen of the tow11e their with." 5 We read in Salem 
Records that "Mr. Smith (junior) may purcha:::;e tllat. 2-acre 
Lott from Mr. Burdett att £7,"a and in Massachusetts Records 
that "Wm. Curtis had leave to build upon his lot, his other 
dwelling being situated so inconveniently.7 The general court 
of New Plymontll experienced such paternal solicitude for the 
safety of Joseph Ramsden as to admonish him "to come out 
1 Code of New Ilavon of 1655. 
2 Ilntcbinson 's Ili st. Mass. Bay, p. 62. 
3 Recs. of Tow lia.v ·n Juris., 1653- 1064, p. 350. 
4 D dham R ecs. 1636- 1650, p . 54. Tho orig- in al agr eement may be fonncl on p. 24 . 
6 Boston T own Recs., farch 20, 10(7. 
CEss x H ist., or . C!) lls., Vol. III, p . 45 . 
1 Maes. Col. R cs , Vol. I , p . 252. Seo also Roes. of w H aven Col. , V ol. I , p . 32, where 
a man "was r lrnked for building a cellar alHI soiling i t wi t.hout leave. " 
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of the woods or by October his house (in the woods) will be 
torn down)' 1 
It is fair to say, then, that Peters's statement, while defective, 
is too nearly correct to justify any indignation at his expense. 
The selectmen and the courts did at first restrain the liberty 
of buying and selling real estate to a considerable extent. 
They did so in order to maintain good society. Their attempt 
failed, and enforcement soon became impracticable. 
26. "A drunkard shall have a master appointed by the select-
men, who are to debar him from the liberty of buying and sell-
ing/' Magistrates in New Haven were authorized · to "wit-
ness" against various offenses, including "idle living out of an 
industrious calling" and "drinking," according to discretion. 
Still greater was the discretionary power of the general court, 
which could put under government whenever it judged proper. 
An example may be cited from the records of New Plymouth. 
rrhe bomm and land of one Webb Adey were in 1638 sold to 
the highest bidder, and himself placed as a temporary slave in 
the service of Governor Prince, because he bad worked two 
Sabbath days, and especially because of his "disorderly liv-
ing il1 idleness and nastyness." 2 · He was probably a sot, to 
judge by his habits. In Connecticut no person, "householder 
or other," could " spend his time idly or unprofitably under 
pain of such punishment as the court shall have power to 
inflict." 3 A8 late as 1814 Solomon Bradley was the subject of 
complaint by the selectmen of North Haven for "idleness, 
mismanagement, and bad husbandry." He was arrested by 
warrant from Joshua Barnes, and by the same justice of the 
peace it was deci<led that an inventory of his estate should be 
forthwith taken 4 and he placed under a master. 
The motive for this and most legal actious of this kind was 
the fear that the obnoxious person would '' come on the town." 
Peters was certainly right in the main fact that drunkards 
were often placed under masters and debarred from the liberty 
of lmying and Relling by the selectmen who took their estate in 
elia,rge.5 It was because sottish habits were reducing .them to 
1 Recs. of New Plymonth , Vol. III, p. 102. The elate is June 3, 1656. 
2 Recs. of New Plymouth, Vol. I , pp. 87, 01. Seo also Me. Hist. Soc. Coll., Series 1, Vol. I, 
p. 370. 
3 ..A.cts ancl Laws, Revision of 1673, p. 31. 
4 Original papers in posseRsion of E. Henry Barnes, of New Haven. 
6 In the case of Solomon Bradley the selectmen were directed "to ltake his interest in 
possession." 
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idleness and poverty, so that they were in danger of becoming 
a public expense. 
27. "Whoever publishes a lie to the prejudice of bis neigh-
bor shall set in the stocks or be whipped 15 stripes." 1 Neal has 
the statement-
Whoever publishes a lie to the prejudice of the pnblick or any private 
person pays 10 s. or sits in the stocks two hours for the first offence, for 
the second 20 s. or whipping t en stripes, for the the third 40 s. or fifteen 
stripes. Every next fault increases 10 s. or five stripes.z 
Neal is right, except he fails to state that the stripes could 
never exceed 40 at one time. Peters is right, except he fails to 
state that the penalties he names were the alternative ones for 
the first and. third offenses. But in 1646 the New Haven court 
fined Wil1iam Ball 40 shillings and costs for bis '' guileful car-
riage and untruth" in saying bis gun was charged, and when 
it was discovered that be bad left the powder out, laughing and 
admitting that he knew be had done so. So far as it is men° 
tioned it was the first offense. 1t does not appear either that 
it was to the "prejudice of his neighbor." He appears to have 
been punished purely because of the iniquity of lying. His 
fine was equivalent to about $50 to-day, and he would prob_a-
bly have preferred the stocks unless he was a man of means.3 
36. "No gospel Minister shall join people in marriage; the 
, magistrates only shall join in marriage, as they may do it with 
less scandal to Christ's church." I do not know whence the 
latter portion of this statement was obtained. or whether it is 
an explanatory conjecture. But the main fact is found in 
Neal's Abridgement: "None are to marry persons but the 
magistrate." 4 This was true of the New England colonies 
generally. Take the New Haven law on the subject-it is suf-
ficiently expl_icit: "No man, unless be be a magistrate in this 
jurisdiction, or expressly allowed by the general court, shall 
marry any person." 5 The historian Hutchinson says that he 
·1Jn reference to the law against lying, Professor Kingsley wrote, "It is a little remark-
able that the author in this instance swerves less from the fact than perhaps in the case of 
auy other law in his whole list." Historical discourse, Note N, p .107. As this statement 
follows the admission that Peters erred in his version of this statute against lying, it 
amonuts to a claim that uot a single one of the 45 is authentic. Amazing! 
2 Neal's App., p. 355. Law passed in Mass., 1645. See Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. II, p. lQJ.. 
It was trans/'. rred thence to Connecticut. See Code of 1650, title, "Lying." 
3 Recs. of New Rav n Col., p. 26!l. In Massachussetts offenders were sometimes put at 
the door of the m tiug house at time of ser vice with tongue in a cleft stick and a pla-
ard on tho hat announcing that they were tb re for lying. This surely involved :is 
much shame as th tocks. e Essex lust. JJist. Colla., Vol. VI. Records of Essex Couuty 
court, 11th mo., 1st day, 1630. 
4 N al 's .A.pp., p. 356. 
6 New Ilaven Code of 16"5, title" Marriages." 
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supposes there was no instance of a marriage by a clergyman 
during thew bole existence of the first charter of Massachusetts. 
1 
41. '4 A man that strikes his wife shall pay a fine of £10; a 
woman that strikes her husband shall be punished as the court 
directs." Neal's abstract reads: 2 '· Whoever strikes his wife 
or her husband is fined not exceeding- 10 1. or otheC'wise pun-
ished as the court directs." The law was bluer than the state-
ment of it. That is to say, it made no discrimination in favor 
of the woman, and but awards to the culprit of either sex the 
alternation of a fine or some bodily punishment. 'rhe original 
statute was enacted by Massachusetts October· 15, 1650. This 
is its language: 3 
It is ordered by this court and authority thereof that no man shall strike 
his wife, nor any woman her husband, on penalty of such fine, not ex-
ceeding ten pounds for one offence, or such corporall punishment as the 
shire court that hath examination thereof shall determine. 
UL LAWS NOT AUTHENTICATED, ESSENTIALLY MISSTATED, OR 
WHOLLY SPURIOUS. 
19; (Second part.) "No one shall * * * cook victuals, 
make beds, sweep house, cut hair, or shave on the Sabbath 
day." Here we have what was probably intended as an exhibit 
of extreme cases to which the laws against unnecessary work 
would apply. Take, for example, a statute enacted by Massa-
chusetts in 1668, to the effect that " any servile work on the 
Sabbath," not of piety, charity, or necessity/ should be pun-
ished by fines, beginning with 10 shillings and doubling with 
any repetition of the offense.4 Whether any particular task is 
necessary or not depends upon the interpretation of the age. 
Never could cutting hair have been considered necessary on 
the Sabbath. Cooking, sweeping, and shaving are not looked 
upon with favor as necessary and therefore justifiable labor on 
Sunday in many a New England household to this day. In 
· the seventeenth century "making beds" could not have been 
necessary before sunset, when the . Sabbath came to an end. 
And when we consider that the controlling element who emi-
grated here were Puritans deeply, darkly blue, and that they 
came over in the .midst of the great Sabbatarian controversy, 
1 Quoted by Miss Caulkins in Hist. of N ew London, p. 194. Neal says: "All mar-
riages in New England were formerly performerl by civil magistrates." Vol. II, p. 253. 
2 Neal's App., 356. 
3 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. III, p. 212. 
4 lb., Vol. IV, pt. II, p. 395. 
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excited by the determination of the King, as the Puritans_ con-
strued it, to subject the Sabbath to profanation,1 can we for a 
moment believe that any of the enumerated acts were regarded 
necessary and befitting on the Lord's Day1 How far magis• 
t rates, clothed. with great discretionary powers, took cognizance 
of these particular acts we are deprived of the means of deter-
mmmg. Such cases are to be sought for mostly in the records 
of local justices of the peace,2 and few or none of ancient date 
have survived. The presumption is that tithingmen, consta-
bles, and grand jurors, urged on by the stringent statutes mak-
ing it their duty to complain of breaches of t he Sabbath, did 
sometimes report instances of the kind, and that 11 arrow and 
arbitrary magistrates sometimes treated them as within the 
scope of the law.3 
18. "No one sball run on the Sabbath day or walk in bis 
garden or elsewhere except reverently to and from meeting." 
Reference is had here to several laws which were familiar iu 
Connecticut and Massachusetts. Persons might be prosecuted 
for running on tbe Sabbath day, if that running was near a 
meeting house and the worshippers considered themselves 
disturbed.4 "Jumping" and '~riding" in such vicinity was 
likewise dangerous, as a penalty of 40 shillings might follow. 
Peters's condensed version is. hardly candid. Another law 
forbade "unnecessary walking in the streets or fields," etc.5 
What is to delimit a garden from a field, especially in the 
loose sense in which a New Englander speaks of his vegetable 
garden~ 6 Most walking in the streets, "except to and from 
1 In 1632, Cl1arles I revived bis fatlier's "Declaration concerning lawful spor ts to be 
used [ou Sunr1ays]. " Archbisl1op La11rl directed that all clergymen should read th is in 
their church es . Puritan miuistcrs generally declined to do so. and consequently received 
l1ars h t,reatm ent. Thnrenpon arose tho Sabbatarfan controversy. 
2 Calletl "jnstices of the peace,,. "commissioners for small cases," etc. 
3 The "Episcopal Clergyman" (Peters, p. 213) may ba,e s uffered from such li teral 
application of the law. Perhaps, in truth, he combed hi s wig, et c., rather flauntingly in 
the faceR of the Sahbatarians. For cases of prosecution for" sitting together c,n t.he 
Lord's Day under a11 apple tree," driving cattle, sailing a boat, "riding a journey," carry-
ing grist from a mill," etc., seo "Ilist. New London," Caulkins, pp. 250-51. Case of "en-
d avoring to catch !lish 11pon ye Lords Day,'' York Deeds, nook V, pt. 2, folio 86. See 
also'' Plym. Recs.," Vol. III, p. 28, etc. 
4 " w ·hatsoever person s hall be gnilty of any rude and nnlawfnll behavior on tho Lord's 
Day, eith r in word or action, l.Jy clamorous clisconrse, or by shonting, l101lowing, scream-
ing, running, riclil1g, <lancing, jumping, wincliug horns or the like, in any l1ouse or place 
RO 110ar to any puhlick merting house for divin e worship tl1at those who meet there may 
b distnrbetl, " shall bo fined 40 shillings. Session Lawe of Conn. of 1721, p . 261. 
6 ('onn. Laws, Revision of 1702, p. 105. A lso seo Revision of 1750. The Mass. law was 
pass c1 May 18, 165:J, mHl may be founcl in Mass. Col. Rrcs., Vol. III, p. 3. 
6 Who ran aflirm that tl1 Episcopal ministc•r wl1nse mis des Peters relates (p. 213) was 
, myth ? To m it seems very prohnhlr that in somo nltra Episcopal-abborrino- com-
munity the laws may have h rn applied in :d i Lh, ·ir Ji11•ral11css. Of course P eters's 
VNRion of tho fiv c·o11nts of th incli c tmont woultl 11iini111izo flH· amount of carel ssuess 
of whi ·h th miniatn had b en guilty. 
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meeting," would be unnecessary on the Sabbath day. The 
closing clause, then, is of the nature of a corollary from the law. 
How dear the law against walking in the streets and fields on 
the Sabbath -day was to the hearts of our ancestors may be 
seen from the fact that even the fear of the royal displeasure 
and the loss of their charter could not induce them to change 
it. The Massachusetts general court in 1681 were willing to 
change the laws referring to highway robl>ery, treason, and 
Quakers, in response to the pressure from the throne, but when 
it comes to the Sal>bath law, it laconically remarks, "nothing 
altered." 1 _ 
This, though we blacklist this eighteenth of Peters's series 
on account of its warped and defective statement, we are 
nevertheless compelled to admit that it has a considerable 
basis of fact. 
~O. "No woman shall kiss her child on the Sabbath or fast-
ing day." This is about the most ridiculous of the whole lot. 
Yet we fiud Dr. Burnaby sayiug in his ~,Travels" that '' a 
captain of one of the English ships of war stationed at Boston 
some years ago'' returned from a cruise on Sunday, was met 
by his wife at the wharf, embraced and kissed her before spec-
tators, and thereby" gave grave offence; it was considered 
an act of indecency and a flagrant profanation of the Sab-
bath," so that he was arrested and whipped for his act. 
Whether this was true or not we will not undertake to say. 
But there is no doubt that Burnaby thought it was true and 
that, as he says, it was communicated to him by persons of 
credit in Boston. Perhaps Peters, who we know had read 
and referred to·this book, reasoned, "If a profanation to kiss a 
wife, why not to kiss a child 1" Indeed, with our nineteenth 
century conceptions, we should find it hard to point out the 
vital distinction, though perhaps our fathers apprehended an 
element of impropriety iu the former case absent from the 
latter. 
It is interesting in this connection to find that in the year 
1670, in New Loudon, Conn., John Lewis and Sarah Chapman 
were prosecuted for" sitting together on the Lord's Day under 
an apple tree in Goodman Chapman's orchard." 2 Pray, what 
would be said of this case were Samuel Peters the only extant 
authority for its truth 1 
1 Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. V, p. 321. See Hutchinson's Hist. of Mass. Bay, Vol. I, p. 443. 
2 Hist.New London, Cau lkms, p. 250. 
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"Or fastiq.g day," the twentieth "blue law" continues, as if 
days set apart by the authority of the general court were to 
be kept as holy as those hallowed from the beginning of the 
world. And so they were in New H aven Colony,1 in Connect-
icut Colony,2 and generally throughout New England. One 
trembles to record-for it sounds like '' the baseless invention 
of an embittered" detractor-that in the year 1812, in North 
Haven, a party of young persons were fined for "recreating 
themselves and others by rolling down stones" off Great Rock 
on Fast · Day.:1 Prosecutions for breach of Fast Day and of 
Thanksgiving Day were common well up into our own century.4 
29. "Every rateable person who refuses to pay his propor-
tion to the support of the Minister ·of the town or parish shall 
be fined by the Court 2 l. and 41. every quarter until he or she 
pay the rate to the Minister." Perhaps it was Peters's ''men-
dacity" which made him use the unintelligible language "2 I. 
_and 41. every quarter." But no, it was only awkwardness, for 
Neal says: , 
Where no church is gathered the rateable inhabitants chuse, with the 
advice _of three neighboring ministers, giving 15 da~' s' notice. If any refuse 
to pay his proportion he is fined by the quarter session 40 s. for the first 
offence and 4. 1 for every other. 
There is, then, no disagreement between Peters and Neal, and 
if either should prove to be a liar it is not Peters, for he copied 
his lesson fairly, if clumsily. The truth is that Neal blundered 
in his abstract of a lengthy law. The statute passed in Mas-
sachusetts, February, 1693, does indeed say that the rateable 
inhabitants ''shall meet and select a minister, with the advice 
of three neighboring ministers," and it does provide that some-
body in case of neglect shall be fin ed £2 at first and £4 every 
followin g quarter that the neglect continues. But it is the 
selectmen or other responsible officers who neglect to call the 
meeting for choosing a minister who are to be fin ed, and not 
those who neglect to pay church rates.5 There were, however, 
1 Recs. of New Haven J uris., 1653-1664, pp. 587-588. 
2 Ses ion Laws of Conn., 1721, p. 267. 
3MS. R cs. of Joshua, Barnes.justice of the peace, owned by E. H . Barnes, New Haven, 
Conn. The crime took place March 27 . Two of the offeuders heeded a warning and 
app a.red April 15 to mak complaint against themselves, and thus dimin ish costs . T he 
earn date eight more of the culprits were presented by the grancljury. By September 
6 all but one had b n brought iulo court and fined . 
4Katb rine Teal, of Maine, was presented for making a shir t on Thanksgiving Day. 
She pl ad ignorance, and wa discharg d on paying fees. This was in 1696. Y ork 
D ds, Bk. , pt. 2, f lio 88 . 
6 Acts and Resolves of Mass., Vol. I, p. 103. 
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laws generally throughout New England compelling payment 
of taxes for the support of the minister, assessed according to 
amount of property. If not paid officers levied upon the 
offender's goods.1 
33. "Whoever sets a fire in the woods and it burns a house 
shall suffer death, and pers011s suspected of this crime shall be 
imprisoned without benefit of bail." Neal says: 
Whoever kindles a fire in a wood so as to hurt corn, before the 30th of 
April, or on Saturday or SundaJ'S, pays the damage and half as much to 
the country. If not al>1e to pay, is to be whipt with twenty stripes. 
Whoever sets fire to anything is to pay double damage and l>e whipt if ten 
years old. If it l>e a honse, or such like, 'tis death, with the forfeiture of 
what makes satisfaction. Persons suspected of this to be imprisoned with-
out bail until the next couuty court.2 
Neal's is a correct abstract, except that the fire must not be 
kindled before tue 10th of March or after the 30th of April, 
instead of before the latter date. How did Peters come to 
make such a blunder as he has in tuis instance made, How 
did Neal come to make a similar blunder in the case where he 
fixed a fine upon delinquent taxpayers instead of delinquent 
selectmen 1 Simply by hurriedly castiI1g his eye down the lines 
and writing down the impression thus derived. "Whoever 
kindles a fire in a wood so as to hurt corn," Peters read, and, 
glancing down the lines, found a new sentence beginning, '' If 
it be a house, or such like, 'tis death." Tlie resultant in his 
mind then was, If anyone kindles a fire and it burns a field 
of corn be must pay damages, but if it burns a house he must 
suffer death. A clumsy error this, but no more so in bis case 
than the like error was in the case of Neal, whom no one has 
accused of "forgery." 3 But there was a law in Massachusetts 
1 Maas: Part of the same general statute, Acts and Resolves, Vol. I, p. 103. Conn.: 
See Code of 1650; also, Acts and Laws, Revision of 1702, p. 85; also, Revision of 1750, 
p. 152, etc. New Haven : See Code of 1655. 
2 Neal's App., p. 342. 
3 This explanation of Peters's blunder was suggested by my own first impression derived 
from reading Neal's abstract, and corroborated by finding that others before whom I 
placed the abstract received the same first impression. The clumsiness which I ascribe to 
Peters consists not in bis first misunderstanding an ambiguous paragraph, but in his fail-
ure subsequently to analyze its meaning. The ease with which one can fall into such an 
error may be illustrated by the experience of so careful and painstaking a writer as Pal-
frey. In the History of New England (II, 3'.!, n.) he speaks of "The Blue Laws of New 
Haven, which have been precisely described as making 'one thin volume in folio.'" The 
quotation is from Peters's History of Connecticut, and refers not to the Blue Laws of New 
Haven, but to the Acts and Laws of Connecticut. The passage (p. 85) reads: "The laws 
of the colony enacted by the authority of the charter are dece:r;it in comparison with the 
Blue Laws. They make one thin volume in folio. Yet exceptions may be justly made to 
many of them," etc. A natural mistake, truly, but the mantle of charity which we throw 
ov~r _Palfrey equally protects Peters.from the implication of "fol&ehood" w "for~ery" in 
this mstance. 
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that if any person shall inteu tionally "set on fire any outhouse, 
barn, stable, stack of hay, corn, or wood, whereby any dwelling 
house, meeting house, storehouse, or sliip shall liappen to be 
burued, every such offender shall be put to death." 1 This law 
is almost blue enough to be construed as the "malevolent 
attack" of an enemy upon New England. 
12. "Each freeman shall swear by the blessed God to bear 
true allegiance to this dominion and that Jesus .is the only 
King." 'rhe oath of :fidelity taken by the adult male inhab-
itants of New Haveu colony begins 2-
You being, by the providence of God, an inhabitant within New Haven 
jurisdiction, do freely and sincerely acknowlet1ge yourself to be subject 
to the government thereof, and do here swear by the great and dreadful 
name of the everlasting God that you will be true and faithful to the same. 
The oath 3 contained no such la11guage as "and Jesus is tbe 
only King." But the inhabitants did by their oath swear by 
the name of God to lie faithful to a government whose attitude 
is truthfully expressed by that very clause. We have seen 
that the general court professed to derive its power of making 
laws not from the King of England but from God. The same 
paragraph expressly acknowledges ouly one mediate authority 
between God and the geueral court, and that is Jesus Christ. 
This is the language: 
Secondly, though they humbly acknowledge tbat the supreame po"'.er of 
making laws and of repealing them belongs to God only, and that by Him 
this power is given to Jesus Christ as mediator (Matt. xx viii, HI; John v, 
22), " " " Yet nivill rulers and courts, and this generall court in par-
ticular, " " " are the ministers of God for the good of the people, and 
have power to declare, publish, and establish, for the plantations within 
their jurisdictions, the laws He h ath made, &c. 4 
The clause" and Jesus is the only King," correctly represents 
the legal attitude and the sentiment of New Haven colony. 
35. (Two clauses.) ''(No one shall) make minced pies 
* * * or play on any instrument of music except the drum, 
trumpet, and jew's-harp." The Puritans may have entertaiI1ed 
1 Passed Octob1:n· 29, 1692. .A.eta and Resolves of Mass., Vol. I, p. 56. 
2 New Ilaven Code of 1655. Title," Oath of Fidelity." 
3 The oath makes no me11tion, of course, of the King of Englaud. either did that of 
Connecticut, promise allegim1ce to the King or make any refeI"enco to him whatever. (See 
tho Revised tat,ut.es of Uonn., 1673, Acts and Laws, p. 53.) The oath of allegiauce to 
the King was ordered in Massachusetts by a royal letter in 1678 and first employed in 
consequenc of that order. (See Mass. Col. Recs., Vol. V , pp. 192, 108.) Chief Justice 
Brayton, of Rhod Islancl, write of the authoriti s of Mass. Bay and of New Plymouth 
in the arly clays. They "r cogniz u no allegiance to any earthly power, none to the 
King of England, whose subjects they were." "R. I. Hist. Tract.I!," No. 17, pp. 44-45. 
4 ew Haven Code of 1655. 
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a pr~jud.ice against mince pies as a sinful pampering ot tne flesh, 
but they probably did not make them the s·ubject of judicial 
decisions. The last clause probably roughly represents a 
prejudice rather than a, law of our ancestors. Yet they <lid 
forbid "singing, fid.dling, piping, or auy other musick iu any 
public house." Tlrny resented the introduction of church 
organs by the Episcopalians. Certain musical instruments are 
regarded with horror, notably the violin, in some New EngJand 
households to this day. On the other Laud, the drum was 
used to summon the first settlers to meeting, and the trumpet 
at militia gatherings and at public proclamations. Perhaps 
Peters knew more about the New Engfand affinity for jew's-
harps than we. But one can not help suspecting that his own 
affinity for sarcasm obtruded itself in the wrong place. Here 
is the best place to hiut "Selah," and let the antiphon sound. 
7. '· Whoever says there is a power arnl jurisdiction above 
and over this dominion shall suffer death and loss of property." 
Without doubt, here we have a gigantic blunder. Some ma,y 
prefer to call it a lie. Whoever asserted that there was a 
power above the judisdiction was apt to feel it in his pocket, 
but assuredly his neck was safe unless he supported his lan-
guage by some treasonable act. 
45. "Every male shall have his hair cut round according to 
a cap." To a limited extent this represents a Massachusetts 
enactment against long hair worn by men. To some extent it 
may represent a peculiar custom by which the "Round Heads,"1 
not of the Puritans of Cromwell's army, but of those nearer 
home, were produced. In the primitive days the most of hair 
dressing was, of course, done by the mistress of tlrn family, 
and a cap, bowl, or even a pumpkin shell would help get an 
even contour. No one in the controversy has yet displayed 
sufficieut knowledge of early methods of hair dressiug to give 
his denial weight. I am content to leave the matter with a 
pregnant sentence from Hutchinson's History of Massaclm-
setts: "The text against long hair in Corinthians, as contrary 
to the custom in the apostle's day, induced our aucestors to 
think it criminal in all ages and all nations. * * * I have 
1 .An epithet applied by the Royalists (Cavaliers) during tbe civil war of 1642.:..rn.rn to 
their opponents of the Parliamentary party, in allusion to the way in which the Puri-
tans wore their hair. Rev. Charles Chauncey, president of Harvard College, preached 
against men's wearing long bair as a great evil, abominable in God's sight. See Good-
win's "Pilgrim Republic," p. 428, n. 2. John Eliot attributed the Indian war to God's 
wrath on this account and on account of th"e wearing of wigs. "Pilgrim Republic," 
p. 428, n. 2. 
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wondered that the text in Leviticus, 'Ye shall not round tbe 
corners of your beads,' was never brought against short hair. 
The rule in New England was that none should wear their 
hair below their ears." 1 
Let us summarize the results of our examination. In twenty-
eight and one sixth paragraphs, for it seemed u·ecessary to 
divide two of them, we found the material content authentic. 
In nine cases we discerned inaccuracies too slight seriously to 
impair the substantial import. If in a very few instances, as 
in No. 27, the severity of the law seems overstated, in other 
instances, as in Nos. 8, 11, and 34, it is certainly underst,ated. 
In seven and :fl. ve sixths ·paragraphs, we found lack of authen-
tication, essential misstatemeut, 01· utter spuriousness, so far 
as legal enactments or judicial customs are concerned. But 
incidentally it appeared that the condemned class of state-
ments did not all weigh so heavily agnfos t the character of 
their writer for veracity as would have beeu supposed. For 
one, No. 29, was rejected on account of a blunder which Neal 
originally made ·and Peters copied. Another, No. 33, bas a 
blunder produced by Peters according to the same easy and 
careless process that Neal had employed. No. 19 is probably 
true throughout, if the evidence were forthcoming. There is 
a large amount of legal justification for No. 18. Only one 
clause in No. 12 is spurious, but as that seems related to the 
rest of the paragraph, we have excluded the whole. Yet that 
very clause states accurately the legal attitude of New Haven. 
No. 45 rests to a certa,in extent upon law, but more upon a 
social prejudice and, it may be, custom. lf the rejected clauses 
.of No. 35 are based upon similar popular prejudices, tlle foun-
dation is too shadowy to be pleaded seriously. There is abso-
lutely nothing to be said in extenuation of No. 7. Less than 
four, then7 of the forty-five paragraphs written by Peters are 
liable to even tbe suspicion that they were forged by him. Yet 
Trumbull heads the entire list witb the general captiou, "The 
'Blue Law' Forgeries of Samuel Peters." Over thirty-seven 
of those paragrnphs mu ·t be allowed to stand., a_s expressions 
of literal or substantial fact. Of these, twenty-three at least 
were valid in New llaven; the rest in other parts of New Eng-
lan<l. 2 It i plea ant to read again, in this connection, the 
pa age already q noted from a learned. professor and his-
1 Hist. of Col. of Mn-;R. Bay, Yo!.1, p.152. • 
2 Of cour e Rom , mcl ed, mot1t, of those valid in Now liaven were also Yalid elsewhero 
in •• •w England. 
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torian: 1 "The legend 2 of tlrn Blue Laws is the invention of 
Samuel Peters, a mendacious refugee, who in 1781 published 
in Eng-Jand a 'History of Connecticut.' Included in this odd 
medley of fact and fiction are these grotesque enactments, 
which never existed except. in the imagination of the author 
of this book." 
If Samuel Peters had bad access to the records and bad 
been a more 11ainstaking investigator than he was, he could 
have made out a stronger case without perpetrating a single 
blunder. Let us test this by bartering the allegations which 
have been weighed and found wanting for genuine enactments 
of the olden time. We abstract a few, somewhat after the 
manner with which we have been made familia,r. 3 
A child over 16 years old who strikes or curses bis father or 
motlier s1m11 be put to cleath.4 
A child over 16 years old who is stubborn and rebellions 
shall be put to death.4 
·whoever, professing the Christian religion, shaU wittingly 
deny the Song of Solomon to be the iufallible word of God,5 
may be whipped 40 lashes and fi.ued £50. On the second 
offence be shall be put to death or banished. 
Whoever marries two wives or more shall be executed.0 
A man who curses God in an express and high-handed man-
ner shall be put to death.7 
Sayiug that the Christfan religion is a politic device to keep 
ignorant men in awe shall be punished with death.8 
Whoever shall lie in wait and put out the eye of another 
shall suffer deatli.0 
If the body of a bastard child be concealed by its mother so 
that it can not be told whether or not it was born alive, she 
slrnll be judged and executed as a murderer, unless she can 
produce at least oue witness that it was boru dead. 10 
1 Prof. Geo. P. Fisher in Colonial Era, p. 130. 
2 A legend which some giYen person invented iii a novelty. 
3 That is, we alter tbe wording sometimes so as to give only a portion of the content of 
the law, but not so as to be misleading. 
4Except when notoriously neglected or driYen by abuse. Both fat her and mother were 
required to make complaint before process could begin. Acts and Laws of Conn., 
ReYision of 1702, p. 12. 
5 Or any other book of the Bible. See Mass. Cul. Recs., Vol..III, p. 262. 
6 Wm. Norman, at the York court, was banished for bigamy. If not gone in seven days · 
lie was" to be put to death according to law." Me. Rist. Soc. Coils., Ser. I, Vol. I, p. 370. 
7 See, for example, the New Haven Corle of 1655, title, " Capital Laws." 
8 Part of the same general law with t11e preceding. 
9 Acts and Laws of Conn., Revisiou of 1750, p. 61). 
lOlb., Revision of 1702, p.13. 
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.A.ny man who uses tobacco in the street shall be :fined,1 or if 
he do so in his own house, a stranger being present, he shall 
be fined,2 or if he and another together they shall be fined.,2 
but if on a journey, 5 miles from any honse, he may smoke.3 
Any single persou without a servant, wishing to keep house 
by himse1f, must get the consent of the selectmeu, unless he be 
a public officer.4 
Persons not proved gL1ilty, but lying under a strong sus-
picion of guilt, may be punished, though not so severely as 
would be the case had they been convicted.5 
No man shall present a petition on a small and bad piece of 
paper on penalty of a fin e.6 
Every family must have a Bible, catechism, and other good 
books. Constables, selectmen, and grand jurors must warn 
aU delinquents, arnl if they cont inue negligent must report 
them to authority.7 
No man shall abuse a person holding public office by saying 
"thee" and "thou" to .him.8 
Thomas a Kempis's Imitation of Christ must be expurgated 
before anyone shall be permit ted to publish it.D Thus we 
might go on selecting .from the statutes and from the actna1 
procedure of the courts. But thP, exchange already made 
1 Mass. Col. Recs ., Vol. I, p . 100. 
2 Ib., p. 126. 
3 Ib ., Vol. IT , p . 151. 
4 Acts and Laws of Conn ., Revision of 1750, p . 152. 
6 This correctly r epresents the practice in many instances. Thos. T'et.tet was severely 
whipped in 1637 "for s uspition of slander, i cl lenes and stubbornen es ." See Mass. Col. 
Recs., Vol . I, p . l!J4 . In Hi53 the geueral court did "not find J ob n Bet ts legall y guilty" of 
murder, but "forasmuch as the evidence [held.] fort h g reat probabili ty of his g uilt " he 
was made to stan cl on t he gallows with a r ope around h is neck, was soundly fl ogged , fined 
£15 and costs, ancl. put uucl.er bonds for a year. See Mass. Col. Recs ., Vol. III, p . 309. 
Nearly thirty years later a couple wer e tried. in New Hampshire for adultery. Tho fact 
was not proved, but since it was "presumable to have been commi t ted," the man and 
woman were sen tenced to thirty and twenty stripes, respectively, or heavy fines. See 
New Hamp. Prov. Papers, Vol. XIV, p. 676. 
6 This is an act.ual ease, not of a statute, bLLt of an exercise of discretion . Rober t Salton-
stall was finecl 5 sl1 illings "for pr sooting bis p etition on so small and bacl a piece of 
paper." See llist. of Marlbororwh, Hutlson, p. 24i . 
7 Conn. ession Laws of 1715, p. 206. Not a dead letter December 30, 1769. Rulli Blay 
was xecut cl in South Ilamptou, N. H., in tho presence of a groat, crowd, for the crime of 
"concealing the birth of a bastard child, so that it might not come to light wheilier the 
saill child was born alive or not." Provincial Papers of New Hamp., Vol. VII, p. 206. 
In 1670 Tho . Taylor wa present!'cl to the court at York for" abuuing Capt . .Francis 
Rayn s, being in authority, by Theeing aucl Thouing him aud many other abusive 
spee bes." e Me. Hist. o . oil. s •c.1, '\ ol. I, p. 373. 
9 This ropr Honts an ord r of the general coHrt when it h ard that tl,e book of T h omas 
it Kempis, a popit.h minister, was in process of publication. Mass . Col. Recs., Vol. IV, 
pt. 2, p. 424. 
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probably does not cause the list of "blue laws" any less to 
constitute a symphony in indigo.1 
In closing we must pay some attention to the question why 
Peters called the forty-five specimens of his exhibit the Blue 
Laws of New Haven. Some of them were peculiar to Massa-
chusetts, and some never came into being till New Haven had 
ceased to be a separate colony; some were common to New 
England, and some were in force at the time that the General 
History of Connecticut was writing. 
I do not think that a very elaborate answer is necessary, ff 
we have thus far gained insight of Peters's mental ltabits. 
But, first, there is no charge that he invented the phrase "Blue 
Laws." Trumbull furnishes ample proof that the term was 
familiar before Peters used it.2 Again, he did not forge its 
special application to New Haven. The satirical pamphlet of 
Noah Welles, which TrumbuU quotes,3 puts the phrase "Blue 
Laws at New Haven" into the mouth of the typical church-
man, as if it were a common phrase in 1762. A passage in 
Smith's History of New York 4 speaks of the "first records of 
the colony of New Haven, vulgarly [commonly] called the Blue 
Laws." This distinguished chief justice of New York hap-
11ened to be in New _Haven in 1767 as one of the commissioners 
appointed to au.just the boundary line between New York and 
Massachusetts. He took the opportunity to satisfy his curi-
osity about the Blue Laws, and was banded the first book of 
New Haven records ''as the only volume in the office passing 
under this odd title." He was surprised to find how far t110 
popular notion of early New Haven severity was exaggerated. 
Ile says: Few ihere are who speak of the Blue Laws " * * who do 
not imagine they form a code or rules for future conduct, drawn np by an 
enthusiastic prP-cise set of religionists, anrl. if the invention of wits, 
humorists, and buffoons were to l>e credited, they must consist of ma.ny 
volumes. 
1 One of the "fol'ged legal cases" which Rev. C. Hammond (Conn. Valle§· Hist. Soc. 
Papers, ]881, p.105) alludes to is probably that of the negl'o who castrated his master's 
son, and for want of an express law on tbe subject was treated according to the Mosaic 
rule. (Gen. Hist. Coun., pp. 85-86.) Peters says the case occurred "above 30 years ago,• ' 
i. e., before 1751. Now it happens that in the Revised Acts and Laws of 1750 there 
appears a law describing that offense. I have not been able to examine the session laws 
u£-tween 1721 nnd.1750 to tell just what year it was passed, but know that its enactment 
took place at some point between those dates. The penalty was made death. It seems 
very likely that some such event as that which Peters describes really took place and 
called forth the law. Douglass's attention was attracted b., this statute, and be mentions 
it in his Summary (Vol. 2, p.199). 
2 Trne nnrl False Blue Laws, pp. 24-31. 
arb., p. 29. 
4 Continuation of History of New York (posthumous) , p. 93. 
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Still, 
the selectman under the Blue Laws found it his duty to punish every con-
travention to the decorum enjoined by the broad commandments of 
Heaven. The good men aud good wives of the new society were admon-
ished and fined for Ii berties daily corrected, but neyer made criminal by 
the laws of large and well-poised communities .' So far is the common 
idea of the Blue Laws ueing a collection of rnles from being true, that 
they are only r ecords of convictions consonant, in the judgment of the 
magist,rates, to the word of Goel a·nd dictates of reason. 
Then follows this very pregnant passage: 2 
These remarks were bv the anthor commnnicated to Mr. Hutchinson, of 
Boston, then one of th; commissioners, and to other gentlemen of emi-
nence in the colony and of the very town of New Haven, who heard them 
as novelties, J1or wonld the former adopt them till he bad recourse next 
clay to the records themselves. 
I submit that it is certain by the language of this judicial 
and veracious writer that the conviction that ancient New 
Haven had possessed. a code of such signal severity as to jus-
tify foe title ''blue laws" was prevalent in New York, in 
Massachusetts, and in the very town of New Haven ifse1f, not 
only among the common people, but among men of educa1iion 
and station, including judges ano. sta,tesmen. 3 It is not our 
business to account for the origin of this conviction.4 Suffice 
it tliat the Rev. Samuel Peters was bred in this conviction, 
surrounded by it, shared it fully. The discoveries of Judge 
Smith did not undeceive him, for they were not published till 
1 Trumbull omits the paragraph down to this point. 
2 Which Trumbull likewise omits to append to his Jong quotation from Smith. 
3 Trumbull (True aucl False Blue Laws, p. 24) thinks the notion of New Haven blue 
Jaws arose between 1720 and 1750 . There is reason to uelieYc it older. Ward',, 'rrip to 
New England, published in 1099, picinres New Ha,-en a;i spncially severe in h er criminal 
justice, wliich lie caricatures by r epresenting that ull her inhabitants lrncl been 
"whipp cl for some misdemeanor or other except two, tho minister and tho justice." Of 
conrse Ward was a scandal monger. but scandal mongers are the best witnesses when the 
very question we are H ·eking to answer is, what was tho current gossip-wllat were the 
popular 11ptions afloat. 
4 Probabl y it had iLs rise f'rom two main facts: (I) New Haven, by tbe act of April, 16H, 
placed her jucli cial syHlem more formally upo11 the basis of tbe Mosaic code thau ditl any 
other <:olon y . (2) rew Ila,·en 11cycr l1ad a ,i11ry, but left foll cl eterm ination boih of the 
law all(\ the fart to the J ll(lgm ut of the governor and his associates on the bench. '1.'lrn 
poss1bilit1rs of tyranny inherrnt in such a system impressed tl1e Massachnsotts Jli st.o-
rian , IlublJarr. tilist. of New J~ngland , p . 332), who. writing in 1082, describes the N ew 
llav II s_ystcm, n.ncl adds : " ,v1iat m01 o can -1.,e done for tho establishment of arbitrary 
powerl' 11 ' Reoms to hnv b lieYcd that tho oxecntion of criminal justice there was,.in 
fact, p uliarly sov ro, for h remarks in another p ince (Hi t. Now Eng., p. 323, in Mass. 
Hist., or. olls ser G, vols. 4-5): "They w ro very vigorous in tl1e execu tion of justice, 
and sp ially tho p11msb111cnt of on nders." This of conrso was written from bis tn.nd-
pomt, of fnm1hanty w1tb MaHRachus •tls justice. 'l'he passage proves 11 otb ing as to tb 
fart . uut 111 vi!l nc· ns to th opinion thus rarly r.hrrishC'd r garcling Now Haven. e 
also 'ottou :Matlwr's r marks on Da,· nport, his severity, aucl th failure of bis Churcb-
• t• :Ma •nalia. Vol. I , p 32 . 
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1824, forty-three years after the General History of Connecti- . 
cut was written. Printed records and treasuries of manuscripts 
were not available to him as to us. Had they been he had no 
critical instinct or training to have enabled him to reach cor-
rect results, though he might have made fewer errors. In this 
la1,t observation lies tlie rest of the story. He probably heaped 
together notes for his book, gathered from various sources, but 
with no care whatever to indicate whence be got them. When 
he came to write he could no longer tell, in many instances, 
even the title of the book which Le wished to quote or whence 
h_is extracts were taken. We have seen tbat be seldom men-
tions more than the name of the author; that once, when be 
attempts to name a title, the result is completely wrong; that 
he could confound Wliitefield with James Davenport, and mix 
up dates and events when Ruch transference could not serve 
a malign purpose. 
He could pronounce the laws of Connecticut" decent" in com-
parison with the blue laws1 of New Haven, yet in the same 
breath condemn as ''intolerable" a Connecticut statute which 
he had already included in the New Haven Code. What par-
ticular point could be have been seeking by intentionally ex-
posing himself to bis enemies by such a transparent inconsist-
ency1 No, all this points to the slovenly habits of a mind 
unmethodical in the extreme. When in his careless notes he 
cam~ upon any excerpt embodying an unusually severe law, or 
when he conjured such a one up from bis own memory, the 
ruling passion, the strong prepossession would incline him to 
assign it to the dead limbo of New Haven. Yet he did not 
claim that New Haven monopolized this kind of legislation. 
Indeed, he expressly says in one place that "The Jaws made 
by the governor and council of Hartford are, in general, much 
of the same stamp as tliose of the New Haven legislators," 2 
and in another, "Similar laws still prevail over New England," 3 
both of which statements were fully justified by the facts. 4 
The statutes of Connecticut up to 1750 have already been suf-
ficiently quoted. But I have examined the Connecticut Acts 
a11d Laws of 1760-tlrn very copy, by the way, that lay in the 
clerk's office of Peters's own town of Hebron-and this is what 
I find: Courtship without c~nsent, directly or ill directly, was 
1 Gen. Hist. of c;nn., p. 85, "Trespass by night." 
2 Ib., p. 42. 
3 Ib., p . 61. . 
4 J. Hammond Trumbull treats the affirmation as being transparently absurd. (True 
- and False Blne Laws, p. 42.) But Peters did not pointedly refer to cutting the h a ir 
round an<l to mince pies and then say, "they or s imilar laws still prevail oYer New Eng-
land." H e said that th ere were n. vast number of B1110 Laws a])(l that similar la.ws still 
prevailed over N ew England. 
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against the faw.1 It was forbirlden to play at cards, dice, 
tables, and other old-time games.2 Children must be educated 
or they would· be takeu away from their parents.3 Travel on 
the Sabbath day was against the Jaw.4 Tbe person suspected 
of trespass by night or of secret assault must prove an alibi 
or be punished as guilty.5 "Direct, express, presumptuous, 
and high-banded blasphemy" was threatened with death.6 No 
young man under 21, or young woman under 18, was to be out 
after9 o'clock atniglitwitbont the approbation of their parents,7 
Young 11eople rnuP-t not meet in company, unless for religious 
purposes, on Saturday or Sunday evening.8 These or similar 
statutes, which we will not refer to more particularly, were to 
be found all over New England.9 
We conclude, then, that Peters, in spite of bis blunders, 
does not seriously misrepresent the spirit of the sterner side 
of New l~nglaud leg·islation, and that patriotic souls 10 have no 
real cause to complain. The justifieation for such legislation, 
which may in some degree be possible; the consideration of the 
qnestion how far it was really put into practice, especially in 
the case of eapital laws; and a11 comparison between it and 
the legislation of other colonies or of Old England, wl1ich 
would possibly show our fatlrnrs in advance of their times, lies 
entirely withont the province of this paper. 
1 .Acts and Laws of Conn., Revision of 1769, p.144. 2 Ib., p . 81. 
3 lb. , p . 20_ 5 Il.>., pp. 172, 186. 7 11.J., p. 172. 
4 11.J., p. 259. 6 lb., p. 69 . s Ib., p. 140. 
9 .A.t first glance one might lift bis eyebrows at the statement that. tbe "vast multitude" 
ofl,lne laws in New Ha,en ~' were all sanctified [i.e., sanctioned] with excommunication, 
confi scation , fines, banishments, whippings, cutting off the cars, liurning the tongue, and 
death·• (Petflrs, p. 61). But these punishments weee all provi!lecl for by law, e;;:cept that 
of" cutting off the ears." I do not remember a recorded case of this kind in New Haven. 
Yet tliere may l1ave been. The discretion which was left to the court in the punishment 
of some offenses would make it possible. Thus, by the Code of 1655, the second con,iction 
for profane swearing or cursing was to be followed by whipping. But if the sweariug and 
cursing both existed in the same complaint, the offemler was to be punished either by a 
large fine or "corporally by due severity, as 1110 court shall ,judge meet." Ear cropping 
was clone m Massachusetts. Peters might have ::ultlcd the pillory alHl the stocks to bis 
ratalogue and he wonld havr, named about e,·ery mode of pu11ishme1Jt that th e Now HaYen 
fath ers knew. Imprisonment was then hardly r ecoguizecl as a form of }JLmishment. It 
waB chi efly a means of' detention till th e trial or tho punishment proper conld take place. 
10 0 ue of th patriotic spirits remarlo1 complacently that th o Bill of Riglits con taiucd in 
the roustitulion of r'onnecticnt and other colonies expresses "the American idr,a of ihe 
oli,ie<·t of dvil ~overn111 nt." Jf this l, trne, then thr celebrated clauses in MagnaC.:harta, 
wh n<·c th Jrnl of Rights wns drri,('(1, l1n!l ap1·opl1ctic fore~ight of th ".Amcricm1 idea, " 
mor tllnn two r ntnriPf! and n lialfhr,for A11wrici~was discovered. ( 'ee vV. L. Ki11gsley's 
nrtid in ' w Englander, Vol. XXX, 1'· 278.) 
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APPENDIX. 
PETERS'S ABSTRACT OF THE ''BLUE LAWS" AS GIVEN IN ITIS "GENERAL 
HISTORY OF CONNECTICUT." 
[l] The governor a.ml magistrates con renecl in general assembly are the 
supreme power under Goel of this independent dominion. 
[2] From the determination of the assembly no a.ppeal shall be made. 
[3] The governor is amenable to the voice of the people. 
[4] The governor shall have only a, single vote in determining any ques-
tion, except a casting vote when the assembly may be equally divided. 
[5] The assembly of the people shall not be dismissed by the governor, 
bnt slutll dismiss itself. 
[6] Conspiracy against this dominion shall l>e punished with d eath. 
[7] Whoever says there is power and jurisdiction above and over tlJis 
dominion shall suffer death and loss of property. 
[8] The judges shall determine controversies without a jury. 
[9] Whoever attempts to change or overturn this <lominion shall suffer 
death. 
[10] No one shall be a freeman, or give a vote, unless be be converted 
and a member in foll commun ion of one of the churches allowed in this 
dominion. 
[11] No man shall hold any office who is not sound in the faitlJ aud faith-
ful to this dominion, and whoever gives a vote to snch a person shall pay 
a fine of £1; for a second offense be A hall be disfranchised. 
[12] Each freeman shall swear by the blessed God to bear true allegiance 
to this dominion: and that Jesus is the only King. 
[13] No Quaker or dissenterfrom the establishecl w·orship of this domin-
ion sha1l be allowed to give a vote for the election of magistrates or a.ny 
officer. 
[14] No food or lodging shall be afforded to a Quaker, Adarnite, or other 
heretic. 
[15] If any person turns Quaker, be sha11 be banished and not suffered 
to return but upon pnin of death. 
[16] No priest shall abide in tlJis <lominion; he sliall b e banished, and 
suffer death on his return. Priests may be seized by anyone withont a 
warrant. 
[17] No one to cross a river but with an authorized ferrym':tn. 
[18] No one shall run on the Saubatb day, or walk in his garden or 
elsewhere, except reverently to and from meeting. 
[19] No one shall travel, cook victuals, m ake beds, sweep honse, cnt hair, 
or shave on the Sabbath day. 
[20] No woman shall kiss h er child on the Sabbath or fasting day. 
[21] The Sabbath shall begin at sunset on Saturday. 
[22] To pick an ear of corn gro,vfog in a neighbor's garden shall be 
deemed theft. 
[23] A persoi1 accused of trespass in the night sh all be jndged guilty, 
nnl ess he clear himself by his oath. 
[24] ,v11 en H appear:., tliat ::rn accnsed lias confederates, and he refuses 
to discover them, lie may b e racke1l. 
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[25] No one shall buy or sell lands without permission of the selectmen. 
[26] A <lrunkard shall have a master appointed by the selectmen, who 
are to de bar him from the Ii berty of buying and selling. 
[27] Whoever publishes a li e to the prejudice of bis neighbor shall sit iu 
the stocks or be whipped fifteen stripes. 
[28] No minister shall keep a school. 
[29] E,ery ratable person who refuses to p ay bis proportion to the sup-
port of the minister of the town or parish shall be fined by the court £2 
and £4 every quarter, until he or she pay the rate t o the minister. 
[30] Men stealers shall suffer death. 
[31] Whoever wears clothes trimmed with gold, silver, or bone lace, 
above two shillings by the yard, shall be presented by the grand jnrors, 
and the selectmen shall tax the offender at £300 estate. 
[32] A debtor in prison swearing he has no estate shall Le let out and 
sold to make satisfaction. 
[33] Whoever sets a fire in the woods, and it burns a house, shall suffer 
death, and persons suspected of this crime shall be imprisoned without 
benefit of b ail. 
[34] Whoever brings cards or dice into this dominion shall pay a fine 
of £5. 
[35] No one shall read Common Prayer, k eep Christmas or Saints' days, 
make minced pies, dance, play cards, or play 011 any instrument of music 
except tho drum, trnmpet, and jew's-harp. 
[36] No gospel minister shall join people in marriage; the magistrates 
only shall join in marriage, as they mu.y do it with less scandal to Christ's 
Church. 
[37] When parents rnfuse their children convenient rnarriages, the 
magistrates shall determine the point. 
[38] The selectmen, on finding children ignorant, may ta,ke t hem away 
from their parents and put them into better ]1ands, at the expense of 
their parents. 
[39] Forn ication slrnll be punished l,y cornpe1ling marriage, or as the 
court may think ·proper. 
[40] Adultery shall l>e punished with death. 
[4-1] A man that strikes his w ife shall pay a, fine of £10; a woman that 
strikes her husband shall be punished as the conrt d irects. 
(42] A wife sh:iU be deemed good evidence against herlrnsband. 
[43] No man sh all court a maid in person, or by letter, without :first 
obtainiug consent of her parents; £5 penalty for the first offense; £10 for 
the second; and for the third, imprisonment <lnring the pleasure of the 
court. 
[44] farried persons must live together or b e imprisoned. 
[45] Every male shall have his ba,ir cnt ronnd according to a ca.p. 
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The war of the revolution being eutlecl, the national Con-
stitution ratified and adopted, and a season of hopefulness if 
not of actual prosperity entered upon, the citizens of Connecti-
cut, at the opening of the last decade of the eighteenth cen-
tury, looked upon tlleir State house and felt it clue to the dig-
nity of the State that they should tear down and buikl greater. 
Accordingly, the general assembly in May, 1792, appoiuted 
a committee, consistiug of John Chester, Noadiah Hooker,' 
Jobn Caldwell, John Trumbull, and Johu Morgan, :five promi-
nent citizens of Hartford, to build a "large and convenient 
State house," the State agreeing to pay £1,500 toward the 
expense of building on condition that the citizens of Hart-
ford-city, town, and county-=would contribute a like amount. 
This the citizens appear to have been ready to do, and a sub-
scription paper was opened on the 1st day of June. The 
first and largest subscription was that of Jeremiah Wadsworth, 
the commissary-general of the revolution, for $500. He was 
followed by Mayor Thomas Seymour for $150, and he by 
George Wyllys for $130. Next come three of the five mem-
bers of the committee-John Trumbull, John Cal.dwell, and 
John MorgaH-for £50, £40, and $120, respectively. Such 
other prominent names appear on the paper as Barnabas 
Deane, Chauncey Goodrich, Oliver Ellsworth, Noah Web8ter, 
jr., Jesse Root, Andrew Kingsbury, and Natha11iel Terry. 
The whole amount subscribed on this paper was about £1,100, 
or over $3,600. In aid of the project the city also gave 
$3,500, and the county $1,500. 
This was a formative and critical period with the country; · 
the ship of state was not yet under full sail and certain head-
way; money was scarce; the old currency was very much 
depreciated. or utterly worthies:::;; the new government was just 
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beginning to issue coiu, but as yet only iu small quantities. 
In short, no worse tinfo could have been chosen in which to 
devise means for · the payment of the expeuse of erecting a 
large public building. 
Foreseeing difficulty in raising the necessary amount, the 
building committee applied to the assembly, in May, 1793, for 
the privilege of a lottery, which was granted, and the follow-
ing month they issued a" scheme" of the Hartford State House 
Lottery. Accordiug to this scheme there were to be 26,667 
tickets issued and for sale at $5 each, amounting to $133,335. 
The same amount, subject to a deduction of 12½ per cent, was 
to be distributed in 8,890 prizes varying from $10 to $8,000 
each. The drawing was to commence as soon as three-fourths 
of the tickets were disposed of, and a list of the fortunate 
numbers was to be published in Hudson and Goodwin's paper, 
the Oourant. There were, as the" scheme" announced, less 
than two blanks to a prize. The margin fo~ profit to the com-
mittee was certainly·very small, consisting, as it did, of the 
12½ per cent deduction, out of which must be taken the 2 per 
cent usually allowed to agents, and whatever prizes were 
drawn by tickets remai1dng unsold in the l1auds of the com-
mittee. For almost two years the lottery dragged wearily 
along. The drawing did not commence until March, 1795, a11d 
was completed the following May. Financially it w.as an 
almost complete failure to the committee. 
Before this date the money already :i;-aised toward erecting 
the ne,~ Rtatehotise had been expended, vrnrk upon the build-
ing had ceasc<J, and the committee- were at a loss as to how 
the building was to be completed. But assistance came from 
an unexpected source. In May, 1794, Col. Jeremiah Halsey, a 
prominent citizen of Preston, a lawyer and a veteran of the 
Revolution, and Gen. Andrew Ward, of Guilford, made a 
propo ition to the Connecticut general assembly that if the 
i tate would deed to them its riglits in a certain strip, gore, or 
tract oC land lying we 't of the Delaware River, south of the 
true soutll line of Massachusetts and north of tbe north line 
of eun ylvauia, a8 claimed by that State, they would make 
a.le of it in a foreign market and return to tue State one-half 
of the net I roceecl . Tue proposition did not meet with the 
approval of the a embly. 
The following ctober the propo>'ition was reuewed with 
hi ·taternent : That th hmd bad uot l>e u el aimed uy tbi 
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State (Connecticut) , beiug claimed by the State of New York 
iu part, and in part by Massaclrnsetts; by the latter it bad 
beea actually part sold to Phelps, Gorllam, and Morris, from 
whom it had beeu· sold to some rich Europeans; and by New 
York to Hon. Robert Harper, James Watson, and others, who 
have made considerable settlements thereon. They offered, if 
the assembly would give them all the right, title, and claim of 
Connecticut, that as soon as tlley were in quiet anrl peaceable 
possession aud had extinguisheu. the Indian title they woulrl 
give back to the State one-half of tbe land or £3,000 in Connect-
icut St3:te notes. 
The assembly appointed a committee to cousider the matter, 
who reported ~hat the land lies ·within the charter limits of 
this State and is about 2~ miles .wide and 220 miles long . 
.About 40 miles at the east end is claimed by New York, and 
about 40 miles more claimed by Phelps and Gorham under 
title from Massachusetts, and considerable numbers bave 
settled under such two claims. ~rhe committee made this 
report October 31 arnl were continued -qntil the following May, 
1795, when the matter was revi vell and was repeatedly under 
considel'.ation. Then, as· it is described in a suusequent · 
account, the previous offer made by ·Halsey and vVard not 
beiug promptly accepted and tlle court-llouse beiug at a,. stand 
and unfiuished, and their mind beiug led thereto . by some of 
tbe house members, they made the following otter: That 
whereas they have made propositions which are now pending, 
and whereas the statehouse is at a stand and without any 
immediate prospect of the said house Leing finished., the sub-
scribers Leg leave to propose that if the assembly will grant 
to them a release deed and. the benefit of tlie previously 
described gore or tract of laud, they will complete saiu. house 
within two years accord. ing to tlie proposed pla.n of said build-
ing, and will give security for tlie faithful performance thereof. 
This memorial was referred to a committee, on whose report 
the prayer of the petitiouer.s was grauted in the lower house 
and negatived in the upper llouse. A committee of conference 
was appointed; ou report of which committee, and !econsidera-
tion, the upper house at .first adhered to their first vote, but 
soon after on fnrtuer reconsideration granted to the memoriaI-
ists all lands lying east of a tract of land sold by the United 
States to tlie State of Pennsylva1tia, near Presque Ile-the 
little corner of Pennsylvania wllich extends northward to 
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Lake Erie; on which the lower house concurre<l, and by a bill 
in form passed the same into au act, in part as follows: 
On the memorial of Andrew Ward aud Jeremiah Halsey, showing to 
this assembly that they have heretofore made proposals for purchasing of 
this State all its right, title, and interest in and unto a certain tract or parcel 
of land lying within the original charter limits of this State north of and 
~u.ljoining upon the north line of the Commonwealth of feunsylvania and 
south of the original charter south line of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, extending from the northwest to the northeast corner of Penn-
sylvania, and that they are willing to receive a conveyance thereof and in 
payment therefor to finish and complete the statehouse now building 
in the city of Hartford, the outside and second story thereof fit for the 
use of the general assembly, by the first clay of May next, and the residue 
thereof by th<" first day of May, 1797, tabng to themselves the benefits of 
all material:::1 heretofore purchased for that purpose, the neat avails of the 
lottery heretofore grant~d and tlrawn for the purpose, an.cl all monies given 
or granted towards the lmilding of said statehouse, and praying that 
the said land may be conveyed by deed of quitclaim to them upon the 
terms aforesaid. 
Resolrecl by this .Assembly, That as soon as said Jeremiah and Andrew 
shall have executed and given a bond with sufficient sureties * * * 
in the penal sum of forty thousaml dollars * conditioned that 
they, the said Andrew and Jeremiah, do cause the said statehouse to be 
finished and compleated according to the original design and plan thereof 
" and also to discharge and save this State and the said committee 
harmless of and from all just demands and contracts heretofore made and 
arising in aml about the building of said statehouse ~, * ;¥ his excel-
lency the governor be, and be is hereby, requested, authorized, and empow-
ered, in the name and behalf of this State, to execute aud deliver to the 
said Andrew and Jeremiah a deed or deeds thereiu an<l thereby conveying, 
releasing, and quitting tu them, their heirs and assigns forever, all the 
right, title, and interest which this State bath :i,n antl to * * ,.,. the 
before-described land * And upnn the execution and delivery of 
the said bond the said Amlrew a.nd Jeremiah are authorized to reeei rn 
from the said Committee all the materials already vrovided for said state-
house and also the neat avaih; of the said lottery heretofore granted and 
drawn for said building. But no other or further lottery or scheme of a 
lottery sl.iall be made t1pou the grant of the said lottery heretofore made. 
Passed in House of Representatives, June 5, 1795. 
Test: 
' . DANA, Cler le. 
oucur'cl in the upper hou1:1c. 
Test: 
GI£ORGE "\VYLLY , Secrelary. 
A few day· ]at r Lemuel Ilopkin agely remarks in a letter 
to Oli v r Wolcott-
< ur ·onrt-homie, wbic·h i a kind of Babel for this tate is in ~L fair 
wayloh•liui li <l. Ir.Hal eyaIHlbiHa 'so·iatesa1etocompl~tethebuilcl-
iug, a.c · ruin ' to th original pbu, for a quilcluim deed frow the l egis-
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latnre of a piece of lan<l. about two miles wide a1Hl some hundreds long 
on the north line of Pennsy 1 ntnin., called tho Gore. Ho ha given a l>oud 
of 40,COO dollars, with surety, to perform on his part. Tho Jiuisuing of 
the Luikling is estimated at £5,000. On tl.te whole, I think t,Jrnt if wild 
lands with a dubious title, at a vast distancr, a1111 covered with Indian 
will erect our pnblick l>uiltlings, school our children, noel expound our 
Bi ulc wo are a rnmit favoured people. These prospects please u , bn t tlle 
lap:,;o of time only cau shew how much they are magnified l>y the fog of 
specnla tion. 
On July 25, 1795, Samuel Huntington, governor and com-
mander in chief in aud over the State of Connecticut, by virtue 
of the powers and authorities given aml grauted lJy the beforc-
mentioued act, executed a deed or letter pateilt releasing antl 
forever quitclaimiu g the <lescribetl land to ·ward and Hal -ey, 
1
' their heirs and as:::;igns forever, so that neither the State 
of Conuecticut nor any lJerson ·or persons from, by, or nntler 
the said State shall or by any way or meaus hereafter have 
any claim, challenge, or demand of any estate, right, title, or 
iuterest of, in, or to the premises or auy part thereof, but from 
all aud every action, right, estate,-title, interest, or demand of, 
h1, 01· to tl.te premises or any part thereof shall be utterly 
excluded an<.l tlebarre<l. fo1 ever uy tl.tese preseu ts." 
Let us now examiue the aucieut charters aud patents on 
which the claims of the several parties at i11terest were fonuded. 
Iu the year 1606 the King of Eug1aud granted to tl.te Coun-
cil of Plymouth, or the Plymoutll Company, a, large tract of 
couutry in America including the wbole of tLe preseut New 
Engiand and extending from latitude .'34° to latitude 45° . In 
1620 a uew · patent was granted to the .Plymouth Company 
comprising tbe territory between the fortieth and forty-eighth 
degrees of latitll<le. Iu 1628 the Plymouth Compa11y sold, and 
the following year the Kiug by cliarter ratified, to a·u associa-
tion of gentlemen known as the Governor autl Company of 
Massaclm:::;etts Bay, a11 that part of New Eng1aml extending-
. from t.he Atlantic Ocean westward to the South Sea, au<l. lyi11g 
between parallels 3 ruile:s north of the Menimac River a:p.d 3 
miles south of the Chal'les River "or of any or every part 
thereof." Here, then, is established the southem boundary of 
Massachusetts. 'rhis eharter was vacated in 1G84, and a new 
charter was granted seven years later in wlJich "our colonies 
of Rhode Island, Connecticut, and the Narragansett country" 
are mentioned as tlie southwestern boun<l.al'ies. 
HlS'l' 98--10 
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Conuecticut obta,ined her title tluough a patent supposed to 
bave been granted by the King to the earl of Warwick in 1G30, 
aud a patent grauted lJy Warwick in _.March, 1631-3::!, to Vis-
count Say and Seal, Lord Brooke, and others who commeuced 
a settlemeiit as early as 1635 at Saybrook, and who sol<l all of 
their · rights to the early Connecticut Jtuisdiction in 1G44. 
This patent described Connecticut as commenciug at tlie Nar-
ragansett River aud extending 4.0 leagues aloug the shore 
toward the southwest, and westward to the Sonth Sea. Tlle 
charter gra11ted to Connecticut in 1662 by Charles II bounded 
the colony on the north by the Massachusetts Plantation, and 
in longitude running to the South Sea on tlle we.st. Here is 
found the source of Connecticut's claim to wtstern lands. 
Oounecticut and Massachusetts were not alone in their claims; 
Virgiuia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Flor-
hla extended un<ler their respective pat~nts westward to the 
South Sea, although the Mississippi River was finally settled 
upon as the western bouudary of all of these grants, the terri-
tory westward of that river beiug held by Spain. 
Tl.le General Government, as represented by the Continental 
Congress and later by the United States, recognized these 
claims as valid, and urged that the several colonies should 
cede their western lauds to the Geueral Government fur the 
general good. This was done, in part at least, by all of the col-
onies, and some of them, notably Virginia, in 1783, received 
compensation therefor. 
Iu lGSl William Penn recejved a royal grant of .Pennsylva-
nia, the territory to extend westward fl ve degrees of longitude 
from the Delaware River "and to be bounded on the 11orth by 
the beginnillg of tlie three and fortieth degree of uorth latitude," 
or, as we would. say, by latitude 4~0 north. By this charter a 
considerable proportion of Penusy lvania was taken from terri-
tory previously included in the royal gra11t to Connecticut, 
and thi was the cause of long aud bitter controversy aud 
much blood lied in the Wyoming Valley between Connecticut 
and Penu ylvania ettlers. The matter was finally settled by 
the d cree of Trenton iu 178~, whtcli gave the disputed terri-
tory t Penn ,·ylvauia. The history of this controversy does 
not c nc m the Gore title, and i too long to be considered 
b r . 
n furth r c mpli atiou appea,r in connection with Con-
n · i ·ut claim to we tern laud . Th •arly charter. expre sly 
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except in their grants any territory previou:::;ly granted or set-
tled by the subjects of auy other Christian prince. Hence, 
the settlements by the Duteh around ~ew York and up tbe 
Hudson River, as well as the Dutch claims to all of the terri-
tory betweeu the Hudson anu Connecticut rivers, caused much 
coutroversy. New York having fallen into the hanus of the 
English and l>een granted to the Duke of York in 1664, a 
royal commission w·as 3.ppointed the same year to determine 
the houndaries between the two colon'ies. This commissiqn 
clecided that the "western bounds of said Colony· of Connecti-
cut" should be at Momoronock Creek, about 12 miles east of 
West Chester, practically the present boundary line. No men-
tion is made of westcm lauds in this decision, but Connecticut 
<lid not consider tlrnt her claims to such lands were annulled, 
for Governor Saltonstall, writiug to the board of trade iu Lon-
don in 1720, says that the New York government has ''cut us 
a.sunder." A second patent was gi·anted to the Duke of York 
iu 1G74, where, as in the former patent, the western boundary 
of New York is defined as the east side of Delaware Bay. 
Aml the Delaware Rivet, the extension of Delaware Bay, is 
described as the western bounclary by Governor Tryon, of New 
York, in 177 4, in a report to the lords of trade aud plantations. 
The . Massachusetts charter grant was also cut asunder by 
New York, and in 1768 Massachusetts made a formal ~laim to 
lier lands lying west of the New York settlements. The mat-
ter remained unsettled until after the Revolution, when, in 
1784, Massachusetts appealed to Congress for a vindication of 
her claims, and a special commission or court was appoiuted 
to bear and determine the matter. The agents of the two 
States were uualJle to decide upon the judges who shotlld con-
stitute tllis court; so, by mutual agreement, lrnviug been given 
full power lJy their respective States, the agents met iu Hart-
ford, and on December rn, 1786, signed articles of agreement 
substantially as follows: Massachusetts was to cede to New 
York a.11 her jurisdictional claim to western lands, and in 
return New York was to cede to Massachusetts all territorial 
claim to all her lands lying west of a, meridian line runuing 
nortllwa'M from a point 82 miles west of Pennsylvania's north-
east corner. This agreement was carried out, and thus did 
New York acknowledge the right of Massachusetts to western 
lauds nuder her aucient charter grants. Massachusetts sold 
tlli~ large tract for $1,000,000. 
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One further point remaius to be consi<lered, namely, in what 
latitude was the line 3 miles south of the Charles River, wllicb, 
by their charters, formed the dividing line between l\fassa-
chusetts and Uonnecticut. Woodwanl and Saffery, who ran 
the line for Massaclmsetts in J 642, locate it in 41 ° 55' no1:th 
latitude; while Butcher ahd Whitney, nuder appointment from 
Uounecticut in lG0:3, make it 42° 3', wbich is the latitude of 
the line to-day. ~lie Gore proprietors, by their own surveyor, 
established the line at 42° 2', or about 2½ miles north of the 
forty-second parallel. 
To recapitulate, these charter grants leave to Connecticut 
beyo11d her present western boundary, after allowing tlle 
grants to the Duke of York and to William Penn, a strip of 
territory about 2~ miles wide extern.ling westward from the 
Delaware River about 2-!5 miles, bounded north l)y New York 
_and south by Pennsylvauia. This is the tract known as the 
Gore. Also a vast tract extending from the we8t bouuds of 
Pennsylvania to the .Mississippi Rirnr, and bounded north by 
Lake Erie and the l\fass_achnsetts grants, and south . by lati-
tmle 41°, which proved to be the southern bouudary of Con-
necticut un<ler her charter. A portion of this tract became 
known later as the Wes tern Reserve. 
Ward and Halsey llaving received their deed on July 25, l'i95, 
irnrnediate]y entered with zeal upon the task of completing the 
statehouse, and in the fo1lowiug two rnontLs expended about 
$8,000 jn tLe work. Tb~y apparen t.ly foun(l themselves unable 
to continue alone a11d acl va.uce the fnncls needed to complete 
tLe lmil<liug and to plaee their laud upon the market. So in 
September, Halsey 1rnving previou::;]y pnrcbased Ward's inter-
est, $CVeral persons nnited with Lim in forming an a-::;sociation 
kuown as the Co1me-cticut Gore La11d Compally, with Halsey 
a president, to which company tl1e Gore land was transferred; 
ca.cit member of the company holding an uudivided interest 
in tLe company' land of from one-twelfth to five-twelfths, 
tui greatest amount being held by John Bishop. By tLe 
end of the following month (October) jt became necessary for 
the proprietor to advance £300 on each twelfth for carryi11g 
on the building of the statehouse. At the same time 50,000 
acre of the ]and were o:fferell for ale, but probably 11011c was 
adually old to ettler . 
y A1>ril, 1706, tw nty-flve deed had been pa eel. and tlie 
Yalue uf the whol prnperty a · liowu by them lia<l ri en from 
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$50,000 to $400,000. These deeds were first recorded at large 
on the State's records and thAn entered in the Gore Company's 
book of deeds by the proprietors' or company's clerk. At tbis 
time the title of the property was transferred to five trustees 
or agents, namely, Jeremiah Halsey, Hezekiah Bissell, Jacob 
Ogden, John Bishop, and Thomas Bull, who were to act for the 
company, and "scrip" or stock shares were issued, each scrip 
representing one ninety-sixth interest iri the whole. Two taxes 
were laid by the company which wero promptly paid, one of 
$7, the other of $5, on each ninety-sixth. Later, each ninety-
sixth or share was subdivided into fourths, making in all 3.84 
shares or ,: scrips," although a share was usually spoken of as 
one four-hundredth. 
May G, 179G, the proprietors' agents memorialized the gen-
eral assembly saying "that the building of the statehouse bas 
been so far performed, as is visible to your honors," that they 
ought to become entitled to all the benefits and advautages of 
the Gore property, IJut tbafthey were unjustly impeded by the 
interference of the legislative authority of the State of New 
York, whicb, since the commencement of the current year, 
"moved thereto by the intrigue and address of artful aud 
designiug men of that State," had passed and published a 
most unreasonable and arbitrary act and issued a proclamation, 
which were herewith presented for inspection, "by which 
your memorialists and all others are f'orbiddeu to sett le upon 
or to claim said land under the State of Conuecticut, whereby 
it is i11tended to prevent the memorialists from proceeding or 
rendering ,said lands useful or profitable to themselves or to 
mankind." The assembly was asked to declare the right of 
Connecticut "and at the expense of tlie memorialists to adopt 
such effectual means for the security of said property as to 
your honors may seem meet." 
The act of New York here referred to was indeed arbitrary 
and 1mreasonable. After reciting the fact that certain persons 
under pretense of title from Connecticut had laid claim to a 
considerable territory within the limits of the State, and had 
attempted to draw into question the juri~dictio11 of the State 
a11cl defame tlie titles of persons now l10ldiug tue lands, it 
made it the duty of the person administering the government 
(that is, the governor) to remove or cause to be removed all 
persons so intruding, settling, or taking possession of any land 
arnl to cause all tlie buildings of snch persons to be destroyed. 
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Several lmildings were in fact burned nuder authority of this 
act. To carry out the above instructioJ1s tlie governor was 
autLlorized to order out any part of tlie militia from any part 
of the State, who were to be subject to the same rules as pro-
vided by law when called out in case of invasion or any other 
emergency. Any person who should pretend to have, or to 
buy or sell, any right or title under autltority of Connecticut 
sho11Id be deeme<l guilty of a puulic offense and high misde-
meanor ngaiust the people of the State, should be prosecuted, 
and upon conviction should be punished by fine and imprison-
ment, and if a resident of tue State shoulu l>c disqualified· 
from ngain holding office. The faith of tlie State was pledged 
to carry out the proyisions of this act. 
Ttuly this act might well 11aYe made the Gore proprietors 
hesitate. They persevered, however, and a few persons 
attc1opted a settlement in the face of these threats. The 
result was the bringing of two test cases in the circuit court 
of the United States for tlle district of Connecticut, the suits 
being Samuel Fowler and ,Joseph Lyman (wllo as lessees or 
purchasers represented the cfaims of the Gore proprietors) 
against Abraham Mi11er, and against Mary, Samuel, and 
Ebenezer Liu<lslcy,Moses Mulford, Jolin Seeley, Henry Whelp-
ley, and Ebene.zer Baclm~, who held tl1c land under title from 
New York. Samuel Fowler was a resident of -Westfield and 
Joseph Lyman of Northampton, l\fass. The piece of laud in 
questi011 in tlie:se snits was about 90 miles west of the north-
east corner of Pennsylvania, and began about 10 chains north 
of the north line of Pennsylvania, al>0ut tue location of the 
present town of Lindley, Steul)en County, N. Y. 
The suit agai11st l\lill er was tried in the Collnecticut circuit 
conrt, which sat in Hartford on the 17th and 18th of Septem-
ber, 17!>G, pre ided over by William Cushing and Richard Law, 
and filler failing to appear it was decided in favor of tlie 
1,laintiffs, l\'IesRrs. Fowler and Lyman, who were granted tue 
dnmnge. asked, $1,000, togetlier with tlJC costs of the suit. 
Th <1 fendant asked for a new trial, averring the manifest 
inju. tice of tlie deci ion, in that the " .. rit served upon him 
dated, "District of Counecticut, s., Gore, September 12, 
170G 11ly fiv day l)efore the sitting of tlie court, made it 
imp . .-ibl for him to reach Ilartford before the court'R adjourn-
m nt nft r it. · wo clay. Re sion; thn.t the plaintiffs had only 
·]aim ,a , rigl1t t th land for abont a month, a11d in that 
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short period Gould not liave sustained $11000 damage; and 
that the land wa,s in fact in tlte district of New York, and not 
in the district of Connecticut. A new trial was granted, to be 
beard in tlte same court in Septemher, 17D7; but its outcome 
is not known, and probably this suit was merged in some way 
with tlte Lindsley suit. ~ 
.. Wlien the second sui t (the Lindsley suit) was called in Sep-
tember, 1796, the defendants, representing New York, moved 
for its continuance until the next term of the court, which was 
or<'lere<l. · 
Again, the case was called in April, 1797, before Associate 
Judge Samuel Chase, and again the defendants gained time · 
by obtaining a further continuance, although the plaintiffs 
strongly urged for an immediate trial. The people of New 
York were not idle during these and later continuances. On 
five separate occasions did they appeal to their Representa-
tives in Congress to obtain some action which would give auy 
place other than the Connecticut circuit court for a trial of the 
canse in question. The opinion everywhere prevailed that the 
Connecticut claim made by the Gore proprietors was valid 
and would be so decilled Ly tlle court. So strong was tllis 
opinion tlrnt about tllis time the Gore proprietors received au 
offer of $300,000 for tlleir property; but valuing it at almost 
twice that sum, they declined the offer. 
In August, 17D7, a petition was addressecl to tlle President 
of the United States l>y Colonel Halsey a~king that during 
the pending of the suits Messrn. Ogden and Morris, who hel<l 
under title from New York, migl1t be prevented from ta:kiug 
any steps toward acquiring the India:u title to the Gore lands. 
About the same time Colonel Bissell was cltosen to effect a 
purchase or extingnisllment of the India,h title for tbe Gore 
Company's agents. Apparently he was unsuccessful in obtain-
ing a warrant to llold a, treaty with the Indians for tllat pur-
pose. The following December one Nathan Teals, an official 
of the State of New York, offered to outain for the Gore pro-
prietors the rigllts to an old Indian lease given to Obadiah 
Gore and others at a pulJlic treaty in 1786 which covered a con-
siderable part of the territory in question. The lease wa.s for 
an annual rental of $200 to continue so long as trees sllould 
grow or waters run. This lease the proprietors' agents suc-
ceeded i11 obtainiug. This foterest of Teals in the Gore Com· 
pany caused ltirn to be brought iuto a New York court and 
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placed on trial for having spoken too freely in favor of Con-
necticut's claim to the Gore lands. The trial resulted, llow-
ever, in liis acquittal. 
The case was again called at Hartford September 18, 1797, 
before the circuit court for the district of Oonuecticut, pre-
sided over at this session by ,Villiam Cushing, the first repre-
sentative of New England upon the Supreme Court bench. 
The jurors were present as well as the counsel-Messrs. 
Theophilus Parsons, Alexander Hamilton, and Josiah Ogden 
Hoffman for the defendants, and James Sulli·van, the attorney-
general of Massachusetts, for the plaintiffs-and an seemecl 
ready for a speedy trial of the cause, when the <lefe11dants 
brought forward a new objection to proceeding. The jury was 
arrayed by De1mty Marshal Jonathan Janes, under authority 
of Marshal Philip B. Bradley. Janes liad at tbis time a direct 
interest in the Gore lands, of which the demanded pr0mises 
were a part, doubtless as an owner of scrip in the Gore Com-
pany, and the defendants raised the point that lie was foereuy 
disqualified to act ill the matter of collecting a jury to try a 
cause in which he was personally interested. They further 
claimed t.lrnt this being a question between Connecticut and a 
sister Sta,te, each and every inhabitant of Connecticut ,ms 
directly interested, and therefore unable to sit as a juror or to 
act as marshal, and argued that tbe ca1-;e should l>e at once 
taken to the Un.ited States Supreme Court, by which conrt., 
they added, the question must eventually be decided. At this 
point Sulliva.u, acting for the plaintiffs, offered to Lave ti.le 
present jury quashed aµd a new one impaneled, if the other 
sille would agree. But tbey, seeing n, prospect for a sti11 
further postponement, refused to accede to this proposition. 
The court, after listening for three and one-lial f' days to the 
arguments pro and co:1 on these new questiolls, decided that a 
deputy marshal who had an iuterest in the lands in question 
must of necessity be more or less biased, auu TI"a.s therefore 
fo eompetent to act iu co11ecting a jury for tlie case. This was 
a., eming· victory for the defendants (New York), but on the 
other he nu, while tllis particular jury was rendered incompe-
tent be au e arrayed by m1 interested party, t11e conrt decided 
t11at a onn 1cticut jnry arrayed by n, Connecticut mar hal was 
.fully mp t nt to try th cm,e, "for," ay. the cdurt, "if (the) 
ral prin iple of xclnc1i110- citizc11, were t:) pre,·ail iu this 
li r could he no trial. 'Jhl , Leing a local action, must be 
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tried where the land lies. As to the general question of the 
interest of the marshal," as a citizen, it is "not sufficient, for 
if so minute and remote (an) interest would disqualify, such 
causes would never be tried." The plaintiffs, representing tue 
Gore Company, were greatly elated by this action of the court, 
be]ieviug that a final decision iu their favor -was now almost 
within sight: 11,or tuis was, in effect, a decision tliat the Gore lay 
within the territorial and jurisdictional limits of Connecticut, 
.and tliese points decided, the proprirtors felt perfectly secure 
in their title as received from the State. Tllis, however, was 
not a decision on tlle merits of the case, but showed' what the 
final decision must be. 
So much time bad already been consumed, and it appearing 
that it would take ten or twelve days to try the case, and 
further, as the presiding judge must iu a few days leave for 
Vermont, it was continued to the next term of court, to be held 
at New Haven in the following April, seven months later. 
Tllus was the trial again postponed. At the instance of the 
New York members a bill was introduced into the next Con-
gress "to allow removal of cases of this nature to places of 
ti'ial where juries may be summoned from dh;tricts 11ot inter-
ested in tl1e controversy." The bill failed to pass, and even if 
it had passed it would have been ex post facto iu its relation 
to this case. 
Tue following month, October, 1797, the Connecticut assem-
bly passed a resolve that wheu tlie Gore proprietors 11ad settled 
all disputes with tl1e State of New York relative to. the territo-
rial claim, the governor of Connecticut, upon the desire of New 
York and with the c011se11tof Congress, is authorized to transfer 
to New York alljurisdictional right to the Gore. No time limit 
was named withiu which this set.tlement and transfer should be 
made. The company, in December, appointed· James vVads~ 
worth, of Dnrl1am; James Sullivan, of Boston, and Alexander 
'Wolcott, of Windsor, as commissioners to negotiate with New 
York for tlie settlement of all disputes, in order that such 
tra11sfer might be made. New York, however, refused to 
appoint commissioners au<l the matter came to uaugh~. This 
act of the Connecticut assembly was believed to still further 
strengtbrn the company's case by doing away with New York's 
claim that a question of jurisdiction was involved. 
At this time Sulliva11 withdrew from the case and Edwards 
was invited to act as one of the counsel. He was willing, but 
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required a, retainer of $GOO; upon which the company's clerk 
indorsed his letter "Pierpont Ed wards, 0 drearlful," but evi-
dently paid the money. 
The company now laid another tax of $12.50 on each four 
lmndredtb. 
The circuit court, district of Connecticut, April term, 1798, 
consisted of the circuit judge, William Patterson; of New Jer-
sey, a11d the district judge, Richard Law, of Milford, son of 
Jonathan Law, the colonial governor of Connecticut. After 
the calling of the jury Messrs. Hoffman aud Hamilton, coun-
sel for the defendants, entered nearly the same objections as 
before, but in a more extended and particularized form, namely, 
that Marshal Bradley and the memliers of t1Je jury, ueing citi-
zens of Connecticut,, Wl're incompetent to try the cause, and so 
that it could not be tried in a, Connecticut court unless by a 
jury from another State, but might be tried in a New York 
court, or more properly in the Supreme Court of the United 
States. 
To this Messrs. David Daggett and Pierpont Edwards 
replied that the question of the competency of the marshal 
and citizens was settled by the court at its last term; that t1Je 
]aw provided no way in which a jury coul!l be surnmot1ed 
from another State; that for the plaintiffs to allow tl.ie case to 
come before a New York court would he to acknowledge tlie 
jurisdiction of the State of New York, and so to give up the 
very object for which they were contending. As to the trans-
fer of the case to the United States Supreme Court, they con-
tended that there was no process of law by which the case 
could ue transferred, and that under the article of the Consti-
tution relating to the judiciary and the "judiciary act," so 
called, creating the Supreme Conrt, the matter being between 
citizens of tlie State of l\fa-,sacl!usetts and citizens of tlrn 
State of Co1rneeticut did not properly come within its jurisdic-
tion, w bich wa: to be exercised where questions between two 
State ,rere i11volvetl. Yet again the case was postponed, 
apparently this time with the assent of the plaintiffs, the infer-
ence drawn from certain letters being that tlie Connecticut 
par ie were not a11xious to press the suit when Patterson sat 
a. th pre icling judge. 
The ew orker., at thi. time, said that tuey would con tinne 
to fio-ltt 1t a e until it would co:t the Gore 0ompauy all the 
Ir t> rty wa wor h ev n jf they finally won. 
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In September, 1798, former tactics not having availed, the 
defendants were at last able to obtain another continuance of 
the case, apparently for the purpose ofl.rnving the United States 
Supreme Court pass upon the points whieh the circuit court 
had already passed upon and decided in favor of the Connect-
icut claimants. · · 
At the next term of the circuit court, the following April, by 
some misunderstanding which it is impossible to explain, no 
jntlge a,ppeared, and in consequence the case agaiu weut over, 
tliis time to the September term of 1 mo. Meanwhile tlte State 
of New York, in February, 1799, brought before the United 
States Supreme Uourt an unsuccessful motion for a writ of 
certiorari for the removal of the case from the eircuit court of 
Connecticnt to the United States Supreme Court. In conse-
quence of the r~jection of this motion New York next filed 
with the United States Suprerne Court a motion in the form of 
a bill in cbaucery or bill in equity for an injunction to prevent 
the case from being tried in the Connecticut circuit court. 
Qn July 2G Gov:ernor Trumlmll received a citation summon-
ing the State to appear and make answer to this bill. The 
governor _was wary, and on the excuse that he had received no 
copy of the bill and so had no official knowledge as to the 
question at issue he did not answer the summons, and 'the 
State was not represented when the case was called at Phila-
delphia, on tlie 6th of the following month. The Gore proprie-
tors, wlio lrnd also been summoned, were, however, represented. 
Hoffman, for New York, argued tbat this was a bill for tbe 
discovery of title and to settle the question of boundary 
between two States; while Jared Iugersoll, for the Connecticut 
si<le, apparen.tly assisted by United States .Senator James 
Hillhouse, argued against granting the prayer for an jnjunc-
tiou. The court, which was composed at this session of Chief 
Justice Oliver Ellsworth and Associate Justices William 
Paterson, Samuel Chase, and Bushrod Washington, denied 
the injunction, on tlle ground that the State of New York was 
not an interested party to the suit, but only the actual defend-
ants were interested, while they l1all not asked for an injunc-
tion. Thus again, this time by the nation's highest tribunal, 
was the Uom1ecticut el aim vindicated; for the decision that 
tile State of New York was not an interested party was vir-
tually a clecision that the State held no jnrisdiction over tbe 
dis1mte<.l tcnitory and that it lay within the Connecticut 
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charter limits, and so at the disposal of the Connecticut 
assembly. 
Connecticut, as a State, not having been represented at this 
hearing, another citation w~s sent to the governor in October, 
summoning the State to appear at a further hearing at the 
next session of the Supreme Court, to be held the. following 
February (1800). 
In S.eptember, 1799, the case was again called in the Con-
necticut circuit court, this time before Chief Justice Ellsworth, 
a native of Connecticut, but was again postponed, the reason 
given i)eing "Judge Ellsworth interested," though in what the 
jnterest consisted that should prevent a trial of the cause does 
not appear. 
The ge11eral assembly, at the October session, 1799, appointed 
Judge Jonathan Sturgis, of Fairfield; Hon. Nathaniel Smith, 
of \Vooclbury; and Elias Perkins, of New London (the speaker 
of the house), to act as commissioners, with full powrr to make 
a settlemeut of all matters in dispute with New York; or, if 
that proved hnpossible, to represent the State in the matter of 
' tlrn bill iu equity then pending. The Gore company 11amed 
$~50,000 as the sum for which they would be willing to give up 
all their claim. This time New York also appointed. commission-
ers; they ueing Egbert Benson and James Kent, judges of the 
supreme court of that State, and Ezra L'Hommedieu, esq. 
In expectation of an agreement being reached between these 
two commissioners, Chauncey Goodrich appeared for Uouuecti-
cut, and obtained a contiuuance of the bi11 in equity when the 
case was called in Philadelphia in February, 1800. 
The commissioners of the two States agreed upon All)any, 
March 25, 1800, as the place and time for a meeting, but the 
unfortunate illness of Judge Sturgis prevented the meeting 
being held at that time. T.lrnre js good reason to believe that 
l1ad it been held the whole di putc would llave been amicably 
s ttled. 'l'he following June a meeting was held, but it was 
tb n too bte to effect any kind of a settlement. 
Another tax wa now laid by the compa,ny, tliis time of $10 
p 1· liar . Many ·ha,reho1<.ler.', declined or were unable to pay 
tlii:, tax and in ·orn.;equence tbeir scrip was sold at auctfon 
to pay t, x dtP . 
n for tlie nex Rion of the Uonneeticut circuit court an 
Y n l,a,1 taken 1 la· wlti ·h l1ad cl1anged the feeling of the 
ior pr pri t r' from latio11 to cl· ·pair, and wliich wa w 11 
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described by tbe emineu t Charles Chauncey as a '' strange, 
unjust, barbarous, arnl unheard-of" proceeding. At the 
request of the United States and ronowilig the example of 
other States, Connecticu t' had in 178G released to the United 
States tlie entire jurisdictional and territorial right to all her 
Western lands lying west of a meridian line drawn parallel to 
and 120 miles west of P ennsylvania's west boundary. The 
remaining tract west of Pennsylvania and kriown as the 
"Western Reserve," containing about 5,~00 square miles, had 
been sold in September,, 1795, to the Connecticut Land Com-
pany, but still remained in 1800 nnder the full control and 
jurisdiction of Connecticut. And Connecticut was probably 
at this time the only State still retaining control of any por-
tion of lier Western lands. Considerable settlements had 
already commenced on the " reserve," but the settlers found 
themselves mnch hampered in their efforts to maintain law and 
order, a.nd, through the curious wording of the deed they had 
received from t he ·state, somewhat in doubt as to their title. 
They could not be governed by the "Ordinance of 1787" and 
the authority of tho " Nortllwest Territory," within whose 
li~1its they were situatell, because ·they were within the juris-
dictional limits of Conuecticut; wllile at this distance, some 
400 or 500 miles, it was practically impossible for Uonnecticut 
to exercise proper jurisdiction. The settlers on the -" reserve" 
were therefore very urgent in their desire that Connecticut 
should transfer her jurisdiction to the United States, and iu 
October, 1797, the Connecticut assembly passed an act author-
izing her Senators in Congress to <leed to the United States the 
jurisdiction of the reserve. Congress at first refused to ac-
cept a deed of cession of jurisdiction, but after discussi11g the 
matter for three Con gressional sessions a bill was passed in 
April, 1800, providin g that if within eight months the State 
of Connecticut should "by a legislative act renounce forever, 
for the use and Lene.fit of the United States and the several 
individual States who may be therein concerned respectively 
and aU tl.10se deriYing claims or titles from them or auy of 
them," all jurisdictional and territorial right to all lands west 
of the present east bounds of New York, then the United 
States would ce<le to Connecticut the territorial right-that is, 
the right of soil-to the Western lfoserve, so called, lying 
westward of Pennsylvania. Tliis bill, though nominally hav-
ing to do only with the ·western Reserve, was, throngh the 
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influence it is claimed of New York's members i11 Congress, so 
wor<lecl that the renunciation covered not ouly the reserve 
but the Gore as well. .Bere was a temptation which the Cou-
necticut legislature of l\fay, 1800, could not withstand. By 
thus ceding to the United States all territorial and juris-
dictional rights to the reserve and the Gore they would 
receive in return the territorial right to the 3,300,000 acres 
comprising tlie reserve. The legislature yielded, and in l\lay 
1800, formally renounced the Gore to the United States and to 
the indiYidual States therein concerned. Whereupon New 
York, which had Leretofore claimed title out Lad been unable 
to bring forward sufficient evidence to substantiate such claim, 
at once entered into undisputed possession of tLe Gore. 
Connecticut had already sold her '\Vestern Reserve for 
$1,200,000, the present State school fund, and in effect now 
said to the Gore company, We have renounced jurisdiction 
to your property; lmt we are a sovereign State, and wLat can 
you do about it i 
The true reason why Congress should insist upon a legisla-
tive act of renunciation, and why Connecticut should have con-
sented to pass such an act, is uot easily explained. Altlrnugh 
the territorial right to the reserve was sold in September, 1705, 
the payment for this territory did not become due until Sep-
tember, 1800, five years later. Connecticut had held both the 
territorial and jurisdictional right under the same title, so tllat 
the loss of either right neceRsitated the loss of the other as 
well. Tl.le jealousies of various States as to the right of other 
States to hol<l. western lamls had been and still were very 
strong; both New York and Virgiuia had claimed the reserve; 
some believed tlJat the settlers coul<lof theirownaccor<l. go under 
the autlJorityofthe "Northwest Territory;" otliersappareutly 
wi lied to assume their own juridical rights and form the State 
of New Connecticut; Congress may have exhibited a readiness 
to a ume l 1'edcral authority over tlJe reserve, as she had over 
I resque I le, without waitiug- for a formal cession from Oon-
nc ·ticut. Hnd a11y of these possibilities happene<l. while the 
purcba e money for the reserve was yet unpaid, tbe State wonl<l 
have had the di appoiutmcnt of seeiug her prospective" school 
fund vani h. he wa · therefore ready to accede to almo t auy 
acti n ongre ' lJonkl 1>ropo e. Cbarle:s Clrnuncey, in a, let-
t r fr m hilad 1phia to Ilartfonl aecompanyiug a copy of the 
Li11 ,· , y : ·, th r · 11 ·kl ration· do not allow of he itation a· 
t · mpliaue wi h th tcrw . Th ~y were e ·eutial to the I a -
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sage of the bill at tLis session of Congress, and will be so in 
future sessions." .And. speakiug of tltc Gore proprietors, ·lie 
says: "If they suffer, the State must compensate them." 
Here, then, is the condition in wliich tLe Gore proprietors 
found. tLemselves when tLe case agaiu came up iu court, where 
it was abated. on account of the renunciati011 act of the Connecti-
cut legislature. Tlle statelwnse had l)een completed according 
to agreement at a cost variously estimated. ~t from $15,000 to 
$25,000; observations aml surveys had been made; tlte Indian 
title quieted; and protracted suits carried on in the courts at a 
cost of wore thau $~0,000. The ''scrip ') or shares in the com-
pany had lieen many times resold, and lrnd. cost their present 
holders the sum of $300,000, and the rulings of the courts bad 
· been almost a guaranty of the final outcome of the suits, when 
by a stroke of the pen tlrn payment for the work upon the state-
house, as well as all this prospective fortune, had been taken 
from them. Many of the proprietors now found themselves in 
straitened circumstances, while some who had risked their all 
were niined. -'rlie value of the cornpa11y's shares immediately 
dropped to almost notlliug. Shares were sold for $70, where 
three years previously they had sold for $1,000. 
A year la,ter, in May, 1801, the legislature, on petition of the 
Gore compa,ny's agents, appointed a committee, consisting of 
Sherwood, Pitkin, Trumbull, aud z: Swift, "to inquire into the 
cla,ims which the proprietors ofsaid land. may have on this State 
on accou11t of said contract or anything this State may have 
done relative thereto." The report of tl11s committee, made tlrn 
followi11g October, reflects anything uut credit on the sense of 
houor of tile State or of the committee. It sa,ys, iu part-
Tl!at no contract was made to release to the proprietors of the soil the 
jurisdictional Tight., nor ,vas any consi<lerntion giveu by them for it. Tl1e 
State would undonbtedly have Leen willing to have belcl tbe j nrisdictional 
right for tlrn benefit of the purchastrs of tbe soil bad it not interfered 
with a far greater interest of their own. For if the legislature had not 
renoirnccd jnrisdictiou, in <:onformit.y to the before-mentioned act of Con-
gress [April, 1800], they would have sacrificLtl the ·western Reserve and all 
the purchase money rnercly for tbe purpose of giving the proprietors of 
the Gore a chance to try the question whether the same was within the 
district of Com1ecticut. 
And the report further says tbat-
if Counecticut had jurisdiction ::tlHl bas trnnsferre<.1 it to New York, the 
proprietors still .have legal remedy for territorial rights in the district of 
New York. 
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Evidently the committee passed over the fact that by a law 
matle ti ye years previously the State of New York llad made 
it an act of treason for any person to claim title under authority 
from Connecticut, while the renu11eiatio11 act itself not ouly 
confirmed the title of New York State, lmt also of individuals 
deriving title from that State. . 
The eornpany then appealed to New York, aski11g for an in-
vestigation of their claim before an impartial trilnrnal. Tlle 
New York senate appointed a committee cousisting of Attorney-
Gelleral Iloffrnan and John V. Henry 1 to illvestigate and 
report. Their report is uot fon11d, but it could not be other-
wise than unfavorable to the Gore proprietors. The proprie-
tors also offered to make settlement with New York by giving 
up all claim to the portion already settled, beginuiug at t110 
eastern end arnl extending more than oue-thinl of the length 
of the Gore. Or tlley "-oul<l. accept in exchange 250 square 
miles in some other section of the State. 
Ju May, 180j, the company, by its agents, TLomas Bull and 
Joseph vVoodbridge, agaiu petitioned tlie Connecticut assem-
bly, stating that by the relinquishmeut of title tLeir suits had 
been abated, and praying that their uufortuuate mu;e migl1t 
be taken into tl.Je assembly's wise aml equitaole consitleration 
and relief granted them; but the assembly l>y a resolution 
voted that nothing should be granted them. The following 
mouth they offered a secou<l petition, statiug tllat by tLis 
renunciation they -considered their purchase defeated and 
tlleir property as lost, wlJereby on every priuciple of justice, 
honor, and right they were entitled to whatever said property 
llad cost them and interest,, which would surmount the sum of 
$300,000. Yet if the assembly "·ould make tLem certain 
grants, amounting to about $03,000, they would give a full dis-
charge and acquittance of every claim, right, and demand. 
Tlli~, as might be expected, was refused. The followiug Octo-
uer (1803) the same agents again petitioned the assembly. All 
the" hopeful expectation" which they had had of some arrauge-
meut with New York had failed, and the assembly's wise and 
ju t con ideration was invoked for tlrnir relief. The upper 
lion e wa willing to grant them $40,000 if the company would 
r conv y their territorial right to the State, but the .lower 
b u e '\tOuld do 11othi11g. During the following wiuter another 
tc x of u per be: r wa ' laid upon the holders of scrip. 
1 This m:iy h an rror for John J. Ilcm·y, the eminent Peunsylvaniajnrist. 
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A year later, in October, 1803, they again petitioned the 
assembly. They "make no claim ou ground of State selling 
them that to which the State had no title; or that they, the 
proprietors, made a bad bargain; and they acknowledge that 
they bonght at their own risk. But the State received a valu-
able consideration and then, by a legislative act, had <l.eprived 
them of the property they purchased.'' They asked that the 
matter be left to arbitrators. This the assembly negatived. 
The agents at once presented another petition in which, after 
stating that '' a large portion of the proprietors have from a 
state of affiu~nce been reduced to penury, want, and a state of 
bankruptcy/' they offered to settle a11 claims against the State 
for the sum of $40,000 with interest for one year. The result 
was the same as with previous petitions. 
Another petition was preseuted to the assembly in May, 
1804, asking for a graut of $40,000 with interest for three 
years; or they woul<l refer their claim to a committee of disin-
terested persons, or have the matter entered. and decided in 
the superior court or in the United States Supreme Court. 
This petition met with no better success than had former ones. 
Again, a year later, in May, 1805, another petition was pre-
sented-this time with favorable result. The assembly voted 
. to grant to the Gore com1,a11y the sum of $40,000 without inter-
est, payable in four equal a11nual payments, on condition that 
the company would, before the 1st of the following July, exe-
cute and deliver to the State a release, or <leed of release, of all 
right and title, territorial or judicial, to the Gore lands, of 
all claims or demands for the expense of buildiug the State 
house, and of all claims and demands against the State by 
reason of renunciation of jurisdiction by the State. Thomas 
Bull and Joseph ,Yoodbridge, two of tlle five agents of the 
Gore compauy, refused to comply with these conditions, and 
the company never did comply with them. Notwithstanding-
which refusal, as though the State was conscious these condi-
tions ought not to have been mrnexed to her grant, the money 
was paid to the ct>mpany in the years 1805, 1806, 18 07, and 
1808, and the history of the Oounecticut Gore Laud Company 
as a company was euded. 
The last scene was when, in 1829, long after the company 
had gone out of existence, and when many of the proprietors 
of the Gore had already paid tbe debt of nature, Thomas Bull, 
then aged and in actual want, once more petitioned the legis-
lature for a further grant to aiu him· in bis few remaining· 
HIST 98--11 ' 
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years. His statement shows that, even after the receipt of 
his share of tlle legislative grant, his actual loss was about 
$23,000, besides interest. So far as the records d°isclose, no 
grant ,vas made to him. 
In closing we may well quote from the Hartford letter-car· 
rier's address of 1790 this couplet: 
"The statehouse roof will long record, 
As Gore there once was such a word.'' 
NoTE.-The principal authority for the statements made in this paper is a series o( 
several hundrecl manuscript letters and documents owned by the Connecticut Historic:>.l 
Society, by whose kind permission they have been consulted and used. 
The following are the. chief printed authorities t,bat have been corn,mlt.ed ; 
The Connecticut Gore Title Stated and Considered. Hartford, 1799. 
The Rise, :Progress, and Effect of the Claim of the Connecticut Gore. Stated and Con-
sidered. Hartford, 1802. 
An lnquiry Concerning the Grant <1f the Legfslature of Connecticut to .Andrew Ward 
and Jeremiah Halsey. Hartford, 1829. 
Canada. 
Report of the Regents' Boundary Commission upon the New York and Pennsylvania 
Boundary. .Albany, 1886. 
Trumbull, Benjamin. .A Plea in Vindication of the Connecticut Title to the Contested 
~ands Lying W est of the Province of New York. New Haven, 1774 (second edition). 
Poore, Ben. Perley. The Federal and State Constitutions, Colonial Charters. Wash-
ington, 1877. 
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THE SEPARA.TISTS OF ZOAR. 
By GEORGE B. LANDIS. 
The study of communistic societies-those " small oases of 
cooperation in a wide desert of competition" 1-is of interest 
and profit to every social being. Political economy, political 
scienc~, sociology, and religion, each has received a new and 
sometimes fanatical iuterpretation from these experiments in 
government by compact. Movements, peaceable or violent, 
toward a more general communism have threatened to turn 
back the current of history flowing for so many centuries in 
the direction of completely individual ownership of property. 
But the acquisition and especially the retention of private 
property, at least in times of peace, demand social relations. 
"We fi:µd in every individual impulses or forces which tend to 
weld society together, to render the idea of self subservient to / 
that of the commonweal." 2 Communism, in its extremest form, 
is simply the result of this social spirit gone mad. 
A careful examination and truthful account of many isolated 
communistic societies must prove valuable in determining the • 
reaso,1s for their establishment, the -causes of their success 
and failures, the advantages and disadvantages of such a 
system over the present. 
In the hope of adding s01i1ething, however little, to the 
solution of these problems, this study is undertaken, yet not 
-without some know ledge of the meagerness of the materials to 
be fouud among the Separatists of Zoar, who have kept no 
records of the society except such business accounts as could 
not be dispensed with. No list, even of the 11ames of the first 
settlers, has been preserved. County, State, and United States 
court records, together with the traditions of and . some 
acquaintance with Zoar, Lave formed the basis of what is here 
written. 
1 Hyndman, in Cosmopolis, January, 1898. ~Seligman, Pol. Sci. Quar., I , 207. 
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The study at this time bas greater interest for me because 
the disbandment·of the community at Zoar bas been so lately 
decided upon and the division of the property is just now 
being made. 
I can not pass to matters more nearly connected with the 
subject in hand without mentioning that I appreciate the 
courtesy of Judge ~Tacob F. Burket, of the Ohio supreme 
court, the encouragement of Prof. T. N. Carver, and the minor 
kindnesses of many at Zoar, Oberlin, and elsewhere. 
The ·contents of the following paper may be outlined as 
follows: 
l. Political and Religious State of Wiirttemberg. 
II. Emigration and Settlement. 
III. The Community until Bimeler's Death. 
IV. After Bimeler's Death. 
V. Sociologlcal Aspect of Zoar. 
VI. Government and Religious Beliefo of the Community . 
VII. Economic and Industrial. 
VIII. Disbandment. 
IX. Conclusion; Bibliography. 
Appendix: 
I. Articles of .A.8sociation, April 15, 1819. 
II. .Articles of Association, March 18, 1824, · 
III. Constitution, 1833. 
IV . .A.rticies of the First Class. 
V . .A.ct of Incorporation, 1832. 
VI. Amendment to .A.ct of Incorporation, 1846. 
I:- POLITIC.A.L AND RELIG!ODS ST.A.TE UF WHRTTEMBERG. 
In the first half of the sixteenth century, nuder Duke Ulrich l , 
the people of Wiirttemberg prngressed remarkably in two direc-
• tions- :first, politically, when their: right to representation and 
to a voice in matters of taxation was acknowledged by the 
Treaty of Tlibiugen (1514), and, second,, religiously, when, 
because of Uatholic oppression and the commotion attendant 
upon the Peasants' War (1534), the Duke found it to his 
ad vantage to accept the principles of the Reformation as the 
ba is of the religions government of Wii.rttemberg. Since it , . 
was the oppression of the Govcrnrue11t in its ecclesiastical as,-
wdl a its civil capacity which led to . the emigration of the .. 
Separati ts in 1817 it will be interesting to review briefly 
tho e pha e of Wtirttemberg hi tory in their bearing on: this 
vent. 
The Thirty ear 'War (161 -1648) had reduced the ·inhab-
itant of the l uchy from .JO ,ooo to 50,000. Then followed 
de ru ·tiv and brutal inva ion (1688-1707) by France 
b <l.ifficulti · l) t w en Uharl Eugene and hi subjects 
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(1737-1793), which kept the State in continual ferrpent and the 
people in terror-stricken poverty. Through all, however, _bad 
stood tlie 'rreaty of Tiibingen, the Magna Cbarta of Wiirttem-
berg, signed by- ·eacb duke upon bis accession. Although its 
provisions may have been evaded in some particulars, it bad 
been ' in the main enforced by England and the other powers, 
-which once and again had guaranteed it. 
Frederick II, becotning duke iu -1797, rPnewed and confirmed 
the treaty, together with alJ the concessions of his prede-
cessors, without, it appears, intending to fulfill them. During 
the Napoleonic wars be first engaged in hostilities against 
France; next, accepted the title of Elector from Na po Jeon and 
took up arms for him, losing 16,0U0 men in the expedition 
against Moscow; and, fina11y, after tlle battle of Leipsic, 
joined the allies in time to be present at the division of the 
spoil. By each of these moves be gained territory and sub-
jects, though his pe<;>ple found their happiness and liberty cur~ 
tailed . by the · oppression of the Duke, which increased with 
his growing power. Indeed, after January I, ISOG, Frederick 
was no longer Duke, but King of Wiirtternberg. Whereupon 
he abrogated the constitution, forbade the assembling of the 
deputations~ and transformed the government after the pattern 
of the French Empire, thongh administrative ability of a high 
order was wanting a!llong his ministers.1 
Stein bears witness to the result.2 
The old coustitution of Germany gnaranteed to each of its inhabitants 
security of r,ersou and property; in the great clm;ed countries (territoriis 
clausis) both were assured by estate-s all(l the constitution of the law 
courts, in the otherH by the imperial courts and hy the o,rersight of the 
Emperor. The arbitrary power of the princes was thoroughly held. in 
check in respect of t}1e levyi11g of tnxes nnd of 1heir procedure against 
the person of the subject. All these bulwarks n.re now removed; :fifteen 
millions of Germa11s are given over to the caprice of thirty-six small des-
pots, aud one needs only to trace the history of the public administration 
in Bavaria, Wtirttemberg, a-nd Westphalia to convince oneself that the rage 
for innovation, insane arrogance, unrestrained prodigality, and brutal Inst 
have succeeded in destroying in every way the happiness of the unfortunate 
inhabitan'ts of countries once so prosperous.:1 
As au example of this fury, King Frederick, in his fondness 
for the chase, turned his kingdom int6 a great lrnnting ground 
and his peasants into slaves. They were compelled to journey 
• 1 Edinburgh Review, 2!l, 340-349. 
2 Stein (Ompteda III, p. 224) from Prag iu Augus t, 1813, quoted by J. R. Seeley in Life 
and Times of Stein . 
3 See Edinburg R eview, 29, 352. 
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as far as 80 miles from home in order to perform forest duty. 
They were allowed to watch their crops at night against the 
ravages of the King's boars, but as they were forbidden "to 
use offensive weapons their vigils were of little avail." 
What wonder that it was a time of political unrest! Mut-
terings of disconteut grew louder, until Frederick summoned 
the estates, which were, however, dissolved before an agreement 
had l>een reached. Hope revived in the breasts of Wiirttem-
bergers when King William succeeded his father in 1817 (Feb-
ruary), and again called the estates. After fruitless recrimi-
nation anu. debate, a popular commotion in Stuttgart gave a 
pretense for closing the session. A satisfactory constitution 
was grantl'u. in 18H) (September25), but not until a large num-
ber of goou. citizens had renounced the Kingdom forever. 
A critic in tfie North American Review in 1820 says: 
Not a year ago we passed through the Kingdom of Wiirtteruberg and 
a.long the Rhine, tho countries from which tho great march of emigration 
proceeds. All Europe docs not affor<l a finer and more lovely land-tho 
highest cn1tivation, the fin est forests, t1rn richest products, the best 
roads-everything whi ch would seem to belong to a happy conntry. 
" ,. • Yet it is from these delightful regions that everyone who c:m 
walk or ride away, from children at the l,reast to women 80 years of age, 
is flying as from a pestilence. ,. " ,. It is freedom, liberty, conJidence, 
equality of ri ghts when there is equality of merit which are wanted. 1 
Turning to the religious history, Germany seems to have 
been pfolific of sects, Protestant as well as Catholic. Wiirt -
temberg shows a medley of schismatics. Here were found 
Brothers of tlie Free Spirit and Clerks of the Common Life, 
Swedenborgians and Moravians, Dunkers and Mennonites, 
Anabaptists and Labadists, besides the well-known denomi-
nations. But the prevailing: tendency in the established (tbe 
Lutheran) church was toward that form of mysticism known 
as pieti rn,2 which may includ e some of the sects mentioned 
abov ~ 
l\fauy persons accepted the teachings of Spener and Francke, 
who preached "against worldly dissipations alJ._d amusements 
and again ~t the dan ·e, the theater, card playing, to which 
other , in their blind zeal, added even laughing, taking a walk, 
1 orth American Review, 11, 18-19. Westminste1· Review, 29, 353. McCollougb's 
niver al az tte r, 11, 1079. 
'Ind d the oM r B hool of Tiibing n (Wiirtt mb rg's niversity) was principally 
ba8 d on pi ti. m. ·bail'-Herzog, III, 184. 
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chewing tobacco, etc., as inimical to earnestness and progress 
in sanctification, and therefore sinful." 1 
Among the common people in the middle of the eighteenth 
century the meditative writings of ,Tacob Boehme, himself 
herder, shoemaker, and glove maker, were in high favor, as 
were also the mystically pious hymns of Gerhard Terstegen, 
that "gentle, heaven-inspired soul, whose mind was full of 
childlik~ simplicity." 2 
The orthodox charged the Pietists with holding doctrines 
opposed to those_ of the Lutheran Church, but the Pietists 
affirmed that their intention was only to purify the Lutheran 
faith of the errors which had insidiously permeated it. The 
extremists could not, however, remain long in churches where 
cold formalism had usurped the place ot hearty expression. 
Thus arose the Separatists, who "denounced the church as 
Babel, lier means of grace as impure, and her preaching as 
empty and hypocritical babbling." 3 
Weighty questions, therefore, troubled the clergy. How 
were snch blasphemers to be treated f What amount of toler-
ation should he granted to their religious meetings held in pri-
vate l10uses~ In his last dnys (1749-1752), Bengel, 'the 4bra-
ham of Wiirttemberg Pietists, opposed without avail the severe 
methods of repression favored by the Duke. Punishmel!ts 
and force, in some cases carried so far as to take persons by 
violence to church, were of course in vain,4 but a number of 
Separatists were exiled.5 
Still, in .1781, when Nicolai came to Wi.irttemberg, he found 
the same apocalyptical and prophetical fantasies, together with 
Pietistic asceticism." But there was a growing rationali_stic 
spirit, which fastened upon the Lutheran clergy and corrupted 
the services of the church.7 Innovations were made in the mode 
of worship and in the liturgy, especially in 180!), which were 
displeasing to many. The hymn hook bad been secularized. 
"The oratorios and cantatas of the beer garden," wrote the 
1 See Henke, Algemeine Gescllichte der Christ!. Kirche, 9, 517. Kurtz, Church His-
tol:y, II, 243. 
2 Miss Cox, Enciclopeclia Britannica, 12, 622. 
3 Kurtz, Church History, II. 270. 
4 Hase, History of the Christian Church, 557-558. 
5 Kurtz, Church History, II, 270-271. 
c Frank, Geschichte der Protestant. Theo Logie, II, 203. 
7 "Before tbe close of the last century an infidel, transcendental, rationalistic move_-
ment swept through the churches and m1iversities and corrupted the great body of the 
Lutheran clergy." Rev. E. Pond, Congregational Rev., 1: 340. 
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indignant Hurst, ,~ were the Sabbath accompaniment of tbe, 
sermous. The poets of the day were publicly recited iu. the. 
pulpits where ·1he Reformers had preached.".! 
.As the tricentennial of Luthe;r's labors approached, th~ oppo-
sition to foriual, rationalistic, intelleGtual religion increased, 
and numerous bodies of Separatists refuseq. to attend the 
services or to lend their support to the state church. The.se 
held conventicles or meetiugs in private houses, led . by some 
of their number who were students of the Bible and of pietistic 
writings. -
The ecclesiastical powers, furious at the presumptuous icon-
oclasm of untaught laymen, prohibited their meetings and 
attempted to break them up by force, in which they were sec-
onded by the Government, but, "as pietism did not sl.Jun mar-
tyrdom of any kind, neither the ridicule and abuse of the 
infidel masses, nor the hatred of the rationalistic pastors, 1wr 
yet the interpositiou of the civil power were able to retard its 
progress." 2 • 
In the hope of securing freedom from molestation in their 
religious pTac .. ices, thousands of persons emigrated to sou them 
Rus~in. and to North America. Those who went to Russia 
were soon nssimilated by the churches there, but those who 
settled iu America generally retained their separate organiza-
tion and formed the basis of numerous sects still existing·. 
The great loss by emigration of substantial, moral subjects led 
at last to concession on the part of the King. A petition by 
tlie moderate reform party of the Lutheran Church for a sepa-
rate constitution a,nd freedom from oaths was granted in 1817 ;3 
while in 1819, together with the promulgation of the new civil 
constitution, came permission froru the King to Hoffman to 
found the sem.icommunistic and ecclesiastically free settlement 
at Kornthal.4 
II.- EMIGRA.TION .A.ND SETTLEMENT. 
Among the inhabitants of Wiirttemberg who fell under the 
di pleasure of Kiug Frederick and his church establishment 
wa that ody which emigrateu. before the reforms of 1810, aod 
whi haft r ettling at Zoar, Ohio, became known as the Society 
of Separati t /' 
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They were mystics-influenced by the -writings 9f Boehme, 
the so_pgs of Gerhard Terstegen.-whose hymn book; the 
Blun?ertWirtlein, is still highly prized at Zoar-and · by the 
teachings .of Jung-Stilling, '-'charc_oal burner, tailor, village 
schoolmaster, .occulist, and professor of political science · as 
well as mystic/' _ Like the Quakers, with whom.they-had much 
in com1i10n, they refrained from the outward observance Qf the 
sacra,µieuts of baptism and the Lord's Supper. · In their meet-
ings-'.~as· the greatest freedom ailowed, all forms being dis-
carded. . Their leader was one · of them. They doffed their 
hats to no one, holding that obeisance is due to God alone. 
But·as Macaulay said of the old Puritans, though they stood 
erect before man, they humbled themselves in the dust before 
God. 
They believed in a gospel of peace, which would not allow 
them to render military service.1 Their conscientious scruples 
forbatle the taking of an oath, which at that <lay was rigorously 
insisted upon. Holding these peculiar views, they refused to 
send their children to the parochial schools, which were under 
the control of the state church and taught submission to its 
doctrines. · 
]'or all these reasons .our Separatists were persecuted. Their 
religious gatherings were broken up. They were treated with 
inclignlty by their orthodox neighbors. They were whipped 
ancl _ imprisoned, men and women. Johannes Goesele 2 and 
another· rnemher were kept in prison for nine years. Baumler, 
who for ten year8 was a teacher among them, depended for 
safety npon frcque11t cha11ges of residence and living· in the 
utmost privacy.3 Many were put.in .irons or compelled to work 
in the chain gang, of whom at least one was frozen to death. 
Frequently they considered the feasibility of seeking a coun-
try where they might unmolested. practice tlle pure doctrines 
of primit:ve Christianity. Bnt they were not rich. Confisca-
tions and fi11~s lta<l. now consumed a great part of the money or 
property they had possessed. Then, too, emigration from 
Wi.irttemberg in the beginning of this century was not easy. 
1 Though ono ·or'their descendants gave as the roason that it was safer and more glori-
ous to languish in prison as a martyr than to face tho cannon of the enemy. 1 
2 Hines says his liboration was brought about in this way: Boing brought before 
Napoleon by the King of Wiirttembcrg, ho fearlessly denounced the sanguinary policy of 
Napoleon and warned him that God woulll hold him responsible for the murder of so 
many of his fellow ."creatures . . Snmti tinio l.1tcr til e King- r eleai,ed Goesele, saying, "If 
yon bad not so spoken to Napoleon, I wou1'l haYe killed you. As you have treated us 
both aliko, you are free." 
' 3 U. S. Sup. Court, 14 Howard , 58!1. 
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Citizen~bip bad to be renounced and a property tax paid 
before passports could be procured. 
·Then came the great famine of 1816, when the new King 
showed a spark of humanity '' by selling the menagerie of his 
royal father and distributing to the starving populace of Stut-
gard a large quantity of potatoes, which had been a~asised for 
His Majesty's kangaroos and elephants." 1 Nevertheless, the 
severity of the famine, continued persecutions; and the insist-
ence of some London _Quakers, confirmed the determination of 
the Separatists to settle iu America. 
The spring of 1817 fonml about 300 Separatists, from Wiirttem-
berg, Bavaria, and Baden, congregated at Hamburg ready to 
sail. The master's terms were severe and those·who were able 
paid the fares of those whose fu11ds were insufficient.2 A 
Government report says that emigrant ships in those days 
were ''commonly of the worst quality-old and unseaworthy, 
and the commander8 sent in them ignorant, inexperienced, 
a11d brutal." :i Whether it was such a boat or not in which the 
Separatists embarked, the majority of them were attacked by 
a terrible scrofulohs disease and the voyage consumed ninety 
days. This time was well employed in becoming better 
acquainted with 011e another. Joseph M. Baumler had been 
chosen leader of the band in the stead of Barbara Griiberman,4 
a seer of visions, who died before the migration. On shipboard, 
Baumler doctored the sick, cheered the despairing, gave reli-
gious instruction, advised in secular matters, .and by his kind 
common sense won an exalted place in the hearts of his com-
panions, which he retained to his dying day. 
Arriving in Philadelphia in August (14); 1817, they received 
hospitable treatment at the hands of the Quakers, to whom 
they had letters from the London Friends. This benevolent 
1 orth American R view, 11 , 4. 
2 I am inclin d to thin k that 11otall the fares were pa icl before leaving Germany and that 
tho e bouml out in P ennsylvania were to sen-o out their fares, as M. de Fiirstenwarther 
reported in 1817 was customary. '' Those w ho are unable to pay in Amsterdam and are 
to pay in merica are chat·ged, every man or woman, 190 florins or $76, and under 14 and 
over 4 y~rs half that s um. Every one tbos contracting to pay his passage in America 
is bound to do it within ten days after his arrival. In case of death, if it hapJ>On when 
th voyage is mor than half made, th!' surviving friends are holden to pay the passage 
of the de ea ed; if before the passag11 be half made, no passage money is to be paid. 
"The provisions are dealt out on tho principle of full portion to those who pay full 
far ; half portions t.o the half.fares, and ch ildren 11othing." Upon the arrival of the ves-
ls at Philad lphia, mechanics or farmors pay the fare and the i mmigrant is bound t.o 
him by ontra t for n. numb r of y ars. ( ee North A merican Rev., 11, 4-5.) 
1 North m ri an R v., 11, 8. 
4 Binds Am rican 'ommun ities, 35. 
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people found homes for the sick and employment for the able-
bodied immigrants. The Quakers also aided the Separatists 
in their negotiations with Godfrey Haga, a merchant of Phila-
delphia, who sohl to them "three certain tracts or pieces of 
]and [ containing about 5,500 acres], situate in the State of 
Ohio," being parts of "the tenth township in the :first and 
second ranges of the tract appropriated for satisfying war-
rants for military services." 1 Part of this bad been granted 
by President Adams to Haga direct and part had been granted 
by President Jefferson to Dayton, who transferred it to Haga. 
The deed is dated May 7, 1818, and the consideration is 
$15,000, guaranteed by a deed of trust, which acknowledges 
three obligations of $10,000, each conditioned for the payment 
of $5,000 "lawful silver money of the United States,'' one on 
October 25, 1828, the secoud in 1829, and the third in 1830, 
each one bearing interest from October 25, 1821.2 These writ-
ings are signed by J. Michael miumler, to whom the deed was 
made, because Haga was unwilling to complicate matters by 
dealing with a number of individuals. It will be noticed that 
the first payrirnnt was not to be made until 'ten years after the 
deed was given, and no interest was asked for three years. 
Under a contract, Baumler and some of the stoutest men 
had, during the previous autumn, come to the forest-covered 
hills of Tuscarawas County, about 84 miles south of Cleve-
land, Ohio, where the first log hut was built December l, 1817, 
and a town laid out. Zoar,3 the city to which Lot fled at the 
destruction of the cities of the plain, furnished them a 11ame 
for the little town which was to be to them a refuge from the 
evils of the world and from the persecution of the devil's 
emissaries. 
Expecting hardships, they eudured them when they came. 
Snow was 3 feet deep in March and April. Floods 4 followed, 
and but little work could be done. Spring brought the remain-
der of the colonists, to whom the Quakers bad given $18 apiece 
for traveling expenses. A few, indeed, bound out to service 
in Pennsylvania, remaiued there. The pioneers began to trans-
form the wilderness. Sod houses and Jog cabins were erected. 
Forest land was cleared, swamp~ drained, crops planted and 
1 See Deed Records Tuscarawas County, 3, 63. 
2 lbid.' 3, 64. 
3 Genesis xix, 20-23. 
4 Severe floods occurred i.n 1847, 1865, and 1883. The last week in March, 1898, water 
stood 4½ feet deep on the fnlling-mill floor. 
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· cared for. Only the necessaries of life were MnsumM. Men 
and women alike in·ured to ardumts labor exerted themselves 
to the utmost, as the land ·was to· be divided atnong them in 
. proportion.to the amount of labor ·performe·d by eadh. 
The Zoarites: came to this country with 110 c<ini'inunistic no-
tions. Such were suggested by conditions. ·1Witfrtheit·chimsy 
. implements and no division of labor, progress at bes,t \v_a:s 'slow. 
Indeed, -the many aged and sick were totally_ftliable to '.pi·ovide 
for themselves. This fact furnished ·a specious nrguinent for a 
. communistic l society, which was now advocated by 3, few mem-
bers jealous of Bauniler and by certain lazy ·ones ·"who .saw 
that, as soon as the religious 'scruples exerted less, Jnfluence, 
they would be neglected and· fare ba<lly." 2 .Although Baum-
ler-not in his ·own interest principally, but for the ultimate 
benefit of the colonists, as he thought- opposed the community 
of goods, he called in for the discussi_on of the scheme an ·who 
had been bound out in Pennsylvania 01t in tlie vicinity of Z_oar. 
The plea that there was no distinction between them in reli-
gion, so there should be none iri rank or fortune, won tlie' inore 
substautial members for communism of property, e_xcept·a few 
who bought land in the neighborhood. 
Baumler assented to this compact. How could be be after-
wards charged with intending to further his own :financial ends 
by retaining the title to the Zoar lands in his own namei Was 
not all bis property turned over to the community by this acU 
III.-THE COMMUNITY TILL BIMELER'S DE-A.TH. 
The articles,3 being duly drawn up, were signed April 15, 
1819, by 53 males and 104 females. .By them the Separatists 
imply "united themselves according to the Apostoiic sense, 
through commursion of property," tra1isferrcd tl1eir property to 
the directors, promised fa,ithfol obedience to them, agreed to 
ttle disputes by arbitration, and to make no claim upon the 
o ·iety in case they should abandon it. The first directors 
w re Jolin Brymaier, John George Ackerma,nu, aud A ugust 
Iluber. 
1 Though I use the terms "com munistic '' ancl "communism " in referring to a society 
founded so early in the century, the word was coined (see Murray's Dictionary of Histori-
cal Principl , II, 701) by Goodwyn Barmby, who says: "I also conversed [in 1840] with 
some o: tl'.e mo tad vane d minds of the French mr.tropolis, ancl there, in tho presence of 
om ihsc1pl s of Bab uf, th n called Equalitarians, I fln1t pronounced the name of com-
muni 11m, which l,aa 11i11co * • * acquired that world-wide reputation." 
2 ' ugitna. Vol. I , o. 2. 
3 ; o Pl •IJdix. l. 
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How many children there were in the company at the time 
is · not kiiowu. · Several bad beeu born during the year, of 
whom Christina Petermau I was · the first. Now, however, 
owing to the burden imposed by the aged and infirm, aud dis-
covering- that population tended to increase faster than the 
means of subsistence-which people, Sbmehow or other, often 
learn without the aid of Malthus-they agreed tbat marriages 
should not be contracted and that husbands should live apart 
from their wives u11til the payment of the debt was assured.2 
The articles of 18UP were greatly changed in 1824, when 
they were signed by about 60 males and 100 females and 
attested by the trustees and by Baumler as arbitrator. From 
the pream lJ le it may be seen that the motive for ·association 
iu this case was religio~s and social rather than economical. 
Thus it says: 
In the fnlfillment of the dnties oi Christi::tnit·y and to plant, establish, 
and confirm the spirit of lo\'e as the band of peace and union, as a safe 
foundation of social order, [we] do seek and desire, out of pure Christian 
love and persuasion, to unite our several personal interests into one com-
mon interest. 
The articles are long, verbose, tautological, and unneces-
sarily burdeued with details of management. The first article 
renounces any separate rig-ht in property "forever and conse-
quently after the death of such members." This agreement 
provided for three trustees and a board of arbitration, or court 
of appeals, to be composed of from one to three members. 
The directors are given ample power. By articles 4 and 5 
the members promise to labor faithfully and to place n1inor 
children under the supervision of the directors, wl10 may even 
bind them outside of the society by a majori t.y vote of the 
.members. AH inherit3:11ces are declared to belong to- the 
society. Other articles arrange for the :settlemeut of disputes, 
the election of a cashier, the qualifica.tio11s of members, aud 
the treatmeut of excommunicated members. 
lu 1832 (February 6) The Society of Separatists of Zoar was 
incorporated 4 by the general assembly, and the next year 
(May 14, 1833) a new constitution" was adopted. These ar 
ticles, with the others, are given in fuJ.l in appendices, and the 
last set will be referred to later. 
1 She was born July 2.t, 1818, in a rough log cabin, and died February 4, 1896. 
2 A. Bierbower, in Lippincott's M.agaziue 20:507, says, ".At first they prohibitt'u mar . 
riage, and had their women in common, like the Perfectionists," which is not correct. 
3 See Appenclix II. 
4 Ohio Laws 30: 92. See Appenclix V, 
6 See Appendix III. 
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The community of goods, while not immediately successful, 
was more so than the preceding attempt. A head race, led 
from the Tuscarawas River, furnished power for a gristmill, 
which was erected in 1821.1 It had a double set of stones and 
soon becanie popular with surrounding farmers and profitable 
to the society. The Ohio Canal, connecting Lake Erie and tlie 
Ohio River, w~s built between 1825 and 1833. The Separatists 
received $21,000 2 on a · contract to dig the canal, 40 feet in 
minimum breadth at the water line and 26 feet on the bottom, 
through the whole length of their lands.3 'fhey also sold food 
and supplies to other contractors. Thus they paid off the 
debt on their laJ)d. 
In 1830 they built their woolen factory. This furnished them 
with cloth for themselves and to sell. With such present suc-
cess and such bright prospects for the future, marriage was 
re~umed, Biiumler himself;taking a wife, although the children 
were kept in a public nursery from the age of 3 years until 
their ma:jority, U11less the directors saw fit to indenture them. 
Tliat series of sermons, which were afterwards published in 
The True Separation, or the Second · Birth,4 were delivered by 
Baumler duriug tbe thirties in the old log church, with its low 
ceilings and small windows, to a simple religious folk held 
together by the scripture teaching that the strong ought to 
bear the burdens of the weak. During this decade ( 1831-1841), 
too , ma11y settlPrs from Germany established themselves in 
Zoar, and tl1e community reaclied its highest membership, 
which was never .·,oo men, women, and children.5 This is more 
remarkable because the settlement was ravaged by tbe cholera, 
which broke out in 1832, owiug to tlrn kind-hearted simplicity 
of this ho11est people. They had buried a stranger wl10 bad 
died on a canal boat near Zoar. Not long after a woman~ 
claiming to be the wife of the dead man, appeared and 
demanded the money which be ha<l had in his possession wbeu 
taken from the boat. She was told that bis clothing and , 
belo11gings had not been diRturbecl. Having received permis-
1 "A brickla.ver, who is attached to the company, made the drawings for it from a mill 
at a considerable distance, and has cle::iigned and executed the whole oftbe arrangements 
with so much skill that the whole process requires t he care of but one man aml a boy. 
To it are attarhed t wo carding machines and a large sawing mill." Penny Magazine, vol. 
6,p.411, 1837. 
2 Th canal was built in sections of one-half mile or a mile. Ninety per cen t of the 
vah:e of th work done was paid to the contractors as the work proceeded. 
a, om 11ay that women a.'l w II as men dug and carrie<l ont earth on their backs. 
4 Bibliography. Die Waltre Separation oder di ,viedergel>urt, u. s. w. 
6HindK' merican Comm uni ti s, 20. 
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sion, she hired an outsider for $100 and opened the grave. 
Three hur1dred dollars in notes and coin were found. The 
woman offered money to the society for their trouble, but they 
refused it. She weHt away. That night the cholera broke 
ou~ in Zoar. The woman and the hired man both died of the 
disease not far from the town. Of the communists, about one-
third were claimed by the cholera.1 
The people around the settlement, mistaking Baumler's 
name, prouounced it Bimeler, and the Separatists came to be 
known as Bimmelers. Some time before 1824 the leader him-
self began to use the auglicized spelling of his name 'in legal 
documents. Of these there were quite a few. Although the 
constitution declared that "all deeds, mortgages, and similar 
instruments of writiug shall be executed in the name of the 
trustees," they were nevertheless executed in Bimeler's naine . . 
Before bis death in 1803 he had bought for the society about 
2,100 acres of land. Besides, he had bought from Christmas, 
Hazlett, and Hogg the iron furnaces, :fla~k.s, patterns, tools, 
teams, etc., together with extensive ore and coal lands in Fatr-
field Township. Perhaps the Separatists had operated this 
furnace from 1831, but the deed was not given until 1835 (July 
22).2 Of the purchase price, $20,000, oue payment of $4,250 
was made by a transfer of Massilon Bank stock, showing the 
saving of the Zoarites; while for two other payments, in all 
$4,560, judgments were secured by the Farmer's Bank of Can-
ton, with costs in each case of $8.09~.3 Not until 1845 was the 
:final payment made.4 Meanwhile the Separatists built a11other 
furnace along the canal between Zoar and Bolivar. Ore, coal, 
limestone, and timber wer~ found on the land, but, even with 
the advantage of proximity to raw materials and to means of 
transportation, the furnaces were never successful :financially. 
The country about the Zoar lands was developed and settled, 
and employment was given to many Bavarians~ ]'renchmen, 
and Hessians, for the work was almost entirely done by hired 
helpers. 
There are several records of Zoar from 1835 to 1840.5 The 
community operated a sawmill,one flour mill and had one build-
ing, two furnaces, a tanyard, an oil mill, a woolen and linen 
1Michener, Annals of Tuscarawas County, 326-327. 
2 Deed records, Tuscarawas County, 11,152. • 
SLaw records, Tuscarawas County, 5, 590-592. 
4 See deed record, Tuscarawas Uounty, 41, 415-417. 
6 Penny Magazine, 1837, vol. 6, 411; Howe's Historical Collections of Ohio, III, 337 ff.; 
.Jenkins's Ohio Gazetteer, 1837, 491-492, under Zoar. 
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manufactory, lime and brick kilns, and a brewery, which sup-
plied the 1uembers as well as the two taverns belonging to the 
society . . The bakery, laundry, and nursery were common. The 
town tavern was built i11 1833. The large, pillared, and por-
ticoed brick house, called tlie H King's Palace," 1 was erected for 
Bimeler in 18a7, hut it has always been used in part as a store-
house from which to distribute goods to members upon the 
order of the trustees. Four thout-<aud barrels of flour and 6,000 
pounds of butter were exported annually. Their property, 
valued at half a million, consisted in part of 9,000 acres of 
land, 1,000 cleared, with improvements, tlle stock on the 
domain, and money invested in stocks. The population was 
about 200.2 An indication of the community's prosperity 3 is 
found in the amendment of 1846 to the act of incorporation, 
which allowed the society" to receive a clear annual income of 
any sum not exceeding $10,000," 4 while the act allowed but 
011e thousand. 
But even .in the midst of success, perhaps because of it, 
arose dissension and a determiued de:::;ire for the division of 
the property, which culminated in a suit for partition of the 
estate, brought by seven inembers 5 against Bimeler. Appeal 
brought the case tot.be State supreme court, the United States 
district court,6 and :fiually, in 1K52, tu the Supreme Court7 of 
the United States, ~hich decided in favor of the society, sus-
taining the validity of the articles of agreement, and holding 
that the association waH uot a corporatioll in perpetuity 
because it could be . dissolved at any time by a vote of the 
member. · 
Cbarges had been made that Bimeler acted dishonestly in 
havi11g tl1e property in his own name. Depositions by persons 
who bad been expelled or who had left the society'- represent 
hi conduct as tyrannical and oppressive to the members of 
1 The Zoaritef! object to people calling Bimeler ibeir king. They say they nover bad a 
king, which if! true; but Bimeler had autocratic power and dictated eYen to the trustees, 
though he did so with reason, which is not f!O far from the status of a good king after all. 
2 Iu 1 0, 201. 
3 In th nited tales upreme Court decision iu 1852, it is t1aid "Zoar t1urpasses prob-
ably all olh r n ighborhoods in the tato in ueatness and }Jroductiveness of it1:1 agricul-
tur , in tho mechanic arts, and iu manufacturing by machinery." ''Most respectable men 
living near th villag say that property i11 th vicinity has advanced 10 per cent by tho 
nterprhie and industry of this p ople," l4 lloward, p. 364. 
4 hio Laws, 44, 15;;, 'eo Appendix V!. 
6 
• • Bol1ring r, eo. Jans, Margar t Brymier, Conrad Brymier, Johannes Goessele, 
Matthew Ileilmau, and Malinda H ilmau. 
6 5 M L an, 223. 
' li Howa rd, 5 , 
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the association, 1 and as c·ontrolling its actions absolutely. 
Several instances are given to impeach his moral character 
and his integrity." z The court, however, declared that Birile- · 
Ier's conduct in holding the property in trust "was not only 
uot fraudulent, but above reproach;" and that part of the wit-
nesses had done" great injustice to the character of Bimeler,'' 
wlrn was "a man of great energy and of high capacity for 
business." 3 
'rhis assured the stability of the foundations of the society, 
but within a year from this vindic~tiou of his character by the 
highest tribunal of the lan<l, in the 1uidst of the people whom 
he had raised from poverty to wealth, Bimeler died. 
IV.-SINCE BIMELER'S DEATH. 
Bimeler's death occurred August 27, 1853.4 He had been 
the leader of the Separatists for forty years·. He was their 
teacher in Germany; in this country he was their friend, 
advisor, protector, the ai·bitrator of their disputes, their agent 
in business affairs with the outside world-their eutreprenerir. 
The comrnu11ity was organized against his wish, for he had · 
expected to help his people pay for their land aud then to win 
for himself a name and a place in his adopkd country. 
Through all his life he seems to have had a, douut as to the 
continuauce of the common ownersilip, for in liis will lie under-
scored "to its assigns;'' bnt -wlien the commu11ity of goods 
was decided upo11 he determinnl that it should succeed. 'l'he 
same spirit of humanity prevented him from abandoning the 
ft1r11aces when so many, though outsiders, were dependent 
upon them, and they were operated for several years at a loss. 
Notwithstanding a few n11profitable ventures, tlie varied l>usi-
uess undertakings were gmierally successful under his man-
agement. Not only the accumulation of wealth during his 
lifetime but also the busba,nding of it siuce his death must be 
credited t>rincipa,lly to bis jufluence, for he insisted upon bard 
work and strict saving, which are the right arnl left ba11<ls of 
ec011omic product.ion, a11<l upon a frugality almost miserly. 
1'liere are old members wbo do 110t lie8itate to express tlte . 
opinion that if Bimeler had Ji vnl twenty years more th~ 
1 For like charges against Rapp of Harmony see Scribner's Mag., 17, 703-705. 
2 It was.said he clrove a splendid carriage and horses. EYidence was given to prove it 
an ordinary carriage, and that one of the horses was worth $20, the other perhaps $40. 
3 14 Howard, 589, 
4 He was 75 years of age. 
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community would have been more prosperous an:d more per-
manently so. 
But that which gave this many-sided man his almost auto-
cratic power over these simple-hearted German folk was his . 
religious knowledge and his spiritual leadership. Like Paul, · 
he bad h1s thorn in the flesh, being lame and having on~ eye 
larger than the other,1 but outsiders who have heard him say 
he grew quite eloquent in his discourses and heJd the rapt 
attention of bis congregations. He was not auove blending 
the earthly and the heavenly in the Sunday morning services, 
for, just before dismissal, he outlined the work for the follow-
ing week and gave some really pastoral advice. The new 
brick church which was building when he died was completed, 
but no preacher has ever stood in its pulpit. Bimeler's own 
discourses have beeu read there each Sunday, enjoying greater 
privileges a'nd wielding more power in the lives of the few who 
attend the meetings than does the Bible. It must be admitted 
that the younger generation at Zoar does not possess for the 
man or for his teachings the same reverence as is shown by 
those who knew him personally. 
Jacobi in 1858 wrote for the Social Record: 
Bimeler was the main engine; he had to do all the thinking, preach-
ing, and pulling t!Je rest along. While he had strength all went on seem-
ingly very well, but as his strnngth began to fail the whole concern went 
on slowly. I arrived the week after hls death. The members looked like 
a flock of sheep who had lost tlleir shepherd. Bimeler appointed a well-
meaning man as his snccessor, but as he was not Bimeler he could not put 
bis engine before the train. 2 
Ten days before his death, August 16, 1853, Bimeler made a 
will by which be bequeathed all his" property, real, personal, 
and mixed of whatever ·kind, be the same in lands, tenements, 
trusts, or other evidences of debts of whatever nature, to the 
Society of Separatists of Zoar and its assigns forever." 3 The 
tru tees were made executors, and their bond in the sum of 
40,000 was igued 4 by 22 male and 12 female members of tlie 
society. 
1 There is a. story-probably originating in a joke-that his persecutors in Germany 
banged him one night until his ye bulged out, but cut him down before he was dead . 
2 Noyes's History of ruericall ocialism , 136. 
3 nd continues-" Hereby d claring that all the property I ever held , real and personal, 
within th 'ounty of Tuscarawa1:1, has been the prop rty of the said society and was held 
by m in trust for th said ouiety, to wbi ·h I now return it." Even with this some of 
th parati t wer not sati tied that the d d to the furnace lands was valid so Decem-
b r 2, 1 5 , th d ed wa confirm d to the society. (D eel Rec. Tuscarawas County, 40: 
41 17.) . 
4 See Record of ills Tll8carawas oun ty, 3 : 187. 
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The .remaining history of the community can be briefly told. 
The beginning of its decline was near, which was to be followed 
by stagnation, and after a temporary revival by dissolution. 
Changes were gradually made in the resources of the com. 
munity. The north furnace was abancloned; the south furnace, 
with 424 acres of land, was sold 1 for $16,000, some time before 
1860. The old gristmill was rebuilt and later furnished with 
roller machinery. It still makes a superior brand of flour. 
Tile and brickmaking ceased. The tanyard, oil mill, and one 
tavern fell into disuse. The second gristmill, of immense size 
and excellent workmanship, fitted with the best appliances 
known at the time, had proved unprofitable from the first. 
Surrounding towns outstripped Zoar. Its bt;tsiness was crip-
pled, until it became commercially no more important than any 
little country village. 
The office of agent-general, whose duty had been to conduct 
all business with outsiders, had lapsed at Bimeler's death. 
Neither the directors nor the standing committee would obey 
any f1,1ture leader. Jacob Sylvan, the successor of Bimeler, 
was a poor reader, and allowed Weebel to read the Sunday dis-
courses for him. Weebel succeeded Sylvan in 1862 and was 
himself followed by Ackerman. Simon Beuter is now the 
spiritual head of a rather unspiritual body. 
_ The Civil War tested the conviction of the community in 
respect of war and showed a dear line of cleavage. The older 
members, consistent with tl.Je principles and early belief of 
the Separatists, expressed their convictions against military 
service; but the younger 011es enthusiastically offered to go 
as soldiers. Advice could not restrain them; force was not 
attempted. Fourteen members and several hired hands served 
in the Union Army. 
Following years crept monotonously by, with but little to 
enliven the occupations of seedtirne and harvest. AU goods 
had been shipped by canal or hauled to the railroad at Zoar 
Station, 3 miles from Zoar, until 1882, when the Wheeling and 
Lake Erie Railway was put through to the town, the right of 
way through the community's lalld being given in considera-
tion of a pass to adult members of the society. Two years 
later, June 3, 1884, the village of Zoar, containing 300 inhabit-
antfl, was incorporated by the county commissioners upon the 
petition of 56 male members. 
1 Deed Record, Tuscarawas County, 40, 45. 
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Zoar in late years became popular as a summer resort, 
especially so since to the old hotel has been added a new wing, 
fitted up in good taste " with all modern appliances," as the 
advertisements say. Here in the summer come many visitors 
to enjoy the restful quiet of the place, and a school of artists, 
who find in the picturesque houses, the quaint people aud the 
varied beauty of the surroundings, interesting subjects for their 
brushes and their brains 
But. before proceeding to the story of the last days of Zoar, 
let us get a hetter idea of (1) the sociological aspect.of the 
place, (2) the government and religious belief of the com-
munity and, (3) the economic and industrial conditions. 
SOCIOLOG:ICAL ASPECT OF ZOAR. 
The lands of the Separatists in Tuscarawas County, Ohio, 
are situated in the highest portion of the state,1 on a ridge 
which extends from northeast to southwest . TJis hilly coun-
try, covered with forests, btit of indifferent soil except in the 
river bottoms, must have in some degree reminded the ~rst 
settlers of old Wi.irttemberg and especially of the Black Forest. 
The resources of the lands for communistic purposes were 
excellent.2 Elm, oak, beech, chestnut, walnut, maple, and 
other trees stood ready to hand for cabins, barns) bridges, 
furniture and other domestic conveniences. Limestone and 
sandstone of fine quality for building abounded The surface 
concealed at least four strata of iron, six layers of fire clay, 
and si.x beds of coa,l of the San<ly Creek coal region;3 with this 
advantage, that the richeRt deposits lie near the surface . 
Through the tract flowed the Tuscarawas River with sufficient 
fall and ho<ly of water to furni~h power for all 11eeded industries. 
But as tlle Wiirtteml>erg of their day was an "agricultural 
a11d bucoli<; country," they were more disposed to the culti-
vatiou of the soil and to undertakings conuected with it 
or dependent upon it. Land was cleared, the bottom land 
drained, orc11ards and vines were planted. Soon cattle of 
good breed were introduced. The need of a gristmill became 
evid nt. All of the ordinary trades were represented among 
1 Zoar tation, 314 f et, top of hills at Zoar tation 600 feet above lake Erie. 
~Fora g ologic s lion at Zoar tation, RC Geology of Ohio, Vol. III, p. 81. 
3
, 'om of the lilaek bancl iron or yielded 70 p r emit. "On the wast bank of th river, 
oppo. it Zoar, th hills contain oal Nos. 5 and 61 uot,h of abont t.ho i,ame thickness, 
hr nndone-balftofonrf', t. 11 Atone plac o. 5wns"foldel111ponitselfandtbick-
n 1 to 13 f ,t. 11 'l'b 8 earns Wl'M workt><l for th comm1111ity for a long tim t,y Mr. 
Jo. •pb f dill. ( logy of hio, III, 65 and 81; also Chap. L VI.) 
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the original settlers, who began at once to make provision for 
the meager wants of the German peasantry of their day. 
Simple log huts, some chinked with mud, some sided with clap-
boards, formed the d wcllings. Tile roofs were of thatch or 
of rough shingles and some of red tile, which may yet be seen 
on many of the immense old barns perched iu many parts of 
the tow11. 
This town did not evolve according to the usua,l rule. There 
was no gradual concentration of surrounding inhabitants for 
purpo~es of trade, but the site of Zoar was· chosen in the 
midst of a wilderness remote, from other settlements in the 
sparsely populated State; the streets were laid out and build-
ings erected for the accommodation of the entire colony 
For the first year these rude habitations, with their rough 
furniture and scanty comforts, may have formed "homes'' 
for the bard-worked people, but that name must be denied the 
houses for the next ten years at least, during which family life 
was entirely wanting; all natural ties were broken a~d arti-
ficial families fo:i:-med. This separation of i:nan and wife was 
more easily effected because of the religious beliefs of the Sep-
aratists and their expressed opinion a.s to continence. They 
held as a religious doctrine that Adam lost the image of God 
by desiring a wife, and Bimeler taught that God simply toler-
ated but did not look with favor on marriage; also, tlJat in 
heaven the nearest relatives even wou1'111ot know each other. 
Some of these unuatnral families had all males; some, all 
females; and others had both. Some were presided over by a 
man; some, by a woman.1 Each l10use1Jold formed a unit in 
. . Hea<l. I.""'• Female. 
J.M. Il1meler...... ... . .. 3 4 
Stephen Hoover . . . . . . . . . 2 12 
Joanmt Mock............ O 15 
Christian Platz . ..... . . . . 9 1 
George Goessele......... 2 2 
.Barbara Shock.......... . 0 7 
Mat-ia Sink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 2 
Magdalena .Auck........ O 3 
John Breymier.......... '( I 
Margan,t .Ackerman..... 1 14 
Head. 
Casper Fetter . : ........ . 
Jacob Shearing ........ . 
Jobn Miller ............ . 
Dorothea Dietz ........ . 
Marfa Kuehnle ........ . 
Jacob Kimmerly ....... . 
Christian Mitcherly ... . 
Geo. Groetzinger .....•.. 
:E'rederick Klotz ....... . 












the distribution of supplies, the preparation of food, and the 
C(l;re of the vegetable gardens. Now "for years," as Macdon-
ald says, "their town presented the anomaly of a village with-
1 The families a1, one time were constituted thus (see Mitchener's .Annals of Tuscarawas 
County, 324, 325). 
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out a single child to be ·seen or heard within its limits." 1 
During all this time no instance of incontinence is known. 
About 1830 marriage was resumed, but with the agreement 
that all children after the age of 3 years should be kept until · 
their majority in a public nursery, which was more fully pro-
vided for in the constitution of 1833.2 The Educational Insti-
tute was to be the name of this school for moral, inteJlectual, 
and ma.nnal training. At its head were· placed overseers-
male or female-umler the supervision of the standing com-
mittee. This orphan asylum lost its v,atronage, and ·tlie 
machine method of raising children fell into desuetude in 
1845, when Ackerman refused to send his child there/ · 
Then Familyism again triumphed over communism. Itis the 
old conflict which has bad to be waged by every community. 
The old religious orders were celibate, if we except the Carpo-
cratians 4 and a few other minor sects who bad their w:ives in 
common.5 'fhe Shakers al ways practiced celibacy, beca_use 
they believed in the dual sex of every perfect Christian," Rapp 
of Harmony embargoed good marriage." Some of the Fourier 
societies split up on this question. Bazard and Enfantin, dis-
ciples of St. Simon, separated in their coinmunistic experiment 
because the latter desired to substitute " free love" for the 
tyranny of marriage.6 Noyes, of Oneida, introduced his polyg-
ynous and polyandrous system of complex marriage,7 which led 
to the suppression of tlie society because of the threats of 
wrathful neighbors.8 The Icarians favored marriage, and, after 
many difficulties, were scattered. The only strong community 
f'n,voring marriage is the Amana Society of Inspirationists, in 
Iowa. 
On the whole, love for the community wanes as love for the 
family waxes strong.9 But as celibacy, like the community of 
1 Noyes's History of ..d..tucrican Socialisms, HO. 
2 ee ppendix llI. 
3 ugitaa, Vo1.·r, No. 3. 
4 'ee Milman's 9hnrch Ri. tory, II, 83-84. 
6 S e T. D. Woolsey's Commm1ism ancl Socialism, pp. 42-50, on Anabaptists of Miinster. 
6 Encyc. Brit., VIII, 192. 
7 ee Noyes's American Socialisms, 630-631, and .A.n Experiment in Human Stirpiculture 
(Mrs. McGee), .Am. Anthropologii:1t, October, 1891. 
8 e Ely' Labor Movom nt in America, 17-19. Noyes, iu 1879, prnpnsetl to tbe Oneida 
~ommuni~y '.' That we give up tbe piactice of complex marriage, not as renouncing belief 
m tbe prm 1pl s and prospecth-e finality of that institution, but in clefeience to public 
s ntiment, which is e\· itl ntly rising against it." (Woolsey's Communism and Socialism, 
p. 73.) In 18 1 neida became a joint-stock company. 
9
" How comes it that monk are so foncl of their ortler1 It is owing to the very cauirn 
that renders th order insupportable to th ms lves. Their rule debars them of all things 
h · wbkh th ordinary pas ions ar f il. Ther r mains, therefore, only this passion for 
th Y ry rul which torments them. The more aul!tcro it iR-tbat is, the more it cnrbs 
th ir inclinations, the mor for e it ,ives to th only pa!!sioa it leaves th m." (Montes-
ciui u, L'E. pritd sLoii:1,v: 2.) 
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goods itself, was undertaken at Zoar only . from supposed 
necessity, the later growth of family interests was no cause for 
despair. At present there is uothing uncommon about family 
life at Zoar, and though Noyes alleges that there are love 
affairs in all communities, 1 Zoar seems to have always been 
particularly fr~e from them. There have been one or two ille-
gitimate children born there. · No child bas been born deformed, 
and but one idiotic. What town . of like size can make as 
· clean a showing for eighty years 1 The correct morals of the 
people is sbqwn by the fact that not one of-the Separatists llas 
ever been convicted on a criminal charge. 2 
The _houses ·of to-day are more comfortable than in an early 
day, but are devoid of luxuries, except those gotten surrep-
titiously-that is, without an order from the trustees. The 
buildings are log, frame, or brick, usually two stories high, 
unp'aiinted, but with vine-covered lattice work along the sid'3s, 
which in autumn hangs full of many varieties of grapes. The 
_food of the people is substantial.3 Each family has a vegeta-
lJle garden and each may keep chickens and ducks. Pork 
formerly forbidden is still in disfavqr.4 Three meals a day, · 
witli "10 o'clock piece" in summer, is the rule. The one-time 
regulation dress of the community bas given place to varied 
attire. Fashion sheets are studied and milliners' hats worn 
.by the younger ladies, probably with the same ulterior purpose 
as their outside sisters have. The men, as a rule, wear home-
spun clothes of good quality. 
Birneler was tlie first physician of the Separatists and prac-
ticed homeopathy, to which the community has been devoted 
ever since~ The present doctor-a big, red-faced, farmer-like 
man-surrounded in liis omce by terror-inspiring sirups for 
neighboring farmers, and vials of diminutive pills for commu-
nists, told me that malaria has almost disappeared and that 
colds, developillg grip and "consumption of the throat," 5 are 
most prevalent. A board of health is not needed. The streets, 
running at right angles and each square inclosing 3 acres, 
have no artificial sidewalks but are very clean. Pure water 
from a spring on the hillside is led into town and supplied to 
1 Noyes's History of American Socialisms, 652. 
2 That is, members in good standing. Perhaps some ought to hav.e been convicted. It 
would not be surprising, for instance, if it w~re proven thM liquor was sold on Sunday 
3 No foreign or tropical fruit is u sed. Spices, salt, coffee, tea, and a few such articles. 
must, of course, be imported . 
4 Hogs are fattened for lard and for market. When I was there they bad 84. 
6 Bronchitis. 
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each family and to watering troughs, the waste overflowing 
into the open gutters-the sewers of the town. 
Four persons died in Zoar last year and four were born. In 
1830 the population was 173, of whom 106 were females, and 
35 were under 21. . All were members of the community or 
their children. The population iucreased to 3:!6 in 1870 and 
was the same in 1890. A great many applications for mem-
bership have been rejected every year. There are now 136 
members, the majority of whom are women-a condition which 
has always existed. One hundred and twenty-five belong to 
the second class and 11 to the first. Besides, there are now 
123 children of school age, and 45 hired helpi3r s, some of whom 
have wives. • 
The children go to public school until they are 17 years of 
age,1 when they are put to work. The two schoolrooms are 
well furnished with patent desks, apparatus, and organ. 9n1y 
the common branches are taught. In the primary grade 
three days are given to English and two to German, which is 
the common language of the people. This use of dual speech 
may make the chil<lren appear backward in their studies. 
U11til 1874 only German was taught in the school. No one in 
the community lrns ever taken a higher course, except· the 
present school-teacher, who atten<led a local normal school in 
a neighboring town, but even he never withdrew the winding 
sheet from the dead languages. 
Books are rare; weekly newspapers are widely read. Now, 
according- to Hinds, "Experience shows tlrnt a community 
thrives best when some check is placed upon the intercourse 
of Hs members with the outside world." 2 The Harmonists 
were not allowed to learn English 110r to walk outside the 
lauds of the society.3 Zoar bas always been popular with its 
neighbors. The country people came in on Sundays to enjoy 
tbe novel conditions and have all the fun they could. Some-
time they precipitated disturbances. A gro·ve was set apart 
for the use of pi nic parties. Tramps showed their apprecia-
tion f the warm room au<l free lunch furnished them by call-
in g again. The vi itors at the ummer llote1, by flashy <lres , 
fr e u e f money, and marvelou tales of another world, 
1 Wh npubli achoolwnsfirstop n '1t1H· ngo li mi twns l 5; tbeyafterwardsraisedit t o 
16, andlatrtol7 .· • 
2 Ilinds's m ri an ommunili a, 37. 
1 .' ' t ri\m r ' fa r•azi11 , l'i, 705. 
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unintentionally aroused discontent in the · yon~ger generation 
of Zoarites. 
· The inspiringly beautiful scenery furnishes the c}!ief satis-
faction to the msthetic sense to be found at Zoar. A few 
flowers. or a canary are seen in some houses. Good pictures 
are wanting-perhaps large photographs of Rocky Mountain 
scenes, given to the hotel by a brewer-ex-Separatist and ex-
mayor of Cleveland-are the best. 
:Bimeler's garden, with its central evergreen tree surrounded . 
by a hedge of spruce trees, approached by 12 walks, pictori-
ally represents the re~tored Eden-the New Jerusalem-to 
which paths lead from every direction, while around the out-
side runs a path in which the worldly-minded, who will not 
choose the right way, eternally wander. The :t:tower 'beds be-
tween the walks show old-fashioned garden favorites. There 
is a small conservatory in the gardeu, and the utilitarian spirit 
is evidenced by beds of berry bushes and arbors for grape-
vines . . 
Although Zoar has had an orchestra and a band, m'usic 'is 
not encouraged. A pipe organ about ·G feet square is used in 
church. In order that they may practice at their homes for 
the Sunday music, two young men have l>e_en supplied, one 
with an organ, the other with a piano. Sometimes a singing 
school bas been maintained. 
Parties, festivals, aud entertainments are infrequent. The 
barroom and store are places for social intercourse. "Sewing 
bees," baymaking, harvesting, and husking bring the members 
together in social as well as industrial relation. Lack of cere-
mony may be noticed in their greetings; in their weddings, 
which are simple contracts between the parties, of late affirmed 
before a justice of tue peace; or in their funerals, which are a 
simple burying on the third day, although a, memorial service 
is held the next Sunday at church. The gra,·eyard, upon the 
ltill above the brewery, is fairly well kept, but.mauy graves are 
not marked, among them Bimeler's, on which a great tree 
grows. · However, before his death he requested, I understand, 
that no monument be erected over his remains. 
Vl.-GOVER~¥ENT .AND RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OF THE COMMUNITY. 
As the government of the Zoarites rested entirely on a basis 
of religious convictions, a clearer understanding of the .reli-
gious foundations will ena.ble us to better appreciate the pro-
. visions of their civil constitution and communistic coveuauts. 
,, 
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While the Separatists were still in Germany they adopted a 
confession of faith, which was afterwards published in Bime-
ler's Discourses (Vo]. I). I give it in full: . 
I. We believe and confess the Trinity of God: Fath~r, Son, ana. Holy 
Ghost. 
II. The fall of Adam and of all mankind, with the loss thereby of the 
likeness of God in them. 
III. The return through Christ to God, our proper Father. 
IV. The Holy S0riptures, as the measure and guide of our lives and the 
touchstone of truth and falsehood. 
V. All ceremonies are banishe<l from -among us, and we declare them 
useless and injurious, and this is the chief cause of 01ir' separation. 
VI. V{e render to no mortal honors due only to God, as to uncover the _ 
head or bend the knee. We address everyone as "thon," du. 
VII. We separate ourselves from all ecclesiastical counections and con-
stitutions, because true Christian life requires no sectarianism, while set 
forms and ceremonies cause sectarian divisions. 
VIII. Our marriages are contracted by mutual consent and before wit-
nesses. They are then notified to the political authority; and we reject 
all intervention of priests or preachers. 
IX. All intercourse of the sexes, except what is necessary to the perpet-
uation of the species, we hold to be sinful and contrary to the order and 
command of God. Complete virginity or complete cessation of sexual 
commerce is more commendable than marriiage. 
X. We can not send our children into .the schools of Babylon [meaning 
the clerical school;,; of Germany] where other principles contrary to these 
are taught. 
XI. We can not serve the State as soldiers because a Christian can not 
murder his enemy, much less his friend. 
XII. We regard the political government as absolutely nece.,sary to 
maintain order and to protect the good and honest and to punish the 
wronguoers; and no one can prove us to be untrue to the constituted 
authorities. 
By this last article, they declared their unwillingness to being 
classed as rebels against the government of even the King of 
Wii.rtemberg, though they could not acknowledge him as lord 
of their consciences. These principles are still the basis of 
belief of the Separatists so far as they have any belief in 
spiritual things. The old members are faithful to the ancient 
t eaching., but the younger portion of the community seem for 
the mo t part infidel and materialistic in their notions. Article 
XI, concerning service in the army, we have already seen was 
ppo ed by the young meu duriug our civil war. The article 
r latfog to clerical cbools ha" never been put to the test in 
hi c untry. public cbool do not teach any ecclesiastical 
d ctrin , it i pre um cl tlJ. y would always have been accept-
al>l t parati t and now at Zoar the primary school teacher 
mb r f the commuuity. 
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There is-absolutely no publiG religious teaching among the 
Zoarites, -unless the reading of Bimeler's Discourses may be 
given that name. Besides the principles given above, the only 
printed statement of their religious views is contaiued in these 
discourses·, ·which, after Bitrieler's death, were set down from 
memory by John Neff. One hundred ·sets of three volumes · 
each were published in 1856, and. it is said each family has 
0Il0,1 
These volumes contain worldly wisdom and reflections upon 
community life, as well as spiritual teachings. They give 
inst1~uctiou in " morals, good manners, good order in l1ouse-
keeping,' cleanliness, health observances, and often physiolog-
ical details." O.r:thodox· views are held as to the inspiration of 
the Bible, the nature and trinity of the Godhead, the fall of all 
through Adam's transgression, regeneration tllrongh Jesus 
Cli}ist, and the resurrection of the dead-though thi~ does not 
imi)ly recognition in Heaven. The sacraments are not ob-
served . 
. For the Sabbath service, the people assemule quietly in the 
plain chrirch,2 the women sitting 011 the rigbt, the men on the 
left of the reader. A bymu is announced. The tune is played 
on t.he small pipe organ. The first stanza of the hymn is read 
and sung, anot.her stanza is read and sung, and so on. · Then 
for an hour or more the gray-haired kader, from his unosten-
tatious, walnut pulpit, reads Bimeler's Discourses in the Ger-
man language. Another hymn is surig in the same manner as 
the first. The men· sit down wllile the women pass out; then 
quietly follow them to their homes. The clink of collection 
money is never heard. · The remainder of the day is passed 
without service and without special regard for Sunday, tllough 
in former days' the rules for Sabbath observance were very · 
strict. 
During the summer a Sunday school is held, but tq.e services 
consist in the reading of the Bible and the singing of bymus. 
The hymn books 3 in use are the Geistlicher Lieder-a collec-
1 See Bibliography Die Wahre Separation, u. s. w. 
2 .According to the census of 1890, has ·a seating capacity of 500 and is "'orth $3,000. 
3For the Zoar hymn book, see Bibliography, Sammlung auserlesener geistlicher Lieder 
u. s. w. The .Amana book is "Davidisches Psalter-Spiel der Kimler Zions, oder Samm-
lung von ·alten und neuen auserlesener Geistes-Gesangen allen wahren heilsbegierigen 
Seelen und Sanglingen der Weisheit; insonderheit abe:i.- denen Gemeinden des HERRN 
zum gesegneten Gebrauch mit Fleiss zusammen getragen, nebst den dazu nothigen und 
niitzlichen Registern. .Amana im St. Iowa, 1881." 
Terstegen 's hymn bouk is entitled, "Geistlicbes Blumen-Gartlein upd der Fromm.en 
Lotterie. Dr. G. Kerlen, Essen, 1855." 
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tion of their own_:the Amana Psalter-Spiel and Terstegen's 
Blumen-Gartlein. The congregations aro pitiably small, and · 
nothing seems to be done to make the services attractive or to 
secure a fuller attendance of the members. No week-night 
servi_ce is held, nor any socio-religious meetings, which ,might 
· tend to . strengthen the common bond and weld the diverse 
sentiments into fervid altruism. , 
The older members lament the lack of spirituality, the 
growth of' pride and selfishness, and·; among some of the young 
fellows, rowdyism and intemperance. The prohibition of the 
use of tobacco is · now a dead letter.1 The use of beer . and 
wine was encouraged by the erection of a brewery and plant-
ing of .vines. The members may hav~ six glasses of beer a 
day, some more, from the hotel bar. The beer made in the 
community has a reputation for excellence, and as time is 
allowed in drinking, the damage done is apparently not great. · 
Some prefer to take the beer home for consumption. Hired 
men c.lrink what· they pay for. 
To the commnnity, this decline of spiritual fer'vor is a seri- · 
ous matter, because the officials must depend to such a degree 
upon the religious ·sanction. Punishment, except in tlrn most 
serious offenses, can not be inflicted, and then only expulsion 
is provided. - Lashings of conscience must take the place of 
the scourge of the law. 
The constitution of 1833 (May 14),2 still 'in force, provides ' 
that tlie officers shall be elected on the second Tuesday in May, 
notice having been given twenty days previous; that tlie elec- · 
tions shall be by ballot by majority vote, under the supervision 
of four member::rnlected for that purpose. Members of the sec-
ond class, male and female, possess the su:ffrage.3 The officers 
are three trustees, who serve for three years, nnd may be 
reelected indefinitely; a standing committee of five, who act·as 
arbitrators between a member and the trustees, an<l a cashier, 
who keeps the money and accounts, making a report to the 
1 Ilir d ro n and som communists gather in the barroom of the hotel of an evening, 
dr ink, amok , and tell stories. At times they are verJ boh:1terous, but mingled with th e 
more viol n t oaths ar always some delfrered in thoughtless, easy-going German fashion . 
Drinking bout are not unknown in some of the houses . 
2 e pp ocl ix III. 
1 f lat some of the men have objected to woman suffrage, p<'rbaps because women 
ha,e at all ti mes b en in the majority. :But I think women have not opposfld their hus-
bands in serious matters. There i nothing to prevent the women from holding office, 
but t h y ne'" r did. 
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trustees annually} The radical differences· between this con-
stitution and that of 1824 were in the election of a standing 
committee instead of arbitrators, iu the creation of the office 
of agent-general-held only by Bimeler-and in the educa- · 
tional institute already referred to. Trustees must provide 
food, lrnuse, clothing, and necessaries for each member witl:i-
ont favor. They have charge of all property, all industries, 
.appoint overseers in diff'ereut departments, aud assign work 
as they will. The trustees are, however, subordinate to the 
standing committee-tbe court of appeal. 
The mode of admission since the use of hired help became 
common bas been as follows: Tbe applicant was allowed to · 
work for wages for a year or more, when he might, by a two-·· 
thirds vote of the members, be admitted as a 110vitiate by sign-
ing the articles of the first class.2 A chilc.l of members, desiring 
to join the society, might, upon attainiug bis majority, be 
admitted in the same way. By the articles he agrees to use 
all his powers as long as be has strength in laboring for the 
advancement of the society as the trustees may direct; to put 
his minor children under the control of the trustees as if they 
were indentured; to deposit with the society (to be drawn as 
be needs it) any money Le may·possess, and to make no extra 
demands upon the society except in case of sickness. · 
The trustees, on the other hand, agree to furnish him with 
suitable dwelling, board, and clothing, and with care during 
sickness, which is to be considered full compensation for his 
labor. 
Both parties promise good moral b_ebavior, according to the 
precepts aud principles of Holy Writ, and an endeavor to 
cherish mutual love. The faithful performance of the contract 
is guaranteed by the penal sum of $50, which may be collected 
by any justice of the peace. . 
After a year of labor and life under the preceding articles, 
a member of the first class desiring to speak and vote in meet-
ings might make application for admittance to the second class. 
If, after thirty · days' notice, 110 objection was made, he was 
allowed to sign the ironclad cov~nant which follows: 
We, the subscribers, members of the Society of Separatists, of the second 
class, declare that we give all our property of every kind, not only what 
we possess, but what we may hereafter come in possession of hy inherit-' 
1 The trustees at the time disbandment was determined upon were John Birneler, Jos. 
Brymeier, and Christ Ruof, sr.; the standing committee, Chas. Ehlers, Jacob Rieker, 
Jacob .Ackerman, Benjamin Beuter, and Jacob Burkhart; the cashier, Louis Zimmerman; 
mayor of the village, J. J. Sturm, and clerk, A. Kuecherer, 
2 See Appendix IV. 
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ance, gift, or otherwis~, real or personal, and all rights, titles, and expec-
tations whatever, both for ourselves and our heirs, to the said society for-
ever, to be and to remain, not only during our lives, but after our deaths, the 
exclusive property of the society. Also, we promise to obey all the com-
mands and orders of the trustees and their subordinates with the utmost 
zeal and diligence, without opposition or grumbling, and to devote all our 
strength, good will, diligence, and skill during our whole lives to the 
common service of the society and for the satisfaction of its trustees. 
Also, we consign our children, so long af! they are minors, to the charge of 
the trustees, giving these the same rights and powers over them as though 
they bad been formally indentured to them under the laws of the State. 
Tims he signed· away his rights, with no guaranteed but only 
an expected ·compe11sation in what the trnstees might see fit 
to allow him. Beca,u::;e of this it was said in court: 
A contract under which a man obligates himself to serve somebody, no 
matter whom, for t·ver :ind ever, and never to own anything, present or 
future " " " is against the first principles of our polity and uncondi-
tionally void. On tliis inalienability of rights our whole polity is built, 
but Zoar's polity rests on an alieuaticu of them all. 1 
Yet the relations of the community to the local, State, and 
General Governments are normal. The voters are almost all 
Republicau. Members of the society have filled various town-
ship offices. Their taxes, which in most prosperous times 
amounted to $3,600, have been promptly paid. 
Since the incorporation of the village they have had a mayor, 
six councilmen, and a secretary-treasurer. However, as all 
improvements are made by the society, any money accruing 
in the treasury of the village is by ordinance transferred to 
the treasury of the society. Police duties, by no means irk-
some, devolve upon a marshal. The fire department is the 
proud possessor of an old hand engine, which has bad no 
exercise since the foundry burned in the early eighties. 
VII.-ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL. 
The familiar employments and customs of southwestern Ger-
many al o influenced the early developiuent of Zoar. Men and 
w men alike engaged in agricultural pursuits. At harvest 
tim all tbe able-bodied inhabitants went into the fields to cut 
the grain wjth the ickle; all were again employed at corn 
bu king. rcbards and vineyards were I lanted. Wool and 
fl x, gr wn on the place, were pun on hand wheels and woven 
in primitiv loom . The lingering ta te of Wtirttemberg beer 
1 bri fofDavid Quinn for plaintiff in as ly t al. v. eparati ts , snpreme court of 
hio, D m r , l ·o, p. 36, to be found in supreme court archives, Columbus, Ohio. 
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suggested the brewery.1 When tlle opportunity to secure an 
irou furnace came, tlrn people went to charcoal burning. 
The priucipal industries Lave been mentioned. In its last 
days Zoar had its woolen factory, flour mill, and sawmills, 
planing mill, machine shop~ brewery, and cider mill, hotel, 
store, and all ordinary shops. There are no signs to indicate 
the trade or business. You lift up foe latch and walk in to 
discover for yourself. You may find no workman, for some 
follow two ca1liugs-for instance, the barber barbers on Fri-
days and Saturdays and works at tailoring other dayR.2 
'frade at first was carried on overland with Philadelphia, Pa., 
but after the opening of tlle canal goods were shipped by way 
of Cleveland to New York. Later, railroads in the vicinity 
fnrnished better means of trausportation to various markets. 
Exports are now limited to timber, coal, woolen goods, and 
flour, besides agricultural products and cattle. 
Division of labor never progressed very far among the Sepa-
ratists. Iu the latter half of the society's life the trustees 
divided the work among themselves; one directed agriculture/ 
another in the shops, and the thir<l. conducted the hotel and 
bad oversight of the cattle keepers. Early in. the morning and 
at noon, from the mayor's office, the trustees assigned work to 
those not permanently stationed. 
The labor of men and women became, too, a little more dif-
ferentiated.4 Women came to do only the lighter work in 
baymakiug aud°I.1arvest; they spaded and planted the gardens; 
they did sewing, quilting, knitting, as well as milking in tbe 
great, clean barn, wllere stood a hundred well-fe~·, well-curried 
shorthorn cows, each of which had her name painted on the 
stall. 
Wealth made the Separatists aristocratic enough to impose 
the disagreeable and arduous labor on hired me11. With the 
1In the brewel'y hangs an old German print of Gambrinus, Konig von Flamlern und 
Brabant, below which is the following: 
"Aus Gerste hab' ich Malz gemacht, 
Das Bier brauen zuerst erdacht, 
Drum konnen die Brauer mit Wahrheit sagen, 
Dass sie einen Konig zum Meister haben. 
Nun komme ein anderes Handwerk her 
Und zeige dergleichen Meister mehr." 
21n busy times in summer the shops are deserted for the fields. Even now women rake 
and gather sheaves in some fields, too rough or hilly for the binder, where cradles must 
be used. 
3 :5ix members and twenty-six hired men are regularly employed in agriculture; · iu busy 
seasons all turn out to help. 
4 At first men and women uid the same work, even to wheeling out the offal of the ·· 
staqles. 
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growth of capitalisti~ instinct, they established a company 
store where the employees could spend their wages. Further, 
they became landlords and rented nine farms to outsiders on 
the shares. 
Their youths have never been sent to technical schools nor 
bound in large factories to learn uew methods. Their indus-
trial processes have ever conformed to the individualistic rather 
than to the factory system of labor. Their ancient methods 
and plodding work seem inconsistent with even the success 
attained. Their manufactures are of the µonest, substantial 
sort, as is evidenced by the .Zoar stoves and the furniture fur 
the new l10tel. Work is supposed to continue from sunrise to 
sunset. In busy times during the winter they work in the 
shops after dark. The ten-hour day is unknown. 
It might be thought that a feeling of independence must be 
engendered when the Zoarite warmed himself by coal dug at 
Zoar in a stove made in town from iron mined and smelted on 
the society's lanu; used furniture made at Zoar of wood grown 
tl1ere; ate food raised tllere, or wore clothes manufactured 
from cloth woven at Zoar from wool grnwn and spun there. 
On the contrary, this independence is but seemiug. Less than 
in the outside world can tliis man procure what he pleases. 
Within certain limits he may choose articles of food or of neces-
sity from the common store, but this play of individuality must 
not proceed too far, lest inequality pave the way for jealousy, 
or the greater expense for the iudividua.l reduce too percepti-
bly the common fund. Indeed, every worker on the outside 
possl·sses goods by the same title as the Separatist does. 
Neither made the goods which he uses, but each performed §i 
certain labor which he exchanged for the labor of those fash-
ioning the commodities which he wanted. A difference is 
uoticed at Zoar uecause of the absence of a medium of 
exchauge. 1 For many years no medium of exchange, except 
in dealing wjtb the outside world, was kuo,vn. 
Bach week the rue111bers went to the "King's palace" to 
•cure the upplie of whatever sort neeued lJy tl1e family. 
M at wa · supplied from the common laughterhuusc; woou 
and c al were delivered; bread and milk might be procured 
ch veuiug. Wbil thi mode of di tifoutiou has been 
r tain d, auo lier ha grown up beside it. The community 
1 Yot upon ont•riug tlJO hotel tho fir t obj ct to attract attention is a penny-in-the-slot 
machiuc matle for coiu, and in wll ich gs coultl not l,o u ed. . 
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began to allow families to keep chickens and ducks, and to 
dispose of the eggs as they pleased. Soon some families 
e1ilarged their henneries or saved their eggs, which they 
exchanged at the society's store 1 for luxuries. Later the sum-
mei- visitors began to pay money to little boys for running 
errands or for rowing skiffs on the river. Sons who had left 
the community sent mouey to parents who remained, and in 
other ways members became possessed of cash,2 which caused 
quarrels and covetousness on the part of those who bad none. 
The old dream of goods in common and equality of members 
had already vanished though the covenants remaiped the 
same. By this communistic scheme none of the elementary 
factors in the production of wealth were eliminated. Land, 
labor, and capital were still necessaty. None of them was 
really free, for all were under the control of the trustees. At 
times, at least, the slavery :i of the members was greater than 
under tbe severest individualisti~ r egime. Food was limited 
to the barest necessities, comforts in dress and dwelling were 
unknown. The prudential check to over-population was 
applied wi.th a rigor to which but few working men would 
submit. 
Howe says of the decade before 1840: 
The closest economy is sho wn in all their operations, for as the good old 
man Kreutzner, the Boniface of the community, once observed, when _ 
starting on a bee line for a decaying apple cast by a heedless stranger into 
the street, "Saving make rich/' ·1 
This principle has been the foundation of the wealth of the 
Separa,tists, which consists in a town, more than 7,000 acres 
of land, cattle,5 manufactured products, and stocks. There is 
a debt of $13,000, while tlle value of the whole pi·operty is not 
less than $800,000. 
1 The society's store was established for trading with hired hands and n eighboring 
farmers. Cash or country prorluce was taken in exchange. 'l'he storehouse from which 
common distribution proceeds is a different institution in a separate building. 
2 The Cleveland Leader says: "The girls who worked at tho stor e began to get presents 
of money from visitors, and one of them took a few cents out of the change she bad 
received and bought a piece of ribbon. It was like introducin g the measles . It was 
catching and presently the other girls came out in glorious colors. The trustees were 
powerless ." 
3 See Woolsey 's Political Science, I, 314,322 ; Brussel's Belge, quoted in Public Opinion, 
23, 270. David Quinn, for plaintiffs, in Gasely et al. v . Separatists, Ohio Supreme Conrt 
December, 1859, argned that since the Zoarites were "slaves bound to obey for life, if they 
escaped from the community, they could be returned under the fugitive s lave law." Brief 
as above, pp. 37, 38. 
4 Howe, III, 338, Ilistorical Collections of Ohio. 
6 .A.bout 95 cows, 50 cahes, 100 steers, 1,000 sheep, 85 hogs, and 60 horses. 
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Yet, is it not remarkable that, eveu with the strictest econ-
omy, such a small band, with no money when they arrived at 
Zoar, shonld within thirty years have amassed so much prop-
erty, for iu court a,.::; early as 1845 their wealth was estimated 
at $1,000,000. 
VlII. DISBANDMENT. 
During the eighty years of associational effort at Zoar dis-
turbances and discontent sometimes threatened a return to 
Sodom and Gomorrah, which iu this case ba<l not been destroyed. 
We have called attention to the lawsuit, brought by seven 
members, for the purpose of securing a division of the society's 
property, which was decided in the United States Supreme 
Court in 1832 in favor of the society. Upon this outcome of 
the suit, the seven members were compelled to leave the society, 
though one was allowed to rejoin, and two, being aged, were 
granted pensions of $8 per month. 
Later John Gasely and wife brought suit for partition of the 
estate, after he had been expelled for laziness and refractori-
ness. The supreme court of Ohio held in 18G~ 1 that the society 
had the righ~ to expel for cause, which was the only method 
of redress they possessed against full members who refused to 
fulfill their covenant; and that the excommunicated members 
could secure no portion of the property of the society, because 
they had relinquished all right, title, and interest in anyprop-
erty they owned when they joined, and harl then agreed to con-
sider the living, afterwards received, as full compensation for 
labor performed. 
Again and again, threatened disintegration has been averted. 
About the time of Bimeler's death (1850-1854) a petition was 
circulated with the purpose of ousting the trustees, Ackerman 
and Sylvan, from office. It created much commotion, but came 
to naught. 
The final campaign against common ownership was opened 
D cember , 1 V5, at a full meetiug of the members called to 
bring about, if possible, the peaceable dissolution of the Society 
f eparati ts of Zoar. This wa' not the first occasion upon 
whi ·u old r. euter had begged the members to continue the 
ommuni.' tic principle, IJut to refrain from the habit of glut-
tony and iutemp ran e which were sapping th foundations of 
b hi m eting however, he found more serious 
1 e 13 hio ·taie, 144 . 
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opposition than ever before. The sentiment in favor of divi-
sion ran l1igh. Some of the members ou either side gave ex-
pression to bitter personal feelings, wbich only widened the 
breach. 
December 30 of that year appeared the first nurn ber of the 
Nugitna, the only newspaper ever published in Zoar. It was a 
small, 4-page monthly, with printed headlines and the rernain-
iug matter hectographed. The school-teacher 1 edited it witll 
this avowed purpose-
To educate the members of the society to see that our by-laws need re-
vision; to bring them to look npon communism as not consistent with 
modern civilization, and to incnlcate a spirit which holds sacred the rig lits 
of individual members to obtain and hold private property. 
The Nugitna contained a declaration of independence from 
communism; displayed such l1eadlines as'' Communism-Hum-
bugism," "Communism-Despotism," and branded members as 
hypocrites. According to it, '' the individual interest bad be-
come primary, the general interest secondary;" the golden rule 
bad been revised to read, "Love thyself and slander thy neigh-
bor," and "extravagance and pomposity" bad taken the place 
of the early simplicity. The proper motto for communists, 
declares the N ugi tna, is "N imms easy und lasz fuen fe grad 
sein." 2 
While many of the best members favored the proposed 
change, this method of securing it was .not approved. The 
trustees, of course, were frate. The expulsion of the editor was 
threatened. His claim for the liberty of the press was hot and 
defiant, yet he succumbed to the authorities and but tliree 
issues of this peculiar paper appeared. 
Through the succeeding months the N ugitna, being dead, 
yet spoke. Dissatisfaction became more pronounced. Tlle 
community spirit was further troubled by difficulties with a 
member who would not work, thongb he ate. Be was expelled 
from membership, but is still supported by the society, while 
making threats of legal procedure. 
Future meetings of the society revealed an impassable gulf. 
Once thoroughly aroused, the desire for individual possession 
grew in intensity a.nd spread throughout the society, power-
fulJy encouraged by those who favored n, division of tbe prop-
erty. They say it was hardest to convince the lazy and 
unambitious. 
• 1 Levi Bimeler. 2 Take it easy and let us be fifth grade. 
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Lawyers from the county seat 1 were engaged to draw up 
articles for disbandment a11d division. This contract, pre-
sented at a meeting ~farch 10, 1898, was formally signed by 
the 13G members of-the Society of Separatists. 
Three commisRioners,2 not members, were to be appointed, 
who, after a survey and appraisement of the prnperty, were to 
apportion the real estate equally among the members. Each 
was to have a tract of farm land, a tract of timber land, and a 
town lot. Members oft he sa1i1e family or any number of mem-
bers of the society might have their portions allotted to them 
jointly. The debts are to be paid from the sale of such pos-
sessions as can not be divided, and the remaining cash distrib-
uted in equal shares. The meetinghouse, graveyard, and town 
1ia11 are to be the property of the village of Zoar. 3 No extra 
provision was made for old or sick members, and the children 
of the communists receive no portion. 
A nnm'Jer of the younger members who have a trade think 
they will be better off when working for themselves, but even 
the handiest of them has a knowledge of only antiquated 
methods of industrial production. They are unused to tl!e 
quick pace set by factory laborers in general, and competition 
will he to them a hard master. Another member said iutem-
perance would greatly decrease when individuals had to pay 
for the liquor they consumed. 
The survey is now (A.pril 1, 1898) being made, and within a 
few months an entirely new condition of affairs will prevail 
tluonghout the Zoar lands. 
IX. CONCLUSION. 
Noye dismisses Zoar with a ,ror<l. "We will lay aside," 
say be," all the antique religious associations, such as the 
Dunkers, Moravian , etc. vVe count at least seven of these 
wbi h clo not properly belon°· to tlrn modem socialistic move-
ment or even to American life. Having their origin in the 
ld World, and rno,'t of them in the last century, an d r emain-
in g without cha.nge, they exi t only on tho out kirts of general 
iety. 4 evertheles " the Oneid.a community, surely Ameri-
1 II1stor)' of ,A III ricnn .'o ialisms, 1::. 
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can and advocating advanced social theories, did not exist l9ng-
enough to become "antique," though founded by Noyes him-
self-the high priest of communism. 
Very few .American societies have been formed in the United 
States, which has indeed furnished a fertile but thin soil 
wherein foreign communistic societies have flourislied for a, 
time but presently withered away aud died. The Shakers are, 
to be sure, au example of so-called success. Th(! Amaua 
society, though still prosperous, is young. Moravians, Dun-
kers, J ansonists, Icarians, and Zoarites have given up tJie 
community system. The Harmonists are few and weak. 
But, for at least one reason, Zoar should not be reckoned 
with communistic societies transplanted from Europe; for the 
Separatists came not as communists. Religious they were; 
but only when life depended on associated effort were they 
communistic. 
Zoar is no conscious experiment in scientific socialism to 
demonstrate the trnth or falsity of the teachings of political 
economy or to usher iri the millennium. This community was 
founded on the teaching of J esns, "Sell all that thou hast and 
give to the poor" and on the well-known attempt of tp.e Jeru-
salem Church to have "all things in common." 
Mr.Charles Bradlaughattributes 1 any success attendant upon 
socialistic experiments to (1) some religious ·or quasi-religious 
tie, (2) personal devotion to some one man, and (3) the dicta-
torial power of some strong chief or chiefs. The most finan-
cially successful days of · Zoar were when the religious tie was 
stro11gest and the devotion to Bimeler greatest. This was also 
the time when affection for the family was weakened; when 
so-called degrading labor was done by any of the members, 
even women:; when likeness of dress preserved an outward 
similarity, and when communication wit,h the outside world 
was most difficult. Even with this combination of conditions 
favorable to communism, it must be admitted that their wealth 
was not dne principally to their planning, but to the unforeseen 
circumstance that the Ohio Canal was cut through their lands, 
as Bishop Hill was freed from debt by grading the Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy Railway. 
It is easy to discover some of the causes which Jed to the 
overthrow of community life at Zoar. The decay of spiritual 
vigor became very marked, and the old people point out this 
1 See North .American Review 144, 15. 
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fi1ct as the principal cause of dissension. When the members 
no longer belonged to one Christian brotherhood no high 
exemplification of common 1Jrother1toocl could be expected. 
The death of Bimeler, with its attell(lant demoralization, has 
been detailed. Bimeler necessarily limited the people in their 
consumption and insisted on long hours and laborious service. 
There was complaint and rebellion. The expulsion of the idle 
and seve9ral lawsuits followed. But these, it seems to me, 
tended, on the whole, not to dissolution, bnt to the firmer 
union of tlie communists who favored tlte expulsion. 
On the other band, tlle introduction of hired Ja.borers was 
perversive and from tlie first tended to disunion.1 Different 
religious or nonreligious views entered the community. Swear-
ing and the use of tolrn,cco (which lia<l been prohibited) became 
common. Unpleasant labor was turned over to hired help and 
tllus social classes began to be differentiated. 
Gradually the subordinated family interest developed in 
strength. Marriage came to be alJowe<l, though tlle children 
were early separated from their parents; later children were 
brought up in their own family. The development of family 
solidarity occasioned cliques within the clan. Marriage was, 
l1owevcr, always endogamous, and disturbance from the out-
side was thus in great mea,sure prevented. 
Infiltration of foreign ideas into the society went on but 
slowly in the :first decade of its existence, when the country 
was wilderness around and ways of trausportation few. But 
first the canal a,nd two im1 s increased the cr1 se of communica-
tion. Even new hired men, neighbors on their many visits, and 
newspapers, which ca,rne to be a11owcd, aroused ju the young 
C5.pecia,lly a wider hope. ] inally came the new railroa,d all cl 
t he new summer hotel with its invitation to visitors. Demor-
alization of metlJOds of exchange, and also of dress, of man-
ner , and of character attended this influx of strangers. Tlic 
, impli ·ity of tlle people disappeared. l1t the contest with tLe 
bi rr world tbe communjty was overcome. 
r i t , mu icians, l)reachers were not encouraged by 111e 
parati t . o geniu. could here find the means for carryin °· 
on bi work unle . he took ome underbandrd expedient. Arnl 
1 I can n ot buL tonsitlc>r thnt the employm nt of laborers by ::i, commnn o is au 1mncccR-
11nry liruitntion n11 cl C'~S n linl Rubve:r ion of tl10 Yery i<l cn of' co:n munism . A nd every 
omm nne ought fo lw so 11ki ll f11 ll y nn<l li hc·rnlly rn:m agcll ::s to nttra<'t i;omc of all kirn1s 
o f lnhorcr11 n1· •<l ·11, ancl c•KpPcinll y of unski ll Pd :UHl worl,1-d g rad1•cl labor ers. Wright 's 
P rincipia , 4.J3. 
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it is a question whether any community could allow much lati-
tude in such matters, even though the higher life of the com-
munity depended upon it, because, following De Greef, while 
invention is the means of progress, it is out of harmony with 
the existing order, and in the reconstruction of society, in ac-
cordance with the new ideal, more or less friction must resu~t. 
Privileges granted to an artistic or intellectual cla,ss in a com-
munity must create jealousy and lead to a shirking of manual 
labor on the part of the unfavored persons.1 
'This very tendency is noticed in the industrial life of Zoar. 
Unable to secure greater individual reward for the consistent 
performance of a greater amount of labor, members attempted 
to equalize the returns by doing as little work and getting as 
much from the commonwealth as anybody else. Here again is 
sbown a tendency of communism-to level down instead of to 
level up. Equality is found in consumption just above the sus-
tenance line; in intelligence, in a knowledge of the common-
school branches; in religion, in the acceptance of certain dog-
mas, however simple. 
-Financially the Separatists made an excellent record in tlle 
youth of their community, and, though tlley retained their 
wealth down to old age, the total return seems meager when 
one considers the amount of land and the wonderful natural 
resources they possessed. La.ck of technical and scientific 
knowledge preveHted improvement in processes. .Zoar,indeed, 
furnishes but a poor argument for, and no argument at all 
against, cooperative societies as organized at the present day, 
whether for economy in production ur in consumption. Tlle 
fundamental conditions, aims, and methods of the two are 
totally different. "The ea,rlier communism of this cen.tnry," 
says :Ely,2 "represented ideals which find their basis in an 
earlier stage of industrial development. *' * * The com-
munistic village based upon a voluntary agreement corre-
sponded to a period of production on a smaller scale when 
each large household group could hope to become economically 
almost self-sufficient." 
General communism would be confronted by many problems 
which the communities of the past have never been called upon 
to solve. For instance, no elaborate scheme for discovering 
the probable demand of the people for n, coming year, in order 
tliat a sufficient supply may be produced, is necessary so long 
1 See Woolsey 's ~olitical Science, I, 318 2 Socialism and 8ocial Reform, 182. 
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as the outside world stands ready to supply a deficiency or 
purchase a surplus. Again, subjective exchange valuation has 
but very little scdpe in a limited communism, being restricted 
by the trustees to the choice of hut few articles. General 
communism would be in continual danger of revolution from 
such restriction. 
The question of reward for, or incentive to, mechanical inven-
tion, or of sustenance of the inventor during the progress of 
his work, has never demanded complete solution in limited 
communism. Inventions perfected and tested outside have 
been imported and employed. 
Criminals and unworthy persons would have to be provided 
for in general communism, for banishment, the pdncipal punish-
ment of smaller communities, would be no longer practicable. 
Indeed, no community as yet has found it wise to open i_ts 
gates indiscriminately to promiscuous hordes. However sat-
isfactory communism ·may be among perfect beings, the exper-
iments, whether at Zoar or at other places on earth, ham 
exposed frreconcilable idiosyncracies and faults even in those 
societies where only the most congenial were admitted to 
membership. 
Yet those fanatically favorable to practical communism in 
the present time will probably find confirmation of their theo-
ries iu the precarious and temporary succes~, the freedom from 
anxiety concerning age or sickness, as well as, indeed, in the 
instances of heroic self-abnegation and altruistic service among 
the Separatists of Zoar. 
Though our country ha'S been said to be consecrated to asso-
ciational effort, of which "E Pluribus Unum" (many individuals 
in one united wl.10le) is the motto, yet its territory is covered 
with the graves of communistic societies, from tlie one which 
settled at Jamestown in Hi07 to Zoar, wbich is so lately de-
cea ed. Had every isolated community been successful .in its 
own small way in the promotion of pea.ce, brotherhood, wealtli, 
and l1appine , tlle practicability of unlimited communism 
would n t thu be demon. trated : 
To protest against the worlu by c ssation from it i1; one thing; to recon-
stru ·tit i an tber. It ii; a y to organize, on tho basis of a community 
of good , a hous bold, a family, or a village, lrn t the procesi; lends no help 
in th organiza,tiou of a county or a ua.tion, :tll(l if it can llot be •xteuded 
to th lar r r limit. it s ta11d:-i c odcnm d. 1 
1 '011rt11ry E r ononii r, Jo11rnnl , T : 177. 
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Nevertheless the influence of these societies, from James-
town to Zoar, has not been totally lost. These old communi-
ties, political and religious, bave had . some share in effecting 
the later really magnificent, philanthropic, and charitable 
progress in the socialization of human e1ideavor and in the 
correlation of divers forces to the advantage of the human 
race. 
It is improbable that reformers will soon-
Wipe out earth's furrows of the thine and mine 
And leave one green for men to play at bowls, 
With innings for them al1. 1 
for our morality, our law, and our customs are founded upon 
the basis of private property, and bave endured too long to 
he easily overturned, 2 but since individualism tends, in its 
extreme form, to social <lisintegration and anarchy, the impor-
tance of arousin g and maintaiuing a spirit of devotion to the 
common welfare must not be underestimated. 
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4. Historical Collections of Ohio. Henry Howe, LL. D. (Colnrnbus, 
•Ohio, H. Howe & Son, 18\H.) -Vol. III, pp. 387-389. 
5. Historic Events in Tuscarawas and Muskingum Counties. Edited hy 
C. H. Mitchener. (Dayton, Ohio, 1876.) pp. 323-327. (In some points 
incorrect.) 
6. Penny Magazine. Vol. 6, pp. 411 ff. 
7. Die neue Welt: Skizzen von Land und Lenten der Nordamerikan-
ischen Freistatten. Von Adolph Gorlung. (Leipsic, 1848.) (The New 
World: Sketches of the Land and People of the Free States of North 
America.) Pp.162-247 relate to his travels in Ohio . . 
III.-Coiwt records and documents. 
1. United States Supreme Court Reports1 14 Howard, 589 ff. 
2. United States Circuit Court Reports , 5 McLean, 223 ff. 
3. Supreme Court of Ohio Reports, 13 Ohio F;tate, 144 ff. Also tbe·papers 
in tl.Jis c~,se on file at Columbus. 
4. Deed1 mortgage, and law records and appertrance uocket; also will 
and plat records of Tuscarawas County, Ohio. 
APPENDIX I. 
The following articles of association and constitution have been copied 
from translations submitted to the supreme court of Ohio, in the case of 
Gasel y ct al. 1· . Separatists of Zoar. A few changes iu capitalization and 
spelling b ave been made; otherwise they are the same: 
'1.'ranslation of the articles of association of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, Tuscarawas 
Oounty, Ohio, adopted by its members April 15, 1819. 
Tho umlers igned members of the Society of Separatists have
1 
from a 
true Christian love toward God and their fellow-men, found themselves 
convin ·ed and inunce(l to unite themselves,·according to the Christian 
apostolic son e1 under the following rnles, through a commursion of prop-
erty, and th<'y du liereby <letermino and declare that from the day of this 
dat th following rnles shall he valid and in offect: 
ARTICLJf. l. 
E:t h and every memb r does hereby renounce all and every right of 
ownt•r hip of th ,ir pre .ut and future, movable and immovable, property, 
and l arn ih sa111 to th free disposition of th dir ctors of the soc iety, 
•1 ted by th •m el VC'l:l. 
ARTICLE 2. 
wu m mbers th ir ,lirectors an l managers, 
<'n ral 
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active and passive property of all the members, whose duty it shall be at 
the same time to provic1o for them; and said directors are further bound 
to give an account to the society of all their business transactions. 
ARTICLE 3. 
All tl1e memuers of the society do hereby promise to rend~r dne and 
faithful oLedience to the orders and regnlations of t,heir directors, and to 
support them as much as possible in all the comwou business transactions 
of ~he society. 
ARTICLE 1!, 
Caimal contentions or disputes shall be decided by the aforementioned 
directors, which shall b e done l>y a majority of them in case they them-
selves are not accused or implicated in the same. Should this l>e the 
case, .theu tho society olects one or more persons in the roolll of those who 
may be partialJ nntil the number of three, five, or sernn is tilled. 
ARTICLE 5. 
Backsliding Iluc}mbers can not, neither for property brought in nor for 
their labors in the society, demand any compensation or restitution, 
except a majority of the society shall be willing to allow that or those 
backsliding members a reasonaule compensation. 
ARTICLE 6. 
The society can and may increase or reduce the numuer of its mPmbers 
' according to it8 own best judgment. Such, however, shall always be 
founded on union and the preservation of the society. 
ARTICLE 7. 
The election will be held annually and, indeed, according to the laws 
of the State of Ohio. 
Attested by the directors: 
ZOAR, STAT1•: OF 01no, 
.Apr'il 15J .1819. 
APPENDIX 11. 
,JOUN BimYMAIER. 
JOHN GEORGE ACKl!:RMAN. 
AVGUST HUBER. 
Translation of the art·icles of association of the Society of Separatists of Zoar, 1'uscarawas 
Comity , Ohio , adopted by its members March 18, 1824. 
In the 11ame of God the Father, and Jesus Christ the S011, and the Holy 
Ghost, Amen. 
We, the undersigned inhabitants of Zoar and its vicinity, in Tuscarawas 
County and State of Ohio, l>eing fully persuaded and intending to give 
more full satisfaction to our consciences in tho fulfillment of the duties of 
Christi:1ni ty and to plaut, establish, and confirm the spirit of love as the 
Loud of peaco and union for ourselves and our 1)0sterity forever as a safe 
founuation of social order, do seek a1JCl desire, out of pure Christian love 
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and persuasion, to unite our several personal interests into one common 
interest, ancl if possible to avoid and prevent lawsuits and contentions, 
or otherwise to settle and arbitrate the'rn under th_e following rules, in 
order to avoid the disagreeable and costly course of the law as much as 
possible. 
Therefore, we unite and bind ourselves by and through this common 
and social contract, under the name and title of "The Separatist Society 
of Zoar," and we agree and bind ourselves and promise each other and all 
together that we will strictly hold to, observe, and support all the 
following rules and regulations as faithfully as it ever may be possible. 
In like manner, we promise to support and warrant any such new arti-
cles, amendments, or alterations, which way Le ju favor of the above-
expressed intentions, if such should be added to these articles and obtain 
the consent of the several members and subscribers hereof. 
ARTICLE 1. 
We, the undersigned merubers of the second class of the Society of 
Separatists, declare through this first article the en tire renunciation and 
1·esignation of all our property, of all and every dimension, form, and 
shape, present and future, movable or immovable or both, for ourselves, 
our heirs, and our posterity, with all and every Tight of ownership, title, 
claims, and privileges to the aforesaid Society of Separatists, with the 
express condition that from the date of the subscription of each member 
snch propeTty shall be forevel' and, consequently also after the death of 
such member or members, remain the property of the said Separatist 
Society. · 
ARTICLE 2. 
w·e hereby declare that each wale ]_)erson at tho age of twenty-one, and 
each female person at the age of eighteen years, being possessed with the 
requisite qualities and signing these articles, may become members of this 
society. New members will be admitted through and by the following 
form, but it will be necessary for them, as well as for t h e first members, 
to re ign all their property, as well for themselves as for their posterity, 
honestly and faithfully, anll to n ,nounce all their rights, titles, and claims 
entirely, and to make ov r the same to the directors of the society. 
Concealed debts of such new memben; will not be paid by the directors 
of this soci ty, but shall fall back to such members who shall have ·on-
tracted them. In other respectR, however, such new members shall have 
full claim to equal treatment and enjoyment with the rest. 
ARTI LE 3. 
The o ·iety elects their own directors and their successors in office, who 
do take and hall tak all th property, as well that of the individual 
ru rob r a al. ·o tha t ofth whole society, together with all rights, titles, 
benefits, and claims of all and every cle cription, be the same present or 
in future, movable and immovable, with all their authorities and powers, 
into their dispo ition, and who are her by reCf_uired to hold and manage 
for the g n ral ben fit of thi ociety and according to the pres ·riptions 
of th a,r icl , and wllich th y shall onscientiously apply as aforesaid 
t th l t f their skill and under tandiog. 
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They, the said directors, shall be in duty bound to consult upon and to 
conduct the whole economy of the sociP-ty. They shall have power to 
trade, to purchase and to sell, to conclude contracts and to dissolve them 
again, to allow and give orders, to which, however, they shall all have to 
agree and obtain the consent of the cashier thereto. 
The said directors shall further conduct and regulate the laboring part 
of the business of the society, aucl they shall have a right, whenever it 
may be necessary, to appoint agents or subagents for the purpose of 
doing or causing to be done such business as they may find suitable and 
necessary. 
They, the said directors, sh all also conduct the entire provision of all 
and every member in boarding, clothing, dwelling, and other necessaries 
of life, in such proportion as situation, time, and circumstances may 
require. 
ARTICLE 4. 
vVe, the umlersigncd, promise and bind ourselves, diligently and in the 
most faithful ma,nner, to obey the orders and regulations of the directors 
and their agent s without opposition or murmuring; we further agree to 
apply all our strength, good will, diligence, and skill during life to the 
general benefit of the society and satisfaction of said directors. 
In like manner, we do promise and agree under the same expressions 
and determinations, our children during the time of their minority to be 
subjected to all the regulations and dispositions of the afore::1aicl directors, 
not only as it regards labor and their provisions, but also to any other 
kind of labor, employment, or engagement, in or out of the society, as 
long as they are minors or as long as said directors may :find it best to do 
so; and the directors shall have the same power so to flo as soon as they 
may find it suitable and more b eneficial to do so, as if the parents of such 
chil<lren had done this themselves; for the binding of children ont of the 
society, however, a majority of the votes of the members must first Le 
obtained. 
ARTICLE 5. 
This article entitles and empowers the directors of the society and their 
successors in office, in the name of the society, to receive and take cllarge 
of all inlleritances of deceased members, together with all the rights, titles, 
and claims in a,nd to the same, and to ask, dernand, and hold the same; 
in short, they shall have full right and power, even as if such deceased 
person or persons were yet living an cl did tllernselves ask for, demand, and 
receipt for the same; consequently the children, friends, or relatives can 
not become lleirs of their parents, fri ends, or relatives, since all the prop-
erty of the members is Ly them doomed to be and remain forever the 
property of the said society. 
The directors of said society are further, b y this fifth article, entitled 
and empowered to appoint other suitable p ersons under them, even out of 
the societ y, and empower tllem to collect, or ct1use others to have collectet1, 
properties, goods, or moneys belonging to members who may yet be living, 
as well as such ·who may Le deceased, and to receipt or cause them to be 
receipted for, the same even as if the person or persons for whom it was 
done had collected, taken cllarge of, and receipted for the same themselves. 
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ARTICLE 6. 
Casual contentions or disputes between two or more memuers shall be 
made knowu to the directors of the society and shall be uy them investi-
gated and decided according to the majority of their votes. Should, how-
ever, the dispute of any member or members be against more than one of 
the directors themselves, then the parties shall have a right to appeal; or 
if any of the parties should not be satisfied. with the decision of two dis-
interested directors, then such party may proceed t o an appeal, which 
appeal shaE be and consist in the following form: 
ARTICLE 7. 
Thero shall be a board of arbitration or court of appeal elected by the 
society, who shall be empowered and established by this article; · such 
board may consist in from one to three persons, and shall be elected Ly 
the society, and through a majority of votes; said board shall be invested 
with tho highest and concentratell power of the society, whose organ or 
instrumeut it shall actually be. 
Said boanl of arbitration-may it consist in one, two, or three persons-
shall ue bound to observe all the different brancbes of economy of the 
society, and, whenever they may find it necessary, t.o give orders au<l. im;truc-
tions, to investigate accounts and plans which may haye been made by the 
directors or their agents; in short, all transactions of importance and of 
the value of more than fifty dollars, shall bave to obtain the consent of 
saiu boanl of arbitratio1.J. before they shall be considered biuding and valid. 
The decision of said uoanl of arbitrators, in all kinds of litigation, with-
out any exception, sball be treated and considered as final and conclusive. 
Whoever act s contrary and will not be satisfied with tbeir j nclgment shall 
forfeit aud lose all the enjoyments an(l rights of a member; and such 
fnrthc1 binds itself, in case he or they shall apply to any court of justice 
for a uodsion out of tbe society, to pay to said society all the damages 
accruiJJg by snch application, beshles the costs accruing to said society by 
reason ofsnch suit in law. 
Saitl boartl of arbitration shall further have power in the name of the 
society, according to the result of cfrcumstanc~s and when snfficient com-
plaints h:we Leen adduced by the directors, to excommunicate arbitrary 
and refractory members, to cross out their names and signatures, and to 
d priv' them 1lf all future enjoyments of tho souiety. 
In like manner shall snch arbitrators dctennrne upon the snm or sums 
which such excommunicat cl person or pe1·sons shall have to pay to sai<l 
directors for damages caused 1y them to sa,id society, for which purpose 
th tlir ctors of tho society .·hall hereby be empowered in case of a refusal 
or non fulfillment [ of] this article to take legal measures in law against 
1mch xcommunicatocl ancl refractory member or members ancl to force 
thc•m to th fnllilltnont of tbi duty and to the payment of damages as 
ahov m ntioned, tbrongh the xistiug form of t he general laws of the 
lanu. 
11th jucl1rments giv u b y ·aicl 1 oard of arbitration, untler the form 
an<l circnm tan above mentioned, shall be mad out in writing and 
carri <l into a 1, ok pr pan•cl for that purpo e, ,ttHl shall in all courts of 
ju tic 1, con id r d valill, etfo ·tiv , and irrevocable. 
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ARTICLE 8. 
Each person desirin g to become a member of this society must first be 
of full age; that is, each male vcrson must be twenty-one and each female 
person must be eighteen years of age or more. Applications for being 
admitted as members must be made to one or more of the directors, who 
shall investigate into the reasons, grounds, and capability of such apply-
ing person or persons, and if they find no direct cause of objection against 
such person, they shall give notice of such application to the boanl of 
arbitration and shall invite such person to appear at a certain time and 
place, and if then no impediment shall be found and at least two-thirds of 
the society shall vote for the reception of such person, then the applicant 
shall be by said board of arbitrators admitteu to sign these articles of 
association. 
ARTICLE 9. 
The elections for arbitrators and directors shall be held as often as the 
society may tleem it suitable and necessary, and without having first 
determined npon :rny particuhu form for the same. There shall at all 
times, i:t possible, be three directors iu office, yet, for the want of one, 
two shall be capable of transacting business, and each candidate for sai<l 
office must, at least, have been a good member of the society for five 
;years previous, and must have proven a good moral character. 
A member of tho board of arbitration must have bceu a member of the 
society for at least ten ;years previous, nnd must have lived without blem-
ish as much as possible, if he shall be considered eligible. This shall, 
however, not be counted from the date of the signatures to these articles, 
but from the time of the reception and free exercise of, the general prin-
ciples of the Separatists. 
Members of the board of arbitration must be members, but they may be 
nonsubscribers. Directors, howe...-er, must be both members and subscrib-
ers to these articles. 
All subscribers, male and female, have a right to vote at elections, 
except if anyone, by disorderly deportment, should have rendered himself 
for a time or evcii forever unfit for said purpose, 011 which the directors 
in office, or for want of them the board of arbitration, shall have to 
decide. The officers shall be elected and established by a majori_ty of tho 
Yotes, consequently the highest power shall be and remain forever in the 
harnls aml disposition of the society, who does hereby reserYe the right 
at pleasure to remove and to establish officers or to place others in their 
stead; iu short, to make any alterations which may be deemed best. 
ARTICLl~ 10. 
The society keeps or elects its own cashier, whose duty it shall be to 
manage their receipts, moneys1 anll expenditures, and besides him, 110 one 
shall be entitled to keep any moneys without the order of the cashier. 
Evon the directors shall, without delay, deliver all moueys, uotes, bonds, 
and such like, as property belonging to the society, into the hands of the 
cashier. Every transgressor of this provision may be accused by any 
member or other person before the board of arbitration, who shall by 
IIIS'.l' 98--14 
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them be treated and dealt with according to the provisions of the seven1h 
article. 
The cashier is further bouud to apply all moneys which may come in to 
his hands by the order of the directors and arbitrators t,o the benefit of 
the society, to pay their debts and liquidate their general wauts. 
ARTICLE 11. 
Individual demands, which may either be made by backsliding members 
or by such who, on account of di sor<lerly deportment, may have been 
excomnrnnicatecl-may such demands consist in money, goods, or other 
effects, under whatever name it may be-shall be by this article, for our-
. selves as well as for our posterity, forever abolished and abrogated ; 
neither 1:,hall there ever be any demands made to the society by anyone 
for any remuneration for services nor wages for any labor done for said 
society. All attempts made with this intent shall be confined to the pro-
visions of the seventh article. All deficiencies and equivocations iu these 
by-laws shall never be explained in favor of the complainants or accusers, 
bnt shall always be translated an<l. exp:ained to the benefit of the society, 
and be treated in the same manner. 
All decisio11s arnl judgments passed by the board of arbitrators shall iu 
all and every case be binding, valid, and have their full force. Disputes 
bet,veen directors and members, or between both, shall also be decided by 
the board of arbitration. 
ARTICLJD 12. 
Those articles made, established, and adopted on the 15th day of April, 
1819, shall be treated and cou!:!idered as the basis and foundatiou of these 
prc1:,cn t n,rticles; they sball be valid and in force until the signing of these 
pre8eut 011es1 aud shall also be a1Hl r emain the same to all those who had 
signed thew; antl. these present articl es shall only represent a more detailed 
explaualion of the former, but in nowise shall these be eonsi(1ere<l. or 
ex1>lained as a contradiction of the same. 
Thns do11 e in Zoar, Tu earn.was Connty and State of Ohio, this 18th dny 
of March·, iu tbe year of onr Lortl one thousand eight hundred twenty and 
four (182-1). 
The signatures of the ruemucrs arc hereby wiLues:,:e<l by the <lirectors 
of the society iu office at the time. 




J. M. BI!\IELEH, 
.Arbitrntor. 
APPENDIX III. 
Translation of the onalitution of the, ·ociely of SeparatiBtB of Zoar. 
Introd11 tion to th con8titution of tl10 Society of oparatists of Zoar: 
l'unm:u1t to • u a.ct of the legislatnre of th , ' tato of Ohio, pa ·s <l. A. D. 
1 32, 'o. 1-6, entitl tl "Au a.et to iucorporate tho , oci•ty of ,·cparati1:,ts 
of Zoar, 'l'nsra.rawa. ounty, hio, ' we, tb und •rsignet1 member of said 
'oci ty of parati ts of Zoar autl its vicinity1 Lave fouml it expedient to 
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reno-,rate our hitherto existing constitution as contained in the following 
articles: 
In the name of God the Father and Jesus Christ the Son and the Holy 
Ghost. Amen. 
In order furthermore to secure our consciences that satisfaction proceed-
ing from the fait,hful execution of the duties which the Christian religion 
demamls, and to plant and establish the spirit of love as the bond of 
peace and nnity for a permanent foundation of evcial order for ourselves 
and our posterity foreYer, we therefore seek and desire in accordance 
with pure Christian principles to unite our various indivi~lual interests 
into one common stock; and, conformable with the example of the primi-
tive Christians, all inequalities and distinctions of rank and fortune shall 
be abolished from among us and consequently to live as brothers and 
sisters of one common family. 
Pursuant to the foregoing principles and resolutions, we voluntarily 
unite and bind ourselves by this joint agreement under the name ancl 
title of "Society of Separatiliits of Zoar," and we obligate ourselves each 
to the other, that we will hold to the following articles and rules; that 
we will observe and support the same to the best of our abilities, which 
from the day of the date hereof shall be in force and virtue in law. 
ARTICLE 1.-Begulating elections. 
All elections for the divers necessary officers of the society shall, agree".' 
ably with the provisions of the act of incorporation, be held 011 the second 
Tuesday of May annually, and, in ac~ordance with the statute of the State 
of Ohio, be decided by ballot and majority of votes. On said election day 
shall annually be elected one trustee ( extraordinary circumstances ex-
cepted), annually one member of the standing committee, quadrennially 
one cashier and an agent-general, unlimited in term as long as he pos-
sesses the confidence of the society. The time and place, when and where 
the elections shall be held, also the number and kind. of officers to be 
elected shall be made known by the trustees of the society at least twenty 
days previous to the electiou; for which purpose tbe society or any ten 
members thereof shall at each election appoint a committee of four per-
sons whose duty it shall be to conduct the election in conformity with the 
laws of this country. The society shall elect all the officers from aruongst 
the members thereof; whereby special reference shall l)e had to the neces-
sary and requisite qualifications, integrity, ::md faithfulness of the candi-
dates. 
ARTICLE 2.-.Election of trustees and their duties. 
'fhe society shall elect from amongst its members three suitable persons 
as its directors or trustees ancl their successors in office, who shall take 
charge of the joint property of all tho undersigned mem hers; said. trustees 
shall, as stated in the first article, be elected by majority and agreeably to 
tho following regulations: The majority for three years, second majority 
for two years, and third majority for one year, and after the expiration 
of one year, annually one trustee. Should the case occur tllat one or more 
candidates of one and. the same office receive an equal number of votes, 
then the balloti11g shall be repeated until a legal majority shall be 
1 obtained. Each trustee may remain iu office for three years iu succession 
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unless circumstances to .tho contrary, such as death, sickness, absence, 
refasing to serve, etc., render such impossible, or in any case the miscon-
duct of any one of the trustees cause the society to discharge one or the 
other, and to fill snch vacancy as said society may choose; which righ t of 
discharging and replacing the said society reserves to itself, before the 
expiration of the ordinary term of three years, or even of one year; yet 
each trustee shall remain so long in office until liis successor be chosen. 
Said trustees are hereby empowered and in duty bound to fake charge 
of all t,he property, real an<l personal, which this society either now or in 
future may possess, including all property of newly accepted members1 
movable and immovable, of whatever name and description it may bo; 
likewise are they authorized to receive all kinds of legacies, donations 
and personal claims; in fine, every species of property to which any of 
the members may at any time have just claim, to demand and collect the 
same by legal proceedings, and shall appropriate and apply the same con-
scientiously to the best of their knowledge and .skill, in behalf and for 
the exclusive benefit, use, and advantage of said society. And it shall 
also be the duty of saill trustees carefully to furnish each ruember, with-
out respect to person, with board, clothing, and cl welling and other neces-
saries alike in days of sickness and of health as good as circumstances 
will allow. Said trustees shall furthermore take charge of the economical 
affairs of this society; consult over and direct all the business and conse-
quently to assign to each individual member its duty and work to be per-
formeu, to which at least the majority of said trustees, if not all, shall 
be agreed. Said trustees are hereby empowered to appoint subtrustccs 
or agents as many and to whatever purpose they may see proper and nee-
es ary; and all such subtrustees or agents shall be responsible to the said 
trustees for all their transactions. Said trustees shall fill the various 
branches of economy with suitable persons, who shall conduct the same, 
·ubject to tho control of saiu trustees and liable to like responsibility for 
the conduction thereof as other subtrustees or agents. But all resolutio11s 
i11 reo-aru to important undertakings shall be submitted to and be subject 
to the approhation of the standing committee, and said trustees shall at 
all times be responsible for all their transactions to saitl standing commit-
tec. asual di cord, differenceR, and misunuerstandings shall throughout 
by way of al'bitratiou be settled amicably by the trustees of said society; 
in ca e that this can not bo accomplished by and through said trustees, 
then the court of appeals, cited in suose<1nent articles, shall solely decide. 
A11d the aill trustees arc by this article bound to maintain and promote 
p a ·e and order in the society; they are furthermore hereby authorized 
to propos to the boanl of aruitrntion or standing committee such regula-
tions and improvements alculate(l to facilitate those purposes; and if a 
majority of Loth bodies approve of tho measures thus propose<l as proper 
anu n ces ary, they shall thereupon b r commended to be observed as 
uch, provide<l that such amendment b in no wise contradictory to these 
article . 
Ann 'Ll!: 3.-Blection a1Hl duties of ugenl-[Jeneral. 
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annul them again; to employ agents beyond the circle of the society and 
to correspond with them; also to issue and again to accept orders; to 
direct and superintend, to the welfare of the society, all its trading :1nd 
commercial concerns; in fine, all affairs which in anywise appertain to 
the aforesaid line of business, of whatever name, shape, and descriptions 
they may be, and shall be carried on under his direction and superintenu~ 
encc. In like manner shall all the manufactures and similar works lie 
under his superintending care, to the furtherance and improvement of 
which he shall pay due regard, and to regulate them in such a way and 
manner as he shall from time to time find it most conducive to the gen-
0eral good of i:;aitl society. The agent-general shall furthermore be entitletl 
to appoint subagents, when and as many as he shall stand in need of, who 
shall be empowered to transact in his name all such business as he shall 
see proper to charge them with; and said sn bagents shall be held respon-
sible to the agent-general for all their transactions; and the said agent-
general shall, in appointing su bagents, act by and with the consent of tl1e 
trustees, whose concurrence shall also be necessary in all undertakings of 
moment and importance; and for the due administration of the powers 
aml duties hereby committed to his ca.re and charge, he shall be account-
able to tho standing committee of the society. All deeds, mortgages, and 
similar instruments of writing shall be executed in the name of the trus-
tees and be placetl to the safe-keeping of the agent-general. 
ARTICLR 4.-Election and cluties of the stand·ing cornrnittec. 
By virtue of these articles tho society shall elect from amongst its mem-
bers a E.tanding committee, which shall consist of five persons, but in case 
a vacancy of one or two members thereof slfall occur, either by death, 
sickness, absence, or otherwise, then the three remaining members shall 
be capable of trans:wting business until the next succeeding electiou; tliis 
committee shall be invested with the concentrated power of said society 
and shall execute all those duties which are marked out for it in this consti-
tntion; in all extraordinary cases shall this committee serve as a court of 
appeals, aud shall, as tho highest tribunal, be hereby empowered to decide 
as sncb, and the judgment thereof shall b e final and binding in all cases, 
provided that no complaiut shall Le brought before it for decision except 
Ly way of appeal; that is, in case one or both of the contending parties 
shonld Le dissatisfied with the decision of the trustees. Trustees can 
never at the same time be members of this committee. The election of 
said committee bhall be so regulated that annually one member to said 
committee shall be elected, and that each member may holtl his offi~e for 
.five yeaTS successively, and are at all times eligible again as long as they 
possess the confidence of said society. 
ARTICLE 5.-Election of cash'ier and his duties. 
The society sha11 choose a cashier or treasurer to be elected for the t erm 
of four years, and shall, after the expiration of such term, be eligible again 
so long as the society intrnst him with the station; said cashier shall 
take charge of and duly administer to all its financial concerns, and besides 
Lim nolle of the members shall be entitled to holtl any money, without 
order from the cashier. Even the trnstees and the agent-general sl1all 
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deliver · up all money, notes, bonds, checks, etc., as belonging to the 
society into the treasury without delay; and every transgressor of this 
provision shall, by any member or person whosoever, be prosecuted for 
the same before the trustees of the society and sliall be treated by them 
according to the provisions of the tenth article. It shall also be the duty 
of tho cashier to appropriate and apply all moneys received, conformable 
to the directions of the trustees, the agent-general, and the standing 
committee, exclusively to the benefit of the society; to pay the society's 
debt.;, oofray the general necessaries, and to credit said trustees with 
the surplus fond. All and every p erson who has charge over any one or 
more of the branches of economy shall hand in their accounts to the 
cashier at such times as he shall see proper to order the same; and the 
trustees are l1ereby entitled to request from the cashier an annual account 
of his transactions if they deem it necessary. The cashier shall have the 
right, if circumstances require it, to appoint a clerk to keep r egular rec- . 
ords of elections and of such other important measures which the divers 
officers shall deem necessary. 
ARTICLE 6.-Delivery of property and duties of the members. 
We, t be undersigned members, second class of the Society of Separatists 
of Zoar, declare by these presents that all our property of all and every 
description, wh,ich we either now or in future may possess, movable or 
immovable, or both, togeth~r with all claims, titles, rights, devise, and 
legacies, etc., of whatever kind and name they may be, as well for our-
selves as our descendants, heirs, executors, and administrators, shall be 
forever given up to said society, with the express condition that such 
p1·operty shall from the date of the signatures of each member forever 
h enceforth, cons.equently after the death of each respective member, be 
and remain the exclusive property of said society; also do we promise and 
bind onrselves most faithfully and industriously to execute all the orders 
and regulations of said trnstees and their sul>trustees or agents, without -
opposition and murmuring, and we likewise agree to apply all our strengtlJ, 
goocl will, industry, and skill for life to the general benefit of said society 
and to the satisfaction of the trustees; likewise do wo promise a.ncl agree, 
und er the same conditions a.nd regulatiorn,, to place our children, whilst 
they are in a state of rni1101·ity, nnder the directions and regulations of 
said trn tees, in same manner as if they were l egally boull(leu by lawful 
indentures to them aud their successors in office, until they shall Lave 
attained t heir proper age, as de£ine<l. by the laws of this State. 
ARTICLE 7.-Acceptance of 1nembers. 
In accepting 11ew members the following rule and order is to be 
ob rv d: ~ach and fWery person wishing nnd desiring to become a rnem-
1, r fth second lass ofthi society hall fir t of a ll have attained to tbe 
lawful ag -that i, a male p erson shall be tw nty-one and a female 
igl1 t n y ars of age· ·, on<lly, sliall snch person or persons have lived 
in an<l clw ll t1 with the soci ty for the t •rm of at least one year :md ball 
have been: member of th fir t cla. oftbis . ociety, withont exception if 
1•vc•n born and ecln at <l. in th<' so i ·ty, a11d provi<l a tuat, thoy hav faith-
fully fnliilletl the contract previously con ·lu<le<l with the Lrustees of this 
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society at their entrance into tl1e first class-if such person or persons can-
show both the aforesaid qualifications, ancl the resolution not being pre-
maturely made, but who by their own free will and accord, self-convinced 
are so resolved, snch person or persons shall make known their intention 
to one or more of the trustees, whose duty it shall be to hear such person 
or persons; and if after having- taken the applicant's motives into due 
consideration no well-founded cau!ie for rejection or postponement be 
found, then said trustees shall make it known to the society at lenst thirty 
days previous, and appoint the time and place when and where snch sign-
ing shall be performed; and if during such interval no compla,ints or 
objections from the part of the society or any of its individual members 
ngainst such person or persons be made thereupon, they may be admitted 
ta the signing of this constitution, and after signing such are thereby con-
stituted members of the second class of the society, and shall be consid-
ered and treated as such ; provided that in case snch new member shall 
ha-..-e 'kept secret any of its contracted debts or other obligations foreign 
to the S:)ciety, such members shall have forfeited all privileges and rights 
of membership, in case su~cient proof be found to establish the fact. 
ARTICLE 8.-Education fostitute. 
In accordance with this article the society shall keep or establish a gen-
eral education institute for all the children in the community, at the head 
of wLich such male or female overseers shall be placed whose qualifica~ 
tions shall be foun<l best suited for said purpose, and, agreeable to this 
proviso, all the parents of children in this society bind themselves to 
deliver up and place their chil<lren, after h:wing arrived at the third year 
of their age or sooner, to the ornrseers of said institution, where said chil-
dren shall receive, according to their age aml faculties, appropriate educa-
tion and tuition. Said overseers shall be chosen an.cl engaged by the 
standing committee, sul>ject to the express <lntythat they shall exert their 
Lest cn<lcavors and car0 to give those children place<l nnder their care, ns 
well in rnora.l as in physical consideration, the best possible education 
thereby having in view not only the attainment ·of scientific branches of 
knowledge, but also gra<lnally train them to performiug the diYers branches 
of manual labor. And it is hereby made the duty of said committee to 
keep strict superintendence o,·cr the institution. And they shall also be 
authorized to place snch cl.Jilrlren, as soon as their age, alJilit~es, and uodily 
coudition will permit, under the control of the trustees, who shall give 
them such employment as they may Le aule to perform. 
Al{TICLE 9.-Pou·er of the trustees to collect and lake charge of heritages, etc. 
This article authorizes and empowers the trustees and their successors 
h1 of-lfoe, in tho name of the society, to bold and take possession of all 
remaining property of deceasell members, with all their rights, titles, and 
claims whatsoever, to demand or cause the same to ue demanded and col-
lected, and, finally, they are h ereby invested, as the universal heirs, in the 
name of the society, to act with full rights and power as if such d~ceased 
person or. persous were yet living aml themselves demanded an<l acquitted 
for tl1e same; hence the children, friends, a nil relatives, whether they be 
in or without the society, can not be or become heir to such au heritage of 
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a c1eceased member, since all property forever is and shall remain the por-
tion of said society. And the trustees of said society are and shall be 
hereby authorized to empower other suitable persons in or out of tho 
society to demand and collect, or cause to be demanded and collected, 
moneys, estates, and effects of persons, eitller yet living or deceased, in 
same manner as if such person or persons for whom such was done llacl 
themselves demanded ancl collected the· same, receivecl it, and receipted 
therefor. 
ARTICLE 10.-Contentions, etc. 
Casual contentions between two or more members, and complaints, of 
whatsoever ]dnd and description they may be, shall be brought uefore tLe 
trnsiees and by them examined and settled. But in case one or the other 
party should. not be satisfied with the decision of said trustees, or shonltl 
any one or more of the trustees themselves b e involved in sucll contention, 
etc., then appeal ma,y be had to tlle standing committee or court of appeal, 
·whose decision shall in all cases be final and binding. ·whosoever shall 
act contrary to this provision and will not be sat isfied with their j udg-
rnent looseth and debarreth him or h er self of nll fnrther enjoyment arn1 
rights of a member. 
ARTICLE 11.-Seced-ing members. 
Should any member or members find cause to secede from the society, 
they shall make known such their intention to one or more of the trustees, 
" ·hose duty it shall be to notify the 1,ociety thereofm orc1er that, if any com-
plaints be existing agaiust such member or members, tlley may betimes 110 
brought forward to said trustees, who slrn,11 tbencefor,.vard act in respect 
to them agrecaule to all the attending circumstances; but should any 
seceding member, nuknown to. the trustees, have contracted any debt or 
(1cbts upon the community or been tho cause of subjecting the society to 
any cost or injury1 in Ruch ca1,e saiu member or members shall make satis-
factory restitution or otherwise render s:1ch indemnification as the said 
trustees sl1all demancl, and in case snch seceder or secetlers shoulcl not 
content themselves with thojnc1gment ofsaitl trustees and refuse to make 
satisfactory restitution, in that case both parties, the trustees and seced-
ing members, shall be entitled to au appeal to tho standing committee nnd 
the clcci. ion thereof shall in nll cases be binding and final. Should any 
per on or person , 11otwithstan<lrng this provision, ue dissatisfied a11<l 
apply to a court of justice beyond the limits of the society for assistance, 
in sn<'h ca e th y are also h ereby bo11ncl to r ender dno indemnification for 
all dam:igc. and loss of time thereby caused to and sustained by saitl 
society. In ca e any sec cling per on sh ould refnse to comply witll tlrn 
<leruancl of tho trustees in pursuance of tlie d ecision of the stauding com. 
mit1 e, th o trnstees slrnll l, anthorizecl to prosecnte such p erson or per-
sons :incl by conrse of law to l>riug them or canso them to l>e brought to 
tho dne fulfillment of the clnty or payment as aforesaid. Furthermore 
shall th' committ o be anthorize(l to act i11 liko manner with all those 
who, ou acconut of actincr contrary to dnfy and good order, have been 
xp 11 d from th soci ty, to expnnge their 11am 'S a11d siguatnres, and to 
xc·o111mnnicatl' tlwm from: 11 fnrth r u joyment and riirhts of a m mhor 
of th scH'iety. .. ith r 1h sec('(ling p rso11s wl10 kave tlto society of 
h<>ir own a cord nor tho who :.LI'<' cxpC'llecl thN from can ever by Yirtno 
of their Higuatur aucl l,y the 11rovisiou1, of thi article, 1mt1er any 
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pretense whatcyer, in any wise make any demand or obtain, e i ther upon 
property bronght to the society or for their labor or any other serYice 
which they may have rernlered to the society, in whatever the same shall 
barn consisted, any compensation whatever. Yet such person or persons 
may, if they choose, sul>mit tlieir pretensions to the standing committee, 
whose opinion shall decide whether or not, or under what condition such 
:ipplicants shall be entitled to receive any indemnity. All judgments of 
tho committee issued pursuant to the foregoing prescriptions shall be 
made out iu writing and recorded in a book to be kept for that purpose, 
which shall in all courts of law and equity b e considered valid and incon-
testa!Jle. Each given j uclgment of said committee shall be handed OYer 
to one or more of the trustees, by virtue of which lie or they am autl10r-
izecl to execute such Jndgmcnt or ca.use it to be executed, either on volun-
tary terms or by the ordinary process of law. This constitution shall never 
in any wise be brokeu or annulled by dissatisfied or seceding members . 
APTICLE 12.-Concern'ing th e constitution. 
The society can at any time, whenever deemed expedient and necessary, 
alter this their constitution, or any one of the articles thereof, or add 
thereto> provided that such alteration or addition shall always be founded 
upon the principles of unity and conservation of the society, and only 
. then practicable if at least two-thirds of all the members be in favor of 
it. In no wise shall this present renewed constitution ever be viewed as 
<leclaring or presenting ineffectual or void tho articles signed l>y t.he mem-
l,ers on the fifteenth day of April, 1819, and those on the e1gh teen th day 
of March, A. D. 1824. On the contrary, saiu articles shall be acknowledged 
as the basis of the present constitution. All unintelligibleness, equivoca. 
tion, or deficiency which pera.dventure might exist in this constitution, 
shall always be coDstrucd aml treated in fayor of the society, and never to 
tho advantage of individual mem!Jers. At least anmrnlly, at a suitable 
time, shall this constitution be pnblicly read at the pbce of public mee t-
ing. ·written nnd conclu<led i11 Zoar, Tnscara,yas County, .all(l State of 
Ohio, the fourteenth da.y of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hnndred and thirty-three. 
APPENDIX IV. 
Articles of the first class. 
,ve, t.lie nndersigned, members of the first class of Separatists, party of 
the first part., ::incl George Gasely, Jacob Ackerman, and Christian Ruof, 
trnstecs elect, nnd their snccessors in office, of the Separatists' Society 
of Zoar, iu the conuty of Tuscarawas, and Slate of Ohio, party of the 
second part, lJave, through confidence mutually reposed in one another, 
established and by these prese11ts do establish the following rules and 
principles of social compact for the better fulfillment of the duties of 
m::mkiud, which we owe one another, and also for the furtherance of our 
spiritual :rn<l temporal welfare and happiness. 
ARTICLE 1. 
We, the said party of tho first part, tlo declare, that by onr own free 
will and nccord we h:we agreed an<l by these presents do agree and bin<l 
onrsel,·cs to lauor, obey, an<l execute all tlie orders of said trustees :rnd 
their successors in office; and from the day of the date hereof henceforth 
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to use all our industry and skill in uehalf of the exclusive uenefit and 
welfare of the said Separatists' Society of Zoar, and continue to do so, as 
long as strength and bealth will p ermit, to the entire satisfaction of the 
said trustees and their successoi's in office. 
ARTICLE 2. 
And we do also hereby agree and l,ind ourselves firmly by these pres-
ents to put our minor children under the care and control of the said 
trustees and their successors in office, in the same m:w ner as if they had 
been bound by indentures to serve and dwell with them and their succes-
sors in offi ce, for and during the term of their minority, subject to all the 
duties and likewise entitled to the same rights aud protection as inden-
tured children by law are subject and entit1cd to, until they shall have 
attained their proper age as defined by the statutes of the State of Ohio. 
ARTICLE 3. 
And the said trustees do h er eby for themselves and their successors in 
offi ce, agree and bm<l. themselves to furni sh the sai<l. party of the first 
part with suitable dwelling, board, arnl clothing, free of cost, the cloth-
ing to consist at any time of not less than two snits, including the clothes 
l,ronght uy the said party of the first part to this society; a11<l in case of 
sickness, 11ecessar y care and attendance is hereby promised to the saill 
party of the first part; and this p erformance of the trustees and their 
successors in office sha11 be considered by the party of the first part a full 
compensation for all their labors and services, done either l,y themselves 
or their minor children, without au y further claim or demands whatever. 
ARTICLE 4. 
Good and moral b eh avior ,·such as i::l eujoined by strict observance of the 
principles of Holy Writ, arc by uoth parties hereby promised t o be 
observed; hence, it is clearly understood that all profan e . language, 
immoral words and acts, which m::i.y cause offense amongst the other m ern-
he:'s of t hi s community, are not on ly wholly to be ayoitled , but, on the 
con trary, a1l are to cmlcavor to set good examples and to cherish general 
and rnntnal Jove. 
ARTICLE 5. 
The ouject of tliis agreement heiug, furthermore, to preserve peace aud 
unity, an<l. as such ·au only uc maintained by a general cqnality among its 
rn cmLers, it i ·, therefore, severally nnclerstood and declared that no extra 
dem an d sl1all be macle or allowed in respect to meat, drink, clothing, 
dw Jlings, etc. ( as s of siclrness excepted), unt imcb, if :1ny can be allowed 
to x ist, may an1l shall ho ohtai11ed by individuals through means of their 
own and nev r ont of the common fund. 
ARTICLE 6. 
Allmon y , which tho sai<l party of the :first part either now 11ossesses 
r h raft r may r e ei,·e into their possession, shall wHhont deln,y b o 
depo.·itc1l iu tho common fond of this ,·ociety, for which a receipt,, paya,ule 
on <1 mn1Hl, i , to b given; l,ut upon the r c1uest of the said 1,arty of t he 
fin;t part, in ord r to procure xtrn. rn ccssarirs_. as th case may lJ , a part 
or th who] of aid d po ~t shall IH· rcfull(le<l to the own r. 
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ARTICLE 7. 
All manner of misunderstandings and differences shall be settled by 
way of arbitration and not otherwise; that is, by a body of three or :five 
persons, to be chosen by 1,oth parties, and their decision shall be 1,inding 
on both parties. 
ARTICLE 8. 
All rules and reguln,tions contained in the foregoing articles ( if any there 
be which are uot plain enough or arc subj!'cir't.o misapprehension) shall be 
so understood as ne,·er to be in opposition to bn t al ways in perfect accord-
ance with the morals, usages, principles, and regul:.ttions of the members 
of the secoml class of the Separatists1 Society of Zoar. 
ARTICLE 9. 
These articles being folly and fairly understood, to their 8trict and 
faithful performance, both parties Lind themselves in the most solemn 
manner, jointly n.nd severally, thP-ir children, heirs, executors, adminis-
trators, ancl successors in office by the pena.l sum of fifty dollars, current 
money of the United States of America. 
ARTICLE 10. 
If, in consequence of the foregoing, a penalty upon any one of the par-
ties to this agreement shall be In.id, then, in case of rcfnsal or noncom-
pliance, the party so refusing may be prosecuted for the same before any 
magistrate or justice of the peace in the township, county, and State 
whereia tho defendant may reside, and judgment shall be had agreeable 
to the hws of this State; and said magistrate or justice of tl1e peace shall 
forthwith proceed to collect such penalty and pay it over to the party 
who by law is entitled to the same. In testimony whereof, both parties 
liaYe hereunto set their l1au:l:-, and seals this 14th day of October, in the 
year of out· Lord 1833. 
APPENDIX T'". 
AN .A.CT to incorporate the Society of Separatists of Zoar, Tuscarawas County. 
SEC. 1. Be it enacted by the gen era l assembly of tlie State of Ohio, That 
Joseph M. Bimeler, .John G. Griizinger., Jacob Syfang, Michael Fetters, 
Christopher Platz, Jolm George Lepold, Solomon Sala,, George Ackerman, 
,Jacob Walz, Christian Hensler, .John Neff, Lewis Birk, Philip Sell, George 
Rnof, Godfrey Kappel, Christian Weebel, Conrad Lebold, John C. Fetter, 
Johu Miller, and .Jobn Fogel, and their associates be, and they are hereby, 
created a body corporate an d politic by the name of "The Society of Sep-
aratists of Zoar," with perpetual succession, and by their corporate namfl 
may contract ail<l 1.Je contracted with, sue and Le· sued, plead and be im-
pleadP.ll, defend ancl be defended in n.11 courts of bw and equity in this 
State :mu elsewhere; may have a common seal, which they may l,reak, 
alter, or renew at pleasure; shall be cn,pable of holding property, real, 
11crsonal1 n.n<l mixed, either by purchase, gift., grant, devise, or legacy; 
and may sell, a.lien, dispose of, aucl convey the same; and the property 
and other co11ccrns of tho corporatiou shall be under the m,magcmcnt auJ 
control of !,lie trustees appoilltc<l for that purpose; and said corpora~ion 
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shall have power to form a constitution and adopt by-laws for its govern-
ment, to prescribe the nnmLer and title of ittil officers, and define _their 
several powers and dntics; to prescriLe the manner in which memLers 
may be admitted ancl dismisserl, and all other powers necessary for its 
· corporate concerns: Pro1•idecl, That said constitution, by-laws, rules, and 
regulations be consistent with the Constitution and laws of the United 
States and of this State: .Ancl provided also, That the clear annual iucome 
of said society shall uot exceed one thousand dollars. 
SEC , 2. That the persons namecl in the first section of this act, or any 
three of them, may call a meeting of said society, Ly giving ton da~·s' 
notice thereof by advertisement sut np at the place of public worship in 
the village of Zoar, for the pnrpose of forming a cons ti tu tion and adopt-
mg uy-laws for the government of said society, and of doing such otuer 
bnsiness as may be necessary for the efficient rnairngement of said 
corporat1011. 
SRc. 3. That tho members of said society, or such numbers of them as 
l>y such Ly:law·s shall be necessary, shall meet annually on the second 
Tcesday of May, at the place of llolding puLiic worship, for the purpose 
of electmg officers of said corporation. 
SEC . 4. That any fnture legislatme may amend or repeal this act., pro-
vided such amen elm en t or repeal shall not affect the ti tie of ::.ny real or 
1rnrsonal estate, acquired or conveyed under its provisions, or divert tue 
same to any otlrnr purpose than that originally intended. 
. w. B. HUBBARD, 
Speake1· of the House of Representati1,e8. 
WM. DOHERTY, 
FRBRUARY 6, 1832. 
Speaker of the Senate. 
APPENDIX VI. 
AN ACT Lo amenrl the net ontitl etl "An act to incorporate tl1e Society of Separati;,l,s of 
Zoar in Tuscarawas County. 
SEC. 1. Be it enactr:cl by the r1eneral assembly of tl,e Slate of Ohio, That so 
mnc·h of the second sectio11 of the act entitled "An act to incorporate t be 
Society of Sepa"rati~ts of Zoar, Tnscarnwas Connty," passe<l FeLruary 
sixth, one tbousand eigbt lllln<lrell a11tl thirty-t,vo, as limits the clear 
aunnal income of said soeidy to ouc thousa11<l dollars, Le and the same is 
berchy repealed; au,1 the society aro hereby authorized to recei ve a clear 
anunal 111come of any su111 not ex<:ce<liug ten thonsan<l dollars. 
SEC. 2. That If said society, for any cause, sball not elect officers on the 
day specified 111 said act, then any fi vc mem Lers of said society may onler 
an election uy giving at least ten days' notice by postiug 11p printed or 
written notice of the time an<l place of holcling such election in three of 
the most puL1ic places in the Yillage of Zoar, one of whicb shall Le at the 
place of holding public worship. 
, ' 1+: • 3. Tbc fonrtli section of tur) act, to which this is au a111eU11ment, 
be . 11d the same ill hereby rep al '<1. 
, E '. il. This a t sball tak effect from :m,1 after its passage. 
l<'EBHL' HY 21, 18JG. 
ELIAS F. DRAKE, 
peaker of lhe House of Representatives. 
S1,:ABUHY :Fo1w, 
,peaker of the enale. 
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SOUTHERN ECONOMIC HISTORY: TARIFF AND PUBLIC LANDS. 
By JAMES CURTIS BALLAGII. 
Three great questio11s arose in tlie mttional expansion of the 
U1iited States from 1789 to 1860, primarily economic in origin 
a11d bearing, that marked the diverging interests of two great 
sections and threa.tened to disrupt the Union. rrhey were 
, ~avery, tariff, and public lands, in which latter was include<l 
the question of internal improvements. Each_ of these ques-
tions passed from the economic to the political sphere for like 
causes, and in a manner strikiugly analogous. They repre-
sented, one might say, different but related phases of a great 
material opposition which, when expressed in politics, appeare<l. 
in its most aggravated and irreconcilable form. 
Slavery, as first in time, and from the momentous ethical and 
social consequences involved, commanded so much larger a 
share of public attention tbat it alone remaine<l, when the cli-
max of sectionalism was reached, to iigurc_in the popular mind 
as a direct issue in the war agaiust secession. By its Ycry 
conspicuousness it obscured the more in<lirect though powerful 
influence of the other two questions of tariff ami territory. 
Temporary victories for the South in the matter of tariff leg-
-islatiou and in the distrilmtion of the public lands and the 
procee<ls of their sale ten<led to obliterate from geueral view 
these two factors as excitiug causes of the impeuding dissolu-
tion in the period just immediately precediug the war, while 
after it the question of ]an<ls, previously involved in the terri-
to1fal expansion of sla-r-ery, bad lost all iuterest for the South. 
It fell with tho i11stitutio11 of slavery. But two great problems 
left to tlie Arnericau and particularly the Southern people, the 
free negro_ and tariff reform , are ]ega<.:ies as well as causes of 
the old conditio11s, and have come to us in their present form 
as direct results of the war. As a war measure the slaves 
were freed, so as war measures were duties increased from the 
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comparatively moderate Morrill tariff of 1860-Gl to an average 
of 37.20 per cent in 1862 aud of 40.06 per cent in 1864, which 
have formed the basis of successive high tariffs to the Dingley 
bill. The failure of the Wells bill in 1867 was rightly taken by 
the party in power to mean tllat the war duties were to be not 
only retained., but advanced, and regardless of the tem1)0rary 
reduction of 1872 and 1883 when they still avera,ged 38 per 
cent they increased with the McKinley tariff to a maximum of 
U5 and 150 per cent on some articles. Both questious repre-
seut thuR the projection, not at first designed nor foreseen, of 
a war policy into times of peace, aud tlle subsequent conditions 
which have determined their preseut status are in a large 
measure the unanticipated, but almost inevitable results of 
material .circumstances created during a period of warfare. 
Under somewhat similar circumstances, Jefferson 1 and Maui-
sou 2 both, though most outspoken advocates of free-trade prii> 
ciples, were forced by circumstances to forego a full realiza-
tion of their wishes, and consented to acts as war necessities 
that wholly abrogated the logical expausion of their doctrine. 
The uecessities of a Federal budget as dearly led l\Iadison to 
introduce, for temporary relief, the resolution of April 8, 1789, 
that resulted in the revenue tariff laid by our first tariff act 
July 4, 1780, as it led the Federal Congress to raise the com-
paratively moderate protective duties of the Morrill tariff in 
1862 and 1864. But Madison was not tl.le author of the clause 
emrnciating the principle of protedion iu the preamble of the 
act of 1780. It was a co11cession 3 first suggested by Mr. Fitz-
i.;irnmons; of Pei1m,ylvania, aud yielded by Madison iu tlie liope 
of harmony. To save the billhe ·weut even further as a peace-
maker between the contending interests, and admitted to the 
Ii ·t of ~pccific articles protected far more thau he had Ol'igillally 
propo ed or his section desired. Iu tllis way, and to catch the 
pring importations for an immediate and enlarged revenue, 
tlic m a,.-ure in its final form was carried bc_youd the reve11 ue 
propo itio11 of 1783, 011 which it wa lrnsed and which lia.d Leen 
o zealou ly fathered uy both Hamiltou and Madison. 
So to , Jeffer 011, imbued with pliysiocratic and. mercautilist 
ctrine , and yet a clo tudeut of actual American ecouomic 
nnu p li tical ·01Hlitiou , ·aw little hope iu l7c. 8 for tlie imme-
1 
:,, J •ff rson 's R port of li03. \Vashiagton 's J e~ rson, VIT, 637,641,647,648. 
,\11aal of 'ong.,I,107,113,116; :\ladison 's\Vork,;,I,466,4 0;III,42;.Awur. St. Papers, 
I, 2!1, o. 
3 ..\uuals of ('ou.,1· S>j, I, 111,112. 
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diate growth of manufactures. Yet at a later day he was not 
unwilling to admit such duties upon foreign articles as protected 
incipient commerce and incidentally encouraged domestic man-
ufactures without laying a burden upon his favorite agricul-
ture. .Aside from personal a.nd political feeling engendered 
by rivalry, his opposition to Hamilton's report of November 4, 
1791,1 which favored a bounty syRtem for manufactures, was 
·consistent both with bis belief in a revenue tariff, where free 
trade was impossible, and his clear perception that Hamilton's 
plan as a policy of government was premature; that with the 
sufficient revenue existing higher duties were unnecessary, and 
that money and other bounties were ultimately a tax paid by 
the many to foster tlie interests of a few. In this opinion con-
temporaneous judgment bore him out by the postponement of 
the question raised to 1816, when actual conditious had _ them-
selves so far changed as to make such a policy not only rational, 
but desirable to a large constituency in several partR of tbe 
CT nion, and Madison and Jefferson alike accepted in a modified 
degree tbe doctrine of protection. Hamilton's economic policy 
was in this respect as far in advance of his time _as his general 
theory of government, and was based not upon .American 
demand, but upon British experience . 
. Ideas of free trade, tariff for revenue, and protective tariff 
were practically contemporaneous in our constitutional period. 
They we!e all freely expressed in the debates of 178D, but the 
serious application of one or the other as a permanent policy 
was an evolution. The sentiment of the fathers then need 
scarcely be appealed to to support this doctrine or that. There 
was, it is true, serious differeuce of opinion and underlying 
localism, but the general tendency of feeling was patriotic and 
it sought harmony by following the road conceived to be marked 
out by .American interests, domestic and foreign. Hamilton 
and his school were uo less patriotic because they interpreted 
this interest in the light of foreign experience, but they were 
less wisely patriotic in confining their proposed benefits to a 
class after a British model, and less practical in pushing a 
home policy that embraced but a single field and section of 
home interest, while it took no account of tlie pressing demauds 
of .American foreign relation~. With Jefferson tlie outlook 
covered a wider rauge, the iuterests of the people who were a 
1 Annals of Cong., 2fl Cong., 1791-1793, 971, 073, 1001, 1009-1014; Madison's ·works. In 
1817 Matlison considered it an honor to belong to protective society. 
HIST 98--15 
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majority, as expressed in the three great forms of industry in 
the relative importance assigned them by past experience and 
exigencies present or in view. Supported by Washington and 
Madison, he was t]rn first to fully outline what might now be 
called the American policy of reciprocity, at once an applica-
tion of free trade and of protective principles. Jefferson's 
scheme was primarily a foreign policy, but it embraced the 
actual domestic situation. ~'-\griculture, a foreign market for 
its product, the creation of an independent carrying trade, and 
incidental protection · to home products absorbed the larger 
present and probable interests of the country.1 Yet the propo-
sitions embodied in these two great reports of Hamilton- and 
Jefferson, the one of which haq. consumed almost and the 
other more than two years in preparation, failed of immediate 
adoption through a political opposition led by the antagonistic 
authors. 
But it was the principles of Jefferson's report on commerce 
that were first put into operation and helped to create those 
conditions under which Hamilton's policy might be feasible. 
This was due partly to popular, partly to influential backing, 
and partly to possible foreign events that had now become 
actual. As early as 1788 W ashingtou, in a letter to Lafayette, 
forecast J e:fferson's commercial policy of 1793 by predictin_g 
both reciprocity and retaliation in the form of closer reciprocal 
trade interests with France and of undoubted retaliatory meas-
ures against Great Britain so soon as the permanent govern-
ment of the United States was established. 2 Jefferson's mind 
bad gone a step farther. He saw in fostered commerce both a 
resource of defense and a productive industry. As a carrier 
nation, the United States would control not only her own prod-
ucts but those of belligerent foreigners, and at the same time 
form the nucleus of a merchant navy. Retaliation, as has been 
unju tly alleged, was not the keynote of Jefferson's policy. His 
report was a clear vindication of the doctrine of universal free 
trade, and a a step toward tba,t for a national policy he was 
ready to see his Government take up the burden if joined by a 
ingle other power. Only when a foreign power refused to 
accept thi programme, or to remove restrictions, was that 
ther ide of reciprocity, o-caUed retaliation, to be applied. 
Even here he viewed di crimination as but the necessary choice 
•Ford's .Tefferson, V ., 27,310,510; Washington 's JeIB rson, III, ,H6, 317; Ford's Wah-
ington. XII, 424-426. 
2 Ford's\ ashingtoo , XI, 254. 
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between two evils-ruined commerce and foreign ill-will-and 
of the evils he felt he chose tbe less. But tbe ultimate choice 
and responsibility rested not upon the United States, but upon 
the foreign Governments.1 
The peculiar and exaggerated application giv.:en to this com-
mercial doctrine by the course of European events in the strug-
gle between England aud France was Jefferson's misfortune 
rather tllan his fault. The restrictive legislation to which he 
and his followers were driven by similar extreme measures i11 
the commero-ial aggression of England and France, and the 
war of 1812, are not to be regarded so much as the legitimate 
fruit of his doctrine under ordinary conditions as tbe inevita-
ble consequence of the incon;;picuous position of his Govern-
ment in the family of nations, aud the necessity of its sharing 
in the leg'acy of one of the greatest of modern European war~. 
In fact, the results of these events were almost the exact con-
trary of Jefferson's policy. -The temporary encouragement to 
a neutral commerce did not prevent its subsequent decline aud 
replacement by manufactures, stimulated and almost compelled 
by the high effective protection afforded by restrictive acts and 
by the war from 1812 to 1815. Yet, but for his policy, the 
1lestruction of American commerce and the absence of enlarged 
manufactures was certain. Both of tllese industries would 
have remained in the hands of Great Britain for some time to 
come; how long it is impossible to say. Nor is ther~ any rea-
son to suppose that reeiprocity if peacefully applied with 
Europe in that day would have been less beneficial than has 
been clai_!l'.led for reciprocity among American States in the 
present day, or between United States and Europe. 
So much is sufficient to show the economic background of 
early divisions in domm,tic politics and how far foreign politics 
and economics were influential in determining the form in 
which a practical application of free trade or protective prin-
ciples was possible. Economic demand, whether it could be 
recognized or not, ·was tending toward sectionalization, and 
neither the cornpromis~ spirit of, Washington nor of l\ladison 
could eventually reconcile the theories of Hamilton and J ef-
ferson, which were the offspring of such diverse interests and 
environment. Localism lay but half concealed under broad 
ideas of American patriotism. Sentiment but followed local-
ized iuterests, actual or forese~n. To the people the real 
1 Annals of Cong., II, 221, 222. 
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Jefferson was the apostle of agriculture and an agricultural 
commerce, the real Hamilton the apostle of industrialism a11d 
municipal centers of trade. 
Divergent interests on the tariff, as on slavery, assumed 
importance as soon as the attempt was made to vest the Gen-
eral Gornrnment with powers by which these interests were 
subjected· to the doubtful control of Federal legislation. In 
the <l.ebates of 178!) on Madison's proposition for a Federal 
revenue raised by customs, a tendency to divide on sectional 
lines was clearly apparent, and with difficulty controlled even 
by his spirit of patriotic compromise. On the broad general 
departure from Madison's programme, involved in the ques-
tion of protection to infant industries, raised by Pennsylvania, 
a division showed itself between the staple agricultural States 
and the manufacturing and commercial. The South, with the 
exception of a part of Maryland, which was con:trolled, by the 
industrial interests of Baltimore, opposed the policy; while 
Massachusetts, Uonnecticut, and Pennsylvania supported- the 
doctrine. New York and New Jersey, as agricultural States 
with prospective commerce or manufactures, wished to tem-
porize and postpone decision. 
So, too, when the questions of. what specific articles should 
be protected and what amount of protection should be given 
arose, a general sectional division was again apparent. Mary-
land joined the South in a plea for low duties, but split with it 
upon taxing articles of which she was not a consumer. Virginia 
and Georgia opposed a tax on steel as a uounty paid by con-
sumers to foster a Pennsylvania interest. The assertion was 
openly made by the North that the South was making a selfish 
fight against protection because it conceived that tbe Middle 
and Eastern States alone would be benefited, because they 
were better suited to a manufacturing t development. In the 
ca e of alt and in manufactures from iron the South, as th·e 
chief con umer, objected to a tax which it regarded as a bur-
den on agriculture to encourage the interests of the North; 
whil Ma achu etts, Conneeticut, aud ea tern Penusylvania 
admitted the fact of the burden, but claimed it could be 
av id d if the South would divert its trade from Great Britain 
in it · natural and proper dir ction to her northern neighbors. 
Th . pirit f ompromi , however, wa strong ou account of 
the 1 re iug need of th u<lg t, and Madi on, a a calm and 
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judfrious umpire respected by both parties, had little difficulty 
in securing concession from all sides. The general priuciple, 
then, on which this tariff was accepted was that it was for rev-
enue with incidental and moderate protection, and that only 
such articles should be selected for special protection by spe-
cific duties as were luxuries, and, so would not involve a tax 
on the cemmon people, and yet were of such general consump-
tion as to yield a substantial revenue; a11d further, that une-
qual burdens as to one arti.cle slwuld be so adjusted as to 
another that au average tax should fall equitably upon all the 
States, and that concessions from one section should be met 
by like concessions from anotlrnr.1 
The concession of a customs revenue to the General Gov-
ernment from the South was offset by the toning down of the 
protective claims of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Penn-
sylvania on many of the articles till the duties were so low as · 
to be virtually nonprotective. Yet subsequent dissatisfaction 
was not wholly allayed. When Hamilton, on January 14, 
1 mo, began his famous series of financial reports, advocating 
governmental paterualism and what was viewed as class legis- • 
lation, sectional feeling on the old lines showed itself more 
forcibly. In the following February a number of the States, 
led by Virginia, expressed their opposition to the whole theory 
of raising revenue by imposts, because, they saiu, it operated 
unequally and to the disadvantage of those States which were 
consumers. Capitalism existed but to a small extent, yet it 
was mainly confined to the North, and Pennsylvania, Con-
necticut, and Massaclrnsetts were the only States that bad 
given important encouragement to manufactures. Hamilton 
failed to recognize the compromise nature of the measures of 
1789, and in his self-confidence overestimated his ability to 
direct au economic policy for the Government that opposed 
the wishes and violated the concessions of a large class of 
i11terests. His reports brought both people and leaders into 
political opposition, and the broad basis of party division was, 
for the first time since the Uonstitution, laiu down. Madison 
and Jefferson, who objeeted chiefly to his third report, which 
was for a national bank, aml to his report on manufactures, 
were convenient nuclei for · concentrating this opposition.2 
From one point of view these economic policies were a means 
1 .Annals of Cong., I, 164,169,176, 371,373,375,379,380,381,642, 643. 
2 .Annals of Cong., Ir, 1804-1902, 2032; G1bus, .Administrations of \Vasbington and 
A.dams, I , 89, 40; Letters of Phineas Bond, .Arner. Jlist. .Assoc. 1896, I, 651-654. 
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to an end-monarchical aristocracy and republican democracy; 
from another, they were an end in themselves, and strict or 
loose construction, state rights and nationalism, republican 
and federal parties were the means by which these and other 
material rights were to be gained and guaranteed.1 Thus is 
explained the tendency of party line8 to follow sectional mter-
ests, to which great leaders were themselves largely but an 
expression. 
But not during this era of party strife, nor yet during the 
temporary supremacies of Federalism and of Republicanfom, 
was the eco_nomic solidarity of North or South a fact. New 
Uampshire and Pennsylvania on one side and Maryland and 
South Carolina on the other fluctuated according to their 
economic interest. Of these South Carolina was the most 
consistent in following _,individual as opposed to sectional 
interests. · With an enormous State debt, she bad from the 
beginning joined the forces of Hamilton in favor of assump-
tion, and in 1704 she supported the Federalists in their pro-. 
British policy to defeat_ the commercial scheme of Madison 
and J efforson, on the ground that she was a cousuming State 
and her products sought a British market. 2 So in 1816,when 
Hamiltou's economic policy, demanded now by large actual 
iuterests,3 again came forward in the shape of a plea for con-
tinuance of the protective policy, South Carolina, by reason 
of the demarnls of her new product, cotton, still found her 
interests consistent with party loyalty and could afford to dis-
regard the general interests of the non-manufacturing South. 
Ilere again, as in 178D, a war debt and deficient revenues, as 
nece sities to he met, supported the claim of protected inter-
est . Some favored the proposed tariff because they saw it 
wa, necessary to consent to a limited protection in order to 
get an adequa,tc revenue bill through the House. Calhoun, 
and the part of the cotton South he represented, accepted pro-
t d ion in the belief that it would extend the :field of consump-
tion for the raw products of the far South. A duty of 25 per 
·ent au valorem on cottons, it was boped, would so check the 
importation of lndia cotton a to create a home market for the 
uthern product and enhance its value by enlarged demand.4 
'Ford's \Vashington, XI, 415 note; chouler, nitcd States, I , 13~142. 
2 nnal of Cong, II, 180, 183,506,507. France was her rival in the production of indigo, 
butin.3ritainitwa. admitted fr e. 
3 unal of 'ong. , 14th 'on". 1st s ss., 960-067. 
4 H <lams' Joh us .Ilopkius niver:1Hy Studies, Vol. II, 29, 30; .Annals of 'ong. 1816, 
l . t . ( o Calhoun '. argum nt for the exig n ·i cs of another war, and t!Je debt also.) 
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New .England was divided in her sentiment, according as her 
commercial or manufacturing interests were involved. Her 
shipping interests stood with the general South-the carrier of 
whose exports she was-against the tariff, as the limitation of 
trade involved in a high tax on cottons and woolens was a 
direct blow to her commerce. Boston -merchants petitioned 
against the act, and Webster was i~duced ·to demand a reduc-
tion to 20 per cent.1 But Ward, of Massachusetts, who repre-
sented the manufacturing interests, demanded their permanent 
support by high tariffs, and accused WebRter of not favoring 
the doctrine of protection, but wishing merely to offer a tem-
porary bounty to manufacturers. Clay took the same position, 
and first brought the West, as represented by Kentucky, into 
line with the Middle States as favoring protection. Clay based 
his argu=nent on patriotism, the home-market theory advanced 
by Hamilton; but it seems that Kentucky had growing manu-
facturing establishments worked by slave labor, and her int~r-
ests were involved.2 
The tariff of 1816 then was still not definitely sectional, but 
it showed an increasing sectional tendency. Like all the early 
tariffs, until after the tllirties, it was pressed by the Middle 
States of the North aud by the West in the interest chiefly of 
manufacturers as opposed to commerce and agriculture. Some 
Southern members came out strongly against it ou the ground 
that it favored" the manufacturers of the North, of the North 
and Middle States, more than those of the South." The locali-
zation of manufactures, which Madison in 1789 could not fore-
see, was beginning to make itself felt. Robertson of Louisi-
ana declared that the tariff was partial, and did not protect 
sugar in proportion, to cotton and other manufactures. Ross 
of Maryland attacked it with the physiocratic argument of 
the South, that protection to the manufacturer was contrary 
to the true policy of the Government, which ought to encour-
age agriculture as the basis of wealth, 3 reverting here to the 
plea against Hamilton in 1791. But the chief opponent of the 
bill was John Randolph of Virginia. He was supported by 
Telfair of Georgia and Wright of Maryland with the stock 
argument of the South. He tried to have the bill postponed 
indefinitely, and, when he could not accomplish this, to kill it 
when it came up for final passage on the 8th of April, 1816. 
1 Annals of Cong. 1st sess. , 1816, 1137. 
2Jh. , 1271. 
3 Ib. , 403, 407, 1272, 1273 ; 2d Cong., 1791-1793, 972. 
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He spoke for three hours against the bHI and the policy of pro-
tecting manufactures at all, and especially against high tariffs 
as bounties to a few and a tax on the comrnuuity. He was 
followed in the same strain by Telfair and Wright. 1 The bill 
passed the House by a vote of 88 to 54, but it is most signifi. 
cant of the attitude of the South that 40 of the 54 opposition 
votes were given by Southern members.2 
By 1820, as far as the part of the South represented by Cal-
houn was concerned, a distinct change of sentiment had taken 
place. The tariff of 1816 bad not extended the market for 
Southern products to the great extent that was hoped, and the 
tariff now demanded was clearly in the interest of Pennsylva-
nia, the Middle North, and the West, the graj n and manufac-
turing interests, and was an indirect tax upon the staple States 
through their imports. The duty particularly upon rum, 
- brandies, iron, and molasses, it was argued, was paid by the 
Southern consumer. Consequently the South almost unani-
mously opposed the tariff bill introduced by Mr. Baldwin of 
Pennsylvania. Only four Southern members out ot fifty-
eight who · voted supported the bill. 3 So striking was the 
sectional vote of the South on this bill that public sentiment 
viewed it as next· in importance to the vote on the Missouri 
Compromise of the same year. The connection of slavery 
with free trade was not mentioned in the debate, lmt the com-
mon interest and action of the South on both questions was 
so clear as to leave no doubt in the minds of any as to her 
future policy. The connection was not that one depended upon 
the other, but that both were demanded by a system of expan-
ive agriculture. The Northern votes against the tariff now 
all came from New England. Several on the tariff of 1816 
had come from the Middle States of the North and several 
from the West. 4 These represented chiefly the carrying inter-
e tof ewEn glandstillidentifiecl with the South . .Asa whole, 
however, New England voted for the tariff 19 to 14, and Mas-
acb u ett 10 to 6. 
Another ten years, and the overshadowing growth of manu-
facture as compared with commerce brought all of the New 
1 .. :il s Reg., 10; 11 0,111. 
2 Annal ofCong., lstses.1816; 372,37a, 1351,1352. 
3 Nil s 1 ; 160,178; Tennessee, Mis1:1issippi , Alabama, a nd L ouisiana were unanimous 
against it, and Virginia, North arolina, oath Carolina, a nti Marylan d lost only l vote 
a h from tb ir inclustrial sections. 
4 ix ut ofH; P nnsylvaniagav 2, NewYork3,Kentn·kyl. 
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E11gland States into line with tlrn protective policy, but the 
South took a position of opposition on the tariff of 1820 which 
it consistently maintained iu the period before tbe war and 
has not yet abandoned. The theory wast.bat as staple States 
they must rely chiefly upon a foreign market for demand and 
exchange. As buyers they paid the tax which protected the 
manufacturers of the North. Their surplus was wh0lly an 
export surplus, while that of the agricultural North and West 
found a home market stimulated by growing manufactures. 
The South now abandoned any hope that may have remained 
in 181G of competing with the North in either commerce or 
manufactures or of becoming anythiug but an agricultural 
section. This is shown by the nrgent demands from Virginia 
and North Carolina. after the bill passed the House for engross-
ment arnl a third reading, for the creation of a committee of 
Congress on agriculture to protect their interests, as the com-
mittees on commerce and manufactures protected the inter-
ests of the North.1 
From 1820 to 1830, when sectional o:1position became fully 
crystallized between North and South, both the tariff and 
slavery tended to pass from the sphere of econolllics more dis-
tinctly to tliat of politics, and, aided by the irritation and 
intolerance provoked by the dogmas of nullification and aboli-
tion proclaimed. during the 1iext few years of political ferme11t, 
the tran~itiou was effected. Protection grew steadily in dis-
favor at tlie South as it grew in favor in New England. The 
increase of duties in the bill of 1824 and the so-called "abomi-
nations" of the tariff of 1828 met witli the most determined 
resistance from tbe South. The Solid South had become a 
fact. 2 'l'he actual reductions of 1832, which brought the tariff 
iu principle back to the regular methods and iower duties of the 
bill of 1824, were thought to have been thrown as a sop to 
Soutl1ern members to q ue11 the opposition. It had, however, 
just the opposite effect. The South saw that it was designed 
to perpetuate the protective policy l>y getting its agreement 
to a comparatively moderate tariff. It prepared at once for 
resistance. Calhoun, who had all vocated on the same basis as 
Webster the slight protection of the act of 1816, had since 
1820 believed in the sectional working of the tariff. He was 
in 1828 the undoubted leader of the South. His opposition 
1 Niles Reg. 1820; 169, 170, 178, 180; Annals ()f Congress, 1820, 1st sess ., vol. 2, 1663, 2139, 
2171. 
2 Tausig says the South "practically without exceptiou opposed them" (pp. 75, 98). 
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led South Carolina to a nullification of the acts of 1828 and 
1832, and gave an opportunity for his famous elaboration of the 
State-rights theory. Nullification was not secession, as Cal-
houn said, but it-was both the logical and historical precursor 
of secession. 1 Calhoun's, riot Jefferson's nor Madison's, ex-
pression of the doctrine of State rights dominated the political 
theory of the. South from this time forth to the war, and was 
the theoretical basis of secession. 
In this way, then, the tariff is as directly connected with the 
war as slavery. Both were expressio1rn, in different forms, of 
a real economic divergence. Both were causes that made 
State sovereignty the paramount issue of the war. The issue 
of protective tariff lost much of its political importance through 
the determined stand of South Carolina, which so far gained 
her object as to abrogate the act of 1832 and force the lower 
unties of the compromise of 1833. From that day up to the 
act of 1857 the general tendency was to realize the wishes of 
the South in approaching· a free-trade ideal. Excepting the 
four years, 1842-18:1:6, when the Whigs were in power and 
restored high tariffs, there was a constant tendency to reduc-
tion, and the act of 1857, in force until 1861, was the nearest 
approach the country has llad since 1789 to a revenue bill 
based on the free-trade principles of the Democratic party. 
Consequently tariff itself had lost much of its importance as a 
sectional issue until it was unhappily revived by the Morrill 
tariff of 18G0-(il. 
This measure was introduced into the House on the 12th of 
March, passed over the almost solid ·Opposition vote of the 
South May 10, 1860, and at once sent up to the Senate. This 
was more than seven months before the movement for secession 
pa sed its first crisis at the South. From its first admission 
to debate on the 15th of June till the close of the session, June 
25, and the return of members to their constituencies, the atti-
tude of the Senate was viewed as hostile to the wishes of the 
outb. No probability of a compromise by a substitution of 
tlie tariff of 1 46 for tliat of 1857, offered by the South, seemed 
likely to be accepted, and. both in the House and in the Senate 
during the Thirty- ixth Congre ·s the sectional and harmful 
t nd n y of th Morrill bill was freely di cussed by Southern 
m mber . Bark dale,ofMi i . ippi , and lloustou,of Alabama, 
1 outb nrolina said ill alt mpts to enforce tb nuJlified Jaws would drive her out 
of th uion and fore lier to become a eparnt government. 
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did all they co9-ld to delay and indefinitely postpone the meas-
ure in the House. It was declared by Hunter, of Virginia, an<l 
Toombs, of Georgia, and other Southern Senators to overthrow 
the free-trade principles adopted in the free list of the tariffs 
of 1857 and 1846, and by the substitution of specific for ad 
vaiorem duties to be a tax upon the consumption of the South 
for the benefit of the manufacturer of the North. It went back 
to the House with over 100 Senate amendments and was passed 
by a strict party vote. 
It was this principle of taxation without representation, so 
claimed by the South, that was presented to Europe as the 
chief cause of 
1
secession, and gave to Mr. Seward one of the 
most difficult arguments to be met in his foreign diplomacy. 
The free-trade principles of the South were vindicated by the 
practical proposition, both to foreign powers and to the United 
States Government, from the Confederacy to put them into 
actual operation: No tariff was to be levied except on merchan-
dise,· and this was to be scaled down to the necesary demands 
of revenue. 1 The South declared that she would for years to 
come remain agricultural, and that she would exchange on 
the freest terms for the manufactures of Europe and the North. 
Since the war the po~ition of the South on the tariff has 
been controlled largely by conditions similar to those before 
the compromise. It is the agricultural interest that bas 
consistently maintained the demand for tariff reduction, and 
as industrialism advauceR the tendency to break permanently 
the solid South increases. Here, however, the continuance of 
negro labor, on its social and political as well as on its eco-
nomic side, presents a conservative and retarding influence, 
preserving a dvminant agriculture and a solidarity of political 
feeling. 
The land question as an expression of sectional divergence 
was developed by the same economic and political interests 
that controlled the co-related questions of i:-lavery aud the tariff. 
1 ts connection with slavery was vital. The economic success, 
an<l. hence the life of that institution, was _ bound up in the 
possibility of land limitation or in restrictive methods of ex-
pansion. With the tariff it was a means by which sectional 
1 Congressional Globe, 1st sess. and 2d sess., 1860-61, 154,328,329,333, 444, 536, 1115, 1116, 
1128, 1432, 1982, 2054, 2056, 2062, 3009, 3010, 3017, 3024, 303'.!, 3187-3189, 31!)0, 3191, 3194, 3195; Di_p-
lomatic Uor. C. S . .A.., Vol. I, p.120; Toombs to Yancey and Mann, March 16, 1861; to Mason, 
September 23, 1861; Hunter to commissioners, September 23, 1861, and February 8. 1862; 
Seward to Adams, 1861; Parliamentary Debates, vol. 168, J u~y, 1862. 
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legislation might regulate industry to tbe disadvantage of the 
peculiar system of expansive Southern agriculture. As this 
agriculture was promoted by a,n approach to free-trade ideals 
and by the lateral expansion of the field of slave labor, so it 
was enhanced by the solidarity of agricultural interests assured 
by the extension of the system of the Southern Atlantic States 
into the territory of the Southwest. A superabu:ndaut reve-
nue, raised either by high tariffs or by sales of public lands, 
was but an invitation to a selfish squabble for an unequal 
division of the spoils, to be decided in the interest of tbe 
section which had a predominant representation in Congress. 
Solidarity of interest and equality of representation alone 
would force tbe hand of the General Government to distribute 
without discrimination its burdens and privileges between the 
sections. Such was the broad economic theory that lay behind 
the action of Southern politiciaus and gave force to their resist-
ance of Gove~nmen t assumption of such State rights as involved 
material iuterests.1 
In the acquisition of territory, the creation and settlement 
of tbe public domain, and in the distribution of the surplus 
raised by the sale of public lands the economic demands of tbe 
sections, now abo.ut to be enlarged by respective additions from 
the West, opened a field for politicafinfluence to shape condi-
tions that would make the projection of sectionalism inevi-
table. In the creation of the first public domain both Virginia 
and Connecticut ma.de reservations that opened the possibility 
of the introduction of opposing agricultural systems into the 
Northwest. New Englanders, however, joined with Jefferson, 
of Virginia, in the exclusion of the discordant element of slav-
ery by the sixth article of the ordinance of 1787, leaving the 
system of the North in virtual ascendancy, since neither the 
labor system of the South, nor its crops, nor its overflow of 
white and black population, would thenceforth have equal 
opportuuity for competition in the 11ew region. The eventual 
ffe ·t that this would have upon tlie profitableness of tlie 
outhern JHtem within its own area by congestion and, more 
particularly, the erions rli turbance it might and eventually 
did prolluc upon tue bala11ce of power in Congress, were uot 
wh lly unanticipated by the contemporary South. This is 
·outh to tb loose construction theory by which J e tfer -
opposition carue from the section that bad previously 
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shown by the fact that the proposition when it came in its 
original form from Jefferson in 1784 was voted down by the 
South. The compromise spirit of 1787 and the ascendancy of 
Jefferson's ideas in 1805 and 1807 (when Indiana Territory, 
comprising all this area, with the exception of Ohio, petitioned 
almost unanimously for a suspension of the clause for its own 
economic benefit, suffering as it was from small settlement by 
the South 1 ), but more especially the promising future of the 
South in the Southwest and in tl1e new Louisiana purchase, 
may suffice to explain why it· submitted so easily to the exclu-
sion of the labor factor of its system from tbe N ortbwest. 
But another factor, less apparent though equally subtle and 
far reaching in effecting the exclusion of the South, was the 
modes of settlement proposed and adopted in dealing with the 
public domain. As early as 1785 the North proposed to estab-
lish the policy of selling the lands by what was called a "clean 
riddance." Land was to be sold only as settlement advanced, 
and Hew tracts were not to be opened until tl.Je old were sold. 
This was a practical bar both to scattered settlement and to 
engrossment and retarded population and, probably for these 
reasons tbe "Virginia delegates, Madison and Glasgow, led the 
South in opposing the principle and Lad it struck out. Rapid 
western extension, vacant lands, and the engrossment were the 
features that harmonized with the land system of the South and 
favored its extension. A victory over continued eugrossment 
bad been won by the North in that provision of the ordinance of 
1,87 which divided iutestate estates equally amongst heirs ht 
the New England fasbion. 2 The so-called rectangular system of 
distribution of public lands, evolved gradually by law from 
1785 to 1814, proved a still stronger influence in favor of the 
general Northern method of f'ettleme11t. Tbe system intro-
duced was a striking analogue of Roman methods of dealing 
with public lauds and presented the same contrasts and 
advantages to the typical Southern system that that of Rome 
did to the systems of the Kelts aud Saxons. North and south 
meridians 6 miles apart were cut by parallels east and -west 
at a, like distance, making townships 6 miles square, which 
were subdivided into sections of a mile square, or 6:10 acres, 
and these in turn into half and quarter sections, and :finally, in 
1 J eff. D av is's Con federate Go vernment, I , 8, 9. 
2 Benton , Thirty Years, I, 132. 
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later years, info eighths and sixteenths of sections. 1 Thus 
was· reproduced the checkerboard appearance and convenient 
access made possible by Roman boundaries in striking contrast 
with tl!.e irregular patchwork and distorted lines of communi-
cation common to the American colonies. 
The intent of the system was twofold: to prevent irregular-
ity of settlement, the great bane of State methods particularly 
in the South, and the consequent confusion of titles by con-
flicting boundaries. This latter it did prevent,, but it failed to 
secure regularity so long as a credit system prevailed and loca-
tion wi~hin the surveyed area was allowed to follow the quality 
of the land. The principle of survey before purchase, early 
adopted by the land office, was a, check upon indiscriminate 
location and subsequent engrossment of contiguous areas, so 
common in the practice of tb·e Southern States, but engross-
ment by first purchase or subpurchase was not specifical1y 
liscouraged, except by high prices, until 1820. The large accu-
mulations by companies and individuals to be used specula-
tively under tl!.e credit system, and its retarding effect upon 
settlement aud revenue proceeds, soon led to the encourage-
ment of small actual settleme11t and the process of subdivision 
of sections, which put a small acreage within the purchase 
limit of the poor farmer. This began in li9G aud was con-
tinued in 1800, 1804, and 1820, when the cash basis aud reduc-
tion in price from $2 to $1.25 per acre in Jots as small as 80 
acres, distinctly fostered actual settlement on small holdings, 
'' with a deed in fee from the Government." 2 
From this time forward the Jaws as applying both to the 
Northwest and to the Southwest were felt to have a distinct 
1 The system was gradually deYelopecl, townsl1ips composed of 640-acre lots were 
employed by the board of treasury till 17 5, half sections in 1800, but fa 1796 tbe sub-
stance of the system was outlinecl in the act of May 18. Lands at this time were sold in 
block11, township , eighth sections, Rec tions, and half sections, anc1 in 1804 in quarter sec-
tions, aml in 1820 in half quarter-sections. The influence of Roman practice tbrough Hol-
land is traced by Mr. Austin cott to xplain the idea. De Witt oays J effer son originatecl 
it in bis propo i tion for r ectangular states 100 miles square. lly oth ers it is assigned to 
the plans of Penn in P ennsylvania, and the sections show some ana'ogy in acreage to 
'orth arolina granf !i. Fra~tional section s formed t,_y naYigable rivers or Indian bouncl· 
ary lines were th only exceptions. Pub. Land Commission, 1880, 170,197, 198,200,201, 205, 
468. 
2 Public Land 'ommi sion , Ex. Doc. , 3d srss., 46th Cong., 1880-81, Vol. 25, 197, 198, 201, 
202, 205. Tbr e sal<·s were made under special Jaws. The Ohio ·ompany, under name of 
\Vintb1·op argent and :Manasseh Cutler, bought, in 1787, 822,900 acres in Ohio on the 
•ioto and Ohio ri\"C'rs, at tbe low price of $1 an acre, with less than a third cash, and iu 
1791 John '. y111m s bought 248,500 a ·res m•u.r Cincinnati for $165,943, and Pennsylvania 
bought 20:!,187 in Erie County, Pa., at the same pi-ice, 66J cents, anll. paid this in part by 
military warrant . 
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sectional bearing. The South claimed that the North had 
attempted to establish bard terms of sale by fixing an arbi-
trary and bigh minimum for all qualities of land and by refus-
i11g µonations to settlers. The object was on the one hand to 
prevent speculation and insure actual small settlement, and on 
the other to make the lands a source of revenue for the Gov-
ernment, which might be expended on internal improvements, 
of which the North and West, by their Congressional majority, 
would reap the greater benefit. Hayne, of South Uarolina, in 
1830, even went to the extent of accusing Webster and New 
England of a deal :with the West after 18~3, on internal im-
provements, in order to capture the Western votes for the 
tariff. 
When the Foot resolution of December 29, 1829, which was 
apparently a harmless inquiry as to what public land remained 
unsold, and whether the old system should be extended or 
limited, was introduced it was conatrued as an attack upon 
the Soutb.1 The South bad consistently stood for gratuitous 
grants, and when these were refused, for liberal terms, propos-
ing gradual reductions from $1.25 to 30 cents an acre. Bayne 
even advocated the old loose system of the Southern colonies 
for distribution, fee simple grants for nominal payments, and 
advanced the liberal policy o( Spain, France, and Canada in 
support of his doctrines.2 The contention of the South was 
that this would encourage actual and rapid · settlement, but 
what was more important, it was certain to extend the main 
features of the Southern system to new territory at the same 
time that it tended to reduce Government revenue and its pos-
sible sectional distribution in internal improvements.3 
Tariff and sale of ·public lands were the important sources 
of national income. From the tariff between 1825-1827 a net 
revenue averaging yearly $21,618,103 was returned, and the 
yearly sales of public lands was something like $1,500,000 
more, while the expenses of the Government, military, naval, 
and civil, were but $13,000,000 a year, and $1,000,000 of this 
went into internal improvements.4 With the extinction of the 
national debt contemplated from past excess of appropriation 
over the stated sinking fund of $10,000,000, and with expenses 
1 Benton, Thirty Years, I, 289. 
2 Benton, I, 289. 
3 Benton, Al>ridgement of Dol>ates of Congres, X, 418 et. sq. 
4 View of United States, 506, 507,535,537,539, 
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reduced to an anticipated $9,000,000, while the revenues from 
the public lands and duties increased, Congress in 1829 might 
well include in its '' cardinal measures of policy" '' great and 
lasting works of public improvement, in tlte survey of roads, 
examination for the course of canals, and labors for the removal 
of the obstructions of rivers and harbors, firt1t commenced by 
the act of Congress of 30th April, 1824." 1 By this act a board 
of military and civil engineers was authorized to make surveys 
and estimates for such roads and canals as were thought by 
the President to be of national importance for mail, military, 
or commercial purposes. This board of int~rnal improvements 
was continually employed, under this and subsequent acts, by 
the application of States or indivi<l ua1s, iu devising plans for 
roads, national and local, canals, harbor and river improve-
ments, piers, and matters of no Hatioual importance at all, 
which only by a,n exaggerated interpretation came within the 
language of the law. Up to January 1, 1830,estimates or sur-
veys for some 1-!2 different works, GO of which were in the 
Northern States, 4J in the vVest, and 38 in the South had been 
submitted. The South was apparently behind, not only in 
number, but in the expenditures for purely local purpqses; 
consequently tlie question of internal irnproYements and of 
public lands upon which it depended teuded more strongly to 
pass into sectional politics.2 Another link which joined tue 
South to the West, intercommunication, was threatened. 
The constitutional right of the Federal Government to exer-
cise this broad power of improvement must consequently be 
denied, aud now for tlie first time in the debates on Foot's 
resolution in 1830 ·was occasion offered for the full elaboration 
of the theoretical divergence of North and South in constitu-
tional interpretation. Thus both Hayne and Webster sought 
to establish in the highest law of the laud a bulwark for the 
integrity of sectional interests. But in the question of West-
ern lands and extension of settlement, as in slavery and the 
tariff, the bitterness of sectional jealousy was calmed for the 
time by mutual cone s ion. Here, too, the struggJe resulted in 
a compromi e, the preemption right/ which sacrificed the point 
of Government revenue for the principle of actual and re-
tri ·ted ett.l ment. Call.Joun antagonized Clay's preemption 
bill saying that it encouraged speculation and nonsettlement, 
and pro~ ed that he wa the friend of the small holder, which 
1 nit d tate , 535-542. 2 View of nit e!l ·tales, i 9-505. J Public Land Comm .. 214. 
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was true so far as rapid settlement of the Southwest tended to 
increase Southern representation in Congress, but nobody took 
him seriously. He advocated retrocession of the public lands 
to the States in order, he said, merely to get the question out 
of Congress, where it consumed at least a third of the whole 
time of debate, and to relieve the Government of the owner-
ship and administration of public lands. His interest seemed 
deeper than this. Retrocession to the majority meant that 
the lan<ls could, regardless of contract, be distributed in the 
Soutl10rn method, and that Federal revenues alone would suf-
fer. Yet Calhoun was willing to concede to the Government 
• 65 per cent of the gross sales in order that no deficiencies 
. might arise to favor an enlargement in the tariff. For this 
reason, too, he opposed the Whig programme of distribution of 
surplus to the States, for here the North, which had contri-
buted little or nothing, would share equally if not out of pro-
portion to the South, from whom gratuitous titles to a great 
body of the land had come, and whose it rightly was if sepa-
rate States and not the nation were to be considered. To 
nationalize such a portion of the revenue as would prevent 
· either a large surplus or a deficiency, prevented the tax dis-
crimination against the South involved in a protective tariff, 
at the same time that it diverted the career of local internal 
improv~ments into projects of national import, like the Navy. 
The whole plea was, however, in fact distinctly sectional on 
both sides
1 
and it was iu this light that Calhoun in 1841 viewed 
the public lands as, next to the tariff and currenoy, the most 
dangerous and difficult .of public questions. Retrocession was 
a practfoal bonus of something between 13 and 22½ per cent of 
gross proceeds to four Stat.es of the South and five States 
of the West. It was proposed as another tie to bfod the inter-
ests of the South and West, and to counteract those greater 
impulses of Northern immigration and development.1 
The sectional issue came to its logical conclusion in 1859 in 
the homestead movemeut which Seward advocated against the 
South and her demand for Cuba. This movement was first 
started by a radical paper in 1833 as a special m_easure against 
land monopoly. Cousequently it easily grew into an anti-
slavery measure when taken up by the Freesoilers and by 
Seward iu Congress, and when finally passed in 18?0 the North 
1 Calhoun's speeches, 403- 405, 416, 417, 435.:.4~7, 455 . Bnt the old South, not immediately 
benefited, preferred to compromise with Clay to t:1ec ure a low tariff by accepting distribution. 
HIST 98--16 
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had scored another victory in the question of land as related 
both to slavery and the tariff.I 
In these final debates of a united Congress was clearly dis-
closed the vital separation of sectional interests that bound 
these economic questions together and made them, singly or 
united, the themes and chief occasion of partisan harangue. 
The minority opposition to the Morrill tariff in . the House was 
practically the same that had struggled against the homestead 
bill. Branch, of North Carolina, who tried bard to kill both 
bills ·as sectional, said, when Morrill reported bis measure, 
March 12, 18fi0, tliat the passage of the homestead bill, which 
had just been accomplished, was '' iniquity enough for one 
day." Both \Yem consistently opposed by the Southern con-
tingent, and more than once the effect of such legislation on 
the disturbed state of the Union was pointed out. Of the 65 
votes against the homestead bill, 53 came specifically from the 
South, and of the remainder 8 came from Kentucky, 3 from 
Missouri, and 1 from Indiana; and 41 of these votes were iden-
tical with those cast against the Morrill bill when passed, May 
11, 1860, by a vote of 105 to 64. Not a N O['thern vote was cast 
against the homestead and but two ( from New York) again st the 
tariff bill. The South viewed the homestead bill, regardless of 
denial by its sponsors, as a revenue measure as well as a blow 
at the extension of Southern interests into the West,.2 The 
ecouomic line of division between North and South bad been 
effectively carried to the Mississippi and, in a few regions, even 
beyond. But liere the South had long been losing ground and 
hope, and consistent with her historic ·doctrines of expansion 
bad since 1841 looked far afield to Cuba, a region of identical 
economic interest, to support her system and succor her wan-
ing power in Congress.3 With the admission of California as a 
free tate in 1850, which disturbed tbe balance and forecast 
di union, be turned more definitely to tbis program. 
pon the broad que" tion of territorial expansion itself, 
owing to it bearing upon ectional interests, an issue bad for 
many years been raised. In the public domain ceded by 
r pectiv States to the General Government in the Northwest 
a11<.l ou hwe t the do ·trine of expansion was not involved; 
11 thing wa added to the actual limit.' of the United tatesJ 
1 ward, IV, 50. 
2Congre sional lob , lstse s.:rnt11 'onir., Mny toJ11nr, 1 60, 31 7- 9; Mar·h to .April, 
l 60, 1115, 1110, ]98i. 
3 ong. lob , 2d 8<' 8. 36th (.'ong., pl. 1, 4 5, uote, 
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territory had but changed masters, and, beyonrl the effect of 
different methods of dealiug with this land, no question was 
raised between North and South, however jealous bad been the 
attitude of the large and small States in its creation. But with 
the acquisition of recognized foreign territory in the Louisiana 
and Florida purchases, in the annexation of Texas, in the 
ad<litions by the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, and by the 
Gadsden purchase, and in the demand for Cuba, regardless of 
a certai~ analogy in charter rights and foreign title of much of 
this as to the former land, first acquired from France and then 
from Great Britain, a new principle was felt to be involved. 
The agent was now a Government bound by the limits of 
a definite common constitution, whose authority might be 
invoked to safeguard diverse sectional interests. 
It is curious to see in the present day the almost complete 
change of r~lation, as far as sections are still concerned, to 
the question of territorial f'xpansion, governed now as it was 
in the early days largely by economic interest, and dealing 
with the constitution 110w again as an organ of convenience. 
The special application of the doctrine as at present proposed 
throws the economic system of the Sonth into a field of com-
petition, while to that of the North extension would prove 
almost the complete complement. Uonsequently parti.es have 
shifted ground and argument. In former days expansion was 
conceived as the guaranty of Southern interests as it threat-
ened those of the North. The continuance of slavery as a 
profitable form of labor within the old limits depended upon 
an extension of the area for the absorption of its surplus. 
The same was true of expansive Southern products, and par-
ticularly of cotton, whose future seemed bound up in slavery. 
The control of new regions, made certain by the extension of 
this system, would confer that predominance in the comicils 
of the nation without which the South believed its interests to 
be unsafe. 
Besides these facts, inimicable to Northern sentiment and 
interest, the struggle to maintain equality or predomiuance in 
new regions was a drain, not of a natural or genera.I labor sur-
plus of the North, but of the agricultural surplus upon which 
industrialism was dependent for profit and extension. It 
might even go further and threateu, by scarce and costly labor, 
the existence of the productive industries, cutting off all expan-
sion of the intensive margin of labor, while immigration was 
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drained to new fields of agricultural exploitation. Such were 
some of the arguments, advanced from time to time, that 
brought the sections into opposition ou the general question of 
expansion. The slow or rapid, regular or irreg-ular, modes of 
distributing the public land, the high or low prices to retard 
or encourage settlement, and the long struggle aftt>r 1820 for 
the exelusion or admission of a certain class of settlers, which 
:finally passed into all the bitterness of the territorial question, 
were but the specific means used to defeat or extend sectional 
benefits gained by the victories of territorial acq uisition. On 
the general point so far the South bad consistently won, even 
at the risk of secession by the opposition, but the fruits of vic-
tory were denied her in most of the region west of the Missis- , 
sippi, and lessened even on the east, by successive defeats on 
specific 1ni·des of settlement. Cuba thus presented a forlorn 
hope aud the last point of attack, which, if successful, niight 
tend to restore the balance. But here there were several fea-
tures, uew to the former question of expansion, to complicate 
the action of both sides-the greater danger of foreign entangle-
ment, the 11eed of a navy to protect an insular possession, and 
the domestic question of the addition of actual slave territory. 
The history of the Cuban question goes back almost to the 
days of the Louisiana purchase. By 1809 and 181 Q both J effer-
son and Madison were in favor of this further application of 
expansion, which was now to set the limit of insular acquisi -
tion, on the theory that it should not go where the need of a 
navy for its possession was apparent; and Cuba to them was 
as much a part of the mainland as Florida, and with it formed 
the mouth of the Mississippi. By 1822-1826 Calhoun, Ran-
dolr,11, and Brent of Louisiana, more definitely favored annex-
ation, or the guaranty of Cuba to Spain, by which alone the 
cau e of slavery would be saved, while Adams and Clay pre-
f rred iu<lepeu<leuce, which peacefnlly freed the slaves, to 
eith r, yet joined the outh in opposing foreign interfereuce 
by European or American states that would raise a danger of 
rvil in;urr ction and its spread to tl1e Southern States. It 
wa ' chiefly outltern inf:lu uce that agita.ted the questiou of 
purcha from 1841-1 '4 a11d equ ipped the filibu tering expe-
<liti 11 f 1 ,10 and 1 :31, in th face of Whig oppo ition to the 
wli l neral programme f annexation or independence, 
with ut .-Javery. 
' the ac ui ·iti 11 f Cuba ba<l become a pecific part 
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of the theory of expansion proposed by the dominant South-
ern Democracy, already victorious in the Mexican treaty and 
the Gadsden purchase. It re.::;ulted in the" O.:-teud Manifesto" 
of 1854 and in the presentation by the South to the Senate, in 
1859, of a definite plan for the annexation of Cuba by purchase. 
This measure of Slidcll's was met by ridicule from the North, 
and by the jocose proposition of Mr. Hale, of New Hampshire, 
to divert the proposed appropriation of $30,000,000 for the 
annexation of Canada, which he would guarantee could be done 
within ninety days. So strong was- the Northern opposition 
to the bill, led by Mr. Seward, of New York, that by the adop-
tion of :filibustering methods, endangering an extra session, 
the minority were able to force the withdrawal of the measure, 
though Slidell threatened to reintroduce it on the first day of 
the next session. With secession, and tlrn necessity of foreign 
alliances, the Cuban policy of the South completely changed, 
the Confederacy protesting to· Spain that although it had for-
merly desired this territory for a balance of power, the rieed of 
it was now gone, and she bad Iio further wish than to see it 
guaranteed to Spain. By the result of the war as to slavery 
Cuba became a matter of indifference to the South as it rose in 
importance to the N ortb from the interests of trade and labor 
involved by the course of insurrection, leading finally to the 
theory of intervention, 1 and its positive exercise in the war 
with Spain. 
It was the younger daughters of the Union, the cotton South, 
those who came to her either from State or national domain, 
that were first to follow the lead of South Caroliua in putting 
into effect that extreme application of the theory of State rights, 
secession, as the last resort to vindicate tl10se practical rights 
common to the plantillg States, the most immediate of which 
was the demand for unlimited territory for cotton. Mississippi 
quickly followed, on tlle 9th of Jan nary, the withdrawal of 
South Carolina, December 20, 1860, and 011 the 10th of Ja11u-
ary, 1861, she was joined by Florida, and on the ·11th by Ala-
bama at the dictation of the Senatorial coterie from the cotton 
States. Their representatives in Congress, however, lingered 
on in the hope of some final adjustment through the various 
measures of compromise suggested from several directions, and 
1 Amer. Hist. Assoc., 189i, Callahan, 197, 198, 204-297, 210, 211; Latane 220-222, 228-233, 
236, 240, 250,252, 253, 274, etc. ; Congressional Globe, 2d sess., 1858-59, 227, 538, 540, 541, 904, 
909, 1385. 
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particularly from the borderland of the West. The one of these 
that found most. favor from the South was that of Mr. Critten-
den, of l,Centucky, who proposed a division of territory between 
the sections by a restoration of the Missouri Compromise, ex-
tending the line of 36° 30' as a boundary to the eastern border 
of California. This gave the North over 900,000 and the South 
285,000 square miles, a ratio of more than three to ~ne in 
favor of the North; yet notwithstanding the probable perpe-
tuity of the social and landed N ortbern interests, and 'despite 
the fact that it yielded from the South rights that might have 
been claimed under the decision of the Supreme Court, it 
found no decided favor from the North, as it involved pro-
gressive concessions whose ultimate effect was not certain1 
and it was rejected by the solid op.position of the Northern 
members of the Senatorial peace committee of thirteen with 
the help of Toombs and Davis from the cotton South. 
In 1783 the territory of the States north of Mason and Dix-
on's line comprised but an actual 164,000 squa1 e miles against 
the claim of those south of it to some 600,000, but by the north-
west cession of Virginia the proportion was changed in favor 
of the North by the difference between 425,000 and 385,000 
square miles; and the acquisitions of Louisiana, Florida, 
Oregon, Texas, and the Mexican lands had been so dealt with 
that the proposed compromise would leave the North in the 
possession of twi,~e the area of the South, 2,~00,000 to less 
than 1,000,000 square miles. Tile Crittenden compromise 
asked but for th e recognition of fact as far as slavery was 
concerned, as it existed to the south of the proposed line and 
wa excluded from the region north. But the question in-
volved far more than human freedom or even of slave labor 
and free labor. It was the whole system of which they were a 
part and which determined the economic and political affilia-
tion that controlled the interests of the old sections. 
t be t it adoption may but have tided over a crisis and 
po tponed the que tion till further territorial expansion. But 
it rej ction by the committee of thirteen, December, 1860, and 
it ·uh titutiou, after th oppo itiou of Toombs and Davis was 
withdrawn and the people from various section., together 
with the Ir ideut, had expre ed. approval, by a resolution 
f Mr. lark of ew amp hire, on January 16, condemuiug 
c i u and a' el'ting the If. ufficiency of the Constitution 
t d al with exi tiu xig nci ' only irritated the Southerners 
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by its implied threat of coercion and showed them the folly of 
looking for effective compromise satisfactory to both sections. 
Consequently the Senators of the seceded States withdrew 
from Congress on the 21st of January. Almost immediately 
afterwards Pennsylvania, who claimed to have suffered most 
from the ]oug Southern domination which had consistently 
attempted to restrict her manufacturing interests, held out 
tbe olive branch of peace by proposing to resurrect the Ken-
tucky resolution she bad so -lately helped to defeat. But it 
came too late for either North or South, though supported by 
the eloquent pleas of both Pennsylvania Senators and the 
memorials of her citizens. It was viewed as but a scheme to 
stem the tide of secession which it bad been predicted would 
overwhelm at least fifteen States. Its further discussion and 
defeat only served to increase irritation and precipitate re-
sults. Georgia bad withdrawn from the Union on .T anuary 19 
and her members from the House on the 23d; Louisiana 
seceded on the 26th following, and her Senators withdrew 
February 4, and Texas on February 5. The chief occasion of 
their action, they stated, was not Lincoln, nor his party, how-
ever distasteful their general principles were to them, and 
particularly the special programme supposed to be demanded 
uy the party platform and the sentiment ·of the President-
elect regarding slavery, but it was the constant and "unhal-
lowed pursuit of sectional aggra11dizement '' and territorial 
· inequality that destroyed "the equilibrium of power between 
the sections." It was on these grounds also that the Senators 
of seven of the Southern States, Virginia, South Carolina, 
'l'ennessee, Louisiana; Mississippi, Missouri, and Florida, joined 
on August 14, 1850, in a protest to the Senate on the principles 
of the admission of California which denied "the right of the 
slaveholding States_to a common enjoyment of all the terri-
tory of the United States or to a fair division of that territory 
between the slaveholding and non slaveholding States of the 
Union," warning the Senate that if the policy were "persisted 
in" it would "lead to the di$solution of that Confederacy in 
which tLe slaveholding States have never sought more than 
equality, and in which tbey will not be content to remain with 
less." The four States driven iuto secession by ,the doctrine 
of coercion, Arkansas, North Carolina, Virginia, and Tennes-
see, likewise affirmed. in Congress the identity of interest and 
common cause of complaint that would lead them to this 
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course if extreme measures were used against their sister 
States, and the rejection of the Crittenden proposition, even 
aftBr its modification in favor of the North as to territory by 
the Virginia Peace Convention of February 4-15, by the solid 
opposition of the party of the North bad no small influence 
in preparing their people for this important step.1 
Having shown the connection of developing American eco-
nomics and politics that gives the general conditions under 
which the evolution of the land systems of the Northwest and 
Southwest took place and the broad results effected, we are 
better able to trace the :-:pecific modes of this process and the 
relation of local results to the original systems formed in the 
colonial North and Soutb. It was these results that made a 
de facto separation of i11terests between sections of the new 
West, and increased the te11dency to i<lentify them with the 
already separated interests of the old Sfotes, and this became 
a. basal factor in our subseqneut political history. The ques-
tion of how far the land systems of the North and South were 
extende<l. in the 11ew region is involved in the l1istory of its 
acquisition, and the conversion of most of it into public land, 
and its settlement either under the laws regulating the lands 
of the United States or under the land laws and practices of 
the States or nations to which the territory originally belonged. 
The first public domain of the United States was the crea-
tion of the States by volnntary cession. To this was added by 
the Federal Uovernrnent n, greater expanse of territory by 
annexation, either by purchase or treaty concluding war or 
diplomacy with foreign powers, and by purchase from for-
eigners, State, or citizens. 'fhe first cession came from New 
York in 1781 of its title to the entire country southward from 
the ource of the Great Lakes across the Ohio Valley to the 
Cumberlands ba8ed on treaty with tlie fodiaus. Of this, only 
ome 202,187 acres embraced in Erie County, Pa., and after-
ward sold to that State by the Government, was made an 
ffectual grant, after the relinquishment of Massachusetts's 
claim. From 1763 to 1783 tlrn title to practically all of the 
tran -All ghany territory ea~t of the Mississippi, north of the 
hirty-fi.r t parallel lay de jure with Great Britain, regardless 
f colony c nqu t or original charter grants to the colonie . 
nder her r gim and that of the French preceding it, a well 
1 ongr 1111ional lob , 2d s . s. 36th Cong., 1860-61, Pt. I, ll2-114, 264--266, 379, 405, 409, 
4-13 '.J- 5 not , 4 6, 4 9, 490, 49-1, 405, 513. Buchanan's Administration 134 137-139 144 
152. ' ' ' ' 
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as under colony claims, land grants aud settlement had beg·un 
to take form. The voluntary cessions ~f the titles of Virginia 
in 1784, of Massachusetts in 1785, and Connecticut in 1786, 
based on charter, conquest, or settlement, cleared the title of 
the Federal Government to 169,959,680 acres of public land in 
the region northwest of the Ohio, east of tbe Mississipp'i, and 
south of the Great Lakes, commonly ca11ed the Northwest 
Territory. 1 Some 4,300,000 acres of this, in what afterwards 
became the State of Ohio, was reserved both as to soil and 
jurisdiction by Oorrnecticut, in what was known as her Western 
Reserve and Fire Lands, until 1800, when a jurisdictional ces-
sion only of this was made to the United States in order to 
quiet title and give Connecticut grantees the warrant of a 
Federal Government patent. Virginia, too, bad imposed con-
ditions upon ber cession; that tbe United States should con-
firm the titles and possessions of the French, Canadian, and 
other villagers, citizeus of Virginia, and should satisfy the land 
bounty claims of Gen. George Rogers Clark and his soltliers 
to the amount of 150,000 acres, located in the present State of 
Indiana, and also the unsatisfied claims of her Revolutionary 
veterans, which were eventually provided for in a tract of 
4,204,800 acres between the Scioto and Little Miami rivers 
and called the Virginia Military Lands. Of this,. 76,735.41 
acres unappropriated in 1871, was ceded to the State of Ohio 
by tbe Govel'nmeut and sold by her for the benefit of technical 
education, so that the t)tal practical reservation made by 
Virginia was l>ut slightly less than that of Connecticut, being 
4,280,513 acres.2 
The cessions creating what was afterwards known as the 
Southwest Territory began with that of South Carolina in 1787 
of a strip of land 14 miles wide, forrniug the northern portions 
of the present States of Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, and 
containing 3,136,000acres. ltwas followe·d in 1798 by the North 
Carolina cession of 29,184,000 acres comprised in the area of 
Tennessee, and almost completely covered by her reservations. 
In 1802 Georgia ceded 56,689,920 acres, partly claimed by 
the United States under the treaty of 1783 with Great Britain, 
between her western boundary and tbe Mississippi, which 
added to tlle South Carolina cession the remainder of the pres-
ent ~tates of Mississippi and Alabama above the thirty-first 
1 Public Lanu Commission, pts. 1 and 4; 10, 11, 12, 63, 64. 
2 lb., 11, 68, 69, 72, 75, 82, 85. 
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parallel, the boundary line of the Florida, purchase. Her res-
ervation was for a money payment of $1,200,000 from the land 
sales, and 500,000 acres, or the proceeds of their sale, to sat-
isfy existing claims. _ By the Louisiana purchase from France 
in 1803 a partial title was gafoed to the territory lying between 
the Mississippi and Perdido rivers south of the thirty-first par-
allel, and the purchase of East and. West Florida in 1819 finally 
extinguished. the Spanish title to any portion of this territory, 
and added, iu parts of the present States of Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, and Alabama, and in Florida, 37,931,520 acres more 
to the land of the South and South west. 1 
'rhe national domain west of the Mississippi was acquired 
also by treaty, State cession, and conquest, but besi<les through 
peaceable annexation by joint resolution of Congress, and most 
of all by purchase. Not all of thi ~, however, was public la11d 
of the nation. The 175,5871840 acres comprised in the area of 
the State of Texas were in no way subject to the distribution 
of the Federal Govern111ent. The territory added to the pub-
lic domain by the Louisiana, purchase and treaty with France 
of 1803 was more than three times the area of the original 
thirteen colonies, aud contained in the area claimed, 1,182,752 
square miles, or 756,961,280 acres. To this tlrn treaty of Guada-
lupe Hidalgo with Mexico in 1848 addP,d 334,443,520 acres ; tlle 
Texas purchase or cession, G5,130,880; the Gadsden purchase 
and treaty with .\lexico in 1853, some 29,142,400 acres more, 
and the purchase of Alaska from Russia, 3G9,52D,600.2 The 
total area of publi~ land thus embraced west of the Missis-
sippi was 1,55,\207,680 acres as compared with the 1G9,959,GS0 
acres of the Northwest and the 126,938,440 acres of the South-
west Territories east of that river, giving a grand total of 
1,852,104,800, jn which the West had over five times as much 
as the East and the North something over a third more than the 
South. At the time of the Louisiana purchase this inequality 
wa even more marked as respected two of the sections, the 
South having a share but little over half that of the North, 
anu the two together about a third that of the West. 
Not all of thi va t region, however, was subject to the opera-
tion of th law.., of the United States affecting the distribution 
of pu lie land . Much had been granted a private land. under 
the regulation f France, pain, Great Britain, and Mexico, 
th ·laimH to JU .' t f which were acknowledged. by the li'ed--
1 Public Land 'ommisRion, pt,i. 1 and 4 ; 12, 83, 88, 108-120. 
2 Ib., 120- 124, 126- 135, 145. 
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eral Government, as by agreement, and, as far as possible, pro-
tected. These, however, were inconspicuous in comparison 
with the total amount distributed by the United States. A 
more important exception was the grants made by the colonies 
and St.ates, to guarantee which the reservations in their ces-
sions had been made. The large extent of these grants was 
especially important in the Southwest, where they were suffi-
cientr-y great, together with the major portion of French, Span-
ish, and British grants, to practically counteract the motive 
and usual result of the system of distribution employed by 
the Federal Goverument. 
Most of tlle Northwest Territory was regularly distributed 
according to the rectangular system of the land office, only 
some 8,580,513 acres out of a total of 169,939,680-that is, less 
than 5 per cent-were distributed under State or colonial laws, 
and of this considerably more than half was so treated as to 
produce the same general result as the Federal land laws. 
Connecticut,in lier Western Reserve and Fire Land~,employed 
the New England method of settlement, which was further 
encouraged to spread by the French and Canadian villagers of 
the Kakaskias, St. Vincents, and other places. The loose and 
irregular methods of survey and settlement under the Virginia 
laws in her smaller reserve so confused titles that a long course 
of litigation was involved, which retarded settlement for a 
quarter of a century, and for fifty years, up to 1871, the ques-
tion was a frequent subject of Congressional legislation. Little 
opportunity then was offered for the extension of the Southern 
land system into the Northwest, except by the possibility of 
accumulations through the influence of speculation under the 
credit regime, and by exceptional Congressional grants to 
companies and individuals. 
Besides the enormous grants to the Ohio Company and to 
Symmes, aggregating 1,071,440 acres, several tracts of from 
1,800 to over 20,000 acres were given as donations for special 
reasons. These, however, were offset by correspondingly small 
grants to Canadian refugees and foreign settlers for forming 
towns. Almost 13,000,000 acres, up to 1820, were thrown open 
to speculation in theN orthwest as compared with some 5,000,000 
in the Southwest, but these were reduced by nearly a third 
through reversions and relinquishment, and this speculation 
was wholly insignificant as compared with the great transac-
tions in Southwestern lands after 1830. Owing to the effect of 
the numerous relief acts after 1809 the evil influence of specu-
lation was largely conntenu·te<l in the Northwest, and a large 
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number of small holdings were retained by the sacrifice of 
useless lands.1 
But there were several other specific influences that tended 
to shut the plantation out of the region north of the Ohio and 
to introduce the Northern farm: (1) Northern immigration, 
which was accustomed to small farming methods in the home 
State or in Europe, absorbed most of the territory. Only the 
southernmost portions offered an inviting field for the·settler 
from the South. (2) Northern food products, and chiefly grain 
crops were suited to the soil and climate, which , with distance 
from market, tended totra11sfertotheN orthwest the agricultural 
methods of Pennsylvania and New York as well as their prod-
ucts. (3) The cost of labor and itR general scarcity made free 
labor especially unsuited to expansive agriculture and encour-
aged the creation of an independent small-holding yeomanry. 
(4) The laws concerning descent of lands and conveyancing 
were remarkably simple and facilitated by easy and direct 
modes the interchange of estates. The second section of the 
ordinance of 1787 abolished the whole doctrine of feudal ten-
ures for the North west more effectually than the statute 12 
Charles IL diu for England. It Yiewed land as allodial. In-
testate estates descended to the heirs in equal parts, saving 
only widow's <lower. The easiest modes of devise and of 
transfer inter vivos were put in operation. Further, the Statute 
of Uses, with its complexities and ovil effects on conveyancing, 
was 11ever fully adopted. Entailments and perpetuties were 
l>arred by statute. The technicalities of real actions were 
avoided an<l lands were recovered by simple ejectment.2 Con-
equently, neither the opportunity for engrossment of lands nor 
the po.- ibility of it,' support existed in the law a11d practice of 
thi r gion, and these were also passed on to the great West. 
outh of the Ohio conditions were very different. More 
than one-third of the Southwestern lands added to national 
t rrit ry were not embracetl in the actual public domain. Of 
the n mina1 151,049,640 acres of this territory but 96,049,U21 
w r actual, a the area of Kentucky and Tenne ee, with the 
r erv of orgia aud 11 rida, aggregating 54,999,719, were 
i h r th public land of tate or private land of individ-
u 1.. Oftb ar aw toftheMi i ippi,exclu iveofAlaska, 
n arly n - ixth- ome 198 0 0,000 acres, almost all of which 
1 J'ubli Land Com., pt.'!. 1 nnd 4; GO, 2,203, 209-11. 
, lb., 16 , 159. 
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lay in the portions of country attached to the South-was n<,t 
included within the natioual public land nor subject to its 
methods of disposal. In botli these regious together, if we 
consider only the additions made specifically to the South, we 
fiu<l the State and private lands covered some 223,000,000 
acres, while the actual public lands of tlrn United States 
comprised only 190,527,741 acres, an area of over 21,000,000 
acres less. The influence of these facts upon the resulting 
land system was great. It meallt that these non-public lands 
were disposed of by Spauish, Freuch, British, Mexican, or 
State grants, and that their methods of settlement, in geirnral 
irregular and expansive, were iu direct conflict witli the sys-
tem and intent of the rules of the United States Land Office,t 
w h1le they conformed to the system iu vogue in the Southern 
States. 
Practically none of the 29,184,000 acres of the State of Ten-
uessee, the North Carolina cession, were distributed by the 
General Land Office. This area was already covered by the 
reservation of North Carolina for claims already granted. 
The early settlement of Tennessee then took place under the 
same laws that were iu force in North Carolina. .A State 
land office was established in 1777 iu what was known as 
Washington County, extending to the 1\Iississippi and com-
prising the whole territory ceded, ancl lands were distributed 
under tlrn North Carolina law and practiee. The plan of 640-
acre grants was adopted only to be evaded in practice Enor-
mous iudividual grant~ were obtaine(~ through the office by 
fraudulent methods, chiefly uy aggregations or :fictitious en-
tries. In this way John Sevier located 4G,000 acres, while he 
had 165 location papers for grants of 640 acres, which, if 
allowed, would have gi ve.n him 105,ti0U a~res. As early as 
1772 the Wautauga settlers bad gotten large claims, wl.Jich 
were subsequently anuulled. One of these, Joseph Browu, 
bought half of the present Hawkins County from the Indiaus 
for 10 shillings. Some settler8 held u11dergrauts from Vir-
ginia, others from Lord Granville, and .many by squatter's 
right and possession, "·liich latter were confirmed in 640-acre 
grants. When the law of Te1111es::-ee beeame operative it modi· 
:tied but very sliglltly that of North Carolina, so that in the 
main the land system of North Caro1i11a was reproduced. ln 
1 Public Land Commission, 105, 37fi, 381, '.lf2, 40i, 40!J, 420,421,425,435. 
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east Tennessee there were a number of farms of limited area, 
and west of the Cumqerlands there were some large plan-
tations encouraged by slavery imported with tbe settlers. 
Jackson's plantation, near Nash ville, was from 7,000 to 8,000 
acres. 
Another large area, that of the State of Kentucky, com-
prising 24,115,200 acres, was only nomi11a1ly in tbe public do-
main, and was settled under colony and State laws likewise. 
This portion of the possessions of the State of Virginia was 
not included in its cession to the Government. As Virginia 
territory it ·was first included in FincastJe County, and in 1776 
was erected as the separate county of Kentucky. The early 
settlers were mainly Virginians and North Carolinians. From 
1750 to 1769 the early explorers, Walker, Gist, and Boone, 
made little headway against the hostile Indians, and not until 
after 1770 were any important attempts made at settlement. 
Virginia, from the first, extended the methods of her land office 
to the Kentucky region. Indiscriminate location was allowed 
on any unoccupie<l. land. Surveys were ma<l.e not before but 
after location, and they included practically as much as the 
settler asked for. They were marked by the same irregular 
and.primitive boundaries employed in Virginia, which tended 
both to confusion of titles and to engrossment. Grants made 
by immigration companies had the same effect. 
Shortly after the victory over the Indians at Point P leasant, 
settlers began to pour in, and the land agents of the Transyl-
vauia Company, a North Carolina venture, at Boonesboro 
granted entry certificates to as much as 560,000 acres of land. 
The Transylvania Company had purchased from the Cherokees 
a title to about half of Kentucky, and, regardless of the claims 
of Virginia, petitioned Congress to erect them into a separate 
State. This plan was defeated by Patrick Henry and J effer-
on, the Virginia delegates, the purcha e was declared illegal 
y both Virginia and North Carolina, and the colony rapidly 
cl line . In 177 Virginia annulled all acts of the compa11y 
x pt th grant to actual settler , and finally extinguished 
it' ·l im by giving th ompany ~00,000 acres of lancl to deal 
with a. it ha l with it. former land. 
r he form of e rly s ttl rnent wa · the pali a<le<l village, due 
t th f b th ,· ttl m nt wa ma<le in the face of ho tile 
lu liau u thi,· i 11 t pe1·man ntly affect the lan<l system. 
r nt ntinu 1 t be giv n n the Virginia plan, and, a 
i ati n I rmitt d they w re nter d upon an<l 
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turned into extensive farms. When Kentucky laws became 
operative this tendency was further increased. They practi-
cally gave lands away as bounties. Land was sold at 30 cents 
an acre or $30 per 100 acreR. Immigrauts were freely allowed 
from 100 to 200 acres for settlement. The county courts were 
vested with power to make land grants, and prices were re-
duced. Everyone over 18 years of age might have a right to 
400 acres, at $20 per 100 acres. Those who were in debt for 
land were given as much time as they wished to settle with 
the State. Land jobbing was general, and the large importa- · 
tions of slaves indicate the general tencJ.eucy to engrossment. 
The slave population rose from 12,000 in 1790, when it was 
one-sixth of the total population, to 43,000 in 1800, and to 
80,000 in 1810. 
A third Southwestern State which was not affected by the 
public-land laws was Texas, with its 175,887,840 acres. Its 
cession of 65,130,880 acres lay wholly without the State limits. 
The expansive land system of Texas would scarcely need com-
ment except to trace its interesting origin. The Spaniards fi~:-;t 
settled in small villages, but, aR they were not farming but 
cattle-raising communities, large grants of land were necessary, 
and these tended to pass into individual ownership. W.hen 
individual grants began, about 182G, it took but ten years to 
parcel out the most of Texas between 13 large grants. During 
this time there was a large immigration of Southerners, encour-
aged by the exceptional benefits offered by the Spanish colo-
nization laws. They allowed a league of larid (4,604 acres) to 
every settler who was the head of a family, and one-third of a 
league (1,476 acres) to a single man, who, when he got mar-
ried, could claim the other two-thirds of the league. In 1836, 
under the Republic, a law was passed establishing local offices 
and dividing land grants into la,bors of 175 acres each, to be 
sold at £10 a labor. The limit of purchase was 275 labors, so 
that ~m individual might acquire as much as 48,125 acres. 
Immigrants were allowed in fee a, league and a, labor (4,779 
aeres ), and large bounties were offered to soldiers. It is easy to 
see how, in this way, Texan homes came to be 10, 20, 30, or even 
40 miles apart, and every man held in possession 100 times as 
much as he wanted for cultivation. Even so late as 1850 the 
average farm acreage in Texas was 942 acres. 1 The result of 
this system of grantR was like that of the older Southern 
1 Young, 254; Parker, 185, 189, 224; Gouge, 22; Stiff, 160; Census 1850. 
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States-:-no.nimprovement, vacancy, and la11 d speculation. In 
1848 in Texas 512,614 acres only were in cultivation out of an 
assessed acreage of 38,000,000. 
Besides these States, which were not affected at all by the 
public-land system, there was a large body of land in two 
States actually a part of the public domain which was dis-
. tributed by other methods than those of the United States 
Land Office applying to agricultural grants. 1n the territory 1 
added to the South by the South Carolina and Georgia cessions 
and by the Louisiana and Florida purchases, comprising tlie 
States of Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi, Louisiana, 
Arkansas, and Missouri, over 48 per cent as late as 1880 
remained undistributed, vacant, or absorbed in other than the 
regular agricultural and bounty grants. Gran ts aggregating 
88,441,788 acres were made to States or corporations for pub-
lic improvements, especially of transportation, and for mili-
. tary and saline reservations, and education, or were absorbed 
in swamp lanus. Of the remaining 113,825,200 acres some 
D,846,612 were already absorbed or claimed under colonial 
grants of Great Britaiu, France, and Spain. This leaves, 
exclusive of the Georgia Reservation, only 103,478,588 acres, 
bar~ly half of the total area, that were actually regularly dis-
tributed by the Laud. Office in all this territory; and of this 
13,427,lO!J acres were homesteads claimed after 1863. The 
land system of these States· was then probably more influ-
enced by the old grants than by the new. The conditions of 
the purchases of Louisiana and Florida guaranteed all the 
rights of private property to the old settlers and all claims 
previously granted. The United States had to make these 
good or adjudge the claims deficient. These grants were very 
numerou . 'J~hey lay along the Mississippi River all the way 
from Vincennes to the Gulf of Mexico, were thickly scattered 
over Louisiana, along the Gulf in Mis issippi and Alabama, 
all(l all over ea t anu we t Florida. There wa a large number 
of them in Mi ouri, and , ome in Arkansas. 'fhe actual occu-
pa ion of th French and panish under such gra,nts bad set 
the :fir t type of d vel pment for the ]all(l system. 
Th e grant , rnlike tho e of the Briti h and French in the 
... rth w T l'l'it ry, were u ually large.2 Large Fr ,ncb 
.'?': _I11dia11 r,·s rvation of f111lian Territory ompri ~f'd 41 , L00,9 15 acr ,1 for a population 
1>1 ,G., ;,. 
2 
Pnhli' La111l Gomm., 15, l O. 21 . 221, 2'l2, 22 230, 236, 2:i7, :!50 2;32, 255,287,355,370,371, 
373, :nG :!77, 4~ 3:1. 
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indigo, tobacco, and rice plantations, supporting a system of 
tenantry, were to be found around Mobile Bay and on the 
streams entering into it as early as 1772. In Louisiana and 
Missouri there were two chief forms of grants-urban and rural. 
These urban grants consisted of inlots, outlots, and common 
lands, very much like the Pennsylvania plan, but on a broader 
basis. The earliest settlers, for social reasons and protection, 
seemed to favor settling together. The rural grants varied 
fr9m several hundred to thousands of acres, the league square, 
consisting of 7,056 arpents, not being unusual. Many of the 
claims were not occupied and thousands of acres were still 
. unsettled in Louisiana as late as 1880. In that year 784 claims 
were still on nle in the Land Office awaiting confirmation, and 
they show the expansive grants given. They were grants of 
from 1 to 3,000 acres. On the advent of staple products urban 
lots tended to be absorbed in these rural grants. Another 
fact that made for engrossment was the use made of land 
scrip. Land scrip was issued for unsatisfied claims by failure 
to locate, overlapping, or conflict with other claims. There 
were over one and one-quarter million of acres of this in the 
South-nearly one-half the total land scrip issued. This was 
used speculatively and, as in Texas, to locate large bodies of 
the public iand. 1 
It is very difficult to arrive at the actual areas and the con-
ditions of improvement represented in these Southwestern 
plantations. The census has no statistics until 1850 giving 
actual farm acreage. But the assumption that the tendency 
of land grants and the influence of extensive crops-like cot-
ton, rice, tobacco, and sugar-was sufficient to reproduce the 
methods of the old South is supported by the statements of 
foreign and native travelers pointing to the general aud early 
prevalence of a large plantation system, and by the testimony 
of agricultural reports contained in Government publications 
and contemporary literature. We have definite statistics bear-
ing upon the sugar plantatious of Louisiana between the years 
1827-1830, which show that plantations ranged from 800 to 
2,000 and 3,000 acres, the average being about 1,200 acres 
planted. In general, less than one-half the cultivatable area 
was under cultivation, while of the total area embraced 
scarcely one-sixth was cultivated. These facts well illustrate 
some characteristic features of the Southern la,nd system-the 
'P. L. C., 289,290. The acreage was 1,316,046 i11 a total of' 2,893,034.44. 
HIST 98--17 
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impossibility of complete improvement, isolation, and non-set-
tlement. These plantations lay along the rivers and bayous 
with from 6 to 58 acres frontage on the water. A notable fact 
is the effect of crops on the size of the plantation. Sugar and 
cotton constantly tended to increase acreage, just a,s tobacco, 
rice, and indigo had done in the old lands. It was found in 
practical cultivation that a sugar plantation of less than 1,500 
acres was operated at a comparative loss in net profit. In 
Arkausas the cotton fields consisted of from 300 to 400 acres, 
which meant that plantations contained at least 1,000 to 1,500 
acres, as under the system less than one-third was cultivated. 
The public-land system then seems to have left no permanent 
effect in this portion of the great Southwest. 
The only remaining portions of Southern territory to be 
considered are those parts of the States of Mississippi and 
Alabama embraced in the Sou th Carolina aud Georgia cessions, 
containing 59,825,920 acres. Here the public laud laws went 
more fully into effect than anywhere else in the South. Only 
500,000 acres, reserved by Georgia for claims already grau ted, 
were exempt from their application. The Yazoo claims of 
1789-1795, embracing 35,000,000 acres of this territory, held by 
the Virginia, Tennessee, and South Carolina Yazoo companies 
and by several other companies, though revoked by the State, 
were finally purchased by the Government for $3,000,000, so 
that a·clear title was obtained to all the public lands in Missis-
sippi and Alabama with the full right to distribute them in 
the regular method. 
The tendency of the public land laws was in general, where 
not defeated by speculation, toward small grants. It cost in 
the early day $331 to establish a pl'elirniuary claim to a sec-
tion of land and ultimately, 960 more, making $1,2!)1 for the 
full title, including fees. After the price was reduced to $1.25 
an acre the total co t wa still ome 900. Under the credit 
y t m this led not to ettlement so much as to speculation. 
Th b t laud were ab orbed in tracts by land shark· and 
the t n len ·y to mall holding wa. partly counteracted. Fic-
titio and fraudulent method were al o u ed by speculator.· 
keep out bona fide The land were bid up to enor-
fi ur lik , ·1 u acr beyond the limit of trne pur-
n thrown n the hand· fth overmnentbythe 
ught in at a ma11 advance on tlJe minimum 
ffi . ut, qn tt r took up the poorel' lauds. 
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After the price was reduced to $1.25 _on the cash basis a~d 
the preemption acts betweeu 1830 and 1841 were passed for 
the relief of these sq natters, allowing the acquisition of quarter, 
half-quarter, and quarter-quarter sections, of 160, 80, and 40 
acres, bona fide small settlers became a large class. U n_der the 
act of 1841 occupiers were limited to 480 acres; that 1s, they 
could only enjoy a preemption right if they had 320 acres or 
less. M' · · · 
As far as the intent of the public land grants in 1ss1ss1pp1 
and Alabama went, then, they were opposed to the Southeru 
svstem · but there we~e several influences that counteracted . ' this oppositlon and made the system finally conform to th e 
plantation idea of the South: (1) The influence of the older 
planters in the Mobile and Gulf regions, which was exerted 
along the lines of the :rivers upward into the country, set the 
type of profitable products and methods. The large planta-
tions of the French around Mobile and the Gulf outlets to the 
Mississippi country, whence trade got its impetus and control, 
must have affected largely in the earliest days the immigrants 
in the interior, who depended on this region for exchange. 
Thus along the Alabama River in central and southern .Ala-
bama there were cotton plantations, each with its owu landing 
for shipping to Mobile, like those of the Mississippi and Yazoo 
rivers, which shipped to New Orleans. (2) 1.'he chief body of 
.American immigration, and the earliest immigration, in fact, to 
this country, was Southern and slaveholding. From 1764-1768 
large bodies of immigrants went out from North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia up the bayous to the Mississippi 
country, with liberal grants from Great Britain. Mississippi 
began to fill in 1800 and in 1810 bad 40,000 inhabitants. Ala-
bama settlement came later, but in 1820 her population was 
144,000,- as compared with the 75,000 of Mississippi. The 
immigration of the slaveholding cotton planters began early 
from the cotton States. They absorbed all the best lands and 
squeezed out the poor small holders with grain crops to the 
Piedmont and highland regions. (3) The abuse of the public 
land laws in practice hy speculation, enwuraged by inflated cur-
rency and a general movement of expa,nsion, became rampant 
at the South after 1835~ when the rise in the price of cotton 
showed the use the land might be put to and the demand that 
would come from the agriculturalist. While only $8 000 000 
worth of public lands were sold from 1818 to 1829, sales bega~ to 
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pick up in 1830, $5,000,000 worth being sold that year, and in 
1835 $11,000,000, and in 1836 $24,000,000. Of total sales 
between 1830-1840, 20,000,000 acres were sold in the South. 
The demand for cotton seems to have had the most direct rela-
tion to this as a cause. Cotton production and the sale of 
public lands increased together with almost like ratio. Cotton 
began to rise in price in 1830, passing from 6 to 8 and 10 cents, 
and in 1833 to 11¾ cents and in 1835 it went from 14 to 20 
cents, and up to 1837 it was still kept between 8 and 15 cents. 
It was in view of this fact that the speculator bought land. 
He could buy it at $1.25 an acre and sell at $6.44, which, 
though nearly $1 higher than land in the old Southern States, 
was more valuable on account of its fertility and would induce 
purchase. There was a rush on all sides and by all classes 
for land in large tracts. The actual planters seem to have 
bought most of their lands from speculators. 'I1he new States 
of the South borrowed $32,000,000 of foreign capital between 
1830 and 1837 to invest in internal improvements. State banks 
were established with this and a still larger amount-
$48,000,000-of private capital. These banks lent out money 
at high rates of interest to pm-chasers of plantations, chiefly 
poor sons of old planters who had 20 or 30 s]aves given them 
on which to start. They mortgaged their slaves and planta-
tion s for payment and frequently those of their fathers also. 
Everything was upon a basis of futures and crop mortgages. 
This is the way Mississippi and Alabama were settled between 
the years 1830 and 1840. The population of Alabama was 
nearly doubled and that of Mississippi nearly trebled. The 
contemporary proportional increase of slaves shows the char-
a ter of settlement. From 453,000 in the new Southwest in 
0 they ro e to 45,000 in 1840, while in the old slave Stat s 
th increa e wa reduced to 5 per cent. In Alabama the 
n groes had increas d from 118,000 in 1830 to 255,000 in 1840; 
in Mi i ippi from uG,000 in 1 30 to 195,000 in 1840, while the 
whit · in Alabama iucrea ed from 70,000 to 335,000, and in 
Mi i ippi from 7 ,000 to 179, 00 only.1 The evil effect of 
e ulation and tat debts wa not so much in the establish-
m nt f t o an iv plantation , gr ater ven than the ac-
tual 11 mi cl mand of an ra of agricultural exploitation 
hav can d, a. · in the inflc tion an 1 ankruptcy that 
1 Tu •k ·r, uil d .'tat !i, p. 50. 
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this mortgage system involved. When the crash of 1837 came 
it produced the greatest agricultural depression in this region. 
The cotton crop fell off by one-fifth, some 168,000 bales, in 1838, 
and though it recovered in a few years, the collapse and over-
production together kept the.price low. The planter had noth-
ing to meet his obligations with; as he had relied upon his 
crops to raise his mortgage. The banks, unable to collect 
their loans, failed, and productive industry got a setback that 
it <lid not recover from ti11 1850. 
(4) When cotton production began to revive, toward the 
:fifties, it became a means of further extending the plantation 
as opposed to the public-land system. It was probably, after _ 
slavery, more important in this effect than any of the other 
influences mentioned. It not only held the plantations 
together, as the inheritance laws did in the old States of the 
South, but it gave them a constant tendency to increase in 
size up to the maximum limit of _profitable production. De 
Bow 1 gives us a striking example of this even in the forties, 
which be seems to take as typical of cotton estates, though 
this particula,r one wa,s in Louisiana. In 1839 it had 400 acres 
undercultivation; within seven years it had increased by nearly 
one-third, i. e., to 550 acres, and that while the labor force 
remained practicaliy constant, having increased by only 2 
slaves. 
With the year 1850 we find definite statistics as to the size 
of cotton plantations in Alabama and Mississippi. According 
to the census they were seldom less than 400 acres, and in 
some cases 10,000 acres. On the basis of this census 675 acres 
was estimated· as an average amount under cultivation in the 
cotton States, but in Alabama and Mississippi the average 
plantation was smaller. A little later, Olmstead, a New York 
farmer, traveling in the Southwest, found the average middle-
class plantation to. be of 600 acres, while the best plantations 
on the Mississippi contained from 13,000 to 14,000 acres under 
cultivation, and in the back country there were a large num-
ber of smaller ones of a few hundred acres. In 1860 in the 
ten cotton States from North Carolina to Texas there were 
nearly 4,000 plantations having over 1,000 acres under cultiva-
tion and many times this number having from 500 to 1,000 
acres. This will suffice to show the general tendency to 
1 De Bow , I , pp. 173,, 174. 
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increase in size, due to the product cotton. There were three 
types of plantation, developed according to location : (1) The 
river and Gulf plantation on the Mississippi and large rivers 
flowing into it and on the Gulf of. Mexico. These were the 
largest, employing slaves by hundreds. (2) The inland plan-
tation in central and northern Mississippi and central Alabama, 
usually of 600 acres, cultivated with some 50 slaves. (3) The 
Piedmont plantation of 400 acres and less, employing 30, 20, 10, 
or even a less number of slaves. 
The only permanent effect of the public-land. system, then, 
seems to have been in the highland regions. The hill country 
was covered with farms of the poor non-slaveholder or small 
slaveholder cultivating little cotton and more grain. There is 
evidence that in 1850 and 1860 there were a considerable num-
ber of these holding a few hundred acres, for by them the aver-
age farm acreage in Alabama in 1850 was reduced to only 289 
acres and that of Mississippi to 309 acres. Yet even these small 
farms tended to be. crowded out. By 1860 the average acreage 
in eac.h of these States had increased by one-fifth, i. e., in 
Alabama to 346 and in Mississippi to 370 acres. The same 
effect was to be seen in Louisiana and Arkansas, due also to 
products. Sugar and cotton areas in Louisiana increased from 
372 to 536 acres and in Arkansas from 146 to 245. But in the 
old States the development was just the reverse, and tended 
toward a break-up of the plantations. Average areas were 
reduced in all the other Southern States toward the limits of the 
Northern farm. Old Southern farms had an average acreage 
of but 366 in 1850, and this decreased to 329 acres in 1860, 
while in the North the average of 116 acres in 1850 and of 105 
in 1 60 bear witness to a similar tendency.1 The abolition of 
entails had a great effect upon this at the South, and also 
emancipation and exportation of slaves, just as since the war 
th abolition of Javery bas been the chief cause for further 
r duction. nother cau ·e wa, the deca,dence of agriculture 
b for dev loping commercial and manufacturing centers and 
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economies, yet while it returned large gross profits to the planter 
the net ultimate gain to society was small. When exploita-
tion was past evils of a ·wide social and economic nature 
appeared whose ill effects were left to be combated by succeed-
ing generations. The most important of these were exclusive 
agriculture, scattered settlement and · isolation, absence of 
numerous trade and social centers, non-improvement of lands, 
soil destruction and absenteeism, all of which harmed no sec-
tion except its own in material interests. But withal the 
Southern system produced a moral and social type of the indi-
·vidual that for its altruism, homely virtues, conservatism in 
ethics, and idealism in politics bas found no parallel except 
amongst purely agricultu-ral peoples. 
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DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES WITH 
ENGLAND (1861-1865}. 
By J. M. CALLAHAN. 
In a small room on the third floor of the Treasury Depart-
ment at Washington, overlooking the Executive Mansion, are 
several trunks of manuscript archives, which were purchased 
at a cost of $75,000, and which relate the story of the diplo-
matic efforts by which the leaders of the Southern Confederacy 
hoped to create a new nation by the dismemberment of an old 
one. Duririg the period. of those efforts there was considerable 
English sympathy with the secession movement, but the condi-
tion of parties, the sentiment against slavery, the active efforts 
of English friends of the Union} together with the diplomacy 
of Seward and Adams, prevented the success of all Confederate 
attempts to secure recognition or intervention. It has been 
said that the dress suit and digestive apparatus of England 
were hostile to the United States; but that the cerebro-centers, 
the heart and the muscle, were friendly. 
On the day of Lincoln's inauguration, only one month after 
the temporary organization of the Confederacy at Montgomery, 
Mr. Gregory, in the House of Commo~s, gave notice of a motion 
to recognize the independence of the Confederate. States. 
Southern leaders hoped that their cause would be favored by 
an English desire to retaliate against the .American tariff. On 
March 16, 1861, while Confederate commissioners were at 
Washington endeavoring to open peace negotiations with Sec-
retary Seward, Robert Toombs instructed Commissioners 
Yancey, Rost, and Mann to go to London "as soon as possible" 
to press their claims for recognition. The instructions recited 
that dissolution was the result of long and mature deliberation 
to escape the persistent efforts to compel the South to pay 
bounties to the North in the shape of high protective tariffs; 
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that secession violated no allegiance or rights ; that the Wash-
ington Government was not in a condition to offer opposition; 
that a large pa~t of the North would not favor resistance, and 
that there was no unusual reason to fear war; that the South 
hadabundantmeansand determination and would win. Power 
was given the commissioners to make a treaty practically pro-
viding for free trade, and a willingness was expressed to con-
tinue all the United States treaties except the clause providing 
for the maintenance of a naval squadron on the coast of Africa. 
After Sumter fell, Toombs saw that war was unavoidable, and 
soon authorized the commissioners to issue commissions for 
privateers, stating that the large United States Navy made it 
necessary for the Confederacy to adopt this mode of defense. 
In his first instructions he had made no allusion to slavery, but 
he now stated that it was evidently the intention of Lincoln to 
overthrow Southern domestic institutions, and to sweep away 
the rights of minorities. He avowed the right of each State to 
judge what are infractions of the Constitution, and to decide 
upon the remedy. The enthusiasm and unanimity of the South 
were declared; England was to be told of the prejudicial results 
of the blockade, and Bullock was sent to Europe to secure 
war vessels. 
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embarrass the Government in dealing with the question of 
recognitiou. 
The commissioners had another interview before the end of 
May, but Russell only said that he desired to communicate with 
both parties as to rules concerning blockades and neutrals. 
In April the British Government had decided not to intrude 
its counsels unsolicited to prevent the war. Ou May 2 Russell 
referred to it as a bad war and said "For God's sake let us if 
possible keep out of it." On May 6, three days after his inter-
view with the Confederate commissioner1:1, he announced the 
decision of the law officers of the Crown that the Southern 
Confederacy must be treated as a belligerent, as Greece had 
been in 1825. On May 13 the British Government, basing its 
action on "the size and population of the seceding States,"_ 
issued a proclamation of neutrality. A few hours later Charles 
Francis Adams arrived at London with Seward's firm instruc-
tions to represent the whole of his country, and decidedly to 
oppose any wavering policy of Great Britain which might_ 
give the Confederates hope of recognition. These instructions 
were emphasized on May 21, when Seward, having heard of 
Russell's intervi~w with the Confederate commissioners, wrote 
Adams that be would desist from either unofficial or official 
intercourse with the British Government "so long as it [should] 
continue intercourse of either kind with the domestic enemies 
of this country." 
During the remainder of their stay in London it appears 
that Yancey, Rost, and Mann corild do no more than to affect 
public opinion. At their last application for an interview 
Russell requested them to make their communication in writ-
ing. In June they had found that ·general opinion at London 
recoguized that the North was too strong for the South. 
Gregory's motion looking toward recognition was postponed 
June 7, at Russell's request. Seeing no immediate hope of 
recognition by England and France, the commissioners sug-
gested that communication should be opened with Spain. In 
July, after the Confederate victory at Manassas, R. M. T. 
Hunter, who bad replaced Toombs since political expediency 
bad made Richmond the executive center, mformed the com-
missioners that the Union sentiment in the South bad been 
silenced and that Maryland and Missouri were kept in the 
Union only by Federal troops. On August 24 the commission-
ers in a long communication to Russell gave reasons for imme-
diate recognition, but they could get no satisfactory reply. 
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On the same day Hunter instructed them to hurry to Madrid 
to suggest alliance and seek for recognition. On September23 
orders were given to disunite the commission, and Mason and 
Slidell were appointed as commissioners to England andFrauce, 
respeetively, with instructions to urge that the new homoge-
neous Southern union could serve as no precedent for revolu-
tionary violence, that its existence was of deep commercial 
and political interest fo other nations, and that they should 
intervene against American in~ervention and ineffectual block-
ades: Of the former commission, Mann was sent to Belgium, 
Rost to Spain, and Yancey returned t<? the Confederacy in Feb-
ruary, a few days after Mason's arrival at London. Hunter 
was disappointed in his hope that England and France would 
raise the blockade. Russell did not deem it advisable to 
merely break a blockade for the sake of getting cotton ; Lord 
Palmerston was not ready to offer peacef1~l mediation as a 
preparation for intervention on a grander scale; France would 
not act without England. Rost, who went to Spain, but 
resigned in the spring of 1862, in bad health and discouraged, 
said that France waited for England, that England would do 
nothing so long as she could keep peace at home, and that 
Spain would be the last power to act. In the early part of 
February, 1862, Rost had in his possession a " ·Confidential mem-
orandum," dated "London, 31 January, 1862," aud importiug a 
correspondence between tbe British cabinet and the maritime 
powers of Europe concerning the "stone fleet" and the block-
ade, in which the powers alluded to the blockade as '' ineffec-
tual." But Slidell said it was either a hoax played upon Rost's 
eredulity or an invention o.f his own. 
Yancey, who left London with Mason's "No.1," stating tbat 
the mini try still seemed to "hang fire," ran the blockade at 
Sabine Pas , and soon reached New Orleans, where he informed 
oul ~ and other that Prince Albert and Queen Victoria were 
again t he ece · ionists, and that English feeling was so strong 
again , lavery that the Government would hardly dare to give 
any h lr that would tend to perpetuate it. On March 29, after 
r ceivhw thi i. couraging n w at Richmond, Mr. Davi ac-
·ept nator ignation with regret. 
·on ' in ru ti n of eptember 23 had told him to go to 
lit 1 del y a· po i le but he and Slidell 
in runnin lh bl ·kade at harl ton . Tile 
, 1 at for, 1 , ctober 12 W. H. 
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Trescott telegraphed Hunter that they had escaped in the dark-
ness aud rain of the preceding night. They reached Cuba, 
where they found much sympathy for the Confederacy, and 
after waiting for a steamer until November 7, they boarded the 
Trent, · only to be captured the next day and detained until 
J auuary 1. Mason reached London on Jan nary 29, 1862, and 
a few days later, when Parliament met, Gregory found him a 
place in the Commons to hear the Queeu's speech, which disap-
pointed him by saying nothing on the blockade. Mason wrote 
that ''our friends in Parliament" had contemplated a motion 
to amend the address by proposing the recognition of the 
Southern Confederacy, but that they had abandoned it on ac-
count of the Queen bejng in mourning, and that they would 
first try opposition to the b lockade. Slidell had promptly been 
granted an interview at Paris, and was already "insisting on 
the ine:fficieucy of the blockade and the vandalism of the stone 
fleet." On February 7, by advice of Gregory, who was steer-
ing him, Mason applied t o the British Government for ari in-
terview, and was received unofficially on Monday following at 
Russell's home. The dispat ch reporting that interview never 
succeeded in getting through the blockade, but subsequent 
events show that Mason received no encouragement. 
Hunter was vainly hopiug that England and France, acting 
from both commercial and political motives, would end the 
blockade by in tervention. In his instructions to Mason on ~ 
February 8, 1862, he said th a t Mr. Davis would not deprecate 
intervention, but he desired that the treaty of peace should 
eularge the Southern agricul tural area and make it independ-
ent of the North , besides g iving it Chesapeake Bay, by means 
of which to concentrate and control the Western commerce. 
He desired that the Confederacy should include lYiarylarid, . 
Kentucky, and lViissouri, and all south of those States, together 
with New Mexico and Arizona, through which a railroad could 
be built to the Pacific. He sta ted that the South needed 
North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri 
to produce food supplies, so t hat the remaiuiug Southern States 
could devote their entire attention to supplying the demand 
for cotton and sugar. Besides, be declared that if Maryland, 
Kentucky, and Missouri should go to the North, it would end 
the hope of a b alance of power and lead to war, ~r to a South-
ern party favoring reunion in order to secure peace and trade 
advantages. In addition t o political reasons, Hunter claimed 
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that it was England's commercial interest" to enlarge the area 
from which she draws tribute." 
It was not until June 23 that Mason replied. In the mean-
time a more permanent Confederate Government had been 
born in a storm on February 22; defeats had resulted in sterner 
stubbornness; Congress on March 5 had resolved never to 
affiliate with the Northern invaders; Oount Mercier, the French 
minister at Washington, had gone to Richmond on a mysteri-
ous errand; Southern missionaries, with plenty of money; had 
been sent abroad to aid and direct public opinion; Slidell 
had been instructed to offer Napoleon $7,000,000 in cotton to 
indemnify him for the expense of ·a fleet to relieve the Con-
federacy and establish communication with Europe; but the 
United States occupation of the Confederate ports and the 
vigorous blockade gave little hope for any interference. On 
March 10 Earl Russell had said that separation would be a 
result of the war, but in May, when Lord Lyons, the British 
minister at Washington, embarked for England it was said at 
Richmond that be would "report the rebellion on its last 
legs." In bis dispatch to Benjamin, who had succeeded Hun-
ter at Richmond, Mason said that he saw very little prospect 
for "the suggested form of mediation " unless the cotton 
famine should urge the British Government to act. Napoleon 
was urging but waiting. Russell, however, deuied that France 
had proposed joint mediation, and said that it would be inop-
portune. Mason complained that even American seizure of 
British ships on the high seas between England and Nassau 
bad not caused the British Government to intervene, and he 
thought it inexpedient even to renew the request for recogni-
tion unles it be done as a demand of right, to be followed by 
hi retirement to the Continent, as a stroke of Confederate 
dignity. 
Lindsay' carefully studied motion for mediation, after dan-
gling before the House of Commons for several weeks, was with-
rawn on July 18 at the reque t of Lord Palmerston, after a 
1 ng and pirited di cus ion in which Lindsay firmly declared, 
au tber a firmly denied, that the American war wa the 
r ult f 'taxa i n without r presentation." Palmerston, 
aid the Thir y ear war was a joke compared to 
ni cl th t Lng1and woulcl be ju tified in a um-
n l n f he O nD d rate , and stated tllat 
1 1 , to dir ·t int rvention. .i.: apol on aid 
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that he regretted that the blockade bad ever been respected, 
and be was still impatiently willing to cooperate with England, 
but be refused to act alone " to draw the chestnuts from the 
fire for her benefi t." 
Mason was vexed that the British Government could not be 
driven to a decided position, and bis budding hope for a new 
ministry did not find a favorable temperature for healthy 
growth. His friends in Parliament said tllat there were polit-
ical reasons for not oustin g Palmerston while the Queen was 
in mourning and while there were fears that she would "go 
crazy." On July 7 Mason asked Russell for an interview and 
for a statement of the British attitude toward the rules of 
blockade as laid down in 1856, but in reply he received a 
mere acknowledgment of t he receipt of his letter. On July 
24, acting in cooperation wi th Slidell at Paris, he ~ddressed a 
letter to Russell , in whicb. he said that the Confederate States 
asked for recognition as an European duty. At the same time, 
desiring to state orally t hat a failure of England to grant 
recognition would operate as an incentive to the United States 
to protract the struggle, he asked for an interview. Five days 
later the Alabama ("290 11 ) 7 under the pretense of taking out a 
pleasure excursion including ladies and gentlemen of the family 
of John Laird, M. P ., left Liverpool in the face of Mr. Adams's 
warnings, and was soon in t he bands of the Confederate naval 
officers. If Mason's hopes were increased by this circumstance, 
he was disappointed. Russell declined an interview because 
he thought no good could come of it. On August 2, after a 
cabinet meeting, he wrote Mason that the ~ritish Government 
did not presume t o interpret the United States Constitution; 
saiu. that Seward affirmed that the disaffected population in 
the South owed its main strength to the hope of assistance 
from Europe; and that in the face of fluctuating events, con-
tradicting allegations, and uncertainty as to the stability and 
permanence of t he Confederate Government, the British Gov-
ernment was "determined to wait." On August 4, Mason 
wrote Benjamin: '' The British Government shuts its eyes to 
accumulating proofs * * * and relies upon the open men-
dacity of Seward." He hoped that the attitude of Napoleon 
and division in the cabinet would drag the Government into 
a "disgraceful reversal of its decision." On the same day 
Lord Campbell called for the correspondence with Mason, but 
withdrew bis motion on the request of Russell, who referred to 
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the unofficial character of tbe correspondence and stated that 
its publication was not expedient. 
Notwithstanding Mason's difficulties in holding intercourse 
with the Government and bis failure to obtain recognition, 
Benjamin, -on September 26, elated over McClellan's defeat, 
advised him to remain in England, where he could disseminate 
favorable impressions and where contingencies might arise to 
make his presence important. His house had already become 
a resort for Confederate sympathizers, and be had excellent 
facilities for reaching the public through the Index and sev-
eral of the English journals. Mallory, of the Confederate 
navy, encouraged by the escape of the Alabama from Liver-
pool in July, 1861, sent Mr. G. N. Sanders to England with a 
contract to secu're tbe construction of six ironclad steamers, 
to be paid for in cotton. A loan from Europe, based upon 
cotton certificates, was also under consideration. Benjamin, 
on October 28, in a letter which was captured 1 and published 
before it reached Mason_, contrasted the friendliness of French 
statesmen with the ''rude incivility of Russell," and took fresh 
hope. 
In Sept~m ber, both Russell and Palmerston contemplated 
mediation. Palmerston said that in case of a new ]federal 
defeat "the iron should be struck while * * * hot," but 
one month later the cabinet disagreed upon this policy. 
At this time Napoleon was shaking hands with Slidell and 
listening to proposals to build a Confederate navy in French 
ports, and a few days later, when the cotton famine was " loom-
ing up," and also simultaneously with the expedition of 35,000 
reenforcements to Mexico, he formally invited England and 
Russia to intervene in the American war by offering a six 
month 'armi tice with the blockade removed. The French note 
wa read to Russell on November 10, and he replied on N ovem-
b r 13 declining any immediate action. At Richmond he wa 
, cu d of ueing , fraid of giving offen e to the United State . 
J njamin, bowev r, wa not di couragecl, and he began to 
dvi. e the 1 ur p an pow r to take steps toward the preven-
ti n f a rthern monopoly of the trade with the Confeder-
'- Y, ft r b uld b declar cl. ut th Ricllmoud author-
iti w r ut f bum r with ~ ngland. On October 1, 
fr. J · i. h, d · mp1ai11etl that En land, after a king the 
nf l re t to · n ·tu in n'inci le reo·arcling neutral , bad 
1 l!'rom tirll U t ,.'11\' mb<"r 6, I on r • · fr l nothing from Bcnjnmiu. 
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shown herself unfriendly (1) by derogating her own principle 
that no blockade was binding unless enforced, and (2) by 
refusing to reply to requests for explanation. On January 3, 
1863, Mason in a note brought this complaint to the attention 
of Earl Russell. On February 10 Russell replied that England 
would practically adhere to the rule of 1856, which was aimed 
against paper blockades, but stated that the escape of vessels 
on dark nights or during adverse winds did not render a, block-
ade ineffectual. It was in vain that Mason urged that the 
departure of vessels was notorious, and that the import duties 
collected . at Confederate ports were twice as much as before 
the war. 
The following June, Russell, in reply to a desultory lecture 
by Clanricarde in the House of Lords, said that the United 
States blockade of 2,500 miles was as legitimate as the Eng-
lish blockade of ... ,000 miles in the war against Napoleon I. 
Mason wrote Benjamin that Russell had repudiated the prin-
ciples of 1856, and added: "We will have to watch him when 
the time comes to make treatie.s." 
During the spring of 1863 the fate of the soi-disant Confed-
erate States hung in the balance. Doubt succeeded expect-
ancy. The Confed~rate bonds were floated in Europe above 
par on March 28, but in a few weeks Mason was unable to 
keep them propped up. But the friends of the Confederacy 
in Parliament kept up an agitation on American affairs. They 
objected to American seizure of British vessels, complained of 
American prize-court proceedings, and brought accusations of 
American enlistments in Ireland. Friends of the Union had 
complained that a Confederate navy was building at Liverpool, 
but the Government seized suspicious yessels, and Palmerston 
said that an honest nentrality would be preserved. The recerit 
correspondence intercepted by the United States probably 
made him more alert and careful. Mason wrote Benjamin that 
the sympathy of four-fifths of the Commons was with the South, 
and complained that the Government favored the United 
States. A member of the House of Lords said it gave him 
pain that the British Government allowed the Federals so 
much privilege, and he desired to see an '' impression made 
upon the dis-United States" by some bold stand which he 
believed was the best policy to prevent colli~ion. 
Some in the Confederacy objected to further attempts to 
establish diplomatic relations with the British Government. 
In the early part of the year Benjamiu, seeing little to hope 
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from England, and at the same time having reasons to sus-
pect Napoleon's designs in Texas, Louisiana, anu Florida, asked 
Slidell to open communications with Spain by suggesting the 
advantages of alliance and offering to join in a disclaimer as to 
designs on Cuba. About the first of the year the British Gov-
ernment had dismissed its acting consul, Magee, at Mobile 
because he sent Confederate specie to England on a British 
war vessel. In June Mr. Davis refused to recognize Magee's 
successor because he had been appointed through Lord Lyons 
at Washington. TIJ.e exequator of British Consul Moore at 
Richmond was also revoked because he evaded the Confeder-
ate authority. The Richmond Whig said that the recent con-
trol by Lord Lyons of consular offices in the Confederacy might 
render it impossible for the Southern people to refrain frolll 
making remarks until the end of the war, and it suggested that 
the "so-called" should recall the private citizens who had been 
cooling their heels to no earthly purpose in the antechambers 
of St. James and the Tuilleries. 
The crisis in England came in the middle of 1863, when Lee 
was in the heart of the North. Napoleon, sitting with the map 
of the United States unrolled before him, only waited for Lee 
to take Washington in order that he might grant recoguition. 
In June, contrary to recent rumors in England, Napoleon told 
Slidell tbat he was still ready for joint recognition. He had 
given his sanction to the building of Confederate vessels in 
French ports. Lindsay and Roebuck, politicians and Confed-
erate sympathizers in the House of Commons, went to France, 
and after having a long conference with Napoleon, returned to 
London with the intention of forcing Russell into cooperation 
with France in favor of the Uoofederacy. They declared that 
apoleon h ad , a few clays before, communicated witll the 
Briti h G vernmeut sngge .. ting such cooperation. Rus ell 
and Mr. Layard, the under secretary, denied that any uch 
ommunication bad recently been receiv d. Palmerston gave 
a par ing hot at the two "amateur diplomati ts" by ·ayiug 
bat England negotiated through regularly accredited mini -
t r an wa oppo ·ed to "double diplomacy." If Nap leon 
· 11 any c mmuni ·ation, a I oebu k said he promi .. ed to end, 
it , a pr bably "un fficial," and the Briti h Government 
r fu ' t pull cb tnut from a fire too hot for 
l hand . 
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In July Mason had some correspondence with Russell as to 
the extradition of a Confederate murderer, as to the blockade, 
and as to the consular agents in the South. Russell still saw 
no reason to change bis opinion concerning the blockade. He 
bad continued to combat the '' desultory lectures" on inter-
national Jaw in the House of Lords, and he now wrote Mason 
that the American blockade was not rendered ineffective by 
the escape of blockade ruune~s on dark nights and during 
adverse winds. Mason informed Benjamin that Russell would 
doubtless resort to evasions in favor of the North, and he said: 
"Our friends are depressed by the late news from the South." 
The C,onfederate bonds were falling, and the only remedy was 
to endeavor to export more cotton by fast steamers. Mason 
said that the Confederate Government should assume entire 
control and management of running the blockade and of 
exporting cotton. 
Benjamin, seeing by the Parliamentary debates that Eng-
land would decline overtures for a treaty, on August 4 wrote 
Mason that his residence in London was "no longer conducive 
to the interests nor consistent with the dignity of the Confed-
bracy," and advised his withdrawal. On September 21 Mason 
notified Russell and the newspapers of his reasons for with-
drawal. Russell replied that the reasons for declining the 
Confederate overtures were still in force, and expressed regret 
that circumstances had prevented the cultivation of Mr. 
Mason's personal acquaintance. The London papers, for 
which the Confederate press agent, Hotze, wrote editorials, 
commented upon Russell's very marked partisanship in favor 
of the United States, stating that be licked the feet of Adams 
and bit everyone else who ventured within the length of his 
chain. 
Mason, on bis departure to Paris, assured Benjamin (in 
October) that the failure of Roebuck's motion was due not to 
any disaffection toward the Confederacy, but to the peculiar 
structure of parties and to the popularity of Lord Palmerston. 
Be was ready to speculate further. He was accustomed to 
dealing in futures. He now informed Benjamin that Palmer-
ston was old and ~mbject to sharp attacks of the gout, and that 
if there should be no Palmerston it was possible that Russell 
would be displaced and the English policy greatly modified. 
In view of the disturbed condition of European affairs, the 
probable relations of France and Austria in Mexico, and of 
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possible contingencies and unexpected relations in which Oou-
federate interests could not wait for the delays of uncertain 
communication, Mason was appointed commissioner to the 
Continent with duplicate full powers addressed in blank, so 
they could be used for any capital in Europe. He never had 
occasion to use these powers, but he continued to draw Lis 
yearly salary of $12,000 until the end of the war, conferring 
alternately with Slidell at Paris, and with Southern sympa-
thizers in the Parliament at London. 
At the beginning of 1864 the Confederacy was in desperate 
straits. In February Maury carried news to Richmond that 
the Confederate agents had failed to get ships from England 
and France. The publication of a report represented as 
emanating from Mallory, of the Confederate Navy, and inti-
mating a disregard· for British neutrality, induced Russell to 
say that the Confederates would be notifie<l. that such conduct 
would not be tolerated. On April 12 Mason wrote that there 
was no hope even from France, notwithstanding all of N apo-
leon's "fairest professions se<l.ulously made." Promenading 
through Capitol Square at Ricbmonrl, Jefferson Davis said, 
"We have no friends abroad," but he was still determined; 
and Mason wrote, "We can yet work out our salvation." 
Napoleon still kept his eyes upon the American map, and 
would probably have been ready to recognize the Confederacy 
if Lee could have taken Washington. But he saw the almost 
inexhaustible resources oft.he North, and the indications that 
the Confederacy was playing a losing game. He was friendly 
toward the Confederacy, but it was to bis advantage to remain 
on friendly terms with the United States. In June ex-United 
States Senator Gwin, with a letter from Napoleon, was on his 
way to colonize Sonora with persons of Southern birth and 
proclivities; but the Confederate hope of securing a navy from 
Freuch ports was terminated by the action of the French 
ov rnment after the vessels were ready to sail. On July 8 
Ma on wrot , "We have been entirely duped by that power, 
an<l. wore. 
fa n wa at thi tim looking forward to an interview with 
L rd Palmer ton. In th la, t week of May Lind ay had had 
a · nv r ation with almer ton with a view to conciliating 
v mm nt ·npp rt up n a r lutiou in arliament for joint 
di i u. He r t Ma n that alm r ton favored the re -
ut thou ht be t to wait, and that be had expr sed 
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a willingness to hear Mr. Mason's views. Urged by Lindsay, 
Mr. Mason went to London with the· expectation of having an 
interview with Lord Palmerston, though he felt that only the 
news of a great victory could give any hope that the ministry 
would support Lindsay's resolution. The interview occurred 
on July 14 at the prime minister's home. In reply to questions 
concerning the nature and probable length of the war, the 
probable result of the coming Presidential election upon the 
war, American opposition to intervention, the prospects of the 
South, etc., Mason said that opinion in the North was strongly 
against a continuation of the war, that the Washington Gov-
ernment would be forced to cease hostilities and make peace, 
and that he did not doubt the ultimate success of the Confed-
eracy. He did not urge recognition, but he incidentally 
referred to it as a means of stopping the war. Palmerston 
was friendly, but did not define his policy for the future. Ben-
jamin feared that Maso~ had exaggerated the prospects of 
peace and of recognition by the United States. He suggested 
that unless England dreaded the restoration of peace it would 
have been better for Mason to have taken an opposite view 
and to have informed Lord Palmerston that the war might 
long continue to linger if Europe persisted in encouraging the 
North by refusing recognition to the South. He declared that 
recognition would end the war, and that nothing else would. 
Lindsay had been unable to conciliate the ministry and had 
abandoned his resolution before Parliament adjourned. On 
August 4 Mason, preparing for a visit to places in England 
and Ireland, saw nothing to do but to await events; hoping 
that the Presidential election and the antiwar feeling in the 
United States and the distress of the people in the manufac-
turing districts of England would favor the Confederacy. 
It had often been suggested that Europe was prejudiced 
against the Confederacy chiefly on account of its strong adher-
ence to slavery. Mason so interpreted one of Earl Russell's 
speeches, and he reported that even warm friends of the South 
were so strongly opposed to slavery that it was "but vain to 
combat their sentiments," though he told them that the film 
would fall from their eyes, and that they would be converted 
in time. In June, 1863, Mr. De Leon, a Confederate :financial 
agent at Paris, in a letter to Mr. Benjamin, recommending the 
withdrawal of Mason, Slidell, and Mann from Europe, said 
that Confederate argument was p0werless in the face of 
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European prejudice against slavery. M. de Lessups declared 
that France could never · extend recognition without some 
promise of emancipation. In January, 1864, Mr. Mann wrote 
from London thatthe '' Southern Independence .Association," of 
that city, was kindly trying to show that recognition must lead 
to revision and gradual abolition of slavery . 
.As early as the spring of 1862 J. T. Pickett, the Confederate 
special agent to Mexico, suggested that the South should 
adopt a policy of emancipation. .After the summer of 18G3 
several members of the Confederate Congress had advocated 
the abolition of slavery in order to obtain European inter-
vention. In 1864 the proposal to arm the slaves led to a 
growth of opinion in favor of emancipation. Mr. Benjamin 
was willing to go to any extremity to prevent reunion, and he 
agreed with General Lee in favor of emancipation and the 
employment of negroes in the army. On November 7, 1864, 
Mr. Davis had recommended to Congress the enlistment of 
negroes, with a promise of freedom, and after much excitement 
and opposition by many slaveholders, this policy was :finally 
adopted on March ~, 1865-at a time when the archives at 
Richmond were already being assorted preparatory to the 
evacuation of the city. From all signs slavery was doomed. 
For sever,11 weeks the Confederacy had been entering jts 
darkest period. Mr. Benjamin had ceased to smile his usual 
smile. The governors of States refused to obey orders from 
Richmond; desertions were depleting the army; the people 
suffered for want of food and clothes, and complained of the 
speculators; the soldiers accused the large landowner, of 
evading military duty; Congress and Mr. Davis were quarrel-
ing, while the Union army thundered at their gates. It had 
become evident that the intervention of European power was 
the only hope, aud soon prominent men favored immediate 
emancipation for foreign effect. On January 25 Mr. Lyon , 
who had recently been a member of the Confederate Congress, 
favor d ending a commission to Europe to secure recogni-
tion on a ba i of emancipation-a a c7ernier ressort. uch a 
commi i n r had, in fact, already been decided upon by Mr. 
enjarnin and Mr. Davi . 
ln th autumn of 1 64 it wa realized by officia1s at Rich-
n nd th< t d p rate m a. nr . were n es ary to the succes 
f t11 nf d ra y. Th la,·t h e of an almost expiring on-
i l 1' Y We ecure a tr aty b r \ hi ·h to di.po,e of cotton 
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and to secure money and vessels. Benjamin proposed negoti-
ations with Europe on the basis of emancipation and a promise 
of cotton-the only remaining resource by which to purchase 
a navy. He proposed the seizure of the cotton by the govern-
ment as a war measure. Mr. Davis hesitated to agree to this 
extra-constitutional policy, but after much deliberation Ile 
acquiesced. It was the last card, and it was played without 
authority of the Uonfed.erate Congress. In December Hon. 
Duncan F. Kenner, of Louisiana, the chairman of the ways 
and means committee, was selected as the proper man to go to 
Europe upon t:ilis mission. 
On December 29, 1864, Benjamin, in a letter to Slidell, said 
that the Confederate States, in a four year.s' courageous strug-
gle for self-government, bad also really been :fighting the bat-
tles of England and France; that in calculating the length of 
the war they had not expected Europe to aid the United States 
by the abandonment of the rights of neutrals, by closing the 
ports to Confederate prizes, by tlie seizure of vessels intended 
for the Confederacy, and by indifference to an unequal :fight, 
but that, notwithstanding their miscalculations and the afflic-
tions caused by the blockade and devastation, they were deter-
mined never io reunite with the North. Be also referred to 
Seward's "one-war-at-a-time policy," and warned Europe 
against Northern aggression. Then he approached the main 
question," Were there no terms upon which recognition could 
be obtained?" "Will Europe never recognize us," said he, 
"till the United States consent?" Then it might be necessary 
to deliberate upon the terms that could be secured "from tile 
foe." But it was urged that if Europe had objections to rec-
ognition not already made known she should give the Confed-
eracy a chance to meet them, or if it was her purpose to exact 
terms or conditions before recognition, a frank exposition of 
that purpose was due to humanity, '' for/' said Benjamin, "it 
may enable us to save many lives by consenting to such terms 
in advance of another year's campaign." 
On December 30 a copy of the above dispatch was addressed 
to Mason, with the statement that it would be handed to him 
by Mr. Kenner, whose verbal communications upon the sub-
ject embraced in the dispatch was to be officially considered 
as reliable and "as emanating from the department under the 
instruction of the President." Kenner being delayed, Mason 
was instructed in a postscript that he need not wait for the 
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oral communication before acting. '' Confer with Slidell," said 
the postscript, "as to measures best adapted to elicit some 
decisive response from France and England as to their inten-
tions concerning the war, after having freely conversed with 
Kenner and obtained the information he will convey." 
Mr. Kenner~ with letters of credit and with full powers to 
make treaties, to bind the Confederacy to a policy of emanci-
pation, and to sell all the cotton, if necessary, went to Wil-
mington about January 12 and remained there till the fall of 
Fort Fisher, on January 17. General Bragg then proposed 
that he should attempt to run the blockade at Charleston. But 
Kenner concluded that he could go via New York and reach 
London a month earlier. He overcame the opposition of 
Benjamin to this plan, crossed the Potomac, rode horseback 
through Maryland, and safely reached New York, where be 
received his papers through an officer of the Confederate secret 
service. On reaching Europe he held a conference with Masou 
and Slidell, and had a long interview with the ]'rench minister 
of foreign affairs, who promised a reply in two weeks, but be 
did not obtain a hearing from Lord Palmerston. He negotiated 
with London capitalists, and before he heard of the evacu-
ation of Richmond he had arranged with a syndicate to take 
$15,000,000 worth of cotton. 
There was little hope for recognition by England under 
existing circumstances. On February 15 Lord Russell bad 
written a fierce letter to Mason, Slidell, and Mann demanding 
that the" so-called Confederate States" should cea ·e practice 
showing a gross disregard for British neutrality and a de ire 
to involve Great Britain in hostilities with the United tates. 
On April 27, 1864, Mr. Davis had sent Jacob Thomp on and 
C. 0. Olay as special agents to Canada to carry out in::,truc-
tions received orally, by which Canada was maue a ba e for 
triking the United State in the back. Russell's warning 
applied e pecially to these projected expeditions from Canada 
and to Confederate attempt to prepare war armament in 
riti b wat r . The warning reached Richmond March 14, 
1 '5, having been sent by eward to Grant and then to Lee 
Ya flag f tru · . " 'reat ritain gives u a kick while the 
1 d ral neral are pounding u ,' aid a clerk in the Confed-
era war d partm nt. njamin care r a a diplomati t 
ha a u run it, our . For v ral we k he had, eeu very 
lit le dipl matic corr 1 nd nc pt what he reatl in the 
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newspapers, and bis principal work had been to grant pass-
ports. He returned Russell's letter to General Lee, diplomat-
ically declining to receive through the United States a com-
munication from a ueutral, and expressed doubt as to its 
authenticity. General Lee suggested that the expression of 
doubt be omitted. 
On the same day that Mr. Benjamin received Earl Russell's 
warning, Mr. Mason had an interview with Lord Palmerston 
in which . he mentioned the substance of Benjamin's note of 
December 30, 1864, and of his instructions to Mr. Kenner. He 
denied the report that an aggressive alliance was first proposed 
by the Confederate commissioners at the Hampton Roads con-
ference, said that the Confederate States had offered to guar-
antee the French West Indies to France in return for alliance, 
and left ~he impression that the United States was seeking 
aggression against its neighbors. He frequently and studi-
ously reverted to the suggestion of emancipation in a way 
wMch Palmerston could not have misunderstood, but he made 
no distinct proposal in the terms of the note borne by Mr. 
Kenner. 
Palmerston replied that E ngland bad no reasons back of 
those already given against recognition-and that those rea-
sons still held. He admitted that E ngland might have taken 
exception to the blockade during the first year of the war, but 
that it would have been impolitic-in I view of the possible , 
wars which England might have in the future, in which she 
might be placed in a position similar to that of the United 
States on the question of t he blockade. On March 26 Lord 
Donnoughmore told Mason that it was too late to secure recog-
nition by the abolition of slavery. 
A.ll hope of r ecognition by England was gone, but rumors 
of French ailiance or assistance floated in Richmond until the 
last. On A.pril 1 the people were "fooled " by a report that a 
treaty bad been signed with Maximilian. The next day the 
Union army broke the lines, and eight trains started south 
with the archives and execut ive baggage of a defunct Confed-
eracy, which for four long years had stubbornly but unsuc-
cessfully done everything in their power to secure recognition 
as a nation. 
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AMERIC AN DIPLOMACY. -
By EDWIN A. GROSVENOR . 
A few days ago a brilliant lady of my acquaintance asked 
me on what subj ect I was to speak before this learned body. 
On my reply she exclaimed " American diplomacy! I did not 
know there was any!" 
A prominent New Eng-land daily concludes a recent protest 
against territorial extension with the despairing query, '' Where 
are the trained diplomatists in this country who can be opposed 
to those whom those great nations have at their servicef" 
The manner and inference of the question is that American 
diplomatists do not exist; t hat for lack of them America can 
not sit in the parliament of the nations because defenseless 
against the diplomatic shafts of foreign rivals. 
A leading paper of the New York press, discussing the peace 
commission shortly after it convened at Paris, says, '' All 
accounts agree that the Spanish commissioners have displayed 
a high order of ability. In debating power and dialectic 
resource as well as legal equipment they are said to have 
shown themselves the superiors of the Americans." 
A metropolitan magazine said on its opening page last June, 
"Even though a second-rate power and frightfully distracted 
by conditions at home, the Spaniards thus far have been more 
than a match for us, not only in diplomacy but also in their 
naval -strategy." This is an editorial paragraph, written after 
the indiscreet let ter of Senor Don Dupuy de Lome and after 
the victory of Commodore Dewey in Manila Bay. 
Similar quotations might be multiplied almost without end. 
They emanate from no one party or section but froi:n all. They 
simply voice the conviction, well -nigh universal in this land, 
that the United States possess no diplomatists or at least none 
to be compared with those of Europe ; that there is really no 
such thing as American diplomacy. It is possible that similar 
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sentiments are entertained by some of this distinguished 
company. 
Met together to study great themes of history, is there any 
theme more worthy our attention as scholars and of more vital 
interest to us as citizens and patriots than this, It is a sub-
ject not only of vast but of ever-expanding moment. Each 
passing day increases its importance. Barriers of national 
seclusion are everywhere tumbling like the great wall of China. 
Every nation elbows every other nation to-day. When any 
statesman speaks, bis words are caught not only by the au<li-
ence at the banquet or in the hall , but by listeners all over the 
globe. What was whispered at evening in the conclave of 
envoys and embassadors is shouted the next morning by news-
boys thousands of miles distant. In the fierce light beating 
upon every man who represents bis country's in terests at a 
foreign court ignorance of or acquaintance with social forms, 
a tactful remark, or a blunder in high place, each detail of 
conduct or bearing, and the sum of bis capacity or incapacity 
arc flashed homeward and worldward with impartial and 
sometimes cruel speed. If, then , the opiuion current in 
America of American diplomacy be founded upon fact, our 
condition is pitiable, even perilous, and can not fail to produce 
in us each a feeling of humiliation and shame. 
In many a mind to the word '' diplomacy" attaches a subtle 
meaning, as of something. abstruse, mysterious, almo t mag-
ical or necromantic. It is supposed to employ language like a 
juggler, not for the purpose of expressiug but of concealing 
thought, and thereby di verting atten tion from a trick. Its 
methods are to be tor tuous, and its object is not to be 
approached direct, but by windings and detours. Like Napo-
leon's ar my at Verona, i t marches westwaro when about to 
attack an enemy which is encamped behind it toward the east. 
nd so the econd defin ition given by Bescberelle is oft n 
a ·kuowledge<l as the true meaning, "Diplomacy is skill in 
de· it. Thu wa it t aught by Machiavelli before t he modern 
nam wa coi ued. Thus wa 1t pract iced by Talleyrand. 
Bu th r 1 another and, I think , a till more common 
a ·ept, ti n f t h t r m. aid a lady to m once, '' I j u t 
l f: on dipl macy. lt i o weet; it is just lovely !" Th 
, 1 n f h r ati fa ·tion wa a ball at a Buropean eruba y 
in 1 ·nn n th h ur wa ill arly in th mornin . Iy 
f ir · mpani n atta. ·h t the exvre ion mall th ught of 
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statecraft or of the round table. To her it was represented 
by the courtly bearing of the gentlemen, by their assiduous 
devotion to their partners, by the Parisian toilet of the ladies, 
by the sound on many a lip of the most polite and cosmopoli-
tan of tongues, by the stirring music and the twinkling feet, by 
the atmosphere of luxury and polish, whence the uncouth was 
excluded and where none could enter unless to the manner 
born. Thus to a great number diplomacy means ability to 
speak French, to wear a dress suit without embarrassment, 
to pay a well-timed compliment, to make a graceful bow, to be 
master of the latest table etiquette and of the visitjng card-
above all, to be neither rustic nor awkward. "No buckles on 
his shoes!" gasps the Marquis de Dreux Breze, chief usher of 
the king. '' Ah, monsieur, then all is lost," replies a sympa-
thizing colleague. "I am sure he didn't have a dress suit in 
his trunk,'' said a tourist in summary condemnation of a newly 
appointed consul to Tunis, with whom she had crossed the 
ocean. The buckle of a hundred years ago and the dress suit 
of to-day are seemly and an adjunct of society. But they and 
what they represent are not all of it or of diplomacy, nor are 
they the essential part. 
"Diplomaey," says the Standard Dictionary, "is the art or 
science that has to do with the transaction of business between 
sovereign States by means of accredited agents and according 
to international law." Says Calvo, "The part played by diplo-
matic agents consists principally in conducting negotiations, 
* * * in watching over the execution of treaties, * * * 
in preventing anything which might injure the interests of 
their fellow-citizens in the countries where they reside, and in 
protecting those of them who may be obliged to ask for their 
assistance." 
Such, then, is diplomacy-the art or science of international 
relations. 
Such, then, is its object-the defense of the members of a 
State in their interests and rights. The dignity of the sover-
eign, whether a crowned ruler or an uncrowned people, and 
the character of that sovereign for iutegrity, decency, and 
comity are to be maintained by acts and words, and also by 
the demeanor of accredited authorities. 
The diplomacy of every nation must emanate from the home 
government as from a fountain head. The streams of influ-
ence, in which it flows abroad, are its embassies or legations. 
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As the rills, "clear or turbid, sweet or brackish, reveal the 
nature of their source, so inevitably by natural law does the 
embassy indicate the nature of the government and the nation 
which it represents. 
Regarded from another point of view, diplomacy is a substi-
tute for force. The stronger of two parties can rely upon his 
might. The feeble, and not the powerful, are benefited by 
the enforcement of the laws. Carthage, and not Rome, in-
voked the harsh treaties which concluded the Punic fights. 
And so diplomacy has appeared on many a field , entering 
the lists as the champion of the oppressed and weak. It 
is to hold back the band from the blow and to prevent the 
fall. As says Moreno in Le Diplomate of Eugene Scribe: 
"War is the born enemy of diplomacy. In tile silence of the 
cabinet, by the single force of reasoning, by happy and skill-
ful combinations, to bridle ambition, maintain equity and 
peace between different powers, and force men :finally to be 
happy without drawing the sword and without spilling their 
blood-what is more worthy of admiration! What is more 
sublime! This is the triumph and the work of genius!" 
The rhapsody of Count Moreno was prompted by an ideal 
diplomacy, by a dream of the thing as it ought t.o be and 
might be. But it was Louis XIV who gave to diplomacy its 
European form. To the overbearing arrogance of the strong 
be added the acuteness and cunning of the weak. His strate-
gists and generals-Louvois, Vauban, Vendome-have left 
little permanent. But the successes of his diplomats-Bonre-
paus, Torey, d'Avaux-healed the wounds of military disaster 
and secured for France whatever she still preserves from that 
spectacular reign. 
Noue the less did Louis XIV debauch diplomacy. He was 
always an actor on a royal tage, and his diplomacy was false 
and artificial like himself. Outwardly it was pomp and cere-
mony and glitter. Inwardly it was a tissue of unprincipled 
craft, with its chief ambition to overreach and deceive. 
While the nniver al diplomacy of the eighteenth century 
was wbat Louis XIV bad made it, the thirteen coloni son the 
A lantic aro e a an independent State. Benjamin Franklin 
ap1 ared in ari . The Bo, ton tallow.chandler's on would 
m little fitted by an e try or training to act an effective 
P rt in th th u h y and glittering apital. The throe of the 
rencb R vo1n i u w r ·till u11f'elt, 11d a1mo t unheralded. 
l'auk, irth, d p rtm n , re , controlled all. Over the 
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realm that he had made so prominent still ruled as by mortmain 
the traditions of the great king. To this company, conversant 
with every detail of that period, it would be superfluous to 
recall Franklin's marvelous foreign career. In his words 
glowed truth and practical common sense, two factors which 
men had not been wont to :find in diplomatic speech. He 
came like a fresh and "invigorating breeze from his western 
wilds. Upon that country and upon that age he left an 
unequalled impress. He towered as the ablest diplomat of 
the eighteenth century. He was the first exponent of .Ameri-
can diplomacy. His republican simplicity, like Ithuriel's 
spear, approached the intrenched methods of duplicity and 
deception; and they shriveled at his touch. .As legends of 
Richard the Lion-hearted still haunt the Arabian East, so do 
tales of Franklin, apocryphal or true, still survive in France. 
Not long since I read the following story in the Parisian 
Figaro. It was in description of a banquet, where the British 
ambassador, the French minister for foreign affairs, and Ben-
jamin Franklin were the eminent guests. Each was to offer 
a toast and then speak to the sentiment he had proposed. 
With national pride the British ambassador gave, " Great 
Britain, the sun, whose rays encircle and vivify the earth." 
The French minister swelling with a sentiment as loyal, gave, 
"France, the moon, whose beneficent beams reach the nations 
even in the darkness and make their dreariness beautiful." 
Then came the turn of the republican guest. . The chief celes-
tial orbs were already appropriated, but it was directly after 
the close of the Revolutionary war'. Rising in the expectant 
silence, Franklin gave., "George Washington, the Joshua who 
commanded the sun and the moon to stand still, and they 
both obeyed him." 
The recognition of American independence by the Dutch 
Republic was a memorable achievement of American diplo-
macy. Through months of weary waiting, John .Adams, the 
American envoy to Holland, had been denied an audience. 
At last he presented himself unannounced to the president of 
the States General, and demanded '' a categorical answer 
which he might transmit to his sovereign." He then visited 
in person every deputy of the confederation and repeated his 
demand. As Bancroft says, "the attention of Europe was 
drawn to the sturdy diplomatist, who dared, alone and unsup-
ported, to initiate so novel and bold a procedure." Not a 
single foreign representative believed it could succeed. But 
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on April 19, 1782, the seventh anniversary of the day when at 
Lexington·the embattled farmers of his native State bad fired 
the first sho~ for liberty, the States General unanimously 
resolved· to receive John Adams minister of the United States 
of America,. 
The crisis of our national life was not at Valley Forge or 
even during the Revolutionary war. The surrender of York-
town and British lassitude after a seven years' war were not 
enough to wrest recognition of .American independence from 
the mother State. The Swiss cantons bad waited 333 years 
after Morgarten and the Dutch provinces 73 years after Ley-
den for acknowledgment from their rejected suzerain. The 
tedious war left the thirteen colonies exhausted, impoverished, 
·and distracted. They in the negotiations for peace between 
the royal players, 'France, Great Britain, and Spain, counted 
less than a pawn upon the board. A sharp game ensued. 
Diamond cut diamond. Scabies extremim occupet. When 
the treaty at last was signed, September 3, 1783, it echoed 
louder through Europe than h~d done the cannon at Saratoga 
Springs. As Professor Channing says, "Seldom in the history 
of diplomacy have negotiations begun in doubtful circum-
stances been crowned with greater success." And Lecky, 
the English historian, writes, "It is impossible not to be 
struck with the skill and hardihood that marked the American 
negotiations/' 
The/ second treaty witL Great Britain, effected by Mr. Chief 
Justice Jay, was hardly less an American diplomatic victory. 
Passions have cooled with the lapse of time. No longer fren-
zied by the border warfare that wrought upon our fathers, and 
weaned from their enthusiasm for a French Republic, we 
marvel at the aversion with which that treaty was received. 
Its tipulations were fair for both the contracting parties, but 
the gain accruing were distinctively our own. At the sug-
ge tion of Mr. Jay a most important provision, a novelty in 
international diplomacy, had been inserted. This wa that 
hould never be made a pretext for the confiscation of 
r the annulment of contracts between individual . 
b t re b r a e rea hed a score of years the young Re-
u Ii• had b un h r b n ficeut outribution to the domain 
f int rn tiou 11 w. 
bile ppr ving tb m in tre ty, the Senate exercised its 
r r tiv in h r Je ·ti n of n n xiou and perhap 
iuj 1ri n hi tr a y- ppr ving r treaty-rejecting 
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or treaty-amending power the American Senate differs from 
other foreign bodies of similar rank. Thereby it becomes an 
important factor in national diplomacy. This exercise of its 
functions has· often covered the Senate with opprobrium. 
Sometimes its verdict has seemed at variance with the popular 
will. N evertlleless this Senatorial power is a precious safe-
guard of our political life. The cosmopolitan nature of the 
Senate invests its decisions with peculiar authority. Let us 
rejoice that in its chamber sit to-day men trained in the classic 
halls of Bowdoin and Dartmouth and Princeton and Harvard 
and Yale. Let us likewise rejoice with equal fervor that 
beside them sit other men, trained in the larger college of the 
farm, the factory, and the counting-house, and that to them all 
equally every treaty of arbitration, of alliance, of peace, must 
be submitted for final arbitrament. And we may furthermore 
rejoice that, by the wise provision of our fathers, in that 
august assembly the opulent States and the cultured States 
and the historic States count no more than the stalwart 
though newly born States of the West. 
Do we appear to dwell too long on events in the childhood 
of the Republic 1 
It would be an agreeable task to trace the history of Ameri-
can diplomacy, decade by decade, year by year, down to the 
present time. It is not difficult to prove that there has been 
no degeneracy in it since those heroic days. The same prin-
ciples have governed appointment. The results are to be 
measured by the same yardstick of success or failure. And 
until the last few months the peculiar difficulties our earlier 
envoys encountered have been experienced by their suc-
cessors. Without fixed abodes, without imposing retinues, 
without navies or armies at their call, they have filled their 
mission 3,000, 5,000, 10,000 miles from the motherland. 
Meanwhile in efficiency, in integrity, in ability, they have 
stood the equals of their foreign colleagues in royal and 
imperial courts to which the power and the prowess of the 
American Union seemed a myth. 
Take the list of our Secretaries of State during the last one 
hundred and nine years. Put in contrast with them ·the line 
of similar officials in any country under the sun. Neither 
Great· Britain nor France nor Russia can present an equal 
role. Jefferson, Marshall, John Quincy Adams, Clay, Web-
ster, Calhoun, Everett, Marcy, Cass, Seward, Fish, Blaine, 
J. W. Foster, Richard Olney. Other Secretaries of State of 
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equal· political distinction might be named, but I am recount. 
ing the paladins of diplomacy. 
Take from any nation the list of its envoys who have graced 
our Capitol at Washington. · Then place beside them, man for 
man, the envoys whom we have sent to that same nation. 
While we honor the taleuts and the distinction which these 
foreign gentlemen have often shown, it is no disparagement to 
. them to acknowledge that our representati ves abroad have 
been at least their peers. Whom have we sent to England, 
Pinckney, Rufus King, John Quincy .Adams, Gallatin, Everett, 
Bancroft, · Danas, Charles Francis .Adams, Motley, Lowell, 
Phelps, John Hay, Joseph H. Choate, and others of scarcely 
inferior capacity and fame. There are names on the English 
list which we pronounce with respect, sometimes almost min-
gled with affection; but do they overshadow this illustrious 
ron, Sir Stratford Canning; Lord Napier; Sir Edward Thorn-
ton, the gentle and chivalric; Lord Lyons, who has left a 
knightly memory not only at Washington, but at .Athens, 
Florence, Uonstantinople, and Paris; the present genial Brit-
ish ambassador, Sir Julian Pauncefote; Sir Edward Bulwer 
Lytton, by far the ablest, but deservedly the least honored of 
them all . 
.A New York paper said six weeks ago, "Probably the next 
minister to England will be a hack politician, neither fatelli-
gent nor experienced." Such expressions, careless and base-
less, are frequent. How many times have we sent to England a 
man to whom the term "back politician" cou1d by any possibH-
ity be applied 1 But there is no better training for the real busi-
ness of European diplomacy than the practical school of .Amer-
ican politics. It is a better training than is afforded by the 
inherited blood of an ambassadorial line or by the partiality of 
a prince or by the routine from childhood in the monotony of 
office. Abraham Lincoln had been diplomaed in no other 
school when in the crucial days of the civil war he baffled the 
machinations of Napoleon III and curbed the arrogance of 
Lord Palmer ton. But we can not forget that the same type 
of m n and the same class of critics sneered at and derided 
braham Lincoln then who neer at and deride American 
ipl macy an l mo t thing American now. 
m k n laim that our diplomatic service is perfect or 
tb t 11 meri an foreign mini ters have be n saints or ages. 
n ti n hi ry re m ble the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, 
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on which only victories are carved. Sometimes we have had 
inefficient men, who have been worsted in diplomatic encoun-
ter. Sometimes we have had timid, shuffling men, who sought 
success by pliability. None the less, directness, frankness, 
honesty, tact, have been traits of the great majority from the 
day of Washington and Jefferson to our own. What General 
Woodford said of himself was the record of his colleagues, both 
the living and those under the sod. Said he, "In con/ormity 
with the traditional diplomatic policy of the United States, 
when your minister reached Spain he was absolutely direct 
and frank in his dealing." Or, as Judge Chamberlain wrote of 
John Adams," His path went straight to its object, and his 
movements in it were simple and direct.'' 
Moreover, in scholarly culture our diplomatic representatives 
as a body have surpassed those of any other land. No foreign 
country has summoned to its diplomatic and also to its con-
sular service such a host of historians, political economists, 
poe.ts, orators, journalists, jurists, educators, and writers of 
every class. The complete enumeration of our ministers and 
consuls first famous in literature would :more than fill my 
allotted time. 
William H. Prescott, Caleb Cushing, John Marshall-, Henry 
Wheaton, Donald G. Mitchell, Charles Emory Smith, John 
Lothrop Motley, John Hay, George Bancroft, Gene:cal Lew 
Wallace, James Russell Lowell, Bayard Taylor, W. D. How-
ells, Bret Harte, Samuel Sullivan Cox, Washington Irving, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne. Every person here can indefinitely 
prolong but not exhaust the teeming list. 
The Author's Club has on its roll 152 names; but no polit-
ical club of the country, whether municipal or state, has so 
many of its members to-day in high diplomatic station. Among 
them are: 
Arthur S. Hardy, minister to Persia; Oscar S. Straus, min-
ister to the Sublime Porte; Andrew D. White, ambassador to 
Germany; General Horace Porter, ambassador to France. 
No marvel that in the foreign mind to an American legation 
attaches something of the aroma and renown of American 
authorship and learning. 
Any discussion of this subject is incomplete which does not 
recognize the ability in diplomacy displayed to eminent degree 
by the officers of our Navy. Their names, synonyms of suc-
cessful daring through a hundred years upon the oceans and 
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the lakes, are no less synonymous with skillful negotiation and 
tact. In 1815, Commodore Decatur in the Bay of Algiers; in 
1854, Commodore Perry in the Gulf of Y edo; in 1867, Admiral 
Farragut in his European visit on the flagship Franklin; in 
1898~ Commodore Dewey in Manila Bay. 
The European diplomatist still inhabits a half-medireval cas-
tle, almost impregnable to criticism and difficult of acce s 
except to a privileged few. The American diplomatist live 
in a glass house, where he may not only be seen but stoned. 
The European diplomatist is hedged around by privacy and 
reserve a°:d traditional customs, like his queen or his kaiser or 
his tzar. The American diplomatist is merely an American 
citizen, but occupied with public life and resident abroad; his 
doors always open to all, like his President's in the White 
House. Because of this publicity of life, and because each 
compatriot feels a proprit ·torsbip in his representative, the 
envoy is exposed to countles s demands which the average 
European would never dream of addressing to his diplomatic 
agent. And these demands, announced by telegraph, mailbag, 
personal interview, even telephone, do not confine themselves 
to purely official duties, but range over the whole gamut of 
human experience or desire. I am acquainted with one Amer-
ican minister who received a letter from a fellow-co untryman 
asking for information as to the best manner of setting hens. 
I know another minister from whom another fellow-country-
man solicited an original receipt for making hair dye. I recall 
still another minister to whom a lady wrote beseeching him to 
send her a bottle of Persian water, which she had heard 
would prevent wrinkles and old age. By a pathetic coincidence, 
thi letter came from Florida, where Ponce de Leon and the 
romance of the sixteenth century sought the fountain of per-
petual youth. A jovial editor in Texas started a story that the 
r main of the ark had been discovered on the top of Mount 
Ararat. His humorou oul must have gloated at the hun-
dre 1 of epi tle , earnest for details, which quickly tarted 
from the United tate to the American legations in t. Pe-
t r burg Con tantinopl , and Teheran. " That is the fortieth 
l tt r I have received about the remain of the ark,:' exclaimed 
an affli t envoy, ' and I wi h oah and bi · ark had been 
unk when th r t f the w rld wa . ' An Engli h new -
a rawing r om of er Maje ty as an 
m ri ·mu ·ha the wife of an American min-
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ister had presented such a blooming bevy of her country-
women. Whenever the Sultan makes his official prayer, in the 
reserved rooms to witness the ceremony are generally gathered 
a larger number of Americans than of all the other foreigners 
united. Equally the permit for the presentation at Marlbor-
ough Honse or for the Ottoman Selamlik must be solicited and 
obtained by the American legation. To every request which 
an- American representative receives, not only a courteous but 
a satisfactory answer must he accord. Otherwise, woe betides 
his fame in this laud of free tongue and free press. 
In view of impatient and disappointed correspondents-nor 
am I speaking chiefly of correspondents of the press-I wonder 
sometimes that any American minister retains a shred of good 
reputation when he returns to his native country. I was once 
in the office of an American minister when he received two 
bulky packages by mail. One package was from the Depart-
ment of State at Washington. It contained the copy of a 
complaint against the minister for insufficiency and neglect of 
duty in a certain important matter, and formally demanded his 
recaU. It was numerously signed by names well known and 
eminently worthy of respect. The other package contained a 
document, dated eleven weeks later, addressed directly to the 
minister aud signed by the same worthy names. It expressed 
the warmest gratitude for the successful termination of the mat-
ter referred to in the first document, and especially commended 
the minister for the energy and ability he had displayed. 
There was nothing surprising or underhanded in the coexist-
ence of these two communications, though of so different spirit 
and tenor. Weary impatience of delay in a tedious suit had 
prompted the first letter. Delight at its happy termination 
had prompted the second. The writers were honest in both. 
But justice is not always so speedily done. There are men in 
America to-day who have held high diplomatic rank, who have 
discharged all its obligations faithfully and well, but who 
have received little except defamation and abuse in return for 
their fidelity and deserts. 
Judge Baldwin, in his Modern Political Institutions, speaks 
of that "long line of diplomatic prece<lent which has made 
the voice of the President, as to foreign relatio.ns, the only 
recognized expression of the sovereign will of the United 
States." So it may be said that each successive President 
has been the incarnation and. his words the formal utterance 
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of American diplomacy. As in this larger day the nations 
listen to catch the accents and to apprehend the spirit of the 
Western State that has revealed itself among them, it is the 
President, bis utterance, his bearing, bis entire demeanor, 
which they heed. I am not speaking now of partisan policy 
or sectional aspiration or prejudice. However large the tribute 
which he deserves in other fields, I am now referring to the 
President in his rank as the supreme diplomatist of the land 
and his capacity as embodiment of its diplomacy. As one 
relives these last months, passed in the suspense of imminent 
war, in the strain and agony of uncertain battle, in the delir-
ium of unmeasured victory, he can recall no word or act of 
President McKinley in his diplomatic relations which has not 
been worthy of his exalted office. Whatsoever the party to 
which we belong or the section of this broad la11d from which 
we hail, well may we, in the emergencies of the hour, rally 
round the President. 
Vffi victis has it been always. Yet, while American diplo-
macy under his direction with a firm hand grasps the frmts 
of a bard-fought, well-earned victory, it, contrary to all the 
practice of all European states, extorts no pecuniary indem-
nity from the conquered, but tenders a sum which would ouce 
have been deemed fabulous to the helpless and friendless foe. 
I am well aware that many are clamorous for the adoption 
of what is called the European system of diplomacy. It is 
supposed to ofter a large career, to insure greater permanence 
in position, and to possess higher efficiency than our own. By 
the ·light of experience and not by the uncertain flicker of 
theory must any such claim be proved. Take a single example. 
Constantinople, more than any other city, is the sensitive point 
of Great Britain. To it she pays more assiduous heed than to 
any other capital. And yet, since 1861, of British ambas a-
<lor and American mini ters to the Sublime Porte it i the 
Briti h representatives who have been changed the oftener. 
An Am rican minister occupies a peculiar pos1tion. Be is 
ac r dited by the President and presents bis letters in bis 
name. Be i hi. direct and per onal representative. Com-
pul ion to retain the envoy of h1 predece sor would be un-
fair t any in oming bi f Ma i tra te. It would have been 
unju. t t re id nt le eland had be b en obliged to retain 
in ffic h cli1 l matic mini t r appointed by Pre i lent Bar-
ri n. It w uld have b en unju t to re ident McKinley were 
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he obliged to reta.in in office the diplomatic ministers ap-
pointed by President Cleveland. Only two foreign powers 
pursue a consistent, undeviating foreign policy. Those are 
Great Britain and Russia. Liberal may succeed Conservative 
in the one and ~ icholas II follow Alexander III in the other 
aud domestic matters :fluctuate like the tides, but the foreign 
policy goes on like a river, unmodified by the fall of cabinets 
and the death of tsars. In all the other States change of 
ruler is. usually attended by complete change in the diplo-
matic personnel. 
Yet America has not been all transition. William Hunter 
was Second Assistant Secretary of State for over :fifty years. 
Henry Wheaton represented America at Copenhagen a:i;id Ber-
lin more than twenty years. G. P. Marsh was minister resi-
dent over twenty-five years. H. C. Hall served as consul in 
Cuba and minister to Central America twenty-nine years. 
And there are others whose tenure has been equally or almost 
equally long. A secretaryship of legation may be a position 
for life. 
One wonders how our commencement graduates can find 
place in the already overcrowded professions of law, medicine, 
and divinity; and yet, as Daniel Webster said, there is always 
room up there. So is there for the American youth who wishes 
to enter diplomacy. 
Or does American diplomacy offer only an uncertain title 
and promise nothing in possibility of real accomplishmentf 
Yet here the immeusity of its achievement covers the whole 
nineteenth century domain of international law. It has 
broken the caste shackles of birth and successfully asserted 
the right of expat riation, a principle formerly denied by every 
foreign State. It bas declared the seas and straits and conti-
nental rivers God's high ways, designed to be free for men, 
and, except as t o the Thracian Bosphorus, has won the assent 
of all. It has compelled the rights of neutrals to be recog-
nized by every civilized people. Now it is building the scaf-· 
folding for another achievement no less great-the exemption 
of private property from capture on sea as it is exempt from 
capture on land. 
No man having drunk old wine straightway desireth new, 
for, he saith, the old is better.- David on his way to victory 
refused the brazen helmet and the sword of Saul, because he 
had not proved them. H e won the duel with the weapons 
that he knew. 
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This year as also last three famous universities held a 
regatta. One crew rowed with a foreign stroke, one with 
a stroke half foreign and half .American, one with an Ameri-
can stroke. The result is worthy of remembrance. I think 
some of us were there. In the van :flashed the boat propelled 
by the stroke of their .American sires. In honorable but not 
dangerous nearness followed the oarsmen with the stroke half 
foreign and half .American; and tbe gallant crew whose uni-
versity had won its share of aquatic victories, but which bad 
now been taught a foreign training, was left behind. 
In diplomacy the .American stroke is the stroke for us, 
whether on the · Thames, the Seine, the Tiber, the Spree, the 
Neva, the Wein, or amid the islands of the China Sea; and 
that, not because of provincial prejudice or national pride, but 
because of the facts of history. 
XIV. -LESSONS FROM THE RECENT HISTORY OF EUROPEAN 
DEPENDENCIES. 
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LESSONS FROM THE RECENT HISTORY OF EUROPEAN DEPEND-
ENCIES. 
By HENRY E. BOURNE. 
The prospect that the Senate will ratify the action of the 
President in negotiating the transfer of Porto Rico and the 
Philippines has aroused vague apprehensions for the future of 
our country, and has excited fears that we are not prepared 
successfully to solve the problem of controlling dependencies 
in the tropics. And these fears are riot removed when it is 
explained that ever since the Louisiana purchase, to go no 
further back, the United States has had colonies, and that Con-
gress devised a wise system of administration for them, which 
met their needs until they were ready for statehood. It can 
not be forgotten that mere distance across country, on the 
same parallels of latitude, offers no such obstacle to normal 
expansion as distance over the seas and southward into tropical 
lands already occupied by an alien or barbarous population. 
The only instance in our territorial history of an expansion at 
all comparable to the taking of the Philippines is the acquire-
ment of Alaska, and this possession Congress has notoriously 
neglected. 
The obstacle of distance, time, climate, and character of the 
population does not apply with such force to Porto Rico .as to 
the Philippines; so it is the problem of the Philippines which 
chiefly needs· to be illustrated. 
The eagerness of many for the acquisition of the Philippines 
can not be understood if the subject be approached, as so often 
it is, solely from the point of view of our own isolated experi-
ence, or of our constitutional development. May it not be that 
the impending event, seemingly either a blunder or the mere 
result of chance, will, in the light of subsequent experience, 
appear to have been such a step as a nation jnstinctively takes 
at a certain stage of its career f lf there be an element of 
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truth in this way of looking at the matter, we should consider 
our present course in relation to that long series of deeds which 
has finally gained for Europe control of the world, for in a sense 
our national history is made up of incidents in this process. 
What an immense displacement of population and power 
separates the Europe of the sixteenth century, frightened 
because the Asiatic had penetrated to the center of the con-
tinent, from the Europe of to-day, and yet the energy which 
has brought about this revolution has often, and equally in 
these last days, been instinctive and unreasoning! Wise men 
in each generation have condemned the aims of the empire-
builders-the Dupleixes, the Warren Hastingses. Would it not 
be curious if we, in some ways the most remarkable product 
of this European energy, should lose the inherited venture-
some spirit and should stand by indifferent, declining any part 
in the present struggle~ This would be all the more surprising 
in view of the fact that under the garb of the Monroe doctrine 
we have already asserted an imperial authority in this hemi-
sphere. 
It is true there are contrasts between our situation and that 
of the leaders of this struggle for expansion. Germany bas 
been moved, partly at least, by the hope that her African and 
Oceanic dependencies might attract the German emigrant, 
and save him from losing his .nationality in English speaking 
America. England, too, has been forced to provide for a rap-
idly growing population. But the motive to expansion from 
surplus population has been made too much of in these discus-
sions, as a glance at the history of the subject will show. 
And even this cause is not wholly inoperative with us also; 
for though we are not overpopulated in the European sense, 
nevertheless with each increase of population the range of 
opportunity for the individual becomes smaller; and, indeed, 
it is now ominously smaller than in the yea·rs when the great 
railroads were laid down and the public lands opened for set-
tlemeut. Readjustment to new conditions is a slow proce , 
and meantime the ymptom of overpopulation may appear, 
with that re tle suess whieb makes a nation willing to begin 
t e v nturesome enterprise of holding dependencies. 
uring the la t fifteen r twenty years the rivalry between 
ur e n p pl s for the remnant of the earth has amounted 
almo. t a mania. frica wa fir t on the board , but ince 
4 j t b n the far ea. t with a i a bod a interlude. The 
11' g iv , wh r it h not been an in tinctive de ire 
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for supremacy, is the determiJ1tation of each power to have a 
foothold from which to gain a share of the wealth which these 
lands have long poured into the lap of Europe, and which now 
the opening resources of China seem part!cularly to promise. 
This determination grows stronger with the accumulation of 
savings for which it becomes harder to find profitable invest-
ments. Apparently Europe and her children conceive of the 
earth as a vast industrial opportunity. If they discover lands 
as yet unexploited, they study their resources with that per-
sonal interest the farmer takes in some outlying field into 
which he plans to thrust his plowshare next mason. They 
devise new ways of increasing the hunger and thirst of the 
native for commodities. The naked must be clothed-to open 
a market for cottons and woolens. In the words of a distin-· 
guished official, "If 8,000,000 of people in southern seas, so 
rude as not to use bedsteads, or so poor as not to be able to 
buy them, can by the stimulating influences of civilization be 
brought to desire and acquire them, by so much our problem 
is solved."' This conception is all the commoner because the 
telegraph and steamship have brought the weak dia,ngerously 
close to the eyes of the strong. 
Now, nowhere and at no time has the argument from physical 
force been more effectively used than in the far east, both by 
Europeans with natives and by Europeans with one another. 
It is obvious to continental statesmen that they who wish trade 
through an "open door" must set a foot in that door. It would 
be strange if we were wholly unaffected by this sentiment aud 
if it were not one of those forces drawing us irresistibly into 
the Philippine adventure. 
Up to this point I have tried simply to Ret our new experi-
ence in its larger relations and to suggest a line of inquiry 
rather than to offer definite conclusions. I wish now to indi-
cate certain European experiments in the government of de-
pendencies which may advantageously be studied for their 
suggestiveness upon the three most important elements in the 
Philippine problem, namely, tariff charges, method of control-
ling natives, and labor. These experiments are Indo-China, 
the Malay protectorates, and Java. 
Dependencies, rather than colonies, should be selected, be-
cause it is unreasonable to suppose that the Philippines, situ-
ated in the Tropics halfway round the circle of the earth, can 
ever be colonized, in the technical sense of the word, 
HIST 98-20 
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Beyond the fact that Indo-China, the Malay States, and 
Java are dependencies, their history is in point because they 
are at about the same distance from England, France, and 
Holland as the Philippines are from the United States. They 
are also inhabited by races which have attained asimilar stage 
of civilization. 
A tariff system for the Philippines may be devised with one 
of two aims chiefly in mind, either a revenue adequate to 
local needs, or the control of commerce for the benefit of the 
American merchant. If the latter aim were likely to find 
many advocates it would be pertinent to inquire bow successful 
such efforts have been in Indo-China, which is as largely out-
side the natural trade territory of F-rance as the Philippines 
· are outside our own. 
M. de Lanessan, himself a successful governor-general of 
Indo-Cbina, says the aim of the law of 1892, by which the 
commerce of the French colonies is now controlled, was to 
provide "that the 1'"'rench products be in all cases strongly 
protected and that foreign products be taxed high enough to 
keep them out so far as possible." It would be expected that 
if France sought in such a way to monopolize the trade of her 
dependencies, she ,vould have been willing to admit their prod-
ucts to her ports on as favorable terms as she demanded of 
them for her own products. Such was not the case. .Although 
she granted a differential in favor of colonial as against for-
eign teas and coffees, still in the case of rice, the principal 
export of Cochin-China, she was restrained by the fears of the 
French farmer, and has kept the duty high. 
Since France has been unable to manufacture and transport 
to Indo-China the goods demanded by the trade at so low a 
cost as competing producers, this tariff system bas had as its 
first result a burdensome tax on colonists and natives, which 
must have retarded the development of the dependency. 
In addition to the tariff, excessive tonnage dues, and 
doubled for foreign hips, have hampered trade. Henry Nor-
man ay a little steamer on which he traveled was obliged to 
p y at Hai- 1ong 302.40, while its charges at llongkong had 
been only 4. 
urth rm re, ]jk the Engli h attitude toward the Ameri-
n ol ni in the eight entb century, the French manufac-
urer ha j 1 u ly w t ·b d any attempt to et up rival plants 
in In · hina. "re tout ry wa rai ed again t e Lane -
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san because he had encouraged the establishment of a cotton 
mill at Ha-Noi. When he went so far as to off~r prizes for the 
manufacture of silk, be was compelled by the colonial authori-
ties, and at the instance of the silk interests, fo withdraw the 
offer. French economists and colonists alike denounce such a 
policy as fatal to the prospects of the dependency. Their pro-
tests have led to certain modifications, which, however, are 
regar<led as mere palliatives. 
It is too early to determine the 'full effects of this legisla-
tion, but thus far it bas not succeeded in diverting trade 
from its old channels. Moreover, an attempt at monopoly, 
which can only control one-fifth of a small commerce of 
$56,000,000, is not an astonishing success. This showing is 
the more discouraging, because the revenue raised by taxation 
(including customs) can not be made to cover expenditures 
except by skillfully subtracting the charge for the war estao-
lishment necessary to maintain French authority. 
So instructive an economic experiment, made over against 
the Philippines just across the China Sea, deserves something 
better than this rough sketch, for if the attempt be as bad a 
failure as the Frenchmen best able to judge seem to think, it 
will not be profitable for the United States to enforce the 
record of folly by another example. 
Down beyond the equator is ,Java, prospering under a liberal 
system of tariffs, and its history also should be studied. But 
here the problem is unusually complex, first because of the 
unique organization of labor; sec0ndly, because Java's pros-
perity has been recently compromised by a blight widely de-
structive to the coffee trees. The statistics of the trade since 
1874, when the last of the old restrictions were removed, indi-
cate that tbe Dutch have not seen their colonial trade seized 
by competing nations. Indeed, the trade with England has 
fallen off heavily, while the trade with Holland itself has 
increased. 
In studying the tariff systems arrauged by Europe for their 
dependencies, some distinction should doubtless be made be-
tween the attempt to control the prospective trade of an unde-
veloped possession and. the attempt to seize and divert the 
existing trade of a newly acquired dependency without refer-
ence to the interests of the inhabitants. Such conduct can be 
possible only by a cynical or stupid disregard for the rights of 
persons not allowed to have a voice iu the matter. It is simply 
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an ancient and odious sort of "taxation without representa-
tion." The species of representation which Cuba bad in the 
Cortes and which Indo-China has in the Chamber of Deputies, 
aggravates the wrong. 
Such a differential tariff as France :first arranged for Mada-
gascar about two years ago is not open to as serious criticism, 
for the self-governing colonies of England seem to be moving 
toward a similar policy of strengthening the bonds of empire. 
And, within the last few months, by order in council, the prin-
ciple of commercial union with England has been made a part 
of the fundamental law of Rhodesia. 
The career of the Dutch, English, and French in the far 
East has even a greater interest for the light it may throw 
upon the problem of administration in the Philippines. This 
problem is not everywhere the same in the Philippine Islands, 
for although the natives are principally Malays, they differ 
from one another, and especially the Moro from the Visayau, 
the Ilocano, and the Tagalog. According to Professor Wor-
cestor's description of the Sulu Sultanate, effective Spani::;h 
administration in Sulu has been possible only when every Moro 
who ventured armed across the "dead" line toward the town, 
was shot. This was in the days of the admired General Arolas. 
A successor of Arolas thought it was time to take a further 
step and to tax these :fierce followers of the Prophet, but he 
and most of his 8oldiers were murdered for their pains. Per-
haps for these people we shall adapt an old maxim of national 
administration and say that a '' good Moro is a dead Moro." 
There is one striking difference betweeu the Philippine situ-
ation and the situation in Indo-Chiua or Java, and this is the 
absence, except in the sulta11ate of Sulu, of any native au-
thority of wide influence aud of long standing. It is all the 
easier to make the blunder of organizing the local admistra-
tion without regard to native institutions and traditions. The 
fundamental principle of the most successful European system 
of control ha been to work through native authoritie already 
con ·tituted, scrupulou ly to respect the existing order- ·ocial, 
religi u and even the political, so far as pos ibJe-and to 
v id wounding the u ceptibilities of the inhabitants. 
nati n ha had greater succe._ in managing native 
j al u f for ign int rt r nee than ha e the Dutch. Though 
h rd fighter. wh n here wa, fighting to be done, they have 
pr i d th 1 · ing f th uild r more than the glorie 
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of barren conquests. Unlike the Portuguese and the Span-
iards, they interfered little with the religion of the natives, 
perhaps not from a finer sense of the rights of others.' If 
occasionally the unsavory mixture of chicanery and force 
which they have employed in establishing their control over 
the natives in Java and elsewhere excites a feeling of repug-
nance, such conduct is pleasanter to contemplate than the 
frank brutality too often displayed by others, for it is a tacit 
concession that the susceptibilities, if not the rights, of the 
inhabitants deserve respect. So carefully veiled is the rule of 
the Dutch in Java, even at the present day, that the simple-
minded inhabitants regard themselves as under the rule of 
their old masters, from the petty village chief or the provin-
cial regent up to the Emperor at Surakarta and the Sultan at 
Jokokarta. But over each province the Dutch have placed a 
resident whose advice is mandatory upon the regents. The 
natives regard the resident as the ''elder brother" of the 
regent; and the elder brother is the autocrat of the Javanese 
household in the absence of the father. By preserving this 
innocent disguise and by bargaining with each new regent as 
he succeeds to power, a comparatively small body of Dutch 
officials has been able to control the most densely peopled 
land in the world. 
No such mechanism of administration, could be managed by 
officials selected because of their success in keeping political 
factions in line at home. It is by rigidly excluding the possi-
bility of appointment to colonial positions on other grounds 
than those of training and fitness that a remarkable adminis-
trative personnel has been created. Assuredly we can learn a 
lesson here from the Dutch as well as from the English in 
their organization of the India civil service, which is more 
frequently referred to. Both rest practically on the same 
principle. 
The young Dutchman who is ambitious for a colonial career 
is trained at Delft, or at Leiden, or at Batavia. His course of 
study is shaped so that he may be fitted for the particular 
function which he is to perform. Before he may reach the 
higher posts he must pass through examinations upon the 
"history, geography, and ethnology of the Indies, their laws 
civil and religious, the political institutions and customs of the 
natives, the Malay and Javanese languages." If a candidate 
desires to become a magistrate, he must be master not only of 
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the colonial law, but also of the Mohammedan law. Nor, after 
he has passed the examinations and entered the service as a 
salaried official, is he immediately intrusted with responsibil-
ities. He must first, if on the lowest round of the administra-
tive ladder, serve a sort of apprenticeship under one of the 
controllers or assistant residents. As he climbs from one step 
to another he is sure of being well paid for the risks he runs 
from the tropical climate, and of finally being retired on a gen-
erous pension. 
Earlier in the century, when the Dutch regarded Java too 
exclusively under the aspect of an exhaustless supply for the 
necessities of the home Government, the officials were ready 
to wink at the oppressions of the native chiefs through whom 
they ruled, 1f only these chiefs turned over the supplies of 
coffee and sugar rlilquired; but recently another spirit has 
taken possession of the Dutch administration, and the exploi-
tation of Java is becoming a matter of history. 
The English in the protected Malay States have employed 
the same system of veile(l authority with equal effectiveness. 
Nominally, the British resident is only an adviser of the Malay 
Sultan, and there is a council of state in which authority is 
supposed to reside, but the word of the resident is law. And 
yet, as the resident keeps in the background, the oriental is 
able to "save his face," which soothes his susceptibilities, even 
if it does not altogether reconcile him to the loss of power. 
Two reasons have kept the French from becoming equally 
successful in the management of the affairs in Indo-O~ina. 
There are not lacking men in France who appreciate the 
importance of the considerations which have weighed with 
the Dutch. But political turbulence at home has made the 
colonial policy often shifting and inconsequent, if not careless 
and ignorant. Moreover, the necessity of supplying ])laces 
for office eeker bas been a factor for evil. 
To illu trate the fir t, the French Protectorate in Cambodia 
wa left o badly organized for the :fir t twenty years of it 
exi t nee that the native king wa able to thwart the purpo~e 
of the re ideut continually. 1 inally the colonial authoritie 
d termin d radically t alter the co ditions of French control 
an fi r d u1 n the kiug the onvention of 1884, which Leroy-
har ·terize < s in effect "making t.he feudal ociety 
a m r y at on , alth ugh ix centurie bad been 
i I' u ·e for thi trau formation an<l although 
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Orientals profess a reverence both touching and tenacious for 
tradition and for mores rnajorum." There could be only one 
result. Before the end of the year the country was in a state 
of anarchy. The natives fled to the forests to escape rebel 
chiefs and French troops alike, and no progress could be made 
toward establishing good order until the obnoxious treaty was 
rescinded. A few years later, without any display of force ·or 
even a formal agreement, De Lanessan was able to gain from 
the king every concession needed for the effectiveness of the 
Protectorate by carefully working through the native authori-
ties, and not ignoring them or violating their traditional 
customs. 
'fhe mistake of the French in Cambodia was one of those 
typical blunders likely to be made by people so enamored of 
their own institutions and their achievements as to be quite 
forgetful or contemptuous of the point of view of the natives, 
upon whom they propose to force the blessings of civilization, 
at the point of the bayonet _if need be. 
The second reason for French failure has, as already stated, 
grown out of the necessity of finding places for office seekers 
and young men anxious to wear the uniform of a functionary. 
From this it has resulted that many places which might have 
been filled by natives are held by Frenchmen at an expendi-
ture burdensome to the resources of the dependency. Even 
the keeper of the Hanoi: cemetery has been a Frenchman, who, 
in addition to his salary, receives his expenses out to Tonkin 
and back. Indeed the larger part of the colonial population 
is made up of office holders, and many of the rest are contrac-
tors. The French under secretary of state for the colonies 
exclaimed in the chamber of deputies in 1890, "Of the 80,000 
francs appropriated this year for the public works in Cochin-
China, what do you think is allotted to salaries in the public-
works department~ It is 80,000 francs-80,000 francs in salar-
ies out of 80,000 francs worth of public works." Evidently 
here is a state of things which, allowing for the exaggeration 
incident to a controversy, would be bard to equal in the depend-
encies of any other country except Spain. 
The labor problem in the Philippines is not less difficult than 
the administrative problem. Like all people in the tropics the 
Filipinos are disinclined to hard work. Professor Worcester 
says: "The average Visayan, with a couple of bushels of shelled 
corn or a caban of rice in the house and a bit of dry fish for 
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dessert, wisely lies on the floor, smokes his cigarette, thrums 
his guitar, and composes extemporary songs on current events." 
What is true of the Visayans is true of the others, with the 
exception of two or three tribes living on less favored islands. 
But for the tribute exacted by the Spanish Government up to 
1884, and the personal taxes levied since that time, the natives 
would have been even less industrious than they are. 
The experiment of the Dutch in Java, called the culture 
system, has been the most successful attempt to turn the 
native of the tropics into an energetic producer. It rested on 
the corvee, or labor tax, the right to which the Dutch inher-
ited from those they supplanted. Although this phase of 
Dutch rule in Java has had its eulogists and its critics, the-
fact remains that the Dutch have been obliged by public opin-
ion at home, first to modify the system and then largely to 
abandon it. Even the coffee lands, its last refuge, are now 
passing out of government control. But it can throw little 
light upon the Philippine problem, in spite of the fact that 
under the Spanish rule the right to exact labor has been pre-
served. The corvee there has not,however, called for so many 
days of labor and, except to some extent in the tobacco indus-
try, the Spanish officials seem to have found it chiefly valuable 
as a means for filling their pockets. 
There is one factor in the labor problem in the east which 
offers a solution and this is the Chinese. They emigrate freely, 
they are industrious, and, under wise management, peaceable 
or at least controllable. The French have tried to keep them 
out by heavy taxes; the poll tax on the Asiatic ranging from 
$7 to $80. Judging from other European experiences, this 
tax is suggested by prejudice rather than by a just view of 
the needs of the situation. A Chinese exclusion act, which 
may be an advantage to the Pacific States, in the far eastern 
tropics i out of place. 
ndoubtedly there are other experiments in the control of 
depemlencie which are worth careful ' tudy that the Philip-
pine probl m may be set in the full light of experience, but 
certainly th tudy of that great region, of which etbnologically 
an l hi tori ally a well a· geographically these i lands form a 
part d rv the . eriou attention of thoughtful American 
at the pre ent time. 
XV.-THE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS INCIDENT TO THE 
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS INCIDENT TO THE ACQUISI-
TION AND GOVERNMENT BY THE UNITED STATES OF ISLAND 
TERRITORIES. 
By SIMEONE. BALDWIN. 
· In one of the papers read at the meeting of this Association 
held at Chicago in connention with the Columbian Exposition 
in 1893, it was predicted that "the North American Continent, 
with every island on the east, and the Hawaiian group upon 
the west, all bound to it as satellites to their planet, will, if we 
continue in our historic policy as to annexation, eventually 
come under the flag of the United States." 1 
The last year has made Hawaii ours, and a treaty is pending 
· for ratification under which a cession is made of Porto Rico 
and the Philippines, while Cuba is surrendered into our pos-
session under circumstances which it is not impossible may 
lead eventually to our assumption there of absolute sover-
eignty. 
Whether the treaty should be ratified by the Senate is a 
question of a political character, with the discussion of which 
this Association has no concern. It may, however, properly 
endeavor to contribute what aid it can in tracing the historical 
course of constitutional construction and judicial decision as 
to the power to acquire such territory and, when acquired, to 
· govern and dispose of it. 
The United States have now for nearly a century been study-
ing out for the benefit of the world a new problem in politics. 
It is that presented by a Federal Government, formed for a 
broad land and a great people, under a written Constitution 
which makes it a nation for certain purposes, when it reaches 
out into other lands and over other peoples and seeks to incor-
porate them into itself. Rome and England in developing their 
colonial systems had no paper limitations to contend with. 
1 Report of the American Historical Association for 1893, p. 389. 
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Are those to whi_ch we are subjected to be help or hindrance 
in working out our destiny and holding our proper place among 
the great powers of the modern world 0? 
It is a difficult thing for the men of one age to lay down 
conditions of political existence for those of the next. The 
framers of the Constitution of the United States knew this so 
well that they were careful to make it brief, and to leave its 
character and effect largely to be wrought out by practical 
construction and public sentiment. Particularly was this true 
of what they did toward providing •for the regulation of such 
-territory as the United States might possess outside the limits 
of any particular State. 
Experience had already taught a useful lesson on that sub-
ject. In 1784 the Congress of the Confederation bad adopted 
certain principles and rules to determine the governmeut and 
future political condition of the Northwestern Territory. These 
provided for the ultimate division of it into States, whose 
boundaries were fixed by lines of latitude and longitude, and 
it was declared that the several articles should constitute a 
'' charter of compact," and '' stand as fundamental constitu-
tions between the thirteen original States aud each of the sev-
eral States now newly described, unalterable from and after 
the sale of any part of the territory of such State pursuant to 
this resolve, but by the joint consent of the United States in 
Congress assembled and of the particular State within which 
such alteration is proposed to be made." 1 Three years later, 
however, this act was repealed, and another scheme adopted, 
making radically different provision as to the number and 
boundaries of the new States to be formed out of this terri-
tory, and the conditions of statehood. This "ordinance of 
1787" also stated certain principles and rules of government 
which, it declared, should be" articles of compact between the 
original States and the people and States in the said territory, 
and forever remain unalterable, unless by common consent.'' 
It wa pas ed while the constitutional convention was in es-
ion. Eleven of the member of that body were al o in Con-
gr . 'rhr of them sat in it and voted on the adoption of 
tbe rdinance; two, lount, of North Carolina, and Few, of 
rgia, in it f vor, and one, hief Ju tice Yates, of ew 
rk, a in t it, be b ing th only memb r of Congre who 
1Jourr·ls of Congreas, IX, 155. 
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was counted in the negative.1 Among the other eight men 
who belonged to both bodies were Madison, Sherman, John-
son, and King. It would have been no difficult ta8k for them 
to have carried through the convention a proposition to make 
this "unalterable" ordinance, adopted by the United States 
in July, a part of the new constitution which was to be put 
before the United States in the following September. That 
they did not attempt it showed their good sense. They saw, 
more clearly than Congress had, that to lay down rigid rules 
governing the rise and growth of new States, within a vast 
stretch of territory, for all time, was unwise, if not imprac-
ticable. They left the ordinance of 1787 to be dealt with by 
the United States under their second constitution, as the ordi-
nance of 1784 had been dealt with under their first-as a meas-
ure of ordinary legislation. It was recognized as in force in 
1789 2 by the first Congress under the new admiuistration, and 
at the same time so amended as to adapt it to the new condi-
tion of things incident to the creation of the office of President 
of the United States. Thenceforth it continued to exercise a 
controlling influence in shaping the traditions and usages of 
the frontier settlements, which afterwards spread into great 
States; but it had no constitutional character.3 
The United States are, for certain purposes, a nation, and · 
however limited those purposes, they must have, so far as 
those limits go, every power which is fairly incidental to national 
existence. 
One of these purposes 1s the conduct of all the foreign rela-
tions of the American people, whether in war or peace. Mar-
shall therefore, when the question of territorial expansion 
came before the courts,4 had no difficulty in confirming, as inci-
dental to the Executive power, what his great adversary in 
national politics, J ef:lerson, had at first hesitated to claim as a 
right, the prerogative of acquil'ing new territory either by 
conquest or cession from a foreign power. 
The legislative department bad not shared in Jefferson's 
doubts. The Louisiana purchase was a political event of far 
greater importance to, the country than any of those which 
have marked the year 1898. It gave rise to animated discus-
sion in both Houses of Congress, but it may fairly be said 
1 .Journals of Congretis, XII, 93. 
2 .A.ct of August 7, 1789. 
3 Straderv . Graham, 10 How., 82, 96. 
4 .A.merican Insurance Co. v. Canter, 1 Peters's Reports, 533, 
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that neither of the great parties of the day put in question 
the right of the President and Senate to make the treaty, and 
so bring the vast territory which it embraced under the sov-
ereignty of the United St_ates. The controverted points were, 
first, the policy of the measure, and, second, the nature of the 
relation created between the inhabitants whose allegiance was 
transferred and the soil itself, ou the one hand, and the United 
States on the other. It was claimed by some in debate to 
bring them under the flag but not into the Union; to make the 
people subjects rather than citizens, and the land on which 
they dwelt the property of our Government, but no part, prop-
erJ.y speaking, of the United States. We could bold it, they 
said, and control it as any man can hold all(l control a farm 
which he has bought, by right of proprietorship, to l>e kept or 
sold, tilled or left fallow, at pleasure : it was, in short, a proper 
field for a strictly colonial government. A few asserted that 
the United States could set up no laws anywhere that were 
not founded on the consent of the governed.1 
The question thus debated in the fall of 1803 was a practical 
and pr~ssing one. France had appointed in June a commis-
sioner to deliver possession, and was anxious to get the pur-
chase money into her treasury. The people who were the 
. subject of the transfer were uneasy and dissatisfied. Expe-
dition was necessary. If in the presence of such conditions 
all political parties were in agreement as to the main doc-
trine to be applied, the precedent as a record of legislative 
construction on a point of constitutional law is of all the more 
importance. 
The act of Congress of October 31, 1803, passed by large 
majorities in each house to meet t he case, was a brief one. It 
gave tbe President carte blanche. He was authorized to take 
po session and occupy, using such force as might be necessary 
to maintain the authority of the United States, and calling out 
not exceeding 80,000 of the State militia if be thought proper. 
Then followed this plenary grant of general authority : 
'Ihat, until the expiration of tlie present session of Congress, unless 
provision for the temporary government of the said territories be sooner 
made by 'oogr s, all th military, civil, and judicial powers exercised 
by th offic rs of the existing governm nt of the same, sba.11 be vested in 
such per on 'nd p ,r oos, and hall be exerci eel in uch manner as t he 
Pr ident of th nited ta.te hall direct, for maintaining and protect-
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ing the inhabitants of Louisiana in the free enjoyment of their liberty, 
property, and religion. 
Jefferson immediately dispatched commissioners to New 
Orleans to receive the surrender of possession, and invested . 
one of them, Governor Olaibor11e, of the Territory of Missis-
sippi, with all tlrn powers theretofore exercised over the 
Louisiana territory by the governor-general and intendant 
under the authority of Spain. This made him a temporary 
king, and constituted t he system of government under which 
Louisiana remained until October of the following year. 
The governor-general, under the laws and usages of Spain, 
had almost royal authority. He promulgated ordinances which 
had the force of a statute. He appointed and removed at 
pleasure commandants over each local subdivision of ter:ri-
tory.1 He presided over the highest court. The intendant, 
however, was a counterpoise. He was chief ·of the depart-
ments of finance and commerce. He acted as a comptroller-
general, on whose warrant only could payments be made from 
the treasury.2 He was also judge of the courts of admiralty 
and exchequer. Both these offices _Jefferson put in the hands 
of one man. 
Judicial proceedings were conducted in the forms of the 
civil law. A son, whose father was living, could not sue with-
out bis consent, nor persons belonging to a religious order-
without that of their superior.3 He who reviled the Savior or 
the Virgin Mary bad his tongue cut out and bis property 
confiscated.4 A married woman convicted of adultery and her 
paramour were to be delivered up to the will of the husband, 
with the reserve, however, that if he killed one he must kill 
both.5 
All travelers, previous to circulating any news of importance, 
were bound to relate it to the syndic of the district, who might 
forbid it to go farther if be thou ght such prohibition would be 
for the public good.6 
There was a religious establishment. Two canons and 
twenty-five curates received salaries from the public treasury.7 
A considerable code of laws, of which those to which I have 
referred are not unfair examples, was thus left to be adminis-
1P ub. Doc. 8th Cong. An Account of Louisiana, being an A bstract of Documents in 
the Offices of the Department of State, and of the Treasury, Nov ., 1803, 39, 40. 
2 An Account of Louisiana, etc., 33, 41. 
3I bid ., App. XXVIII. 
4 Ibid. , XLV. 6 Ibicl.,XL VI. 6 Ibid ., LXXI. 7 Ibid. , 38. 
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tered or superseded and replaced by others, for an uncertain 
period, at the will of one man, an agent of tbe executive power. 
The Federalists in Congress, while wHling, if not anxious 
-that Louisiana should be governed as a colonial dependence, 
objected to the passage of this act on the ground that it set 
up a despotism incompatible with the Constitution. Tlle 
answer of the leaders of the party in power was that Congress 
had an authority in the Territories which it had not in the 
States, and that the United States were acting in the rightful 
capacity of sovereigns, precisely as Spain and France had 
acted before them.1 
In the case decided by Chief Justice Marshall, twenty-five 
years later, to which allusion has already been made, that of 
the American Insurance Company against Canter, the counsel 
for the defendant, one of whom was Daniel Webster, claimed 
in argument that the Constitution and laws of the United 
States did not extend over Florida upon its cession by Spain. 
The usages of nations, they said, had never conceded to the 
inhabitants of either conquered or ceded territory a right to 
participate in the privileges of the constitution of the country 
to which their allegiance bad been transferred. Congress 
might therefore govern them at its will.2 The court, in its 
opinion, went with them to a certain point, but no further. 
Marshall declared that these inhabitants, though made by the 
treaty of cession citizens of the United States, acquired no 
right to share in political power, and also that the provision 
of the Constitution that the judicial power of the United States 
should be vested in courts of a certain description did not 
apply to such courts as Congress had provided for Florida. 
His argument on this, the turning point of the case, was ]1ardly 
worthy of so great a judge. No reference was made to the 
neces ary correlation between the legislative and the judicial 
powers which he had expounded so luminously a few years 
before in the case of the United States Bank.3 The Constitu-
tion, be said, required that the judges of the courts, which it 
contemplated, bould hold office for good behavior. The act of 
ongre fi r the government of the Territory of Florida et up 
c urt tb judge of which were to hold office only for four 
year ·. Therefore the Constitution did not apply to them. 
1 dams' lijat., II, 119. 
2 1 P rs'• R ports, 533, 538. 
1 born 11. Bank of the nit u. tat e, 9 Wheaton's Reports, 738. 
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Wha.t were tlley, then 1? Legi ·lative courts, not exercising 
any of tue judicial power conferreu. l>y the people i u the grant 
made and defined in the tuird article of the Ooustitutio11, but 
having ajul'isdictiou ''couferreu. l>y Oou gress iu the execution 
of tho e general powers which t hat body possesses over the 
Territories of the U uited States." * * * '' Iu legislating for 
them Co11gre s exercises tile combined powers of the General 
and of a State government." 
Tile cla:use of the Constitution which gives Congress '' power 
to make all needful rules aud regulations respecting the terri-
tory or other property of the United States," is not fouud in 
the first article, which deals with the general legislative pow-
ers granteu. by the people aud vested iu Congress. It was 
inserted iu the fourth , iu wliich, after the legislative, execu-
tive, and judicial powers bad been separately dealt with, are 
gathered together certain rules to govern the relations of the 
States to each other, the character of their government, and 
the privileges of their citizens; and the place as~igned it 
(section 3) is iu immediate and significaut connection with 
the provision as to the a,dmissioJ1 of new States. It came from 
the skillful peu of Gouverneur Morris, and was adopted by the 
Constitutional Convention after a protracted debate as to 
tbe expediency of putting every 11ew State formed out of the 
Western territory on a position of equality with the o1d thirteeu. 1 
His letters tell us that li e was fully alive to the possibilities of 
indefinite territorial expausiou, "knowing- theu," be wrote at 
the time of the Louisiana purchase, "as well as I do now, that 
an North America must at length be annexed t.o us-ha,ppy, 
iudeed, if tile lust of possession stop there." 2 The convention 
was sitting under a goverurneut whose constitution provided 3 
that '' Canada, acceding to this confederation and joiniug iu 
the measures of the CT nited States, shall be admitted into and 
entitled to all the ad vantages of this union." There were 
already considerable settlements outside the limits of any 
State, but within those of the United States. Mr. Gorham had 
sa,id on the floor, during the preceding month, that Kentucky, 
Vermont, the Province of Maine, and Franklin would probably 
soon be added as new States.4 Franklin was alr~ady claiming 
to be one, and had had a constitution and set of public· officers 
of her own choosing since 1785; nor did the course of legisla-
1 Ell1ott.'s Debates, V, 492-497. 
2 Morris's Diary and Works, II, 442. 
HIST D8--21 
3 Articles of Confederation, A:--t. XI. 
4 Elliott's Debates, V, 356,493. 
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tiou on which she had embarked encourage reliance on the 
· good sense of our outlying Territories to goveru themselves· 1 
It was in the face of such social conditions-of Franklin 
resisting tlie authority of North Carolina, an<l Vermont resist-
ing that of New York and Ney; Hampshire, in tlrn same spirit 
that led to the try of "squatter sovereignty " during the clos-
ing years of the long struggle against slavery in the territo-
ries-that the conveution of 1787 was led. by Morris to tuck 
away in this obscure comer of the Constitution a grant which, 
as interpreted by the courts, was to give Congress almost abso-
lute rule over thousands and perhaps millions of men. 
The other legislative powers grauted by the people, so far at 
least as the express terms of the Constitution are coucerned, 
are either limited in scope or else confined to some narrow field 
of operation. The right to regulate "the Territories, so far as 
may be "uee<lful," is given with no other definition of its 
bounds; and who but Congress is to say Low far tliat neeu 
extends~ As to them, Co11gress has, an<l it was meant by 
Morris that it should have,2 every power inci<l.eut to an inde-
pendent sovereignty, unless limitations are to be read into the 
graut from its collocatiou, and by force of tile fuudamental 
1 In one of Webster's speeches in the Senate (Webster 's Speeches, ed. of 1 50, lll, 357) 
he read what professed to bo one of the last enactments of the State of Franklin. It was 
as follows: 
"Be it enacted by the general assembly of the State of Frauklin, and jt jg h rel>y 
enacted by the authority of the same, That from the first day ol' J::-.u11ary, .A.. D.1789, the 
salaries of tho civil oliicers of thi,i Commouwealth be as follows, to wit: Ilis ex elleucy 
tho governor per mrnum, one thousand deerskin s; his honor the chiof justice, five hun-
dred deerskin s; tbc attorney-i;reneral, five hundred tleorskins; secretary to bjs excellency 
the ~overuor, fh·e hundred raccoon skins; the treasuror of tllo State, four huudr cl and 
fifty ott r ski us; ach county clerk, three hundred beaver skins I clerk of the hou o of 
commons, two lnrnclred raccoon skins; members of nss mbly per diem, thr e raccoon 
skins; justice's fee fo1· signing a warrant, one muskrat skin; to t,he co11stabl for serving 
a warrant, oue mink skin. 
"Eu act d into a law tl1is 18th day of October, 1788, under tho great seal of thti ·tato. 
"Witn ss his excellency, &c. 
"Governor, Oaplain-Gencral, Commander in Ohief, and 
.Adn~iral in and over saicl 'tale.'' 
Thor cc,rd. of tho Frankliu logislatur, wore ne,·er ollicially published, xcept by b ing 
reail aloml in on ·h county at th opening or th next county court, and it is probable that 
no tatntn in this pr ·cis' form was e,·or pa8 cd, or, indeed, any statute of so lato a dat . 
(llaywood'sC'inlandl'oliti·allli t.ofTonn. , l J,1 94 ,200,206.) In1785,how ver,on quite 
11im1lar in effect wu adopted, und r whith salarie8 wcr payable II in kind" and at price:1 
a follow. : '' Ca d ott r i;kin., G 11billin". ; un as cl otler skins, 5 shilling ; raccoon and 
f:u. ,kin , l shilling nod 3 pen1·e;" " • 11 'OOll di. till dry whisky, 2 shilling nod 
? 1wrn·' I •r •allon; good p aclt or appl brandy :it 3 iihilling. 1,er gallon ," * * * "or 
1111·urr nt mon ·y of th 'tat of .l!'rnnklin ." (IL ywoo l 's Iliat., 163,164; Raws y'a Hi t. 
of '11·1111.,2!7, :1;u,) 
2
.' ·ott o. ·audfonl, 10 Ho\\artl' lt•port, 507. 
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principles on which the whole Constitution rests, or of certain 
of its general prohibitions and guaranties. 
The judicial powers granted to the courts of the United 
States are carefully enumerated, and cover comparatively few 
of the ordinary controversies that become the subject of liti-
gation. Those which Congress can put in the hands of its 
deputies for the Territories extend over the whole domain of 
jurisprudence. 
The executive power of the United States alone st,ands as 
to the Territories on the same footing which it occupies as 
respects the States. Congress may create Territorial offices, 
but it can not fill them. Appointments must come from an-
other source, and, so far at least as the leading positions are 
concerned, are ineffectual until commissions are signed by the 
President. i Probably also he has a power of removal at will, 
ev~n of the judges.2 Certainly he bas a far greater preroga-
tive. Until Collgress acts for the regulation of any particular 
Territory which the United States may acquire, the President· 
is under the constitutional duty to see that the .authority of the 
United States is recognized there a11d the peace of the United 
States maintained. If the acquisition be by conquest, its gov-
ernment falls to bim from the first as the commander in chief 
of the natioual forces. If it be by treaty~ be must take posses-
sion, and control it through such temporary agencies as be may 
think proper, until Congress sees fit to act.3 
Wliether there are any provisions in the Constitution, or 
principles that underly it, which operate as partial restrictions 
upon tlle sovereign authority of Congress over the Territories, 
is a question which ·has repeatedly been presented to the 
Supreme Court of the United States, and to which its response 
has llad a somewhat uncertain souud. In 1850, in a case turn-
ing upon the effect of a Territorial statute in Florida, the court 
spoke thus of Territorial governments iu general: 
They are legislative governments, and their courts legislative courts, 
Congress, in the exercise of its powers in the organbrntion aud govern-
meut of the Territories, combining the powers of both the Federal and 
State authorities. There is but ono syste1n of government, or of laws 
operating within their limits, as neither is subject to the constitutional 
1 Const. Art. II, sec. 3. 
2 McAlhster v. United States, 141 UniLell States Reports, 174,178; Parsons v. United 
States, 167 United States Reports, 324,333. 
3 Fleming v. Pag0, 9 Howard's Reports, 602; Cro::i~ v. Rollinson, 16 Howard's Reports, 
164,193. 
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provisions in respect to State and Federal jurisdiction. They are not or-
ganized under tlie Constitution, nor subject to its complex distribution of 
the powers of government, as the orga uic law, but a.re the creations ex-
clusively of the legislative department, and subject to its supervision 
and control. Whether or not there ::tre provisions in that instrument 
which extencl to and act npon these Territorial governments, it is not now 
material to examine. 1 
This opinion was delivered while political discussion was 
sliil rife as to whether Congr·ess coul<l. prollil>it slavery in the 
Territories. The Mexican war had stretched our boundaries 
to the Pacifio. The vVilrnot proviso, iu 1846, brought the 
question we are now considering into sharp and sudden prom-
inence. General Cass had been made the Democratic candi-
date for the Presidency in 1848, in view and in no small part 
in consequence of an open letter to bis political friends, writ-
ten the year before, in which he told them that tb_e right of 
Congress to regulate the Territory and other property of tlte 
United States would naturally be construed as merely de-
. signed to embrace property regulations; that it bad been 
pushed further iu practice "by rather a violent implication," 
but that it was '' a doubtful and iuvidious authority," and 
'' should be limited to the creation of proper governments for 
new countries, acquired or settled, and to the necessary provi-
sion for their eventual admission into the Union , leaviug in 
the meantime to the people iuhabitillg them to regulate their 
internal concerns in their own way." 2 
The question was a troublesome one for politicianR, a well 
as for jurists. If the JYfo,souri comµromise of 1820 was to be 
upheld, it must be because Congress could rightfolly legi ·late 
as to the domestic institutio11s of the Territories. If it wa to 
be brokeu through by the Wilmot proviso, it was also becau,·e 
Oongre shad that power. 
of the Whig leader8 now took the ground that the 
I> w r to lcgi ·late for Territories in this and all other matt r 
exi t d, but wa rather one restiug on implication than upon 
·pr ,.. 1:raut . John Davi , of Ma ·acllusetts, defend d this 
do ·trill in th· enat but sail that the exerci e of th pow r 
wa t l>' ·ontrolled by th fundam ntal maxim· of the Cou-
:tituti n. 'alb nu ·am n arly to the ame p ition. Th 
ne clful rul . aml r rulatiou clau ·e,' he aid, ·oufi rrecl no 
rnm ntal }) wer wh t ver. But the on, titutiou r cog-
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nized slavery. · Slaves were therefore property, so far as the 
United States were concerned. Tbe citizens of the United 
States were entitled. to free access to every part of its unoc-
cupied Territories. They must be allowed to take their prop-
erty with them. A Rovereign State might abolish slavery 
within its limi~s. Into that State a slaveholder could not 
thereafter take this kind of property an<l. bQld it in posses-
sion. But the Constitution shielded him in the Territories, 
for they took their politital character solely from the United 
States and tlie Constitution was their supreme law. 
Davis's colleague was Daniel Webster. Re met the issue 
in tlie line of his argu111ent at the bar before .IVIarsliall, twenty 
years before, by denying tllat the Constitution had any opera-
tion in tl1e Territories until acts of Congress were made to 
enforce it; it was made for tb_e States, and not for territorial 
possessions. Benton took the same groun<l. and maintained it 
in l1is Tl1irty Years' View, published in 1856.1 
Oalhoun bad, at an earlier stage of the controversy in 1848, 
iuveighe<l. i11 the Senate iu most impressive terms against all 
measures looking to the acquisition of new territory to be gov-
erned as a political dependency, and had introduced a resolu-
tion declariug that to c011quer and 110lcl Mexico, "either as a 
province or to incorporate it in the U nfon, would be * * * 
a departure from the settled policy of the Government, in con-
flict with its character and gei1ius, and in the end subversive 
of our free and popular institutions." 
While the political anvil was so hot the Supreme Oourt 
wisely confined itself to disposing of the cases before them, 
witl1out pronouncing upon academic questions, however impor-
ta11t. Six years later, however, it adopted a different policy. 
In the Dred Scott case Chief Justice Taney announced his 
adhesion and, so far as be could, committed the court to the 
doctrine advocated by Oalhoun. The "needful ru1es and reg-
ulations clause," be declared, had no operation on territory 
acquired since the adoption of the Constitution. Such terri-
tory was subject to such laws as Congress might enact a,s the 
legislative arm of the Government, but these must be confined 
within the limits assigned l>y the Uonstitutiou for the protection 
of person and property. A power to rule it without restric-
tion, as a colony or depe11dent province, would be h.1consistent 
with the nature of our Government. S1aves might,'therefore, 
1 11,714. 
. --
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be taken and held there, because siavery was a status recog-
nized by the Constitution.1 
The court, as reconstituted during the civil war, which the 
Dred Scott decision had done so much to produce or to accel-
erate, reverted to the doctrine of Chief Jm;tice Marshall, ancl 
in 1871 reinstated the "needful rules and regulations clau ·e" 
as the primary authority for our territorial legislation.2 The 
right of a sovereign to rule his possessions, in later decisions, 
has also been relied on, and has perhaps been most emphat-
ically expressed in dealing with the various acts of Congress 
passed to suppress polygamy in Utah. The fullest statement 
of the present view of the court was given by Mr. Justice 
Matthews in one of these Utah cases, in which, after saying 
that the question of the power of Congress to legislate for the 
Territories as to matters of domestic concern is no longer open 
for controversy, the opinion proceeded thus: 
It has passed beyond the stage of controversy into final judgment. Tbe 
people of the Unit0d States, as sovereign owners of the national Terri-
tories, have snprem·e power over them and their inhabitants. ln the exer-
cise of this sovereign dominion they arc represented by the Go\·ernmeut 
of tbe United States, to w horn all the powers of governme11t over that sub-
ject have been delegated, subject only to such restrictions as are expressed 
in the Constitution or are nflcessarily implied in its terms, or in the pur-
poses and objects of the power itself; for it may well be a<lmittetl in re pect 
to this,. as to every power of society over its members, that it is not al>so-
lnte and unlimited. But in ordaining government for tho Tel'ritorie and 
the people who iuhabit them all the discretion which belongs to legisla-
tive power is veste<.l in Congress, and that extends, beyond a11 controversy, 
to determining by law, from time to time, tlie form of the local govern-
ment in a particular Territory and the qualification of tbose who shall 
administer it. It rests with Congress to say whether, in a gh·en ca e, any 
of the people, resident in the Territory, shall participate in the cl ction 
of its officen1 or the making of its Jaws ; and it may, therefore, take from 
th m any right of snffrag it may previously h ave conferred, or at any 
tim<' modify or abridge it, as it may dceui expec1ient. Th right of local 
self-government, as known to our svstem as a constitutional franrbi e, 
1, lou •s, under the Constitution, to tho States n,n<l to the people th r<·of, 
h y whom that Constitution was ordained, and to whom, by its terms, all 
pow r not conf•rrcd by it upon the Government of the nited tat wa 
.x pr s. ly reserved. The p r rsonal and ivil rights of the inhabitants of 
tlw T nitories ar secur tl to them, as to other citizen , hy the principle 
of con ti ntional lil> r y wLi ·hr Htrain all th agencies of goverumcut, 
,'tat aud n tional; heir politic-al ri ghts arc franchises which they bold 
a privilerr in th l gi lative discr ·tion of the Congr s of the l nit d 
• '!: I' , Thi '1or rin w~ s fnlly an<l for ibly tleclar d by the 'hief Jus-
1
." o t . , anforcl, 19 IIowarcl'11 Jt ports, 447 ct sef(. 
2 'li11lo11 . En' •lbn•c-1,t, 13 Wullac 's I eports, 434,441, 44.7. 
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tic.c delivering the opinion of. the court in National Bank v. County of 
Yankton, 101 U. S., 129. See also American Ins. Co. v. Canter, 1 Pet., 
511; United States v. Gratiot, 14 Pet., 526; Cross v. Harrison, 16 How., 
164; Dred Scott v. Sanfor<l, 19 How., 393. If we concede that this dis-
cretion in Congress is limited by the obvious purposes for which it was 
conferred, and that those purposes are satisfied by measures which pre-
pare the people of the Territories to become States in the Union, still the 
conclusion can not be avoided that the act of Congress here in question is 
clearly within that justification. · For certainly no legislation can be sup-
posed more wholesome and necessary in the founding of a free, self-
governing commonwea1th, fit to take rank as one of the co-ordinate States 
of tlJe Union, than that which seeks to establish it on the basis of the 
idea of the family, as consisting in and springing from the union for life 
of one man and one woman in the holy estate of matrimony; the sure 
foundation of all that is stable and noble in our civilization; the best 
guaranty of that reverent morality which is the source of all beneficent 
progress in social and political improvement. And to this end no means 
are more directly and immediate ly suitable than those provided by this 
act, which endeavors to withdraw all political influence from those who 
are practically hostil e to its attainment.i 
It will be remal'ked that the Dred Scott opinion is here cited 
as an authority. Mr. Justice Matthews's statement of the Jaw 
was quoted with approval in 1889 by Mr. ,Justice Bradley in 
deciding the greatest of all the Utah cases-that which held 
that Congress, as represen ting the parens patrice of the Terri-
tory, could annul the charter of the Mormon Church, confis-
cate its property, and devote it to public uses. He addwl, 
however, this important ohs<~rvation of his own: 
Doubtless Congress, in legislating for the Territories, would be subject 
to tlrnse fundamental limitations in favor of personal riglits which are 
formulated in the Constitution and its amendments, lrnt these limitations 
wonl<l exist rather by inference and the general spirit of the Coustitution, 
from whi.ch Congress derives all its powers, than by any express and 
direct application of its provisions. 2 
It will be perceived that these few but pregnant words, 
repeated later with approval in an Alaska case by Mr. Justice 
Barlan,3 substantially reaffirm a position on which the Dred 
Scott decision was rested by all the justices but three, and 
from which none of the other three <lissented.4 This is that 
Congress, in making rules for the Territories, is subject to some 
or all of the restrictions and prohibitions imposed upon it by 
the Constitution as respects other legislation affecting person 
or property. A difference is, indeed, made in the mode of state-
1 Murphy v. Ramsey, 114 United States Reports, 44, 45. 
2 Mormon Chnrch v. United States, 136 U.S., 1, 42, 44, 58, G7. 
3 McAllister v. Unitecl States, 141 United States Reports, 174, 188. 
4 Scott v. Sanford, 19 Howard's Reports, 542,614. 
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ment. In 1850 the court considered the letter as well as the 
spirit of tbe Constitution to bave a controlling force. In 1884 
what is-to be implied or derived from its spirit is treated as 
the main if not the only sonrce of restraint. This mode of 
expression may have been adopted in order to leave the way 
open to liold, should occasion arise, that the United States 
could not 1awfu11y acquire territory to hold permanently or 
for an indefinite period as a dependent province or colony. 
If, however, it means what it seems to declare, and is of gen-
eral application, then tbe utterance of Taney on this point 
seems intrinsically entitled to the most respect. That is in 
line with wl1at Chief Justice Marshall said in the great case of 
Cohen against Virginia,1 in discussing the not dissimilar power 
of Congress to legislate for tbe Distr ict of Columbia, and 
meeting the objection that such legislation had simply a local 
effect. He observ~d: 
Congress is not a local legislature, but exerciHes this particular pow0r, 
like all its other powers, in its high ch ara ct er as the legislatnre of tl1e 
Union. The American people thought it a n ecessary power, an<l they 
conferred it for their own benefit. Being so con fer red, it carries with it 
all those incidental powers which are n ecessar y t o its complete and cffec-
tua,l execution. ·whether any particular law be designed to operate witll-
out the District or not tlepell(ls on t11e worus of that law. If it be designed 
so to operate, then the question whether th e power so exercised be inci-
dental to the power of exclusive legisl ati on, a,n d be warranted hy the 
Constitution, reqnires a consideration of th at instrument. In such cases 
the Constitution. and the law mnst be comparcu and con.strned. 
Any other construction leaves the rights of the citizen too 
much at the will of the judiciary, and ign ores the natural 
meaning of our bill of rights.2 The main privileges and irnmn-
nitie~ guaranteed by the amendm ents to the Constitution, 
wbicl1 erve that office, are shared by every foreigner who 
may be fou11d within our jurisdict ion. :i 'J'hey must tlien cer-
tainly be the heritage of every settled in habitant of the land. 
Such i their force in every organized Ter ritory by act of Con-
gre s (Revi ed tatut s, section 1891 ), and I believe i t to he 
th ,·ame fo v ry nnorganiz d territory whicli i. subject to civil 
governm n , by virtue of the Constitution itgelf.4 
, nb 
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If the Jaws of Uongress ai-: to the Territories are laws of the 
United States, and subject iu all respects to the Constitution 
of the United States, how can we justify the Jong established 
practice of investing the Territorial legislatures with general 
legislative power~ Here again we may turn to Chief Justice 
Marshall for an answer. The "needful rules and regulations 
clause," be said in McCulloch against Maryland,1 authorizes 
the organization of a Territorial government, which constitutes 
a corporate body. Precisely as a State may incorporate a city 
with its city council, tile United States may incorporate a 
Territory with a Tenitorial council or a legislature. , The stat-
utes of such a body will not be bws of the United States, but 
laws of that part of it Jying within the corporate limits, so 
far as Congress may have left the field open for their adoption. 
They are like the laws of our chartered colonies before the 
Revolution. 
Assuming, then, that the Constitution is tlie supreme law 
wherever the flag of the Union floats over its soil, are there 
any of its provisions which are likely to einbarrass us iu deflling 
with our new possessions~ , 
That they are isla11ds and not part of the mainland of North 
America is of itself an immaterial circumstauce, so far as the 
right to acquire them is concerned. Islands th.at frinbe a 
continent are part of it. Porto Rico and Cuba are American 
islands.2 Hawaii is in a position to command our coast, and. 
lies nearer to us than the outer Aleutian island, the acquisition 
of which bas been confirmed by general acquiescence during 
thirty years. ~or temporary commercial purposes, indeed, we 
bave the warrant of the Supreme Court for saying that the 
President, with the authority of Congress, can acquire · any 
is]aHd, however remote, and make it, while retained, a part of 
the United States.3 For purposes of naval defense a similar 
and permanent acquisition would, no doubt, be proper. If 
there is any difficulty in our accepting- the cession of the 
Philippines, it is not that they are islands, but that they are 
not appurtenant to the American continent. 
Are we tbe11-shou1d the Spanish treaty be ratified-to meet 
any com;titutional difficulty in holding and governing what-
ever it may bring us, 
14 ·wheaton's Reports, 316. 
2 Seo a discussion of tho llistoric Policy of t l1 e U nited States nfl to .A.nnexatio
11 
in tl 
Report of tho American Hif,torical Associntion fo r ]893, p. 379. . ' ie 
3 Jones v. United States, 13? Unite1l St.ates Reports, 202,212,221. 
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1. The fourteenth and fifteenth amendments must certainly 
prove a source of embarassment. The latter declares that the 
right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not b~ 
denied or abridged by the United States on account of race or 
color. By section 1992 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States, "all persons born in the United States, and not subject 
to any foreign power, excluding Indians not taxed, are declared 
to be citizens of the United States." This statute was passed 
on April 9, 1866, by· the same Congress which framed and 
on June 16, 1866, proposed to the States for ratification the 
fourteenth amendment, with which, therefore, it may fairly 
be as·sumed to have been intended to be in harmony. The first 
words of that amendment are that" all persons born or nat-
uralized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof are citizens of the United States, and of the State 
wherein they reside." If this stood alone and unexplained by 
cotempora-ry legislation, it might be argued that it applied 
only to persons residing in one of the States. But read. in the 
ight of the Revised Statutes, section 199~, it would seem a 
more natural construction to treat it as adding to that, the 
farther step to which the consent of the States was necessary, 
that those thus born or naturalized, if they then or afterward 
resided in a State, should be citizens of that State, as well 
as of the United States. It will be observed that the State 
among whose citizens they are thrust is not neces arily that 
of their birth. It is any State in which citizens of the United 
States may at any time reside. 
Whether, therefore, section 1992 of the Revised Statutes 
sbould be repealed or not, thP- fourteenth amendment would. 
:,:,eem to make every child, of whatever race, born in any of our 
new territorial po sessions after they become part of the United 
States, of parents who are among it:,, inhabitants and subject 
to our jurisdiction, a citizen of the United State' from the 
moment of birth. The Indian tribes on onr own continent are 
11e1d not to be ubject to our jurisdiction in the sen e in wlncb 
tho w rd are here employed. They were until 1871 (H.e-
vi' d tatut , , ,' c. 2070) consid r cl as eparate 11atio11 , 
with , hi h we <l alt a tr aty power .t ~ heir present con-
dition h , 11 <l ril>ed by the upr me Court of tbe U01ted 
tat . a '' a l p n len · 11diti n, a, tate of pupila.ge, r m-
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bling that of a ward to his guardian." 1 Can this same position 
be assigued to the pagan Malays, the Moros, and the many 
savage tribes in the Pbilippinesf This will be a grave ques-
tion for Congress and the courts to meet.2 But however that 
may be decided, the more civilized Filipinos and the people of 
Porto Rico, not less than the natives of Hawaii, will certainly 
be fully subject to our jurisdiction. Their children, born after 
the ra,tification of the Spanish treaty, if it shou1c1 be ratified, 
will au be citizens of the United States. They must therefore, 
by the :fifteenth amendment,, have the same right of suffrage 
which may be conceded in those Territuries to white men of 
civilized races. One generation of men is soon replaced by 
another, and in the Tropics more rapidly than with us. In 
fifty years the bulk of the adult population of Porto Rico, 
Hawaii, and the Philippines, should these then form part of 
the United States, will be claiming the benefit of the :fi(teenth 
amendment. 
2. The fourteenth amendment declares that should any State 
abridge or deny the right of suffrage as to any of its adult 
male inhabitants who are citizens of the United States, except 
for crime, its representation in Congress shall be correspond-
ingly reduced. This applies in terms ouly to the States; but 
does it not state a constitutional principle-that of manhood 
suffrage for every citizen-which the spirit of this amendment _ 
requires us t? observe in dealing with _our Territories f Such 
would seem· to have been its legislative construction in the 
title of the Revised Statutes r elating to that suQject (secs. 
1859, 1860). Can we properly leave the restriction upon the 
States and relieve Hawaii from its operation f 
It is true that it has never been enforced against the States, 
but it may be, at the pleasure of Congress, at any time. ,,.. 
3. The provision in the first article of the Constitution that 
"all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout 
the United States" will also prove an obstacle to any policy of 
the ''open door," if our protective system is to be maintained. 
It requires that any customs duties we may impose on imported 
goods sball be of one and the same form and at one and the 
same rate at every port of entry throughout the United States.3 
1 E lk v. Wilkins, 112 Uni ted States Reports, 94, 99 . 
2 ;:;ce Unitecl States v. Kagama, 118 United States Reports, 375, 380, 384. 
3Longhborongh v. Blftke, 5 Wheaton's Reports, 317 ; Head-money Cases, 112 Unitecl 
States Reports, 580, 594. 
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If there is a duty of 40 per cent collectible on woolen cloth 
brought to New York from a foreign port, the same percentage 
must be collected on woolen cloth brought to Manila from a 
foreign port, subject only to any temporary reservations of a 
right to entry on more favorable terms which ma,y be made in 
the treaty of cession. 
On this point the Supreme Court of the Uniterl · States had 
occasion to speak soon after the Mexican war, when California 
beca.me ours by the treaty of peace, and a contest arose over 
the right of the temporary government set up by the United 
States to exact duties on imported goods landed at San Fran-
cisco. 
"By tlie rati-fications of the treaty," says the opinion, "Cali-
fornia became a p.art of the United States. And as there is 
nothing differently stipulated in the treaty with respect to 
commerce, it became instantly bound and privileged by tlle 
laws which Congress had passed to raise a revenue from duties 
on imports and tonnage." 1 
It was contended by the importers that as Congress had not 
yet made San Francisco -a port of entry or constituted any 
collection district in California the tariff law could not apply. 
rl'o this the court replied as follows: 
Can any reason l>e given for tbe exemption of foreign goods from dnty 
because they have not been entered ancl co1lectecl at a port of deli very' 
'l'lie fast become a part of tbe consnmption of the country ns well as the 
others. They may be carrie(l from tbe point of fonding into collection 
districts within which <luties have been paid upon the same kinds of 
goods; thns entering, by the retail sale of them, into competition wW1 
snch goods auc1 with our own 'ma11ufactures and the prodncts of onr own 
farmers am1 planters. The right claimed to ]and foreign goods within 
the United States at any p1::i.ce out of a collection district, Hallowed, 
wonld be :1 violation of that provision in the Constitution which enjoins 
tlrn,t all clnti0s, imposts, aud excis ·s shall be uniform thronghout the 
nit c1 States. lnclecd, it must he very clear tllat no such right exists, 
and that there wa nothing in the condition of California to exempt 
importers of foreign goocls into it from the payment of tbe same duti s 
which were clrnrgeable in tlie other ports of the United States. As to the 
cl<>nia,l of the a.uthority of the President to prevent the landing of forei~n 
goo1h; in the Pnit 1l 'ta.te ont of a coll ction distri ct, it can only be 
11<>CC' . ary to say, if b did uot <lo so, it wonlc.l b, a neo-lect of' bi con. ti-
tutional obligation "to take <·ar lhat the laws b carefnll.v oxecntecl.'12 
l lie-at ()n . tion.' und r th treaty mu t al ·o ari er pect-
i11' uti . mmer · b tw 11 Ma11ila and Arn ri an p rt . 
1 ' ro ti. Harri on, 1, Jfowunl"s R11port 11, l!l7. 2 Il>i<l. , 198. 
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Porto Rico bas been provisionally treated by the executive 
power of the United States as a domestic port for all purposes _ 
of .American coasting trade. Can the Philippines, off the coast 
of Asia, be looked at in the same way 1 
The power of Congress to lay'' imposts," it has been said by 
the Supreme Uourt of the United States, refers to imposts on 
foreign goods "introduced from other nations.'' 1 If we ratify 
the treaty and so bring the Philippines under our sovereignty, 
they cease to be a foreign country. Will it then be open . to 
Congress to tax our trade with them 1 
4. Au objection against the permanent incorporation of the 
Philippines into the United States remains for consideration, 
which, if sound, is insurmountable. This nation is the United 
St.ates of .America. That 1~ame was assumed on July 4, 1776, 
by the '' Representatives of the United States of America in 
general Congress assembled/' who signed the Declaration of 
Iudependence. Tlle first article of our first Constitution, the 
.Articles of Confederation, is that "The stile of this Confeder-
acy shall be' The United States of America."' The preamble 
of our present Constitution states its adoption by "the people 
of the United States, in order to form a more perfect Union 
* ,x, * and secure the blessings of lilJerty" to themselves 
and their "posterity." What they did was summarized at the 
close of the preamble. It was to '' ordain and establish this 
Ooustitution for the United States of .America." 
The U nited States of America is a plural term. The union 
of separate States in one political body does not extinguish 
their separate existence uor va,ry the ·force of their having 
formed thi s "more perfect union" in order to promote their 
several a ~. well as their common interests. Can the United 
States of .America ever iuclude a State erected oti islands off 
tlle coast of Asia a11d having 110 possible tie of connection 
with the American coutiueut 0? I believe that to tliis a nega-
tive answer may be safely given. Can they, then, annex such 
islands to a ... uuion into which they can never euter on equal 
terrns P 
Tllis question cuts deeper thau the one propounded to the 
Supreme Court of the United States in the Dred Scott case. 
1 Woodruff v. Parham, 8 Wallaco's Reports, 123, 133; Cook v. Pennsylvania, 97 United 
States Reports, 566. 
2 That we can only hold newly acquirecl territory with a view to its ultimate state-
hood and iu trnst for such future State seems implied in several recent clecisious of the 
Supremo Court, e. g., Sliively v. Bowlby, 152 United States Reports, l, 28, 49, 57. 
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The opiuion give~ tllere was that we could not acquire any 
American territory to hold permanently as a dependent prov-
ince. If that position be unsound, it would not follow that 
islands appertaining to another contine11t could be so acquired 
and held. 
To acquire, of course, is one thing, and to keep another. 
I believe we have unquestionable power to acquire the 
Philippines as the spoils of war; but a conqueror is not bound 
an·d may not be able to retain what he receives. If we retain 
the Philippines, we must have the right to tax their people. 
Does our Constitution contemplate or permit taxation which 
is necessarily uncoupled with representation in the legislature 
by which it is decreed 1 
This argument was pressed upon the Supreme Court of the 
United States in an early case growing out of the imposition 
of a direct tax on the District of Columbia. Oliief Justice 
Marshall, speaking for the court, said that, while indirect taxes 
must be imposed by the same rule throughout every part of 
the United States, Congress in laying a direct tax migLt 
restrict it to the States or extend it to the Territories or the 
District at its discretion. It was true that tuc latter were not 
represented in Congress, uu t citizens of the District had vol-
untarily relinquished any claim to it, and those of the Terri-
tories were looking forward to it as soon as the proper 
conditions for statehood should be attained. Tl.lis, he said, 
was obviously a different thing from ''requiring a continent 
with an immense population to submit to be taxed by a Gov-
ernment haviug no common interest with it, separated from it 
by a vast ocean, restrained by no principle of apportionment, 
and associated with it by no common feelings." 1 The Philip-
piue:-; n,re not a continent, but they cover more tlrnn 100,000 
square mile of land and are inhabited by 6,000,000 or 8,000,000 
p ople. TLi i · uoth an ar a and a population more than 
twic a· 0 Teat a. Lhose within the ettle<l limit· of the revolt-
ing Eugli 'h ·olonie in m ricn, at the time to which Marshall 
bu a,lln l 
, how ·oulll 
1 Lou •hl,orou •h . Hlnko, 5 \ h aton's l 'oport , 317. 
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It would seem logical to hold that the treaty-making branch 
of tue Government by which they were acquired could, by 
similar proceedings, convey them to some ot~er power. So 
far as a tran sfer of sovereignty is concerned, it could not be 
accomplislled otherwise, unless successful revolt or other 
political cli ange had made the Filipinos an independent 
people. To make a grant, there must be some one wit4 wllom 
to close tlie contract. 
But it is the right of Congress to dispose of the territory of 
·the United States, considered in the character of property. 
To sell or give away any part of the national domain reduces 
· by so :much the national r esources. .As all measures to raise 
revenue must originate in tlie House of Representatives, and 
to stop the revenues fro m any territory by _its alienation would 
require raising more revenue by taxation, it would seem 
proper, if not necessary, t hat the whole of Congress, and not 
merely the President and Senate, should concur in any measure 
that reducetl tlle area of the Republic. 
Could such a reduction be made either through Congress 
by law or the President and Senate by treaty, or both to-
gether, if it took tLe shape of a gift to the Filipinos, under 
which our ownersbip and sovereignty would pass to them as 
an iu.tlepeudent power~ No authority for such a transaction 
is expressly given in the Constitution. If implied, it would 
probably have to rest on the assumption that the Philippines 
had provetl a damnosa hereditas. There would be greater 
dillieulty in defending it on the ground tltat we had taken 
tliem as an act of humanity to spread the blessings of inde-
pendent liberty over an oppressed people, after we had ele-
vated aud educated them sufficiently to make them fit to use 
it aright. For foreign missionary work of this kind in another 
coutinent, our Coustitut ion contains no provision. 
Tlie case of Cuba is, of course, far different. That lies at 
our doors. It has not been ceded to the United Sta tes. Spain 
has relinquished her sovereignty, but slie has not transferred 
it to us. Our position is to be that of a custodian, or receiver. 
Tb.e sovereignty is, in effect , in abeyance, but it is to pass, by · 
our pledged consent, to t he Cuban people whenever they organ-
ize a govern ment for themselves and show that they can main-
tain it, and with it tlrn peace and order to which Cul>a Las 
been so long a stranger. 
The Philippiues also occupy a very different relation to us, 
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as respects the questions of constitutional limitations, from 
that which belongs to Hawaii or Porto Rico. The West India 
Islands appertain to our continent as fu11y as Nantucket or 
the Dry Tortugas. Hawaii is nearer to it than to any other, 
and no shipowner or naval officer, in these days when it is coal 
tha,t moves commerce and defends it, will question that it is 
within our legitimate "sphere of influence." 
5. Let us now turn to the method of administration wbich 
would be open to us iil regulating the iuternal affairs of the 
islands ~n<l the maintenance of peace and order. 
At present they are rightfully held aud controlled by the 
Executive power, but it would hardly comport with the prin-
ciples of republican government to allow that regime to con-
titrne longer than necessity absolutely requires. ~he laws in 
force while Spain held them will continue in force, except so 
far as the President or his subordinates may see fit to modify 
them, or as they may be inconsistent with tho Cou stitutio11 of 
the United States, until Congress replaces them by a different 
system. 
Must this new system include tllc institution of trial by jury 
for persons charged with crime 1 
It is difficult to preuict with ausolutc confidence what will 
be the decision of the courts 011 a q uestioa of so delicate and 
far-reaching a character, presented iu a light in which the 
·ubject has never before been brought to tlleir attention. 
It seems to me, however, probable that there would be DO 
way of escape found from the conclusion that a jury would ue 
iudispeusablc. 
Al'ticle IV, section 2, declares expressly that '' The trial of 
all crimes, except in cases of impeachmm1t, ·ball be by jury;" 
an l this was clearly iuteuded to embrace those committed 
out ·i<l.e of any State. But this provision is cont~Lined in a 
·cction dealing exclu irnly with the ulJjects of judicial power 
particularly i11trn ted to the United States. It is ·ettle<l. 
(wh th r lo 0 ·i ·ally or illogically) that the courts of Terri tori',' 
don t x •rci e th power thus conferred. Uougre · find' it' 
warr, u for th min quite different part of tbe Cou ·titution; 
a111 i i: a um ·i nt wana11t for inve tin o· them with J·uri di -
. M 
1011 v r v ry kin f act again t th p ace of the TJuit cl 
' at ,. , bi ·h h' h w ,· of th• Dit cl tat . may forbid. 'rm , 
jari. li · iou f ·i111ilar ·.·t ut may be a1H.l ha 1J u giv n uud r 
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this partimlar section to the regular courts of the United 
States; but the source of power under which the different 
tribunals act is different. The source of power for the ordi-
nary court:-3 gives it with a limitation in favor of trial by jury. 
Tbe source of power for Territorial courts might, I think, be 
read as giving it with no such limitation. While this would 
give rather a striet construction to the constitutional guaranty, 
it woulJ be <]_uite in line with that which the Supreme Court 
has assigned to other provisions hardly less important, such 
as tbat securing the tenure of judicial office during good 
behavior. The court, however, bas made two decisions which 
teml strongly in the opposite direction. 
The first was this: A man was convicted of a misdemeanor 
in the police court of the District of Columbia, upon a trial 
before the _judge, after a demand for a jury had been refused. 
He sought relief by a writ of habeas corpus from confinement 
under the sentence. 'rl1e act of Congress, pl:tssed under its 
authority "to exercise exclusive legislation iu all cases what-
soever" over the District, which constituted the police court, 
denied a jury in such proceedings. The supreme court of the 
District had sustained the validity of this statute, and refused 
to release the prisoner. This judgment was reversed by the 
Supreme Court of the United States on the sole ground that 
he had a constitutional right to a jury trial, and their reasons 
were thus stated: 
There is nothing in t,he history of the Const.itution or of the original 
amendments to just ify the assertion that. the people of this District may 
be lawfully deprived of the benefit of any one of the constitutional guar-
anties of li fe, liberty, ancl property-especially of the privilege of trial 
by jnry in criminal cases. Iu the draft of a constitntion reported by the 
committeo of five on the 6th of August, 1787, in the convention which · · 
framed the Constitution, the fourth section of Article XI read that "the 
trial of all criminal offenses (except in cases of impeachment) shall.be in 
the States where they shall be committed ; .antl sha,11 be by jnry." (1 Elli-
ott's Deb., 2d ed., 229.) But that article was by unanimous vote amended 
so as t.o read : "The trial of a ll crimes ( except in cases of impeachment) 
sl1all Le by jnry; and snch trial sh all be held in .the State where the said 
crimes shall have been committed; hut when not committed within any 
tate, t hen the trial shall be at such place or places as t he legislature may 
direct." (Ill., 270.) The object of thus amending the section, Mr. Madison 
say , was "to provide for trial by jury of offenses committed out of any 
tate." (3 Madison Papers, 144.) In Reynolds v. United States (98 U.S., 
145,154) it was taken for granted that the six.th amendmeut of the Con-
stitution secured to the people of the Territori es the right of trial by jury 
RI:::l 'l' 98--22 
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in criminal prosecutfons; and it had been previously b~ld in Webster v. 
Reid (11 How., 437, 4-60) that the seventh amendment secured to them a 
like right in civil actions at common law. We can not think that the 
people of this District have in that regarcl less rights than those accorded 
to the people of the Territories of the United States. L 
The same doctrine was applied, a few months since, to one 
of our organized Territories. 'rhe Territorial s!atutes of Utah 
provided for a jury of twelve in criminal trials. The constitu-
tion of the State of Utah reduced the number to eight. A man 
was conyicted in a court of the State, before eight ,iurors, for 
grand larceny committed. in the former Territory. He brought 
his case by writ of error before the Supreme Court of the 
United States, on the ground that the constitutional provision 
as against him was ex post facto, and therefore void. The 
contention was sustained; the court exprcssiug itself in the 
following terms, from which only two of the justices dissented: 
That the provisions of the Constitution of the United States reln.ting 
to the right of trial by jury in suits at common law apply to the Terri-
tories of the United States is no longer an open question. * ·)f -><· It is 
equally beyond question that the provisions of the National Constitution 
relating to trials by jury for crimes, and to criminal prosecutions, apply 
to the Territories of the United States. 2 
It was also held in the same opinion that-
it was not in the power of one accused of felony, by consent expressly 
given or by his silence, to authorize a jury of only eight persons to paRs 
upon the question of his guilt.~ 
· If the views thus expressed are not overruled they must 
lead to the conclusion that no conviction for crime could be 
bad in any of our new possessions, after the establishment 
tbere of an orderly civil government, whether constituting it 
au "organized Territory" or an "unorganized Territory," ex-
cept upon a j nry trial. 
I think also that by the ordinary rules of construction, the 
provision of tbe third, :fifth, and eighth amendments must be 
regarded in any form of Territorial government which Con-
re may construct for any part of tbe United States, includ-
in f cour e, Porto Rico and tbe -Philippine , hould the 
P nding treaty ratifi. d, and if, a I have taken for granted 
i d to u th over ignty ov r both. If not, it mu t be on 
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the theory that the guaranties which they afford to personal 
liberty refer only to proceedings had iu the exercise of the 
judicial power of the United States. To read them th.us would 
seem to me to violate tlle ordinary rule that constitutional 
provisions for the safety of the individual and the security of 
property should be farnrably and liberally coustrued.l It 
would also lead to what I should say was tho inadmissible 
assumption that the amendments set up no checks against 
executive and legislative power.2 
The fourth amendment, which guards the people against 
unreasonable arrests and general warrants, was successfully 
invoked in au early case before Chief Justice Marshall, aris-
ing in the Territory of Orleans. General Wilkinson, who was 
tben in command of the army of tlle United States, and 
superintending the fortifications at New Orleans, arrested two 
men implicated in the Burr conspiracy, and sent them on to 
Washington for trial. There was a Territorial court at New 
Orleans before which they might have been prosecuted. .Ar-
rived at Washington, they applied for a writ of habeas corpus, 
and were discharged by order of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, mainly on the ground that they could only be 
prosecuted where their offense was committed, and so that 
their arrest was unwarranted by tlie Oonstitution.3 Judge 
Story, in commenting on the decision, remarks that as the 
arrests were made without any warrant from a civil magis-
trate, they were in violation of the third arnendment.4 
A still more important precedent is that furnished by Milli-
gan's case. During the civil war Indiaua was a, State border-
ing on disputed territory. It bad been itself invaded by Con-
federate forays, and further i11cursions were apprehended. 
The President had therefore made it a military district. A 
powerful secret associa,tiou existed there, under military 
organization, which was plotting insurrection.5 In 1864 one 
of its members was arrested and tried before a military com-
mission, convicted of a, treasonable con.:;piracy and violation 
of the laws of war, and sentenced to be banged. The Presi-
dent approved the sentenee. On a writ of habeas corpus the 
1 Boyd v. United States, 116 United Stat.es Reports, 61G. 
2 State v. Griswold, 67 Counecticut Reports, 290,309. 
3 Ex parto Bollman, 4 Cranch's Reports, 75. 
4 Story's Commentaries 011 the Constitution, § 1895, note. 
5 Ex parte :Milligan, 4 ·wallace's Reports, 140. 
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Supreme Court of the United States ordered bis discharge, 
and laid <lown these princip1es of decision: 
The Constitution of the United States is a law for rulers ancl people, 
e<Jnally in war ancl in peace, ancl covers with the shield of its protection 
all classes of men, at all times, and under all circumstances. 1 -~ * 
The great mirnls of the country have clifferecl on the correct interpretation 
to be given to various provisions of the Federal Constitution, ancl judicial 
clecision has been often invoke<l to settle their trne meaning, but until 
recently no one ever doubted that the right of trial by jury was fortified 
in the organic law against tho power of attack. It is now assailed, butH 
ideas can be expressed in words, and language has an y meaning, this 
right-one of the mo&.t valuable in a free conut,ry-i1-1 preserved to every 
one accused of crime who is not attachecl to the Army, or Navy, or militia 
in actual service. 2 ·•· -~ If, in foreign invasion or civil war, the 
courts are actually closed, and it is impossible to a<lmin ister criminal jus-
tice acconling to Jaw,. then, on the theater of active military operations, 
\\·here war really prevails, there is a necessity to fnrnish a substitute for 
the civil authority, thus overthrown, to preserve the safety of the Army 
and society, ancl as no power is l oft but the military, itis allowed to gov-
ern by martial rule until tho l aws can li avo their free conrse. As neces-
sity creates the rule, so it limits its duration, for if this government is 
continued after tho courts are reinstated it is a gross nsnrpation of power. 
Mai ti al rule can never exist where the courts are open an d in tho proper 
and unobstructed exercise of their jurisdiction. It is also confin ecl t o the 
locality of actual war. 3 
From the fnndamental positions thus taken there was no 
dissent, though Chief Justice Chase and tliree of his a.sso-
ciates were of opinion that Congress could, under tbe cir-
cumstances existing in Indiana, have authorized such a mode 
of trial. They agreed to the judgment on the ground that 
Congress bad not authorized it, but sta,ted their own view in 
these words: 
"We by no means assert that Congress can establish ancl apply the Jaws 
of war where no war bas been declared or exis tis. W here peace exists tho 
laws of pea.co must prevail. ·what we <lo maintain is, that when the 
nat ion is involved in war, arnl some portions of the conutry a re invaded, 
ancl an ar expos d to inva ion, it is within tho power of Congres to 
c1et rmine in what Statef! or districts such great auil i111mi11ent pnblic dan-
ger xi 'tf! as justifies the authorization of military tribunals for the trial 
of ·rim s and off uses against the dis ipline or security of the Army or 
again t the pnhlic sa~ ty . ' 1 · * * There arc 1111<1 r t h Constitution 
thr kinds of militar~' jmif!cliction-ono to l>e exercised uoth iu peace and 
war· an tlwr to h x r ·if!e11 in tim, of fon•ign war without th bounda-
1 i · of b {' nit d :-' at s, or in tim of r •h llion and C'ivil war within 
, ' tat ·· or di trict oc<·npi cl by reh ls tr a.t cl as bellirr< r nts; and a tbinl 
1 Ibid. , 12 . 2lb i<l. , 123. 3lbid ., 127. 
•E:r.parl"- . Jilli •no, 170 uited lntes Rl)porls , 140. 
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to be exercised in time of invasion or insurrection within the limits of the 
United States, or during rebellion within the limits of States maintaining 
adhesion to the National Government, when the public danger requires 
its exercise. The first of these may be called jurisdiction under military 
law, and is found in acts of Congress prescribing rules and articles of 
war, or otherwise providing for the government of the national forces; 
the second may be distinguished as military government, superseding, as 
far as may be deemed expedient, the local law, and exercised by the mili-
tary commander m1der the direction of the President, with the express or 
implied sanction of Congress; while the third may be denominated rnar-
tia,l law proper, and is called into action by Congress, or temporarily, 
when the action of Congress can not be invited, and in the case of justi-
fying or excusing peril, by the President, in times of insurrection or 
invasion, or of civil or foreign war, within districts or localities where 
ordinary la,w no longer adequately secures public safety and private 
rights. 1 
At the present moment the conditions thus described exist. 
The President is holding these islands during a foreign war, 
with the rights of a military commander in an enemy'R coun-
try. He has granted an armistice. He has negotiated a treaty 
of peace. But, until the Senate acts, our declaration of war 
-remains unrevoked; a state of war, for an purposes of mih-
tary occupation, still continues; and these islands, though 
ours as to the rest of the world, are still Spain's to us.2 
Let me briefly summarize the conclusions which, it would 
seem to me, we must accept. 
There is no constitutional o~jection to ~he acquisition of 
any or an of our new possessions, or to subjecting them to a 
temporary governrneut of military or colonial form. 
There ·is uo constitutional oqjection to our taking temporary 
possession of Cnba, as a friend of the Onbans, and maintaining 
peace and order by a military occupation, under the President 
of the United States, until such time as we may deem its peo-
ple fit to govern themselves. It is a practical application of 
the Mouroe doctrine in its modern form. 
Until Congress acts, the President can govern our new pos-
sessions with 110 other autl1ority than that with which his great 
office is clothed by the Constitution in its grant of executive 
power.3 · 
If the Spanish treaty should be ratified, Congress could 
replace the temporary government whicli the Presi<leut has 
, et up in Porto Rico by whatever form of administration it 
1IIJitl ., lH, 142. 2 F lcming v. Page, !l lioward·s Reports, GU, 615. 
3 Leiteustlorfe1· v. WelJh, 20 Howard's Reports, 176, 178. 
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may think proper, not inconsistent with the principles and pro-
visions of the Constitution of the United States, and maintain 
it until the inhabitants may be fit to govern themselves. No 
fixed limit of time can be assigned for the duration of such a 
regime. We have held Alaska under such conditions already 
for thirty years, and she is hardly more deserving of autonomy 
now than when she was a Russian province. We have held 
New Mexico, under different forms of administratfon, for nearly 
fifty years, and the character and traditions and laws of a 
Latin race are still so deeply stamped upon her people and her 
institutions that no demand of party exigency has been strong 
enough to secure her admission to the privilege of statehood. 
Here, as in so many other matters where constitutional law 
and legislative policy may come in conflict, every presumption 
is to be made in favor of the good faith of Congress and the 
wise exercise of its discretion. · 
Upon the ratification of the treaty, Porto Rico would become 
(and for the first time become) a part of the United States; 
b11t our customs laws would not have full operation there until 
Congress created the necessary collection districts and ports 
of eutry.1 Until then the temporary government of the Presi-
dent would continue; duties on imports could be lawfully col-
lected by his agents; and whatever courts of a municipal char-
acter he ma,y have set up would continue in the discharge of 
their functions, with the power of life and death.2 
A port or island like Guam, taken for military or naval pur-
poses, can be permanently kept under military law. 
And here sucli certainty as can be derived from judicial prec-
edent or settled 1egis1ative construction and popular acquies-
cence comes to an end. 
How long and with what effect Congress might allow our 
new po. se ·sions to be held under military rule; whether Porto 
Rico can be held permanently and avowedly as a colonial 
d pendence; whether the Philippines could be held perma-
nently, i th r with or without a view of ultimately dividing 
b m int tates to be admitted as such into the Union; 
wb th r th y could l>e given over to their inhabitant ; wh ther 
all tric l for ,rime, committed tbere must be by jury; wh ther 
'uha whi h w hav taken in the capacity of a friend or pro-
1FI ming 11. Pngr, 0 1Iownrd '1-1 Rr ports, 602, 616,617 ; Hamilton 1,. ])illi11, 21 "\Vnlla '!! 
Hf'port. , 73, , !J7. 
,.r ·<·kn t·. Moot 0111 ·ry, 13 Ilowar<l '11 R portfl , 40 , 615; Th 'rap Allot, O " 'nllar 's 
l • rt , 12 , 133. 
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tector, for the benefit of its people, through a war, at the out-
set of which the public faith was pledged not to acquire it for 
ourselves by righ t of conquest, could, should we come at last 
to despair of their capacity for self-government, be kept as 
part of the territory of t he United States; whether in this 
Republic there can be settled iuhabitants of civilized or semi-
civilized races owing allegiance to tlle United States alone, bnt 
who can be regarded as subjects and not citizens 1 -these are 
questions not irrevocably settled so far as we can consult the 
oracles of the past, and in view of which the Senate must act, 
in dealing with the great issue now presented to it, as the 
executive council with which t he States have surrounded the 
President to protect their interest s against any und11e exercise 
of Executive power. 
Our Constitution was made by a civilized and educated peo-
ple. It provides guaranties of personal security which seem 
ill adapted to t he conditions of society that prevail in many 
parts of our new possessions. To give the half civilized 
Moros of tile Philippines, or the ignorant and lawless brigands 
that infest Porto Rico, or even the ordinary Filipino of Manila, 
the benefit of such immunities from the sharp aml sudden 
justice or injustice which tLey h ave been hitherto accustomed 
to expect, would , of course, be a serious obs tacle to tbe main-
tenance there of an efficient government. Every p eople under 
a written constitution must experience <lifficulties "of adminis-
tration that are unknown to 11atious like Great Britain which 
are unfettered by legal restrain ts imposed by former genera-
tions. It is part of the price it pays for liberty that new con-
ditions must be dealt with in fun da mentals under old laws. 
The people of the Uniteu Sta tes, when they framed this Con-
stitution for themselves and t hefr posterity, had they contem-
plated a day when the Executive might negotiate a treaty of 
cession embracin g an archipelago in the waters of Asia, migbt · 
·have relaxed some of the rest rictions which they were laying 
down to limit the legislative p ower ; they might also have 
strengthened and multiplied t hem. They may now be asked 
to declare their will through tbe slow process of constitutional 
amendment, but until tliey speak we must take the Constitu-
tion as it i s. 
1 S.ee on this point Boyd v. '!.'hayer, 143 United States Reports, 135, 162, 169 ; In r e Look 
'l'ing Sing, 10 Sawyer's Reports, 353; 21 Federal Reporter, 905. 
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GERMANS IN AMERICA. 
By ERNEST BRUNCKEN. 
There bas been considerable activity within the last few 
years in exploring the sources of information regarding the part 
played by immigrants of German tongue and their descend-
ants during the colouial and r evolutionary periods. But almost 
nothing bas been done hitherto by historical studenfa;; writing 
in English t o elucidate the history of the German element 
since the war of the Revolution. Even systematic attempts at 
co1lecting materials regarding this phase of American history 
are few and far l.>etween. Aside from the more or less desul-
tory attempts of occasional individuals, and of late a few Ger-
man societies and clubs, the student finds no assistance in his 
search for sources. What little bas been written in English 
regarding the subject is of an economic rather than historical 
character; very few scholars seem to be aware that German 
immigration has bad, duri11g the last hundred years, an inter-
esting. course of historical development, and that it is quite 
impossible t o understand t he social and political history of 
those portions of our country where German settlers have been 
numerous and influential without acquainting one's. self with 
the successive stages of that development. 
Perhaps the temptation is great to consider the immigrants 
from German-speaking countries as merely a part of the great 
waves of westward migration to which we owe the conquest 
of a continent. If this view were correct, there could be no 
question of a separate history of German-Americans as a part 
of the general history of our people. This view would prob-
ably be correct if the German immigrants, during these hun-
dred years, had consisted exclusively of people who came here 
simply to better their mat erial condition. But the truth is 
that a very large portion of Germans, especially during the 
period from 1815 to 18G0, came here for far different reasons. 
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They came here because they hoped to realize in the Western 
Hemisphere certain political and social ideals. To tuis class 
belong not only the political exiles proper-i. e., persons who 
were compelled to leave their native land in order to escape 
punishment for political offeuses-but also the much larger 
class of persons who lrnd never come into conflict with tbe 
laws, but sympathized with the revolutionary movemeuts in 
the old country to such an extent that they could not rest sat-
isfied at home. Not a few of these people were in comforta,ble 
circumstances, while others had held places of k1rnt and influ-
ence in their native land. The effect of their activity ju their 
adopted country on tlie political and social life of large por-
tions of the United States has been very great and is plainly 
perceptible to the present day. It follows that the nature of 
their influence and the manner in which they exercised it 
become highly important subjects of historical investigation. 
Another impulse, apart from that of seeking for material 
improvement, which brought many thousa,nds of Germans to 
this country, was of a religious nature. The pietistic move-
ment which was such an important factor in the earlier German 
immigration still survived during the earlier years of the 
11ineteenth century, but it had little i11fiuenee on the general 
fate of the German element. It expended itself iu the orgaui-
zatiou of communistic settlements, as it has doue so frequently 
from the clays of tLe "Woman in the Desert i' to tho e of Zoar 
and New Harmony. But of quite a different nature was the 
movement of the Old Lutl1erans into this country. The ideas 
of the leaders of that movement, skillfully availing them..,elve 
of the 1mBger c,f the North German peasantry for land wldclt 
the We t offered them in abnndaucc, i · still powerful am011g 
th adhel'ent. of the Lutherau Church i 11 America, and one 
of the , tr ngc t ·onscrvativc forces in existence. 
Th r i: 110 appreciable number of Ca,tllolics who came to 
tl1 11it l 1 tate. priucipally for relio-iou rea 011 . But tli 
(..-Prmc 11 l m nt within the Roma11 Cburcll liold., in some 
r · P t · ,'O di:tin ·ta po itio11, th:1t ib liistory mu t be tl1 r· 
ng11l • und r toocl l>y tl1 Htu<l n t who would a11alyzc U1 
inti 1 11 · f tlu pow rful e ·cle ' ia,· ical organization upon 
he lii. ·tor · I'(...- •1·111a11 immig-r, tio11 <lnring tlt 
:P11 tu·· m~ 'h 'ro11 hl · livitl •cl into two p •ri <1.1. 
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from 1860 to 1870 forms a transitiou from one to the other. 
At the beginning of that decade the civil war greatly reduced 
the number of arrivals, while toward its end the great land-
grant railroads began their vigorous exertions to attract for-
eign settlers to their rich farming lands. From the Revoh1-
tionary war to about 1815 the number of immigrants from 
Germany was· comparatively small. Since about 1860 there 
l1ave been practically 110 political exiles, except a few sttay 
socialists or anarchists. During the period from 1815 to 1860, 
while the majority of immigrants then, as at all times, C01l-
~isted of laboren-:, artisans, and farmers who sought better 
material conditions, there was hardly a year without the arrival 
of a number of Germans belouging to the higher classes of 
society and being moved to expatriation by political discon-
tent. In the years immediately following the European revo-
lutionary movements of 1830 and 1848, especially t.110 latter 
year, the number of these immigrants became so large that 
they soon form ed a most important element among the Germa.n 
residents of this country. 
It is· not the purpose of this paper fo give even an outline of 
the manifold activities of the German element in the United 
States during tliese years in the fields of politics, s.ocial reform, 
education, and art. It is doubtful, in fact, whether anyone 
would be competent at this moment to write such a history, 
simply because the widely scattered materials have not yet 
been gathered and made accessible. When this history comes 
to be written there will be no lack of interest to the student of 
our political, social, and religious development, nor even to the 
lover of picturesque or dramatic incident. The salient points 
in that history will be the early settlements of Germans along 
the receding frontier, from Ohio to the Rocky Mountains; the 
attempts at organized colonization, notably that of the "Aclels-
Verein" in Texas, which, in melancholy and picturesque inter-
est and hardships of all sorts endured by the settlers, rivals 
auy of the tales told about the sufferings of the seventeenth-
century colonists; the various so-called "Latin settlements'' 
in Ohio,- Illinois, Missouri, and elsewhere, which became cen-
ters of light and higher culture in the crudeness of frontier 
conditions. Next would come the advent of the "Forty-
eighters," with its ineidents of public receptions and triumphal 
progresses throu gh the country like that of Gottfried Kinkel. 
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The political activity of these new~omers, eccentric and im-
practical as it often was, will have to be t raced in detail, for it 
has powerfully influenced the fate of political parties in many 
of tbe States, and its effects can be felt t o the present day. 
The more or less fanciful attempts at crea ting purely German 
States in the West, utter failures though they were, must 
receive their snare of attention. The rivalrie·s between the 
"Grays" and the" Greens," L e., the older residents aud the 
newcomers after 1848, are sometimes amusiug, and of interest 
because of their effects on politics and especially the fortu11es 
of the young Republican party. The antislavery struggle, 
especially in the West, can not be fully understood without a 
consideration of the part the Germans took in it. Nor would 
our political and religious life be what it is if it had been un-
influenced by the bitter quarrels of tbe German Radicals with 
the Roman Catholics, at the same time tha t the Knownothiug 
movement threatened foreigners of all reli gious beliefs. 
Since the civil war the vigor and interest of German-
American life as a distinct entity bas declined considerably. 
The German element of to-day is less widely separated from 
the great stream of American life than it was in the earlier 
days. This is undoubtedly because the later immigrants have 
found upon their arrival a large body of older residents, par-
tially Americanized, together with their native-born cbildren, 
who form an easy transition to the mass of the American 
people. Nevertheless, there are many phases of our later his-
tory which must remain obscure without a thorough acquaint-
ance with the part taken in them by tlle citizens of Germain 
extraction. This is true notably of the school question wbich 
ha agitated ma11y Western States, the questions of finance 
a11d prohibition, certain features of ecclesia,stical development, 
the labor movement, and other important matter . 
Of publi bed matter dealing with these subj ects in the 
ngli h language, there i but very little. What can be foull(l 
mo ly deal with pioueer incid nts, an<l js apt to be of a 
·b ract r prin ipally l cal and p r onal.1 Of German publi-
ti u · print cl in thi country a,nd avowedly devoted t the 
hi tory f h rma,n el men t, there i al o but little. Fore-
t am u ·11 pu li ation mu t b m nti n cl a monthly 
1 
.' m<'thin it r ·gar_ling lh polilirnl u tivi y of the For ty- igbt(•r!! may occasionnll y b 
found In Kuownothm ' 1,uhli ·ntion , but this sourc 111 ut1t, for ohdous r asout1, b han-
1lk1l ·itb · r. 
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magaziue which <luriug fifteen years appeared. at Cincinnati 
under the auspices of the German Pioneers' Club and the edi-
torial leadership of Henry Rattermann. This little --publica-
tion is a rich mine of information, but as it is of a popular 
nature it also contains much trivial and irrelevant matter. 
Biographical accounts of a large number of the more promi-
nent amoug the German immigrants before 1848, together 
with a good deal of miscellaneous information concerniug our 
suhject, are foun,1 in a volume by Gustav K eemer, cited in the 
note below. A volume edited by Anton Eickhoff, containing 
contributions from various pens, has much valuable mate-
rial. So does· Schem's Deutsch-amerikanisches Konversations-
Lexicon. Various local histories, some of which are cited 
below, contain notices of general iuterest. t 
The most important source of information is to be found in 
the German newspapers of this country. The German-
American press, as is well known, dates back to the earlier 
half of the eighteenth century, took new life, after a period of 
decay, since the yea,r 1830, and reached very great importance, 
both as to the number of publications and their character, 
since the year 1848. It is only within the last few years that it 
bas shown marked indications of ha-ving passed its most flour-
ishing period. But unfortunately complete files of the earlier 
German newspapers, especially during the period from 1830 
to 1860, are extremely rare. This is especially true of some of 
the more short-lived publications of _the Forty-eighters, which, 
however, are precisely those most desirable for historical 
investigation. 
Next to 11ewspapers and periodicals printed in this country 
come publications appearing in Europe and written either by 
residents of the United States or by travelers. Of these there 
1 Der Deutsche Pionier; monthly; 15 volum es. Cincinnati, 1869- 1884. 
Gustav Koerner, Das tleutsc11e Element in den Ver. Staaten von Nord-.A.merika. Cin-
cinnati, .A. E. Wilde & Co. 1880. 8vo. Pp. 461. 
Emil Klauprecht, Dentsche Chronik iu <ler Geschichte des Ohio-Thales. Cincinnati. 
Rudolph .A. Koss, Milwaukee. Milwaukee, 1871. 8vo. Pp. 473. 
G. Goebel, Li:i,nger als ein Menscbcnleben in Missouri. 
L . Stier Jin , Der Staat Keutuck_y 11nd die Stadt Louisville . 
.Armin Tenner, Cincinnati sonst und jet.zt. Cincinnati, Mecklenburo- & Rosenthal 
1E71. b , 
.Alexander Schem, Dentsch-arnerikanisches Konver;ations-Lexicon. New York, 1869-
1874. 11 vols . 
.Anton .Eickhoff (ed.), In der 11euen lleimatL. Gescbichtlich e Mittheilungen iiber die 
deutsche Einwanderung in allen Theilen der Union. New York, Steiger & Co., 1884, 
Largo 8vo. Pp. 398. .Appendix, pp. 164. 
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_ is of course a very large number, of all characters and with 
all kinds of objects in view-from the serious scientific volume 
to the lightest of feuilletons. It is not attempted iu this 
pa,per to present an even approximately complete bibliography 
of this class of books. l\Iost of them may be found in Sabin's 
Dictionary of Books Relating to A merica, as fa r as that work 
ltas gone down the alphabet. I will merely call attention to 
a few of these publications which are of particular interest 
to the student of German-American ltistory. 
There is, first of all, the long series of books intended ex-
pressly for the guidance and inform ation of the emigrant. 
Most of these are compilations of very iuferior value, but a 
few should, be mentioned as of a superior character. Emi-
nent among them is a little work by Gottfried Duden, who 
lived for some years on a farm in W arren County, Missouri. 
His lively and somewhat romantic descriptions of life in tho 
woods and prairies of the frontier were _ in~trnmeutal in l>ring-
ing to this country an unusually large number of GermanR, 
especially from the well-to-do and educated classes, soll1e of 
whom afterwards became prol))inent i n various walks of life. 
Another book of special interest belonging to this class is 
Aussichten fLi.r gebil<lete Deutsche in :Nonl -Arnerika, by 
Franz Loeber, which addresses itself especially to emigrants 
of the educated classes.1 
Among books with more or less serioui:, scientific or politi-
cal purposes should be mentioned Franz Loeher's Geschichte 
und Znsti:i,ncle der Deutsch en in Ameri ka. This was the :first 
attempt at giving a comrncted history of the German-Ameri-
cans, from the arrival of Pastorius and L is fellow-pilgrims 
dowu. But the pl'iucipal obj ect of t he volume is to promote 
the plaus theu largely entertaiued for concentrating all Ger-
man immigrants in the Northwest and gradually creatiug a 
purely German State. Of the very large number of book of 
trav I app al'iug before t he civil war a few are mention ed in 
t he not , which arc particularly impor tant for the tudent of 
our subje ·t .2 
1 Gollfri <1 Dnclrn, B richt iib r in Jtei. e unch clen westlich n V rciuiglc·n , taateu 
Tor!l-A111nika'>1 11ncl <·in<·n m hrjiihrig n Aufeutha!L am 11..lisso11ri (in d1·n Jiihreu 1824, 
l '.!5, l :!G, un<l 1 27). Elhorf Id, 1820. 8,·o. Pp. 401. 2d clilion, Bonn, 1 34. 
Fran1, Lnl'iwr, , \11•11iic·htcn fiir ~·bilddo Dent11ch in Norcl-Amerika. B din, J11li11il 
:pri11:,:n, I ;;:1. 121110. l'p. 01. 
Juliu Froc·h I, Am1w1u11l1·n·r-Uihliothc•k. Verzeichni,is dt•r in dt'll I •tr.ten r. hn Jahr n 
'\<:!ii 11c•11 n :r·hrirt ·n fiir An. wnml«·run ,. It111lol11ln1lt, 1852. 8,·o. Pp. 33 . 
• Fran 1. L?<'b r, C, · d1irh I un1l Zu11tiinrle 11 •r D ut. c·hen in Arn rika . Cinduuali, 
l•,n.: · "11lk11p ; Lc·ipzi~, r. I. Kor hl ·r, 1 17. Pp. 541. 2cl 11itio11, Giitting •11, 1855 . 
. J; I~. H,• k 1:~· c-inl1 ,m,\ w1liti du· Z11. t:in1Jp i11 d n Y1·r ioi ,t ·n 'taatrn. 
• I,m h , l u Im Jalm· 1 t • Ellx:rfold, 1 ,o. 
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A class by itself might be formed of the pnblications of the 
disappointed. The most important of these are the Atlan-
tische Studien, in which numerous educated immigrants found 
vent for .their sorrow in the fact that the real world was quite 
different, even in America, from what they had fancied. it in 
their enthusiastic dreams. 1 
The publications of various ecclesiastical bodies, both in 
this country and in Europe, are very rich iu material. Ouly 
a few of them are mentioned l>elow.2 
Considerable light is thrown on the movement by the pub-
lications issued by the various German goverrnents. A few 
of these are specified below.3 
During the last thirty years the amount of material waiting 
to be collected. and sifted. is even larger than during the pre-
ceding period. But enough seems to have been said to call the 
attention of scholars to a fiel<l. of inquiry which is still practi-
cally in virgin condition. 
Moritz Busch, ,Vanderu ngen zwiscben Hudson nnd Mississippi. J. Z. Cotta, Stuttgart 
und Tiibiugen, 1854. 2 vols . 8rn. Pp. 390, 381. 
Dr. J . G. Buettner, Briefo a ns u nd tiber die V ereinigten Staaten. 2 Yols . Dresden, 1846. 
O. V. Dwingels, R eise-Bcricb te iiher di e V ereinigten Staaten von Nor<l-Amerika, 1843 
Uil<l 1844. 
J 'uliusFroebel, Aus A meri ka . E rfabrungeu, Reisen urnl Stuclien. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1856. 
Julius Froebe! , Die clentscho Auswaudernn/.( uml ihre cultur-historischo Bedetunug. 
Leipzig, Franz ·wagner , 1858. Sm . Pp. 103. 
,Tulius Froebe!, Amerik a, Europa uud die politischeu Gesichtspunkte der Gegeuwart. 
Berlin, J'. Springer, 1859. 12mo. l'p . 213. 
Julius Froebe!, Ein L eheuslanf. Erinnerungcn eines Achtzigjiihrigen. 2 vols. 
W. Grisson, Beitriigc zu r Cbarakteri s tik der Vereiuigtc11 Staaten. Hamburg, 1844. 
Dr. Willi clm Frank, Dcutschl :rnd in A m c-rilrn, 1830. Ca;,scl. 
Alexa1Hler Ziegle1·, Skizze11 ci ncr Tieii:;c durch Nnnlamcrika uml Wcs timlien, mit beson-
clerer Dcri'tcksichtigung des dcu tscb eu Elcmeute;,, etc . Dresden uml Leipzig, Arnoldi, 
1848. 2 vols. 
F erdinand Roemer, Texas. Bonn, 1840. 
H. Ebrenherg, Fabrteu un<l Schicksale e i11es D eut schcn iu T exas, 1845 . 
1 Atlantischo Studien . Von Dcntschen in Amcrika. 8 Yols. 8Yo . G tit tin gcn, 1853-1855. 
Dr . .A.. Kirsten , Skizzen ans den Vereinigten Staaten von N orclamerilrn. L eipzig, Brock-
haus, 1854. 16mo. Pp. 347. 
2 Berichte der L eopoldinen-Stif'i un g im K a iscrthum Oesterreich. A uon. Gegenwarti-
ger Zustancl der kath. K ircho in den V ereinigtcn Staaten von Nordarnerilrn. Send-
schreiben an H errn v. Bcck edorf. R egen shurg, 1842. 
Dr. Joseph Salzbacher, Meino Heise n ach Nordamerika im J ahro 1842. Vienna, 1845. 
Dr. Friedrich Rcse, .A. briss dcr G cschicb te des Bisthnms Cincinnati. Vienna, 1829. 
W. N. Ilolle.aberg, Die D cutscb e11 in Amerika . Mittbeilungen des BerlinerVereius fiit· 
die ausgewanderten D ou tscben <lcr ovangelisch en Kircbo im 'iVesten Nonl-Amerikas. 
Berlin, Wiegan<lt & Griebeu , 1850. Svo. Pp. 40. · 
Dr. Philipp Schaif, Ame rik a . Die politi schen, socialeu und kirchlicb-religiosen Zu-
stande der V ereinigten Staateu, m it h esonderer Hii cksicht auf die Deutscheu. Wiegandt 
& Grieben, Berlin, 1854. 
3 V. Fiirstenwiirther, Reise nach d. Vereinig teu Staaten ,on Nordamerika, im Auftracre 
des kg!. niederHindischen Gesan<l tcn am <le utschen Bundest,age. .Frankfort a. M. , 18i"'9. 
Die .Answamlerung in den J ab rc11 1840 bi s rnit 1855. In Beitriige znr Statistik der 
inneren Verwaltung des Grossli ztb . Baden , H eft 5, Carlsrube, 1857. 
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THE REAL ORIGIN OF THE SWISS REPUBLIC. 
By vVII.LIAM D. McCRACKAN. 
It is the misfortune of Swiss history that, although very little 
is popularly known about it, that little is almost invariably 
incorrect. There is a widespread ·but vague idea that a regu-
larly organized republic has existed in the Alps from time 
immemorial under the name Helvetia. Nothing could be more 
misleading; for, as a matter of fact, the Swiss Republic had 
no existence before 1291, at which date the three communities 
of Uri, Schwiz, and Unterwalden united in a perpetual pact 
against the encroachments of Habsburg-Austria. As for the 
Celtic tribe of the Helvetii, who inhabited parts of what is 
now Switzerland under the Roman dominion, they had no more 
to do with fouuding the Swiss Republic than bad the Indians 
in our own country to do with framing the Constitution of the 
United States. Around the three communities of Uri, Schwiz, 
and Unterwalden as a nucleus the Swiss Republic grew in 
course of time by tbe adherence of other communities until it 
reached its present proportions of twenty-two cantons in 1815. 
The very name of Switzerland was unknown before the :fifteenth 
century, when for the first time the eight states which then 
composed the Republic began to be called Die Schweiz, after 
Schwiz, which was the most pronounced of the primitive states 
in its opposition to the pretensions of the nobility. While the 
Germans pronounced the name Schweiz, the French called it 
Suisse, the Italians Svizzera, and the English Switzerland-
the land of the Switzers. Nor did the early Swiss set up a 
sovereign republic in our acceptation of the word either in 
internal or external policy. The class distinctions of the feudal 
ages continued to exist in their midst, and they by no meaus 
disputed the supreme rule of tbe head of the German Empire 
over them, but rather gloried in the protection which this 
direct dependence afforded them against a multitude of inter-
mediate preying nobles. It was not until 1648, by the peace 
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of Westphalia, that the complete independence of the Swiss 
from the German Empire was established beyond question. 
For a long time the real origin of the Swiss Republic was 
obscured by the story of William Tell and the traditions con-
tained in the so-called White Book of Sarnen. .As long _as the 
birth of the little mountain confederation was attributed to 
the chance of an arrow in its flight the true causes were 
overshadowed. 
But now that William Tell has been relegated to the realms 
of legendary lore, we are in position to estimate the funda-
mental causes in a direct and scientific manner. 
Tlrn three original communities of Uri, Schwiz, and Unter-
walden appear for the first time in history during the seventh 
and eighth centuries. There are no traces of lake dwellings 
within their territory. On the Roman charts there is nothing 
but a blank for the whole ·region. Aftet the fall of the Roman 
Empire, the Teutonic Alamanni slowly took possession. As 
the plains of northern Switzerland became more and more 
thickly settled, pioneers, adventurous spirits moved up· into 
the then savage country that skirts the Lake of Luzern, pushed 
into the forests, and made clearings. This colonization was 
accomplished in three different ways: By freemen who occupied 
and tilled their own land under the immediate protection of the 
Empire, by bondmen sent out from ecclesiastical institutions 
or by bondmen in the employment of secular nobles. 
In spite of this diversity of condition the colouists were 
united in one peculiar institution, in tbe Association of tlle 
Mark, for the management of their common ]ands. 
I propose to strike straight_ for the central fact of Swiss 
independence. Here in the Association of the Mark we have 
the kernel of the nut, the germ of Swiss freedom. 
Each community et apart its alrnenc7s or commons in the 
valley. and its alps or summer pastures on the mountains. 
Th early patriot ' operated a crude system of land comm uni m. 
In pring th cattle were driven up into the mountains to take 
I e i n of the grazing lands a the snow receded. uring 
tll ir en th hay wa made and hou d in the valley fi r 
wint r fo 1 r. • tym logi ·t ar not y t agreed whether the 
meant originally comm n land or fodder land, 
ri II ar d ating wh th r th u of it We. int nded 
mmuni tic or not. Th 
·id , nt th fleet of th 
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patent to all. These rustics, by treating at least some of the 
total supply of land as common property, excluded the possi-
bility of the complete monopolization of the land by the feudal 
nobility. Within the Association of the Mark the early Swiss 
learned their first lessons in self-goverment. As it was neces-
sary to regulate the use of the common lands, semi-agricultural, 
· semi-political meetings of all the inhabitants were convened at 
stated times. These were the Landsgemeinden, which have 
survived to our own time iu several of the pastoral cantons 
and which resemble our own New England town meetings 
more closely than any institution in the world. 
Perhaps overmuch stress should not be laid upon inferences 
drawn from etymology, but this name Landsgemeinde is sug-
gestive in itself, tbis gemeinde or community of the land, 
wlletber the Germau word Land be used here in the sense of 
district or in the sense of soil. 
It is therefore especially significant that the very first 
Landsgemeinde of which we have any documentary record 
met in Schwiz in 1204 and promulgated a decree dealing with 
the subjec_t of land tenure: The assernble(l people agreed to 
forbid auyone to sell or give land to monasteries or to aliens 
under pain of a heavy fine. All land thus alienated must 
be bought back or else confiscated by the community. The 
monasteries must pay the t-,ame taxes as all other members of 
the community or else be excluded from using the common 
lands. Aliens must p::).y the same taxes; nor can they exact 
any compensation from their tenants for this reason or take 
the land away from them. 
Rough and ready as these regulations undoubtedly were, 
they gave evidence of great insight on the part of the rude 
peasants. They constituted a revolt against the absorption 
of land by great ecclesiastical corporations or absentee land-
lords, and laid the foundations for a stable, compact common-
wealth against which the attacks of armed feudalism proved 
impotent. 
Nowhere can the historical development of the Alrnend and 
Landsgemeinde be studie<l to better advantage than in the 
community of Schwiz itself, in Schwiz, which gave its name 
to the Republic and its coat of arms (a white cross on a red 
ground) to be the flag of Switzerland; within whose bound-
aries, at Brunnen, the perpetual pact of 1291 was confirmed 
in 1315, and on whose frontier, at Morgarten, was fought the 
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first battle of the war of independence against Habsburg-
Austria. 
At the outbreak of this war of independence the land of 
Schwiz, with the exception of a few estatei:; belonging to eccle-
siastical and secular nobles, was common ]and. Karl Blirkli 
assures us, in a pamphlet entitled "Der Ursprung der Eidge-
nossenschaft," that the name of Ober-Allmig, or Ober Almeud, 
is still applied to the wide stretch between the range of the 
Morgarten and the lake of Klonthal, and from the Waggi 
Valley to Gersau. On this land now stand more than thirty 
villages and hamlets. There are hundreds of houses, even 
whole villages, built on this Almend laud, the houses only 
being private property, whereas the land is public. If the 
houses burn down and are not rebuilt within a specified time, 
the land reverts to the community as Almend land. 
The Swiss struggle for independence against Habsburg-
1-\.ustria wa,s long drawn and intermittent, bnt if any one event 
can be characterized at; marking its beginning, it must be the 
quarrel between the, men of Schwiz and the Abbey of Ein-
sideln, standing under tbe protection of Habsburg-Austria, 
concerning the boundaries of their Almend. 
The quarrel was one of long standing. The monastery of 
Einsidcln, when founded in 934, bad received lands to the 
north of the Alm end of Sch wiz. In 1018 the boundaries of 
the monastery were extended southward, and it was not long 
before the expanding community of Schwiz came into conflict 
with the monks. The mountaineers raJiied to the defense of 
their common lands. The dispute dragged along for fully a 
century; it seemed to defy all attempts at a satisfactory solu-
tion. Two emperors were calJed upon to arbitrate, Henry IV 
in 1114, ancl Conrad III in 1144. Both sides robbed, burned, 
and plundered, and it was not till 1217 that a temporary 
c s ation of hostilities was effected by Count Rudolf I of 
Ila urg, acting in the capa ity of umpire. 
Tbi di pute over the Almen<l had, however, b en of ine -
imabl alue to th men of chwiz. It had united th m 
again t a mmou foe; it bad taught them the fir t principle 
f fen, i warfar , which th y were de tined to apply o 
rillian l lat r on; th ir Land. g meind ]rnd fitted them for 
-' lf-" under u 1 , uffrag · the c mmunal unit 
11, l i n of common land a 
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In 1314 the dispute between Schwiz and Einsideln flared 
up again, for in the night of the 6th of Janu~ry a maraudi~g 
band attacked the monast ery, took the sleepmg monks pris-
oners, penetrated into the cellars, broke open the doors of the 
sanctuary, and in drunken fury overthrew the ornaments, 
treasures, vessels, vestments, and relics. · This raid reflects 
but litt]e credit on the men of Schwiz, but it shows the point 
of exasperation to which they had been goaded by the in-
fringements on their Almend. 
The raid on Einsideln led to war between the men of Schwiz 
and the house of Habsburg-Austria, as protectors of the 
monastery. The men of Schwiz called to their aid their con-
federates of Uri and Unterwalden, who, under the same system 
of the Almend, had been growing up to the same status of 
local self-government and economic independence. In 1315 
Duke Leopold invaded Scbwiz and was repulsed with great 
loss by the Confederates in the batt]e of Morgarten. The 
battle proved to be oue of the first occasions iu the Middle 
Ages, if not the very firs t, in which an army of mounted 
knights was conquered by peasants on foot. 
The ball had now been set a -rolling. Little by little Habs-
burg-Austria was crowded out of the possessions it held on 
what is now Swiss soil. The territory it vacated acquired 
self-government-the serfs it left behind became freemen. 
The Republic of Switzerland arose-a new and startling factor 
in the European situation. 
It is not my purpose to describe the subsequent development 
of the Swiss Republic from the battle of Morgarten to the 
present day. Suffice it to insist upon the fact that the pos-
session of common lands was the rallyiug point of the early 
patriots. One can not conceive of the struggle for Swiss inde-
pendence without this incentive, and it seems entirely likely 
that had this system of communism in land not existed at that 
period the Republic of Switzerland would not have sprung up 
in the center of Europe. Its territory would doubtless now be 
forming part of Germany, France, Italy, and Austria accord-
ing to its linguistfo divisions. 
The common lands of Switzerland have maintained them-
selves t.o this day almost intact in the pastoral cantons. 
Even in tlte industrial cantons, where the maintenance of 
common lands encounters greater difficulties, vast tracts of 
forest and even cultivated lands are still owned in common 
' 
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though often rented out to individuals, so that numerous small 
towns and villages actually collect no local taxes at all, and 
are able to distribute fuel to their citizens in winter. Such 
communities live on their ground rents as surely as do great 
landowners in other parts of the world. 
No one will deny that the communistic system of land ten-
ure in Switzerland as practiced in the past and to some extent 
in the present is clumsy and antiquated, and that the same 
ends could better be served by the simple system of taxing 
land values, irrespective of improvements. But the achieve-
ment is the thing, and that is, that the equal rights of all the 
citizens in the land are guaranteed; that the great ethical 
principle finds local expression that the crust of mother earth 
belongs equally to all the children of men. 
The real origin of the Swiss Republic, then, is to be sought 
in the question of land tenure, not in the chance of an arrow 
in its flight. There is an impressive meaning in this fact that 
the land question presided at tlie birth of the nation, which, 
after a career of more than six hundred years, has proved itself 
to be the most enduring republic in existence. 
XVIII.-ERASMUS, nrn PRINCE OF THE HUMANISTS. 




ERASMUS, THE PRINCE OF THE HUMANISTS. 
By GEORGE N ORCROSS , D. D. 
Desiderius Erasmus wa.s the illegitimate son of a Dutch 
priest named Gerhard, and Margaret, the daughter of a 
physician. He was their la st but not their only child. He 
was born in l{otterdam, October 27, in the year 1466 or 1467. 
As he was born out of wedlock, the poor boy had really no 
right to a surname, but fortunately he had the power to make 
a name for himself, and, according to a fashion among scholars 
of his age, be assumed in a translated form his father's name, . 
Gerhard, of which Erasmus is meant for a Greek, and Deside-
rius for a Latin r endering. 
He received bis early education in the cathedral school of 
Utrecht and in a flourish ing classical academy at Deventer, 
where his brilliant natural gifts were recognized, and he was 
especially noted for his prodigious memory. Books were his 
chief delight. In his twelfth year, it is said, he knew Horace 
and Terence by heart. 
After the death of his mother, he wa defrauded out of his 
inheritance by his guardians and put against his will into a 
convent, where be spent five unhappy years in monastic 
seclusion. 
Erasmus found relief from the cloisters' irksome round of 
mechanical devotions in the study of the classics, which he 
pursued without much assistance, but following the natural 
uent of his genius. E ven at this early period he had begun to 
exercise bis pen in both p rose and poetry. He wrote invectives 
against the despisers of eloquence, odes to Christ and the Holy 
Virgin, and an essay ou t he contempt of the world in which 
he paints the corruptions of the age. 
In 1491 Erasmus was delivere1l from this prison life by the 
Archbishop of Cambray, a man of parsimonious spirit, who 
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became his close-fisted patron, first made him his private sec-
retary, then sent him to Paris to go on with his studies, and 
finally ordained him to the priesthood. Erasmus continued 
in the clerical profession, and remained unmarried, but he 
never had a parish. 
The Paris of that day must have had many attractions for 
such a spirit. The University was a great seat of learning; 
the very air seemed charged with sparkling wit; it was the 
study of many to make life pleasant, and the brilliant, witty, 
sarcastic youth plunged with zest into the seething world of 
the gay metropolis. Only one thing seemed to dampen his 
spirits and that was the everlasting reminder of his vows 
which be carried about with him in bis religious habit. His 
cowl ·and frock were every moment in his way. He cursed 
the fate that had made him a monk, and daily pined for 
deliverance. We may admire Bernard of Clairvanx in the 
saintly white of his religious order, but it must be confessed 
that Erasmus was only suitably robed in a scholar's gown. 
He seemed to have lived a kind of precarious existence for 
some years until he had won a high position in scholarship, 
and bis great abilities became generally known. He pursued 
his studies in the University of Paris and at Orleans. His 
favorite authors were Cicero, Terence, Plutarch, and Lucian 
among the classics, Jerome among the fathers, and among 
the moderns of bis time Laurentius Valla, the commentator. 
Fond of his freedom, Erasmus chose an independent literary 
life without a regular charge, surporting himself by teaching 
and frequently accepting the patronage of the great. When 
he became famous lrn received liberal gifts and pensions from 
prelates and princes, and be left at bis death 7,000 ducats. 
Tbe Emperor Charles V gave Lim the title of royal counselor 
to the King of Spain, a sinecure position, which brought bim 
an annual income of 400 guilders after 1516. 
t wa an age in which authors did not receive much direct 
in ome for literary work. The patronage of the great, which 
i alway a precariou support, was doled out to the authors 
of that ge a a remuneration for those omew hat fulsome 
dedi ati ns in which the patron shines as a very M cenas. 
ut ra mu c rtainly had le s rea on to complain than many 
h r · h a treat d very generou ly by his chief publi her, 
en, f . 1 and the donation which be r ceived from 
h ri h an l gr t w re neith r f, w n r mall. 
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We left Erasmus in the University of Paris chafing under 
the limitations of bis lot, plunging into the great libraries, 
writing sarcastic epigrams, making the acquaintance of dis-
tinguished men, acting as tutor to young noblemen, and bathing 
his soul in those fountains of perennial delight to the scholar, 
the ancient classics of Greece and Rome. 
Here it was that, wben about eight anu twe11ty, he made the 
acquaintance of two young noblemen from England who were 
traveling on the Continent, Lord Mountjoy and one of the 
Greys. Lord Mountjoy was wonderfully attracted by the 
brilliance of the young Dutchman; he took him for bis tutor, 
carried him over to England, and introduced llim at the court 
of Henry VIL At once the fortunes of Erasmus were made. 
He clrnrmed every one, and be himself was delighted with the 
country and the people. For a time, at least, he praised every-
thing English except their beer. 
In many of the young men he found his own passion for 
learning. An amusing account is given of bis first meetiug 
with Sir Thomas More, who, though several years his junior, . 
waR already no':ed for those brilliant qualities which have 
made his name immortal in English history. 
Shortly after his arrival, when dining with the lord mayor 
of London, Erasmus noticed on tbe other side of the table a · 
young man of nineteen, slender, fresh colored, with blue eyes, 
coarse han<ls, and the right shoulder somewhat higher than 
the other. His features indicated affability and gaiety. Pleas-
ant 'jests were continually dropping from bis lips. If be could 
not find a joke in English, he would in French, or even in Latin 
or Greek. A contest of wit in all these languages soon ensued 
between Erasmus and the English youth. The former, aston-
ished at meeting with anyone who could hold his own against 
him, exclaimed in Latin, '' You are either More or nobody," 
and Lis young opponent quickly replied in the same language, 
"You are either Erasmus or the devil." More flung himself 
into the arms of Erasmus, and from this time they became fast 
friends. 
Young More was an excellent example of the best fruits of 
the old system. He was full of fun and frolic, but withal so 
serious that at this very time lie was delivering lectures on 
.Augustine's " City of God" before a numerous audience com-
posed of priests and aged men. The thought of eternity bad 
seized him; and being ignorant of God's righteousness, he went 
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about to establish one by his own effort. He scrupulously 
observed all the fasts of the church, and subjected himself to 
the scourge every Friday. 
Sir Thomas wished to s3,ve his soul, but he also wanted all 
that this world can give. He had a suspicion that that was 
impossible, and so he submitted to fasts and- vigils, wore a 
shirt of hair cloth, mortified his body with small chains next 
his skin, in a word, be immolated everything in order to pre-
serve that self which a real regeneration alone can sacrifice. 
But despite all bis mistakes, which were the result of his 
education, he was one of the best and brightest men of bis 
age, and be bad the courage and dignity to go to the block at 
last rather than commit the political aud religious heresy of 
admitting that Henry VIII was the head of the Church of 
Christ in England. 
But now can you imagine the poor student enjoying the 
pleasant portion which be found in the manor houses of the 
rich and the splendid palaces of the nobility in the merry 
England of that day t Sir Thomas More became his dearest 
friend, and Warham, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Fisher, afterwards Bishop of Rochester, Colet, tlrn fa,mous 
dean of St. Paul's, the great Wolsey himself, all recognized 
and welcomed the rising star of European literature. 
Money flowed iu upon him. He was petted aud flattered. 
Warham gave him a benefice in Kent, which was afterwards 
changed to a pension. From London be was carried over to 
the classic shades of Oxford, with its more than a ::;core of 
colleges coml>iued in that republic of letters, the great Univer-
ity. Here he taught and studied, happy as a humming bird 
over a bed of flowers. 
Meanwhile bis reputation a· a writer was spreading over the 
world. Latin, the language in which lie wrote, was in univer-
al u e among educated people. It was almo t the vernacular 
of th be t ·oci ty in Europe, and ' 110 other 1i ving man was o 
P rfi ·t a ma ter of it. e knew it better than even his own 
m ther tongu . e mad it truly a living language, and u ed 
i a £ witty patrician of Rome in tbe fourth or fifth century 
might hav d 11 • i atire Ila hed about among all exi ting 
in. i uti n ·, athing ~ 'ially hi ld enemi , the monk , 
whil gr at ·ul r l rgy, who ha.t d th religion or l r , 
1 1i h l h m ·ourg cl , nd t find them elve 
f pt tr u of t 1 n tion ud reform. 
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Prince Henry when he became King was nearly as vain of 
bis own scholarship as was afterwards James I. He had been 
intended by bis father for the See of Canterbury, and so had 
received an education to fit him for the Church. When his 
elder brother Arthur died all this was changed, except Henry's 
pride of theological learning, which afterwards prompted him 
to measure swords with Luther, and won for him the title of 
''Defender of the Faith." It is not strange that Henry ad-
mired Erasmus and tried to keep him in England. His father, 
Henry VII, offered Erasmus a house large enough to be called 
a palace, and a pension which converted into modern money 
would be $5,000 per year. 
Erasmus, however, did not like to give up his liber-ty. He 
declined the King's terms, but his patron, Mountjoy, settled 
a peusion on him instead which suited him better. He could 
now move about as he pleased. Sometimes he was at Oxford, 
then again at Cambridge, aud when the humor took him back 
again to Paris. Now we hear of him stayiug with Sir Thomas 
More at Chelsea, and now going with Dean Colet on a pil-
grimage to Becket's tomb at Canterbury, but always study-
ing, always gathering knowledge, and throwing it out again, 
steeped in his own mother wit, in brilliant essays or letters, 
"which were the delight and the despair of his contemporaries." 
Froude gives us a characteristic scene in tliis first visit of 
Erasmus to England. He went with Dean Colet to Becket's 
tomb. At one of the shrines in Canterbury_ he was shown an 
old shoe which tradition called the saint's. The incident 
afterwards furnished the text for one of his biting sayings: 
"We kiss the shoes of the saints, but we never read their 
works." 
In 1505 he edited Valla's Annotations to the New Testament. 
In the preface to this work he called for a return to tlie Greek 
text and its grammatical exposition as fundamental to a proper 
understanding of the Scriptures. 
It was in 1506 t~at Erasmus visited Italy. We can hardly 
realize what an attraction that sunny clime must have had for 
him. It was the classic land of Virgil and Horace, of Cicero 
and Seneca; the mother of every humanizing influence which 
for two thousand years had reached the North. 
It had been the daydream of his life, but hitherto the requi-
site means had been wanting. "I have a longing to visit 
Italy," he wrote as early as 1498, '' but it is not easy to fly 
HIST 98--24 
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without wings." Finally the opportunity so long desired was 
presented. He was engaged to escort the two sons of Baptista 
Boyer, physician to Henry VII, as far as Bologna, and be 
gladly accepted the charge, and was soon on his way to the 
classic land. 
Here he bathed his soul in the fountain of the Renaissance; 
he feasted his eyes on the rare manuscripts gathered from the 
East and the West; he met and communed with the most 
learned men of his day; he rilunged iuto the studies of the 
great universities, and took his doctor's degree from Turin; 
he visited Venice, Padua, Bologna, and Rome, and pronounced 
Venice" the most magnificent city in th~ world ." 
It is remarkable t.hat with all his love of the beautiful he 
makes no mention of the beautiful Alps or tlle magnificent 
plains and azure skies of Italy; but in this he was like other 
men of his time. The recognition of beauty in landscape seems 
to be a modern taste. 
It was during his visit to Italy tbat be obtained a papal dis-
pensation permitting him to lay aside the dress of his monkish 
order, which had long been bis disgust and weariness. 
How cordially be entered into the life and the culture of the 
Italian Ilumaoists may be iuferred from the fact that we find 
him engaged in superiutending tbe issue of some of his own 
works from the great Aldine Press of Venice, whose editions 
are still the despair of modern printers. He even edited some 
of the classics of Greece and Rome, with specimens of transla-
tions, and fairly reveled in this atmosphere of antiquity. 
Ile spent three years in this sunny clime, admired and flat-
tered by the learned, who tried bard to retain him with honors 
a,nd emolument ; but be soon retumed to England a11drenewed 
hi acquaintance with such choice spirits as Sir Thomas More 
and Dean Colet. Ilenry VIII had now come to the throue, 
and it i upposed that Erasmus was led to entertain too 
xtravagau t expectation of tbe young King'8 zeal for the 
advaucement of 1 arning. In bi later ]ife be put it upon 
r r<l. that if th, promi e, made to him bad been performed 
e w ul hav pa ed th re t of hi da,y, iu Eugland. 
hi · im ho p ut five y ar · on E11gli h oil. Part of the 
im h • tau<rht 1· k iu the 11i\' r ·ity of Cambridge, though 
h n rr•c i •lafu11prof ,"Ol" uipth re,wbichitisthougbt 
h ' "P' :t cl. wa' luriug tbi: 1 •riocl or ju.·t at its clo · that 
h In h ·h ·<l hi. I rai' f 1 lly, which p <l hr ugh 
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seven editions in a few months, and through at least twenty-
seveu editions during his lifetime. This book, which was sug-
gested by his congenial friend, Sir Thomas More, was in its 
Latin title (Enooniium 111oriae) a pun on that worthy gentle-
man's name. It was first sketched at Cllelsea, then talked 
over at Rochester, and finished. with a week's labor at Brussels. 
The author introduces Folly personified as a goddess, who 
wi_th ironical praise ridicules the perversities of the different 
classes of mankind. The little book abounds in irony, wit, and 
humor, in keen observations of men and thiugs, and contains 
his philosophy of life. The style is in the manner of his favor-
ite Lucian. .As might be expected, the wise man is declared 
to be the most miserable of men, as is prove,l by the case of 
Socrates, who only succeeded in making himself ridiculous; 
wlii]e the fool is the happiest man, has no fear of death or hell, 
no tortures of conscience, always tell.:; the truth, and is indis-
pensable to the greatest of mouarcbs, who can not even dine 
without him. 
Dr. Schaff tells us that Pope Leo X .read and enjoyed the 
book from beginniug to end, and that the artist Holbein illus-
trated it with humorous pictures, which are still preserved at 
Basel. 
In the autumn of 1513 he bade farewell to England, visited 
Lord Mountjoy at the castle of Ham, iu Picardy, of which he 
was governor, and passed up the Rhine to Strasburg. Here 
be made tlie acquaintance of several distinguished men, but 
be was soon attracted to Basel by the reputation of its press, 
and so delighted was be with the scholars he met and the wel-
come he received from tl1e great printer, Frol>cu, tllat be finally 
made Basel bis home and the scene of the most active aud 
laborious period of bis life. 
The Bishop of Basel was so pleased with him that lie sought 
to domesticate him in his house. Ilis reception from all was 
most cordial, and he s0O11 drew around him a circle of young 
students full of ardor for learning aud consequently of admi-
ration for llimself; amoug these we might mention Glareanus, 
CEcolampadius, Beer, Myconius, Sapidus, and, above all, Beatus 
Rheuauus, who became his attached disciple and biographer. 
Though from this time forwar<l Ba el became more and 
more the center of his operations and interests, yet for the next 
even years he was in eoustant movement from Basel to 
Flanders, thence to England in 1517, aud back again to Basel. 
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The Archduke of Brabant made him one of his counselors 
and subsequently the Emperor, Charles V, gave him a similar 
rank in his court, which was the royal way of giving him a 
pension as a man of letters. From 1515 to 1521 he resided in 
Brussels, Antwerp, or Lou vain. In this latter place he owned 
a house and might have made a permanent home here but for 
the hatred of the monks, who .embittered his life with their 
acrimonious attacks. He sought and found a quiet place for 
work in Basel, and the liberality of his publisher, Froben, the 
kindness of the bishop, and the magistrate, and, above all, the 
congenial company of the men connected with the university 
made the place peculiarly agreeable to his fastidious tastes. 
Offers of church preferment in various countries continued 
to be made to him, but he was too jealous of his liberty to 
listen to these flattering calls. His circumstances had im-
proved so much by pensions from the great, the presents which 
were showered upon him, and the sale of his books that he 
was now in a position to refuse all proposals which would have 
interfered with his cherished independence. 
He was now at the height of his power and influence, and 
no man ever knew better how to maintain a marked literary 
supremacy. The general ardor for the restoration of the arts 
and the advancement of learning created au aristocratic pub-
lic of which Erasmus was the acknowledged head. If Luther 
spoke to the common people, Erasmus had the ear of the edu-
cated class. 
His friends and admirers were distributed over all the 
countries of Europe, and presents were continually arriving 
from small as well as great; now it was a donation of 200 
florin from the Pope, and now it was sweetmeats and comfits 
from the nun at Cologne. Perhaps no man in Europe has 
ever since that day occupied exactly the same position. Ile 
t od at the very center of the umanistic efforts of hi time, 
aud wa · ind •ed him elf the mo ·t importaut iudividual, in a 
literary s n , f the age. Wher:evcr he went the most flatt r-
in · r ·eption awaited him. Princes, cholars, bishop~, cardi-
nal , •n the op , vied in doiI1g him honor. 
It wa d uriu" tbi period that i,ra mu publi bed th ol-
quia Ii miliaria r Familiar oll quie , which perhap ha~ 
' nth m .·t r a 1 of c 11 bi· writing ' . It contain th k en-
t · r •a.·m · ~ n , i ti "alli aO'a,in ,t co11v ntual lifi , 
f· tin., pil ,rim g .. nu b \ or hip f aiu ·. r h form f 
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tbe dialogue was well suited to his purpose, though it doubt-
less was at times the occasion of hits too coarse for our mod-
ern taste. But this brilliant banter and ridicule prepared the 
way for the graver attacks of the reformers. He escaped the 
charge of heresy, as a writer could hardly be held responsible 
for the opinions expressed by fictitious characters. N everthe-
less, tbe Sorbonne condemned the Colloquies, ·and the Inqui-
sition placed them iu the first class of prohibited books. 
The most important of all his works appeared in 1516; this 
was his Greek Testament. It had a decided influence on the 
Reformation. Besides the Greek text it contained a Latin 
translation, which departs quite largely from the Vulgate. 
To this were added notes to explain the meaning of the origi-
nal and to justify his departures from the Vulgate. The work 
was prefaced with a dedication to Pope Leo X to stamp it 
with the sanction of the Church. 
It is <.>asy for our modern critics to point out the defects of 
this brave pioneer work. No one was more conscious than 
Erasmus himself that the work was precipitated hastily upon 
the _public, but he felt the time bad come when the original 
text should be laid before the world of scholars. That he was 
right became speedily manifest by the avidity with which this , 
literary treasure was bought and studied. Within a few dec-
ades thirty unauthorized reprints were made, and Erasmus 
himself sent out four more editions. Luther's translation was 
based upon the second edition. It was this very year that 
Zwingli began to preach the pure gospel from the Greek 
Testament. 
In 1517 he began to publish the "Paraphrases" of the 
Epistles and Gospels, which also exerted a powerful influence 
upon the movement in the Church for its reformation. In all 
these writings Erasmus was in many points the precursor of 
the Reformers. His satire against the abuses and corruptions 
of the Church was keen and bold, but his opposition to the 
degraded state of the Church, as he saw it, proceeded from 
resthetic feeling rather than moral indignation. 
He held the true position with respect to the Holy Scrip-
tures, which be insisted must be the standard of doctrine and 
life in the Church. But he differed from the Reformers in other 
points equally important. He had no use for Luther's doc-
trine of justification by faith. He was not willing to break 
with the Catholic Church. He dreamed that he might remain 
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in it and work its reformation by the weapons of remonstrance 
and ridicule. 
Erasmus was indeed a privileged character. He lectured 
princes, prelates, and scholars. Even the Pope himself bad 
to take his tum in listeuing to the plain talk of this autocrat 
of letters. It has al ways been a wonder how plainly Erasmus 
could speak to-all classes. 
When the storm burst his natural place would have been 
besi<l.e Luther. He had been the honest advocate of reform 
when Luther was a child; why should he hesitate now, The 
confession is a sad one, but it was not in the man to run the 
risk. As tlrn tempest rose he could only stand still in uncer-
tainty. As Mr. Froude bas well said, ''The responsibilities of 
his reputation weighed him down." The Lutherans said, 
"You believe as we do." The Catholics said, "You are a 
Lutheran at heart; if you are not, prove it by attacking 
Luther," but now he would not take sides. The truth was be 
did not quite agree with either party. 
Erasmus grew impatient. He declared, what some men 
have found it hard to believe, that be had not read the writings 
of Luther. But after all it is possible that be simply told · the 
truth. It is undoubtedly true Eras'Dus thought he could 
learn nothing from Luther. He knew the general drift of 
what the Saxon monk was insisting upon with such vehemence, 
and why should be wade through so much for which be not 
only had no taste, but an absolute aversion. . 
Erasmus was especially sad over the prospect of letters. 
He ba<l. dreamed of quiet reforms, the result of learning and 
light, of wit and ridicule. Ile thought that with the increase 
of light the Clrnrclt would forsake her corruptions and reform 
her elf, but now he began to despair of any such peaceful 
i u . "Now there is no hope for :iny good," be wrote to Arch-
bi bop War ham in England. "It is all over with quiet learn-
in thought, piety, and progre s; violence is on one i<le and 
fi lly n th oth r, and they a.ccu e me of having cau ed it all. 
If 1 join d Luth r I could only peri ·b with him, a11d I do uot 
me n t run my 11ec1~ into a halter. I opes and emp rors mn t 
<1 id m~ t 'r: . I , ill a ·cept what j goocl, and do a I ·, n 
with h , re. t. P a· n ally t rm. i. b tter th, n th ju:t , t 
\\', r. 
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emancipation from the dominion of the Church to his writings. 
It was the oft-repeated reproach of bis enemies that "Erasmus 
laid the egg which Luther hatched out." But perl~aps the 
sturdy Saxon monk was as little influenced by the wr1trngs of 
Erasmns as any of the Reformers. He early detected the fact 
that the eler-·ant scholar did not "sufficiently exalt Christ and 
the divine irace," and within five or six years of the time 
when Luther nailed his theses to the door of the Castle Church 
in Witteu burg there was an open breach between them, and 
Luther henceforth regarderl Erasmus as "a sceptic and Epi-
curean, an enemy of all true religion." 
Pope Adrian, the successor of Leo X, had been a schoolmate 
of Erasmus, and when he wrote to the great scholar irnploriug 
bis advice and help in dealing with Luther; Erasmus felt he 
must do something, and so he selected a topic which would 
hurt the Reformation as little as possible and yet satisfy the 
Roman See, and this was the genesis of his little book on 
"Free Will." 
The event revealed what ought to have been known before, 
th:1t Erasmus was not at home in grappling with a deep theme 
in philosophy or theology. Luther replied with vigor and 
~bility, planting himself upon the Augustinian theology and 
showing that Erasmus was at heart a Pelagian. Erasmus 
had mingle,l his argnments witll personai attacks on Luther, 
and now the Wittenburg doctor answered back with so muQh 
of sarcasm, humor, and contempt that any further connection 
between tllem became out of the question. Poor Erasmus bad 
the experience of moderate men who please neither extreme. 
Ile came_ out in rather a weak rejoinder to Luther, and there 
the matter dropped. The Pope railed at him for really doing· 
uothi11g against Luthcr1 and the Reformers felt that he had 
ranged himself on the side of their enemies, and so he lost 
credit all round. 
But the Reformation broke into the charmed circle of schol-
ars at Basel, and Erasmus hurried away. He found a peace-
ful retreat at Freiburg, in Baden. Herc he bought a · house 
and lived six yea.rs, and was treated with every demonstration 
of respect by his Roman Catholic ueighbors, but be did not 
feel happy, and yielded to the solicitations of the Queen 
Regent of the Netherlands to return to his native land. He 
was doomed never to reach it. He stopped at Basel on bis 
way, fell sick, and died iu his seventieth year, July 12, 1536. 
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As to the personality of this man of mark we have quite 
definite information. His features are familiar to all from 
Holbein's many portraits or their copies. He was of medium 
height, in figure well built and graceful. His constitution 
was extremely delicate, making him sensitive to the slightest 
changes of climate, food, or drink. His complexion was fair, 
his eyes light blue, with corresponding yellowish hair. Though 
his voice was weak, bis enunciation was distinct; the expres-
sion of his face clrnerful. His manner and conversation were 
polished, affable, even charming. 
His highly nervous organization made his feelings acute, bis 
temper restless, and his brain intensely active. His stomach 
was so delicate that he was very fastidious as to bis food and 
wine. He could neither eat nor bear the smell of fish. He 
used to confess in a laughing way that his "heart was Cath-
olic, but his stomach was Lutheran." 
Upon the whole he -was a most charmin g man, who would 
not only 11ave lived in honor but died in credit had his lot 
been cast in times of greater serenity. As it was he declared 
himself the best abused man in Europe; for the old party said 
he was a traitor, and the new party said he was a coward, and 
be certainly did not please either. He passed away believing 
that an his labors were lost, but he bad been building better 
than he knew, and Goel had used him to do a peculiar work 
which perhaps no one else could have done so well. 
It is but natural to ask why a man of such gifts and acquire-
ments l1ad no more power in the great work of reforming the 
Cburcb. While it is true that he should not be judged by the 
tandard of the men who followed him, and that every leader 
h1 a great transition falls short of the whole truth which some 
of his di ciples may attain, yet I think we must see that with 
an hi ' gift Erasmus Jacked much that was necessary to the 
tru r former. 
1. It is clear that he lacked the profound theological insight 
of Luth r. Era mus never showed much interest in theology. 
wa a riti , a lingui t, a rhetorician. He wa, a bright 
man of th w rld, a natural ari tocrat, with a profound cou-
t mpt i r men of only hum l abilities. He aid with a good-
n tured , mil bat th mo t f m n wero fool , and it was not 
n c ary th, t a hil o h r h uld tr ubl him If much 
, bont, 11, t b y th u ht r 
ku w fr m bi , rl ill, wbi h h finally 
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spurred himself to write against Luther, tbat be was essen-
tially Pelagian in his views of human nature. His opinion of 
the monks might be bad enough, but when he undertook to 
write about human nature in the abstract he flew in the face 
of the profoundest theologians in all ages. He took such a 
rose-colored view of the powers of humau nature that Gibbon 
has well said, "Erasmus may be considered as the father of 
rational theology." After a slumber of a hundred years, Gib-
bon thinks the liberal views of Erasmus were revived in the 
Remonstrants of Holland and the Latitudinarians of Cam-
bridge in England. 
It is a common temptation, even of bright men, to under-
estimate a department of learning of which they are ignorant. 
While it is not true of Erasmus that he flouted theology, as 
many small men of our times do, yet "he bar61y acquiesced 
in church dogma, without being compelled to investigate it." 
The truth is tbat theological questions bad no attraction for 
him. When a theological position was emphasized by party 
passion it became odious to him. Such a mind never really 
examines a doctrine like transubstantiation, with all its revolt-
ing consequences. Tlle Church teaches it, and it is swallowed 
implicitly, without curious examination. 
Erasmus never felt, as Luther or Calvin did, the awful 
urgency of that fundamental question in all religion, "How 
shall a, man be just with God 1" He would not leave the old 
Church; and yet we are tempted to think it was not owing to 
any profound conviction that her teaching was the truth of 
God or that her offices were necessary to salvation, as be 
finally died without the services of ~J priest, without the last 
offices of the Church, without either the holy eucharist or 
extreme unction, or, as one expressed it in the wretched 
monastic Latin of the day, he died "sine crux, sine lux, sine 
Deus." Y ~s, be died without the forms of the Church, but 
invoking the mercy of Obrist, which doubtless discovered 
where bis real hope was founded. 
H~ left none of the usual legacies for masses or other cleri-
cal purposes. His little estate was given to a personal friend, 
partly for himself aud partly in trust for the benefit of the 
aged and infirm, or to be spent in giving marriage portions to 
young girls, or in educating young men of promise. 
His remains were buried in the Cathedral Church of Basel, 
amid the scenes which in life bad been so congenial to his 
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tastes and where be had delighted to dwell until the fury of 
religious controversy had frightened away his sensitive spirit. 
It is a curious fact that while he refused in life to break with 
the Oatl10lic Church his memory is dearer to us than to them, 
tbat he died at last among the Protestants, and bis very ashes 
are guarded and cherished in a church that has long been 
consecrated to the reformed faith. 
2. A natural love of independence and quiet leisare was 
another consideration that stood in the way of his becoming a 
champion of the new views . 
.Eiis extensive and profound learning was equaled by his 
refined taste and brilliant wit, but all these qualities made 
him prefer a life of learned leisure and retirement to one of 
greater publicity. It was one thing to be feted wherever he 
went as a great scholar, and quite another thing to draw 
down upon himself the polemic ire of all the chief dignitaries 
in the Church. He could discuss the merits of a manuscript 
in a crowd of cardinals without even touching on the burn-
ing questions which Luther had raised respecting the-plan of 
salvation and the powers of the Church. It must be confessed 
that was the sort of question in which he was most interested. 
Then it is doubtless true there was a tincture of rationalism 
about the great Dutchman which helped to cbill ltis love as to 
some of the evangelical dogmatism of Luther. We can not 
forget that the skeptical spirit of Lucian bad always been 
congenial to Erasmus, and he had steeped his soul in the 
atmosphere of that bantering, doubting, laughing, pagan poet 
until it is probably true that he hardly knew bow much or how 
little be really did believe as to the great fundamentals of 
religion. He frankly confessed that be '' had no inclination to 
die for the sake of truth." He no doubt would in a measure 
have agreed with Lessing in liis faruou, confession that he 
preferred the search after truth to its pos ession. P rhap 
tbi confe sion would hardly do ju tice to the heai·ts of either 
of the e great critic , for they both were honest in their love of 
truth; but it mu t be confessed they were not of the clas 
of martyr and not the kind. of men God rai es up to do lli, 
grec t : work. Th y profoundly influenced the men of tb ir 
, but not in th ma terful way of a Martin Luther, a John 
'< lvin, r a lm I nox. 
• <. i n, Uy w find , w rldly , pirit lik th poet etlJ 
b pinion tha it w nld have b en 
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better if the work of reforming the Church had been left in 
the hands of Erasmus and the Humanists, but even as impar-
tial a critic as Mr. Froude has confessed that in that case 
there would have been no Reformation. "If the spirit of 
Erasmus," said he, "bad prevailed it would have been with 
modern Europe as with the Homan Empire in its decay. The 
educated would have been mere skeptics; the multitude would 
llave been sunk in superstition. In both alike all would have 
perished which deserves the name of manliness." 
It is true that about elegant scholarship there is apt to be 
much selfishness. Look at Erasmus! He was not a man with-
out conscience, or belief in God and goodness. By no means; 
be believed in all these; but then he is not so terribly in earnest 
as Luther is. He is light and witty; he is bright and sarcastic; 
he is fond of society and fond of pleasure. He loves intellec-
tual talk aud polished company. He loves his elegant ease so 
much that he will not risk much even for the truth. Such a 
man does not feel, as Luther did, the danger of damnation, 
and be can not, will not, believe that other men are in such 
great danger as our Lord implied when be said to the self-
righteous Pharisees of his day, "Except ye repent, ye shall all 
likewise perish.'' 
Erasmus thought that Luther ought to have written in 
Latin when he exposed the vices of the prelates and have 
used milder language. But he had done a good deal of that 
kind of writing himself, and what did it all amount toi See 
him addressing himself with persuasive eloquence to kings 
and popes and prelates; but all bis eloquence is just thrown 
away. 
3. Closely related to this consideration iR another fact which 
must not be overlooked: It has been well said, "Erasmus was 
no hero and he knew it." He had neither the moral nor the 
physical courage requisite to face the risks of being a true 
reformer in such a day of peril as the beginning of the sixteenth 
century. 
By bis mental constitution Erasmus was av~erse to entbu 
siasm or any deep emotion. He was a scholar and a critic, 
not a preacher nor an iconoclast. Be could not help seeing that 
much of Luther's teaching was true, but like the friend of 
Galileo who refused. to look through the astronomer's telescope 
for fear he might see tile satellites of J opiter; so at times the 
great Dutchman refused to read the writings of Luther that 
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he might not be compelled to have an opinion about them. He 
strongly disapproved of Luther's violent language, but for a 
long time he publicly aud privately insisted that most of 
. Luther's teachings about the corruption of the Church was 
wofully true. 
"It is safe to affirm," says Dr. Fisher of Yale College, ''that 
the Erasmian school would eventually have been driven to the 
wall by the monastic party, which sooner or later would have 
combined its energies; and that without the sterner battle 
waged by Luther, the literary reformers, with their lukewarm, 
equivocal position in relation to fundamental principles, would 
have succumbed to the terrors of the Inquisition." 1 
But notwithstanding his natu ral limitations, though be bad 
not the theological insight of Luther, nor the self-sacrificing 
spirit of Zwingli, nor the courage of Calvin or Knox, yet the 
Church and the world are much the better and the wiser for 
his life and labors. 
Erasmus was preeminently t he witty man of bis age. His 
bright sayings which still float upon tlle sea of literature were 
even more appreciated in his own times than in ottrs. It is 
perhaps the misfortune of the witty man that with the geuer-
ality he never gets credit for ·r eal serious principle. When 
the name of such a man is mentioned the majority smile, 
serious men look grave, and the stupid shake their beads. 
Erasmus bas not escaped the fate of the men of his class, but 
in spite of all his faults we can not but thank God that Ile 
raised up the genial and loving man, the liberal and hopeful 
Christian, the bright and witty scholar, Desiderius Erasmus 
of Rotterdam, the Prince of the H umanists. 
1 Hist. Ref., p. 132. 
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THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF HISTORY. 
By Miss MARY R. W. S TCJB BE RT. 
I.-TIIE NEW TRIPOS. 
It is possible tl1e new historical tripos is of interest to his-
torical students in America, especinJly as it concerns our 
common history. Perhaps it is best studied as part of the 
system to which it belongs. IIerc we touch a tiresome subject. 
Examinations have become a science so formal that we sigh 
for a code. But a code of examinations as they are could 
never be, because they are so ihwtuating. Could there be a 
code of examinations as they ougllt to be 1 Suppose tlrny 
ought not to be at all, that it is for our sins they exist 0? The 
problem then becomes : Given examinations a necessary evil, 
to search for such as make for intellectual rigbtcousuess. We 
bad better limit our present bunt to Cambridge degree exami-
nations. To look among Oxford responsions, mods, and 
greats; to glance along tlle Scotch scale of torment; to study 
the variatious London has accomplished, is beyond both our 
skill and our patience. It is t ruetliat no multitude of colleges 
chartered to give degrees afflicts Great Britain, but the uni-
versities multiply degrees and certificates more and more. It 
is true the smallest certificate has intrinsic worth, but the lay 
miu<l 110 longer r ecognizes t he value at siglit, so wide is the 
possible selection. 
"The senate creates and governs triposes according to its 
pleasure." I write at Cambridge ad vh;edly; for outside the 
degree examinations is a mass of others, concerned either with 
extension work or the various locals. The former is a philan-
thropic effort to help home study. The locals are interesting 
as development in tecllni<]nu. In them the university is 
responsible for the t ests of a certain quantity of work, not for 
the work itself, 11or, what is more, for the education. The 
highest local examination is claimed by some as equivalent to 
38S 
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a poll degree. As matter of fact it is not a, poll, and none of 
these various forms imply Cambridge residence. This resi-
dence is a most important part of university training, and it 
is the most invariable. Triposes may and do vary, but none 
ever entitles a candidate to a degree before his ninth term of 
residence. If you be so phenomenal as to become, as far as 
examinations go, senior wrangler in. your sixth term, your col-
lege must see that you are kept out of the mischief proverbial 
to idle folk during the remaining three terms. Fiddling or 
dancing would do-only you mlist stay "up." The almost 
certain probability is that the student who passed his tripos at 
the end of his second year would not trouble his tutor to find 
him employment. 
Briefly, we may attempt a sketch of the Cambridge system. 
First, there are two examinations, one in your own college for 
matriculation; one in the university, the previous or "little 
go." They are common to all students except a few who have 
distinguished themselves before coming up to Uambridge. 
Tripos candidates must add an examination in one of three 
additional subjects, or else an equivalent higher local. Next, 
each student becomes a candidate for the ordinary degree, or 
for the tripos, on his chosen subject. If for the former, he has 
during his three years two more cxamiuations, a general and 
a special. If these be, as al ways in tlle general, of two part , 
the two need not be taken at the same time. No part of the 
general may comP- earlier than the end of the first year of resi-
dence. The special ought to come later in the third year. 
The poll men have their own lectures, their own examina-
tions, and the demands of the university upon them are strictly 
limited. A poll examination is ou set books only, not on ub-
ject generally. It is the suitable test for the athlete who 
come to Cambridge to re:1d if he bas time, for the weak m n, 
and for tho~ e who e time may have limitations lei-; evere 
and rious than the di cipliue of cricket or riv r. Tlie rule· 
for re idence are les rigid than for the tripo student. Each 
mu t keep within the p1· 1 ciucts tllree-fourths of the required 
uiu t rm,'; but the poll 11u1,n i uot r quir d to make con e ·u-
i e th igbt t rm previ u to his final sp cial. i exami-
n ti 11.· ar m re lik many of the American on · they ar 
. ' m .- ·ti n nd •h ne a .- d unt in qualifying fi r th 
or in ry d 1 h i,' allow d furth r trial if th fir· 
~ failur if n ed be) . Th tri1 o 
t i a t ·t f th mental 
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assimilation accomplished in three years. The student's entire 
undergraduate work is ventured upon it. There is no second 
trial, except that au occasional allowance is made for illness. 
Part I of some triposes may be taken in the second year, 
Part I of uo tripos may be taken later than the third year-
Part II of no tripos may be taken earlier than the third year. 
You can not pass-a tripos on cram alone. It covers too long 
a period of study and involves too much independent effort. 
There is constant practice in written work for your lecturers 
and "coaches " (private tutors), and each year has a set of 
iutercollegfate examinations called M~ys, which show a stu-
dent's progress; but the university recognizes nothing between 
the previous and the tripos, and only the university gives a 
degree. 
By the way, we may note that the name of the honor degree 
examination has nothing to do with its meaning. It is called 
a tripos from the stool or "tripod" ou which the disputing 
bachelor sat wheu keeping an exercise. This "ould bachilour'7 
seems to have been sufficiently lively to need. the supervision 
of the senior proctor. The "ould" refers only to academic 
status. This "bachilour" then disputed for the university 
with "the eldest sou" (the foremost of the q~1estionists), and 
also with "the father" ('' the delegate of the college on whom 
it devolved to present the candidates"). The steps by which 
a three-legged stool became an examination are not our 
present purpose. Mr. Bass Mullinger has traced them neatly 
for us. 
Tllere seem to have been no examinations at Cambridge 
before the Hanoverians came into England. As late as Water-
loo they were charmingly rudimentary. A.mong the treasures 
of the university library is a delightful a,ccount of Cambridge 
in tile early nineteenth century, fully illustrated. Colleges, 
trees and meaclows, the senate .house, library, and university 
church are sketched in their warmest colors. Doctors, masters, 
bachelors, noblemeu, fellow commoners, pensioners, and sizars 
are pictured, each in his distinctive dress. 
It is with a very had conscience, indeed, that you search ·for 
examinations amongst the letterpress of this gay Oambrid.ge. 
It seems to have no part or lot with such things. However, at 
the end of the last volume you find a small statement. It 
appears that before takiug the magic "B. A." a man. was sub-
ject to two statutable exercises, ad respondenduni questioni, 
HIS'l' 98--25 
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two acts and two opponencies. "These, iu part, were some-
times dispensed with and kept by what was termed huddling." 
Further (this is not dispensable), there was a public examina-
tion before six examiners for five days in Lent. And the author 
gracefully remarks, "For the nature and method of this very 
arduous and important examination we Leg leave to refer our 
rnaders to the University Calendar." At 5 o'clock of the last 
day the examiuatiou is concluded, and a select number (at 
least thirty) of the questionists "who have most distinguished 
tLemsel ves are recommended to the proctors for their appro-
Lation and their names set down according to merit and 
classed in three divisi~ns, vfa, wranglers, seu ior optimes, and 
juuior optimes, which constitute tlie three orders of honor. 
The rest also are arranged according to merit, but beiug 
excluded from the list of preeminence, are thrown together in 
common estimatiou uuder the vulgar appellation of Ol noAlol, 
the multitude." 
The account shows the <levelopmeut attained by examina-
tions iu 1815, and it may uot be amiss to bear it iu miud as we 
study them in 1897. Perhaps we may wonder what tliey have 
fed ou that they should grow so great, but we ma,y llopc to fi11d 
them more serious thau fantastic, possibly a feature of the 
time which is not fin de siecle. 
Our studeut of 1897 seeks a degree iu law or medicine, or in 
one of the subjects of the wider faculty of art . His fir, t 
duty is selection among many lines. To take a first iu a tripo , 
especially if marked with tlie precious stal'S tlia,t count each a 
distinction, is still the highest honor; but the triposes now are 
ten. If your school l>e mathematics you may Rtill be the kiug 
of the year-the seuiol' wranglel'. If yonl' tripo. be urnthe-
matics, cla sic , scie1JCe, theology, law, llistory, langua ·e , 
you may take a first. It is not 110w that you are amoug, ay, 
th be ·t thirty of the univer ity, be they ever o bad, but that 
you Lav actually done fir t-cla work in your subject. Below 
th third you still l>eloug to the vnlga,r multitude-receive 
your d gr amoug "th aggregate"-an<l are l grad d to tlie 
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It 1s the discipline. You are to learn to focus your powers by 
mathematics~ classics, science, or history, as tile case may be. 
The attainment of this mental habit is the aim of the trainiug, 
especially of tlie tripos, which also lays the foundation for ' 
progressive work by life students. The tripos candidate is to 
strengthen and temper his mind. If it were credible that 
iguoraucc would do this best, be might purposely be examined 
in what he did not know. His business is to learn uot facts so 
much as methods and principles. As the poll degree is a ques-
tion of books, the tripos is one of subjects. 
The ten triposes are: (1) Mathematical, (2) classical, (3) moral 
science, (4) natural science, (5) theological, (6) law, (7) historical, 
(8) orieutal languages, (9) mediawal and moderu languages, 
(10) mechanical sciences. · 
We will venture to give a slight sketch of Nos. 5 and 7, 
theology and history. Of the remainder it may be uoted that 
some admit practical work as part of their examination. Nat-
ural science does so largely. Modem languages, while jt give~ 
110 place in class for pronunciation in reading aloud of nioderu 
French or Germau, or for writing them from dictation, allows 
a mark of distinction for proficiency in these respects. Moral 
science is considerably concerned with political economy. 
In the mecliaIIical sciences, out of teri subjects in Part I, five 
are practical ; out of five in Part II, three are practical. A 
distiuction is allowed for special proficiency in one or more of 
the subjects. Thus, to test a gas-engine cleverly or hold a, saw 
smartly helps make a star for you. Even in the papers there 
is much of practical application. Beams, boilers, and bridges 
are greatly en evidence. The following are copied from the oral 
and practical examination : Tests of struts aud shafts; plot-
ting plans and sections; adj ustment and use of tools, including 
the commoner machine tools ; practical electricty. 
Bxeept law (obviously formal) and oriental lauguages (usu-
ally studied· for a practical purpose), what remain ? There is 
pure mathematics, still taught in the spirit of the great Sad-
leria11 professor, Arthur 0ayley, whom some counted one of 
the greatest mathematicians the world has known. There is 
philosophy, whose motive impels it beyond "methodical think-
ing." The-re is classics, a tripos by itself, and Hebrew, a part 
of the theological and of the oriental language;::; tripos. Men 
still learn Greek that they may know Plato, and Hebrew that 
they may kuow the prophets. 
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The schools vary in their students from. year to year. 
Classics bas never been "a refuge for the destitute." Moral 
science used to be. Now, says one of its most brilliant mas-
ters, "We send all those people to liistory." The fact ii:, that 
weaker students can scrape through iu any tripos and acquire 
possibly a third, probably an ordiuary. To take a first in a 
tripos is another story. Sometimes it is one man and one 
woman that make the historical first for the year. King's ii:; 
rarely without one first class . . The little liabit has come to be 
called "the divine right of King's." But one woman lias 
· attempted the theological tripos and but two have done the 
law. 
The theological tripos is a, trainiug iu sacred thiugs. The 
teaching from these things is 110t its primary object. Dogma 
is theory to account for fact, Hot teachiug with authority. 
rrhe aim. is not so mueh that of a diviuity school whence to 
send out clergy as that of a science school whence to send out 
student8 of the sacred uooks. The theological tripos is as 
well adapted to the layman ~Ls to the priest, and, in a seuse, 
is as well fitted to the Brahman as to the Christian. H do 8 
I ts ai Ill is to teach 
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into the languages of the sacred text as a sign of his ·command 
of their signifir.ance; fifth, to search original authorities in the 
contemporary history and literature of any period set one to 4Gl. 
Part II is rarely taken. It has four sections, whose subjects 
a.re, respectively, the Old 'l1estament, the New Testament, his-
tory and literature, dogmatics and liturgiology. 
In his examination of eight days the candidate must satisfy 
l1is examiners in two of these sections. As the work in Sec-
tions I and II is critical study of the text, a candidate in them 
must have marked attaillments in Hcl>rew and Greek. Sec-
tion III involves two historical periods, from the death of Leo 
the Great to the present time, each with its i11ustrative docu~ 
rnents. Section IV means the Listorical study of doctrine and 
of Christian worship. There is for each part an additional 
tliree hours of essay work to test the candidate's power ot 
expression in subjects connected with that part. 
Some will say that the tlrnologica.1 tripos of Cambridge is 
named by what it discards. However that may l>e, the value 
of the training as scientific, nonsubjcctivc, and fearless is 
obvious. The exclusion of any autl10ritative system of doc-
trine by a university that yet confers degrees in the name of 
the Trinity may be regretted by some, but it is not necessarily 
a, question for tlJis particular tripos. Possibly as it stands 
it is too historical aud literary to be applied theology-too 
bare of philosophy to be pure theology. But it claims to be 
11either. 
':L1he historical tripos is interesting from its own ltistory. 
Th~ problem was, Is the university a place to train men for 
modern lifc1 Is it a place to equip men unto , living~ Are 
they to learn the special theories they are to practice, or are 
they to ]earn principles~ Take history, for instance. Sup-
poRe tlrnre is one Listory science and that it is political. Does 
the history degree symbolize training in tlds one science, or 
does it symbolize training in the art of discerning truth from 
falsehood, certainty from doubt 1? ':I.1he question already affect . 
i11g (as we have noted) most triposes in practice is to the fore 
in the history school, not only because of the nature of tlrn 
subject, but because of the fluid condition, as yet, of historical 
theory; and it is sharpened by the fact that Cambridge has 
among its history men some who appear confident not only 
that political science can be defined, but that its dcfiuitiou 
includes everything necessary to a liberal education. 
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The patent establishing the regius professorship of modern 
history 1 requires that the professor encourage '' recentioris 
historire scientiam, linguaritmque hodiernarinn, ta,m in scribendo, 
qua.rn in loquendo." One party wished to tie the tripos to this 
chair. If the chair was political, they argued, the tripos also 
must be political-witness the patent, and the consistent con-
duct of Sir John Seeley. But historim sc·ientia is not the 
science of history but the knowledge of history. Even if such 
were its meaning it is not self-evident that the patent estab-
lishing this chair was to define history forever in Cambridge-
especially in the face of a, few facts. The chair itself seems 
. to have been placed where it was !east in the way of other 
chairs. Neither do its early holders give us any clue to the 
character of their chair. It is difficult to tell why His Majesty 
set them in it, unless it were for their ignorance of history. 
Then the students are a little vague. Some are commend-
able. as "ornaments of Cambridge," ·and the first report of 
their })rofessor hopes that they "may by their .zeal au1 emula-
tio:i;t in time deserve the fa,ymir of His Grace, the Duke of 
Newcastle." · 
Of the 19 King's scholars in modern history and modern 
languages, all but two were studying French or Italian taught 
by foreigners. Of the remaining two, one was dead and one 
"gone from us." · This report (October, 1725) appears a :first 
step toward "a knowledge of foreign courts and of foreign 
languages, accompanied with English probity." 
The letter of tbe vice-chancellor to the secretary of s~ate 
(May, 1724), shows tbe :final aim was "to make the appearance 
of an English gentleman in tlie courts of Europe, with a gov-
eruour of his own 11ation, less rare and uncommon than it bad 
hitherto been, and to fornish tbe King with a supply of per-
sons qualified for affairs." It does not appear that the char-
acter of the clrnir, in any way, sugge ts tl1at it had authority 
to define a great. ubject for a unirnr. ity. If, however, it bad, 
th re remains ::mother difficulty. On the 16th of April, 1 61, 
tb ( n en i11 council approved the following statute for the 
P gin. profo:. or hip of modern 11i, tory. 
'I lw <lir ctions affecting the profQ. or. hip, ·out::iinecl in tho royal 1 tters 
pat,•11 • Ppt<•mh r 2 , II, ;corge J, au,1 April 11, I GcorgP II, ar hereby 
rt•p al d, • ·c· pt o far :u~ n•lat .s to tb appointm nt of tl1 profc·. :or l>y 
th• 'row11. 
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Whatever learne<l. ideal may have floated before King 
George I, Queen Victori .. 1, appears t_o have abolished all the 
directions by which it was to be realized. There remains to 
seek the purpose of t he chair in the' nature of its subject, 
history, which the genius of great modern scholars bas placed 
among the foremost of the age. 
The Queen still reserves the right of appointment. The 
Regius professor of modern history represents the Crown within 
the university in its search for . truth as reve11Jed by his high 
subject. It is to train men for this search that a tripos is 
erected by the university, as seen by the amended report of 
the syndicate, approved in t he Grace that passed the senate 
February 27, 1873. The reason for which it advised the sepa-
ration of Jaw and history was, that "the subject of history 
is so large and various that it requires a separate and -distinct 
examination." The reason for which the same report advised 
the erection of the historical tripos reads: 
T11 e syndicate consider that h istory, as tho subject of an independent 
tripos, r equires to be placed on a wider basis than its subordinate position 
in other triposes has hitherto allowed, and believe that in t his manner its 
effi cacy in eclncation may best be secured. They propose therefore that 
ancient and ruedimval history sh ould h ave their due place in the tripos, 
as well as modern history, so that his t ory may be placed before the student 
as a whole. 
In Grace 3 (historical t ripos) there is no trace of defining 
even modern history by political science, though their sphere 
may be more commensurate. It is expressly stated · that re-
lated studies are admitted for their service to history as in 
harmony with the custom in other triposes. The aim was to 
substitute none for any tripos, but to elucidate the subject of 
each and to achieve the good of treating so important themes 
as these related subjects from different points of view. 
The composition of the board for historical studies as de-
creed by the senate is significant of the scope of these studies. 
The regius professor of modern history, the regius professor of 
laws, the professor of politica,1 economy, the Whew ell professor 
of international law, examiners for the ,historical tripos, three 
members of the senate elected by grace. The Dixie professor 
of ecclesiastical history was added a t t he creation of that 
chair. The report from which we have already quoted required 
iti:; special subjects to be selected, generally speaking, from the 
periods termed ancient, mecli mval, and modern, respectively. 
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Such a predominance of pure history could scarcely have 
passed . the senate unchallenged bad tllat body inteiided a 
political tripos. Rather does it appear that the harmony of 
Cambridge historical studies was to vibrate in the chord struck 
by Lord .Acton in his inaugural: 
Politics a,ncl history are interwoven, but are not commensurate. Ours is 
a, domain that reaches farther than affairs of state, and is not subject to 
the jurisdiction of governments. It is our fnn ction to keep in view ancl 
to command the movement of ill eas, which arc not the effect but tbc cause 
of public events; ancl even to allow some priority to ecclesiastical history 
over civil, siuce, by reason of the graver issues concernecl, anll the vital 
consequences of error, it opened the way in research, an d was tbe first to 
be treu,ted by close reasoners and scholars of the higher rank. 
The real question at issue in May, 1897, meant, Was liistory 
to be taught as a formal science 1 Even the political men di<l 
not wish for an utter abstractiou. The actual problem be-
comes, Is any subject-matter less than life adequate ~ Can tl1e 
unity of any living thing, of any progressive uatiou, be known 
in any one development~ The constitution of tlie Bnglish 
people is both the method and the sum of their development. 
The diplomacy of Europe is both the method and the sum of 
the interaction of its civilized States. Could you construct nn 
Englaucl from both 1 Much less a France or an America from 
parallel materials. They will give you a French Revolution 
as the death struggle of a mona,rchy or as the blind passion 
of murderers; the .American Revolution as a lrnttle.of terms. 
Each becomes a way not to do it, a mistake in the big game. 
Or try to imagine an hi storian of the year 3000 studying tho 
United States, period 1770-1900, from the records at Washing-
ton. Would he find more tlian scanty evidence that the Amer-
icans were not heath ens '1? Though records ue such ma s of 
immaculate evidence as makes hi. tory all right bnt for l1isto-
rian., they may be such a mass as make· it all wrong but for 
philosopher . 'Ihough you grant not only that political r,ci-
n i h only hi tory ·cienC' , but that it i · sharply detin d 
h twill not prov it xlrnustive of your subject-matt r. When 
thi. i n~ tnral m W d 11ot hope to ]earn it from any one ci-
,n , a bi lo(Y fr m botaiiy. in ·e hi tory claim for it 
,·nbj lif unLil it h proved that liC j only i.liat of en.· 
l hil · 1 h r nm , arch £ r u., ' h . e l m nt., Uiat refl t 
h , ·ky." T:h c:h in who 1a,·t linl· L th ·our e of · ntinuity 
.. · thr ugh h 
It nt fth f'l1i.toryi. · ttob 
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determined in practice. The immediate question, last spring, 
that of the new tripos, was settled in the true English fashion 
by compromise rather t han by logic, as can be seen by com-
paring the tripos before and after the decision. The compro-
mise aimed at harmony among the masters in political science, 
in political economy, in economic history, and in pure history 
by a concession to each subject. It deepened the tone of the 
tripos as pure history. It was challenged as unfair to political 
science, trifUng with side issues in political economy, and 
unsatisfactory to historical training. 
The prime offender was indicted as general history. Far be 
it from any master of arts to speak: discourteously of the sup-
posed criminal. It was commendable to know something of 
so virtuous a prisoner. All good little German boys did, and 
all schoolmasters should. J ndeed, ignorace of general history 
was so grievous a fai lure tha,t it appeared it could only be 
ignored, and that as notorious. The ignorance was so dense 
that even learned professors failed to pierce it. At Oxford in 
1892, one paper proved so frankly a failure that two were 
required. The action seemed to be interpreted at Cambridge 
thus: If one dose is bad, two will be better, and the end a 
school of annals. If t he preparatory schools _did their duty 
the undergraduate knew enough general history, especially 
general English li.istory " which had no iustrinsic value," and 
on matriculation he could p roceed to such combination of state 
structure and state craft, political economy and economics, 
as with presumption of knowledge of events should confer an 
l1onor degree in history. 
If the preparatory schools had not done their duty, so much 
the worse for the schools; and, what the critics of the new 
tripos did not notice, so much the worse for the university. 
The degree would mean theory and practice of an unknown 
quantity. Diplomats should ~hus be evolved, persons fitted 
for public life. Surely a university is not· a sanctuary whence 
men may be called to be historians. The pure-history masters 
including names noted in economics felt tl1ey could uot over-
look the ignorance of undergradutes who even in their "May" 
examinations could not do a respectable paper on inglish 
history; nor tli e effect of t his in post-graduate work. 
It was at least an open question whether such a knowledge of 
gen eral history as is wort}1y the attention of a university exam-
iner be attain able in childhood and early youth. It was not for 
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a Cambridge _school to fail to differentiate. Whether all gen-
eral history is "cram" depends on the teacher. Whether no 
other history is ''cram" depends on the same person. Because 
you ean cram dates of battles and lines of k ings it does not 
follo,v that you can not cram the price of nightcaps in the six-
teenth century, the legal quibbles of the seventeenth century, 
sheaves of treaties in the eighteenth, or prices of wheat in the 
nineteenth. When is the stu<lent to learn to search for broad 
principles that will hinder "cram '1" 
Perhaps we may venture to glance at this compromise, the 
new historical tripos, comparing it with the tripos of 1889-1892. 
Instead of one examination at the end of three years, con-
sisting of seven out of ten allotted papers (regulations of 
1892), we have by the regulations of 1897 an examination con-
sisting of two parts, together making eleven or thirteen out of 
seventeen allotted papers. Part I must be taken by the end 
of the second year. It is six out of eight papers. Part II is 
taken at the end of the third or fourtlt year. It is open to such 
as have passed Part I. It is only in cases of slow and rather 
unusual development that ( other things being equal) a third 
c1as_s in Part I of any tripos is followed by a first or a second 
in Part IL In mathematics the senior wrangler himself is 
possible as a second-class man in Part II; and most students 
who attain no higher than a second class in Part I do not even 
attempt Part II. 
Perhaps I need not note that the term "class" bas not the 
same sense as in an American university. It means place; rank. 
"Year" is the equivalent to the American "class." Three 
points '' locate" the Cambridge tripos student-his college, hi.s 
year, liis tripos.. The B. A. adds his class, but drops his year. 
So much for tlie examination. Ilow about the work itselH 
A copy of the cliedule of subjects in 1892, as printed by Dr. 
rothero i.n his Guide to the Historical Tripos, shows the 
plan aft r the d bate on the admis ion of the genera.I Engli h 
hi:tory par r in 1 92. This ·modification of plan followed the 
xp ri nee of four year' in the decision of 18( G, w ldch remove l 
' lv qn , ti.on.· on E ngli ,11 hL·tory and ubstitutecl an es ay 
n , m , n j tin Ji.in ·li h hi tory. 
h li, f xamin r >' during the ye r includ cl i hop 
h n, J r . aitt nd, J r. ,"idgwi ·k, Profcr or We tlak 
unningh m l r. ro h r au Mr. York Pow 11; an l all 
l h, 11 xp ri rn· taught: Fir , th t tue 
, <l <1nat iu tnwti 11 in ('/' n ral En('/'1i h hi -
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tory, and undergraduates could hardly read it for themselves 
unguided; second, that provision was needed for aiding the 
student to acquire a really intelligent knowledge of the historic 
facts; third, that the present tripos requirement (two essays) 
did not prove the knowledge to have been acquired. Tlrnre-
fore the board recommended six short essays in place of two 
long essays. Enlarging the number, they also .enlarged the 
scope of the questions. Constitutional and economic matter 
might now be included. In spite of a determined minority 
the senate approved the decision of the board. There were 
some who tlrnnght that the tripos was in danger of degrada-
tion, especially from the English history paper, which would 
begin in outlines and end in chaotic cram. 
That the other sides of history must appeal to. the higher 
faculties of the mind appeared too obvious to need proof. 
Tl.lat outlines (short for any general history) must appeal to 
the lower faculties appeared equally obvious; except, if we 
may add, to those privileged to see them traced by a master. 
However, the "graces" passed November 24, 1892, and the 
degrading paper was introduced in 1894. In spite of it ·the 
tripos maintained -so creditable a place that in 1897 a dis-
tinguished scholar in political science could claim for this 
honor degree a very good record. It bad begun with no 
faculty of its own, with no respectable settlement, '' a mere 
branch lopped off from the ancient tree of law." It bad never, 
like natural science, become "the pet child of the university." 
It had never received even its proper name. It should have 
been called '' bistorico-politico." Yet in twenty-four years it 
ha,d enabled 584: men ·and women to take hm10r degrees. 
Nineteen of the 76 firsts had been taken in the last :five years 
"Many of those trained in the Oampridge school" were noto-
riously devoting their lives to the study of "history or the 
cognate scie11ces." For some reason politics held its own or 
possibly improved in spite of its "low" company. 
'rhe plan which the political men opposed iu 1892 they were 
eager to guard in 1897, and that for the sake of preservtng the 
1101itical character of the tripos. It seemed futile to expect it 
to become purely political. The syndicate of 1872 which drew 
np the scheme establishing a separate history tripos had 
recommended "that the study of history should be accom-
panied with the chief theoretical studies which :find their 
illustration in history." 
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The following is the scheme as jt stood after 1892: 
In th0 historical tripos there are ten papers, allotted as follows: 
Pa11ers. 
1. The constitutional history of England_........ ..... ....... ....... 2 
2. The economic history of England.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
3. Political science.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
4. Special subject (I)........................... ....... .............. 2 
5 
~ (a) One special subject (II)................. ....... ............. 2 
· {(b) Politicaleconomy ........ ... .... ................ ............ 1 
General theory of law and government: International law . 1 
6. Subjects for essays .......... ·-· · ····- ·····-·······-··· ········· · · 1 
7. General English history .. ····-·-··· ........ -···-·... ............. 1 
Tbe special subjects varied from time to time. The i:;cbeme 
obliged a candidate for a degree to acquire some know ledge of 
political science and considerable knowledge of English hi · 
tory. It obliged him to such research as was necessary to deal 
witb a special subject of his own during the three years of bis 
work. It gave him the option of a secoud special subject with 
its original authorities, or study of the theoretic subject m1der 
5 (b), where the readi~g for political economy was especially 
wide. 
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Yet it was for au horror degree in history tbat these candidates 
were to supplicate. 
A certain unfortunate Eton boy, who had been so rash as to 
give a date, was asked by an accomplished Cambridge don 
whether it was B. 0. or A . D. He was sore puzzled, and so he 
said B. D. Picture him struggling with a special subject. 
Eveu for the rare stude11t that knew llis centuries tlle tend-
ency was rather toward an English cult than au apprehension 
of any other civilization. · 
The Roman Empire was an accident to which an allusion 
was proper. The future servant of the state contemplated in 
George I's patent was not likely thus to acquire such knowl-
edge of its long dominance in Europe as should remove his 
natural contempt for the foreigner with whom he had to deal. 
The scheme needed development for the growth both of politi-
cal and of pure history. 
Tile following sehedule offered in 1897 is for the new tripos. 
1t drops the general English history paper and inserts three 
general history papers ou E uropean history. It allows a wider 
course in political economy, economic history, and political 
science. The sclledule reads : 
PART I. 
Pap ers. 
1. Subject s for an essay ....... .. . . . .. _ ...... . .. .. ............ _. __ .. _ .. 1 
2. Either comparative politics or general European history (ancient) __ _ 1 
3. General European history (mcd i:eval ) ........ ___________ ___ ___ ___ __ 1 
4. Engli.'h constitutioual history to A. D. 1485. ·-·· ________ .... ________ 1 
5. Either English economic history or p olitical economy .. _ .... _. _ ... . _ 2 
6. One of :five special historical subj ect s . . . . ......... ·-··-··· ____ ...... 2 
P ART II. 
1. Subj cct s for an cssay_. __ _ . . . ... .... . ................. .. ............ 1 
2. English consti tutional history from A. lJ. 1485 . .. _ .. _. _ ..... _. _ .. _ .. 1 
3. General Burnpcan history ( 111 odorn) . .... ________________ . . .. ......... 1 
And not less t lrnu 2 uor more t h an 4 of the papers assigned to the 
followin g su lJj ects : 
4. A special hist orical subject .. . _ .. . _ .. ___ .. _____ .. __ ..... _ .. . . __ . .. .. 2 
5. Comparative politics ..... . ... ... . . . . .. __ . ... .. .. _. _ ... ... .. . .... _. _ 1 
6. AnalytictLl autl deductive polit ics .. . ....... ... ____ ··--·· . ....... ____ 1 
7. International law ...... . __ __ . . . . . .. . .. _ .. _. _. _ ... . _ .. . . _ ....... _ .. _ 1 
8. Political economy . . . . .... ... _ . _ .. . _ ...... ___ ........ ,. . _ . . ____ .. _. _. 2 
9. A select subj ect in the history of t hought, literat ure, or art .... _____ 1 
. The general history papers tes t the candidate's general 
knowledge of the subj ect of his tripos ; the English constitu-
tional history his use of authorities, his grasp of the theory 
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and history of government, and (incidentally) bis knowledge 
of events; the · special historical subject tests bis more irnle-
pendent work within some given period; the essay, bis power 
of discussing a subject at length as distinct from his power of 
answering a question. The selection in 2 allows a student's 
taste to decide whether he will extend his study in pure history 
or in government; that in 5 secures such ecouomic knowl-
edge as is necessary for all, and allows a student who wishes 
to specialize -in economic science to lay his foundations for 
fhture work. 
Also to hinder lazy or perverse choice "no candidate shall 
take one of the two, papers allotted to political economy or to 
a special historical subject without the otlrnr." A candidate 
not obtaining honors in Part I (viz, a candidate that has 
obtained honors in some other tripos) ta,kes Part II, but is 
a,lloweu freer choice of subjects. He takes one of the three 
general history papers, one of the two constitutional history 
papers; and from the papers allotted to English economic 
history, l)art I. .And to su~jects 4, 5, 6, 7,,8 and n, Part II, 11e 
takes from three to five papers. The principle of Part l I is 
tbe same as that of Part I , but the range of choice is wider 
and the opportunities- for distinction are more numerous. 
It is a marked feature of both parts that tlrn specialization, 
while sufficient for training, is sharply limited. Neither e ·say, 
nor special period, nor economics leud::; itself to loose writiug. 
Research is not an undergraduate privilege. Part II rather 
strengtltens concentration than narrows specialir,f1,tiou. The 
entire tripos is synthetic. 
· By ,tudy of special periods jt teaches you to n e your 
implements; by study of general history it teaclie you to 
di 'Crimiuate between '' geueral trutbs ~1,nd superficial truth ," 
an<l gives you '' a large number of facts aud of gen ' ralir,ation 
from th>, e facts ' by wliioh to aid all historical work; by th 
·tudy of collomi ·,· it t ach you to apply the practical fa ·t · 
of Ile pa,t to the olution of the practical problems ol' th 
pr , u · by th 1 ,·tudy of p liti • it giv s yon" ·u ·h knowl d 
of th . · ·ntial' of the hi t ry f thought·, a ... · i: ne · :ary to 
tli hi.tory of a ·ti n.' 
,·amiuati 11.· f J>art I will not 
m >artll11otu11til f) 
int re· in, tc wa "11. In •n ral 
t • mm ncl l by h h ar<l it i, no 
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partfcular par ts of th'ose that are authorities on two subjects, 
say both law and history, are essential to your purpose; e. g. 
to history ratlier than t o law. If your college lecturer has not 
a genius for taking trouble, your first reading is apt to be 
dreary. Yon wander among the minuti:::e of jurisprudence, for 
instance, when your particular duty is to determine the senses 
of the word law. Happily, the lecturer at Trinity Hall on 
theory of law and government llas tlle power of definition and 
the capacity for taking pains that makes your work clear. 
A glance at Part I forces upon us the question of time. Is 
it possible in two years to accomplish the eight obligatory 
pa11ers 1 According to most university authorities you ought 
not to read for more t han two subjects at once. Observing 
thii, rule, it is not easy to accomplish Part I in two years while 
habits of university work are not matured. The early consti-
tutional history occurs in this p art and is no trifle in the hands 
of Mr. Corbett, the Doomsda,y authority, who has succeeded 
Dr. Prothero at King's. It appears possible that the time left 
for revision under the scheme of 1892 will not be secured iu 
the working of the scheme of 1897. This would be a serious 
difficulty, for it is not before the second reading that you pos-
sess your subject. New subjects crowding on you to the hour 
of examination are fatal to their predecessors. 
The number of subjects gives at first sight the impression of 
"a variety show," but a study of the arrangement brings out 
the unity of t he scheme_ and the consistency of the variety. 
In case of any wide reading on any one side a man needs four 
years rather than three, and it is possibly a mistake that the 
tripos allows no distinction for this voluntary year. Its addi-
tion (as permissible) is a great advantag·e and makes a better 
foundation for post-graduate work. 
As the t~·ipos guards against too narrow specialization on 
the economic side, so it does not solicit au evasion of that 
know ledge of political science necessary to any but a pictur-
esque conception of the state. Such evasion appears improb-
able so long as political science is ably taught and the oth·er 
parts of the t ripos [Ire so guileless of the picturesque as at 
present. Also, judging by the lectures on meclirnval history, 
the pure history work is not likely to lure men by its ease. 
Altliougli it is the division into two parts that secures the 
chance of a fourth year, t he additional year was not the reason 
for the division. The board felt tliat the time had come to 
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extend their subject, and the examinatiou, already enormous 
in quantity, became quite impossible from sheer bulk. Thus 
the board adopted the practice already approved by the uni-
versity for most other triposes, viz, a; division into two parts. 
The division, however (as indicated in our sketch of the sched-
ule), is, like that of law, simply a splitting of one huge cxam-
iuation into two. It is not, like that of theology and of classics, 
divided into a genera] and a special part, although Part II 
is ·more specialized than Part I. Like law, history confers a 
degree only for both parts. 
Judging by the experience in law, second-rate men did better 
by a divided tripos. They gained both in power and quality 
between the two examiuations. A.gain, since history was a 
, difficult subject, it was better to find out before the three years 
of a man's university career were past whether he was compe-
tent to it. If Part I were proved hopeless at the end of the 
second year, he could be degraded to the ordinary then, aud iu 
his third year secure that degree in history, or (if he had no 
historical sense) in some other subject. 
The action ·of the board meant that history was no longer 
"a refuge for the destitute.'} The di vision also brought the 
historical tripos into harmony with the aim of all the other 
triposes ( except oriental languages), viz, to encourage double 
reading. For, if a tripos have two parts, a student may take 
one part only, if he prefer, and proceed to Part II in some other 
subject. The two-part triposes are so far a check to narrow 
specialization. A. course of two trip.oses will combine the best 
.features of the German and the American systems in a method 
that is English. This is why the Cambridge training has 
unique value to an American student. 
However great the learning of the German savant whom he 
eeks uvon the Uontiuent, the methods in Germany are in many 
case · tho-e he already knows from his home trainiiw. Again, 
th language i · not his own. A foreign tongue, even if fairly 
well kn w11, is not the readie.· t medinm for ·ritical tnc1y. How 
many meri ·a11 abroad for a, limited time, say thre years, 
ar abl' to think in erman at the b ginning , 
1: 0 ·ai11 in En land th \.merican tudent, e pecialJy iu bi · 
or lia · th :am 1.J1oti for 1-; tudy a the I ugli ,·b. The 
problem i.· m' on whi ·h ver ,· icl th o · an we ar t t work 
i ont. 'II.J' 11:q)pi •.· ·i 11 f hi , i. he gracion wel ome that 
wai · an Am ·ri ·au a amhri!lir . lf h, · me a.· an un<l r-
" l'a l 1 t' h 1 tJ appr h ml hi · ubj ·t aud t ·ompre-
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bend a new and fine method of treatment. If he come as a 
graduate, the ablest masters guide him toward researeh. The 
University Library is one of the three (Cambridge, Bodleian, 
and British Museum) at which every book published in Great 
Britain will l>e fonnd. Besides this, there are the libraries of 
history, of archIBo1ogy, and of natural science, and the college 
libraries. The last and the University Library hold some of 
tbe manuscript treasures of the world. Though you are more 
tlian 50 miles from London, a good train service takes you 
there in an hour and twenty minutes. 
Practically, the student of tex t and records has the British 
Museum and the Record Office within touch, and Ely and 
Peterborough are even nearer, while the manorial and town 
records of the eastern counties are mines of treasure. Above 
all, tbe domin ant note of Cambridge thought is stm that which 
Jo1m Howard l>ore from the banks of the. Cam to those of the 
Charles. It is uot for 110thing that history proves each Cam-
bridge revolutionary. In each men differ and yet live, fulfilling 
every mau his duty to God, bis neighbor,. and himself, not 
unLelped l>y his fellow-man. 
The ~tndent "coming- up" for any tripos dot>s well to bring 
his l>icycle. This machine is not yet a part of his qualification 
for either little go or tripos, but people who Tide seem to 
find it a help to attainment. The Fens are the idea.I country 
for the wheel, and jt is making "the don as extinct as the 
dodo" for part of the clay. On bis wheel be hardly suggests 
the cap and gown, and he is · so frequently on his wheel that 
Triuity street, St. Mary's passage, a.nd Trinity lane are rather 
deserted. He has broken with his haunts. It is no more the 
academic shades of the;, Backs" that woo him, but that wrinkle 
ca1led the Gogs and fancied a hill. Or he spins by the dikes 
of the Feus, where once he sauntered under the limes an.cl 
around the wilderne~s of St. John's. Trinity ha.s built a 
shed for 120 bicycles-a mere bagatelle of a stable for a col-
lege of 600 and more. The latest suggestion is that Neville's 
court be appropriated. Need I say that it is a master in eco-
nomics that finds this a use for the useless ( ?) arcades? 
The wheel must be owned a tria,1 after the giving of an hon-
orary degree. You have just seen a most impressive functiou 
in the senate house. The homage of th e university has been 
paid to au ambassador, as to Mr. Bayar:d, or its wild enthusi-
asm bas been called forth l>y a Nansen. Or, as on_tbe 11th of 
IIIS'.l' 98--26 
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last mouth, the archbishop of Canterbury and the lord chief 
justice of England have honored CamlJridge by accepting a 
degree. All has been beautiful in its simple stately symbolism. 
The lowest representative of the university bas not uncovered, 
the King himself might not wear his cap within those sacred 
walls, unless he were vice-chancellor, college father, or proctor. 
You watch the procession of scarlet and gold, ermine and 
silver, pass out of the north porch and disappear among the 
shadows of the library arcades. And then, if you lJe wise, yon 
will slip down senate house passage by the gate of honor on 
to Trinity Hall, and, if you be so fortunate as to have leave, 
into its quaint library, where still cling the marks of cbaius 
that once bound books to their shelves, you are soon even fur-
ther back in the long ago than when within the senate house. 
But if, alas! you take tlle other turn, you will come out on 
King's Parade in time to see the archbishop and the lord chief 
justice drive off in' eJeryday clothes. And the stately doc-
tors in crimson and gold-where are they, Take care, there 
is a perfectly ordinary person on a bicycle and there is a red 
bundle tied to the wheel. 
IL-PUBLIC HOSTELS. 
His Grace the Duke of Norfolk, as founder and president 
of St. Edmund's House, has applied for its recognition as a 
public hostel in the University of Cambridge, according to the 
ordinance of June 1, 1882. 
It is necessary to remember that the university is a corpo-
ration to give degrees, 1J~vi11g authority over its members, but 
not over the colleges. It confers its degrees on the fulfil1ment 
of certain conditions-residence aud examinations. At first 
only the official of a, college might testify that a man had kept 
hi nine terms and passed his qualifying examinations. Later 
the censor of noncollegiate students, tbe recoguized head of a 
private hostel, tbe recoguized l1ead of a public hostel, were 
allowed to pre 'ent upplicat for degrees. 
The ordinance of June 1, 1882, laid down general priuciple 
Y which any l)arti ·ular application for recognition a a public 
ho,'t l wa to be judged, principl that Low a di ·tinct varia-
t i n fr m the ·ollege on th one haud and the private ho tel 
nth th r. The oll g is a ,elf-governing ·ommunity, tlrn 
liead b iucr ·h •11 l>y he fellows. 'rhere ar exceptiou : 
.. fag lal n, Downing, and ll tably Trinity-a Crown 
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appointment. The in'ivate hostel ii:, governed by its head, aud 
his students are educated in the university on condition that 
his hostel be always open to university inspection. The pub-
lic hostel has a governing body appointed by royal cllarter or 
by its articles of a~sociation, not by the university. 
There appear some slight guaranties for the matters of more 
obvious government. There are practically none for develop-
ment. Yet the mental attitude of a 1mblic hostel is possibly 
antagonistic to that of the university upon whose dignity it 
supports itself. The cause is irrelevant, e. g., be it religion or 
be it natural scien<'.e, the effect is contradiction to the essential 
notion of the corporate life of the university. The plea- of 
toleration is equally irrelevant. The question in such a case 
is not wllat tlie university may allow any set of men to believe, 
but whether it may sacrifice aught of its owu unity and of its 
essential conception of the unity of kuowledge. 
The public hostel has a master. Like the bead of the -pri-
vate hostel, he must be a member of the senate. But his rela-
tion to the senate, to the governing body, to his commuuity of 
students, is not defined save by bis title. On the whole, these 
regulations of June, 188 3, are as flexible as the most ardent . 
admirer of the .English c:mstitution could desire. .Evidently 
there is a chance for case law. 
What precedents, then, have been establislied under the ordi-
nance~ In February, 1883, Selwyn Co11ege became a public 
hostel. Like Keble, at Oxford, it is a memorial to au honored 
member of the university to which it belongs. .As be was a 
bishop iu the Olrnreh of England, it bad been deemed fitting 
tbat the students, laymen, or future priest, be of that com-
munion. .A college fou11ded to commemorate the Selwyns as 
famous oars would 1iot instinctively opmi its doors to men who 
wished to avoid the river. 
The constitution of Selwyn is defined by royal charter, 
wherein the Queen sanctioned the desire of certain bumble 
petitioners and loving subjects to erect,, as a permanent meuro-
rial to Bishop Selwyn, a college.to bear the impress of his self-
deuying character and convictions, and to aim at training 
, young men in simple and religious habits according to the 
principles of tl1e Church of Engh-md. It is then to sanction a 
mode of life in accordance with tlie principles of the national 
church that the Crowll incorporated and the university recog-
nized Selwyn College; not to provide for religious scruples or 
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technical training; not to differentiate from the university 
teaching or to seclude a class from university influence. 
The masters of Selwyn, men of distinctiou, marked by their 
Cambridge spirit and traditions, have actually governed with 
their council somewhat as does the master of a college with 
those of the fellows, who form the governing body. Among 
the council were the bishop of the diocese, two university pro-
fessors llolding by the Crown, one university professor from. 
the theological faculty, four members appointed by the Crown, 
one member appointed by the university. Tllis membership, 
together with the government of the master in council, was the 
guaranty that the first public hostel offered the university. 
Cavendish College, an institution for very young me11, 
received recognition about the same time. It proved a finan-
cial failure. 
A third institution now asks recognition. The object of St. 
Edmund's House is "to fouud, estalJlisb, endow, maintain, and 
comluct a hostel for students or college in or Dear to Cam-
bridge, in which men who are destined for the secnlar priest-
hood of the 'Catholic Church in communion with the See of 
Rome,' may be educated as members of the UDiver ity of 
Cambridge." 
The twenty-fifth of the forty-seven articles of association 
leaves the statutes free to develop. It may be noted tliat in 
the case of a public hostel or of a new college peculiar respon-
sibility falls on the university to see that the aims are not 
inconsistent with academic principles. 
The governing l>ody has no member appointed by the 
Crown, none appointed by the university. The governme11t 
rest with the visitor, who is the heatl of tbe Roman mis ion to 
Euglaud; five eccle ·iastical superiors, wuo are bishop of the 
same mi ion; and the house, i. e., the association, a body of 
twenty-five I ornan Catholic priests and laymen recognized 
under the companies acts and hol<lin g the power commonly 
xerci ed by the governing body of a college, with thi qual-
ifi ·ation, "subje t to the joint consent of t he vi itor an<l 
fonn<ler." 
her then i 
·hau e w may y 
ho t 1 pre ti · 1 
r 1 nla i n of 1 
<li ' ' V 'l'.' tlJ titl 
the "ma ter . " Let us look again if per-
find him. S lwyn has proved that public 
n t exclutlc him, and by th lett r f th 
"", th ory r quire llim. ecoud p rn ·al 
.:\la ·t r of t. Edmund'. Hou e, w rn hy , 
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member of tlie senate as by ordi11auce required. So we take 
courage for a third reading of the articles; surely they must 
contain an office corresponding to this narpe. Our search 
gives us an answer like tbat of a puzzled person to the ques-
tion: Why is this child called John? Because that is his 
name. 'J.1lie master is elected by the house, but he does not 
belong to the house. His election is subject to the approval 
of the ecclesiastical superiors. None of either body need be 
members of the university. Once elected ho is supervised 
and directed in tlrn internal government of the college by 
the ecclesiastical superiors. A.s tutor he may not determin': 
studies for his men as intellectual beings, but as future 
spiritual officials, and that according to the supervisors. The 
ecclesiastical supervisors shall have powers 
to prescribe points of ecclesiastical discipline to which the scholars and 
students shall be subject, either within or without the ·college, ancl to 
ensure that the lectures delivered and the stuclies p1mmed in the college 
are suitable for ecclesiastical students. 
But this is inconsistent with the tutor's allegiance to a 
university whose business is a man's intellectual powers; 
Finally the Master of St. Edmund's is dismissible at request 
of the house, or of his supervisors, according to tue discretion 
of the bead of the Roman mission in England. With this 
sam6 head it lies to retain him, provided he be a secular priest 
of" the Catholic Church in communion with the See of Rome," 
who has attained a Cambridge degree. 
Whatever may be the advantages of the system, it is a 
novelty in the university, and suggests a curious power of 
variation in the JJ ew institutions. The lwstel now before the 
Senate practically cuts off that cardinal college feature, the 
head, although it js the one organ the hostel possesses capable 
of -responsibility to the Senate. A. Cambridge bead is first a 
ruler; the head of St. Edmund's js an executive shorn of his 
power. He jg to a Cambridge l1ea<l as js the President of the 
French Republic to the President of the United States; unless, 
indeed, we have sought him in tbe wrong place. Should we 
have looked at the pro cathedral or at Uardinal Vaughan's 
house? But then, the cardiual is not a member of the Senate, 
and he is not resident. 
The discussion by meml>ers of the senate was a fine illus-
tration of the power of scholars to restrict argument. Every-
body wished to welcome all Roman Catliolics as fellow-students. 
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National feeling and love of liberty moved the most conserva-
tive of the senate to give to every Englishman whatever he 
asked, especially if it would forward his purpose. On the 
other hand, among both Conservatives and Liberals are men 
who feel that Romanis111 is not helpful and who recognize in 
it 110 special authority. However much they desired to wel-
come Roman Catholics as studeuts, they could not establish a 
Romau Catholic center for Roman Catholic purpo~es in their 
university . 
.Again, there are the English "catholics. These hold tlrnm-
selves bound by the first canon of Antioch, made ecumenical 
at Chalcedou, and as such forming part of the universal code 
of the Catholic Churcb. In accordauce with its principle, 
they require any s·chismatic priests to seek rehabilitation from 
the lawful bishop of the diocese before exercising tlieir office 
within his jurisdiction, and they can not forward the develop-
ment of any pseudo-jurisdiction lest they aid and abet 
schism. 
But none of these reasons might influence debate. The _ 
· senate knows nothing of religions preferences. This makes a 
great debate at any meeting previous to a vote more solid in 
conclusions from fact. It also makes the translations of con-
clusions into actions variable. The senate in debate is objec-
tive-very. The senate iu action is su~jective-somewhat. 
Accorcliug to the debate, it appeared that the hostel in 
question made a dangerous precedent for sectarian education. 
The privilege could not be restricted to the Roman Catholics 
without inju tice to other bodies-the J mvs, for instance. 
Thus might the university become a godless republic, encir-
cled by a ring of righteous monarcliies. Controver. yon "tlie 
known" would hinder pur uit of the unknown. Re]igiou 
controversy, by it. nature, must touch the individual. That 
i contrary to the. pirit of the test act. Besides, to remove a 
t t from ev ry college, as wa done twenty-five y ars ago, and 
th n to tablith in titutions below colleges, and below in 
Jf. v rnment with t . t i incou istent. The '' gra e 
would auth riz th u of a ociated re iden e, a Cambridge 
m rk in fav r of any ·r e<l foundillg it xclu. iv 110 tel. A 
<·h, nrr in h hara t r f a,mbridg re ·idence mu t involve 
<'liang in the aln f th ambridg d gre . As evid n 
of th p v r f m ' tc rian lu ·ation to imped th fnnc-
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tion of the university, a keen opponent r~ad the circular 
letter sent by their bishop to those Roman .Catholics whose 
sons were to become students at the universities. 
It is ordered that there be established, for the benefit of young Catholic 
residents at Oxford and Cambridge, regular courses of lectures or confer-
ences by Catholic professors, in which philology, history, and religion 
shall be treated with such amplitude and solidity as to furnish effectual 
protection against public and erroneous teaching. Attendance at these_ 
lectures is regarded by the Holy See as carrying with it by its own nature 
a grave obligation, and every Catholic undergraduate is bound to attend 
the course of lectures with sufficient frequency to render them a real safe-
guard against rationalistic teaching and the spirit of indifferentism. 
A lay Roman Catholic member of the senate kindly became 
commentator on the letter, a necessary service· to the English-
men-of the meeting, since the letter did not mean what it said. 
The commentator "well understood the reasons for the wish 
expressed" in the text, "but it did not mean that these young 
men were not to bring an open, candid mind to bear on such 
investigations as their studies might require. It merely meant 
that for them there existed a religious authority." Usually in 
both England and Rome "it is ordered" means it is com-
manded, not it is wished. It was this unfortunate sense of 
control that led to even plainer speech between various Eng-
lish kings and the bishop of Rome, from the interchange of 
courtesies between Norman William and Gregory onward. 
Perhaps when even the astute mind of Henry Plantagenet 
and the legal sense of England's royal Justinian failed to un-
derstand, the Cambridge senate may be pardoned slowness of 
comprehension. Resides, by its sacred economics, it was 
wicked waste to bring "authority" within the precincts for 
naught. What is it for1 Why has it got that name, 
Again, it seemed that the provisions, however satisfactory 
in character, were no safeguard, since they came from a gov-
erniug body incompetent to permanent control; alien to the 
university_. 
Nor were the dangers from sectarian euucation felt to be all. 
The ''grace" to St. Edmunds's house appeared to some the 
"grace" to one profession to establish its hostel for technical 
training. One wonders why should not an enthusiastic labor 
leader urge that a royal commission force the Henate to its log-
ical sequence in a procession of trades hostels. In any case 
the " grace" was a ''grace" to one profession to educate its 
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meu apart. The recognition of such au institution introduces 
th'c seminarist idea, one incompatible with that of the uuiver-
sity. Cambridge education means that all men shall meet in 
c~nnmon, shall rub down angles, shall go out from their unj-
ve_rsity in touch with their fellow-men. According to tlle Cam-
bridge idea, secular priests educated by the seminary plan are 
unfitted for afterwork. Their seclusion narrows tllem aud 
unfits them for contact with the laity. They will Lave been 
at the university, but not of the university. Yet they wish to 
wear its degree. 
Doo.btles.:5 the plan gives to the studeuts iu q uestiou better 
lectures than they would otherwise have. It is less tryiug to 
tJ?.e liberal Roman Catholics than the present plan for their 
secular · priests which does not appear quite efficient ill an 
age when religion demands the consecration of the.iutellect. 
It is less baneful to Ultramontane Romanists than complete 
university euucation would be. Nevertheless it ties the Cam-
bridge degree to a seminary. 
There were some rather negative reasons for recognition. 
Because of what the proposal diu not do it was to l>e accepted. 
Because it <1id uot fail to fulfill the letter of the ordinance it 
was not to be rejected. It was reasouably nrged tlia,t it was 
for the good of the men and for the good of the 11ation that 
all men come to the university. So it had proved with tl.Je 
Nonconformists. The difference is that tlrn latter did come to 
be of the university. 
The test act proved slightly flexible. Since by this it was 
decided that great institutions like tl.ie colleges ought uot to 
be brotherhoods for one community, the colleges were thrown 
open. 'fhe act determined the uuiversity as natioual. Every 
sectarian college diminishes that character, aud therefore vio-
late the pirit of the act. On the otller han<l, the act <.fol uot 
sa,y that llO restri ·ted college might be founded. Since jt left 
tlle Uhur ·h of England service e tab1i, hcd in om of tlte 
con g , it do uot prohibit some relig-iou, , crvice jn coll g 
, ithiu th univer ity. But tlte imm ediate que tiou is not one 
of pray r'. -
'1 h ·troucr ·t· r a on for th r corrnition of all ectarian 
h :t I i.· wr.v tr n '1'. Liu rt i to Oambrj<lg a.· tb l>re, th 
f li~·. j , th n po: ibl, for lt rt , lint out, o great a fore 
in lif i: r ligi n ! If not, can sl1 p1· v nt the a o iaLi n 
f rn ·11 of' 1ik li f? Thi · h w r do uot in ol 
' 
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ciation of those who are preparing foe one special work iu 
life, nor association subject to exterior control incompetent to 
guarantect:;. 
In the debate l>nt four men opposed the "grace." But their 
arguments were not answered. Their fi11al words were: 
Tlrn ideal university should open its doors to all students. Bnt it would 
lie a mistake to recognize a special institution on conditions which will 
tlirow tlie student character of its members into the background. It 
seemed that these men did not come to the university to investigate the 
g~ea t qnestions of life, bnt ratlier as pledged to a conclusion, and under 
authorities of whom all that was known was tliat their spirit was opposed 
to that free investigation which was the life of the university. They 
might come if they would, and were welcome to use the teaching given 
h ere, but it was another tliing to ask for formal recognition when they 
1n·ofessedly disbelieved in freedom of investigation . . 
But are there no reasons for which the university might 
grant an exceptional recognition, especially if differently 
guarded 1 The petition is for responsible beings who Lave 
fully chosen a mode of life and for whom it is claimed that 
tliis isolation is imperative. A warm advocate for recognition 
ventured to hope, early in the ·debatc, that before its close some 
statement might be made as to the view taken by the Roman 
Catholic bierarcby. The hope proved vain. Finally another 
member put the following question to the master-elect of St. 
Edmund's: 
Why might not the permission to become members of the existing col-
leges at Cambridge, now allowed (by Roma,n Catholic authorities) to 
Roman Catholic students, be extended to those being educated for the 
secular priesthood f 
The reply was: 
. (a) If the students in quest ion did not come up to some such institu-
tion as that proposed they would not come at all. (b) The bishops would 
not let them. (c) It was the way they did at Bonn and Paris. (cl) It; 
could not be said that the plan would be in any way inefficient for them
1 
for unless it were adopted these men would not have any university, edu-
cation at all. 
The reply did not answer, so a persistent member repeated 
the question. The second reply, as to why·tliese men might 
not join the college, was-
. (a) That they bad lived apart for three hundred yeai·s; (b) that a stricter 
discipline ,,as enforced, to which it would be unreasonable to expect that 
lay stuclents should submit. 
A third time of aRking rnigut have elucidated a wherefore 
more supporting to the "grace." Any such helpful stroke 
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was parried by the blow of a friend, which drilled in the propo-
sition irrelevant to the question asked and affirmed two others 
to be quite clear: (Cl) That several provincial synods of the 
communion of the petitioners had affirmed the prieciple; (b) 
that on other principles they might not be let come. 
'.rhe meeting had learned the cause rather than the rea:wn 
for the exclusion of these students from the privileges of the 
university, and, not being responsible, adjourned. 
To an historical student the statement on discipline is puz-
zling; for, first, the idea discipline, be it of -body, mind, or 
spirit, is not foreign to Cambridge, as witness many or her 
sons. That the technique is not obvious is true. English dis-
cipline, bodily and spiritual, is like English law, voluntary 
and difficult of finding out. Second, we are told it would be 
unreasonable to expect other Roman Catholic students to sub-
mit to the special discipline in question. But the laity slid 
submit to it, or else they managed under the one roof without 
submitting, for there was 110 such isolation for undergraduate. 
until modern times. Nor can it u(j that any class of men able 
to prepare worthily for a high calling in the midst of a medi-
reval town and university life should find that life in the nine-
teenth century too contaminating. Third, we are told that 
these students in certain universities have bad a house to 
themselves for three hundred years. This may show the ens-
tom no anachronism. The development of the renai sance in 
England, the Council of Trent, the housing of the Roman 
patholic priests, come within the same one hundred years. 
But coincidence is not always satisfactory. Moreover, a hon e 
apart is 11ot necessarily a public hosteJ. A private hostel may 
be most rigorously apart and adapted to any code of disci-
pline. The public hostel gains in status and prestige by it 
near approach to a college, but not in opportunities for di ci-
l)lin . And status and pre tige arc 110 part of any religion. If 
the dominant motive of t. Edmund's be l)romotion of knowl-
dge and l1 t gain of , tatus, surely that i po sible in th 
p1 : ut Rtatn.· of the student as noucollegiate or in a private 
ho, t 1. 
de ire of th stud Ht. in que -
t. 
in old argu-
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ment ( 1) the impulsive action of last spring. It was novel to 
see the power of undergraduate opinion in the degrees for 
women and its extraordinary crudity of expression. Still it 
did represent t he majority of undergraduate ·cambridge, and, 
as matter of fact, the university does belong to them next to 
the senate. If, in method of warfare, MacGregor sometimes 
forgot what was due bis own heath, why, MacGregor missed 
an opportunity to honor bis traditions. But nobody could 
question that he was MacGregor and that he was on his own 
heath. Now, it appears to be a question of eight n:onco1legiate 
students having right to determine an important step of the 
university by the sum of t heir eight desires. In the words of 
a fly sheet issued by cert ain members of the senate: 
Such an argument reduces the whole constitution of the university to 
an aLsurdity . T_hc university is responsible for all its m embers in sfa/,n 
pnpillari, and the responsibility necessarily fovol ves control. If we are 
too modest t o exercise the control we ought t o b ~ too conscient ious to 
accept the r esponsibility. 
• 
• 
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MUNICIPA L GOVERNMENT IN THE TWELFTH CENTURY. 
By .JOHN M ARTIN VINCENT. 
The intention of this paper is to l>riug forward only a single 
pbase in the history of municipal government and to draw the 
illustrations chiefly from a single city. It is, in fact, a study 
of the first constitution of St rassburg; but this is a document 
which bas the forth er distinction of being the o]dest municipal 
code in the history of Germany. 
The original compilers of these statutes left no data respect-
iu g tlle time of their enactment, but modern editors bave 
shown reasonable grounds for believing that the first half of 
the twelfth century was the period. The conteuts show that 
the time was previous t o the introduction of self-government, 
a11d thus the code may serve as a typical illustration of city 
life under the feudal system. 
Strassburg, however, was not a. creation of this time. A 
long history already lay behinu it. As the Roman colony of 
Argentoratum it was marked as a place of importance, and as 
the Argentina of the Middle Ages it was highly esteemed by 
Germau kings and emperors. Although Strassburg to-day 
has an extremely medimval aspect, we must lJicture to our-
selves a still older town. Seated on a river-bound island, like 
the cite of P aris, it had not yet fully occupied even that space, 
which is now simply one section of the center of the city. 
Tb ere was a so-called " old city" in the comer of the isla,ll(l, 
and the suburbs of this had grown up aucl been fortified into 
the "new city," but both parts were governed as one. 
Here a population probably less than 10,000 lived in houses 
even more picturesque t han you find there now. It was too 
soon to look for tile roofs with audacious gables, surmounted 
by tall chimneys an d guarded by tall storks. The storks may 
have been ttiere, but doubt might be thrown upon that state-
ment, for the time is rather early for chimneys. Probably 
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tiwbered houses with thatched roof::, were interspersed with a 
few churches, out no mighty cathedral dominated the land-
scape. Although there was snclt a lmildi11g, it was smaller 
and of such a character that the chroniclers periodically 
reported '' combustum est ministorinm Argen tinensis." 
Over thi~ water-bound plexus of walls, moats, l1ouses, streets, 
gardens, and plowed fields, there stood an authority whose 
presence was daily evident and whose power was acknowledged. 
This was the bishop of the diocese of Strassbmg. From time 
immemorial these ecclesiastics had retained tlie feudal tenure 
of this province, for a charter of 982 simply reaffirms this 
privilege because it had beeu granted by earlier kings aud 
emperors. 
Cousequently we are prepared to find in the code before us 
that the person to whom "all magistrates in this city look for 
power" is still the bb,hop. Visible evidence of his presence 
was the episcopal palace which stood in the old city, ou tlie 
site of the ducal palace now occupied by the University of 
Strassburg. On one side this faced the public street, ana was 
accessible to the come and go of public business, while to the 
rear the bishop's garden extended to the river Brlisch. All 
along the ancient wall of the city at the side of this garden 
ran for many blocks the bishop's stables. 
It was indeed an establishment of distinction . Vicar of the 
Pope and ecclesiastical lord of a diocese, the bishop was at the 
same time au imperial viceroy, as it were, au<l feudal prince. 
In all of these capacities he was a powe1ful laud owner, and 
commamled large serviees an<l revenues from territorial and 
clerical <lepeudents. Consequently it is not always clear iu 
the co<le before ns upon what ground certain dues arc ba ed, 
whetber feudal or mm1icipal. It is cvllleut, however, that the 
purpo e of the law was to make snro that nJl of tlle bishop's 
right were maintained. 
o gr a wa, the feudal e ·tablishment of the bishop that he 
wa · obliged to keep a body of offi~er who formed a miniature 
court about the episcopal throne. A vice<lominus or vicar, a 
mar:hal, a butl r, a cup bearer aud a chamberlain performed 
the duti ·: f ·uch mini ·t r , bnt a they w ,re entirely di tin 
from h c rp. t' offhal provided for the city and ou ly iuci-
d •ntall m utiont<l in c·onn ·tion with th, re e11ue8 f the 
l>i:h p w th m by f r ma,tt rs mor · ri •tly rnuni-
·ipal. 
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Tlie code begins, like all good con titutions, by laying down 
a few general priuciples. ''Argentina," says the ancient record, 
"is founded after the pattern of other cities in this respect, 
that every man, stranger as well as native, shall have peace 
in her at all times and from all persons." Consequently no 
one may lay Yiolent hands upon a criminal who bas sought 
refuge in the city, but shall await tlie due process of justice. 
Yet no one need expect to bring booty or stolen goods into 
the place without furnishing an explanation to anyone who 
may complain of him, nor to hold a captive there unless be 
bring him to the magistrates to keep for tlial. 
For the administration of affairs on this basis five chief 
officers were provided. These were the advocate (vogt), the 
causidicus (schultheiss), the burggraf, the thelonearius (or 
collector), and the master of the mint. These were all ap-
pointed by the bishop. Nothing is said about eleotions except 
in the case of the advocate, who could not be placed in office 
"without the consent of the clergy, the ministerials, and the 
citizens." No clew is given as to method of showing this 
consent. 
The advocate was the immediate representative of the 
bishop in the administration of the higher degrees of justice. 
As ecclesiastics were forbidden the shedding of blood, the 
advocate was the man who received instead of the bishop the 
power to judge over life and death. Being thus clothed with 
royal authority, he in turn invested the four next inferior 
officials with power to judge of minor offenses. It was a 
deputy of the advocate who executed . the sentences of death, 
the putting out of eyes, and other mutilations. The official 
courtesy to be observed in such matters was regulated with 
great nicety. We find that in cases of punishment by hang. 
ing the ordinary jailer of the city was expected to conduct the 
condemned to the place of execution, to bind his eyes with a 
clotli, to erect the gallows, to place the ladder in position, and 
to lead the criminal to the foot of it, but at this point he 
obligingly retired and allowed the deputy advocate to place 
the victim on the ladder, to adjust the rope, aud complete the 
suspension. 
The causidicus, or scbultheiss, was more immediately con-
nected with the government of the city. In appointing this 
official the bishop was not restricted in his choice except by 
the geueral rule that no public office except that of advocate 
HIST' 98--27 
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should be given to any person outside of the ecclesiastical 
household or dependents. This is, in fact, the key to the situa-
tion. It is the government of a town through feudal rninis-
terials, temp~red by a certain amount of popular consent. 
The schultheiss was the sole judge over larceny and minor 
breaches of the peace, and appointed two inferior magistrates 
called judges (judices), who settled cases of debt. He appointed 
also the city jailer and constables. We may estimate the size 
of the place somewhat by the fact that the -whole police force 
consisted of the aforesaid prison keeper and three bailiffs, one 
for the inner and two for the outer city. 
Third in importance was the burggraf. His duties would 
in our day belong mostly to one branch of the police depart-
ment. For one thing, he was more or less a regulator of 
industry, for it was the burggraf who appointed the masters 
of the gilds. There were eleven of these at the time in Strass-
burg, and they do not seem to have bad even enough right of 
self-government to elect their own masters. If any of these 
were delinquent in duty or partial in management they could 
be cited before the burggraf. His court, like that of the advo-
cate, was in the Episcopal palace, and if his mandate were not 
obeyed he could carry the case up to the bishop. 
As inspector of buildings the burggraf must see to it that 
new houses or shops did not encroach upon the streets, for 
which trespass a heavy tine was established, as well as for 
injury to the fortifications. For bridges the burggraf and col-
lector were personally responsible, in the old and new town, 
respectively. Bridges must be built, in the first _place, strong 
enough to bear wagons and oxen, "but if by reason of old age 
or too much use," one of them broke down and caused injury 
to a passenger, the above-named officers had to pay the 
damages. 
The burggraf had al o a voice in the erection of fl.our mills. 
If anyone wished to start such an industry, it did not lie with 
him elf to decide whether business would warrant the enter-
pri , but he must fir t obtain the consent of the populace and 
tb nth licen e of the burggraf. Having gained both, he may 
pro ·eed t build, aft r tipping that official with a coin of gold. 
In thi arti le and in one other place there eems to be a 
certain amount of choi ea igned to the people, but nowhere 
ar here any indicati n a t how that should be e pre ed. 
To i11 h n xt tra burg enabled to enjoy the 
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In a mediffival market town like this tolls and taxes were 
. among the prominent features of life. In Strassb11rg it was 
laid down as a general principle in the law that all exchanges 
amounting to five of their shillings should be taxed. The toll 
on that sum was the penny, which was the small silver coin of 
the day, and consequently you paid fourpence in the pound, 
or 1.6 per ·cent. Unfortunately, the prices of things are not 
given in the code, but one may figure out the value of an aver-
age horse, since the tax on a sale of that kind was specifically , 
fixed at fourpence, while the stamp duty on a mule was only 
a penny. 
The law particularly. states that hens, geese,· eggs, and a 
variety of other things were exempt from taxation unless the 
sale amounted to five solidi, so we may see that the ordinary 
market basket was safe from invasion. But there was the 
emissary of the bishop, who collected a, tax on coal (probably 
charcoal in those days), and at another time the tithes of wine 
and tribute from a certain kind of bread. The burggraf had 
a tax upon swords and on a few natural products, so the pay-
ments were doubtless frequent enough. Special favor, how-
ever, was shown to members of the Episcopal establishment. 
Any man or woman attached to tlrn familia ecclesia might sell 
anything which they had made or raised with their own bands 
free of duty. They might also purchase materials for their own 
use or manufacture, but if any one of these people was con-
victed of selling what he had not made or buying to sell for 
gain, the penalty was the loss of a hand. 
The greater part of the tolls came into the bands of the 
thelonearius, or collector. He was also inspector of wet and 
dry measures, and had the custody of the standard quarts and 
pecks, which the master of the wine merchants furnished him. 
Private measures must be branded and private scales were 
allowed if obtained at the mint. A delightful touch of sim-
plicity is to be seen in the paragraph on this subject, where it 
is gravely stated in Latin that the collector is on no account to 
lend these officials measures '' unless perchance he wanted to 
treat a fellow-citizen to an aman of wine, or a quartal of grain 
or some small thing like that without payment." 
Of the officials provided for in this code the foregoing are all 
that we should consider as properly belonging to the government 
of a city. Yet in Strassburg and in other mediffival cities there 
was anotherfunctionary who had much to do with the economic 
and commercial situation. This was the master of the mint. The 
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bishop was the holder of the coining privilege, but appointed 
a magister monetrn to superintend the practical side. 
A large part of the code is taken up with regulatioHs for the 
mint, but I call attention only to the immense influence which 
the bishop might have on the welfare of bis citizens. Be had 
the right to call in the coin whenever he pleased, prodded 
notice was given during six weeks at intervals of a fort11ight . 
.After that there was a heavy fine, and even the punishment of 
band cutting, for passing the condemned coin. 
Occasionally this was necessary on accoun t of counterfeits, 
but frequentlJ' the object was to gather in the fees for rt'coin-
age, which varied from 1 to 8 per cent. The possibilities are 
shown in the history of Braunsweig. There the coin was 
apparently called in about once a year only, but the price of 
silver varied on this accouut every month. At the time of the 
new issue you paid at the mint 16 of the old denarii for 12 of 
the new. Six months later they were at par. At the end of 
the year, just before the new issue, 12 were worth only 9. Con-
sequently the price of merchandise increased every quarter 
till the greatest confusion arose. In 1284 the citizens of 
Braunsweig were obliged to pay their ecclesiastical lortl a. 
large sum of money to stop calling iu the coin. 
We can easily picture to ourselves the primitive mint in 
Strassburg, which the code places next to the fish market. A 
group of men with rude dies and hammers are striking oft' sil-
ver pennies, one at a time, while others are shearing blanks or 
cutting new patterns. The whole thing :flashes out of a single 
clause iu the law which ordains that all coins shall be struck 
in the same house, so that the artisans can see each other' 
work. Only a little study of early German coins conviuce' 
· one of the wisdom of any measure which might improve the 
look of the money. 
ttention ha already been called to some of the general 
ordinance r gulatiog public work , the control of the street , 
th buil<liug f mill , and the preservation of the walls and 
moat . Tb ·anitary measure were few, but striking from a 
rn point f view. o one was allowed to throw filth in 
r t b fi re hi bou unl he expected to take it away 
imm di t ly. >ublic place were provided where such mat-
t r mu t b d I ited, t wit: ' Be ide the meat tall , be ide 
t. 't ph n 'hur b by th well in th hor e market, and at 
la· ·all the ump. 1 • t th matter of wine, the 
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place was in advance of some towns seven centuries younger, 
since no citizen was allowed to-keep such pets unless he gave 
them into the charge of ~ swineherd who should pasture them 
in a certain field outside t he gates. 
We may doubt whether the theory of city government was 
very carefully wrought out in Strasburg in the twelfth cen-
tury, but certain principles are quite clear. The tendency iu 
our day is to place great power and responsibility in the hands 
of the mayor. You will have noted that there is no doubt as 
to who has the appoin.t ing power in Strasburg. The bishop 
appoints the chief functionaries and tbey appoint their subor-
dinates. The consent of the clergy and citizens seems to be 
necessary only in case o~ the advocate. The salaries consist 
of a part of the fees and fines, and tenure of office appears to 
be for ljfe. 
No mention is made of a town council or board of aldermen, 
either elective or hereditary. The bishops would not be anx-
iou~ to divide their power with persons whom they might con -
trol completely, for the law expressly provided that no one 
should judge over the city except the Emperor, the bishop, 
and those whom the latter appointed. 
The bishop was responsible to the Em_peror ouly in the 
feudal sense, and emperors visited the city at infrequent 
periods. So the bishop was practically responsible only to his 
Creator, and that court of last resort was also remote. It was 
not till the beginning of t he thirteenth century that the Em-
peror responded to the petition of the citizens and, in spite of 
the opposition of the bishop, granted them the right to barn 
a common council. 
We may note again in passing that under the old regime 
franchises were granted by popular vote-if you take the mill-. 
ing privilege as an example-and that for them a payment was 
made to the chief of police ; but the law said he might have it. 
The most curious features of Strasburgian civic duties have 
yet to be mentioned. Tb'at is to say, they seem curious from 
the modern standpoint, but were quite matter-of-fact in the 
twelfth century. A certain amount of personal service was 
required of every class of citizens, if not of every individual. 
The obligations of the various trades form a large portion of 
the code, and specifications are given with much detail. In 
most cases it seems that each craft, as a whole, was taxed a 
certain number of its articles of manufacture, and after that 
was obliged to make as many more as the bishop wanted, but 
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with his material or at his expense, or they were to furni ha 
fixed number of men to do such work as be desired. 
Contributions were increased on the occasions when the 
bishop journeyed to the imperial court, or joined in expeditions 
of war. 'l'hese were looked upon as public occasions, and we 
may regard the extra duties as the repartition of taxation 
among feudal dependents. 
For instance, the merchants were obliged to furnish every 
year twenty-four men from their number, who should under-
take the negotiations of the bishop within his diocese. They 
traveled at the expense of the ecclesiastical court, and in case 
of injury to themselves or property while absent might claim 
reimbursement. These men formed a most highly honored 
class of public servants, for the law expressly provided that 
whenever the bishop gave any festivities to which the vassals 
were gathered together, these legates or negotiators should be 
given prominent seats, so that they might be better known to 
tbe men of the province. 
Of the furriers, twelve men were to be furnished who were 
to make all the articles necessary for the episcopal household, 
and if there were not hides enough in Strasburg the master 
of the guild should go to Mainz or Strasburg and buy with the 
bishop's money. 
The blacksmiths were made particularly useful, since uot a 
certain number, but the whole class, was laid under contribu-
tion. When the bishop went out to war he demanded four 
hor eshoes with their nails from every smith, and for a journey 
to court two from each. If this prelate besieged a ·castle or 
wa besieged in oue, the whole smithcraft was obliged to make 
up a pur e of three hundred arrows and be ready to forge as 
many more as were needed. Their ordinary duties were to 
provide the palace with all necessary ironwork, being fnrni bed 
at ·ncb time with material and board. They mu. t al o make 
tlie lo k and chains for the city gate ", but these at the public 
exp n e. · 
r hi, , by th way, is the only articl in the code which make 
u f th t rm "public fund .'' In other ca e' re p n ibility 
i laid upon individual official , a if it wer a per onal matter. 
Bu w m y w 11 upp that tb burggraf, ince h bad 
drnr f the w 11 wo 11 l ok aft r the lock on the gate . 
1:h ·itiz n may h v c ppr ciated tbat he wa u ing th ir 
111 n Y, ven if th urggraf him If wa not nice on uch point . 
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Shoemakers and glovers were also opliged to furnish work-
men at the bishop's expense, and on special occasions contrib-
ute goods. The saddlers gave two saddles for a court journey, 
and made more if requested and paid for. Such occasions 
laid upon the sword polishers the duty of brightening the 
arms and helmets of the bishop's chief ministers and attend-
ants, and if necessary they must furbish up the hunting outfit 
which his reverence used in the chase. 
The makers of wooden dishes furnished only what they were 
paid for, but they must keep the episcopal family supplied. 
They must have had steady employment, for the master cooper 
was enjoined to keep them in daily wood. 
The coopers likewise worked only for pay. The chief cooper 
saw to it that wood was supplied, the bishop's cellar master 
furnished the hoops, and the undercoopers kept things tight. 
So many regulations for the household supply do not neces-
sarily show fear of strikes, but should probably be ascribed to 
the bishop's feudal rights. His claim came first as a sort of 
banalite, and is minutely laid down to prevent misunder-
standing. 
In the passage relating to tapsters a most ancient and hon-
orable precedent is found for the use of the first day of the 
week for cleaning up. The above-named guild were obliged to 
appear every Monday morning at the palace and to sweep out 
the granary and outhouse, if so desired. 
When the bishop traveled by water it fell to the fishermen 
and millers to furnish the oarsmen. The collector provided 
the boats and the watermen the oars. They received pay for 
their services, but were compelled to go anywhere between 
certain points up and down the river. They could not take 
ad vantage of their lord on such an occasion and threaten to . 
put him out at some disagreeable place. The bishop must be 
returned safely to the landing at the episcopal orchard. The 
fishermen, furthermore, were obliged to spend three days and 
three nights each yea:r in fishing for the bishop. 
The regulations for the artisans close with the article upon 
carpenters. These useful citizens were required to appear 
before the palace every Monday morning at daybreak and 
remain there till the bell should ring for early mass. If within 
this time they were not taken into the employ of the bishop 
they might cohsider themselves free to work elsewhere that 
day. No one but the bishop could thus compel them to go 
into service. 
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Besides the labor taxation above considered there was a 
tribute of work due from the inhabitants in general. With 
exception of a specified number from the trades, or in some 
cases excepting whole classes of artisans, every citizen . was 
expected to labor five days a year upon the episcopal home 
estate~ This lay apparently within the bounds of the city, 
and the corvee did not draw the people far from home. 
Certain officials were obliged to contribute to the ·expem;e 
of cultivation. The schuldheiss (mayor), for instance, should 
furnish thirteen plow oxen, which he Rhould appropriate from 
the estates of episcopal vassals deceased. He gave also one 
horse to be ·ridden by the head farmer and to be used for car-
rying seed to the field. Plows and harrows were given by 
the head farmer. 
In spring and fall the people an turned out, and we may 
imagine that the occasions were more or less picnics, for which 
the town officers and the bishops furnished the eatables. At 
harvest time the judgm;, in connection with the bi hop's ser-
vants, formed a committee on storage, and as a reward each 
received a malter, or about 12 bushels, at thrashing time. 
Among regulations so minute as these it should not seem 
strange that the oxen, so importaut in the farm economy, 
should live and, in fact, die according to Latin statute of 
their own. Article 100 declares that the schuldbeiss (mayor) 
should not put them to any use, unless perhaps to cultivate 
his own small field, nor should the bishop him elf use them 
for any other purpose than plowiug. "And if," say article 
101, with mournful precision, "from among the e cattle one 
or two or more, on account of old age or for any other reason 
except contagious di eaRe, become unfit for farm work, the 
butchers shall place their fie hon sale and give the money to 
the schuldheiss, and in the meantime no other meat shall be 
old." 
Thus we catch a glimpse of the daily existence of a bu y 
c mmunity ju t before it entered into the mo t fl uri bing 
p ri of its medi val lrn . We find a municipal life in which 
th dutie are decid dly c mpl x and not alto()'ether ea y to 
cl , ify. W erv however, that the complexity i due to 
th thr f lcl iti n f the own r of the palace, a eccl ia -
ti , im ri 1 v rn r a11d fi udal aron, o th t the taxpayer 
mp 11 d r ud runt ar the thing hich belong d 
i. h p. I wa , p ri wb n r nt nd public du 
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were paid sometimes in money, sometimes in services, and so 
this code provides a variety of ways in which church tithes, 
city defense, and manorial quitrents may be rendered in cash 
or in kind. 
That the ordinary citizen, or possibly even the bishop, was 
conscious of all these distinctions may perhaps be too much 
to i{ifer. The services so overlapped one another that probably 
the most that the merchant or carpenter thought about it was 
that the great man in the palace, on your right as you entered 
the south gate of the old city, was the person to whom all the 
reverence and about all the taxes were due. 
Whether the burdens here imposed on the people were hard 
to bear would be difficult to decide. Whether it was a hard-
ship to . be compelled, as the artisans were, to work for pay 
would depend on the kind of a paymaster the bishop proved 
to be. We do know that later on frequent strife arose, and 
repeated appeals were ca,rrie<l to the Emperor, till the citizens 
were finally given a voice iu t he government of tli.e city. 
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THE STUDY OF HISTORY IN SCHOOLS. 
PREFACE. 
In the early ·winter of 1896 the committee making the fol-
lowing report was appointed by the American Historical 
Association to consider the subject of history in the secondary 
schools and to draw up a scheme of college-entrance requfre-
ments in history. Since that time we have held five meetings, 
each lasting several days ; at each of these meetings all the 
members of the committee have been present, except that Pro-
fessor Salmon was absent in Europe during the last two. 
Every question involving doubt has been carefully, thoroughly, 
and systematically discussed, and in the conclusions here 
presented all the members concur. 
Of the seven persons composing the committee only one is 
a teacher in a secondary school; three others, however, have 
been secondary school teachers, -while others have been 
interested for years in the general problems u1:_1der considera-
tion. Although we felt that we had at the beginning some 
knowledge of the situation, and knew of the difficulties and 
limitations as well as of the accomplishments of the schools, 
it seemed necessary to make a careful study of the whole ques-
tion and to gather information concerning the conditions and 
the tendencies of historical instruction. We have endeavored, 
in the light of the actual facts, to prepare a report that may 
be useful and suggestive to teachers of history and that may 
furnish to superintendents and principals some assistance in 
the task of framing programmes an<l. iri. determining methods 
of work. We h~ve sought to be l1elpft:tl rather than merely 
critical or depreciatory, and have tried to consider the whole 
:field in a broad and general way, remembering that we were 
making suggestions and recommendations, not for the schools 
of one section or of one kind, but for the schools of the nation. 
429 
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PRELIMINARY WORK OF THE COMMITTEE. 
History, as a secondary study, now demands serious atten-
tion. The report of the National Commissioner of Education 
for 1896-97 shows that"there were at that time 186,581 pupils 
in the secondary schools studying-history (other than Uniterl. 
States history). No statistics have been collected to show the 
number studying the history and government of the United 
States; but there is good ground for saying that, if such stu-
dents were taken into account, the number of history pupils 
would be found to exceed 200,000, and would perhaps equal 
if not exceed in number those engaged in the study of any 
other subject save algebra. According to the statistics of the 
Bureau of Education the number of pupils studying history 
(other than United States history) has increased 152 per cent 
in the last ten years, a rate of increase helow that of only one 
subject in the curriculum. These simple facts seem to make 
it plain that college-entrance requirements, that are properly 
based upon the work and tendencies of tbe secondary schools, 
should include a liberal amount of history among the pre-
scribed and optional studies. 
An investigation of the subject of history, as it is studied 
and taught in the secondary schools, presents many difficulties. 
Even before the committee began seriously to consider what 
work was to be done, it b~came apparent that only a thorough 
study would be profitable, that general conclusions or recom-
mendations, even on such a question as that of college entrance 
requirements, could not be made witl10ut an examination of 
the whole field aud a consideration of many fundamental prin-
ciples or without ascertaining what was doing in the high 
schools and academies of the country. 
Before this work was undertaken there had not been any 
sy tematic attempt of this kind; nor had there been any pro-
long d effort by any national association to pre ent the claim 
of hi tory, or to et before the choolmen a statement of what 
might be con id red the value of historical study and the 
place which it houl<l occupy in the school programme. We 
don t le ve odt of onsi<l.eration the work of the Committee 
of en, nor d w undere timate the value or the effect f the 
bl and highly inter ting report of the Madi on Conference 
on Hi, ry, ivil overnment, and Economic ;1 and we do 
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non .ose sight of the fact that historical instruction in the 
secondary schools had often been discussed in pedagogical con-
ferences and teachers' associations. Before we began . our 
work it was plain that there was an awakening interest in 
this whole subject, and the time seemed to be at hand when a 
systematic effort would meet with response and produce results. 
But in spite of all that had been done, and in spite of this 
awakened interest, there was no recognized consensus of opin~ . 
ion in the country at large, not one generally accepted judg-
ment, not even one well-known point of agreement, which 
would serve as a beginning for a consideration of the place of 
history in the high-school curriculum. Such a statement can 
not be made concerning any other subject commonly taught in 
the secondary schools. , The task of the committee was, there-
fore, to discover tho actual situation, to see what was doing 
and what was the prevailing sentiment, to localize and estab-
lish a modicum of practices ~nd principles, however small and 
limited it might be; and, having apprehended what was best 
and most helpful in spirit and t endency among teachers of the 
country, to seek to give that spirit expression in a report that 
would be helpful and suggestive, and that would be of service 
in widening the field of agreement and iu laying the founda-
tions for a common understanding. 
In all of our work we have endeavored not only to discover 
any agreement or common understanding that may exist 
among American teachers, b ut to keep in mind the fact that 
local conditions and environments vary exceedingly; that what 
may be expected of a large and well-equippe.d school need not 
be expected of a small one, and that large preparatory schools 
and academies, some of them intentionally fitting boys for one 
or two universities, are in a situation quite unlike that in 
which the great majority of high schools are compelled to 
work. We have sought chiefly to discuss, in an argumenta-
tive way, the general subject submitted for consideration; to 
offer suggestions as to methods of historical teaching and as 
to the place of history on the school programme, being fully 
aware that, when all is said and done, only so much will be 
adopted as appeals to the sense and judgment of the second-
ary teachers and superintendents, and that any rigid list of 
requirements or any body of peremptory demands, however 
judiciously framed, not only would but should be disregarded 
in schools whose local conditions make it unwise to accept 
them, 
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The committee determined that every reasonable 1110ans 
should be used to ascertain the present cond ition of historical 
study. Several hundred circulars asking for information were 
sent out to schools in all parts of the United States, selected 
not because they were supposed to be exceptionally good or 
exceptionally bad or unusua1ly strong in historical work, but 
because they were recommended to the committee by cm:ppe-
. tent authority as typical schools. . Circulars were sent to dif-
ferent kinds of schools-to those in small towns as well as to 
those in large cities,. and to private academies as well as to 
public high schools. About 250 replies have been received, 
and the information thus gathered is presented and discussed 
in Appendix I to this report. 
But to seek information through printed interrogatories is 
always somewhat unsatisfactory, and the committee therefore 
used other means also. Steps were taken to secure full discus-
sions in the different educational associations of the country, 
in order that many teachers might become interested in the 
work of the committee and give needful information, and in 
order that there might be a free interchange of opinion on 
some of the more important problems that called for solution. 
Discussions on some portions of our report have been held by 
the New England History Teachers' Association, the Associ-
ation of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Middle States 
and Maryland, the Michigan Schoolmasters' Club, the Round 
Table in History of the National Educational Association, and 
by other.educational bodies, as well as at two meetings of the 
American Historical Association. Moreover, at variou times 
in the course of tbe past two years different members of the 
committee have personally consulte<l. teachers and talke<l the 
subject over with them. These efforts seem to d mo,rntrate 
that we have not reached conclusions hastily, aud that our 
report i not merely the expres ion of the theoretical a pira-
tion of college profes ors who are unacquainted with tbe co11-
dition of tb econdary school . It is, in a very proper en · , 
the re ult of careful examil!ation and systematic inquiry con-
e rniu th ondary conditions of the country. 
It i not ne ·e ary to review h re, in detail, the conclu ion 
r a ~eel fr m c tncly of the circular received from th cbool:. 
I will he e n by an _ amiuati n of the e conclu ion , a pr -
h · p n li , th t in r gar<l. to many matter 011 
whi ·h, n ht in£ rma i n tber i little or no agreem nt. 
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Concerning the amount of history offered, the fields of history 
studied, the order in which the different fields are taken up, 
and the years in which the subject is taught, there is much 
diversity of practice; but, on the other hand, we find marked 
approach to uniformity in one particular, namely, that good 
schools in all parts of the United States have adopted sub-
stantially similar methods of instruction. It is perfectly plain 
that the old rote system is going by the board. Practically 
every school now reports the use of material outside the text-
book, _and recognizes that a library is necessary for efficient 
work; and nearly all teachers assign topics for investigation 
by the pupil, or give written recitations, or adopt like means 
of arousing the pupil's interest and of leading him to think 
and work in some ·measure independently, in order that he 
may acquire power as well as information.1 Of course these 
methods are more extensively developed in some schools than 
in others; but the facts point to a common understanding, or 
at least to the approach toward a common un<lerstanding, of 
what history teaching sl.10uld be, and to a, growing appreciation 
of wlmt historical study can do. We venture to say that if a 
school bas well-trained teachers, who know why- they teach 
and how to teach, the order of historical studies, or the exact 
method of handling a fielu of historical inquiry, is compara-
~ively unimportant; and it is this evidence of a . realization · 
that history has a value as a pedagogical su'bj.ect, indicating 
as it does a new interest on the part of teachers and directors 
of schools, and bringin g surely in its train a demand for skill-
ful teachers, which should give courage and hope to those who 
are interested in the successful use of ·history as a means of 
discipline and culture. 
In matters of detail, the conclusions that could be drawn from 
the replies to the circulars were somewhat meager, but they 
were helpful in enabling the committee to judge of tendencies 
a11Cl to form a general opinion as to existing conditions. But, 
as we have already said, we have not contented ourselves with 
this method of ascertaining tbe situation. By the more per-
sonal means adopted we have gained information wh'ich can 
not readily be tabulated, but which enables us to have some 
assurance concerning the tendencies of the time, and to feel 
1 Undoubtedly the report of the Madison Conference had a very beneficial influence in 
this direction, by calling the attention of the teachers of the country to what ideals of 
historical instruction are. 
HIS'.l' 98--28 
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that in many respects present conditions are not satisfactory 
to the active, progressive tea(,hers of the country. It is often 
more valuable to find out how one highly successful teacher 
attains his end than how twenty unsuccessful teachers do not; 
and to discover what practical, experienced teachers, who have 
given thought to the subject, think can be done and should 
be done, than to know the static condition of twenty others 
who are content with the semi-success or the failure of the 
present. 
In the summer of 1897 three members of the committee were 
studying educational problems in Europe. Miss Salmon spent 
the summer in Germany and German Switzerland, studying 
the methods of historical instruction in the secondary schools. 
The results of her investigations were given in a paper read 
before the American Historical Association in December, 1897. 
Mr. Haskins bas· at different times studied the educational 
system of France; after a further examination of secondary 
conditions in 1897, he prepared a report on the subject of his-
tory teaching in that country. Mr. Fox has a thorough ac-
quaintance with the English public schools, and bas prepared 
a report on_ the teaching of history in the secondary schools of 
England. These articles on the conditions of historical in-
struction in European countries are giveu as appendices to 
this report. They are not offered as furnishing us models to 
which we ought to conform, but as investigations in the study 
of comparative education; they may, however, give to teachers 
of this country suggestions on the subject of general pedagog-
ical values, methods of historical instruction, and the arrange-
ment of studies. The committee has not supposed that it is 
possible to import a foreign-made regime to which the Ameri-
can schools can be asked to adapt themselves. 
It will be seen that of foreign countries Germany is the 
one that offers to America the most lessons, of which proba-
bly the most important is that suggested by the great advan-
tag resulting from having the subject of hi tory, a well a 
th r ubj ct , in the band of thoroughly equipped teacher,, 
who have re eiv d in truction in method and are ver d in 
th rt f imparting information with due regard to the pupil 
a n de r of mental a vancement. In the German 
gymn, i tbe ur e of hi tory, fr m Ilomeric time to the 
pre nt d y, i c red with great th roughne and y, t m. 
'£0 hi, part f b r p r n the rman ch ol · we wi h t 
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call special attention, for while we do not think that it is prof-
itable for us, even in this particular, to follow the German 
curriculum exactly, we believe that there should be an effort 
on the part of those who are organizing programmes to reach 
toward this ideal by extending the course of history over a 
number of years and by developing it in accordance with the 
psychological principles which have been adhered to in the 
preparation of the German course of study. It should be 
noticed, too, that in German schools history is correlated with 
other subjects. The teacher of history, where opportunity 
offers, makes m;e of the foreign ·language which the pupils 
are studying, and the language teacher refers to historical 
facts. One subject in the curriculum thus helps to reenforce 
another. The methods of the German teachers also deserve 
careful consideration. Interest is aroused by skillful oral 
teaching, in which the teacher adapts his story to the minds 
and capacities of his hearers and so holds their attention that 
concentration of mind and ability to grasp the subject are 
developed. It must be confessed that Miss Salmon's descrip-
tion of how a teacher in Bale, in the middle of a hot summer 
day, held the breathless attention of a class of boys for fifty 
minutes while he told the story of the dramatic struggle 
between Henry IV and Gregory VII, suggests not only phe-
nomenal methods but unusual boys; but withal we must 
attribute the teacher's success to his skill and to the previous 
training which the boys had received in the lower grades, 
where inattention or heedlessness was not tolerated. 
Doubtless teachers of history in this country can not follow 
the example of German teachers in all respects. The German 
believes that until the boy reaches the university he has no 
judgment to be appealed to and no great reasoning faculty to 
be developed; that it is bis business, until 18 or 19 years of 
age, to absorb, not to argue or discuss. He is not expected to 
ask questions; be is expected to do wha_t he is told. Such, 
however, is not the system for maki11g American citizens and 
such is not the atmosphere in which the Ameriean boy or -girl 
should live. Nor can it be said that under our present condi-
tions the teacher of history should attempt to give instruction · 
to secondary pupils without the help of a text. 
The system and methods of instruction in the schools of 
France are interesting, but somewhat less suggestive than 
those of the German schools. T);lere, as in Germany, history 
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is in the hands of trained teachers, who have a capacity for 
holding the pupil's attention, arousing interest, and develop-
ing a love for historical study, as well as for giving a vast 
amount of historical information. The course of study is long, 
thorough, and systematically organized. The conditions of 
German Switzerland are essentially similar to those of Ger-
many itself. 
The situation in England does not offer many valuable les-
sons to American teachers. The most uoticeable features are 
a Jack of historical instruction, a common failure to recognize 
the value of history, and a certain incoherence and general 
confusion. We ·can not here discuss the reasons for these con-
ditions. It is enough to say that the laissez faire idea has 
been carried farther and is more marked in E11gla.11d than in 
America; for, on the whole, we have an educational system, 
and each passing year shows an increase iu the common stock 
of principles. And yet oue who examines the condition of 
historical instruction in this country, and compares it with 
that of France and Germany, feels that Englishmen aud Amer-
icans are of one blood; the individualistic spirit of the race ' 
has found unusual expression iu educational practices, aud ha 
made against cooperation and harmony, while instinctive aver-
sion to theoretical arrangement ltas hindered the developmeut 
of geueral principles. A comparison of English conditions 
with those of the continent will be likely to show the value of 
system and order, and the advantage resulting from the sway 
of good pedagogical doctrines. We must endeavor iu America 
to reach a system of our own, and to recognize the force of 
sound principles, without losing ight of the fact tllat our 
local conditions are many, and that we must rely on individual 
iuitia,tive and enthusiasm, if not on impulse. Neverthele , in 
spite of local diversity, and in spite of the fact tbat a rigid 
regime eetns on the whole impossible, if not undesirable, in 
tlli · country, ther are ouml general principle that may be 
t rmed ab olnt rather than relative; there is a proper method 
f unfoluiug the subj ct, and there are improper m 1 thod ·; or, 
t p ak mor ju tly, method and y ·tern, which recognize th 
true charact r f tb tudy and the priuciple by which it may 
h' a1lapt •d to pupil' f diff rent ag ', are certainly wi er and 
hett r lu 11 any hapbazar m tll d aud lack of v ·tern can be. 
\\ hil it i impo ibl t tran ·p1aut any for ~i n c ur e of 
ur · ·h 1, and uuwi to imitate blindly European 
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methods of instruction, there are at ]east two lessons that may 
be learned from foreign schools, namely, the wisdom of demand-
ing thoroughly trained teachers of history, and that of givi11g 
a large place to historical instruction in all courses. In both 
France and Germany, history is taught by special teachers, 
whose historical t raining has been carried to a point well 
beyond our American bachelor's degree, and whose pedagogical 
ability has been specially tested. In France, an hour and a 
haJf each week is given to history throughout the ten years of 
the eletnentary school and lycee; in Germany, history is pur-
sued two or three hours weekly in every year of the nine years 
of the gymnasium; and even in Russia the time given to hi story 
is much longer than in the average American school. Not 
merely on these grounds, however, do we ask larger recogni-
tion for history; we hope to present, in the course of this 
report, substantial reasons for such recognition drawn from 
the nature of the subject and froni. its relations to the develop-
ment of American boys and girls; but we ~call attention to 
what is now done in other countries as evidence that our 
recommendations are not fanciful or revolutionary. 
VALUE OF HISTORICAL STUDY. 
It may seem to be unnecessary to consider the value of his-
torical study in· itself, or to show how history may be related 
to other subiects in the s0hool curriculum. As a matter of 
fact, however, the educational value of every other subject has 
received more attention than that of history; indeed, only 
within the last few years bas there been anything like a 
thoughtful discussion by practical teachers of the worth of 
history as a disciplinary stu<l.y. When so much bas been said 
of the necessity of studying the natural sciences, in order that 
one may come to some realization of the physical and vital 
world about him, and may know himself better as he knows 
his surroundings more t horoughly and in order that his powers 
of observation may be quickened and strengthened, it seems 
strange indeed that the same method of argument bas uot 
been used iu behalf of historical work. If it is desirable that 
the high-school pupil should know the physical world, that he 
should know the habits of ants and bees, the Jaws of fl.oral 
growth, the simple reactions in the chemical retort, it is cer-
tainly even more desirable that be should be led to see the 
steps in the development of the human race, ·and should have 
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some dim perception of bis own place, and of his country's 
place, in the great movements of men. One does 11ot need to 
say in these latter days that secondary education ought to fit 
boys and girls to become, not scholastics, but men and women 
who know their surroundings and have come to a sympathetic 
knowledge of their environment; and it does not seem neces-
sary now to argue that the most essential result of secondary 
education is acquaintance with political and social environ-
ment, some appreciation of tbe nature of the state and society, 
some sense of the duties and responsibilities of citizenship, 
some capacity in dealing with political and governmental 
questions, something of the broad and tolerant spirit which is 
bred by the study of past times and 'conditions. · 
It is a law well recognized by psychologists, a law of which 
the teacher in school or college sees daily application and illus-
tratiou, tbat one. obtains knowledge by adding to the ideas 
whieh one already has new ideas organically related to the old. 
Recent psychological pedagogy looks upon the child as a re-
acting organism, and declares that be should be trained in 
those r·eactions whieh he will most need as an adult. The 
chief object of every experienced teacher is to get pupils to 
think properly after the metbod adopted in his particular line 
of work; not an accumulation of information, but the habit of 
correct thinking, is the supreme result of good teaching in 
every branch of instruction. All this simply means that the 
student who is taught to consider political subjects in school, 
who is led to look at matters historically, has some mental 
equipment for a cornpre:iension of the political and social 
prcblems that will confront him in everyday life, and has 
received practical preparation for social adaptation and for 
forceful participation in civic activities. 
,ve do not think that tliis preparation is satisfactorily 
acquired merely tllrough the st.ndy of civil government, which, 
trictly con trued, has to do only with existing institution . 
The pupil bould ee the growth of the institutions which sur-
round him; he hould s e the work of men; he houlcl tudy 
th living c n ·r t fact of the pa t; he hould know of nation 
tbat b ri n and fallen; he hould e tyranny, vulgarity 
v 1 n , patrioti rn, elf- acrifi.ce brought out in the 
nd w rk of en. trono-ly ha thi thought taken 
f writ r of ivil g vernm nt, that they no longer con-
n th m lv with a l cription of the government a it 
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is, but describe at considerable length the origin and develop-
ment of the institutions of wllich they speak. While we have 
uo desire to underestimate the value of civil government as a 
secondary study, especially if it is written and taught from 
the historical point of view, we desire to emphasize the thought 
that appreciation and sympathy for the present is best Hecured 
by a study of the past; and while we believe that it is the 
imperative duty of every high school and academy to teach 
boys and girls the elementary knowledge of the political 
machinery which they will be called upon to manage as citizens 
of a free State, we insist also that they should have the broader 
knowledge, the more intelligent spirit, that comes from a study 
of other men and of other times. They should be led to see 
that society is in movement, that what one sees about him is 
. not the eternal but the transient, and that in the processes of 
change virtue must be militant if it is to be triumphant. 
While it is doubtless true that too much may be made of 
the idea that history furnishes us with rules, precepts, and 
maxims which may be used as immutable principles, as unerring 
guides for the conduct of the statesman and the practical poli-
tician or as means of foretelling the future, it is equally true 
that progress comes by making additions to the past 01· by its 
silent modification. All our institutions, our habits of thought 
and modes of action, are inheritances from preceding ages; no 
conscious advance, no worthy reform, can be secured without 
both a knowledge of the present and an appreciation of how 
forces have worked in the social and political organization of 
former times. If this be so, need we seriously argue that the 
boys and girls in the schoolroom should be introduced to the 
past, which has created the present-that historical-minded-
ness should be in some slight measure bred within them, and 
that they should be given the ha bit, or the beginnings of a 
habit, of considering what has been when they discuss what 
is or what should be! 
Believing, then, that one of the chief objects of study is to 
bring boys and girls to some knowledge of their environment 
and to :fit them to become intelligent citizens, we need hardly 
say that, if the study of history helps to accomplish this object, 
the public schools of the country are unf!er the heaviest obliga-
tions to foster the study, and not to treat it as an intruder 
entitled only to a berth in a cold corner, after language, mathe-
matics, science, music, drawing, and gymnastics have been 
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comfortably provided for. "It is clear," as Thomas Arnold 
bas said, "that in whatever it is our duty to act, those mat-
ters also it is our duty to study." It is true that any subject 
which aids the pupil to think correctly to be accurate and 
painstaking, which awakens his interest in books and gives 
him resources within himself, h1 reality fits him for good 
and useful citizenship; but what other subjects do in this 
direction more or less indirectly, history does directly; and 
moreover, if properly taught, it is not inferior to other sub-
jects as a disciplinary and educational study. Fortunately, 
an examination of school programmes, educational periodicals, 
and like material will now convince anyone that educators are 
coming to the conclusion that history must receive more atten-
tion and must be taught wfaely and well. 
History cultivates the judgment by leading the pupil to see 
the relation between cause and effect as cause and effect 
appear in human affairR. VVe do not mean by this that his 
attention should be directed solely to great moving causes, or 
that he should study what is sometimes called the "philosophy 
of history;" far from it. Nor do we mean that time should be 
consumed in discussin g the meaning of facts when the facts 
tb~mselves are not known. But history has to do with the 
becoming of past events, not simply with what "'."as, but with 
what came to be, and in studying the simplest forms of bij,-
torical narrative even the average pupil comes to see that one 
thing leads to another; be begins quite unconsciously to see 
that events do not simply succeed each other in time, but that 
one grows out of another, or rather out of a combination of 
many others. Thus, before the end of the secondary course 
the well-trained pupil has acquired some power in seeing rela-
tionships and detecting analogies. While it is perfectly true 
that the gen ralizing faculty is developed late, and that the 
secondary pupil will often learn unrelated data with ea e, if 
not with avidity, it is equally true that history in the l1aud of 
the competent teacher i a great instrument for developing in 
the pupil capacity for seeing underlying rea on and for com-
pr bending motives. In the ordinary class-ro m work, both 
in ·ien e aud in mathematic , there is little opportunity for 
di. cu., i u, for cliff reuces of pinion, for balan ing of proba-
hiliti ; and yet in everyd, y m we eldom d al with math-
m, tical d mon, trati ns r oncern ur. Iv with . ci ntific 
ob rvation, · we r , h con -lu, ion by a ju ici u con id ra-
ti n f <:ir ·mu tan nd nditiou.· ome of them in apparent 
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conflict with one another and none of them susceptible of 
exact measurement and determination. 
The study of history gives training not only in acquiring 
facts but in arranging and systematizing them and in putting 
forth individual product. Power of gathering. information. is 
important, and this power the study of history cultivates; but 
the power of using information is of greater importance, and 
this power, too, is developed by historical work. We do not 
ask that pupils should he required to do so-called "laboratory 
work"-we abjure the phrase-and create histories out of ab-
solutely unhewn and unframed material; we simply say that 
if a pupil is taught to get ideas and facts from various books, 
and to put those facts together into a new form, his ability to 
make use of knowledge is increased and strengthened. By 
assigning well-chosen topics tha.t are adapted _!:o the capacity 
of the pupil, and by requiring. him to gather his information 
in various places, the teacher may train the pupil to collect 
historical material, to arrange it, and to put it forth. ·This 
practice, we repeat, develops capacity for effective work, not 
capacity for absorption alone. 1 
History is also helpful in developing what is sometimes called 
the scientific habit of mind and thought. In one sense this 
may mean the habit of thorough investigation for one's self of 
all sources of information before one reaches conclusions or 
expresses decided opinions. But only the learned specialist 
can thus test more th an the most ordinary,and commonplace 
truths or principles in any field of work. The scientific habit 
of min<l in a broader sense means a recognition of the fact that 
sound conch1sious do rest on ~omebody's patient investiga-
tions; that, alt.hough we must accept tbe work of others, every-
body is required to study and think and examine before he 
positively asserts; that every question should be approached 
without prejudice; that open mindedness, candor, .honesty, are 
requisites for the attainment of scientific kuowledge. The 
thoughtful teacher of experience will probably Ray that even 
in the earlier years of the secondary course these prime requi- . 
sites of wholesome education may in some measure be_ culti-
vated; and that, when opportunity for comparative work is 
. given in the later years, historical mindedness may be so de-
veloped as materially to influence the character and habits of 
the pupil. 
1 A consh:Jer-ation of what is said in a later division of this r eport on the methods of 
teacl1ing will show more fully how Listory may be used to this end. 
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While we believe that power and not information must be 
the chief end of all school work, we must not underestimate 
the value of a store of historical material. By the study of 
history the pupil acquires a knowledge of facts that is to him 
a source of pleasure and gratification in his after life. If there 
be any truth in the sayiug that culture consists of an acquaint-
ance with the best which the past has produced-a very insuf-
ficient definition, to be sure-we need not argue about the 
value of historical information. But we may emphasize that 
brighter and broader culture which springs from a sympathy 
with the onward movements of the past and an intelligent 
comprehension of the duties of the present. Many a teacher 
has found that in dealing with the great and noble acts and 
struggles of bygone men be has succeeded in reaching the 
inner nature of the real boys and girls of bis classes, and bas 
given them impulses and honorable prejudices that are the 
surest sources of permanent and worthy refinement. We may 
venture to suggest that character is of even greater value than 
culture. 
A no less important result of historical study is the training 
which pupils receive in the handling of books. History, more. 
than any other subject in the secondary curriculum, demand 
for effective work a library and the ability to use it. Skill in 
extracting knowledge from the printed page, or in thumbing 
indexes and fingeriug tables of contents, is of great value to 
anyone who is called upon to use books. The inability to 
discover what a book contains or where information i to be 
found is one of the common failings of the unschooled and the 
untrained mau. Through the study of history this facility in 
handling material may be cultivated, and at the same time 
the pupil may be introduced to good literature and in pired 
with a love for reading which will prove a pricele s treasur 
to him. In this latter respect the study of history i econd 
to that of English literature alone. 
With th e re ults of bi torical tudy two other of decided 
value may in conclu ion be briefly mentioned: By the r adin (l' 
of go d b k , and by con taut fl'ort to re- er ate the r al 
pa tan make it liv again, th pupil's imagiuati n i at on 
quick ned, tr ngthened, aud di ciplined; and by m an 
th rdin ry r 1 recit ti n, if properly pducted . h may be 
u ht r him lf in w ll- •ho ln w rd . In th tudy 
ffiriulnu<T h 
11 ir m aniug · in h 
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with technical P-xactness and care; in the study of history, 
while he must speak truthfully and accurately, he must seek 
to find apt words of his own with which to describe past con-
ditions and to clothe his ideas in a broad field of work which 
has no technical method of expression and no peculiar phrase-
ology. 
CONTINUITY OF HISTORICAL STUDY AND THE RELATION OF 
HISTORY TO OTHER SUBJECTS. 
We have no intention of framing a secondary-school course 
in which each study shall be carefully related in time and 
space wit}l every other. Such a process is, for the present at 
least, a task for each superintendent or principal in the con-
duct of his own work. Certain suggestions, however, are 
pertinent, and may be lielpful. 
We believe that, whenever possible, history should be a 
continuous study. In some schools it is now given in three 
successive years; in others it is offered in each of the four 
years of at least one course. Some practical teachers, im-
pressed with this need of continuity and feeling unable to give 
more time to the work, have thought it wise to give the sub-
ject in periods of only two recitations per week for one year 
or more; and such a plan may prove desirable for the purpose 
of connecting two years in which the work is given four or five 
times per week, or for the purpose of extending the course. 
Probably two periods a week, however, will Reem altogether 
impracticable to the great majority of teachers, and we do not 
recomlilend that this step be taken when the circumstances 
allow more substantial work. A practical working programme 
in one of the very best western schools presents the following 
course: 
Periods. 
Seventh grade, American history . . ... ••. . ...................... . ...... 4 
Eighth grade, American history .... ... ............. . ........ __ .. . . _._. 2 
Niu th grade (first year of high school), Greek and Roman history . . __ .. 3 
Tenth grade, English history ....... . . ............... . ....... . ..... .. .. 3 
Eleventh grade, institutional history . . . ~ . ............ .. ... . . __ .... _.. .. 2 
Twelfth grade, American history .. . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2 
Another school of high grade, where effective work is done, 
gives history in three periods per week for two years, and in 
fl ve periods per week for two more years, viz : 
Periods. 
F irst year of high school, Oriental, Greek, and Roman hist ory. . . . . . . . . 3 
Second year, medireval and modern European history . ..•.. __ _ .. .... . .. 3 
Third year, English history ....... . . . .. ..... . ...... . . . .. . . . ... . . . ..... 5 
Fourth year, American history, economics, and civics ...... . ........... 5 
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In both of these schools some of the historical work is 
optional or elective, other parts are required. These courses 
are given here simply to show how a long, continuous course 
may be arranged in case the circumstances make it inadvis-
able to give work four or five t imes per week for four years. 
We do not recommend courses in which the study comes twice 
a week, but only say that in some instances they may prove 
advisable as a means of keeping the parts of the course in 
connection. We can not see our way clear to proposing the 
acceptance of a two hour course in history for entrance to col-
lege, if units are counted or definite requirements are laid 
down. 
A secondary-school course in which there are many distinct 
subjects may furnish to the pupil only bits of information, 
and not give the discipline resulting from a prolonged and 
continuous application to one subject, which is gradually 
unfolded as the pupil's mind and powers are developed. A 
course without unity may be distracting, and not educating in 
the original and best sense of the word. At least iR some 
courses of the high school or academy, liistory is the best sub-
ject to give unity, continuity, and strength. Where a foreign 
language is pursued for four consecutive years, it serves this 
purpose; but in other cases it is doubtfu! whether anything 
can do the work so well as history. Even science has so mauy 
branches and distinct divisions-at all events as it is custom-
arily taugllt-that it does not seem to be a continuous ubject. 
DoubtleRs there are relationships between physiology, chem-
istry, physics, botany, and physical geography, and of cour ' e 
the methods of work in all of them are similar; but to treat 
cieuce as one subject, so that it may give opportunity for con-
tiimous development of the pupil, and for a gradual unf lding 
of the problems of a single field of human study, seems to us 
to pr nt mauy almo t in ' urmountable difficulties. A com-
mittee of hi torical tudent may be pardoned, therefore, for 
thinking that hi tory furnishe a better in t rum nt than ci-
en e for uch purpo e . The hi tory of the human race i one 
su~ject; an 1 a our e of four years ·can be so arranged a to 
mak the tudy a continually develop ing and enlarging one, 
a. th n ed aud ·apa iti of the p upil are devel p d and 
nlarg d. 
m ry hould not b 
with otb r u d ct in th , 
ide, a if it bad no r lation 
ur e. Ideal ondition 
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will prevail when the teachers in one field of work are able to 
take wise advantage of what their pupils are doing in another; 
when the teacher of Latin or Greek will call the attention of 
his pupils, as they read Cresar or Xenophon, to the facts which 
they have learned in their history classes; when the teachers 
of French and German and E11glish will do the same; when 
the teacher of physical geography will remember that the earth 
is man's dwelling place, or more properly his growing place, 
and will be able to relate the mountains, seas, and tides ·Of 
which he speaks with the growth and progress of men; when 
he will remember that Marco Polo and Henry. the Navigator 
and Meriwether Lewis were unfolding geography and making 
history, and that Cape Verde not only jutH out into the Atlantic, 
but stands forth as a promontory in human history. Is the 
time far distant when the march of the Ten Thousand will be 
looked upon not merely as a procession of optative moods and 
conditional clauses, but as an accouut of the great victory of 
Gr~ek skill, discipline, and intelligence over the helplessness 
of Oriental confusion, And will Oresar long be taught only as 
a compound of ablative absolutes and indirect discourses,. rather 
than as a story, told by one of history's greatest men, of how 
our Teutonic forefatherR were ~rought face to face wi_th Roman 
power, and how the peoples of Gaul were subjected to the art 
and the arms of Rome, and made to pass under the yoke of 
bondage to southern civilization and southern law¥ The 
teacher of history, if he knows the foreign languages which 
his pupils are studying, may connect the words they have 
learned with concrete things; and he may, al>ove all, help to 
give the young people who are trying to master a foreign 
tongue some appreciation of the tone, temper, and spirit of tl1e 
people, without which a language seems void and characterless. 
History has a central position among the subjects of the 
curriculum. Like literature, it deals with man, and appeals 
to the sympathy, the imagination, au<l the emotional nature 
of the pupils. Like natural science, it employs methods of 
careful and unprejudiced investigation. It belongs to the 
humanities, for its essential purpose is to disclose human life; 
but it also searches for data, groups them, and builds gener-
alizations from them. Though it may not be a science itself, 
its methods are similar to scientific methods, and are valuable 
in inculcating in the pupil a regard for accuracy and a rever-
ence for truth. It corrects the formalistic bias of language by 
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bringing the pupil into sympathetic contact with actualities 
and with the mind of man as it has reacted on ltis environ-
ment. It gives breadth, outlook, and human interest, which 
are not easily developed by the study of natural phenomena. 
Thus, as a theoretical proposition, at least, the assertion that 
the story of the life and the onward movement of men, not their 
language or their physical environment, should form the center 
of a liberal course, would seem to leave little ground for 
argument. · 
We may add to all these considerations the fact that even 
in the natural 1:1ciences, as well as in other snujects, the his-
torical method is not seldom used by advanced scholars and 
thinkers. The scholarly scientific investigator kHows from 
careful study the development of his subject; lie sees the 
successes and the failures of the past, and recognizes the last-
ing contributions that have from time to time been made in 
bis field of investigation; he often studies the civilization that 
gave birth to bygone and obsolete theories, aud comes thus to 
a knowledge of his department of work as a growing and 
developing department. So, too, the advanced linguistic 
scholar is frequently engaged, not so much in the study of 
language as in the examination of successive intellectual 
movements which have found expression in literature. This 
practice of linking the present with t:lle past, of watching 
progress and studying change, has become one of the marked 
cba,racteristics of modern learning; and it indicates that his-
tory, in the broad field of human affairs, i a subject which i:s 
contributory to others, is iudeed a part of tuem, aud occupie 
a central position among them. 
FOUR YEAR ' COURSE, CONSISTING OF FOUR BLOCK OR 
PERIOD . 
As a thorough and systematic course of study, we recom-
mend four years of work, beginning with ancient bi tory and 
ndin with American hi tory. For these four y ar,' we pro-
p e the divi ion of the general field into four block or period , 
and r mmend that they be tudied in the ord r in which they 
are h r t d wn, which in large m a ure accord with the 
natural rd r f event nd show the ec1ueuce of hi tori al 
f ·t : 
(l) n i nt hi r , with p cial refereu e t r l an l 
U m' n hi t ry but iu luding al a h rt introduct ry ·tndy 
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of the more ancient nations. This period should also em brace 
the early Middle Ages, and should close with tbe establishment 
. of tbe Holy Roman Empire (800), or with the death of Charle-
magne (814), or with the treaty of Verdun (843). 
(~) Medireval and Modern European History, from the close 
of the first period to the present time. ' 
(3) English History. 
(4) American History and Civil Government. 
No one of these fields can be omitted without leaving serious 
lacunre in the pupil's knowledge of history. Each department 
has its special value and teaches its special lesson; above all, 
the study of the whole field gives a meaning to each portion· 
that it can not have by itself. Greek and Roman civilization 
contributed so much to the world-the work which these 
nations accomplished, the thoughts which they brought forth, 
the ideas which they embodied, form so large a part of the 
past-that in any systematic course their history must be 
studied. The student of modern politics can not afford to be 
ignorant of the problems, the strivings, the failures of the 
republics and democracies of the ancient world. We speak 
of these nations a.s belonging to antiquity, but we have much 
of them with us to-day. The law of Rome has not gone; the 
highest thought of Greece is eternal. 
We might justly insist that medireval history is worthy of a 
place in the school programme for its own sake, recounting as 
it does the development of the Papacy ~nd the Church, the 
establishment of feudalism, the foundation of modern states, 
the Renaissance, and the beginning of the Reformation. But, 
if for no other reason, the history of the Middle Ages deserves 
study, because without it Greece and Rome are isolated and 
seem to dwell in a world apart. On the other band, the char-
acter of the forces of modern times can not be understood by 
one who examines them without reference to their medireval 
origins. 
Nor will anyone seriously maintain in these latter days, 
when men are studying world movements-when, as we are 
told, America bas become a world power-that the intelligent 
citizen has no concern with the chief event& and lea.ding 
tendencies of the last four centuries of European history. 
It is especially desirable that American pupils learn something 
of European history, since, by seeing the history of their own 
country in its proper perspective, they may appreciate it$ 
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meaning, a,ud rna,y be relieved of a, temptation to a narrow 
intolerance, which resembles patriotism only as bigotry resem-
bles faith. 
English history until 1776 is our history ; Edward I and 
Pym, Hampden and William Pitt belong to our past and 
helped to make us what we are. Any argument in favor of 
American history, therefore, holds almost equally true for the 
study of English history. A realization of present duties, a 
comprehension (Jf present responsibilities, an appreciation of 
• present opportunities, can riot better be inculcated than by a 
_study of the centuries in which Englishmen were struggling 
for representation, free speech, and due process of law. 
The orderly chronological course which we here advocate 
has its marked advantages, but it should be so arranged that 
the pupil will do more tuan follow the main facts as be traces 
them from the earliest times to the preseut. The work must 
be so developed and widened, as time goes on, that in the 
final years the pupil will be dealing with broader and deeper 
problems than in the early years, and will be making use of 
the skill and scholarly seuse that have been awakened and 
called into action by previous training. By a course of this 
sort pupils will obtain a conspectus of history which is fairly 
complete and satisfactory, will follow tile forward march of 
even ts and will come to see the present as a product of the 
paist; while the teacher, at tlle same time, will have oppor-
tunity to unfold the problems and difficultie of historical 
study. 
The desirability of arrangiug historical fields of work in 
their natural chronological order will probably appeal to 
everyone, and need not be dwelt upon. Some person , how-
ever, may object to the arrangement as unwise, in the light of 
other con ideration ·. It may be coutended that pupils hould 
pa ·s "from the known to the unknow1h" from the familiar to 
tlle unfamiliar and strauge. Thi · precept we <l not care 
f rmally to accept r to reject; but it will be r member d 
that in all primary and grammar chool ome historical work 
i ,·i n, and tha,t w an tak for grant d the probability that 
pupil know m bing f merican hi t ry, and perhap of 
oth r hi t ry in additi n. .A a matt r f fa ·t, therefore, we 
ar 11 t runnin unter t th d c riu above r t rred t , or 
Yi ·1ati11g th 1 w f pp r, p i n. 
lik • hj tion may b m t, with a ·imiJar an r. m ri-
·an hi t r m will , h l<l me th .fi.r,t year in th 
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high scb_ool, because many pupils leave school before the later 
years. But this objection proves too much, for a large per-
centage of boys and girls do not enter the high school at all. 
American history should therefore be given iu the grammar 
s~hool. In fact, it is given in the eighth and lower grades in 
probably the vast majority of schools; to rep~at the course 
therefore in th~ first year of tbe secondary course is almost a 
waste of time, iuasmuch as any marked development in the 
method of treatment is impossible. On the other hand, by 
puttiug the study late iu the course, the pupil can work along 
new lines and attack new prol>lems; the development of 
American institutions can be studied; new and more difficult 
books can be read, and more advanced methods used. 
Some teachers, believing that American history is essenthil 
in every course, will object to the curriculum here suggested, 
on tLe ground that the last year is al ways overcrowded, and 
that "·e are aski11g the impossible wheu we suggest' that the 
study be placed iu that year. In any argu¼Ilent on such a 
subject, history is at a disadvantage, because other subjects 
have from time immemorial been considered first, while history 
has been treated as a poor and needy relative; other subjects . 
have their places, and claim at once nine full points in law. 
If it is more important that pupils should have knowledge of 
chemistry, solid geometry, physics, Greek, English literature, 
Latin, and what not, tban a knowledge of the essentials of the 
political and social life about them, of the nature and origin 
of the Federal Constitution, of their duties and rights as 
citizens, and of the fundamental ideas for which their country 
stauds, then of course American history need not enter into 
tLe contest at all. In making these recommendations, how-
ever, we are not acting upon merely theoretical grounds; an 
investigation of existing conditions leads us to believe that 
there is a strong tendency to place .American history in the 
last year of the course. 
It will be argued, again, that Greek and Roman history is 
too difficult for the first year. To this we may answer, (1) that 
a number of excellent and successful teachers give the subject 
in the first year, and (2) that it is not necessary to fathom all 
the mysteries of the Athenian constitution, or to penetrate the 
innermost secrets of Roman imperialism. It is not impossible 
to know the main outlines of Greek and Roman l1istory and to 
see the mniu features of Greek aud Roman life. If Cffisar, a 
IIIS'r 08--~D 
/ 
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great source of Roman history, can be studied in the original 
iu the tenth grade, with all the supplementary information on 
military and historical matters which recent editors present, 
can not secondary material in the vernacular be studied in the 
ninth, While ·we do not think that Greek and Roman history 
should be tre~ted as a handmaiden of the Latin and Greek 
languages (to treat tlrn subjects thus is to invert the natural 
relationship), we sugg·est that a ~ourse in ancient history in 
the first year will serve to give life and meaning to all the 
work in the classic tongues. The idea may come home to tlle 
pupil that U::esar and Uicero were real, living, thinking, acting 
men, and not imaginative creatures begotten by the brains of 
. modern grammar-mongers to vex the soul of the schoolboy. 
If this basis of fact is in the pupil's mind, the classical teacher 
can amplify it in the later years of the bigh-scbool course, and 
can with far great(lr assurance use the language that he is 
teaching as a medium for bringing bis pupils into contact with 
the thoughts and moving sentiments of antiquity. 
Some one may object that medi::eval and modern European 
history is too difficult for the tenth grade, and that other ub-
jects should come at that time. Tl.le answer to such objection 
is, of course, that any other subject is too difficult if taught iu 
its height and depth and breadth, but that the cardinal facts 
of European history can be understood, interesting an<l. intel-
ligible books can be read, the significant lessous can be learued. 
II.ow many boys, when they are 16 years old, can not under-
stand "The Scottish Chiefs," "The Three Musketeer ," 
"Twenty Years After," "Ivanhoe," "Tlte Talisman," "WW1 
Fire and Sword 1" Aud is the simple, truthful historic tale of 
border co11tlict, the life and purpo e of Richelieu, the cl ath 
of harle I, tile career of Richard the Liou-Ilearted, the char-
act 'r of aladin, the horrible barbarism of Tartar horde; 
liaruer to be understoou than the plot of au elaborate bi,·tori-
cal nov<'l d aliucr with the same fact 1 I truth 11cce arily 
mor' diflic:nlt, a well a stranger, thau :fiction 1 But the ·011-
·lu ·iv au w r to thi bjection i the fact that ~ uropean hi -
t ry in it m t dinicult form, '' general history," i now taught 
in th ecoml y ar in the gr ater part of the •hool , liich 
ff r be ubj ct. 
'Ih mmitt 
com· at all 
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rea:sons which influenced us to take this action should be giv n 
seriatim: (1) Some schools do offer history in _every year of th 
high school, either as a required or as an opt10ual study; an_d 
the delineation of what seems to us a thorough and systemati 
regime may be of service to these schools and to all other ~hat 
desire to devote considerable time and euergy to the snbJ c · 
(2) If some schools can not give all that is here propo e<l, tba 
fact presents no reason why an adequate course should not b 
outlined. We are not seeking to induce schools to give hi tory 
a great amount of attention at the expense of other subj ct~; 
but a course altogether complete and adequate needs to b 
outlined before one can rightly discuss the availability of any-
thing else. (3) .An approach to an ideal course, in order f 
subjects, method, treatment, and time, is better than one that 
is constructed without any reference to the best and most sym-
metrical system. (4) .As a general rule, definite parts of. th , 
plan which we here outline may be taken as a workiug schem '. 
It is not necessary to draw up, on au entirely new theory, a, 
briefer curriculum for schools that can 11ot take the whol of 
what we· here recommend; the simplest and wisest plan uud r 
such circumstances is to omit one or more of the block, or 
periods into which we have divided the general field. 
If only three years can be devoted to historical work, thr e 
of the periods outlined above may be chosen and one omitted· 
such omission seems to us to be better than any couden ation 
of the whole. But if any teacher desires to compres two of 
the periods into a single year's work, one of the followiug })la,u · 
may be wisely adopted: (1) Combine English and .American 
history in su~h a ma~ner _that the more important principle 
wrought out 111 English history, and the main facts of Eno·li h 
expansion, will be taught in connection with .American col~uial 
and later po}itical history. (2) Treat English history in such 
a way as to rnclude the most important elements of rnedimval 
and modern European history. 
WHY NO SHORT COURSE IN GENERAL HISTORY IS RECO !-
MENDED. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that ti.e ·tt 
. . u comm1 ee 
believes that lustory should be given ir-1 +'oti , · . .1, r consecutive 
years m th~ secondary school, and that the study should be 
developed m an orderly fashion, with reasonai.le d +' 
h 1 . 1 u regar .tor c rono og1ca sequence; iu other words that +' -
, .1our years should 
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be devoted to the study of the world's history, giving the 
pupil some kuowledge of tl.te progress of the race, enabling 
him to survey a broad field and to see tl.te main acts in tl1e 
historical drama. While, of course, three years for such study 
are better than two, as two are better than one, a careful con-
sideration of the problem iu all its aspect.s has led us to tlie 
conclusion that we can not strongly recommend as altogether 
adequate courses covering the whole field iu less tl.tan four 
years. 
We do not recommend a short course in general history 
because such a course necessitates one of two modes of treat-
ment, neither of which is ~ound and reasonable. By one 
method energy is devoted to the dreary, and perhaps profit-
less, task of memorizing facts, dates, names of kings and 
queens, and the rise and fall of dynasties; there is no oppor-
tunity to see how facts arose or what they effected, or to study 
the material properly, or to see the events in simple form as 
one followed upon another, or to become acquainted with the 
historical method of handling definite concrete facts and draw-
ing inferences from them. 'f:iJe pupil is not iutroduced to tlrn 
first principles of historical thinking; he is not brought iuto 
sympathy with men and ideas, or led to see the play of lmman 
· forces, or given such a real knowledge of past times and condi-
tions that he can realize that history llas to do with life, with 
the thoughts, aspirations, and struggles of men. By tlle 
second method pupils are led to deal with large and general 
ideas which are often quite beyond their comprehension-i<l.eas 
which are general inferences drawn by the learned hi torian 
from a well-stored treasure-house of de.finite data; they are 
taught to accept uuquestionino'ly broad generaliza.tion , tlie 
foundation of which tl.tey can not possibly examine, as they 
mu ·t do if they are to know how tlie historical student build: 
lli ' inference., or how one gains knowledge of the general 
truth of history. 11.ie first method is apt to heap meaniug-
1 ·' data together; fact crowd one upon another; tllere i: uo 
m ving drama, l>ut at tli very be t, perhaps, a :c.ric · of kalei-
lo · pi· pictur :, in which the figur s ar arranged with 
· amiug arbitrnrin : ·. If tli ,'econd alternativ be follow 11, 
all i. order c ncl :y:t m; th 
folk.' a1Hl nation.'· the· mor, tr ct1ve che ·-m n a,r world-
111ovi1w i<l a:. ' h' xp ri •11 • cl · 11 er t a •h •r know: full w 11 
ha : n l •nt · ·nt 1·11w up n lu ' tori ·al work will l aru fact· 
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without seeing relationships; that "tendency" is a word of 
unknown dimensions ; and that his first task is to lead his 
pupils to see how definite facts may be grouped into general 
facts, and how one condition of things led to another, until 
they come 1a:> a realizing sense of the fact that history deals 
with dynamics, not statics, and that drifts, ten~lencies, and 
movements are to be searched for by the proper interpreta-
tion of definite data, and the proper correlation of definite deeds 
and acts, with special reference to chronological sequence. If 
college students must thus be led to the comprehension of his-
torical forces and general ideas, what hope is there that a 
general history, dealing only with tendencies, will be adapted 
to high-school needs f 
But while we do not think that a secondary-school pupil can 
be brought to handle large generali'zations, we do believe that 
if the time devoted to a period of history be sufficiently long 
to enable him to deal with ,the acts of individual men and to 
see their work, he can be taught to group his facts; and that 
a power of analysis and construction, a capacity for seeing 
relationships and causes, an ability to grasp a general situa-
tion and to understand how it came to be, can be developed in 
him; and that he can be brought to see that for the historian 
nothing is, but everything is becoming. In all such work, 
however, the teacher must begin with ideas and facts that are 
not altogether unfamiliar-with the activities, the impulses, 
the concrete conduc't of men. We qo not mean by this that 
constitutional and social questions can not l>e studied, that 
political movemen.tR can not be interpreted, or that the bio-
graphical system suitable for the lower grades should be con-
tinned through the secondary course. On the contrary, the 
pupil should be led to general facts just as soon as possible, 
a11d should be induced to see infe:r:ences and the meanings of 
acts at the earliest possible moment.' He must not only have 
a well-articulated skeleton of facts, but he must see movement, 
lifl·, human energy. A nd yet the average pupil will follo\Y the 
course of J ulius Cresar or A ugustus, when he can not under-
stand just why the Roman Republic was overthrown; he can 
k11ow much of the work of Uonstantiue, when he can not 
appreciate the influence of Christianity on the destinies of 
1 Let it be remembered that t he conrso in l1istory in t he hi g h school shoul<l lrn.ve for it~ 
pn rpose t he gradual awakening an cl clo,elop ing of power. l'upil s a re often precipita te(! 
into general history, and asked to lax t he ir powers of imagina tion and t o g rasp move. 
menta wh u they are cutirelr wil,ho11t exper ience or trn iniug. 
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Rome and the world; he can see what Charlemagne did, when 
he can not comprehend the nature or character of the Holy 
Roman Empire; be is interested in Danton and Mirabeau, 
when be can not realize the causes, characteristics, and effects 
of the French Revolution. It is impossible for oni who knows 
only of mayors, constables, and county clerks to reach out at 
once into a comprehension of the great motive forces iu the 
world's history. 
We ask, then, for a course in history of such length that 
the pupil may get a broad and somewhat comprehensive view 
of the general field, without having, on the one hand, to cram his 
memory with unrelated, meaningless facts, or, on the other hand, 
to struggle with generalizations and philosophical ideas beyond 
his ken. We think that a course covering the whole field of 
history is desirable, because it gives something like a proper 
perspective and proportion; because the history of man's 
activities is one subject, and the present is the product of all 
the past; becau~e such a study broadens the mental horizon 
and gives breadth and culture; because it is desirable that 
pupils should come to as full a realization as possible of tbeir 
present surroundings, by seeing the long course of the race 
behind them; because they ought to have a general conspectus 
of history, in order that more particular studies of 1iation' or 
of periods may be seen in something like actual relation with 
others. We think, however, that quite as important as per-
spective or proportion are method and training, all(l a compre-
hension of the essential° character of the study. 
In exact accord with the principles here advocate<l all work 
iu natural science is now conducted: A pupil is taught to 
under tall(.1 how the simple law of physics or chemi ' try are 
drawn up; he is induced to think carefully and logically auout 
wbat he sees, and about the meaniug of the rule a11d funda-
mental truth which he i tudyiug, in order that lte may learn 
the i nee by thinking in it rather than by getting a bird' -
fY vi 'W of the field. Wed not argue that secoudary pupil. · 
can b mad con:tructi ve hi ,torian , that a power can b bred 
in th mt , iz t r them. elves e ential da,ta and weave an w 
fabri ·, hat he my 'teri of th lii torian' art can h di . -
·lo ·d tc th m, or that t h y an be taught to play upon cl. 
11 tion:, ,·t p.· wi h 11 a.?m d and cuunino· haud. But ev ry 
tU<ly 11·. it.· m ,th >d,· it: ·hara t ri ti• thinkincr it wn 
. ' •utial pnrp · · · and the pupil UHL ·t b brought into ome 
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sympathy with the subject. He must know history as history, 
just as he knows science as science. 
A.ny comparison between history and science is apt to be 
misleading. The method of the one study, for purposes of 
instruction at least, is not the method of the other. ,v e do 
11ot suppose that Richelieu or ·wmiam the Silent can be treated 
with any sort of moral reagent or examined as a, specimen 
under any high-power lens. And yet in some respects we may 
learn lessons from methods of scientific instruction. The mod-
ern teacher of botany does. not endeavor to have his pupils 
learn a long list of classified shrubs, to know all the families 
an<l species by heart, or to make a telling synopsis of even any 
considerable section of the world's flora; he examines a more 
limited field with care, and asks the students to see how seeds 
germinate and how plants grow, and to study with a microscope 
a piece of wood fiber or the cross section of a seed. This be 
does in order that the pupils may see the real subject, may 
know botany, and acquire the habit of thinking as men of sci-
ence think; not, let it be understood, that be may discover new 
laws of floral growth or dev~lop for himself a single principle, 
rule, or system of classification. And so in history. While 
we do not urge that pupils be asked to extort their knowledge 
from the raw material, or to search through the documents to 
find the data which learned scholars have already found for 
them, we do ask that the old system of classification, and the 
old idea that one must see the whole field before be studies a 
part of it, be altogether given up, if an effort to know the 
outlines of the whole means that the pupil has not sufficient 
opportunity to study liistory as history, to see how men moved 
and acted, to know that history deals with the sequence of 
events in time. To insist upon a, general comprehension of the 
world's history before examining a part with care would be 
quite as reasonable as to ask a pupil to study the circle of the 
sciences before he analyzes a tlower or works an air pump. 
While we believe that pupils can advantageously use the 
sources, chiefly as illustrative material, we are not now arguing 
for the source system or insisting that he should be trained to 
handle origiual material. Skill in :finding facts in documents 
or contemporary narratives, however desirable that :may be, 
is not the sole end of historical instruction anywhere, and 
above all in the secondary schools. Even the historian is 
doing but a small part of bis work when he is mousing tl.Jrough 
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his material and gathering this fact and another from forgot-
ten corners. One of his most importa11t and most difficult 
tasks is to detect the real meaning of events, and so to put 
his well-tested data together that their proper import and their 
actual interrelations are brought to view. History, we sny 
again, has to do with the sequence of events in time, and what 
we contend for is such a course in history as will enable one to 
see sequence and movement-the words are not synonymous. 
rrliis simple essential of historical work-an essential, however, 
often lost sight of completely-must not be neglected. We 
believe the pupil should study history, and not something else 
under the name of history-neither pbilosopby on tl1e one 
hand nor the art of historical investigation on the other. 
HOW TI-IE DIFFERENT BLOCKS OR PERIODS MAY BE TREATED. 
We may now briefly consider each one of the main division:-; 
of the general field, and discuss the method in wbich it may 
best be handled. This portion of our report might be greatly 
extended, l.mt we wish to co11:fi.11e ourselves to a coJJsi<lcration 
of general propositions, which are deemed important because 
they have to do with the essential character and purpose of 
the study. 
!.-ANCIENT HISTORY. 
Greek and Roman history is taught in a large number of the 
secondary schools, and in some sc11ool::; no other branch of liis-
tory is offere<l. Tilis preference is explained by tl.Je evolution 
of the curriculum in wl.Jich the Greek and Latin language 
were long the domiuant subjects, Greek and Roman l1istory 
being thrust in at a later time as ancillary to the study of the 
ancient languages. In some schools the history remain a 
subordinate, nbject, corning once or twice a week, and, even 
the,n, it i often in the hauds of a cla sical in ·trnctor who i 
more int re t <l in lingui. tics than in l1istory and lias had no 
training in hi. torical method. Th conr. e i , apt to be confine<l 
to th lli torie of Gre 'C and ome; the Orient is not infr -
qnently mitted; th me<li, 'Val rela,tion of Rome are u uall · 
i nor <l. Th p r. pective and \mphasi within the fi 1«l 
·o r d hav' 1J <'ll <1 termi11 d by literary and linrrni. tic 
r, l1 r than hy hi. t rical, on id0ration wi h th re nit h, t 
11 chi<'f nttc·ntion i l vo <1 t th p rio,1: wh II oT , twrit r, 
li\'tlal)(l\\1·t·. 'I nm·htim• forcxampl mmnly 
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given to the Peloponnesian war, while the Hellenistic period 
i.s neglected. The history of tlie early Roman Republic is dwelt 
upon at the expense of t he empire, although very little is lnwwn 
of tlie early times. It sometimes seems as if the ghost of Livy 
were with us yet. 
The committee thinks that the time has come when ancient 
history may be stud.ied independently as an interesting, 
instructive, and valuable part of the history of the human 
race. Classical pupil s need such a study, not to support their 
classical work, but to give tliem a wider and deeper knowledge 
. of the life, thought, aud character of the ancient world; and 
nonclassical pupils need tlie work still more than the clas-
Rical, for in this study they are likely to find their only oppor-
tunity of coming into contact with ancient ideas. ·we ask, 
then, that ancient history be taught as liistory, for the same 
purpose that any other branch of history is taught-in order 
that rmpils may learn the story of human acliievement and be 
trained in historical thinking . 
. To bring out the value of ancient history, it is especially 
important that Greek and Roman history should not be iso-
lated, but that there should be some reference to the life and 
influence of other nations, and some comprehension of the 
wide field, which has ·a certain unity of its own. There should 
be a short int roductory survey of Oriental history, as an indi .. 
spensable background for a study of the classical people. 
This survey must be brief, aud in the opinion of tlie committee 
should not exceed one-eighth of the entire time devoted to 
ancient history. It sboul<l aim to give (a) an idea of the 
remoteness of these Oriental Leginnings, of the lebgth and 
reach of recorded history; (b) a definite knowledge of the 
names, location, and chronological succession · of the early 
Oriental nations; ( c) the distinguishing features of their civi-
lizations, as concretely as possible; ( d) the recognizable lines 
of their influence on later times. The essential factors in this 
period may perhaps best be seen by concentrating attention 
first on the king-dorns of the two great valleys-that of the 
Nile and th at of the Tigris and Euphrates-and by bringing 
in the lesser peoples of the com1 ecting regions as the great 
empires spread northward and meet. Persia may be taken 
up after war<ls, anu its conquests may serve as a review of the 
others . 
.Altl1ougu, of cour ·e, Greek bi tory should include a short 
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study of early times, and shou1d disclose the growth of Athens 
and Sparta and the characteristic life of the great c1assical 
period, it sbonld not, on the other hand, omit au account of 
the chief events of the Hellenistic age, but should give some 
idea of the conquests of A1exander, of the kingdoms that arose 
out of them, and of the spread of Greek civilization over the 
East, so important in relation to the influence of Greece upon 
later times. It should also give the main events in the later his-
tory of Greece, and should show the conuection between Greek 
and Roman history. Time for this survey may well be saved by 
omitting the details of the Pelopo1111esian war, which crowd 
so many text-books. This period should be use<l largely as 
connective tissue, to hold Greek and Roman history together; 
it should be approached first from the Greek side, and after-
wards be reviewed in connection with the Roman conquest of 
the East. Care should be taken to show the overlapping of 
Greek ancl Roman history chronologically, and to avoid the 
i10tuncommon impression among pupils that Rome was founded 
after the destruction of Corinth. 
The treatment of Roman history shoul<l be sufficiently full 
to correspond to its importance. Too mnch time, a it seems 
to the committee, is often spent upon tlie J)eriod of the Repub-
lic, especially on the early years, aud too little upon that of 
the Empire. Adequate attention is not always paid to the 
development of Roman power and the expan iou of Roman 
dominion. Some idea should be given of the organization of 
the world-state and of the extension of Roman civilization. 
Recognizing fully the difficulty of this period, and not seeking 
to force upon the pupils geueral ideas that confuse tltcm, the 
teacher should endeavor to make tltem acquainted, not simply 
with emperor and prmtorian guards, but with the wide, way 
of ome; and not so much witlt the "falling" of Home, a. with 
the impre ion left upon western Christendom by the pirit 
and character of the Eternal City. Thi·, we think, can be done 
by the careful u, e of concr te facts and illu tration not by 
th u. e of bilo ophical eneralization . Probably mo t of 
n r m mb r that ur impre , i n from arly , tudy w re 
h, t m r ally gave up the ·ho t with th acce ion f 
ngu tu.·-i.· th, t idea <lt1. t that good republi an Livy 
, gain . ml if w tucli cl th mpir at all, w wond r d 
wh it l t nr hunc1r d y ar, , nd mor for h r t tr l all 
th lip1 ry way t run.· wh 11 n • :h had nt r •d up u 
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the road. To get such an impression is to lose the truth of 
Rome. 
The continuation of ancient history into the early Middle 
.Ages has a manifest convenience in a programme of two years' 
work in European history. It secures an equitable adjustment 
of time aud a reasonable distribution of emphasis between the 
earlier and later periods. If the pupil stops his historical work 
at· the end of the first year, it is desirable that he s4ould uot 
look upon classical history as a thing apart, but that he should 
be brought to see something of what followed the so-called 
"Fall" of the Western Empire. Moreover, it is difficult to find 
a logical stopping place at an earlier date; one can not end 
with the introduction of Christianity, or with the Germanic 
invasions, or with the rise of Mohammedanism; and to break 
_ off with the year 476 is to leave the pupil iu a world of con-
fusion-the invasions only begun, the Church not fully organ-
ized, the Empire not wholly "fallen." Hence, from motives of 
clearness alone, there is a gain in carrying the pupil on to an 
age of comparative order and simplicity, such as one finds in 
the time of Chctrlema.gne. Further study of the M.iddle Ages 
then begins with the dissolution of the Frankish Empire and 
the formation of new states.1 
Il.-MEDIJEVAL AND MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY. 
This field covers a period of a thousand years, aud the his-
tory of at least four or five important nations; it is necessarily, 
therefore, a matter of considerable difficulty to determine the 
best method· by which the subject may be handled. Whether 
the whole field be covered superficially, or only the main Jines 
be treated, it is highly desirable that some unity should be 
discovered, if possible, or that there should be some central 
line w·ith which events or movements can be correlated. To 
find an assured principle of unity is exceedingly difficult, per-
haps impossible; and it is very likely that writers wiU con-
tiime to disagree as to the best method of traversing this vast 
area. 
One way to get unity and continuity is to study general 
movements alone, without endeavoring to follow the life of any 
1 Such a survey of the beginninirR of tbe Mhldle .Ages must needs be quite brief and 
shonld be confined to the primary featnres of the period-to the barbarian invasions, the 
rise of tho Christian church and of Mohammedan civilization, the persistence of tbe 
Empire in the East, and the growth of Franki Rh power to its cnlminatiou under Charle-
magne. This practice uf co111 hi11in g ancient and mediroval history has ueen followed in 
a nuwuer of schools ancl tho results have ueeu satisfactory. 
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one nation; but while this method is possible for college clas~es 
it may not be found feasible for secondary schoo1s, where 
pupils have greater difficulty in comprehending general tend-
encies. Still, we think that certain essential clrnracteristics 
of at least tho medireval period may perhaps be studied. The 
period extending from Charlemagne to the Revival of Learning 
has a "strongly marked character, almost a personality of .its 
own;" and by a selection of proper facts some of the main 
characteristics may be brought home to the knowledge of the 
lligh-school pupils. The teacher or text writer who attempts 
this method must natura11y proceed with great caution, getting 
general ideas before the students by a judicious use of concrete 
facts and illustrations, and not failing to give some of the more 
important events and dates that mark the period. He will 
probably :find the most characteristic feature of the age in the 
unbroken dominance of the Roman Church, a nd should there-
fore bring out clearly the essential features of its organization 
and explain the methods by which it exercised control in an 
departments of mediawal life. If this is done, as it can and 
sbou1d be <lone, with care aud impartiality, the pupil will 
receive a valuable lesson in historical truthfulness and objec-
tivity at the same time that he comes to appr·eciate one of the 
great moving forces of European history. 
Tllis method of treating con tinental history can be carried 
throughout the Reformation period by remembering t1iat wl1ilc 
that period marks the end of the Middle Ages it al o form th 
basi . for modern European history. This epoch must there-
fore be ta,ught with both point of view in mind. The rnai 11 
aspects of the time must l)e bronght broadly before tlie pupil, 
and he must be led to see that the sixteenth century i a 
century of transition; that the old or<l.er has been wevt away; 
that religion , political, materi al, intellectual, arnl ocial Ii~ 
1ia.- b en profoundly affected, not on1y by the teaching. f 
Luth r and Calvin, but by the <l.cve1opment of the priuting 
pr .'.' th u . e of gunpowder, th voyage of Magellan and 
1 rak , ancl tli hange in conomic value . The war ," ot' 
r li ion mark th la. t ffort. to re . tablish united Chri · t nclom · 
ancl , lthoncrlt th tr atyof W .'tphalia(164 ) m. well within 
the .-ph r , of m d ru hi.-tor , it may not improp rly b :elect cl 
, · h ncl of t hi.- r, of tran.-ition. 
From th c·lo:c of thi.- 1wriocl it will b fonncl 'l'Y cliffi ·nl 
to tr •a onl ' f movP.rnent.- of' a gen 1·, 1 <:hara ·ter , ffe ·ti11 °· 
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tlie life of Europe. There is now no great institution, like the 
Church, which forms the center of Christendom; the different 
nations no louger belong to a system, but act as indep·endent 
sovereigns; the development of distinct national life is now of 
primary concern to the historical 8tudent. But even in mod-
ern history the method of treating epochs of international 
irnportauce can be used to some extent. In order that this 
may be done, it will be necessary, probably, so to connect 
inovements or epochal clrnracteristics with the history of par-
ticular nations that the separate development of the European 
states may be discerned. For example, the period from 1648 
to 1715 can be treated as the age of Louis XIV; while the 
history of the seveuteeuth century monarchy, illustrated by 
tlle attitude and the administration of Louis, is brought to 
light, the history of western Europe may be studied in its 
relations with France. The period from 1715 to 1763 is the 
age of colonial expansion, of rivalry between France and Eng-
land; and it can be studied from either England or France as 
a point of view. The age of Frederick the Great ( 17 40-1786) 
urings before us not only the rise of Prussia and the signifi-
cance of that great fact, but the theory of enlightened despo-
tism, of which Frederick was an exponent, and which was 
exemplified by the work of Catherine of Russia, Joseph II, 
and other enlightened monarchs and ministers. For the 
period of the French Revolution and the Empire (1789-1815) 
France again may be taken as the center from which to con-
sider the iuternational relations of European states, the devel-
opment of the new principles of nationality, the sovereignty of 
the people, and the liberty of the individual. From 1815 to 
1848 Metternich may be regar~ed as the ceutral figure. The 
reactionary characteristics of this time will naturally be dwelt 
upon, but the growth of new principles may also be illustrated, 
as seen in the establishment of independence in Greece and 
Belgium and iu the liberal monarchy of Louis Philippe. The 
system of Metternich broke down in 18"'18, and from that time 
to 1871 study is uatura1ly directed to the work of Cavour and 
Bismarck, to the unification of Italy and Germany, and to 
topics that may be easily considered in connect10n with these 
events. In attempting to give the pupil some idea of modern 
European politics since the establishment of the German 
Empire, it may be found advisable ·to treat Bismarck as the 
ceutral figure down to 18!)0, aud the Emperor 'VVilliam II as 
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the successor of Bismarck. In this connection, the extra-
European ambitions and achievements of Germany since 1871 
will serve to bring o.ut the fact that the history of the great 
European nations is now not only the history of Europe, lmt 
the history of Asia and Africa as well. 
In some such manner as this it may be possible to study the 
broad field of European history with special reference to move-
ments or epochs. The outline is not given here as a proposal 
for a hard and fast system, but rather to illustrate the main 
principle for which we are contending, namely, that some prin-
ciple of unity should be discovered which will allow definite 
concrete treatment, avoiding, on the one hand, philosophical 
generalization, and, on the ot.her, tangled accounts of detailed 
events which .are made meaningless by the absence of proper 
connotation. 
Another method of securing unity and continuity is to select 
the history of one nation, preferably that of F rance, as a cen-
tral thread, and study the development of its life. It may be 
that an understanding of the chief transitions in the history 
of one nation for a, thousand years is all that the second-year 
pupil should be asked to acquire, but probably it will be quite 
' possible for him to acquire more. The Germanic migrations, 
the grow.th of-the church, the invasions of the Sara.cens, the 
establishment of the Holy Roman Empire, feudalism, the cru-
sades, the Renaissance, the rise of national monarchies, the 
religious wars, the French Revolution ~nd the Napoleonic 
wars, the unification of Germany and Italy, the democratic 
movements of the present ·century-these and other important 
topics ha,ve immediate relation to French history, and may 
well be studied in connection with it. 
This method of treatment has been followed atisfactorily iu 
some schools. Many teacher lrnve u ed Bnglish hi tory for 
the purpo . e with ome , uccess, and have tlrn given to their 
pupil ' 11 mall knowledge of what weut on upon the Conti-
nent. England, how ver, doe· not erve this pnrpo e ·o well 
a Franc ; we sp ak of thi u e of English lii 'tory simpl to 
·how th practi ·ability of the plau. Of course, if a11y one 
nu.ti u i.· cho · 11, tLe tudeut is apt to get au exalted i<lea of 
th part wlii ·h that parti ular nation Im played ; and there i 
dan"er of c la ·k f pr p rtion. But n i t ncy, implicit' 
and nni y ar' m r ntia] tllan r n ral ·omprehen:iou · r 
it might m r truly l,' ·aid g ·11 •ral corn pr •hem ion aud appr -
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ciation of proportions are almost impossible for boys and girls, 
and if simplicity and compactness are wanting there is apt to 
be no grasp of fundamentals at all. If France be taken as a 
center, events can be studied in sequence, the primary histori-
cal way of looking at things ca.n be cultivated, aud the concrete 
acts of men can be examined and discussed. 
If neither of the methods here suggested appeals to the 
teacher, he must seemingly do one of two things: he must 
endeavor to get a very general view. of the field, give all the 
main facts and dates, and follow the liistories of the nations in 
parallel lines, or he must omit large portions of the historical 
field altogether and content himself with the study of a few 
important epochs. By eitbe·r of these modes of treatment any 
effort to unify is in large measure given up. The first way is 
not uncommonly foll owed, but it often results~ as the com-
mittee thinks, in cramming the memory with indigestible 
facts and in mental confusion; though -an occasional effort to 
l>ind the pa rallel lines together by horizontal lines will help 
to give unity and wholeness to the structure, or, to change the 
figure, an occasional view of a cross section will have a Jike 
effect. The second method is adopted by some teachers, and 
they could with difficulty be convinced that it is not the best. 
They believe tliat by t he intensive study of two or three epochs 
the best educational results are obtained. The Reformation, 
the age of Louis XIV, the French Revolution, and the nine-
teenth ceu tury might be selected as characteristic periods. 
We do not, however, urge this method upon the schools, or 
insist that it is the proper one. · We know that it has been 
successfully used, and believe that under advantageous cir-
cumstances it will l>e likely to prove satisfactory, although one 
must regret t lrn fail ure resultin g from this system to give any-
thing approaching a general view of European history. 
III.-ENGLISII H I STORY . 
English history, comi11 g in the third year of the school 
9oursc, and completing t he survey of European development, 
is exceedin gly importan t. Significant as is the history of the 
English nation in itself, the study may be made doubly useful 
if the work is so conducted that it serves in some measure as 
a review of continental hi story and as a preparation for Ameri-
can history. The pupils in our schools, as we have already 
uggested, can ill afford to lose such au introduction to the 
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study of the history and iustitutious of the United State ' ; 
for, without a knowledge of bow the English people developed 
and English principles matured, they can have slight appre-
ciation of what America means. Even the Revolution, for 
example, if studied as an isolated phenom·enon, is bereft of 
half its meaning, to say the least, because the movement that 
ended in the separation of the colonies from the mother coun-
try and in the a<.loption of the Fe<.leral Constitution, began 
long before the colonies were founde<.l, and the Declaration of 
Independence was the formal announcement of democratic 
i<.leas that had their taproot in English soil. 
We believe that considerable, if not the chief, attention 
should be paid to the gradual development of English politi-
cal institutions. These words may sound forbidding, but it is 
to be hoped that the reader of this report will not imagine 
that we think of plunging the pupil into Stubbs or Hallam. 
We mean simply that the maiu features, the fundamental 
principles and practices of constitutional government, should 
be studied, and that the steps in its development should be 
marked. It is not impossible to know the leading features of 
the work of William I aud its results, the principal reforms of 
Henry II, the chief developments of the tbirteenth century, 
the actual meanings of Tudor supremacy, the underlyiug 
causes, purposes, and results of tbe Puritan revolution, the 
work of Pym and Eliot, of H.ol>ert Walpole or of Earl Grey. 
One might almo t as well object to mathematics in the high 
school becrtuse quatemions or the integral calculus are hard 
and abstruse, as to compla,in 'of the difficulty of the constitu-
tioual history of England because, when ·tudied profoundly, 
it i ' , like every other ubject, full of perplexities. The treat-
ment mu t be imple, direct, and forcible, and it uprem 
object must be to show the long struggle for political and civil 
privilege , and the gradual growth of tlie cardinal form and 
ali nt idea of the IDngli h 'tate. Oue can not forg t, ven 
in a, high-school ·our e, that Engla,ud i the mother of mod ru 
<·011. · itutiona1 government; tltat uy the force of xample ,·h' 
ha be •om th lawgiv r of th nation . 
The pupil hould be l 1 t e llow the tate rew in p w r, 
h w tli nt dev lop 1 d, an l how it l), ·am more and 
th popul r will and watchful of individual 
u ht t s m r ban m r ly p litical 
' m · <le to :e · 1 1 a ·t to ·om 'lllall xt 1 nt 
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how the life of men broadened as the years went by, and can 
note some of the many changes in habits of living and in 
industry. Such a reign as t.hat of Elizabeth woultl yield but 
little of its meaning jf the student should content himself 
with the hackneyed phrase of "Tudor-absolutism" (but half 
true at the best), and did not see the social and ind:!1-strial 
movements, the great human uprising, "the general awaken-
ing of national life, the increase of wealth, of refinement, and 
leisure," in that age when the "sphere of human interest was 
widened as it had never been widened before * * * by 
the revelation of a new heaven aud a new earth." The wise 
teacher will not neglect the collateral study of literature, but 
will endeavor to show that it partook of the character of its 
time, as the best literature is always the best exponent of the 
age which brings it forth. 
In the study of English institutions it is not wise to dwell 
at length upon conditions prior to the Norman period, and 
indeed even the ordinary political events before the time of 
Egbert should be passed over rapidly. To the secondary 
pnpil the details of what Milton ca1led the "battles of the 
kites and crows" are dreary and unprofitable; apocryphal 
martyrdoms, legends of doubtful authenticity, and scores of 
unpronounceable names are useless burdens to the healthful 
memory of a boy of sixteen, whose mind promptly refuses 
assimilation. But the origins of later institutions, so far as 
tbey appear in .Anglo-Saxon times, are not uninteresting and 
may well be noticed. 
When institutions familiar to us in modern life are fairly 
established, the pupil's interest is naturally awakened and 
time is rightly devoted to their study. The jury, the offices 
of sheriff and coroner, and like matters, deserve attention; 
a11Cl possibly something may be done even with the deve]op-
men t of the common law in early England. But, in all the 
work, effort should be made to understand institutions that 
have lived rather than those that have perished; such study 
can not fail to bring borne a sense of oi1r indebtedness to the 
paRt. It is unnecessary, however, to indicate here in detail 
how the successive steps in tbe development of English insti-
tutions and of English libertic~ may be brought out; such a 
presentation would involve a longer treatment than can be 
given here; but it is not ont of place to say that stress should 
be laid chiefly upon the important constitutional movements 
HIS'l' 98--30 
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and the establishment of principles which mark a stage of 
progress, and are preparations for institutions, principles, and 
meas that ·are to follow. 
In teaching English constitutional history, it is the institu-
tions of south Britatn that demand chief attention; but in 
teaching the bistory of the nation as apart from that of the 
State, it is essential that the common practice of neglecting 
Welsh, Scottish, and Irish history be abandoned in American 
scliools; otherwise no idea is gained of the composite nature 
of the nation which bas built up the British Empire, and spread 
abroad the knowledge of English institutions and the use of 
the English language. Even in studying the early history, 
care should be taken to bring out the fact that there were 
such people as the Welsh, Scots, and Irish; and, although it 
is not advisable to consider in any detail the history of these 
nations even in later times, yet some of the more important 
events should be dwelt upon; the relationships with south 
Britain should be kept in mind; and such knowledge of their 
development should be given that the :fiual welding of all into 
a single British kingdom becomes intelligible. 
It is very desirable that the expansion and the imperial 
development of Britain should receive adequate notice. 
Schoolbooks rarely lay sufficient emphasis upon this phase of 
the subject; in them the real meaning of the American Revo-
lution is usually not disclosed; Dettingen, Fontenoy, and 
Minden sometimes obscure Louisburg, Quebec, and Plassey. 
Without Drake, Raleigh, C1ive, and Gordon, .Engli h history 
of tlte last three centuries is not English history at all. The 
colonial system also, and the general colonial policy of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries deman d attention in 
American schools; and the foundation of British dominion in 
India can not rightly be made subordinate to party struggle 
in Parliam nt or to mini·sterial ucccssions. Finally, to trace 
t.l1e growth of the Briti h Empire in the niueteenth century, 
to ee how the coloni is of Ca11ada, Australia, New Zealand, 
and outh .Africa have obtained and used the right of If-
go ernrn nt, and how the Ea t India Company's ettlement 
l1av cl l p u. into an imperial ependency under th Bri i b 
rown-th . topic are more important than any study of 
ordin ry p rt. politic wi hin the Id ea-girt ·realm of 
Engl n . 
B I a ing a t ntion t th ontiu ntal r lation of England 
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it will be possible to review the more important movenrnnts of 
European history and to give the pupil new views of their 
meanings. Of course, if .these side views of continental con-
ditions are offered too frequently the class may become con-
fused, and lose sight even of the well-worn paths of English 
c011stitutional progress. Judicious reference and comparison, 
however, will not be dist racting, but will assist the pupils in 
appreciating t he meaning of what was going on within the 
four seas. A study of E nglish feudalism will give an oppor-
tunity to review what has been learned of the continental 
characteristics of that institution. The crusades can not be 
studied as if Richard I were the only king who took the cross. 
Who can understand the quarrel between Henry I and Anselm 
if he h'.ls no knowledge of the contest between Gregory and 
Henry of Germany1 Can even the Norman conquest be known 
without some sense of who the Northmen were and what they 
had been doing f Does one get the force of the great liberal 
movements of the sevent eenth century without some slight 
comparison between the Charleses of England and the Louises 
of France! A lthough this comparative method may be over-
done, we believe that careful and judicious comparison_s and 
illustrations will prove illuminating, suggestive, and in all 
ways helpful. 
IV.-AME RICAN HISTORY, 
If American history is studied, as the committee recom-
mends, in the last year cif the secondary school, it should be 
taken up as an advanced subject, with the purpose of getting 
a clear idea of the course of events in the building of the 
American Republic and the development of its political ideas. 
Its chief objects should be to lead the pupil to a knowledge of 
the fundam entals of the state and society of which he is a 
part, to an appreciation of his duties as a citizen, and to an 
intelligent, t olerant patriotism. 
It is not desirable that much time should be devoted to 1.be 
colonial history. The period is especially interesting if viewed 
as a chapter in the expansion of England, a chapter in tl1e 
story of the struggle bet ween the nations of western Europe 
for colonies, commerce, and dominion. It must be viewed, too, 
as a time when the spirit of self. sufficiency and self.deter-
mination was growing-a -spirit which accounts for the Revo-
lution antl for the dominating vigor of the later democracy. 
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.Attention may be paid to the establishment of industrial con-
ditious aud of habits of industrial activity, as explaining 
political differences in subsequent times, especially as explain-
ing the divergence of North and South after constitutional 
union bad been formed. Slight notice should be taken of 
military campaigns in any portion of the study, though the 
importance of intercolonial wars can easily be underestimated, 
and the main- facts of other wars, especially, of course, the 
Revolutionary and the Civil war, can not be neglected. 
In the study of .American history it is especially desired 
that the development of the political organizations be clearly 
brought forth. Nothing should be allowed to obscure the lead-
ing features of our constitutional system. The pupil must see 
the characteristics of .American political life and know the 
forms and methods, as well as the principles of political activity. 
He must have knowledge of the ideals of American life, and 
must study tlie principles of .American society as they have 
expressed themselves in institutions aud embodied themselves 
in ci vie forms. 
Much bas been said about the necessity of studying the social 
aud industrial history of the United States, and some practical 
teachers have declared that chief stress should be laid upon 
social and econo1mc features 1 of the past life of the people. 
Snch a study is certainly very desirable; the student should 
come to a realization of the nature and the problems of the iu-
dustrial world about him, and should see the gradual change' 
that have been wrought as the years have gone by. History 
should be made real to him through the study of the daily 
ordinary life of man, and be should be led to feel that only a 
very mall portion of man's activities or trivings i exp re ed 
by l •gi ·latures, congre ses, or cabinets; tllat, especially und r 
a O'overmnent uch a our , the industrial condition', the bodily 
11ee<l , the so ·ial de ire ' , the moral longing of tlle peopl ,, 
et ,rmi11e ultimately, if not immediately, the character of th 
law and the nature of tb government itself. We do not think, 
how v r that con mic or social facts hould be empha ized 
a th ,'P n e f governmental or politi al fact . 
l ' m ' wi: t y tha th great t aim of educe ti n i t 
impr .· up n tb l am r a n e f duty and r . pon, il>ility 
'n<l an , ·c1 aiuta11 ·e, itb hi human obligation·· and tbat a 
111,t,\ · 11 11todyiug ·onomic hi tory antl 11tudying eco-
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manifest function of the historical instruction in the school is 
· to give to the pupil a sense of duty as a responsible member . 
of that organized society of which he is a part, and some 
appreciation of i ts principles and its fundamental character. 
In other words, while industrial and social phases of progress 
should by no means be slighted, it is an absolute necessity that 
a course in .American history should aim to give a connected 
narrative of political events and to record the gradual upbuild-
iug of iustitutions, the slow establishment of political ideals 
and practices. 
Fortunately, as we have already suggested, many of the 
most important events in our social and industrial history are 
so intimately connected with the course of our political history 
that the two subjects seem not two but one. Changes in modes 
of industry or in social conditions, improvements in methods 
of labor, intellectual and moral movements, have manifested 
themselves in political action, have influenced party creeds, or 
in some other way affected the forms or the conduct of the 
body politic. In a democratic country any important change 
in the life of the people is of importance in political history, 
'because the people are the s tate. Many of the economic and 
social changes, t herefore, can best be studied as they show 
themselves in organized effor t or are embodied in polHical 
institutions. If one looks at political activities or endeavors 
to understand constitutions, without knowledge of the lives 
and hopes of the people, the str ivings of trade and commerce, 
the iufluence of inventions and discoveries, the effects of immi-
gration, he knows but little of the whence or the how, and 
deals with symbols, not with things. 
While we believe, then, that the chief aim should be to give 
the pupil knowledge of the progress of political institli1.tions, 
ideas, and tendencies, we believe also that be should know the 
economic phases of life; t hat whenever possible, attention 
should. be directed not merely to economic and social condi-
tions, but to economic and. social developments; and that tho~ 
economic, industrial, or social modifications should re~eive 
cl.lief attention which have permanently altered social organ-
izn.tion, or have become embedded in institutions, ideas, or gov-
ernmental forms. vVe should in our s tudy endeavor to see the 
full importance, because we see the r esults, of the fact that 
Virginia gre"" tobacco and South Carolina rice, and that the 
New Engla.n<lers were fishermen and went down to the sea in 
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ships; we should try to recognize the meanings of slavery and 
white servitude, of cotton and the sugar trade, of the steam-
boat; the :i;-ailroad, the telegraph, the rotary press, the sewing 
machine. We should see, if we can, how such things influ-
enced human progress and had effect on the nature, organiza-
tion, and destinies of the American· people. 
Now, a careful study like this is not possible for students in 
their early years. In the grades ·below the secondary school 
use may well be made of mere descriptions of past times, of 
houses and apparel, of the snuffboxes, wigs, a.nd silken hose 
of our great grandfathers; for such pictures help to awaken 
the imagination, to furnish it with food, to bring home the idea 
that men and their surroundings have chauged, and to prepare 
the mind for the later growth of historical power and capaci-
ties.1 But though the pupil must know bygone conditions anu 
must seek to get a vivid picture of the past, t he ultimate aim 
of history is to disclose not what was, but what became. 
Totally unrelated facts are of antiquarian rather than of his-
torical interest. In the secondary school, then, aud especially 
in tl;ie later years of the course, attention must be paid to 
movements, and an effort must be made to cultivate the fac-
ulty for drawing truthful generalizations, for seeing and com-
prehending tendencies. 
We hope that from this statement no one will get the idea 
that we are waging war on economic history, or the tudy of 
what the Germans have happily called "culturgeschichte." -
But we contend that, since there is so much to be done in a 
single year, there is no time for the study of such pa t indu -
trial and social coc.ditions-tbough they may be indee<l iuter-
esting phenomena-as stand unrelated, isolated, and hence 
meaningle s, al1d are perhap. without real hi torical value. 
Time mu t rather be ~given to t he important, to coudition 
which w re fruitful of re ults, to movements, changes, and 
impul. ,' in industrial a well as in political society. No tudy 
of economic form or ocial pba e , should bide from view the 
• ·wo r <·oi-:niz fully tl11• historical val11 of many t11i11 gH tha t ti m at Jinit sight 11nim-
JJ<1rlau l. Wh<'n, for xamph·, we ar told tliat th old l<' 1~d raliHtS wor wigs a n cl 1he 
Rf'puhllrans dHl not, w re ·0~11z a fa ·t that marks a rh a11 go and 11ymholiz1•s politkal 
er ·1·1\. and part.,r difir•r nces. Taine says that about th twentieth y ar of l Wzah th' 
~ci ' 11 I h, 11nhl1• "llV<l up th< shfol,1 an<l two-l1a111lecl Hwor<l for tlw rapi •r, "a Jittl , nlmo. t 
1111 111•r,·1-1,11l,l1 f:u·t ." h nmarks, "y t vas t, for it i:-1 lik t h1• 1'11 ang which si.·ty year 
a " 11 111111 u i.:1v 111, U11 wonl at court, to I 'l\'O our nr111 11 Hwingiug abou t i n u r !,lark 
coa .'' 
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political and social ideas for which our country stands, and 
which have been the developments of our history. 
We have entered upon this subject at some length in con-
nection with a consideration of · American history, because 
many of the statements seem important, and because much 
that is said, while peculiarly applicable to American history, 
is likewise true of other fields. Especially in the study of 
English history should effort be made to connect economic and 
intellectual conditions with the progress of England, to look 
for changes in the succeeding centuries, and to see how politi-
cal organization and social needs re·acted one upon the other. 
And yet how often has Wat Tyler's insurrection been studied 
as a mere uprising of political malcontents endangering the 
safety or the bodily ease of young Richard II ! How often has 
the devastation of the North been studied as if it had a bear-
ing only on the fortunes of the Norman dynasty! How often 
have inventions and discoveries been stated as merely isolated 
phenomena-such changes, for example, as that marked by the 
use of pit-coal .in the making of iron as if they were of only 
scientific interest! 
V.-CIVIL GOVERNMENT. 
Much time will be saved and better results obtained if his-
tory and civil government be studied in large measure together, 
as one subject rather than as two distinct subjects. We are 
. sure that, in the light of what has been said in the earlier por-
tions of this report about the desirability of school pupils' 
knowing their political surroundings and duties, no one will 
suppose that in what we here recommend we underestimate 
the value of civil government or wish to lessen the effective-
ness of the study. What we desire to emphasize is the fact 
that the two subjects are in some respects one, and that there 
is a distinct loss of energy in studying a small book on Ameri-
can history and afterwards a small book on civil government, 
or vice versa, when by combining the two a substantial course 
may be given. 
In any complete and thorough secondary course in these sub-
jects there must be, probably, a separate study of civil govern-
ment, in which may be discussed such topics as municipal 
government, State institutions, the nature and origin of civil 
society, some fundamental notions of law and justice, and like 
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matters; and it may even be necessary, if the teacher uesires 
to give a complete course and can commaud the time, to sup-
plement work in American history with a formal study of the 
Constitution and the workings of the national government. 
But we repeat that a great deal of what is commonly called civil 
government can best be studied as a part of history. To know 
the present form of our institutions well one shoulu see whence 
they came and how they developed; but to show origins, devel-
opments, changesi is the task of history, and in the proper 
study of history one sees just these movements and knows 
their results. 
It would, of course, be foolish to say that the secondary 
pupil can trace the steps in the development of all our institu-
tions, laws, political theories, and practices; but some of them 
he can trace, and he should be enabled to do so in bis course 
in American history. How it came about that we have a feu-
eral system of government rather than a centralized state; 
what were the colonial beginnings of our systems of local gov-
ernment; bow the Union itself grew into being; why the Con-
stitution provided against general warrants; why the first ten 
amendments were adopted; why the American people objected 
to bills of attainder and declared against them in their funda-
mental law-these, and a score of other questions, na.turally 
arise in the study of history, and an answer to them gives 
meaning to our Constitution. l\loreover, the mo t funda-
mental i<leas in the political structure of the United States 
may best be seen in a study of the problems of history. The 
nature of the Constitution as au instrument of goverument, 
the relation of the central authority to the States, the tll ory 
of State ·overeignty or that of national unity, the rise of par-
ties and tbe growth of party machinery-tllese subject are 
b 't under tootl when seen in their bistorical etting . 
But in addition to this, many, if not all, of the provi ion 
of the Con titution m11,y be seen in the tudy of history, not 
a mered cription wl'itten on a piece of' parchment, but a 
th Y are em di d in working in titution . The be -t way t 
under tand institution i to e them in a ·tion; the be t way 
t und r:tand form i to them u eu. By , tud iug ·ivil 
v rum 11 in · nu tion with bi tory, th pupil .·tu<lie the 
an l th a ·tual. Th proe .... of imp acbm nt th 
~ poin in~ p w r f h 1 r .·id 1 11t th make-up of th 1 abin t, 
th· l w r r th 'p ak r th, ol'g,tUizatiou f tll T rri ori · 
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the adoption and purpose of the amendments, the methods of 
annexillg territory, the distribution of tlle powers of govern-
ment at1d their working relations, indeed, all the important 
parts of the Constitution that have been translated into exist-
ing, acting institutions, may be studied as they have acted. 
If one does not pay attention to such subj~cts as these in the 
study of history, what is left but wars and rumors of wars, 
partisan contentions, and meaningless details~ 
We-do not advise that text-books on civil government be 
discarded, even when there is no opportunity to give a separate 
course in the subject. On the contrary, such a book should 
always be ready for use, in order tllat the teacher may prop-
erly illustrate tlle past by reference to the present. If the 
pupils can make use of good books on the Constitution and 
laws, so much the better. What we desire to recommend is 
simply this, that in any school where there is no time for 
&ouml, substantial courses in both civil government and his-
tory, the history be taught in such a way that the pupil will 
gain a knowledge of the essentials of the political system 
whicll is the product of that history; and that, where there is 
time for separate courses, they be taught, not as isolated; but 
as interrelated and interdependent subjects. Bishop Stubbs in 
a memorable sentence has said, "For the roots of the present 
lie deep in the past, and nothing in the past is dead to the 
man who would learn llow the present comes to l>e what it is." 
Though we must not distort the past iu an effort to give mean-
ing to tlle present, yet we can fully understand the present 
only by a study of the past; and the past, on the other hand, 
is appreciated ouly by those who know the l?resent. 
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION._ 
In the early part of this report, attention is called to the 
fact that there seems to be some agreement among teachers 
of history conceruing methods of teaching; arnl we have 
attributed this agreement in some measure to tlle recommen-
<lation of the Ma<lison Conference, wllose report bas been 
wi<lely read and useu throughout the country. Doubtless 
there are many other reasons for the improvement of the last 
ten years, chief among which is the increased supply of well-
traiueu teachers. There has been also a new recognition of 
the purpose of history teaching, a, growi11g realization on the 
part of tcachers~of why they teach the subject and what they 
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hope to accomplish. If one has distinctly in his mind the end 
that he seeks to gain, be will be likely to discover suitable 
means and methods of teaching. More important, therefore, 
than method, is object; means are valueless to one who has 
110 end to be attained. The teacher who is seeking means· and 
methods should first inquire whether be is sure that he knows 
what he wishes to accomplish. 
It is uunecessary for us to go into this subject at very great 
length. If teachers have been stimulated by t he report of the 
Madison conference, and have learned to obtain from it what 
is adapted to their wants, and to disregard what seems to them 
to be unsuited to their needs, they can continue to follow it. 
In spite of the six years of experience that have elapsed since 
that report was published, this committee will perhaps be no 
wiser in its recommendations and suggestions; and if there is 
now a manifest drift toward what we may be suffered to call 
"advanced" rnetlwds, the best plan may be to leave well 
enough alone, with. the firm assurance that the best methods 
will be widely used only when there is a full realization of the 
purposes and the nature of the study. 
vVhile discussing the value of historical work, we have nec-
es.:;arily considered the aims and objects of instruction. The 
chief purpose is not to fill the boy's head with. a mass of mate-
rial which he may perchauce put forth again wlrnu a college 
examiner demands its production. Without underestimating 
the value of historical knowledge, and deprecating nothing 
more than a readiness to argue and contend about the mean-
ing of facts that have not been established, we contend that 
the accumulation of facts is not the sole, or perhaps not the 
leading, 1mr1)0 e of study.1 
No other ubject in the high-school curriculum, except hi -
tory, 1s stigmatized as an information tudy simply, rather 
than an ducational tudy. Not even arithmetic-beyond dec-
imal and perc ntag -i looked upon a valuable for the stnb-
ble that it tore awa,y in the head, where the brain ha not 
be u all d iut activity or taught to u . the material wlti ·h 
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it is asked to retain. But for some unaccountable reason it 
has been held that boys and girls must not think about his-
torical material, or be taught to reason, or be led to approach 
events with the h istorical spirit. The scientific spirit can be 
awakened and methods of scientific thinking cultivated; power 
in handling language and an ability for grasping grammatical 
distinctions can be developed; even the literary sense can be 
fostered and. promoted; but the· historical sense, the begin-
nings of historical thinking, it is s..ometimes gravely said, can 
not be expected; all that one can do is to give information, in 
the hope that in some distant day pleasant and helpful reac-
tions will take place within the brain. Fortunately, the num-
ber of persons who argue in this way has decreased and is 
decreasing, and we may well leave those that . remain to the 
intelligent teachers of history throughout the land, wly) are 
awake to the p·ossibilities of their subject and. who see the boys 
and girls growing in power and efficiency under their hands. 1 
Pupils who can study physics and geometry, or read Cicero's 
orations, must be presumed to have powers of logic and capac-
ity to follow argument. Teachers of English put into their 
pupils' hands such masterpieces as Burke's "Speech on Con-
ciliation with .America" aud W ebster's "Reply to Hayne." It 
is certainly unwise to use such material for English work if it 
is impossiole for boys and girls of 16 to understand wliat these 
statesmen were talking about, or to see the force of. their argu-
ments; for, if language is conceded to be a vehicle of ideas, it 
can not be studied as a thing apart, without r eference to its 
content. .And if Burke aud Cicero and Patrick Henry and 
Oa11iel Webster can be understood in language work, it seems 
reasonable to hold that they can be understood in history work, 
a11d hence that pupils may fairly be asked to think of what 
they see and read. 
It is not our purpose to give minute and particular directions 
concerning methods of historical instruction. .A short list of 
books from which teachers may obtain helpful suggestions for 
class-room work will be foun d in .Appendix VII to tliis report. 
In drafting tlrn recommendations which follow here, we have 
1 We may justly contend that an effort to store facts in pupils' h eads oft en defeats its 
own ends. College professors who have looked over entrance examination })aper s for 
mauy years, as most members of this committee have done, are struck by t he marvelous 
nc:cumulat ion of misinformation which has been acqui reu anu held with calm belief and 
placid asimrance. We may seriously inquire whetlier instruction in method of looking 
at-fad !'! and t raiuing in thinking abo ut t hem wou ld not leave a greater residuum of 
actual int'urmatiou. ' 
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had in mind only certaiu general methods which we think spe-
cially useful for bringing out the educational value of the study. 
I. We believe that in most cases the teacher should use a 
text-book. If the book is prepared by a practical teacher and 
a scholar, it is probably the product of much toil, which has 
been devoted to a consideration of proportion and order as 
well as to accuracy, and it is therefore likely to unfold the sub-
ject more sy:--tematically thari a teacher can possibly do unless 
be has wide training, ~ong experience, and, in addition, daily 
opportuuity carefully to examine the field and to search out 
the nature of the problems that he is called upon to discuss. 
Without the use of a text it is difficult to hold the pupils to a 
definite line of work; there is danger of incoherence and con-
fusion. While, therefore, we strongly advise the use of mate-
rial outside of the text, we feel that the use of the topical 
method alone will in the great majority of instances result in 
the pupils' having unconnected information. They will lose 
sight of the main current; and it is the current and not the 
eddies which they should watch. 
In some classes, especially in the more advanced grades, it 
may be possible to use more than one text-book. "By prepar-
iug in difterent books or by using more than one book ou a 
lessou, pupils will ac<1uire the habit of comparison, and the no 
less important habit of doubting whether any one book covers 
the ground." 1 In an attempt to discover the truth they may 
be led to s~udy more widely for themselves, and will surely 
find that there are sources of inforrnat:on outside of the printed 
page. The use of more tliau one text will, however, often pre-
sent many practical difficulties to the teacher; and this will 
surely be the case unless he lias the time and opportunity to 
master all the texts himself and to examine outside material 
with care. In mo t schools there is a decided advantage in 
having one line along which the class may move. Often it 
may prov helpful to u ·e upplementary texts, in order to am-
plify and modify the regular class book; tbi may be do11 
h, th ' t ach r wit 1 11 co111pari ·on l>y th e cla might prov 
di tra ·ti11 •2 
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IL Material outside of the text-book should be used in all 
branches of historical study and in every year of the secondary 
course. Lite and interest may in this way be given to the 
work; pupils may be introduced to good literature and be 
taught to handle books. This collatera! material may be used 
in various ways, and, of course, much more should be expected 
of the later classes than of the earlier; indeed, there should 
be a consistent purpose to develop gradually and systematic-
ally this power of using books. Often, especially in the earlier 
years, the teacher will read to the class passages from enter-
taining histories. Younger pupils without previous training 
should not be expected to find the books that treat of certain 
topics, or to know how to find the portions desired. Let the 
pupil learn how to underst and and use pages before he uses 
books; and let him learn how to use one or two books before 
he is set to rummaging in a library. For example, a claRs in 
the first year of the secondary school may be asked to tell 
what is said of Marathon in Botsford's History of Greece, page 
121. A twelfth-grade class, properly trained, may be asked 
to compare Lecky's account of the Stamp Act with Bancroft's, 
or to find out what they ca,n in the books of the library con-
cerning the defects of the Articles of Confederation. 
III. Something in the way of written work should be done 
in every year of the secondary school. It is unnecessary to 
caution teachers against requiring the sort of work in the early 
years that may reasonably be expected in the later part of the 
course. Younger pupils;who have had little or no training in 
doing written work of th is character, might be required simply 
to condense and put into their own language a few pages of 
Grote or Mommsen, or t o write out in simple form some 
abstract of Thucydides's account of the fate of the Sicilian 
expedition, or of .Herodotus's description of the battle of Ther-
mopyl re, or to do similar tasks. In the later years more diffi-
cult tasks may be assigned, demanding the use of several 
books and the weaving together of various narratives or opin-
ions. It may be said by some persons that such work as ·this 
is for the English teacher , not for the history teacher; but it 
can hardly be asserted t hat skill in the use of historical books, 
practice in acquirin g historical information, and the ability to 
put forth in one's own language what has been read, are not 
objects of historical t raining. 
IV. It may at times prove helpful to have written recitations 
or tests. Teachers l1 ave often found that this method secures 
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accuracy and definiteness of statement. Some pupils who 
have difficulty in prganiziug and arranging tlle information 
whic4 t~rny possess, and who consequently are not so success-
ful as others in oral recitations, often succeed admirably iu 
written exercises, and· by their success are stimulated and en-
courage<l. to do thoughtful au<l. systematic work. 
V. Many teachers have been aided in their work by requir-
ing the class to keep notebooks, and the committee favors the 
adoption of this system, which has proved so serviceable in 
the study of the sciences. These books may contain a.naly~es 
of the te-tt, notes on outside matter presented in class, a list 
of books with which the pupil has himself become acquainted, 
and perhaps also some condensations of his reading. An 
analytical arrangement of the more important topics that are 
discussed in the course of the study may also be placed in the 
notebook. This plan will help the student to see tlle different 
lines of development aud change. For example, under the 
head of '' Slavery," short statements may be inserted of the 
facts that have been learned from the text. By so doing, 
the pupil \Vill have at the end of his work a condensed narra-
tive of the introduction, growth, and effect of slavery, and 
will be led to see the continuity of the slavery question as he 
would probably be unable to see it by any other means. 
VI. Fortunately it is unnecessary in these latter days to 
call the teacher's attention to the use of maps, and to the idea 
that geography and history are inextricably interwoveu. Most 
·text-books uow have a number of maps, all of which, however, 
are by no means faultless. Good wall-map. may be obtaiued 
at reasonable prices, and every school should Jrnve at lea tone 
good historical atlas. The class 'hould use pliysical maps, as 
well as those showing political and natio11a.l divi ion', for 
often the, imple t and mo, t evident facts with which the pupil 
i well acqnainted need to be forced sharply upon his a,tten-
tion in conn ction with history. The Nile, the Euphrate , the 
'fiber, the Phine, the Thame , the ML is ippi, tl1c Alp,, the 
yr n ,e ', th Allegha1ii -their very na111e, •all up to the 
mind of th<· hi t ri ·al ch Jar troop: of fact and f re ,' 
aff ctin<r 1l progr , f the rac and molding the de ·tinie of 
nati 11.'. Th pupils hould not I ·e , iglit of the phy ·i al 
th, t hav ~ cted in history any m r than they b uld 
ignor th hnman ·au · and th y mn t r m mb r that, 
although 11i 'tor ' d al.• witl1 th .'ll • • , ion f V 11t , th f i' 
alway· : plac· · l' ~la ion , .· w 11 a: a, tim r l tion. A 11 w 
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meaning is given to geography when physical conditions are 
seen in relation with human life, so reality is added to histori-
cal occurrences and new interest is awakened in historical 
facts by the study of the theater within which men acted and 
notable events took place. "Groupings of historical figures 
and scenes around geographical centers make these centers 
instinct with life aiid motion , while the centers themselves, 
binding the fig·ures· and scenes together, give them a new per-
manence and solidity." 1 The careful study of physical geog-
raphy a11d of historical geography is of valu,e, therefore, not 
only in bringing out the nature or the true import of facts, 
but iu helping the pupils to retain information because they 
see natural causes and relations, and because events are thus 
made to appear definite and actual. 
If these methods are to be followed-as they must be if 
l1istory is to be a study of high educational value-books for 
reference and reading are as necessary as fo apparatus for effi-
cient work in physics or chemistry. Not many years ago all 
subjects' except "natural philosophy" were taught without the 
help of any material save a text-book for each pupil, and per-
haps a few dusty cyclopedias often deftly concealed in a closet 
behind the teacher's desk. Great changes have been made; 
nearly all schools now have some books, but even at the pres-
ent time it is easier to get five thousand dollars for physical 
and chemical laboratories than five hundred dollars for refer-
ence books; and even when libraries have l>een provided, their 
material is sometimes not wisely chosen, and they are often 
aHowed to fall behind by a failure to purchase new and useful 
literature as it comes out. 
The library should be the center and soul of all study in 
history and literature; no vital work can be carried on without 
books to which pupils may have ready and constant access. 
Without these opportunities historical work is likely to be 
arid, if not unprofitable; there can not be collateral reading,. 
or written work of the most valuable sort, or study . of the 
sources, or knowledge of illustrative material. Even a small 
expenditure of money may change the dull routine of historical 
tudy into a voyage of pleasurable discovery, awakening the 
interest, the enth:usiasm, and the whole mental power of the 
pnpils. No school i so , poor that something can not be done 
in the way of collecting material. 
1 Ilinstlale, Ilow to Study and Teach History, 09. 
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The first necessity of a school library is that it be accessible. 
It should be in the school building, open during the whole of 
school hours and as much longer as possible. It should be 
furnished with working tables and provided with good light, 
and so arranged tbat it serves not as something helpful out-
side the school, but as the source and center of inspiration to 
which the class-room work is contributory. The books should 
be freely used; for a library is no longer considered a place for 
the preservation and concealment of books, but a center from 
which they may be put into circulation and where the best 
facilities are offered for acq_uiring information. The question 
as to whether the books should be left in open shelves or 
handed out by an attendant must be decided, of course, by the 
school authorities, in light of all the circumstances; but it 
must be remern bered that the opportunity to touch and 
handle the volumes, to glance at their pages, to discover the 
subjects of which they treat-to look, as it were, into their 
faces-is of great value, and that more can be learned by a 
few minutes of familiar intercourse with a book in the hand 
than by many inquiries of an attendant or by anxious search-
ings in a catalogue. The fewer the barriers and obstacles in 
the way the better will be the results, and the more will the 
pupil be tempted to refer to the authorities and to read tbe 
great masters in histo~y and literature-an acquaintance with 
whose words, thoughts, and sentiments constitutes in itself 
no small part of educati0n. 
In employing the library for historical purposes, care should 
be taken to teach the pupils how to use intelligently tables of 
contents and indexes, and also bow to turn to their account 
the library catalogues and the indexes to general and periodical 
literature. The teacher will remember that the habit of refer-
ring to authorities to settle doubtful points or to di cover 
a<lclitional evidence i a mo t important part, not only of bi -
t ri al training but of the outfit of an educated per 011, aud 
that wid reading hould bring breadth of view and al o a 
bro <1 ning and deepenin · of th judgment. 
The well- qui p d library bould contain (1) ood hi, torical 
atl~. an a 1, · of modern e graphy; (.:1) on or tw hi ·-
t r1 ~ 1 hand oolv r di ti narie of date ; ( .) an ample upply 
f ndary hi t ri , , u h a tho of II lm, Momm n 
L cl·y arkm, n; with th . may b la.: d a e ·pe •ia11 
u fnl, o int r :tin l>i graphi, , u ·h a: dge 1 xau-
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der the Great, Stanhope's Pitt; ( 4) there should certainly be 
some collections of sources, many of which are now accessible; 
and some of the recent leaflets and collections of extracts of 
primary and secondary material will be found of service; (5) a 
good encyclopedia and one or two annual compendiums, such 
as the various political almanacs. 
SOURCES. 
The use of sources in secondary work is now a matter of so 
much importance that it seems to demand special and distinct 
treatment. We believe in the proper use of sources for proper 
pupils, with proper guaranties that there shall also be secured 
a clear outline view of the whole subject studied; but we find 
ourselves unable to approve a method of teaching, sometimes 
called tbe "source method," in which pupils have in their 
bands little more than a series of extracts, for the most part 
. brief, and not very closely related. The difficulty with this 
system is, that while it suggests the basis of origil\al record 
upon which all history rests, on the other hand it expects val-
uable generalizations from insufficient bases. Within the 
covers of one book it is impossible to bring together one 
hundredth part of the mattrial which any careful historical 
writer would examine for himself before coming to a conclu-
sion; and it is not to be expected that inexperienced and 
immature minds can form correct notions without some sys-
tematic survey of the field. Indeed, the attempts to teach his-
tory wholly from the sources ignore the fact that the actual 
knowledge of the facts of history in the minds of the most 
highly trained teachers of history comes largely from second-
ary books; it is only in limited fields where a large mass of 
material can be examined and sifted, that historians and 
teachers can safely rely for their information entirely , on 
sources, and even there they find it useful to refer to the sec-
ondary work of other writers for new points of view. 
The first essential, then, for any practical use of sources by 
pupils is that their work shall be done in connection with a 
good text-book, in which the sequeuce and relation of events 
can be made clear. The aim of historical study in the sec-
ondary school, let it be repeated, is the training of pupils, not 
so much in the art of historical investigation as in that of 
thinking historically. Pupils should be led to grasp facts and 
see them in relations, for one who has been taught to establish 
HIST 98--31 
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certain facts with unerring accuracy may be still unable to 
understand .the historical significance of those facts. 
In the second place, we disclaim any confidence in "investi-
gation" by pupi]s, if by investigation is meant a mental process 
of the same order as that of the practiced historian and the 
special student of a limited field, or of the teacher preparing 
material for his classes. In our judgment sources are not 
intended to be either the sole or the principal materials for 
school study. There is, indeed, a close analogy between the 
proposed processes of historical study and thos~ of the study 
of natural science. In physics, for example, it has been thought 
expedient to require a well-ordered text-book in connection with 
a series of experiments; yet physics can not be efficiently taught 
unless the pupil has some contact with materials, not because 
they form the only foundation of his knowledge, but because 
he learns to look for himself, and to understand that the knowl-
edge which he receives at second-hand must be based upon 
patient investigation by somebody else. 
By the study of properly selected materials the pupil reaJ-
izes that historical characters were living persons, and he 
learns to distinguish between them and the x and y of algebra 
or the formulas of physics. When one reads the loving let-
ter written from before Antioch by Count Stephen of Blois 
some eight hundred years ago, 1 in which he charges his wife 
to do right and to remember her duty to her children and her 
vassals, one realizes that the Crusaders were real men, imbued 
with many of the purposes, hopes, and senUments with which 
men of the present day are moved and influenced. 
The use of sources which we advocate is, therefore, a limited 
contact with a limited body of materials, an examination of 
which may how the child the nature of the historical proce , 
a,nd at the same time may make the people and events of bygone 
times more real to him. We believe that some acquaintance 
with ources vitalize the subject, and thus make it easier for 
tbe teacher and more timulating for the pupil. But all sourc 
are not of equal value for thi purpose; so:ne of tho e which 
ar v ry important fi r mor mature student are too dry and 
uuat r cti to b u f'ul for y unger per on . John dam 
f avih i · a urc , though thought exc ed-
v n iu hi g- n r ti n. Abigail clam ' I tt r to 
and 
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her husband, complaining of t,he fall of Continental currency, 
are equally' valuable as sources, and much more interesting. 
Since discrimination in the selection of sources is of so 
much importance, the first criterion is that authorities be 
chosen whose authenticity is beyond dispute. It is not worth 
while to introduce children to the controversies over the voy-
ages of John and Sebastian Cabot; or to the arguments for and 
against the truthfulness of John Srp.ith's account of his rescue 
by Pocahontas; or to the authorship of the letters found in the 
saddlebags of Charles I. There is no difficulty in obtaining 
an abundance of suggestive sources about the v~lue of which 
hh,torians will agree and around which no ir1terminable· con-
troversy is waging. Pains should also be taken to recommend 
the sources that may reasonably be brought within the kuowl-
edge of pupils; it is of no use to refer to rarities or to texts 
. long out of print. 
In the next place, few documents, in the usual significance 
of that term, are very useful in the schoolroom. A capitulary 
of Charlemagne, Magna Charta, a colonial charter, .or the Con-
stitution of the Uni ted States may with careful explanation be 
made clear, but it is difficult to make them attractive. The 
growth of a nation, the eulargement of its political ideas, may 
he measurable by young intellects, but not the registration of 
that growth in great political documents. And yet even docu-
ments may be occasionally used. There seems to 'be no good 
reason for merely reading about the Declaration of Independ-
ence without seeing the printed instrument itself, or talking 
about the Ord_inance of 1877 or the .Proclamation of Emancipa-
tion without kuowledge of the texts. 
There is, however, a large body of material of another kind 
which is as trustworthy as coustitutional documents aud is 
much more attractive. Such are hooks of travel, which from 
Herodotus down to J·ames Bryce have been one of the most 
entertai11ing and suggestive sources on the social and. intellec-
tual phenomena of history. Of equal interest, and perhaps of 
greater value, are the actual journals arnl letters of persons 
contemporary with t1ie events which they describe. Such are 
Cicero's Epistles, Luther's Letters, Pepys's Diary, Bradford's 
History, and the more iutinrnte writings of statesmen like 
Henry VIII of England and Henry IV of France, Frederick 
tl1e Great, Franklin, Washington, and Gladstone. These are 
unfailing sources of historical informatio?, and they give in 
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addition a personal and human interest to the subjects which 
they illustrate. 
In dealing with young minds which are rapidly opening, it 
· is of special importance to choose books or extracts which 
have a literary value. The annals of the race are founded on 
fii:st-hand accounts of historical events, many of which are 
written in such a fashion as to be wortll reading aside from 
their historical value. Su'Ch are, for example, Einhard's Life 
of Charlemagne; the naive accounts of the foundation of the 
S'wiss Republic· in 1292; the journals of the early voyagers to 
the Wes tern world; the table talk of Bismarck; the farewell 
letters· of John Brown, and the memoranda of Lincoln's few 
brief speeches. Such material used in schools gives part of 
the training and enjoyment to be had from good literature, 
aud at the same time furnishes illustratious that make the 
text-book of history sparkle with human life. 
In connection with topical work, the pupils may with special 
advautage make use of the sources. To the child such work 
is as fresh as though it had uever been undertaken by any 
other mind. In comparing the statements of various sources 
and arriving at a conclusion from taking them together, the 
pupil gets a valuable training of judgment. Ile must not 
suppose that he is making a history, or that his results are 
comparable with those. of the trained. historian; but he may 
have an intellectual enjoyment of the i:;ame kind a that of tl1e 
historical writer. The committee is fully aware of the diffi-
culty of carrying on such methods as are here suggested; they 
reg uire advantageous circumstances and material which is 
easily handled and with which the teacher has decided famil-
iarity. As has been pointed out above, written work mu t not 
be the only or even the principal employment of the pupil, but 
in the preparation of written topics much may be gained by 
dealing with ource , if a ufllcient variety is available. 
Wherever wntt 11 work is required, therefore, it is de irable to 
have ome ource , to be u ed not merely for help iu writing, 
but for r ·fer nee. In this way the pupil may get au idea of the 
difli ·ulti of a certaining hi torical truth aud of the nece ity 
for impartiality and a· uracy. 
13 • icl , ·11 ur · · which have · med wn to u in writt n 
t'ol'm and ar r pr du· d up u th print d pag , ther i 
ano h r imp rtt n ·1· ' ,' of bi t ric l mat rial which i f 
"r ·a a: ·i:t:: u · iu gi i11g r •ality t th pa t-n mely, a tnal 
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concrete remains, such as exist .in the form of old buildings, 
monuments, and the contents of museums. Many schools 
have direct access to interesting survivals of this sort, while 
the various processes of pictorial reproduction have placed 
abundant stores of such material within reach of every teacher. 
The excellent illustrations of many recent text-books may be 
supplemented by special albums, such as are used in French 
and German schools, and by the school's own collections of 
engravings and photographs cut from magazines or procured 
from dealers. 1 Some schools have also provided sets of lantern· 
slides. Of course, iri order to en title such illustrations to serious· 
use and to the rank of his tori ca] sources, · they must be real 
pictures-actual reproductions of buildings, statues, contem-
porary portraits, views of places, etc.-and not inventions of 
modern artists. It is easy to make too much of illustrations 
and . thus reduce history to a series of dissolving views, but 
many excellent teachers have found the judicious use of pic-
tures helpful in the extreme, not merely in arousing interest 
in the picturesque aspects of the subject, but in cultivating 
the historical imagination and in giving definiteness and vivid-
ness to the pupil's general ideas of the past. An appeal to 
the eye is of grei;it assistance in bringing out the charac-
teristic differences between past and present, and thus in 
checking that tendency to project the present into -the past 
which is one of the most serious obstacles to sound views of 
llistory. The chief danger in the use of pictorial material lies 
in giving too much of it, insteaq of dwelling at length on a few 
carefully chosen examples. 
To sum up this part of the subject, the committee looks upon · 
sources as adjuncts to good text-book work, as something which 
may be used for a part of the collateral reading and ·may also 
form the basis bf some of the written work. Such use of ma-
terial, with proper discrimination in choosing the sources, will 
add to the pleasure of the pupil, and will by sbarpuess of out-
line fix in his mind events and personalities that will slip away 
if he uses the text-books alone. 
1 Selections from the Perry prints, and the cheap series of photographic reproductions 
issued by various American houses, are always available at a very moderate price, and 
have found a place in many schools. Good types of inexpensive foreign albums are 
Seeman'sKunsthistorische Bilderbogen and the Albums Historiques of Parmentier (Paris, 
Hachette). Holzel in Vienna publis.hes Langl's Bilder zur Geschichte, a set of sixty-two 
wall pictures of the great structures of all ages. 
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INTENSIVE STUDY. 
That we have not dwelt at any length upon the desirability 
of devoting tit~ie to what is termed by the Madison Conference 
"intensive study" is because we do not see how in many schools 
sufficient time can be given to such work, and not because we 
ad vise against the adoption of that plan of work if there is 
time and opportunity in the school course. Indeed, we believe 
that the careful examination of a very limited period is highly 
beneficial. By intensive study we do not mean original work 
in the sense in which the word "original" is used in advanced 
college clas.ses; we mean simply the careful and somewhat pro-
longed study of a short period. The shorter the period and 
the longer the time devoted to it the more intensive the study 
will be. Perhaps in the courses in English and American his-
tory time may be found to study one or two periods with special 
care and attention, so that the pupil may have exceptional op-
portunities to -reau the best secondary authorities, and even to 
examine primary material. For example, in English history 
it may prove possible to give two or three weeks instead of two 
or three days to a study of the important events and meanings 
of the Commonwealth, or to the ideas and progress of the whole 
Puritan movement. In American history it may be wise to 
study for a considerable time such subjects as the causes of the 
Revolution, or the Confederation and the formation of the Con-
stitution, or the chief events of the decade from 1850 to 1860. 
When this plan of selecting a period or a topic for intensive 
examination is possible, the pupil can gain great advantage by 
the opportunity of delving deeper into the subject than i 
pos ible when all parts of the work are studied with equal 
tlwroughne s or superficiality; they can read more in the 
ecou<lary material, can get a peep at the source , and thus 
com to a fuller appreciation of what history is and how it i 
written. Only wheu good working facilities are at band, how-
ever, and th t acber, knowing the material, ba time to guid 
bi pupil and give th m con tant aid and attention, will thi' 
pl n prov v ry helpful. 
THE NEED l? TRAI ED TEACHER . 
Ifhi 
till Tl t 
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is taught, if such a word is appropriate, by those who have 
made no preparation, and that classes are sometimes· man-
aged-we hesitate to say instructed-by persons who do not 
profess either to be prepared or to take interest in the subject. 
In one good schoQl, for example, history a short time ago was 
turned over to the professor of athletics, not because he knew 
history, but apparently in order to fiU up his time. In another 
school a teacher was seen at work who evidently did not have 
the first qualifications for the task; when the examiner in-
quired why this teacher was asked to teach history when she 
knew no history, the answer was that she did not know any-
tbing else. As long as other subjects in the course are given 
·to specialists, while history is distributed here and there to 
fill up interstices, there can be no great hope for its advance-
ment. Fortunately, however, this condition of things is dis-
appearing as history gradually finds its way to a place beside 
such subjects as Latin and mathematics, which claim a pre-
scriptive right to first consideration. 
Doubtless to teach history properly is a difficult task. It 
requires not only wide information and accurate knowledge, 
but a capacity to awaken enthusiasm and to bring out the 
inner meanings of a great subject. .Accuracy and definiteness 
must be inculcated in the pupil, and he must be led to think 
carefully and soberly; but he must also be tempted to range 
beyond the limits of the text and to give rein to his imagina-
tion. Pupils often complain that, while in other studies a 
lesson can be thoroughly mastered, in history every topic seems 
exhaustless. Teachers are constantly confronted with just 
this difficulty. So many problems arise and demand atten-
tion; so difficult is it to bold the pupil to definite facts, and 
yet help him to see that be is studying a scene in the great 
drama of human life which bas its perpetual exits and en-
trances; so bard a task is it to stimulate the imagination while 
one is seeking to cultivate the reason and the judgment, that 
the highest teaching power is necessary to complete success. 
The first requisite for good teaching is knowledge. The 
teacher's duty is not simply to see that the pupils have 
learned a given amount, or that they understand the lesson, 
as one uses the word "understand" when speaking of a 
demonstration in geometry or an experiment in physics. His 
task is to bring out the real meaning and import of what is 
learned by adding i1lustrations, showing causes, and suggest-
ing results, to select the important and to pass over the uuim-
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portant, to emphasize essentials, and to enlarge upon signifi-
cant facts and ideas. A person with a meager information 
can not have a wide outlook; he can not see the relative 
importance of things unless he actually knows them in their 
relations. 
But knowledge of facts alone is not enough. In historical 
work pupils and teacher are constantly engaged in using 
books. These books the teacher must know; he must know 
the periods which they cover, their methods of treatment, 
their trustworthiness, their attractiveness, their genera.I utility 
for the purposes of young students. He must have skill in 
handling books and in gleaning from them the information 
which he is seeking, because it is just this skill which he is 
trying to give to his pupils. No one would seriously think of 
putting in charge of a class in manual training a person who 
had himself never shoved a plane or measured a board. To 
turn over a class in history to be instructed by a person who 
is not acquainted with the tools of the trade and has had no 
practice in manipulating them is an equal absurdity. 
A successful teacher must have more than mere accurate 
information and professional knowledge. He needs to have a 
living sympathy with the tale which he tells. He must know 
how to bring out the dramatic aspects of his story. He must 
know how to awaken the interest and attention of his pupils, 
who will always be alert and eager if they feel that they are 
learning of the actual struggles and conflicts of men who bad 
like passions with ourselves. Though stores of dates and 
names must be at the teacher's command, these are not 
enough. He must have had his own imagination fired and bis 
enthusiasm kindled; he must know the sources of historical 
knowledge and the springs of historical inspiration; he mu t 
know the literature of history and be able to direct bi pupils 
to stirring pas ages in the great historical masters; be mu t 
know how to illumine and brighten the page l>y readings from 
literature and by illustrations from art. 
"It w re far better," say Professor Dicey, "as thing now 
tand, to be barg d with here y, or even to be found guilty of 
p tty larcen 1 , than to fall under the suspicion of lacking bi -
tori al-mindedne , r of que tioning the univer al validity of 
the hi. tori al m th d.' T cultivat , hi torical-mindedue , to 
t a ·h pupil, to think bi. t rically and to approach fa t with 
th h~. tori ·al , pirit-thi is th hi f object of in tru ·ti n in 
any h lcl f hi. tory. ut unle th t ach r h , had pra ti e 
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in de~ling with facts, unless he has acquired perspective, 
unless lie has become historical-minded and knows himself 
what the historical methocl is, he can not instruct bis pupils. 
These characteristics can not be absorbed from a text-book in 
an hour or two before the recitation; they are the products of 
time aud toil. 
Possibly the day is far distant when all teachers in this 
country will be prepared for their duties by a long course of 
training such as is required of a teacher in European schools; 
but there are a few evidences that this time i8 slowly approach-
ing. Beyond all question, some of the best teachers in our 
secondary ~chools are almost wholly self trained; some of them 
are not college graduates. But these exceptions do not prove 
that advanced collegiate training and instruct.ion are undesira-
ble. In teaching a vital subject like history, much depends 
upon the personality of the teacher, upon his force, insight, 
tact, sympathy, upon qualities that can not be imparted by the 
university courses or by prolonged research. Though all this 
be true, every teacher should have bad some instruction in 
methods of teaching, and should have learned from precept 
what are the essentials of historical study and historical think-
ing; and-what is of much greater importance-he should 
have so worked that be knows himself what historical facts 
are and how they are to be interpreted and arranged. The 
highly successful teacher in any field of work needs to be a 
student as well as a teacher, to be in touch with the subject 
as a growing, developing, and enlarging field of human 
knowledge. 
COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS. 1 
Any consideration of college entrance requirements presents 
many difficulties; but probably no :field of work offers greater -
problems than does that of history, because the schools have 
no common understanding as to the amount of history that, 
should be offered in the curriculum, and because the univer-
sities differ materially in their requirements. The first 
1 In 1896 the National Educational Association appointed a committee to consider the 
s~ubject of college entrance requirements and to report a scheme of uniform require-
ments. At the request of that committee the American Historical Association 
appointed the Committee of Se,, en to draft a scheme of colloge entrance requirements 
in history. The portion of our report that here follows was prepared with that purpose 
in mind, and substantially similar recommendations have already been made to Super -
intendent Nightingale, as chairman of the committee of the National Educat.ional 
Association. 
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fundamental fact to be remembered is that a very large per-
centage of secondary pupils do not go to college, and that in 
a very great majority of schools the courses must be adapted 
primarily for the pupils who finish their study with the second-
ary school. It is often asserted that the course which fits 
pupils for college is equally well adapted to the uses of those 
who do not go to college. We do not care to argue this ques-
tion, although we doubt very much if it be true that the 
requirements laid down for entrance to college, requirements 
which still bear the mark of tile old regime, are likely to furnish 
· the best equipment for the work aud play of every-day life. 
Whether this be true or not, it is certainly wrong to shape 
secondary courses primarily with a view to college needs. In 
the great majority of schools the curriculum must be prepared 
with the purpose of developing boys and girls into young men 
and women·, not with the purpose of fitting them to meet 
entrance examinations or of filling them with information 
which some faculty thinks desirable as a forerunner of college 
work. Many of the academies and some of the high schools 
can without much trouble meet the artificial requirements of 
the colleges; but a great majority of the high schools and 
some of the academies have great difficulty, and it is an almost 
impossible task so to arrange the programme that pupils can 
be fitted for more than one institution.1 
For this reason we welcome the efforts of the committee of 
the National Educational Association to simplify and uuify 
college entrance requirements. We believe, however, that the 
first requisite of a successful accomplishment of this task is a 
recognition of the fact that the great majority of schools are 
not fitting schools for college; and it seems to us that any 
rigid and inelastic regime which does not take into consider-
ation the fact that Rchools are working in many diflercnt 
environments and are subject to different limitations aud con-
ditions can not be very widely accepted or prove u efu 1 for 
any length of time. We venture to sugge t, therefore, tllat in 
any eff rt to implify the situation by relieving the school 
fr m the bur<l n of trying to meet college requiremeut two 
thing 3:,re e Bntial. One i , that the fundam ntal cope and 
purpo e f thb major part of the econ~ary chools be regarded; 
'l"or nmplo 111 a <·ntaloj:!n of a good high 1:1chool- a school rath 1· larg than ::1mall, 
an,! l\"C ll 1111 1pp1 l with tA·n hor -w fincl th II typical eta m ·nts. that a pupil may 
J•r 'I" r 111 that rhool for on of 1•v rnl u11iYrn11tics . but that at th 1, ginnin" of th• 
<11111 ,r h ho111il know wha h1 111t1•111le to do; and that a failure to ch o • 
t ly 111 au • 1mc 1•m1 11·r mYol\"I'-< thc lo~ of a ·l'ar 
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the other, that such ebsticity be allowed that schools may :fit 
pupils for college and yet adapt themselves to some extent to 
local environment and local needs.1 
We feel justifie<l, therefore, as students and teachers, in 
marking out what we think is the best curriculum in history, 
in discussing the educational value of the study, in emphasiz-
ing the thought that history is peculiarly appropriate in a 
secondary course, which is fashioned with the thought of pre-
paring boys and girls for the duties of daily life and intelligent 
citizenship, and ind welling upon methods for bringing out the 
pedagogical effect· of historical work. It seems to us that, in 
consideration of tlie value and importance of historical work, 
and in light of the fact that so mauy thousands of pupils are 
now engaged in historical study, tlie colleges should be ready 
to admit to their list of requirements a liberal amount of his-
tory; but we do not feel that we should seek to lay down hard-
and-fast entrance requirements in history and ask the colleges 
or the committee of tLe National Educational Association to 
declare in favor of an inflexible regime. 
For convenience of statement we have adopted, in the rec-
ommendations which follow, the term "unit." By one unit we 
mean either one year of historical work wherein the study is 
given five times per week, or two years of historical work 
wherein the study is given three times per week. We have 
thought it best to take into co11sid·eration the fact that differ-
ent colleges have now not only different requirements, but also 
entirely different methods of framiug and proposing require-
ments. It bas not seemed wise, therefore, to outline historical 
courses on the supposition that all colleges would at once 
conform to a, uniform arrangement. 
1. If a college or a scientific school has a system of com-
plete options in college entrance requirements-that is, if it 
accepts a given number of years' work, or units, without pre-
scribing specific subjects of study (as at Leland Stanford 
University)-we recommend that four units in history be 
accepted as an equivalent for a like amount of work in other 
subjects. Likewise, that one, two, or three units in history 
be accepted. 
1 It does not seem wise, even if it be possiulc, to outline the same rigid ent rance require-
ments for the University of California, University of Kansas, Universit,y of North Caro-
lina, Yale, Harvard, Tul:1110, and a hundred others. This policy would mean that 
econdary schools everywhere throughout the country must disregard local conditions 
and yield to an outside force. 
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2. If a college ·or a scientific school requires a list of certain 
prescribed studies, and also demands additional subjects to be 
chosen out of an optional list ( as at Harvard University), we 
recommend that one unit of history be placed on the list of 
definitely prescribed studies, and that one, two, or three units 
of history be placed among the optional studies. 
3. If a college or a scientific school has rigid requirements 
without options (as at Ya.le College and the Sheffield Scientific 
School), we recommend that at least one unit of history be 
required for entrance. 
These recommendations do not seem to us unreasonable, and 
we do not believe that their adoption would impose any bur-
den upon college or preparatory schools. If the traditional 
requirements in other studies need to be diminished in order 
to allow one unit of history in any regime of rigid require-
ments, we do not think that such diminution is unwise in light 
of the fact that history is now generally studied, and that the 
training obtained from historical work is an essential of good 
secondary education. It will be seen from the statement 
which fo1lows (under 4) that we do not recommend any par-
ticular field or period of history as preferable to all others for 
the purpose of such req nirements; to constitute this miit any 
one of the periods or blocks of history previously mentioned 
may be selected. 
4. Where a college has several distinct courses leading to 
different degrees, and has different groups of preparatory 
stuuies, each group preparing· for one of the college cour es 
(as at the University of Michigan), the use to be made of his-
tory requires more detailed exposition. In one of these pre-
paratory courses the ancieu t languages receive chief attention; 
it. a second, a modern la11guage is substituted for one of the 
ancie11t languages; in a third, the chief energy i devoted to 
natural ciences; in a fourth, main stress is laid upon history 
and 11.ingli h language and literature. The general recom-
m ndation, given above will aid omewha.t in outliuiug pre-
parat ry cour e in hi tory when such definite routes for 
admi · i n to coll ge are marked out: 
A. v\ heli v that in ea •h pr paratory cour e there hould 
t, · at lea. t n uuit of hi tory. Tbi r ·ommendation rn an 
Hia .. <:la, :i ·, l tu 1 nt , hould have at least one full ear f 
hi toric· 1 w rk. cour,· whi ·h pmport to d al with tb 
afford lw without one year work in 
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a study whose sole theme is humanity. When four years are 
given to Latin, two or more to Greek, two or three to mathe-
matics, one, or perchance two, to science, some room should be 
found for history, even if the time given to other studies be 
diminished. If we take for granted the fact that the great 
majority of secondary pupils do not go to college, can we 
declare that they should go out into life with no kt1owledge of 
the humanities save that acquired by the study of the Greek 
and Latin tongues 1 
To decide what field of history should be chosen is a matter 
of considerable difficulty. We believe "it desirable that pupils 
should know the life and thought of Greece and .Rome and the 
development of their civilization; that they should study the 
great facts of European history after the downfall of the 
Roman Empire; that they should have some knowledge of 
how England grew to be a great empire and English liberty 
developed, and that they should come to know their own 
political surroundings by studying American history and gov-
ernment. We hesitate, therefore, to rec9mmend that any 
one particular field be chosen to the exclusion of the rest; 
and yet we think that far better educational results can be 
secured by devoting a year to a limited period than by attempt-
ing to cover the history of the world in that length of time. 
We believe that it is more important that pupils should acquire 
knowledge of what history. is and how it should be studied 
than that they should cover any particular field. 
Perhaps it is not impossible, in connection with the study of 
Greek and Latin, to pay such attention to the growth of Greece 
and Rome that the pupils may be led to an appreciation of the 
character and essential nature of ancient civilization. This is 
one of the great ends of historical work; and if the humanities 
can thus be humanized, there will be less need of prescribing 
Greek or Roman history as a distinet subject for classical stu-
dents,1 and some other historical field may then he chosen. 
We can not be sure, however, that such methods of teaching 
the classics will prevail, and we must content ourselves with 
recommending one of the four bloeks or periods which are 
marked out in the earlier portions of this paper, without desig-
nating any particular one. 
1 That the desirability of such a method is recognized by many classical teachers is 
shown, for example, hy the paper by Prof. Clifford Moore on "How to enrich the classical 
course," published in the School Review, September, 18!l8. 
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B. The secondary course, sometimes called the Latjn course, 
in which a modern language takes the place of Greek, presents 
nearly the same problems as the classical course. It does not 
afford mu~h time for the study of history. We therefore rec-
ommend that some one of the four blocks mentioned above be 
selected. 
0. In the scientific secondary course more opportunity for 
historical study is often allowed, and here two units of history 
may be given. At least one of them will naturally be a modern 
field, and yet it may be said .that it is highly desirable that 
scientific pupils should by the study of ancient history obtain 
something of the culture which is not wrongly supposed to 
come from the study of classical civilization. 
D. The fourth secondary course, commonly called the Eng-
lish course, should have history for its backbone, inasmuch as 
it is a study peculiarly capable of being continued throughout 
the four years, and of offering tliat opportunity for continuous 
development which the classical pupil obtains from the pro-
'longed study of Latin. We strongly advise that sustained 
effort be devote<l to history in order that tbis course may have 
a certain consistency and unity. There are already schools 
that offer history for four years, and give fonr fn11 units, con-
sisting substantially of the four blocks we have outlined. If 
the four full uuits can not be given, it may be well to offer 
history only three times a week in one of the four years. If 
only three years can be devoted to the study, one of the four 
blocks must, as we have already said, be omitted, or two field!:! 
mu$t be compressed in some such ruan~er as that suggested in 
the earlier portion of this report.1 
The general recommendations under this head may then be 
summed up as follows: (a) For the classica,1 course, one unit of 
hi tory, to consist of one of the four block previously men-
tioned; (b) fir the Latin cour e, th same; (c) for tlle scientific 
cour e, two units con i ting of any two of the block ; ( d) for 
the Engli h cour e, three units consi ting of a11y three of the 
bl •k , r con i ting of two block. and a combinati n of tw 
otb r ·. We r ngly r c mm nd that four years of history be 
our e, in order t make hi , tory on of the cen-
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college or a scientific school, the committee does not,wislt to -
be understood as expressing its approval of this amount as an 
a<leq_uate course in history for secondary schools. , In this por-
tion of the repor t we have been obliged to work within the 
limits of the systems of entrance requirements that now pre-
vail, and to frame recommendations that may be adapted to 
existing conditions; but we do not believe that a single unit 
of history constitutes a sufficient course, viewed with reference 
either to the relative importance of the subject or to the pos-
sibility of realizing the aims of historical instruction within 
the time that would thus be a t the t eacher's disposal. The 
arguments for the necessity of a comprehensive and substantial 
course iu history have been presented at length in the earlier 
sections of this report; and, though it may not at present be 
feasible for every college to require more than one unit of his-
tory, the committee believes that two units should constitute 
the minimum amount offered in any school; and it maintains 
that a still more extended course in history bas claims· quite 
equal to those tli at may be urged on behalf of any other study 
in the secondary curriculum. 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION S. 
One subject connected with college entrance requirements 
has peculiar importance in connection with the study of his-
tory, namely, that of entrance examinations. Higher institu-
tions that admit students on t he basis of certificates need 
have no administ rative difficulty in giving large recognition 
to history as a preparatory subject, but in colleges and uni-
versities that can be entered only after passing examinations 
the problem is somewhat different. As has been emphasized 
elsewhere in this report, the utility of historical study lies not 
only in the acquisition of certain important facts, but in great 
measure in its indirect results in training the powers of discrim-
ination and ju<lgment; it will often happen th at pupils who 
have profited largely from their study of history wiJJ, especially 
after two or three years have elapsed, show surprising lacunm 
in their stores of historical information. While a course in 
history should be progressive an d build steadily upon what 
has gone before, one stage does not depend so immediately 
upon the preceding, and involve so persistent a review of 
earlier work, as is the case in language and mathematics; and 
besides, growth in power of historical thinking ts much h~rder 
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to measure than progress in mathematical knowledge or in 
linguistic facility. These difficulties are present in some 
degree, even when the candidate is examined on work done in 
history in the last year of the secondary school; but they 
become exceedingly serious when the suhject has been studied 
some years before, or when the course in history covers two, 
three, or four years of the period of secondary instruction. 
The remedy, in our opinion, lies, not in the exclusion or 
unnatural restriction of history as a subject for entrance, but 
in the reform of methods of examination in history; if the 
present system of entrance examination does not-and it gen-
erally does not-properly test the qualifications of candidates 
in history, it is time to consider how it may be changed. Cer-
tainly 11othing has done more to discredit history as a subject 
for college entrance than the setting of papers which demand 
no more preparation than a few weeks' cram. The suggestions 
which follow are offered in the hope, not that they will afford 
a final solution of the problem, but that they may prove helpful 
in bringing about a more just and adequate system of examina-
tions in history. 'l'he complete adoption of them will natu-
rally involve a larger allotment of time to history than is now 
given in examina,tion schedules, and will impose a heavier 
burden upon those to whose lot the reading of papers in his-
tory falls; but it is not likely that the demands on time and 
energy will prove greater than in other well-recognized admis-
sion subjects, and it is not unreasonable to expect college 
authorities to make suitable provision in these regards. 
The mai u element in entrance examinations in history must 
probably continue to be the written paper, but this should be 
set with the idea of testing to some extent the candidate's 
ability to u e historical material, as well as his knowledge of 
important facts. The information questions should not de-
mand the imple reproduction of the statement of the text, 
but b uld in large measure be so framed as to require the 
grouping of fact in a different form from that followed in the 
b k recomm nded for preparation. There hould al o be 
ion iuv lving ome power of di ·crimination and ome 
u · f legitimate compari ·ou on th part of tbe candidat . It 
i , no t e exr te that, kill in utilizin hi torical material 
will pre nt in a high degr e in the andidate for admis i n 
o · 11 rr t th t d nt wb h learn d h w to handle 
tr ·t inform, ti n fr m th m in the cour e f 
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his secondary studies has the right and the ability to make 
this knowledge count for something toward college entrance. 
As suitable tests we may suggest comment on carefully chosen 
brief extracts from simple sources or modern works, analysis 
or discussion of more extended passages, supplemented per-
haps by outline maps or concrete illustrations-anything, in 
short, that will show the student's capacity of taking up a 
fresh question in a way that indicates some development of 
the historical sense. Na tu rally, attainments in this direction 
will be expected chiefly of those who present history as an 
additional option. 
Doubtless to many these tests will appear sufficient_; but it 
must always be borne in mind that a written paper, even when 
the questions have been prepared with great care, can not yield 
such decisive results in history as it ean, for example, in a sub-
ject like English composition. The examiner should always 
have an opportunity-and particularly in doubtful caseR-of 
supplementing by other means the information gained from 
the paper. One excellent adjunct is the submission by the 
candidate of written work done in connection with his .study 
of history in school. This may include notebooks, abstracts 
of reading, and prepared papers, none of which, however, 
should be accepted without proper guaranties of authenticity 
and independent preparation. Another supplementary test, 
which is largely used in European examinations and has com-
mended itself to the experience of many American examiners, 
consists of a brief oral conference with the candidate. This 
should be quite informal in character, and should aim to dis-
cover, if possible, something concerning the personality of the 
candidate and the nature of his historical training, rather than 
to elicit brief answers to a few arbitrarily chosen questions. 
The following analytical statement will show at a glance our 
recommendation concerning the organization of the history 
course. 
FOUR YEARS' COURSE IN HISTORY. 
First year.-Ancient history to 800 A. D. 
Second year.-Mediroval and modern European history. 
Thircl year.-English history. 
Fourth year.-American history and civil go~ernment. 
THREE YEARS' COURSE IN HISTORY. 
A. 
Any three of the above blocks. 
HIST 98--32 
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B. 
First or second yem·.-Ancient history to 800 A. D. 
Second or thfrd year.-English histo·ry, with special reference to the chief 
events in the history of Continental Europe. 
Third or fourth year.-American history and civil government. 
c. 
First or second year.-Ancient history to 800 A. D. 
Second or third year.-Medheval and mo<lern European history. 
Third or fourth year.-American history, with a consideration of tlie chief 
events in the history of England. 
D. 
First year.-Ancient history to 800 A. D. 
Second year.-English history, with reference to the chief events in later 
medireval history (three times per week). 
Third year.-English history, with reforence to the chief events in modern 
ern European history (three times per week), 
Fourth year.-American history and civil government. 
E. 
First year.-Ancient history to 800 A. D. 
Second year.-Medi..eval and modern European history. 
Third year.-American histo ry, with special reference to the development 
of English political principles and English expansion in connection 
with American colonial history (thre~ times per week). 
Fourth year.-American hi story and civil government (three times per 
week). 
This report is offered with tbe hope that it may be of service 
to teachers of history and to those who have the task of 
arrangin g school programmes. We hope also that it does not 
inadequately express the opinion of progressive teachers and 
students as to what should be done for the development of 
secondary school work iu history. 
ANDREW 0 . McLAUGIILIN, Chairman, 
Professor of .A mel'ican History in the Universi ty of Jfichigan. 
IlERBER'l' B. ADAMS, 
Professor of American and In tit'lttionrtl History in 
Johns Hopkins University. 
GEORGE L. Fox, 
Uector of the lloplcins Grammar School, New 11,iren, Conn. 
LBERT B SHNELL Il.A.RT, 
Profe.r;sor of History in Fiarrarrl Unil'er,·ity. 
IIARLE ' JI. li.A. KINS, 
l'rof H8or of ln8litutio11((,l lli ·tory in the Univer ity of lVi8con. in. 
L y M. ALM N, 
J>rof , ·, or of Hi ·tory in 1 a, • ar Coll cg . 
~f OR, 'E ''.l'EPIIENS, 
l'rof BHor of Mori ni European Hi ·tory in 1ornell Uni ersity. 
APPENDIX I. · 
THE PRESENT CONDITION OF HISTORY TEACHING 
IN AMERICAN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
At the ve:ry outset of its work the committee, believing that 
recommendations must proceed from a knowledge of the 
conditions and results in the schools, undertook to learn as far 
as possible wbat was actually being done by the secondary 
schools in the country in the subject of history. .A. circular 
was accordingly prepared in elaborate form in the hope that 
the answers to the questions t,bus proposed would- give the 
committee a basis of fact. These circulars were not sent 
broadcast;· in each State, so tar as possible, some person 
acquainted with the educational work of that State sent us a 
short list of typical schools, large, middle-sized, and small, 
public and private, and we tbus made up a list of about three 
hundred schools which would reflect the conditions of the 
whole country. From most of the schools _thus approached 
answers were received, perhaps two hundred and sixty in all. 
Of these, two hundred and ten were sufficiently full on most 
points to admit of some sort of tabuh1tion from which general 
tendencies might be perceived. 
In going over the returns difficulties were encountered. 
Notwithstanding the combined efforts of the committee some 
of the questions were not so framed as to bring out precisely 
what was wanted. Accotdingly, toward the end of the inves-
tigation a considerable number of the schools which bad 
replied to the first circular were asked to send answers to a 
second much briefer and simpler set of questions, intended 
principally to make clear the practice and opinion of educators 
on the points that bad proved the most difficult for the com-
mittee. A copy of this circular will be found at the end' of 
this appendix. 
As is usual in inquiries by correspondence, the returns show 
more certainly what schools do not do than what they do; the 
negative evidence is convincing that the schools have a great 
variety of programmes and methods, but it is hard to be sure 
that any considerable number have the same system or attach 
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the same meaning to such · terms as "collateral reading," 
"topics," "use of maps," '' notebooks," etc. The general in-
ferences from the circulars, however, agree with the results of 
many personal conferenc~s with teachers, by showing that a 
large number of schools set themselves earnestly to the task 
of teaching history; that a large number make a sufficient 
time allowance to deserve good results; a11d that the general 
notions as to methods are on the same lines throughout the 
country. Such generalizations as the committee thinks itself 
justified in making on question of details, from the returns to 
the two circulars, supplemented by its private information, 
may be briefly stated as follows: 
1. CHOICE OF SUBJECTS. 
The subjects in the order of their frequency are: (1) English 
and American history, taught in more than half the schools; 
(2) " general history," taught in almost exactly half the 
schools; (3) Greek and Roman history, taught in about half 
the schools; (4) European history, taught iu about one-third 
of the schools, the three forms-mediawal, modern, and French 
history-being about equally common. In a very few schools 
the history of the State in which they are situated is a sub-
ject. The favorite topics are, therefore, English and American 
history, usually both taught in the same school; Greek and 
Roman history, usually l;>oth taught in the same school; and 
some form of a broa:der history, commonly the so-called "gen-
eral history." 
On the subject of general history there appears to be wide 
divergence of practice as well as of opinion. In the Middle 
State , most of the schools reporting have a one-year course, 
as lnwe also a considerable number in the West; in New Eng-
land, prepouderance of sentiment is against s·ucb a course. In 
some ca e tb cour e takes the form of medireval bi. tory alone; 
in some ca that of French history as a ground work-the 
y tern r ·om mended by the Madi on Conference; in most 
in tance th cour. is appar ntly a general survey ba ed on 
011e text- k, with little or no collateral reading or illu trative 
w rk. 
2. RDirn OF DJECT . 
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method, taking up in succession ancient history, general his-
tory, and modern history in some form, usually English or 
.Am~rican, or both; that is, they use general history as a bridge 
between ancient times and our modern nations. (2) A much 
smaller number of schools, perhaps a seventh of the whole, 
prefer the order, general, ancient, and modern; that is, first 
of all a survey of the whole field, and then more detailed 
study, first of the ancient period, then of the modern. This 
method is apparently less common in New England than in 
the West. (3) The third method begins with American, or 
sometimes with English history, and t,hen takes general his-
tory, bringing in ancient history last. About one-fifth of the 
schools reporting use this system, wllich is least common in 
the Middle States, and which . would seem to 'be devised to 
bring ancient history into a place convenient for college exam-
inations. ( ~) .A fourth method, which prevails in more than. a 
quarter of the schools, is that of beginning with .American, 
following· with ancient history, and ending with a general 
course; that is, they proceed from the particular to the general. 
To make the generalization in broader form, the returns 
from a body of schools most interested· in the subject of history 
show that one-half prefer to begin with the history nearest to 
tue pupils in experience, and then to take up wider choices, 
while one-third have the cbronologfoal system, and the remain-
der begin with the general survey of the whole field. 
3. SEPARATE COLLEGE COURSES. .. . 
The report of the committee of ten bore very strongly 
against establishing courses in any one subject for the benefit 
of only those pupils who expect to go to college; and that 
recommendation exactly coincides with the actual experience 
of the schools so far as the study of history is concerned. 
Three-fourths of them advocate, and probably practice, the 
system of haviug the same teaehing for both classes of pupils. 
This generalization applieH also to New England, although in 
that section there is a large number of special preparatory 
schools. 
4. TIME GIVEN TO HISTORY. 
One of the arguments frequently urged against insisting on 
a good secondary course in history is that there is no time for 
it. The committee tl1erefore has taken some trouble to ascer-
tain the time allowance 110w made in various schools, asking 
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in the second circular the specific question: '' What is the 
maximum number of exercise~ in history in your whole cur-
riculum (allowing forty weeks as a school year) open to a 
pupil who chooses that course which has most history in iW' 
There seems 110 reason to doubt the sincerity and accuracy of 
the replies to this question, although the results are surpris-
ing. Only one-seventh of the schools offer less tllan 200 exer-
cises in one or another of their curricula. Probably there are 
courses, as the classical or the scientific, in which this maxi-
mum number of exercises is not attainable by any one pupil, 
even although the facilities of the school permit the offering 
of detached parts of a good course. rrbree-fourths of the 70 
schools scattered thtoughout the country which report on this 
question offer more_ than 400 exercises; that is, the equivalent 
of five exercises a week during two years. The Middle and 
Western States are rather more alive than New England to 
the importance of history; and some schools both in the East 
and West allow as much as 800 exercises. It is therefore safe 
to assume that good secondary schools can so arrang.e their . 
schedules as to make a proper time allowance for history. 
5. TEXT-BOOKS. 
Knowledge as to the actual methods pursued in schools is 
difficult to gain from written circulars, because so much de-
pends upon the understanding and use of terms; but the 
experience of the members of the committee gained by a so-
ciation with secondary teachers, and in many cases by actual 
personal knowledge of their work, supplements and corrects 
such generalizations as may be made from the return~ to our 
circularn. The text-books used are legion, and without meu-
tioniug title , it is the judgment of the committee that, 
although the old-fashioned and discarded books are now 
di ·appearing, the favorite text-book seem still to be the 
hriefer on . Few cbool · appear to sel ct a book with a 
good round amouut of reading matter; hence, unle upple-
m nted hy otb 'I' work, the text-b oks u ed are likely to furni h 
an in, nflicieu mentHil pabulum. ome spe ·iti<' information 
lrn b • n obtaiu ·d about the opinion of , elect d teach r a to 
th· wi dom of u:ing- m r than on kin l of te t-book in the 
·am c:la:.. Opiuion ., c•m: al,out v nl divi<l •d with a pr -
pond n JH· ag~ inst th pra<'tIC •. 
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6. COLLATERAL READING. 
On the question of supplementing text-books with addi-
tional reading of some sort there seems little difference of 
opinion. Only one principal known to the committee advo-
cates the extensive use of the text-book with little or no addi-
tional work; about one-half the selected principals favor a 
large amount of collateral reading; the other half prefer more 
searching text-book work and less readiug. In view of this 
very distinct preference, it is surprising to find how few of the 
schools really seem fitted out with good collections of standard 
secondary writers, suitable either for reading or for written 
work. Even schools with considerable libraries appear unable 
to keep up with the new general books, which would be so use-
ful to pupils. 
Perhaps this lack of material accounts for the facts that very 
few schools (most of them in the Middle States) actually re-
quire as many as three hundred pages of collateral reading in 
connection with a course of five hours per week for a year, 
and that three-fourths of the schools have no specified require-
ments. Apparently pupils are invited_ to browse, but there is 
no system of enforcing the reading. Perhaps some of these 
schools may, without specifying a fixed number of pages, re-
quire results which may be gamed from any one of several 
books; but it seems a fair inference from the repHes that as 
yet the schools have not fully introduced the system of collat-
eral reading, and that many of them have not the necessary 
library.· 
7. WRITTEN WORIL 
From the replies received, written work seems to be reasona-
bly well established; very few schools report that they require 
none. In most cases this work make~ up less than one-third 
of the time spent by the pupils in a course. A great variety 
of written exercise are in use, and the schools seem eager to 
further the method; but iu many schools it appears not to be a 
very exacting part of the historical work. Many teachers are 
struck with the effect of written work in training the mem-
ory and the powers of selection and in developing a capacity 
for individual thought. They see also that accuracy of arrange-
ment and the power of analysis are induced, as well as an 
acquaintance with the material, and an ability to learn facts 
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and to state them cogently. The criticisms most often passed 
upon such work are three: That it runs to routine and copy-
ing; that it consumes too much time, and that "it kills off 
good teachers." It appears, however, that these disadvantages 
have not been sufficient to cause the giving up of the system, 
which in a considerable body of schools is now fairly established. 
8. USE OF SOURCES. 
The reports of more than sixty principals on the subject of 
using historical sources, either as collateral reading or as mate-
rial for written work, show that this system has little hold in 
the Middle States, much in New England, and some in the 
West. Nearly balf the principals do not favor it, and some 
who like it have not sufficient books. The objections appear 
to be, first, that it is a time-consuming method; second, that 
it throws upon the pupils an undue responsibility beyond their 
years and understanding, and third, tha.t it is "an attempt to 
foist upon the preparatory student the work of the university 
specialist." The arguments used in favor of the method are 
that it teaches the habit of getting at the bottom of a question; 
that it induces methods of correct note taking and record; that 
it trains individual judgment; that it ''vitalizes" history and 
leads to greater interest and zeal. From the replies it seems 
doubtful whether all the teachers know what is meant by 
"sources," ~r understand where to stop in using them in con-
nection with busy school work. 
9. TEACHERS. 
One question asked of the selected principals was: ".A.re 
your teachers of history especially prepared for that wor~, as 
your teachers of languages or science are expected to be pre-
parecH" To this que'tion one-fourth fraukly answered tliat 
they bad no teachers of history who ba<l. been esp cially pre-
par d. About another fourth put part of their history work 
int the hand of untrained teacher . ometbing more than 
half iv 11 work xcept to tho, e who have special prepara-
tion. The fid<lle aud vVe tern States have in this respect a 
gr at d vantc rr ver ew England, where the idea that none 
1 nt P r · 1v wh kn w hi tory an teach bi tory seem low of 
infil r tion. 
10. LLRGE EQ JRgME T • 
ornmitt e t make up a l1 ge 
. n (Tg-e t a plan of udy for tlrn 
<l from re · mm ndin rr 
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any distinct system or method. As a means of collecting in-
formation it asked for the opinions of teachers as to a plan 
which has become known through the country. One of the 
specific questions asked was therefore as to the state of mind 
towards "the recommendation of the New York conference of 
1896," which was substantially as follows: 
(a) Minimum time, two years, three exercises per week ( or 
one year, five exercises per week). 
(b) A good text-book. 
( c) Collateral reading. 
(d) Written work (a notebook, to be certified by the teacher). 
( e) Presumably two subjects, as Greek and Roman, or Eng-
lish and American. 
This recommendation has the qualified, or slightly qualified, 
approval of a little more than half the principals replying, 
ancl seems to meet with little objection in New England, where 
various colleges have indeed adopted it. The criticisms are 
most numerous from the West, but about half the objectors 
take exception only to the time requirement; they urge that 
the colleges ought to require more subjects, or at least that 
the minimum time ought to be enlarged. Four persons object 
to the collateral reading-none from New England. To writ-
ten work there is little or no specific objection. The most fre-
quent criticism is as to tlle notebook requirement. On that 
point one-ninth of the answers protest. A small number 
object to the choice of subjects stated by the conference. -To 
sum up the returns on this question, the serious objections 
raised are not against a wider allowance of history, but against 
details, of which the notebook suggestion is the point most 
criticised. 
SUMMARY. 
In this attempt to state in a few words the practices and 
preferences of the three thousand secondary schools in the 
country, the committee has availed itself, first, of the experi-
ence of its own members, four of whom have been teachers 
in secondary schools; second, of the acquaintance of the mem-
bers of the committee with teachers, schools, and conditions 
in the various parts of tbe country; third, of answers to the 
circulars sent to schools, stated by educational authorities to 
be representative, some of which are very large and strong, 
some smaller, and some weak. Iu the 260 schools replying 
out of this category, an attempt has been made to discover 
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the practice in teaching history; and a second inquiry has 
been sent out to a body of schools which from their answers 
to the first circulars seemed in a position to furnish represent-
ative information. If the committee has misjudged what the 
schools are doing and may be expected to do, it has not been 
from lack of effort, or from preconceptions as to wl1at the 
schools ought to do, but from the impossibility of generalizing 
where the practices of the schools are so varied. 
·CIRCULARS. 
It bas not seemed necessary to reprint tbe first circular of 
inquiry; but we add a copy of the second circular, since it 
was directed to the questions which in tlrn course of the inves-
tigation seemed vital. 
MY DEAR SIR: Some time ago you were good enough, at the request of 
this committee, to :6.lJ out a circular of inqniry as to the teaching of history 
in your school. We beg to thank you for your courtesy, and to express 
our sense of the helpfulness of your answers. 
In attempting to collect the answers from various sources, and to arrive 
at a just estimate of what the schools are doing and can do, we neecl 
definite statements on a few points, in a form for comparison; and we 
therefore ask yon to add to · the obligatio'n Timlcr which yon hn.ve placed 
the committee and all those interested iu the proper teaching of history, 
by briefly stating your practice ::mcl your preferences with regard to the 
subjects mentioned below. 
The committee will feel very grateful for suggestions of any difficulties 
which you foresee in the new methods which have recently been brought 
forward. We want to know both sides, so that we may make no recom-
mendations which will Bot commend themselves to intelligent teachers. 
In order to be available, your answer should reach the secretary of the 
committee by December 17. Please answer on this sheet or otherwi e, 
numbering the answers in sequence. Your answer is not to be ma<lo 
public; ancl even the briefest replies will be much appreciated, if time 
pre ses . 
1. Courses.-What i!:1 your practice and what i your opinion on having 
a s parate cour e in history for those only who expect to go to 
coll g , and another cour8e for others ~ 
2. 01'd ·r of courses.-What do yon con ·ider the best order in which to tak 
up tbe five Ruhject most frequently offer ·d, viz, American, :Engli b, 
' n rnl, ;reek, Roman f 
3. r:e11e1·al history.-\Vh ti. your practice and what is your opini n as to 
a on y ar' cour ( f fiv '-" rcises a week) in" g neral historyf'' 
1. Time 9iren. lo ltislory.-Wht t i the maximum number of ex rci in 
hi tory in your whol ·urric·ulum (allowio,~ forty we k a a school 
Y ar), op 11 t a pupil who ch o that cour e which ha m t 
hi tory iu it 
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5. Text-books.-What is your practice and your opinion as to using more 
than one kind of text-books in the same class f 
6. Collateral reading.-Which of the following systems do you prefer: 
Simply a text-book drilled over and over; or a text-book thoroughly 
taught, with some collateral reading; or a text-book carefully read 
as a backbone, with much collateral reading, How many pages of 
collateral reading do you actually require in a course of :five hours 
a week for a year f · 
7. Written worlc.-Do your pupils do substantial and systematic written 
work throughout their history courses-sufficient to make up, say, a 
third of their history work f What advantages and disadvantages 
do you notice in written work f 
8. Sources.-Do you use sources for any purpose-either as collatera.l 
reading or as material for written work f What do you consider 
the advantages and disadvantages of the :method f 
9. Teache1·s.-Are your teachers of history especially prepared for that 
work, as your teachers of languages or science are expected to be 
prepared f 
10. College reqnirements.-Wbat is your judgment of the recommendation 
of the New York conference of 1896 for a uniform entrance require-
menU It is substantially as follows: 
(a) Minimum time two years, three exercises a week (or one year, 
:five exercises a week_). 
(b) A good text-book. 
(c) Collateral reading. 
(d) Written work (.a notebook to be certifiecl by the teacher). 
(e) Presumably two subjects, as Greek and Roman, or English 
and American. 
EXHIBITS. 
The following courses of study are actually followed out. 
The first (A) is the course of an Eastern high school; the 
second, of a Western high school. They are offered here· sim-
ply as exhibits, showing how practical teachers in the second-
ary schools have arranged their programmes so as to give 
time for long and continuous courses in history. The com-
mittee does not offer them as models to which the schools are 
a ·kcd to conformJ but as sugge8tions that are valuable because 
now carried into operation. 
Cln,;~frnl. 
Latin I. I
I ~r~f ti;t~~f tics I. 
Fjrst year ....... ' History I. 
Mathematics II. 
Latin II. II 
English II. 
· I or German I. 
Second year_ ... _ • Greek I or French 
Third year ..... . 
Fourth year--··-< 
Latin III. 
Greok II or 








Greek III or 







Latin I or history 







Latin I or French 
I or German I. 
Physical geog. 
raphy I. 
English II. I English II. 
Mathematics II. Mathematics II. 
Latin II or history Latin Hor French 
II or German II. lI or German II. 





French I or Ger-





French II or Ger-
man II or Latin 
II. 
English III or I English III. English III. 
mat be ru at i cs History I. History III. 
III. I Latin Ill or Physics I or bi-
History I or III French III or ology I. 
or physics II. German III. French III or I or 
Latin III or his- Chemistry. German III or I 
tory III. or Latin III. 
Mathematics III 
or French I or 
German I. 
Chemistry. 





ematics IV or 
French II or 
German II. 
Biology. 









Chemistry I or 
biology I. 
French I or II or 
German I or II 




.French I or Ger-
man I. 
History I or phys-





Drawing I an cl 
manual training 
I a orb. 






Drawin~ I, clay 
modelmg. 
History I. 
English II. English II. 
Mathematics II. Mathematics II. 
English II. 
Mathematics II. 
History II. French II or Ger- Physics I. 
man II. {Drawing II and 
{
Drawing II and 
wood carving. Bookkeeping, com- manual training 




. French III or I or 
German III or I. 
Stenography, 
typewriting I or 
English HI. -










French I or II or 
German I or II. 
History I, II, or 
III. 
Mathematics III 
or history III. 
Chemistry I or 
English III. 
{
Drawing III and 
manual training 
III a orb. 
En g li s h III or 
mathematics III. 
Chemistry or 




Drawm€,' III, clay 
modelmg and 
wood carving. 
History IV, History IV, 
Mathematics III English III or IV 
or English III or history- of art. 
or chemistry. History of art or 
Elements or eco- J-renchIIorGer-
nomics. man II. 
{
Drawing IV and {Drawin~ IV, clay 
manual training 
I 
modelmg an d 
IV a orb. wood carving. 
I 
History I is Ancient history to the death of Charlemagne. History II is European history from 814 to the nineteenth cent,ury. History III is English 





























English (3), history (ancient) (2). 
Algebra (5). 
i~l~i~~1 &!~~~~~Ii _<5>. 
English (5). 
Algebra (5). 
History (ancient) (5). 
Latin or German (5). 
Algebra (5). 
History (European) (5). 
English (5). 
Latin or German (5) • . 
Geometry (5). 
History (European) (5). 
English (5). 





English (3), history (ancient) (2). English (3), history (ancient) (2). 
Algebra (5). Algebra (5). 




History (ancient) (5). 
Latin (5). 
Algebra (5). 
History (European) (5). 
En~lisb (5). 
Latin, Viri Romae (5). 
Geometry (5). . 
History (European) (5). 
1£nglish (5). 
Latin, Crnsar (5). 















History (European) (5). 
Engli~h (5) . 
German (5). 
English. 
English (3), history (ancient) (2). 
Algebr31(5). 




History (ancient) (5). 
Botany (5). 
Algebra (5). 
History (European) (5). 
English (5). 
Zoology (5). 
Geometry (5). · 































En.zli~h ancl ..American literatnr!" (5). 
Geo.motry (3), physics (:!). 
Latm (5). 
German (5). 
Enl?'liRh and American literature (5). 
i~fi~i(;t>· 
German (5). 
United States history ancl civics (5) . 
r..cometrv :mu higher arithmetic (5). 
Latin (5). 
Gorman :s). 
United States history and civics (5). 







English and .American literature (5). 
G~ometry (3). yhpics (2). 
History (English) (5). 
Latin, Cresnr (5). 
German. 
English and American. literature (5). 
Geometry (3), physics (2). 
History (English) (5). 
German (5). 
Second term. 
English ancl American literature (5). 
Physics (5). 
History (Enirlish) (5). 
Latin (5), Cicero. 
English ancl American literature (5). 
Physics (5). • 





United States history and civics (5). 
Geometry aucl higher arithmetic (5). 
Latin (5), Virgil. 
Englii<h and English literature (5). 
United States history and civics (5). 
Geometry and higher arithmetic (5). 
German (5). 
English and English literature (5). 
Second term. 
I United States history an<l civics (5). Geometry and higher arithmetic (5). 
I 
Latin, Virgil (5). 
English and English literature (5). 
United States history and civics (5\. 
Geometry and higher arithmetic (5). 
German (5). 
English and English literature (5). 
English. 
English and American literature (5). 
Geometry (3), physics (2). . . 
History (English) (5). 
Physiology (3), physics (2). 
English and American literat~re (5). 
Physics (5l. 
History (English) (5). 
Geometry. 
United States history and civics (5). 
Geometry and higher arithmetic (5). 
Chemistry and summary (5). 
English and English literature (5). 
United States history and civics (5). 
Gec,metry and higher arithmetic (5). 
Chemistry and summary (5). 
English and English literature (5). 
Numbers in parentheses designate, tl1e number of recitations per week. Ancient llistory is continued to 800 A. D. In the third year a few weeks are 































STUDY OF HISTORY BELOW THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL.1 
By LUCY M. SALMON. 
The question of instruction in history in the grades below 
the high school is one that concerns the present condition of 
such instruction, and a1so one of an ideal condition toward 
which it may be possible to work. An inquiry 2 in regard to 
history in the public schools of the different States leads to the 
conclusion that the instruction at present given in this subject 
leaves much to be desired. 
A superficial {3xamination of the replies received shows tlrnt 
only one-half of the States have a uniform course in history, 
and that even in those States having such ili course adherence 
to it is sometimes optional with the schools. 3 It is not possi-
ble to discuss here. the ad vantages of uniform curricula within 
limited areas, but it may be noted that progress in education 
bas invariably followed the adoption of such a uniform course, 
and that those nations that have uniformity to-day have, as a 
rule, the best systems of education. With two exceptions, the 
ten States of the Union that have no uniform course of irn,truc-
tion are among the most backward in America in all matters 
of public education. 
The second noteworthy fact is the absence in nearly all of 
the States of a clear and definite understanding of the place 
1 This report was prepared by the writer while in Paris, audit bas not received the 
benefit of criticism from the other members of the committee. The writer therefore 
desires to assume the personal responsibility of the recommendations included in it. 
2 The inquiry was addressed to the superintendents of public instruction, and tlie 
result was as follows: 
States having a uniform course in history ·-- _ ... _______ .. ...... .. .............. . . .. ... 22 
States having such a course in preparation .......... _____ ..... _____ ______ ... _ . . _ .. ___ . 4 
!States having no uniform course ....... ___ ..... _. ____ ... . ................. __ .... _____ .. 10 
Indefinite replies -----·-. __ ···-·· ................ _ ....... _., .......... _.·._.............. 4 
X o reply .. _ .... _ .. _ .....• __ •.............................. ... . .... .. ...... _ ........ _ . . . 5 
45 
3 " No school in the Commonwealth (Massachusetts) is required to pursue this course 
of study. I do not know of any school that adheres to it in all its detail,1."-F. A. Hill, 
Secretary of the State board of education, 
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of history in the curriculum. History is generally taught 
"because everyone ought to k now something of the history of 
his own country," yet no explanation is given for this asser-
tion, and tllere is often no appreciation of the educational 
value of historical study. Any course of instruction leaves 
something to be desired if it does not show obvious reasons 
for its existence. 
The corresponding noteworthy fact is t hat, if a definite rea-
son for the study of history is presented, it is the factitious oue 
of patriotism. 1 The idea that the chief object in teaching his-
tory is to teach patriotism is so t horoughly ingrained, not only 
in America but in other countries, 2 that it is extremely difficult 
to combat 1t. Yet it mm1t be evident t hat the patriotism thus 
advocated is more or less a spurious one, a patriotism that 
would seek to present distorted ideas of the past with the idea 
of glorifying one country at the possible expense of truth. If 
the facts of the Franco-Prussian war should. be used both in 
France and in Germany to inculcate this kirtd of patriotism, 
diametrically opposite results would be reached; if the Ameri-
can Revolution is 'to teach this pat riotism both in England and 
in America, one nation or th e other must be illogical; if tlle 
Northern and the Southern States of Ame'rica should use the 
facts of the civil war to promote either a national or a sectional 
patriotism of this character, those facts would haye to be per-
verted. That the ultimate object of history, as of all sciences, 
is the search for truth, and that that search entails the respon-
sibility of ab1ding by the results when found, is yet to be 
learned by many of our teachers of history. 
The present condition of instruction in history in the schools 
is open to criticism for another reason. The curriculum bas in 
many cases not been the result of educational experience or a 
product of educational theory. This fact explains in large 
measure the prevailing desire to use history as a vehicle for 
teaching patrioti m. It probably does not admit of question 
1 
• Kmdlo lbo fires of pa triotism a nd fo d them constantly. ' '-Nevada . 
· De,·elop patriotism - Colorado. 
The obJ t " 1 to make onr boys and g irls true patriots. ''- N ort h Carolina . 
2 ln Franc , th «Ju st1on was asked of the candidates for the modern baccalaureate, 
July 1807, "Whatpurpo I.lo sthe.eachmgoflnstoryservo1" and80 perc nt an swer e<l , 
· to promot '[)atriot1 m · - Langlois and elgnobos. Introtluction nnx lhud s Illstoriqu s. 
2 , 28. 
'l'h th1·on ,i of th Emp ror of Germany n.r w II known. ancl it i11 perhaps iuevitabl , 
1
~1 " '~" of th Ion• strug I of nnaoy for 11ntiouality, that the t aching of history rn 
'' nnaor 11honld l, mor or I !I!! color (l 1,y a 11 sir to mpba.siz the pr gr ss the Empir 
h m d In t111 dtr ti a. 
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that the curriculum of the public schools must and should be 
enacted by tlrn State legislatures, but it is equally true that 
behind these legislatures should be organized bodies of com-
petent advisers, to whose decisions on educational matters the 
State legislatures should give the weight of their authority 
rather than themselves assume the initiative. 
Another result of the condition just mentioned is the tend-
ency to attempt only the teaching of United States history. 
The makers of our programmes have encouraged the public to 
believe that the history of the United States is the only history 
worth studying, in that it is as a rule the only history pre-
scribed; it is studied in the seventh grade from 1492 to 1789, 
and in the eighth grade from 1789 to the present. In at least 
eleven of tlle States the history of the State is also prescribed; 
and in only five does the curriculum contain any suggestion as 
to teaching the history of other countries. Their argmnen t (in 
which much truth lies) is the double one of sentiment and 
of utility; of sentiment because we should · keep an unbroken 
connection with our past; of utility because citizenship should 
be based on an intelligent understanding of ,past as well as of 
present political conditions. Yet there are grave objections to 
this exclusive study of the history of the United States. Such 
study must be, first of all, insufficient. It gives but a warped, 
uarrow, circumscribed view of history; it is liistory detached 
from its natural foundatiou-Europeau history; it is history 
suspended in mid-air; it is history that bas no natural begin-
ning apart from its connection with European history. 
It is indeed difficult to decide where the history of America_ 
should begin-if with the period of discovery and exploration, 
then it is in reality European history; if with the period of 
colonization, then it is rather English history; if with the 
adoption of the Constitution, then it is the history of a youth 
after he has attained his majority, but whose past is in oblivion. 
If it is true that the history of England is the ouly b,istory 
studied iu the elementary and the higher grade board schools 
of England, it is also true that the history of England is so 
intimately connected with that of the Continent that some 
knowledge of general European history must of necessity be 
acquired through this study of a limited field. Yet it is also 
true that the teaching of history in England is far inferior to 
that in Germany and in France, and no small element in this 
inferiority is the limitation of the course to the history of Eng-
land. If the instruction in history in France and in Germany 
HIS'l' 98--33 
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is confessedly superior to that given in other countries, it is in 
no small part due to the breadth of view gained through the 
careful study of tlrn history of other nations. The social unit, 
the political unit, the ecclesiastical unit, is constantly enlarg-
ing, and the educational curriculum must widen its boundaries 
if it is to keep pace with the evolution in other directions. 
But difficult as it is to find substantial reasons for the exclu-
sive study of United States history as a whole, it is ~,till more 
difficult to find them for the study of the history of the indi-
vidual States. This history, prescribed by at least eleven of 
the State legislature~, is an evidence of misdirected patriotism 
and also probably a result of the pedagogical cry that swept 
the cou11try a few years ago, "from the known to the unknown." 
But tlic dem~nd for State history rests on no substantial 
basis either historical or pedagogical. Every State in the 
Union has artificial boundary lines determined by provincial 
grants or by legislative acts according to parallels of latitude 
an<l. longitude, a~d to attempt to ·endow these artificial1y 
created States with the attributes of organic States is to dis-
tort historical truth. It is equa11y true that the deman<l. that 
a study should proceed "from tlle known to the unknowu," 
may involve a fallacy, that what lies nearest may sometimes 
be most obscure, and what is remote in time or place l>e mo t 
easily understood. 
It must be understood that this criticism is not oue of the 
study of .American llistory, but of its exclusive study and of 
the reasons so often assigned for tllis study. A.uy study or 
American history must be wors!3 than barren that demand~ 
the memorizing of a text-book, but that leaves a boy in igno-
ram:e as to what are tlle fundamental facts in A merican bh:;-
tory; that insi ts upon detailed information in regard to the 
ca,mpaigns of the Revolutionary war, but that has implanted 
no notion of personal responsibility to the Government stab-
li: h d "throu<rh that war. n many State , where the foreign , 
lem nt i htrg , there i ab olute ignorance of tlle nature of 
re ublicau in.'titution ·. In other , where the native-born ele-
ment pr 1ominate , there i often no appreciation eitller of the 
<lnti ., or of th pri vil ge · or of th opportuniti of citizen-
hip. IIi tor a taught in eith r of the cla of tat i' 
P 11 t the :am riti ·i.-Jn a: i ' hi:tori ·al in. tru ·tiou in th 
E~1r P an ·Ii ,1., wh r lJ hi.-t ry of th pa~t i.' tau ht 
with ut r f r •n · , t th• <' n<li iou .- of the pr ent. The 
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grave faults must be avoided in American schools by the 
insistence at all times upon the fact that '· good citizenship 
must b~ the religion of the common schools." 1 
Other defects in the study of history in the grades are 
apparent. The history of the United States is studied during 
the last two years of the grammar grade, when the boy or girl 
is from twelve to fourteen years old. This means that valuable 
time bas been lost, that long before this age the interest of the 
child. should have been awakened aud held by the pictures of 
tlie·past. Again, there is little evidence to show that history 
is united either with geography or literature. In several of 
the States history is not begun until geography is finished, 
aud in others history is absolutely divorced from _tlle instruc-
tion iu English. Text books are used without collateral read-
ing, and sometimes the sul>jcct is divided by administrations, 
sometimeR by pages.2 In one State, the work iu history is 
given during the first three years in the form of stories, and 
the instructions published for the ensuing four years are to 
repeat the previous stories. In another State civics alternates 
with physiology. In apparently but four of the States bas 
there been auy consultation wbatever with competent advisers 
iu historical instruction regarding the course in history to be 
prescribed for the grades. 
Examination, therefore, seems to show that the present con-
dition of instruction in history iu the grades below the high 
school is defective in that uniformity is so seldom found; that 
there is no definite, well-defined object in teaching history; 
that when au object is presented, it is generally the factitious 
one of patriotism; that as a rule the course is not prescribed 
by either experts in history or in education; that only United 
States history and State history are taught; that history is not 
studied in connection with other subjects in the curriculum; 
_that a slavish use is too often made of the text book :i; that 
1 Much of this work of inculcating right ideas of personal responsibility may be done 
incidentally in connection with other parts of the programme. Washington's Birthday, 
Lincoln's Birthday, Decoration Day, election day, general exercises, deuating clubs, 
work in English, aml a score of other occasions, present constant opportunity forgiving 
incidental and yet serious information in regard to American affairs and for awakening 
au interest in them. 
2In one State the text-book used during the eighth year is divi<lecl into ten parts of 
about thirty pages each; and one part is assigned for each month. 
3 In 1893, eighty-two schools in New Ilaven County, Conn., were asked: '' Is the memor- , 
iter method use<l?" Thirty-seven schoola answered" Yes," thirty-nine" No,' ' a11d six, 
"In part." One teacher in another county was" not particular about the words of the 
text, if the pupils gave wonls as good." 
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a mechanical di vision of the subject matter by pages or by 
administrations is often adopted, and that all instruction in this 
subject is·<leferred until late in the course. 
No criticism of existing institutions i~ justified unless it car-
ries with it a recommendation of changes tbat will possibly 
bring improvement. In addition to the study that bas beeu 
made of what is actually done in some of the best American 
schools, a careful study has been made of the programmes of 
the work in history in the schools of England, France, and 
Germany, and many of these schools have been persoua.lly 
visited. It is believed that the following scheme of work in his-
tory can not only be justified by appeal to educational theory, 
but that it can also be defended as practical, inasmuch as it is 
already carried out either wholly or in part in many schools. 
GRADE !IL-Stories from the Iliad, the Odyssey, the 
JEneid, the Sagas, the Niebelungen Lied; the stories of King 
Arthur, Roland, Hiawatha. 
GRADE IV.-Biographies of characters prominent in history: 
Greece-Lycurgus, Solon, Darius, Miltiades, Leonidas, Perides, 
Socrates, Alexander, Demosthenes, Plutarch; Rome-Romu-
lus, Virginia, Horatius, Cincinnatus, Regulus, Ilc:tnniba1, Cato, 
Pompey, Cms.ar, Agricola; Germany-Arminius, Alaric, 
Charlemagne, Henry IV, Frederick Barbarossa, Gutenberg, 
Charles V, Luther, Frederick the Great, Bismarck; France-
Clovis, Charlemagne, Louis IX, Joan of Arc, Baya,n1, Palissy, 
Francis I, Henry IV, Richelieu, Napoleou; England-Alfred, 
William I, Richard I, ·w arwick, Elizabeth, Sidney, Raleigh, 
Cromwell, Pitt, Olive, Nelson, Stephenson, Gladstone; South-
ern Europe-Mohammed, Francis of Assisi, Loyola, Prince 
Henry, Isabella, Columbus, Lorenzo de'Medici, Michel Angelo, 
Galileo, Garibaldi; Northern Europe-Hobert Bruce, William 
of Orange, Ilenry Hudson, Gustavus Adolpbu , Rembrandt, 
Pet r the Great, Kossuth; America-John Smitl1, Miles tan 1-
i ·11, vVilliam Penn, La Salle, Patrick Ilenry, Franklin, \Va h-
inrrton, Daniel Boone, Lincoln, Lee. 
Th e nam are , uo-ge ted, not as a final selection to be 
rig r u ly adopt d, but a iudicatincr one way of arou i1w 
int r ,·t and f conveyino- hi torical information at the ao-e 
wh 11 i<l a. of time an pla e r L tiollS are nly imperfectly 
<l v 1 p <1 but wh 11 int r .,tin in<lividual j. 1 en and activ . 
Th· Ii. cl ia t to but the principle till b • 
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The plan for these two years (Grade III and Grade IV)implies 
that the object is to arouse interest; that the method used is 
to be wholly the oral one; that the stories are to be united 
with lessons given in language and in geography; that the 
selection of myths and stories should aim to give universal 
rather than particular notions, and t1iat the teacher should 
have a sufficient acquaintance with history and literature to be 
able to decide wisely concerning the selection to be made. 
Grade V.-Greek and Roman history to 800 A. D. circa. 
Grade VI.-Mediawal and modern European 1tistory, from 
the close of the first period to the present time. 
Grade VIL-English history. 
Grade VIII.-American history. 
The reasons for recommending the order of subjects to be 
taken up from Grade V through Grade VIII are the same as 
those given by the committee in the main body of the report 
and need not be repeated here. 
The reasons for recommending the preliminary survey of 
European history before taking up the same period in the high 
school are that the underlying principle is similar to one that 
is in successful operation in Germany-educational principles 
discovered by one group of instructors and successfully put 
into practice by them can be adapted to meet the needs of 
other groups of instructors without the necessity of redis-
covery; that it gives a good basis for high-school work, since 
it follows the law "that one obtains knowledge by adding to 
ideas which he already has-new ideas organically related to 
the old;" that the substitution of a brief course in European 
history for a portion of the American history now taught will 
conduce to a better appreciation of the important facts in 
American history, and t11at as a result the pupil will have a 
better understanding of the history of America after one year 
of special study given to it than he now has after two · years' 
study without this preliminary acquaintance with Eur9pean 
history; that it gives an outlook into the world of history and 
of literature to those who can not complete a Ligh-school 
course, and thus gives them resources within themselves that 
must be of value in their future lives; that it would do some-
thing to make fruitful what is now too often a barren waste-
tbe curriculum of the primary and the grammar grades; that 
its adoption would do something to raise the educational and 
professional· qualifications of teachers, since the knowledge 
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required to carry it out would be more extensive than that 
demanded by tbe present curriculum; that through it some-
thing wou1d be done to unify the subjects in the curriculum, 
which is now too often vague and formless; that since many 
schools in America now have a course similar to the one here 
advocated, it is a practical one. 
The plan of work in history here presented is suggested, 
not as being absolutely ideal in itself, but as one that more 
nearly approximates that ideal than the one often found in tLe 
public schools; it is suggested with full realization of the fact 
that it probably can not be at once adopted in extenso by a 
single school; it is recommended because of the beUef that it 
is better to have an ideal toward which to work than to remain 
content with unsatisfactory conditions.1 
1 Lack of space prevents the elaboration of the principles suggest ed in this report. A 
more detailed presentation of them may b e found in History of Eleme11tary School s, 
Educational R eview, April, 1891 ; ·u nity in College Entrance History, Educational Review, 
September, 18nG ; History in the German Gymnasia, Appendix III, below. 
APPENDIX III. 
HISTORY IN THE GERMAN GYlvINASIA.t 
By LUCY M. SALMON. 
The paper is largely based on a personal visit extending 
over three months' time and including 32 gymnasia in 18 d~f-
ferent places; in 23 of these gymnasia 70 classes in history 
were heard, having an aggregate attendance of about 1,500 
boy's. It was the plan to select places differing widely in con-
ditions, from small provincial towns to large commercial and 
educational centers, and also those representing quite diverse 
political and religious interests. In some cases all the gym-
nasia in the city were visited; in some the work in every class 
in history was seen; in others the same class was seen in sev-
eral successive lessons in history; the work of one class was 
visited in history and in other subjects, and also all of the 
classes in history taught by one instructor; the same instructor 
was heard in other subjects as well, and different sections of 
the same class taught by different instructors-every possi-
ble combination was made as regards town, school, instructor, 
and class. This has been supplemented by a careful study of 
the school laws and programmes of the twenty-six States 
making up the German Empire, including those of the twelve 
provinces that form the Kingdom of Prussia. Except for 
incurring the charge of generalizing from one particular, a 
visit to one school and the study of one programme would have 
sufficed. There are indeed variations in detail, l>ut the funda-
mental principles in the arrangement of the work in history are 
the same-a uniformity that is especially noteworthy in view 
of the contrast it presents to our own system, or lack of system. 
The result of this study gives a composite photograph of ·the 
work in history in the schools for boys, which bears a strik-
ing likeness to each of the individual parts making up the 
photograph. 
1 This paper, prepared for the comroitteo, was read at the annual meeting of the · 
American Historical Association heiu at Cleveland, Ohio, December 28-30, 1897, and 
afterwards printed in the 1897 Report and in the Educational Review. 
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Tbe reign of Louis Philippe began without glory and ended 
without honor; but for one thing it is entitled to the grateful 
remembrance not alone of France, but of America as well. In 
1831 M. Cousin, holding a government commission, visited the 
schools of Prussia, Saxony, and Frankfort, and on his return 
published those celebrated reports which for the first time 
made the German system of education familiar in France and 
subsequently in this country. From that time to the present 
our interest in German education has been a growing one. 
It has, however, been naturally the German universities 
whose organization Americans have studied-the German 
schools have less often been visited, and their place in the 
educational system is less clearly seen. Just what this part 
is, however, must be briefly recalled in order to understand 
the place in. the curriculum occupied by history. 
'rhe German gymnasium, whether the gymnasium proper 
with its course based on the classim, and mathematics, tbe 
real gymnasium which omits Greek from its curriculum, or the 
oberrealschule which omits both Latin and Greek, the German 
school, whatever its variety, takes the boy when nine years 
old, and at eighteen sends him to the university, the higher 
technical schools, or into business life with a well-rounded 
symmetrical education. 
This symmetrical education is made possible through the 
careful construction of the school curriculum. The curricu-
lum is a sacred thing, not lightly formed or to be tampered 
with when made, for into it goes tbe best trained and most 
expert educational service that the State can command. The 
curriculum in every State is the same in the ame class of 
schools, and the uniformity among the twenty-six different 
State system is far greater than among the forty-five States 
of America. It may or it may not be due to the conscious 
influence of Ilerbart-in many places there is a positive dis-
claimer of all such influence- but, whatever the cam;e, the 
r ult i. everywhere a curriculum that gives a compact, artic-
ulated, organic y tern in trong contrast to our own. The 
r ult may b in part attribute<1, in spite of <li claimer , to the 
influ n of Ilerbart, and in part to the fa t that the Germans, 
, jndi idn 1., ar le . prone than th Arn rican. to fly off on 
, n n , f th ir wn and on: quently lt< ve a apacity for 
worki11 t er h it If a ·trono-ly in dncationa1 
nrri ·nlnm i. a unit· it i, m-
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plete in itself, but it represents at the same time one stage in 
the development of the educational system. This fact must 
never be lost sight of, or the corresponding fact that the 
American programme of studies presents an absolute contrast 
to the German Lehrplan. The American programme is often 
regarded as a convenient vehicle for _conveying the instruction 
<lesired by interested parties. Does a State legislature believe 
that the schools exist for the purpose of implanting patriotism, 
they are forth with commanded to teach American history; 
if a group of business men believe that the schools should 
have a bread-and-butter aim, stenography and typewriting are 
made compulsory; if one branch of the church considers that 
the schools exist for the purpose of teaching religion, the 
study of the catechism is demanded; if an association deems 
that it is the first duty of the schools to inculcate the princi-
ples advocated by that association, it asks for the study of 
physiology with special reference to the injurious effects of 
alcoholic drinks. The American programme represents the 
idiosyncrasies of individuals, not the wisdom of the many. It 
must therefore be seen that the place oocupied by history in 
the German gymnasia, unlike its place in the American schools, 
is given it because the most eminent educators of Germany 
have agreed upon the place it ought to have in the educational 
system. 
What, then, are the characteristic features of history instruc-
tion in Germany, especially those that differ from instruction 
in history in America 0? 
Dr. Holmes was wont to say that it was necessary to begin 
a boy's education with the education of his grandfather. In a 
similar way, any discussion of history in the German schools 
must begin with the Herman boy-a boy much like other boys, 
but living in a military atmosphere, where obedience is the 
first law of men, as order is heaven's first law elsewhere-a 
boy who, from his earliest recollections, is taught that every 
one obeys some oue else-''0hildren obey their parents, the 
wife obeys her husband, the husband obeys the king, the king 
obeys Go<l"-a boy who is taug];it respect for authority, but a 
boy who is also taught that self-control and self-knowledge 
are as much a part an<l an object of education as is the train-
ing of the mind. UntH the boy is ready for the university-
that fa, until he is 18 or 19 years old-he is a minor; he is so 
regard ed by hi s irn:;,trnctorR and he Ro regardi;; himself. Ile is 
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under a constant supervision that, to the American boy, would 
be intolerable; he is in the gymnasium to be taught, and it is 
not expected that before leaving the gymnasium he should 
express his personal opinion on any subject under considera-
tion.1 Instruction thus seems to be freed from some of the 
questions of discipline that accompany ins~ruction here, and 
the instructor is unhampered by the apparent necessity of sac-
rificing legitimate drill to the immediate object of maintaining 
a specious interest. 
The German instructor thus :finds at band a military system 
that is of help in the method of instruction, and he also finds 
a programme of studies arranged by expert educators and 
unaffected by political or religious considerations; a pro-
gramme the keynote of which is concentration-concentration 
of work, concentration of thought, concentration of time. 
The part, then, that history plays in the curriculum · is not 
an independent one, but one correlated with other su~jects. 
Yet the place that each subject has in this articulated system 
is clearly understood and defined. In historical instruction, 
according to the educati,onal laws of Saxony, a knowledge of 
the epoch-making events in the history of the world, and of 
their mutual relation, origin, and development, is to be spe-
cially sought. The rrussian programme of 1882 states the 
object to be "to arouse in the pupils respect for the moral 
greatness of men and nations, to make them conscious of their 
own imperfect insight, and to give them the ability to read 
understandingly the greatest historical classics." This posi-
tion Prussia has modified by the program;ne of 1892 into one 
involving special emphasis on the development of Prussia's 
greatness and the centering of tile new national life abot;1.t her; 
but her former position is the one rather held by the other 
German States. History is thus to be an organic part of the 
school curriculum, but it is also to have a distinct definite 
aim of it own. 'fhat aim is to be the placing of high ideals 
before the boy, the development of his moral characte;r through 
the tudy of the e ideal ; it i to be a part of "liberal culture 
and i to serve a. a mean of intellectual training." 
1 Th dir <·tor of ono gymna inm 11aid: "Our boysarenotoncourag cl to spcculat al,out 
wba historian~ th •11111cl\' s do no know.' .Anotb r remark <l: "It i11in ·oucoivablo that 
hoy in th •ymnruiinm h, nld di>1<'1t>1 political qur. tions about wbi<'li mature men <lis-
a::r ." I 1H1l not h<·ar n hoy n>1k •d hl>i opinion on any 11ubj ct in th ::lass ro m, or a sin-
gl \,Qy k a 1u tiou; verythinir w:1.i nppar ntly given and accept d ou authority. 
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'rhe work in history in the gymnasium itself must be con-
sidered under the two heads, subject-matter and method. 
As regards subject matter, the nine years may be divided 
into three groups, the first group comprising the first two 
years, the second the following four years, and the third the 
last three years. During the first two years the boy, tlJen 
nine or ten years old, is given the legends from classical and 
Germau mythology. The next four years form a secoud group. 
The boy during this period is from eleven to fourteen years old, 
and he begins a systematic study of Greek and Roman history, 
followed by a study of medireval and modern history, often 
with special ref~rence to the history of Germany. The last 
three, when the boy is from fifteen to eighteen' years old, form 
tbe third group, and in this group he has a second course in 
classical, medireval, and modern history. 
This, then, gives us the three concentric circles of historical 
instruction of Germany. During the first circle of two yea.rs 
no attempt is made to give formal instruction in chronological 
sequence; the work is introductory to that of the subsequent 
course, and it is intended by it to bring before the imagina-
tion of the boy in a series of vivid pictures the deeds of great 
heroes, to fill his thoughts with them, and : thus to lay the 
foundation for the later more connected historical iustruction. 1 
This systematic instruction begins with the thil'd year in the 
gymnasium, and daring the remainder of his course the work 
in history and geography forms the two regular concentric 
circles. The object in the first of these is to give a connected 
account of the origin and development of the great events in 
the world's history, and especially of the relation of Germany 
to these events.2 The work of the four years, therefore, begius 
at the beginning, and comprises a study for one year of Greek 
and Roman history, with the addition of the little necessarily 
pertaining to it from the history of the Oriental peoples. The 
next two years-that is, the boy's fourth and fifth years in 
school-are given to medirevai and early modern history; but 
medireval history is treated as predomiuantly German, and tlle 
theory that the history of the Middle Ages is, in reality, a 
history of Germany is commonly accepted. With the close of 
the Middle Ages the point of view is changed somewhat, since 
1 Prussian Lehrplan, 1892, 1y 7. 
2 Die Scbulordnung fiir die bumanistischen Gymnasien im Konigreich l3ayern, 1891, 
§14. 
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modern llistory can not be treated from tlie distinctively Ger-
man standpoint, as can tlle previous period. But if modern 
history can not be treated as world history, it is, at least, always 
regarded and treated from the European standpoint.' Espe-
cially during the last of tlle four years is the material handled 
from the general European, not from the special German or 
Prussian, point of view.2 During the second circle of system-
atic study, <lr the third circle, if the introductory work is con-
sidered, the boy, at the age of fifteen, begins "the second waud-
eriug through the broad field of history," but witll the object of 
laying the foundations deeper, of giving a broader outlook, of 
understanding present conditions through tGeir development 
in the past, of building upon the love of the fatherland that 
has been awakened in the earliest years a sense of personal 
responsibility to it, of inspiring high iueals and creating eth-
ical standards.3 Professor Jager has well pointeJ out 4 that 
every age has its special favorite ideas and prevailing interests, 
and that these necessarily affect the historical instruction in 
the higher schools.5 To-day such interest is social a11d eco-
nomic, and it is, therefore, to be expected that social and 
economic questions shall be treated witl.J. a certain partiality, 
and this is especially seen during the second review of histor-
ical events. 
What is the difference in the point of view in the three sur-
veys of history~ It may perhaps be said that i11 the fir t 
circle heroes, in the second, states-particularly the Germa11 
state-in the third circle, the world, form the objective points. 
High ideals of action are the end sought in the first circle, n. 
conuected account of tlie great events in the world's hi tory 
that of the secoud, a knowledge of the civilizing influences that 
l1ave prevailed in the worl<l's hh:1tory that of the third. If 
tlie center of ea,ch circle is sometimes Germany, and if it is a 
part f the imperial theory that the radii of the circle sl1ould 
begin at the circumference and verge toward the center, it iH 
1 Oskar Jlig r . G schicht , 82-83. 
1 Iuid. , 49. 
3 Das hob r .'chnlw s 11 im Konigr iche achson, 1889; Lohrpliin und Leliraufgauen 
fiir di hoh r 11 'chulrn. B rlin , 1892. 
4 sd1icbt1•. ,1. 
'Thi i illuslrat d 1,y th int •r st I.a.ken ,luring the six to nth and a vent cntb c nt11-
rlf' in dogmatH· nltj!ious qu !!lions; at th rlos of th igbt rnth crntnry. in lit rary 
11111\ I!' th ·t1c 1111hjN·t ; during th N1rly vnrt of th pr sent, c!1nt11ry, th time of the pr 
•lou1111a111·1 ftl11 II,•,.clian pl11lo. ophy, in th philo!lophy ofhn;tory. Th bi . tory of ch 
J1Cf1t><I how mor•orl•s l1·nrlyth1, prrn1ilinizinu•r 11tsoftl1en.,. wh 111twnswritl n. 
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more often found in practice that the ceuter forms only a start-
iug point for the construction of the radii di verging to the 
circumference. Especially in Germau Switzerland is an appre-
ciatiou found of the fact that it is unwise to distort history in 
order tc magnify Switzerland or to foster au exaggerated 
patriotism. In Germany itself, while there is acquiescence in 
the imperial ·theory that the cultivation of the national spirit 
sllould be a special aim of historical instruction, there is also 
a recognition of the fact, as Professor Russell has pointed out, 
tllat the theory is pedagogically shortsighted, '' that patriotism 
should l>e more thaJJ mere enthusiasm, more enduring tbau the 
frothy exuberance of spirits that arises from the contemplation 
of great deeds; that love of country and of king depends upon 
a firm and unchangeable character." 1 If Sedan day is observed 
as an event marking a victory over a rival power, rather than 
as a day that means the unification of Germany, it is because 
that event is, as yet, necessarily regarded at short range; if 
the day is universally celebrated · throughout the German 
scllools, it is because the consciousnes:s is yet strong that it was 
tlie Prussian schoolmaster that won Alsace and Lorraine. That 
exalted patriotism that calls the whole world akin does not 
immediately follow a triumphant national victory, but Germany 
will soon look at those events of German history that coricern 
her immediate present in their true perspective. 
What has the boy gained as a result of this threefold divi-
sion of subject-matter into concentric circles 1 
Compulsory education keeps him in school unt.il he is 14 
years old-that is, until he has completed the introductory 
work and the first circle of systematic study of history. If 
circumstances then compel him to leave the gymnasium, as 
40 per cent of the German boys are obliged to do,2 he has in 
hand such an outline of the great events in the world's history 
as ought to save him from premature or hasty judgments. 
But if he completes the gymnasia! course he has gained not 
ouly this; but he Las learned something of the deeper meaning 
of history. He has a knowledge of the art and literature of 
Greece that has rounded out his partial knowledge of these 
ubjeets gained through the Greek classics be has read; he 
under tands the organization of the government of the Romans 
1 Ilistory and Geography in tlie Higher Scl1ools of Germany, The School Review, May, 
1897. 
2 The tkhool Review, October, 1897. 
• 
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and what has been contributed to the civilization of the world 
by that eminently practical people; the Middle Ages are not 
to him dark ages, for he understands the place in that period 
occupied by the Holy Roman Empire; modern history means 
to him not the unrelated history of Germany alone, but it 
means the study of new conditions made possible through the 
discovery of America and the industrial development of the 
:fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; he compares the centraliza-
tion of power under Louis XIV with the low, inorganic form 
of political life in Germany during the corresponding perio<l, 
and learns the odds against which Germany has struggled in 
reaching her present position. He has, from the time he was 
9 years old, bad constantly put before him for nine years these 
developments, and has been made to realize "that mankind is 
an ethical whole." The method has been called one of con-
centric circles, but is rather one of an ever-ascending spiral, 
from the apex of which au outlook over the past is obtained. 
To change the figure, the three surveys ar:e the three readings 
through which any legislative measure must pass before it 
becomes an act accomplished. As the three readings have 
given ample time for discussion, for sifting essentials from 
nonessentials, for presenting all possible arguments for and 
against a proposed measure, so the three surveys must leave 
in the boy's mind a residuum of all that is best in the world's 
history, and this residuum becomes his abiding possession. 
The question naturally arises as to how far, in the selection 
of the subject-matter, the psychological condition of the boy 
is considered, and how far both matter and treatment are 
adapted to this condition. It must have been inferred, from 
what ha already been said, that this psychologic3!l condition 
has 110t only never been lost sight of, but that it has been 
made the basis of arrangement at every step of the way. ' 1 'J:he 
primary conditiou of historical perception is the readiness to 
think or to feel the past as pre ent," says Professor Jag-er. 1 
rrhis ability to feel the pa, t, the development of the historical 
i maginati011, i. the object of th in truction in tbe fin)t part 
of the cour e. uring the second di vision of the cour e, "tlle 
i11,·t;:·u tiou al:\ whole," ay Profe or Jager, "mu t give the 
b Y for · ful ugge tion , trong impul. e ; mu t work from 
difl' r nt icl for the one end f giving a eheck and a coun-
t rp i ·e t th li tra ting, If-willed, and cli int grating ten-
d n ·i ha b : t thi tim of Ji£ . 2 With the broadcuin 
1 e chicht , 9. 2 lbid., 2 . 
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out of the boy's sympathies and interests, he is brought, dur-
ing the latter part of his course, face to face with those com -
plex questions of present interest for the consideration of 
which there is needed a mind stored with knowledge, and the 
boy learns " a respect for knowledge for the knowledge's own 
sake.1 
The importance that is attached to historical instruction is 
evident not only from the care with which the course of study 
is planned, but from _ the time allotted to it. This is an aver-
age of three hours per week, including the time given geogra-
phy, during the entire nine years' course, a total of twenty-
seven llours during the course, or one-ninth of the entire time 
throughout the course is given to these subjects.2 
But it must not he inferred that the historical instruction 
the b.oy receives is confined to the three hours per week of 
formal instruction in this line. Extreme specialization has no 
place in a German gymnasium. Instead of each person imagin-
ing that he bas preempted a portion, large or small, of the field 
of knowledge, and keeping jealous watch lest someone else 
trespass on his preserves, each instructor seeks to bind his 
subject with every other. In the hours allotted to religion the 
boys read from the Greek New Testament; and Oriental his-
tory, as well as church history, is taught, though these are in the 
history classes proper. H erodotus and Livy are not regarded 
1 Ibid. , 67. 
2 The following list will indicate t he amount of time allotted to history in the different 
gymnasia-
A.ltenburg, F riedrichs-Gyn:nasium ___________ . . . .. . . ............... _ ................. . 27 
Berlin , Konigstadtiscbes Gymnasiu m . _ . .. . .... .. ............. . ....... _ ........... . .... 26 
. Bonn, Oberrealscbuie ... . ..... ... . . . ... .. . ... ...... : . . _ . . .... _ .... . ..... _ ...... .. ....... 32 
Bremen, Gymnasium ...... . .. . .. . ..... . ... .. . .. . .. . ........ .... . .. .. . ............. . .... 34 
Brunswick , Gymnasium Martino-Katbarineum ...... _·_ ..................... . .. .. ...... 26 
I!'rankfurt, Goethe-Gymnasium ..... . .. . . . .. .. .... _ .... _ .... . · ..... _ ............ . .. . .... 30 
F rei burg, Ol>errea_lsch11le ...... . . . . ... .. . . . .. . . . . . . ........ . ..... • ... _ ... __ ... . ...... . . 27 
H amburg, Gelebrtonschule des Johanneu ms ... . ... . ....... . ......... . ....... . ... . . .... 28 
J e~! ,e~ ;:g~:sr;:~~;o~~-A-1~~-;~d~-~~;~· :::::::::: :::: :: : ::: : : :::::: ::::::: ::~ :: :: : : : : : ~! 
Laudesbut, Realgynasium . . ....... ... .. .. . . ..... .... . .... . . ... .. . ........... . ........ . . 2t 
Leipzig, K icolai-Gymnasium ••..... .... .......... . ... . ..... . ................ . ......... . 30 
Magdeburg, Guericke-Oberrealsch ule . .. . ..... . ... . .. .. ... . ........... . ..... . .. . ..... -·· 30 
Mun ich, Konigliches Maximilians-G_ymnasium .... ... .... . . . .. . ... . ............ . ...... 25 
Neu-Strelitz, Gymnasium Carolinmn .. ,. ...... . . . ... • ...... . .... . ... . .................. 25 
Oldenburg, Grossherzogliches Gymnasium ...... . ......... . .. ... ... . .... .. .... .. . . ..... 27 
Rudolstadt, Fiirstlicbes Gymnasium .. .... ... ........ .. ........ . ... ... .......... ... . . . 26 
Strassburg, Protestantiscbes Gymnasium . .. .. .. . ... . .. . ..... . . . . . ... . ............ - .... 25 
St uttgart, Eberhard-Lnd wigs-G3tITrnasiurn ........ . .. . . ..... . . . . .. ... . .. ............ - .. 25 
W eimar, Wilhelm-Ern,,tisches Gymnasium .. . . . .. .... .. . . .... .. . ........ . .. ........... 28 
I t is thus seeu that while tho general average is 27 hours, 11 gy mnasia ha ve 27 or more 
hou rs, while only D !Jave less. 
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as mere vehicles for teaching Greek aud Latin construction, 
but are taught as Greek and Roman history, and much of 
English and French history is taught through these languages. 
But even this correlation of history with every other subject 
is not all. One may study the programmes and visit classes, 
and yet not understand or see clearly all of the influences at 
work that make for history. Maps, charts, collections of 
pictures freely used; busts of all the authors read in the school; 
q notations from great men inscribed on the walls of class rooms; 
the memorizing of historical poems and passages from historical 
dramas; the observance of national and historic holidays; most 
of all, frequent excursions to points of historica,l interest-all 
this is history, all these are influences that make history un-
consciously grow into the boy and become a part of his very 
self. History is developed in him, he is developed through it. 
The subject of m3thod of instruction must not be omitted, 
although it will demand but a brief consideration. 
The method is in essence the same throughout the course. 
In the first part it is story-telling, pure and simple; in the 
second part it is pure narration; in the third part it becomes 
more formal and resembles somewhat a college lecture. Dur-
ing the first of the hour Uie class is question ed on what has 
been narrated during the previous lesson; then comes the 
narration of fresh material, and, with the younger boys, the 
hour is closed with questions on what has just been narrated. 
The theory is that the boy learns best from the living voice, 
that thus his interest is aroused and maintained, and that 
history in this way becomes to him a living, life-giving 
presence. The work of the teacher is supplemented by the 
use of a text-book (Leitfaden), but this contains only the bar-
est outline of the event::; and i in no sense a text-book iu the 
American u age .of tlle term. The instructor can not expect 
that the boy will spend more than fifteen or twenty minute in 
preparation of bis hi ' tory work, and therefore he i · practi-
cally re trict <l to the u e of the narrative method. It is tho 
erman th ory that an exec ive amount of outside tucly 
h uld n t b d m nded or giv n; tha,t it i b st for the boy · 
to g t a mu •h edn ati n from each other a po iul ; that 
, in · on pl, 11.' t h ·om a, la""Y r, an th r a pb.y ician a 
thir a, n in : · m~ n , ml~ fourth at acher each hould talk 
v •r with th 11 r l1i plan, for th futur , and thu betom 
•du ·at• l in way· not r a ·h •<l by the · ·h ol. 
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The narrative metho<l. does not lend itself easily, especially 
in the higher grades, to securing some of the best results that 
are secured in the best American schools. It must seem to 
Americans to fail in developing the power of independent 
judgment, and to afford no opportunity for the exercise of 
that faculty known in the child as curiosity and in the man 
as research. The boy absorbs and assimilates, but the cre-
ative faculty lies dormant. That this should be so, however, 
is a part of the German theory of education. But the German 
method does secure certain admirable ends. On the positive 
side it results in concentration of attention, alertness of mind, 
quickness of apprehension, and au enviable ability to grasp 
the salient features of a subject considered as a whole. The 
double and triple course gives constant opportunity for com-
parison, especially during the last survey, and this basis for 
comparison and the constant advantage taken of it are oue of 
the most valuable parts of the method. On its negative side 
the German method has the advantage that it leaves little 
room for crudity of opinion or for generalizations from insuffi-
cient data. 
The study of history in the German gymnasia .thus shows 
seven distineti ve features: First, the entire field of history is 
covered in three distinct surveys; second, the work in history 
is correlated with every other subject in the curriculum and 
iu a sense becomes its unifying force; third, ample time is 
given for its consideration, and it receives the same serious 
treatment as do other subjects in the course; fourtli, the 
division of material and the method of treatment are based on 
the boy's psychological development; fifth, the narrative 
method of instruction gives the boy a vivid impression of 
reality of the pasL; sixth, the course is complete in itself, and 
at the same time it forms an ideal preparation for university 
work; seventh, every teacher of history is an absolute master 
of the subject taught. 
What are the lessons to be lea.rued by Americans from this 
examination of historical instruction in the German gymnasia t 
The first great lesson we should all do well to heed is tliis: 
That the course in history serves the double purpose of being 
complete in it elf and of being an ideal preparation for univer-
sity work. 
The course is complete in it elf; because, if the boy does not 
go beyond the gymnasium, or if ue leaves at the end of the 
HIST 98-34 
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sixth year in school, be has gained a wide outlook into the 
future because of this thorough study of the past; be bas 
gained a proper historical perspective and be has learned that 
"hinter dem Gebirge sind auch Leute." Ile has resources 
within himself that must contribute not only to the upbuild-
ing of bis own character, but that must redound to the advan-
tage of the community in which his lot is cast. How great an 
advantage this broad outlook is can be seen by comparing the 
conrse in llistory in the gymnasia with that of the normal 
schools, where only German history is taught. One can but 
feel that the young men who are to be the teachers in the 
volksschule are losing much, that the volksschule are losing 
much through them, when the historical horizon is bounded by 
Germany. Such minds must, in middle life, be stunted and 
dwarfed because in early years they have lacked that mental 
and spiritual inspiration that the study of the largest life must 
give. Equally stunted and dwarfed must be the minds ofour 
own American boys and girls when they leave school at the 
end of the grammar grade with a knowledge, insufficient at 
best, of only American history. It must indeed be said that 
be who knows only American history does not at all know that 
history. "The profounder our study of ourselves," says Pro-
fessor Sloane, "the stronger will grow our conviction of the 
organic relation between our own history and that of the 
world." 1 American history is in the air-a balloon sailing in 
midheaven-unless it is anchored fast to European history. 
It is no more true to say that American history begins in 1492 
than it is true to say that a man's life begins wbe11 he goes into 
business for himself. English history does not begin with the 
reign of William III, or French history with the Third Republic, 
or Germau history with the establisbmentofthe pre ent Empire. 
A new stage of development in each country is marked by these 
event , and the development of Europe on the ew World soil 
i nt a corre ponding one. America, like Europe, is the heir 
fall the age , and the merican boy bas the right to enter 
int hi inheritance. The gre-at demand in inclu ~trial life to-clay 
i t r u ha change in m thods of work a will have regard to 
the ff ct f w rk n the la orer rather than the re ults on th 
pr du ·t. T tb ttainment of tbi nd tbe work of illiam 
I rri, f hu u kin ha. b n dir cted, and to the 
imil r 'nd mu, the w rk f clucators tend. 
1 lli tory antl D 010 -ra ·y, m ri ·an Historical R view, I, 22. 
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How disastrous this restricted view of the past may be 
.on our political, industrial, aud educational growth is easily 
imagined when it is recalled that it was estimated, in 1886, that 
80 per cent of the pupils in the public schools never reach the 
high school.1 Of those who pass through the high school but 
a small proportion enter college. But it is not only possible, 
it is more than probable, that even this small percentage who 
go through the high school, or through college, will complete 
their school or college life knowing nothing of historical con-
ditions or developments. A man with this lack of preparation 
may enter Congress and legislate on :financial matters in abso-
lute ignorance of the history of finance; he legislates on labor 
~ questions with no kuowledge of the agrarian difficulties of 
Rome, the peasants' rebellions of the Middle .Ages, or the 
national workshops of Louis Blanc . . He legislates gold-stand-
ard educators out of office at the West, and silver advocates 
out of office in the East, not knowing that for four hundred 
years Luther aud the Wartburg have stood for independence 
of judgment and the search for truth. Not only is he lacking 
in tl.ie actual knowledge that history affords, but he lacks still 
more that mental training that history gives in analysis, com-
parison, classitication; in holding the judgment in suspense 
until all sides of a question have been presented. The Ger-
man boy is given both a body of facts and a mental training 
that ought to keep him from superficial judgments or hasty 
conclusions. 
But the special object of the German gymnasia! course is 
to prepare for the university.2 And here, in the case of the 
boy who enters the university, as in the case of the boy who 
does not, the German arrangement of historical work seems 
superior to our own. The university knows precisely what 
work in history has been done, and therefore it can as ume 
this admirable preparation and shape its advanced cour e 
accordingly. But the American univer ity or college mak s 
its entrance requirement in history in deference to the a11ti-
quated idea that preparation in history should be the 011e tliat 
will most assist the study of Latin and Greek, aud that every 
boy should know something of the hi tory of hi: wn country. 
The boy therefore studie American hi tory in th grammar 
1 F. N. Thorpe, The Stud y of' Ifo!tory in merican CollegeH, 2:l!!, 233· . . 
2 "If ono seeks to set, f'orLIJ. in a word Lb real sp ciflc purpo "of 1-:yrnnaHlul trumln ', it 
is clearly to prepare for the univorsity."- Oskar Jager, Geschicht • 4• 
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grades, and Greek and Roman history in the high scltool-an 
arrangement of studies rad~cally wrong, because false chrono-
logically and false in principle. On such a basis it is impos-
sible to build up a systematic course of history in the college 
or the university without doing in the college a part of the 
work that should have been done before entrance. "The larger 
universities," says Professor Sloane, in speaking of .American 
institutions, "have an imposing array of historical chairs, but 
they do not demand as a condition of entrance to their lecture · 
rooms a thorough knowledge of general bistory." 1 College 
students everywhere must feel the irrelevancy as well as the 
inadequacy of their work in history before entering college, 
when considered as a preparation for that college work. 
This conclusion must follow: The work in history in Ameri-
can schools will never be on a rational basis until, as in Ger-
many, it recognizes the double purpose that history in these 
schools is to serve; until it is so organized as to give the boy 
or girl who does not go to college a well-rounded conception of 
the epoch-making events in the world's history ; unW it plans 
its college entrance requirements in llistory with reference to 
the college work in history; until it makes the course of his-
tory in the schools identical for those who do, and for tllose 
who do not, go to college; until it correlates the work done in 
history with the work of every other subject in the school 
curriculum. 
1 History and democracy, .American Historical Review, I, 18. 
APPENDIX IV. 
HISTORY IN FRENCH LYCEES.1 
By CHARLES H. HASKINS. 
In France, as elsewhere, history is a comparatively recent 
addition to the subjects of the secondary curriculum. Long 
taught simply as an unimportant adjunct of the ancient lan-
guages, it is only in the course of the present century, and 
largely for the purpose of stimulating patriotism, that it bas 
gained the right to an independent place in secondary schools. 
The desire to develop patriotic emotion by familiarity with the 
nation's past still occupies in France, as in Germany, an im-
portant place in the minds of secondary teachers; but a 
broader conception of the aims of historical study has-spread 
in recent years and found its expression in the official instruc-
tions issued in connection with the course of study. History, 
they declare, contributes to the education of the mind by ex-
ercising the memory, developing the imagination, and training 
the judgment. It contributes to moral education by cultivat-
ing the love of truth and preparing youth for their civic duties. 
"To give the pupil an exact idea of the successive civiliza-
tions of the world and definite knowledge of the formation 
and growth of France; to show him the action of the world 
on our country and of our country on the world; to teach him 
to render to all peoples their just dues, to widen the horizon 
1 The following report does not profess to represent the results of a detailed examina-
tion of a considerable number of schools. The information upon which it is based has 
been gatl1ered in the course of two visits to France, partly from official programmes and 
other printed sources, partly from observation of classes in lycees and courses for the 
training of teachers, and partly from conversation with French professors who possess 
spr.cial familiarity with the conditions in secondary schools. I regret that the number of 
classes visited was not larger; but tlrnre is great uniformity of system and administration 
in French educatHm, and 1 am informed by competent authority that wider observation 
would not have materially modified the account here given. 
The official programmes and instructions are published by Delalain at Paris. The 
brief appendix on "'l'he secondary teaching of history in France" in the Introduction to 
the Study of History by Langlois and Seignobos is excellent, and many of the suggestions 
will be found valuable ontsirle of France as well. Altamira's discussion of history in 
secondary schools in his Ensefianza de la Historia (chapters 8 anc1 ·9) has much to say of 
France. 
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of his mind, and finally to leave him in possession, not only of 
an understanding of the present condition of bis country and 
of the world, but also of a clear notion of his duties as a 
Frenchman and as a man-such is the function of history in 
~ducation."' 
The French system of public secondary instruction com-
prises two types of schools-the lycees, schools maintained and 
directed by the central government, of which there are now 
about 100 distributed throughout France; and the colleges, 
local high schools, which receive some assistance from the 
general treasury, and are usually less completely equipped than 
the lycees. For the purposes of the present report, however, 
the two institutions may be classed together, as the pro-
gramme of studies is the same in both. The regular course 
of the lycee covers ten years, but as the studies of the :first 
three years are identical with those of the elementary schools, 
the pupil does not enter the lycee proper until he arrives at 
the class· of the sixieme, where he begins Latin if a classical 
student, or German if he be a "modern." This stage is ordi-
narily reached at the age of 11, so that the boy who spends 
seven years in the lycee will complete the course and present 
himself for his bachelor's examination at 18. To state the 
matter in American terms, the French boy spends in the lycee 
the period that the American boy spends iu the high school, 
plus the last year or two years of the grammar grade and the 
:first year or two of college, but he reaches the close of his 
1ycee course about two years earlier than the American youth 
comes to the corresponding point in his education.2 
Throughout the whole course of the lycee, as well as in the 
three preliminary years, an hour and a half a week is devoted 
to history and an hour to the related subject of geography, 
except in the last year, where from two to four hours are 
1 Lavisse, Apropos de nos (•coles, 81; instructions concernant l'enseignement s condaire 
clas ique, xlvii-1. The 1>0rtion of these in tructions which relates to history was pre-
pared by Lavisse, and may be found, somewhat abridged, in his Apropos de nos ecoles, 
77-107. 
2 In what is said above, and in this account generally, the institutions for boys ar taken 
as th tyr, . Th s collllary schools for girls have a course of five years, divided into 
two "p ril)cls,'' and hi~tory lias an allotment of two hours a w k throughout. In 
th first 1> .riod, for pupils betw n 12 and 15, the programme covers tho history of 
l•'ron r, wi h "summary notions of gen ral hi stor y." In these ·oucl. Jletiod a surv y of 
th h i tory of r.i\'llizo.tion is giv n. Whil iu g neral th same m tbods of iustru tioo 
I•_rt•\"ail in l,11th rla . t·!I of 11C·hool11, th ir application to girls' Acbools is n ssarily ou<li -
twu l h · till' mor µ;en •rul chnract •r of th cour in history and th abMence of clas1:1ical 
t11di from the curriculum. 
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given to history. The total number of hours varies from :fif-
teen to twenty-two, according to year and course, decreasing 
in the later years of the classical course, but remaining undi-
minished in the modern, so that the proportion of time devoted 
to history, which is but 7~ per cent in the lower years, rises to 
twenty or even more in the last year. The total number of hours 
of history for the entire ten yMirs is sixteen and one-half for 
cla'ssical and literary and thirteen and one-half for scientific 
students. In the elementary classes the historical instruction · 
is necessarily of an informal character, and consists of bio-
graphical ~arration in the first year, followed by a two years' 
survey of the history of France studied biographically. Then 
with the grammar division of the lycie begins the systematic 
and continuous study of the world's history. Three years are 
devoted to the history of the Orient, Greece, and Rome, and 
the remaining four years are occupied with the history of 
mediawal and modern Europe, studied with special reference 
to France and divided into the following year1y blocks: 375 to 
1270, 1270 to 161 0, 1610 to 1789, and 1789 to the present. This 
is the programme for classical students. For the "modern" 
course, which is one year shorter, Oriental and Greek history 
are combined in one year, and in the last year additional 
instruction is offered in the general history of art and civiliza.-
tion and in the elements of civil government and political 
economy. 
The most important feature of this programme is that it 
affords a comprehensive survey of the world's history in its 
chronological development from the earliest period down to 
the present. · In contrast to the two "concentric circles" of 
the German gymnasium the pupil is taken over the field but 
once, so that a fuller treatment is possible in any one year; 
but the thorough review of the German system is lost, much 
to the detriment of the subjects studied early in the course. 
In other respects the general distribution of time is much the 
same as in .the Prussian programme, except that in the one 
case it is France, in the other Germany and Prussia, that 
forms the center of study in mediawal and modern times. The 
existing arrangement seems on the whole to be popular in 
France, though some prefer the German "circles,'' and others 
demand for history, at some stage in the course, the prepon-
derant place that rhetoric and philosophy now have in the last 
two years, urging that in 110 other way can the disciplinary 
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value of history be realized, as a counterpoise to the formal 
studies of language and mathematics, and the only study 
whic11, by dealing with concrete social facts, l>rings the pupil 
into proper relations with his civic environment. 
Besides prescribing the general character of the course in 
history, the official programme contains an outline of the top-
ics to be studied in each class; accompanied by brief sugges-
tions as to the mode of treatment. The plan of each year's 
work is drawn up with considerable care, but it is designed to 
serve as a guide to the teacher rather than narrowly to control 
him. · 
While there has been a noticeable improvement in the course 
of study in history since the middle of the cen tury, the methods 
of instruction are still largely tinged with the spirit of formal-
ism and routine inherited from the Second Empire. The 
lycee is still a semi-military institution, which bas much of the 
appearance of barracks, and calls its pupils to class by tbe 
beating of a drum; and while professors are now free to dress 
anJ wear their beards as they choose, they have not all grasped 
the full consequences of the idea that the pupil is to be trained 
as a citizen and not as a subject. Indeed, pedagogical prob-
lems in general have received comparatively slight attention 
in France, and questions of what to teach and how to teach 
in history have been very little considered. A. common prac-
tice is to dictate a brief summary of the hour's work, expand 
this into a lecture while the pupils take notes, and question 
them at the beginning of the next hour on the lecture and 
some pages of the text -book. The professor speaks from a 
raised platform, and the small blackboard is reserved for bis 
personal use only. The scholars usually show intere't, and 
they may be even required to prepare supplementary papers, 
but their attitude i largely passive, and the system lack tlie 
advantage of the steady German drill on bard facts or the 
fre r u:e of material c11aracteristic of good American teaching. 
The. condition are, however, beginning to pa s away as tbe 
profi . , or who have grown old under tbe dictation sy tem 
iv place to yonnger men. It i comino- to be realized that 
th pnpil . honlcl g t l1i. fundamental facts from a text ratll )r 
th n fr m th in. trn tor': lectnr , and that the time, peut in 
th ·la., -ro m 11 d 11 th wholly o-iven up to th alternate r p-
• . b 
· 1b n of, at ment.' by t , ·h r a1Hl pupil. J n addition to h 
t · t- k ·la . : may 110w ha,v at th ir di posal excelleut 
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illustrative matter, such as is contained in the Albums histori-
ques of the l\liddle Ages, edited by Parmentier, and the Lec-
tures Historiques 1 designed for supplementary readhig. In 
oue way and another fresh life is being infused into tbe study 
of history, and in some schools remarkable results have already 
been attained in securing the pupils' active participation in 
the work.2 
The professors of history and geography in lycees-the sub-
jects are usually combined-are appointed on the basis of a 
competitive examination. After having taken bis baccalau-
reate degree the candidate must continue his work for two 
years, studying Latin, Greek, and French, as well as his spe-
cialty, until he receives the licence. Then comes a further year 
spent largely in the writing of a thesis, followed by a year's 
strenuous preparation for the :final test, the agregation, for 
which the competition is very keen. As the examination bears 
npou the candidate's ability to present a subject before classes, 
as well as upon bis knowledge of history and geography, the 
preliminary courses include not only lectures and seminaries, 
l>nt numerous practical exercises in teaching, under the super-
vision and criticism of professors and fellow-students. The 
11ecessary preparation of a teacb~r of history accordingly con-
sists of a substantial classical education as a foundation and a 
period of special study of at least four y,ears spent at one of 
the universities or at the Ecole N orruale Superieure, the whole 
tested by a rigid examination. 
Such, in brief outline, are the general features of historical 
instruction in the secondary schools of France. The French 
have realized the importance of history as an essential element 
iu the secondary curriculum, they have made provision for its 
systematic and continuous study throughout the whole Qf the 
school course, and they have established a system which _ 
assures the selection of well-traiued teachers. In these 
respects we can profit by their example; but at present we have 
1 These are published by Hachette. The three volumes for the ancient period consist 
of an interesting series of sketches of Egyptian ancl Assyrian life from the competent 
hand ofMaspero, and excellent accounts of the public and private life of the Greeks allfl 
Homans by Guirand. The latter volumes are made up of well-chosen selections from 
rnodern historians, grouped according to th£1 programme. The extracts from sources 
coutainecl in the earlier eclitions have uow been omitted, as they did not seem aclapted to 
this stage of the pupil's development. 
2 Se in tho Revue nivcrsitaire, ,Jm10 15, 1890, the examples printecl by Seignobos of 
writt<>n work don o in a small col11)go i11 tl1e west of France, and notably the careful a,nd 
intelligent comparisons of various aucien t and modern institutions. 
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little to learn from their methods of instruction beyond the 
suggestions that may be derived from their clear and well-
ordered text-books 1 and from the arrangement of topics in the 
programme, which Matthew Arnold declared no educated man 
could read" without profit-without being reminded of gaps 
in his . knowledge and stimulated to fill them." 2 We must, 
however, remember that it is only in recent years that histori-
cal studies even in the universities have been placed upon a 
substantial basis in France, so that it is too soon to expect the 
best results in secondary teaching. Already there are indica-
tions that as the possibilities of historical instruction become 
more generally recognized and the improvements in higher 
e<lu~atio_n make theinselves more widely felt in the schools, it 
may be well worth the while of American teachers to watch the 
progress of historical studies in Ji"'rance; for in spite of all the 
differences in conditions in the two countries the fundamental 
problem of the secondary teacher of history is the same in 
France as in America, namely, how to make.the study of his-
tory tell most effectively for the general culture a11d the civic 
training of the future citizens of a great democracy. Iu solving 
this problem we shall need all the experience of both sides of 
the Atlantic. -
1 The Precis de l 'histoir e moderne of Michelet, once so popular, bas gone out of use, 
and the famous school histories of Durny are passing. A schoLLrly series is appeariug 
under the editorship of Monod; the volume by Bemont and Monotl on the Middle Ages iH 
excellen t, though somewhat beyond the grasp of the boys of 14 for whom it was written. 
The text-books of Seignobos on the Orient, Greece, aml Rorue, published by Colin, are 
very s uggestive, and deserve to bo better known in Awerica; see particularly tho S11p-
plements a ! 'usage des professeurs, issued in connection with the volumes on the Orient 
and Gre!'ce. 
2 A French Eton and Schools and Universities in France (edition of 1892), 375. 
.APPENDIX V. 
HISTORY IN ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
By GEORGE L. Fox. 
The well-known chaotic character of the English system of 
education makes it difficult to give a satisfactory account of 
the scope and methods of teaching history in English second-
ary schools. There is great lack of system and of uniformity of 
method. In France and Germany, order and symmetry pre-
vail in the educational system, as it is controlled and deter-
mined by the State. .A reasonable uniformity therefore results, 
and whatever assertions can be safely made about a few repre-
sentative Rchools are likely to be true of most of the schools. 
In England, on the contrary, the secondary schools are almost 
entirely under private control, aud are generally free from 
State supervision. Indeed, the secondary school supported 
wholly or partly by public taxation anq. under the control of 
the State and local governments, like the high school in the 
United States or the lycee in France or the gymnasium in 
Germany, does not exist in Great Britain, althougp. some 
secondary-school subjects are taught in the higher grade board 
schools and the evening continuation schools. 
When English secondary schools are discussed in this report, 
the expression is to be understood as referring chiefly to the 
so-called public schools of England, of which Winchester, Eton, 
Harrow, and Rugby are the familiar type. These institutions 
are, in most cases, endowed schools, controlled by a board of 
governors, in which the course of study and the methods of 
teaching are determined by the head master. The pupils, 
when they enter these schools, are usually between 12 and 16 
years of age, and they have received their previous education 
either from private tutors, in local grammar schools, or, more 
commonly, in small boarding schools, scattered over England, 
called preparatory schools, which are private venture schools-
tl1at is, are owned by private individuals. In these schools 
they have usually studied the elementary English history and, 
to some degree, Greek aud Roman history in the same way. 
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There is another reason, also, why it is not easy to give an 
exact account of the teaching of history in the English second-
ary schools. That is, because of the difficulty which the visitor 
has iu seeing the teacher actually at work in his class room. 
The visitor to French or GerIQ.an schools, if he has the proper 
authorization from the State authority, finds at once ready 
entrance to every class-room. But no such "open sesame" 
makes easy the pathway of the visitor to the English second-
ary schools. There seems to be an unwritten law that an 
English master's form room is his castle, and it is not an easy 
thing to see the actual work of teaching. The writer of this 
report saw less than a dozen recitations in history in English 
schools, and the statements which are made are based on such 
limited inspection, the perusal of courses of study and exami-
nation papers, and on conversation with different teachers of 
history. While the course of study and methods are largely 
determined by the head master, he is limited in his decisions 
by the requirements of the higher educational institutions, for 
which most of the pupils are preparing. The English public 
school is commonly divided into two departments-the clas-
sical side and the modern side-which correspond, roughly, to 
the classical and scientific courses in our schools. The ulti-
mate aim of the boy on the classical side is entrance to the 
universities of Oxford or Cambridge. The goal of tlrn boy 
on the modern side can not be so definitely 'stated, but it 
is either business life, the engineering and scientific profes-
sions, or the army colleges. This last class, who intend to be 
officers iu the army, are a considerable proportion in the boys 
on the modern side, and their needs are especially recognized 
by a subdivision in the later years of this course called "the 
army class." The limitations which are likely to govern the 
course of study of the army class are the requirements im-
po~ ed by the Govt-1rnment for admission to the military col-
leg s of Woolwich and Sandhurst, one of which e<lucate 
offi r for tlrn artillery and engineering, the other for the in-
fantry all(l avalry brancbe of the ervi e. Among the.'e 
r quir m nt En 1i h hi tory only finds a place a au optional 
ubj t fi r wlri h t.b maximum allowance i ._ 2,000 mark. in a 
t tal f 14 O. 
tate ha 
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and effective. This influence is most directly exerted through 
what is known as the Oxford · and Cambridge schools exam-
ination board, which is made up of representatives of both 
universities. This board conducts examinations at the close 
of tl1e school year at most of the leading scl10ols in England 
and issues certificates of proficiency to those who have success-
fuliy passed the examinations. These higher certificates give 
exemption, under certain conditions, from the earlier examina-
tions in the university course, known as "Smalls" at Oxford 
and ''The Little-go" at Cambridge. The subjects of the exam-
ination are classified in four groups: (1) A language group, 
including four subjects-Greek, Latin, French, German; (2) a 
mathematics group, divided into two subjects; (3) an English 
group, divided into scripture knowledge, English, and history, 
and (4) a science group, divided 'into six subjects . 
.A. candidate is usually required to pass in four subjects in 
not less than three groups. If he offers history, be may choose 
between Greek, Roman, and English history. The whole field 
of each country's history is not necessarily included. Often a 
period covering less than three centuries is prescribed, together 
with a special knowledge of a smaller period included within it. 
In 1897 the general period in Greek history was to 323 B. 0., 
while the special period extended from 403 B. 0. to 362 B. 0. 
In Roman h istory the general period was from 72 B. 0. to 180 
A. D., while special knowledge was required of the period from 
14 .A.. D. to 96 .A.. D. In English history the examination cov-
ered from 1485 to 1660, with a special knowledge of the period 
from 1555 t o 1603. These specific instructions as to periods to 
be studied are changed every two or three years, but seldom 
is a period of English history prescribed later than 1815. The 
two points t o be noted in these requirements are, :first, that 
the shorter period for study is included in the longer period, 
and, second, that in each subject the examination covers only 
a portion of the nation's history. 
The colleges a t both the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge also endeavor to strengthen the instruction of history 
at the schools by establishing history scholal'ships, which yield 
from $250 to $400 a year t o the successful candidates. These 
scholarships are either offered by single colleges or by two or 
tbree colleges combined. As is well known, this is a method 
characteristic of t he E ng1ish universities for promoting interest 
in any branch of learning, and serves to introduce into the 
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schools a tern1ency to have a promising pupil in tbe upper 
classes specialize upon some subject for which he bas a strong 
bent. The two most prominent of the Oxford colleges in 
awarding history scholarship are Balliol and New College who 
hold the same examination for the award of history scholarship. 
The examination for this purpose held on November 16 
1897, consisted of (1) an e_ssay written in the examination on 
some historical subject; (2) two language papers sbowi11g 
candidate's knowledge of Latin, Greek, French, or German; 
(3) a general paper; ( 4) two papers either in ancient history or' 
in rnediawal history (including English history), or in the 
history of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eigh teenth centuries 
(including English history), at the option of the candidate. The 
regulations prescribed that the knowledge required for the gen-
eral paper could be obtained from such books as the following: 
Guizot's Civilization in Europe, Hallam's Middle Ages ( chap-
ter IX), Bagehot's English Constitution, Maine's Ancient 
Law, Macaulay's Essays, and Walker's Political Economy. 
These books, naturally, a successful candidate would be 
expected to have read thoroughly, although one of the Balliol 
examiners told me that it was not wholly acquaintance with 
books but signs of promise shown by the caudidate that 
determined the award. Most stress is laid upon the essay and 
general papers, which test natural ability. It should be said 
that these scholarships at Oxford are open to all candidates 
who have not been in residence more than eight terms, or two 
years; so that a candidate fresh from a public school may 
compete for a scholarship with students who have been for 
more than a year at the university. But still a few boys in 
the highest forms of the best schools will usually be found in 
training for these scholarships. They will receive especial 
attentiou in history work from one of the master , will be 
excused from some other subjects in order to give time to col-
lateral reading, in which they are tested from time to time by 
lie pecial ma ter. 
'Ihe ertificat xamination and the scholar hip examination 
illn trat the two cla , e of pupil, whose wants are con idered 
iu th colleg a11d chool of England, viz, the average pupil 
and th pupil of m1U, ual ability in any dire tion. Be au e of 
thi dL tinc·ti n th r e ·i:t, ide by side, , t the universities, 
pa· .• ncl h h u r xamination . Of our e the needs of 
1 tt ·r 1a · ar · not n id r d x · pt in the higher form 
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of the school, but there they are very distinctly considered. 
Small classes of able pupil8 receive special instruction to fit 
them for the scholarship contests in different subjects. The 
eagerness to win these scholarships and thus to gain distinc-
tion forms a powerful incentive to earnest and wide reading in 
history, although, in t he opinion of some critics, the scholar-
ship system is one of the baneful features of English educa-
tion. These two classes of pupils must be borne in mind in 
considering the teaching of history in English schools. 
With regard to the field of history that is covered in the 
schools, the course of study in most schools includes, on the 
classical side at least , Greek history; Roman history, and Eng-
lish history. In most cases the pupils will give at least one 
hour a week to history throughout the course, from the age of 
12 to 19. .A. boy who bas passed through all the forms of the 
secondary school will very likely have taken up these subjects 
twice, first in an elementary way with a brief text-book, such 
as Gardiner's Outlines of English History or Ransome's smaller 
book; then, at a later stage of the course, comes a more thor-
ough t.reatment of t he subject, with a more extensive text-book 
and possibly collateral reading. 
Of course the chief object of the elementary course should 
be not only learning of the main facts of history, but also an 
awakening of interest in the subject, which creates a thirst for 
individual study. W hetlier these ends are realized depends 
very much upon the character of the teaching and the enthu-
siasm of t he teacher. Haileybury College, in Hertfordshire, 
one of the youngest and less known public schools,. has won 
especial distinction in this respect through two of the masters 
who are keenly interested in teaching the world's life of the 
past. The lecture room is fitted with all necessary appliances 
for using the stereopticon in the daytime. Thousands of slides 
have been made by these masters from photographs of places, 
costumes, relics, armor, weapons, etc., and authentic illustra-
tions in books, such as those in Gardiner's History of England 
or the illustrated edition of Green. Thus the imagination of 
the boys is stimulated and the past is made to live before their 
eyes. 
Two dangers of this method they seem to have avoided at 
Haileybury. One is the disposition of a live boy "to take 
advantage of t he darkness necessitated by the ·use of the lan-
tern to r iot or to sleep; " the other is to look upon it as a 
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pleasant diversion and amusement for the hour only, leaving 
no permanent absorption of knowledge in the pupil's mind. 
At Haileybury the pupils are required to hand iu reports of 
the lectures, and their knowledge is tested by viva voce ques-
tioning. The same method is utilized with the higher forms, 
where the history of the French Revolution is illustrated with 
contemporaryportraits and caricatures thrown upon the screen. 
I doubt if in any school in the world so extensive and efficient 
use of the stereopticon in history teaching is made as at the 
old college of the East India Company, now a public school, 
where Malthus was a teacher and John Lawrence fought many 
a battle with his fists. 
I have spoken of the limited fields of history prescribed by 
the Oxford and Cambridge certificate examinations, but the 
schools naturally do not limit their courses of study by their 
requirements. In a number of them a, prescribed cycle of Lis-
tory is laid down. This system is championed by some mas-
ters and condemned by others. 
A. specimen of such a cycle may be taken from the calendar 
for 1896 of Winchester College, the oldest public school in Eng-
land, founded in 1387. The fall term at Winchester is known 
. as the short half, the winter term as common time, arnl the term 
following Easter to August 1 as cloister time. Common time 
and cloister time together form the long l1alf. The highest 
class is known as the sixth book, for which there was the his-
tory cycle covering four years. 
Loug half: Hallam's Middle Ages. 
Short half: Greek history to 435 B. C. 
Loug half: The Reign of Henry VIII. 
Short half: Roman history, 133-31 B. C. 
Long half: The Reign of Charles I. 
hort half: Roman history, 31 B. C.-305 A. D. 
Lon<r half: English history, 1215-1327. 
hort half: Bryce's Holy Roman Empire. 
hard t mak out much orderly sequence or deliberate 
t aching purpo e in uch a arrangement, and it would eem 
tlla a p pil following uch an order would g t a confu ed 
impre i n f th r of the world's history. ut probably, 
lik m ny r thin (}" in the 1 ogli h ·hool cnrriculum, it i · 
tr cli i u r wth nd not found d on any istiu ·t peda-
i ·al 1 nrp 
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Much easier to understand is the cycle for the other classes 
in tlie school as follows: 
1896.-Short half: Greek history after 432 B. C. 
1897.-Commou time: Roman history to 200 B. C. 
Cloister time: Roman history after 200 B. C. 
Short half: Student's Gibbon to Justinian. 
1898.-Common time: Student's Gibbon from Mahomet. 
Cloister time: English history, Tudor period. 
Short half: English history, Stuart period. 
1899.-Common time: Greek history to 432 B. C. 
It has been said that the fields of history usually covered in 
the English public schools are Greek, Roman, and English 
history. It should be added that in ma_py schools there is 
considerable teaching of Biblical history under the head of 
scripture knowledge, as well as the outline history of the 
English church. - · ' 
European history, except where it is in close contact with 
English history, is not formally and generally recognized in 
the school curriculum. Occasionally a school will be found 
where the enthusiastic interest of a master has secured for 
his form some recognition of a particular period of European 
history apart from English history. To what extent this 
casual and incidental teaching of history goes on depends 
upon the enthusiastic zeal of the master and the disposition 
of the head-master to encourage or discourage it. In the 
year 1893-94 the upper bench of the Sixth at Rugby took 
Seebohm's Era of the Protestant Reformation, and part of 
Oman's The Dark Ages. Indeed, in this somewhat irregular 
way, the pupils learn considerable history outside of the stated 
and formal curriculum. The form masters in the higher forms 
on the classical side often lay stress upon the writings of Livy, 
Cicero, Tacitus, and Thucydides as history, as well as litera-
ture or philology. At Harrow, under Mr. Bowen, the master 
of the modern side, the books read are often distinctly of a 
historical character. Books like Lazare Hoche, Campagne 
de Russie, Charles XII, and Beresford-Webb's German His-
torical Reading Book, are cases in point. Tlrny are studied 
not only from a language point of view, but also wi~h regard 
to the study of history. 
This incidental teaching of history in some schools takes 
the place of practice in writing Greek or Latin verse, and is 
known as verse equivalent. In 1897, at Rugby, the boys of 
HIS'.L' 98--35 
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some of the forms who were excused from verse-making were 
compelled to take as verse equivalent the three following 
books in the Lent term, Seeley's The Expansiou of England; 
in the summer term, as appropriate to the Diamond Jubilee, 
McCarthy's Short History of Our Own Times, and during the · 
winter term, Bosworth-Smith's Rome and Carthage. In one 
exercise a week the class is tested on its knowledge of about 
thirty pages of the text-book, with comment by the teacher, 
and at the end of the term an examination is held on the 
work which has been covered. At Eton a similar system 
prevails, under the name of "extras," which, according to tbe 
syllabus. provided an interesting study of some historical and 
political questions. 
With regard to English history, I found that comparatively 
little attention was paid to the history of Great Britain during 
the present century, or, to speak more accurately, since tlle 
passing of the Reform Bill in 1832. This is unfortunate, and 
is hardly in accord with the Jubilee spirit in 1897, which 
gloried iu the Victorian era. Verily, the social and constitu-
tional progress of England during the present century makes 
it. one of its most interesting and important epochs, especially 
with regard to colonial expansion and social betterment. Yet 
the pupil at the English secondary school does not receive 
much instruction in tllis important era of the nation. Noue 
of the Oxford and Cambridge examination papers that I have 
examined siuce 1890 specify any period of English· history 
later than 1815. The same is true of the examination papers 
of a number of school8 in which little was found touching upon 
the Victorian era, save in the case of Malvern and Clifton, two 
of the newest schools. When I asked for an explanation of 
tbis fact, one reply given was that a careful study of tlle 
period would rake up burning questions, on which family and 
inherited prejudices were very Lrong. For this reason it wa. 
thouo-ht be t t avoid anything that would lead to wrangling 
di putation. 
ibly it may he due to the same insufficient rea on that 
·tudy f what i all d in thi ·ountry civil gov rnment 
i' ah o t ntir l n gle te<l iu Engli h secondary 'Chools. It 
i 110t m ntion 1 iu th ir cour. · of tudy, and the only in-
stan in which :fi und it pur u d a au ind pendent tudy 
w _. : t Hail ybury wlt r a mall ·la ,' was taught by ou of the 
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teachers or'history already mentioned, who was using with his 
form Miss Buckland's little primer, Our National Institutions. 
This seems to be a very serious defect of the secondary school 
course in England, as compared with Germany, France, or the 
United States. In support of this statement I may quote 
from a striking address on 1 "The teaching of civic duty," by 
an Englishman for whom citizens of the United States have a 
high regard, tlle Hon. James Bryce: 
"Boys leave our so-called secondary schools at 16, 17, and 
18, leave even some of the greatest and most costly schools in 
the coun_try, having received no regular instruction in the 
principles and working of the British constitution, much less 
in their owu system of local government, wherein many of 
them as local magnates are soon called upon to take part." 
Professor Bryce's noble plea was delivered to an audience 
of elementary sclloolmasters, but it is a trumpet call to public 
schoolmasters, as well as to the audience before which it was 
spoken. The admirable syllabus on "The life and duties of 
the citizen," which is prescribP.d by the national educational 
department in tbe Eveuiug Continuation School Code, might 
well be followed in the great public schools. 
The time allowance for the regular teaching of history in 
most English schools shows less consideration for the subject 
than in France or Germany. In few schools are more than 
two hours per week given to class-room work in history; but 
at least one hour a week is given to history in each year of 
the school course, which in the case of most public schools 
covers fl ve or six years. The order of teaching the different 
periods of history varies very much, and as in the cycles from 
Winchester, already quote<l, seems not to have been arranged 
on any distinct pedagogical plan. 
The subordinate position of history in the school courses is 
indicated not only by tl:i.e small time allotment, but also by 
the fact that not until recently was this subject taught by 
specialists, viz, by men who had been specially trained in the 
subject of history and had devoted themselves very largely to 
teaching that subject. - The spirit of the English secondary 
school is against specializat ion in teaching, except in the case 
of science, modern languages, and mathematics. The form 
master usually teaches Latin, Greek, scripture, English, and 
1 Contemporary Review, July, 1893, 64, p. 14. Forum, July, 1893, 18, p . 552. 
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history, while in the latter subject he has had no especial 
training. A welcome reform in this respect has already begun, 
which it is to be hoped will probably gain ground and improve 
the history teaching in the schools. Several of the larger 
schools have now on their staff a history master, who bas won 
distinction in the honor school of history at Oxford, and will 
naturally bring to the teaching of this important subject the 
enthusiasm and skill which are likely to win a larger recogni-
tion for this subject in the school curriculum in the future. It 
is also to be hoped that it may win individual recognition and 
a place on the printed ccmrse of study, and not, as is often the 
case at present, be classed under English with English litera-
ture. Then the searcher after knowledge will be able to tell 
more easily what is the av'erage time allotment for history, and 
this worthy subject will gain something in estimation by being 
classed by itself, separate from other English branches. 
As to methods of teaching history, the system in the lower 
form generally consists of the thorough study of a reliable, 
but not elaborate, text-book. The work of the pupil is more 
often tested by written work than by oral questioning. The 
custom of ":fluent" recitation s on an assigned. topic, which I 
have seen admirably carried on in German gymnasia, is not 
at all comm.on in English schools. Certainly one of the valu-
able benefits of studying history ought to be the development 
of the power of oral expression, which such methods promote. 
Equally valuable also is the mental discipline and acuteness 
to be derived from rapid and incisive questioning and prompt 
answers, a system of cross-examination, which is sometimes 
known in this country under the phrase" quiz." The absence 
of this system of fluent recitation of historical facts is prob-
ably due to the prejudice so common in England against flu-
ency of speech as a possible indication of superficiality or lack 
of cholar hip. 
The sy tern of teaching known in the United States as the 
"library method," or the " laboratory method," viz, the use of 
veral book in the tudy of a li t of topic , i seldom found 
xc pt in tb highe t form where pupils are making pecial 
pr aration :£ r the hi tory-scholar hip examination at the 
univ r itie . t thi tag of the course the text-book work 
i · ·up 1 m nt y 1 tur by the teacher, o that the pupil 
a in f ility in taking n t , and by collateral reading, o 
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that they learn how to consult with permanent profit the books 
in a library. In this way, to use Dr . .Arnold's phrase, "they 
learn how to read." They thus become acquainted with the 
methods which will be of great service to them when they go in 
for honors in the School of History at Oxford or the Historical 
Tripos at Cambridge. This power of going to the heart of a 
book and securing a deposit of its con.tents in their minds is 
a characteristic of the best boys in the sixth at a great public 
school; for hard and thorough reading is the essential condi-
tion of success in winning a school exhibition or an entrance 
college scholarship, which are the intellectual honors crowning 
an able boy's career at school. Such reading, however, is 
generally confined to secondary histories. The earnest use of 
the sources with secondary-school pupils is very rare in Eng-
land, and not much used with the average student at the 
universities. Essay writing on historical subjects is very 
commonly followed in the higher forms with success and profit, 
not only for its own sake as a means of culture, but· also as a 
means of preparatory training for this work in the university, 
inasmuch as in the honor school of history at Oxford one of · 
the most important and valuable means of training is the . 
essay work with the tutor. 
In conclusion, it .would hardly be proper for a visitor with 
so limited an experience of the actual teaching of history in 
English schools, to give a general judgment as to the quality 
of the teaching of tllis important subject in the great public 
schools. He may be permitted to quote instead the public 
testimony on this point of three Englishmen who are compe-
tent judges. The first is Professor Bryce, who in the article 
already referred to, says: "History is of all subjects which 
schools attempt to handle perhaps the worst taught." The 
second is au eminent teacher and writer of history and an old 
public-school boy. He says, "The teaching of_history in the 
English public schools is not nearly so efficient as teaching in 
other branches of know ledge." The third is the editor of the 
London Journal of Education and master of the modern side in 
the Merchant Taylor's school. His words in the issue of Feb-
ruary, 1899, are: "It is generally admitted that the teaching 
of history is exceedingly bad in our schools-with, of course, 
marked. exceptions." 
Secondary education is at present the burning question 
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among educators in England,_ and a great change in the rela-
tion of the schools to the Government draweth nigh. Doubt-
less the next few years will see a general improvement in 
history teaching, especially if the classicists will be willing to 
surrender to the historians a little of the time a1lotment which 
they now demand for the ancient languages. Yet, with all the 
deficiencies of the present situatiou, the writer, -in his admira-
tion for the work of the English public school, feels it but just 
to say that the history teaching reflects the general character-
istics of the whole school Rystem-thoroughness and virility. 
APPENDIX VI. 
HISTORY IN CA NADIAN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.1 
By GEORGE M. WRONG. 
In Canada there has been no really great crisis like that of 
the Revolution or of the civil war in the United States to 
intensify historical interest. Many a citizen of Canada is not 
sure whether the old land of his ancestors or the new one of 
his birth or adoption is his real country. He still belongs to 
both, and his patriotic interest is widely diffused. Perhaps, 
as a result, he is more cosmopolitan, but he is usually wanting 
in that almost fierce love for bis country's past which in the 
United States is so keen a stimulus to historical study. .A. 
natural situation in Canada inimical to history has not been 
improved by enlightened policy. The Canadian universities, 
like the Scotch, have, until recently, quite neglected history. 
The subject had only a minor place on the curriculum and no 
adequate training in hi~torical method was furnished. Hap-
pily a marked change has taken place. In the two largest 
Canadian universities (the University of Toronto and McGill 
University) history now occupies a respectable place, tl10ugh 
it still receives far less attention than universities of similar 
importance give it in the United States. 
There is no uniform educational system in Canada; the gov-
ernment of each Province is charged with education as is that 
of each State in the United States. The Federal Govern-
ment in Canada has not even that shadowy oversight of edu-
cation that is implied in the United States by the existence of 
a Federal Commissioner of Education. Nearly five of the six 
millions of people in Canada are in the Provinces of Ontario 
and Quebec. In Quebec the schools are chiefly French, and 
are largely under the control of the Roman Catholic Church. 
Obviously the Province of Ontario must be the principal field 
1 This short article on '' History in the Canadian Schools" ,vas written, at the request 
of the committee, by Professor Wrong, professor of history in the University of Toronto. 
No study of Canadian schools has been made by the committee. 
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of our inquiries. This Province, containing nearly half of 
the population of Canada, owes -the first organization of its 
government to the American Revolution. Thousands of Loy-
alists, who refused to consent to the severance of the Ameri 
can colonies from Great Britain, found a refuge in what is now 
Ontario. Many of them belonged to the educated classes, and 
had a zeal for education similar to that of the New England 
pioneers. The early governors, too, were on the whole enlight-
ened men,. who for many years wielded a power almost des-
potic. Extensive lands were set apart for educational pur-
poses. For a long time the Anglican Church struggled to 
control State-aided education. She failed in the end. Roman 
Catholics still have separate schools supported by the rates 
levied on the taxpayers adhering to that church, but the 
remainder of the State system is now completely secularized. 
The secondary schools are numerous, and are sometimes 
found in villages of less · than 1,000 inhabitants. The State 
university for a long time charged an annual fee of only $10. 
It is now but $40, so that a college course is within the reach of 
a large number. It is becoming not uncommon for a farmer's 
son to take a degree in the university before settling down 
upon the farm. 
Until within the last ten years classics and mathematics 
claimed chief attention. Now modern languages are on about 
the same footing with them, the relative standard in mathe-
matics being probably the highest of all the subjects. History 
has a fairly good place in the lower forms, but an unimportant 
one in the work for the college-entrance examination, being 
worth only one-third of the value of Greek or Latin, and one-
sixth of that of mathematics. 
The curriculum in the secondary schools of Ontario is limited 
to the history o~ ancient Greece and Rome, of England, and of 
anada. In some of the smaller provinces an outlme of gen-
eral hi tory is included. History is compulsory in every year 
of the cour e, which u ually extends over about four year . 
In me chool five hours a week are given to history; the 
av rag would be about three hours. The larger school with 
five r ID re teacher have usually a specialist devoted to hi -
ory 1 n . In of the maller chools any member of the 
· • ff m y lrn in hi t ry thru t upon him. 
L m bri fly my ritici m and sugge tion : 
1. r h rai11ing- f th teach r wa for a long time 
ha n • tw -fold r a on for this. On the 
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one hand the real difficulties both of teaching and of learning 
history have been underestimated. Roederer, the minister of 
the first Napoleon, banished the teaching of' history from the 
French schools on the ground that the suqject could easily be 
learned without being taught. This view is still widespread. 
In Canada it bas hardly yet been realized that the truths of 
history are subtle and may easily be missed, and that to teach it 
there must be added to a thoughful study of the facts a vigorous 
and disciplined imagination and the power of arranging com-
plex material effectively. Because the teaching was usually 
bad, pupils came to regard history as a dreary aud painful 
study. The other cause of the insufficient training of teachers 
of history has been the defective work of the universities, 
already referred to. The education department for Ontario has 
been quick to utilize for the schools the better work which the 
colleges are now doing in history. There is a system of spe-
cialist certificates for teachers. To teach classics, mathematics, 
etc., a high specialistic qualification had long been required. 
For a long time any one was allowed to teach history, but now 
a specialist in history must pass examinations hardly less diffi-
cult than those for an honor degree in modern history at Oxford. 
The improvement of the teaching of history? as a result of this 
policy, will probably soon be very marked. Of course it will 
still happen in the smaller schools that history will be taught 
by masters with no special qualifications, for these schools can 
not have a master devoted exclusively to history. The point 
gained, however, is that history is now on the same footing as 
other departments with regard to specialistic training. 
2. The curriculum is defective. The history of Greece and 
Rome to the Augustan age, and that of England and Canada, 
do not form a well-balanced course of historical study. It 
-leaves untouched, almost, the great epochs of continental 
Europe, and makes it possible for a student to go up to the 
university having scarcely heard of St. Bernard, Charles V, 
Frederick the Great, or Mirabeau. In Canada, a part of the 
British Empire, pupils know nothing of other portions of the 
same Empire-India or Australia, and as far as I can learn, 
the history of the United States is not taught in any Canadian 
school. The curriculum suggested in the foregoing report 
is hardly suitable for Canada, but that portion of it which 
relates to the history of continental Europe might well be 
adopted in the Canadian schools. 
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3. The time given to history is usually, though not always, 
inadequate. New subjects are making claims, sometimes ex-
travagant, upon the time of the schools. In a large secondary 
school in Toronto, the time available weekly was divided into 
thirty-five periods. Of these the physical sciences claimed at 
first twenty-two, much to the amusement of the other depart-
ments. History with no technical language, appears to be 
easier than chemistry, and it may plausibly be urged that it 
should take a minor place upon the time table. Friends of 
history ought to insist that an extension of the curriculum 
should go hand in hand with an extension of the time for instruc-
tion. It sliould be laid down as a general rule that the teach·-
ing must cover the whole ground of the curriculum. The 
pupils usually rewember what they read in the text-book only 
when they hear it talked about in the class. 
4. The text-books are inferior in quality. The education 
department requires the same text-book to be used in all the 
schools. For English history the highest classes use Green's 
"Short History of the English People"-by far the best book 
on the list, but, in my opinion not a good text-book. The other 
books are, on the whole, colorless compilations, "confused iu 
arrangement," as one teacher writes me, "bad in diction, and 
with 110 sense of proportion." These defects are not peculiar 
to the books used in Canada. To pick out the salient features 
of a nation's history and to descriLe them with both scientrfic 
precision and literary charm are tasks requiring rare gifts. 
Until our best minds turn to the u11attractive but useful task 
of writing history text-books, we shall not have what we need. 
One may say in closing that though history has not as yet 
really flourished in the ·canadian schools, its status is steadily 
improving. The key of the situation i: really with the college , 
These train the teacher, and an able teacher properly trained 
will give dignity to and win a place for the subj ct. With 
such teacher the dr ary history le on has been transformed 
in ome places in anada into an animated lectur . early 
every chool ha a library-often very incomplete, of cour e. 
Ag d tea her and a good library for his own ne ds, to which 
the pupil may al be referred-the e will be the two be t 
< g nt £ r impr ving he tatu. f hi t ry. It i till tru 
h, t th , n~j ·t i. ft •n n .gl ct cl ancl I , e n b pe that a 
unif rm, t udar l ('a,n ad pt d in all th e ond ry chool . 
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Those with a small staff sometimes try to cover as many sub-
jects as do the larger schools, and the teaching of some branches 
must be slighted. One effective way of increasing the atten-
tion to history in the work for college entrance would be to 
establish competitive schohtrships at matriculation for excel-
lence in history. Such scholarships have done much for Greek, 
Latin, and modern languages. They have not yet been offered 
in connection with history, and naturally the best pupils bend 
their energies to the subjects that have the prospect of reward. 
APPENDIX VII. 
SOME BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON THE TEACHING 
OF HISTORY. 
The following titles have been selected from the vast num-
ber of books and articles relating to history and its teaching, 
in the hope that they may prove helpful to tt>achers who may 
not already be acquainted with them. Longer lists .will be 
found in Channing and Hart's Guide to the Study of .Amer-
ican History, section 15, and at the beginning of the various 
chapters of Hinsdale's How to Study and Teach History. For 
discussions that have appeared since the publication of these 
works, see particularly the Educational Review, the School 
Review, and the Proceedings of the National Educational 
Association, the Association of OollE,ges and Preparatory 
Schools in the Middle States and Maryland, the similar .Asso-
ciation in New England, and of the New England History 
Teachers' 4-ssociation. Mr. J. I. Wyer, of the library of the 
University of Nebraska, has compiled for the American His-
torical .Association an extensive Bibliography o( the Study 
and Teaching of History, which it is hoped will soon be pub-
lished. The prices quoted below are taken from the publish-
ers' catalogues; in the case of works in foreign languages they 
do not include the cost of binding. 
1. BOOKS WITH WHICH EVERY TEACHER 01<' HISTORY 811 OLD BE 
ACQUAINTED. 
CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS, A Manual of Hi°storica.l Literature. Third 
edition. New York, Harpers, 1889. $2.50. 
'ontains an introduction on the study of history, "brief descriptions 
of the mo t important histories h1 Engljsh, French, and G rman," and 
su(Tgr-stions a to cour es of r ading on particular countri s or pc-riods. 
The work ncr-ds revi ion. onu nscbein's Bibliography of Hi ·tory (re-
printecl from bi, B st Books and Rca<ler's Guide, London, 1 97, 4s. 6d.), is 
mor re ent, all(l in some r sp cts mor helpful. 
Tm.:; A:\IERI N 111 TORI 'AL REVIEW. New York, facmillan, quart rly 
in e 1 5. ,·3 a y<'ar (free to m mb<'rs of the American Historical 
A . oci. ti 11). 
Ev~r · progr iv , tea.ch r of hi tory shon]d kc p ahr ast of cnrrent 
puhhc:: tionB on bi t rical topi<· . Th mo. t conv nient method i by 
m :rn of th hook rr·viewK anll uol sin th<' American Ili toric, l cview. 
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EDWARD CHANNING AND ALBERT B_USHNELL HART, Guide to the Study 
of American History. Boston, Ginn, 1896. $2. 
Includes a consideration of methods and materials, a bibliography of 
American history, and a series of topical references. Especially intended 
for the teacher of American History. 
BURKE AARON HINSDALE, How to Study and Teach History, with Par-
ticular Reference to the History of the United -States. (International 
Education Series.) New York, Appleton, 1894. $1.50. 
"No effort is made to tell the teacher just what be shall teach or just 
how he shall teach it. The aim is rather to state the uses of history, to 
defiue in a general way its field, to present and to illustrate criteria, for 
the choice of facts, to emphasize fthe organization of facts with reference 
to the three principles of association, to indicate sources of information, 
to describe the qualifications of the teacher, and, finally, to illustrate 
causation and the grouping of facts by drawing the outlines of some 
important chapters of American history." The book is written particu-
larly for the use of teachers in elementary and secondary schools, and 
contains numerous references to books and articles on the s"hbject. 
CHARLES VICTOR LANGLOIS AND CHARLES SEIGNOBOS, Introduction to 
the Study of History. Translated by G. G. Berry, with a preface by 
F. York Powell. New York, Holt, 1898. $2.25. 
The best brief treatise on the methods of historical investigation. 
Appendix I treats briefly of history in French secondary' schools. 
R1<:PORT OF THE COMMITTEE [ OF TEN] ON SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDIES. 
Washington Bureau of Education, 1893. Now out of print in this 
form. Also reprinted by the American Book Company, New York, 
1894. 30 cents. -
Pp. 162-203 contain the report of the Madison Conference on history, 
civil government, and political economy; pp. 185-200. are devoted to 
"methods. of historical teaching." · 
2. OTIIER NOTEWORTHY B0OI{S ON HISTORICAL METHODS. · 
MARY SHELDON BARNES, Studies iu Historical Method. Boston, Heath, 
1896: · 90 cents. 
"Written especially for the teacher who wishes to specialize his work;" 
particularly suggestive in regard to children's ideas of history. Contains 
brief bibliographies; sources, pp. 8-10; helps for the study of current 
history, pp. 14-15; bibliographical aids, maps and atlases, chronologies, 
pp. 34-37; works on method, pp. 139-144. 
JOHANN GUSTAV DROYSEN, Outline of the Principles of History. Trans-
lated by E. Benjamin Andrews. Boi:;ton, Ginn, 1893. $1. 
A philosophical discussion of the nature of history. 
EDWARD A. FREEMAN, Methods of Historical Study. London and New 
York, Macmillan, 1886. 
Interesting lectures on various aspects of historical study in general. 
G. STANLEY HALL, editor. Methods of Teaching History. Second. edi-
tion. Boston, Heath, 1885. $1.50. 
A series of papers by teachers of history on various aspects of historical 
study, particularly as seen in colleges and universities. Now somewhat 
out of date; a third edition is proposed. 
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WILLIAM HARRISON MACE. Method in History. Boston, Ginn, 1897. $1. 
Treats of the "organization of historical material," particularly as illus-
trated by American history. 
3. TEN USE~'UL ARTICLES ON METHODS 01<' TEACHING HISTORY lN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
This short list contains only articles which deal directly and in a helpful 
way with problems of teaching; articles on the nature of historical study 
in general, on the place of history in schools, or on the arrangement of 
the curriculum in history are not included. 
MARY SHELDON BARNES. The Teaching of Local History. In Educa-
tional Review (December, 1895), X, 481-488. 
A more special article on the same theme is that of 
R. G. THWAITES, -The Study of Local History in the Wisconsin Schools, in 
Wisconsin Journal of Education (:N"ovember, 1888), XVIII, 465-476. 
JAMES BRYCE, The Teachings of Civic Duty. In Forum (July, 1893), XV, 
552-566; Contemporary Review (July, 1893), LXIV, 14-28. 
ALBirnT BUSHNELL HART, How to Teach History in Secondary Schools. 
In Syracuse Academy (Scptember1 October, 1887), II, 256-265, 306-315. 
Reprintetl in his Studies iu American Education (New York, Longmans, 
1895), 91-121. 
RAY GREENg HULING, History in Secondary Education. In Educational 
Review (May, June, 1894), VII, 448-459; VIII, 43-53. 
J. W. MACDONALD, Civics by the Parliamentary Method. In yrncnse 
Academy (May, 1892), VII, 217-227. 
PRACTICAL MicTII0DS OF TEACHING HISTORY. In Edncational Review 
(April, 1898), XV, 313-330. 
Report to the New England History Teachers' Association, with discus-
sion by President Eliot. Printed also in the Register and Report of the 
First Annual Meeting of the Associatio11, Boston, 1897. 
REP0BT OF TIIE CONFERENCE ON ENTRANCJi; RI~QUIRE.MENTS IN HISTORY 
(to the New England Association of Colleges and Preparatory chools). 
In School Review (October, 1895), III, 469-4.85. 
For discussion of this report, see School Review (Dec •mb ·r, 1895), III, 
597-631; Educational Review (December, 1895), X, 417-429. 
,JAME E. Ros ELL, History a.ncl Geography i u the Higher cbools of er-
many. In cbool Review (May, October, 1 97) 1 V. 257-268, 539--47. 
lso form part of his erman Hirrber chools (New York, Lon~ma.n , 
1 99), 291-311. 
L CY 1. , The T aching of History Ill Academies and oll g 
cad my (, ept mber, l 90 ), V. 2 3- 292. 
m u :rnd tlio Higher Educ·at1on ( •w York, Harp r , 
ug ,e tio111:1 to Tea. ·h r . . In Channing' 
roit d , tat s ( ' w York, Ma m1llan, 1 9 ), 
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4. VALUABLE WORKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES. 
RAFAEL ALTAMIRA, La Enseiianza de la Historia. Second edition, Madrid, 
Suarez, 1895. $2. 
Largely a description of the secondary and higher instruction in history 
in Europe and America. 
ERNST BERNHEIM, Lehrlmch der historischen Methode. Second edition. 
Leipzig, Duncker and Hum blot, 1894. $3; bound, $3.50. 
An admirable manual, discnssing the nature of historical science, its 
relations to other subjects, and the principles of historical criticism and 
interpretation. Excellent bibliographies. 
0SKAR JAGER, Didaktik und Methoclik des Geschichtsunterrichts. 
Munich, Beck, 1895. 75 cents. (Reprinted from Baumeister's Hand-
buch der Erziehungs- und Unterrichtslehre fi.ir hohere Schulen.) 
Gives a detailed exposition of the methods of instruction in the various 
classes of the German gymnasium. 
CHARLES VICTOR LANGLOIS, Manuel de Bibliographie Historique. Part I. 
Paris, Hachette, 1896. 60 cents. 
The best account of th_e bi bliograpbical tools of the historian. 
ERNEST LA VISSE. A prop~s de nos Ecol es. Paris, Colin, 1895. 70 cents. 
M. Lavisse is an exceedingly stimulating writer on history aml its 
teaching, but unfortunately bis essays are scattered in various publica-
tions. This volume includes (pp. 77-107) his report of 1890 on methods of 
teaching history in secondary schools. 
5. ARTICLES ON THE TEACHING OF HISTORY WRITTEN FROM THE POINT 
OF Vrnw OF ENGLISH SCHOOLS. 
ALICE ANDREWS, Teaching Modern History to Senior Classes. In Work 
and Play in Girl's Schools (London and New York, Longmans, 1899), 
124-158. $2.25. 
OSCAR BROWNING, The Teaching o( History in Schools. In Royal His-
torical Society Transactions, new series, ,JV, 69-84. 
R. F. CHARLES, History Teaching in Schools. In London Journal of Edu-
cation (June, 1895), XVII, 379. 
A.H. GARLICK, A New Manna.I of Method. London and New York, Long-
mans, 1896. $1.20. 
Chapter XIII deals with history. 
R. SOMERVELL, Modern History. In P. A. Barnett's Teaching and Organi-
zation (London and New York, Longmans, 1897), 161-179. $2. 
C.H. SPENCE, A. L. SMITH, The Teaching of Modern History. In Essays. on 
Secondary Education, edited by Christopher Cookson (Oxford, Claren-
don Press, 1898), 161-195. 
J. WELLS, The Teaching of History in Schools. (A lecture delivered at the 
University Extension Summer Meeting in Oxford.) London, .Vlethuen, 
1892. 6 cl. 
II. L. WITHER ·, Ancient History. In P.A. Barnett's Teaching and Organi-
zation (London and New York, Longmans, 1897), 180-198. 
APPENDIX VIII. 
MAPS AND ATLASES. 
Intelligerit and effective teaching of history demands at 
every stage a well-chosen supply of maps and atlases. Besides 
a S(}t of political and physical maps of the continents, such as 
are now found in almost every school, there are needed maps 
in greater detail, both political and physical, of the principal 
countries whose history is studied in the school, as well as sets 
of 'historical wall maps, indexed historical atlases, and a good 
modern reference atlas of the world.1 Small outline maps in 
the possession of each pupil may also be used to advantage.2 
This committee does not feel itself called upon to give a com-
plete annotated catalogue of the maps and atlases available 
for use in secondary schools; bnt it seems to be within its 
province to suggest what may be regarded as the minimum 
geographical equipment for treating the various periods of 
history wli.ich have been 01-itlined in the body of the report. 
The prices are quoted from publishers' price lists; in case of 
foreign works they do not include the duty, when imported by 
an individual. 
1. ANC_IENT HISTORY. 
The best wall maps for the stuuy of ancient geography are 
tli.e Wandkarten zur alten Geschichte, prepared under the 
direction of Ileinrich Kiepert and published in Berlin by 
D. Reimer. The American agents are Rand, McNally & Co., 
Chicago. The American prices for individual maps, mounted 
on common rollers, run from $6 to $8; the full set in a case, 
with pring rollers, cost $88. In Germany single maps vary 
in price from 15 to 22 marks, according to map and mounting, 
and th c t of a t, without a ca e, is correspondingly les . 
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The full set is desirable; the maps of Greece, Italy, and the 
Roman Empire are indispensable. The schoQJ should also 
possess good physical wall maps of Greece, Italy, and the 
Mediterranean lands as a whole. 
The best desk atlas of ancient history is also-
KrnPERT, ATLAS ANTIQUUS. Twelve Maps of the Ancient World. Ameri-
can edition, Boston, B. H. Sanborn & Co., 1892. $2. 
Others are-
GINN & Co.'s CLASSICAL ATLAS. Boards, $1.40; cloth, $2.30 
LONGMANS' CLASSICAL ATLAS. $2. 
At least one such atlas should always be at hand, and it 
may often be possible to require pupils to procure copies for 
themselves. 
A more elaborate work is-
SP1wNER-SIEGLrN, ATLAS ANTIQUUS. Gotha, Periihes. In parts, 20 marks; 
separate maps, 80 pfennigs each. 
For maps illustrating the early Middle .Ages, see the follow-
ing section. Some of the collections there mentioned also 
cover ancient history. The first part of MacOoun's Historical 
Geography Charts of Europe is entitled '' .Ancient and Clas-
sical," and is sold separately (Boston, Silver, Burdett & Co., 
$15). 
2. MEDI.2EVAL AND MODERN HISTORY. 
The first essential for the teaching of mediIB~al and modern 
history is a large map of Europe. Ordinary maps are apt to 
be too small to render much service in historical instruction. 
If the school can have but one large map it should be physical, 
since the detail of the modern political map obscures the fun-
damental geographical features and confuses the pupil with 
modern boundary lines. 1 This should be supplemented by a 
series of historical wall maps, of which the most scholarly is 
the Historischer Wandatlas of Spruner-Bretschneider, a set of 
ten maps, 62 by 52 inches, covering the period from .A. D. 350 
to 1815. (Gotha, Perthes, 1894; iu loose sheets, 56 marks; 
mounted in a portfolio, 90 marks.) The mediIBval and modern 
1 Physical features are conveniently brought out in exaggerated form by the relief 
maps prepared by Giuseppe Roggero, and published by G. B. Paravfa & Co., Turin, Rome, 
and Florence. The set includes maps of Italy, Spain, Franc.;, Scandinavia, Germany, tbe 
British Isles, and the Balkan Peninsula, varying in size from 8 X 10 to 10 X 12 inches; 
the price of each n1ap is 2 lire, or, including packing and postage (but not the tluty, when 
imported by an individual) about 50 cents. 
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section of the Historical Geography Charts of Europe, pre-
pared by Townsend MacCoun (Boston, Silver, Burdett & Co., 
$15), consists of nineteen loose maps on maniia paper, cover-
ing the period from A. D. 526 to 1894. Modern maps of indi-
vidual European countries are also helpful, and, for the recent 
period, maps of the other continents are necessary. For spe-
cial subjects and battlefields, single sheets of the various gov-
ernment surveys will be found useful, and can be had through 
any foreign bookseller. 
The best small atlas of European history is: 
F. W. PUTZGER1 HISTORISCHER SCHUL-ATLAS ZUR ALTEN, MITTLERE:N 
UND NEUEN GESCHICHTE. Twenty-second edition, Bielefeld and 
Leipzig, Velhagen and Klasing, 1897. 2 marks; bound, 2 marks 70 
pfennigs. 
It contains 67 large 3,nd 71 small maps, but has no index of places. 
Other small atlases are the following : 
C. COLBECK, THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS HISTORICAL ATLAS. Fourth edition. · 
London and New York, Longmans, 1894. $1.50. 
One hnndred and one maps and plans, and an index of places. Begins 
with the fourth century A. D.; as the maps are for the most part repro-
duced from the Epochs of Modern History, they are not very well dis-
tributed over the period. 
KIEPERT AND W0LJJ', HIST0RI CHER SCHUL-ATLAS ZUR ALTE , MlTTLimEN 
UND NEUEHEN GESCHICHTE. Seventh edition. Berlin, D. R imer, 
1896. Bound, 3 marks 60 pfennigs. Thirty-six maps. 
ROBERT HENLOPEN LAI:lBERTON, HISTORICAL ATLAS, 3800 B. C. to 18 6 
A. D. Boston, Silver, Burdett & Co., 1886. $1.25. Sixty-four pages 
of maps. 
The , chool library should also possess one of the following 
excellent historical atlases, each of which covers ancient as 
w 11 a medheval and modern 'history: 
TAV DROY E ' ALLGEMEINER HI T0IUSCllltR HANDATLAS. Bielefeld 
and Leipzig, Velhagen and Klasing, 1886. 20 marks; bound, 25 
mark. 
Eighty-eight parres of maps, with descriptive text. 
FRA z • BRADER, ATLA DE Gf.:oGRAPHIE HIST0RIQUE. Paris, Racbett , 
1 ' . Bound, 35 francs. 
Fift ·-Jiv doubl -page plat and a large number of sketch maps, with 
riptiv t . t and an ind x of plac s. 
ufortnnat ly, th only Engli, h atla of the type of chrader 
and Dr '11 th lli t ri ·al tla f Modern Europe now ap-
h I n l r · und r the editor hip of Hegi-
1 c mpl t d in thirty art , at 3 . 6d. 
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each), is much more expensive, an'd covers only t4e medi val 
and modern periods. .Freeman's Historical Geography of 
Europe (one volume of text and one of maps, Londou and 
New York, Longmans, 1881) is now out of print. 
Still ·greater detail will be found in-
SPRUNER~MENKE, HANDATLAS ZUR GESCHICHTE DES MITTELALTER UNI 
DER NEUERN ZEIT. Gotha, Perthes, 1880. In parts, 85 marks 60 
pfennigs. Any map may be had separately at 1 mark 20 pfennigs. 
3. ENGLISH HISTORY. 
The study of English history requires, in the first place, 
large wall maps, political and physical, of the British Isles, 
and also-
SAMUEL RAWSON . GARDINER, SCHOOL ATLAS OF ENGLISH HISTORY (Lon-
don and New York, Longmans, 1891, $1.50). 
For the proper comprehension of the continental and impe-
rial aspects of English history there is also needed much of 
the equipment necessary for the study of general medireval 
and modern history. This is the case particularly as regards 
wall maps; smaller maps of Europe and the colonie·s are 
largely represented in Gardiner's admirable Atlas. 
4. AMERICAN HISTORY. 
Information concerning the most serviceable maps for use in 
connection with classes in American history will be found in 
Channing and Hart's Guide to American History, section 21, 
and in the List of the Publications of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, which will he furnished on application to the 
Director of that Survey, Washington, D. 0. Schools should 
always possess a good general map of North America, and a 
large map of the United States, such as that published by the 
United States Land Office (price, unmounted, $L25). Also 
useful is Albert Bushnell Hart's Epoch Maps Illustrating · 
American History (New York, Longmans, 1891, 50 cents; re-
printed from the ·Epochs of .American History). · The United 
States Geological Survey publishes for its own use a three-
sheet, and a reduced one-sheet, physical map -of the United 
States, giving only rivers, lakes, and contours, without politi-
cal boundaries or names. This map may sometimes be obtained 
by special arrangement with the Survey, and it is almost indis-
pensable, since the modern map with its State boundaries gives 
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a wrong historical impression. These maps may best be sup-
plemented by the various physiographic maps issued by the 
United States Geological Survey, and especially by the detailed 
topographic maps of small areas, sold in sheets at 5 cents each 
(and in lots of a hundred or more copies, whether of the same 
sheet or different sheets, at 2 cents each, a list may be obtained 
on application), and by sets of historical maps which the 
teacher may prepare on outlines, such as those mentioned in 
the note on page 560. Townsend MacOoun also has a series of 
Historical Charts of the United States (Boston, Silver, Burdett 
& Co., $15). 




THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS 
COMMISSION. 
To the Executive Council of the 
.American Bistorical Association: 
The Historical Manuscripts C9mmission begs leave to sub-
mit herewith its third annual report: 
The work of the Commission during t.he past year has been 
mainly concerned with the projected edition of the correspond-
ence of John 0. Calhoun, mentioned in the last annual report. 
Between the time when that report was formally presented 
and the time when its text was turned over to the printer im-
portant progress was made, of wLich the record was embodied 
in that report as printed. What is there said may be briefly 
recapitulated. The trustees of the Clemsou .Agricultural Col-
lege in South Carolina lent to the Commission, for the purposes 
indicated, its collection of the manuscripts of Mr. Calhoun, and 
permitted them to be transferred, for the convenience of the 
editor, to Providence, R. I., where they are now stored, under 
all proper safeguards, in the fireproof library- building of 
Brown University. 
The collection includes about 430 letters written by Mr. Cal-
houn and about 3,000 written to him, and illustrates his career 
from early manhood to the day of bis death. Nearly all these 
letters of Mr. Calhoun and a portion of those addressed to him 
have now been examined, and the major portion of the former 
has been copied for the press. The collection forms an exceed-
ingly rich body of material for the understanding of Mr. Cal-
houn's public career. The letters illustrate in the fullest 
degree his character, disclosing ~ith entire transparency his 
motives and his thoughts, · and heightening const2intly the 
reader'A impression of his sincerity, bis patriotism, and his 
devotion to duty. They contain no sentence concernhig 
which, on grounds personal to himself, he need have regretted 
that it should be disclosed to the present world. 
But the Commission, as was intimated in the last report, 
was not disposed to rest satisfied with this ample collection. 
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Constant efforts, entailing much correspondence on the part of 
various members of the Commission, have been made to supple-
ment it with other collections of letters. Gratifying success 
has been attained already. Mr. Patrick Calhoun and Miss 
Margaret Calhoun, children of Mr. Calhoun's oldest son, have 
placed at the disposal of the Commission their collection of 
Mr. Calhoun's letters to their father, a collection second only 
in importance to that lent by Clemson College. Mr. R. P. 
Maynard, of Tacoma, Wash., of the family of Gen. Duff Green, 
a man closely bound to Mr. Calhoun by both political and fam-
ily ties, has forwarded to Providence what remains in his 
hands of the highly interesting correspondence between these 
two public men. Mr. Edward Spann Hammond, of Blackville, 
S. C., has lent the important series of letters which passed 
between his father, Governor and Senator J. H. Hammond, 
and Mr. Calhoun. Mr. J. Van Deventer,_ of Knoxville, Tenn., 
son of M3:j. C. Van Deventer, Mr. Calhoun's chief clerk in 
the War Department, has sent a uumber of Mr. Calhoun's 
letters to his father. Mrs. J. F. Calhoun and several other 
possessors have made loans equally liberal, though of minor 
stores of material. 
There are now at hand somewhat more than 600 letters of 
Mr. Calhoun, about two-thirds of which seem to the editor 
worth printing in whole or in part. Efforts to increase the 
number are still progressing. Circulars have recently been 
addressed to all the newspapers in South Carolina, and valu-
able results may be expected from their mediatio11. The news-
papers in certain other States have already been used with 
some effect. The possessor:;; of some uotal>le collections of 
historical manuscript have a sured the Commission of their 
readiness to upply whatever letters of Mr. Calhoun they have 
whenever this is desir cl. 
In th la, t report it wa intimated that the correspondence 
of John 0. Calhoun would be pre ented with the pre ent 
r 'port and would £ rm i s chief feature. Thi ha, proved 
impracti ·abl . In the first place, the preparation aud editing 
f o c u, id r ble a ma. s of paper takes time, and tliat rn m-
b r of th , mmi i n who i to <lit them ha not been able 
t i great am unt. of time ·outinuou ly to the matter. 
'Ihi · 1 , ta l might have en v r ome. ut a more erion 
n i r 1 l y re.,id 1 iu th f t that ne of them t im-
1101 t. n <: 11 ·tion, p k n of c wa 
h bt· in ·<l n1y lat ly. ] w ul<l h nun 
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go to press with a volume lacking this collection and others 
which are expected. The work of search and solicitation is 
still going on, and its results in many cases can not be hastened. 
The present report is, therefore, so far as the Calhoun papers 
are concerned, simply a report of progress. But though the 
Commission does not print herewith any of his letters, yet, as 
a preliminary w bich may bring some information useful to the 
contemplated edition, it submits herewith (.Appendix II) a list, 
arranged in chronological order, of such of his letters as have 
heretofore been printed. Those who may examine it are invited 
to suggest additious, if any other printed letters of Calhoun are 
known to them. It is important that the Commission should 
avoid printing that which has already been made public, and 
for other reasons its members would be glad to have this con-
spectus made more complete. They repeat their request made 
a year ago, that they be informed of any known or probable 
collections of letters by or to Mr. Calhoun, and that possessors 
be so kind as to aid them by the loan of letters. They trust 
that they need not repeat the assurance then given, that such 
letters will be carefully preserved and promptly returned. 
With the present report the Commission also presents, as 
Appendix I, a body of information relative to historical man-
uscripts in private hands, derived from the replies received to 
its circulars of inquiry. In the first year of its existence the 
Comm~ssion sent out a circular addressed to libraries; it is 
described on page 473 of the First Annual Report ( American 
Historical .Association, Report for 1896). Where printed de-
scriptions, lists, or calendars of the historical manuscripts 
possessed by libraries existed aud were made known by the 
replies received in answer to this circular, they were mentioned 
in the second section (" Local Repositories") of the "List of 
printed guides to and descriptions of archives," etc., which 
was presented iu the First Report (i. e., in pp. 495-512) . But 
some such descriptions have since come to the knowledge of 
the compiler, and a considerable number of libraries, which 
had not printed descriptions of tlrnir manuscripts relating to 
American history, kindly supplied the Commission with lists 
or statements. Items of these two sorts are now printed here-
with. It is believed that their utility to historical inquirers 
is obvious. 
In the same year the Commission also sent out a large 1mm-
ber of circulars to private in<lividuals owning or having knowl-
edg of unpublislied documents of historical value. The text 
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of the circular is reproduced on pages 4 71 and 4 72 of the First 
Report. Other copies have subsequently been sent out from 
time to time, when addresses of persons from whom useful 
replies might be expected have been communicated to the 
members of the Commission. The information contained in 
those replies which seemed to have any importance is now 
presented. It will be evident that the returns have been few 
in comparison with the large mass of such historical matter 
known to be in private possession in various parts of the 
country. - The· Commission feels sure that, as its work becomes 
better known through the publication of successive annual 
reports, and as its operations (if the hopes which its members 
venture to entertain are fulfilled) begin to command public 
confidence, a much freer communication of such data will 
ensue, so that it will in turn be able to perform this portion of 
its duties much more fully and satisfactorily. But it does not 
think it desirable to withhold longer those items of knowledge 
concerning historical manuscripts in private bands (some of 
them very interesting items and not hitherto generally known) 
w bich it has already collected. 
Finally, the Commission believes that it performs a real serv-
ice to students of American history, especially for the period 
before 1800, and one which no other agency was likely to under-
take, by presenting, in a third appendix to the present report, 
a classified body of data for American history, derived from 
the publications of ·the organization upon which this Commis-
sion was modeled-the Royal Commission on Historical Manu-
scripts in Great Britain. That commission, first appointed in 
1869, has published reports and appendixes constituting no 
fewer than 17 folio and 63 octavo volumes of varying thick-
nes , and presenting, as is well known, an enormous mass 
of detailed indications respecting matters of English history. 
Many of the volumes are replete with information relating to 
Am ri auhi tory,particularlyufthecolonialandRevolutionary -
period,. ut while individually the volumes are well indexed, 
tb eri ha a y t no general index. The American it m 
ar att red promi cuou, lythrough the 80 volume , occurring 
th re for the mo t part, in n other order than that in which 
th Y ccur in th ·ollection f manu cript whi h happen to 
h~v . h n u · ~.·:i ly xamin d by the agent of the com-
mt ·1 u. <· I<lin ly c 1th ugh th 11 cti n i a ri •h mine 
< f kn wl <lo- for the m ri ·an ,·tn l nt, • ntaining text r 
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summaries of uncounted documents inaccessible to him in his 
own country, it is a mine largely unworked because of the 
material difficulties of pursuing a particular vein t~rough it. 
The Commission conceived it to be a part of their function to 
open up tl.tese treasures by causing a systematic index to be 
prepared. It is herewith submitted for publication in the hope 
that it will prove to be not the least useful of the Commission's 
undertakings. For its preparation the Commission is indebted 
to Miss Gertrude S. Kimball, of Providence; for much of tlJe 
detail of the preceding appendixes, to Dr. Edmund 0. Burnett, 
iirstructor in Brown Uuiversity, and to Mr. John Pettibone, of 
Broad Brook, Conn. 
With so much more manus~ript material pressing upon its 
attention than it can possibly deal with in any but a Jong 
series of years, the Commission must necessarily try, on 
rational principles of division of labor, to refer to local and 
other societies all those historical accumulations which are 
called to its attention, but can be deemed to belong more appro-
priately to the" sphere of influence" of the latter organizations. 
Wherever it has seemed practicabte this has b·een done. 
Tl.tere are welcome signs of increasiug interest and activity in 
documentary publication among the historical societies of the 
country. The oldest of them, the Massachusetts Historical 
Society, in June last iustituted a historical-manuscripts com-
mittee, charged to discover and keep track of valuable collec-
tions of historical manuscript, to increase the public apprecia-
tion of such documents and to preserve them from destruction, 
to acquire them for the society, if possible, aud arrange for 
their caleudariug and publication, if this seemed expedient. 
' The committee proposes unusually compreheusive and elabo-
rate plans for the accomplishment of its purposes. It intends 
to giye extensive circulation, withiu aud without the State, to 
a circular admirably designed for the furtherance of those 
purposes. This committee has added to its number a member 
of this Commission who is a corresponding member of the 
society, and it intends to cooperate with this Commission in 
all possible ways. 
Circulars similar to that referred to have, it may be added, 
been issued by the Wisconsin State Historical Society and 
by other similar organizations. The Massachusetts committee 
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proposes, among other circulars, an appeal intended to inter-
est school children in the preservation of manuscript materials 
for history. 
In its future work the Commission intends, while cooperat-
ing with the historical societies of the country, to leave to 
them the tasks which more properly belong to them, and to 
confine its own labors, as far as possible, to historical manu-
scripts of national importance. Since its next report must be 
mainly occupied with the Calhoun papers, it forbears for the 
present to specify the objects which must next afterwards 
attract its attention; but it begs the members of the, council 
and aU members of the American Historical .Association to 
further the purposes for whjch it was instituted by communi-
cating to its members such information as may occur respect-
ing historical manuscripts in private hands. 
Respectfully submitted. 
DECEMBER 30, 1898. 
J. FRANKLIN JAMESON, Ohairrnan. 
WM. P. TRENT. 
FREDERICK J. TURNER. 
JAMES BAIN, Jr. 
APPENDIX I. 
ITEMS RESPECTING HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS. 
A.-IN LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES. 
Of the following notes, those which are in.closed in brackets are to be 
regarded as supplementary to the "List of printed guides," etc., printed 
in the First Report of the Commission, pp. 481-512; they re'for to printed 
iists already in existence. Attention is especially called to the items, sup-
plied by Mr. Henry Harmon Noble, of pieces in the public documents of 
the State of New York relating to its manuscripts at Albany. 
The items not inclosed in lJrackets lrnve been derived. from the replies 
received frpm the circulars mentioned on p. 473 of the same report. The 
chairman gratefully acknowledges the aid receiYed from Prof. E. C. Bnr-
nett in the redaction of these notes. The arrangement is geographical. 
MAINE. 
Augusta. 
KENNEBEC NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUARIAN SocrnTY • 
.A few MSS. of general historical interest. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Concord. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
1. Original records of court-martial, Louisburg, 1746-1748. 
2. Plumer papers (brief biographies of contemporaries), 5 volumes. 
3. Sullivan papers, containing autograph letters of ·wasbington (between :JO and 
40), General Burgoyne, Benedict Arnold, etc. [See .A.H . .A.. Report, 1897, p. 488. J 
4. MSS., letters, etc., of Daniel Webster, 16 large volumes. 
5. Bedel papers, Hibbard papers, etc. 
6. Historical MSS. of .John Elwyn. 
7. List of 4,400 + p ersons dying at 90 or more years. 
8. Court records, Barnstable County, Mass., 1663-1673. 
9. Records of court of sessions, Portsmouth, N. H., 1692, 17 volumes. 
Hanover. 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY. 
Letters (about 150), chiefly to Rev. Nathaniel Whittaker, from Lord Dartmouth 
Whitfield, the evangelist, Governor .John Wentworth, and otbers. 
VERMONT. 
UNIVER ITY OF VERMONT. 
Btirlington. 
Charter of Cumberland County, issued by George III, March 19, 1768. 
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MASSA OHUSETTS. 
Bedford. 
BEDFORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
1. llnreconlecl deeds. 
2. Military rolls. 
3. Bill of sale of negro slave in this town, etc. 
Boston. 
AMERICAN BOARD Ol!' COMMISSIONERS FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS. 
Letters, reports, etc., from mission1.ries among the North American Indians. 
BOSTON ATHENJEUM. 
A. MSS. of Ezekiel Price . 
1. Notarial r ecords of William Aspin;all, December 30, 1644, to July 4, 1651, 
1 volume; of Sawuel Tyley, April 2, 1731, to February 26, 1744, and of Ezekiel 
Goldthwaite, December 2, 1748, to March 11, 1754, 1 volume; of Ezekiel Price, 
June 1, 1754, to.August 22, 1780, 14volumes. 
2. Bus,iness papers of Ezekiel Price and others. 
3. Certified accounts sent from England to Ezekiel Price, of Boston, for cql-
lection. 
4. Commissions to Ezekiel Price, 1754 to 1802. 
5. Papers relating to Boston: Census of Boston, 1765; state of treasury, March 
11, 1774; .records of council held at Falmouth, June 26, 1754, to J·uly 2, July 25, 
August 5, and September 4. 
6. Records of the county court at Boston, October 31, 1671, to April 1, 1680, 
1 volume; also a few papers of the Court of A.dmiralty, several deeds, etc., 1719 
to 1797. 
7. Massachti.setts State papers: Message of Governor Hu1cliinson, August 25 
1771; list of persons supposed to be inimical (March 4, 1778); letter of Count 
d 'Estaing to Jolrn Avery, September 19, 1778; letter of Wasliington to senate 
and house of representatives of MassachusE.tts, August 10, 1783, etc. 
8. Powers of attorney to Ezekiel Price and others, 1756 to 1786. 
9. Records of the general court, etc., respecting the north precinct of Braintree 
(1629-1649). 
10. Answers to queries sent by Lords of Trade to Governor Philipps of Nova. 
Scotia, December, 1729, and to Paul Mascarena, Lieutenant-governor of Annapolis 
Royal, May 24, 1748. 
11. Miscellaneous MSS.: "Queries relating to His Majesty's Plantations on the 
Continent of America, 11 2 pp.; lotter from A. Savage to Ezekiel Pric , Angust 
20, 1758, giving an account of "Rogers's Fight, 11 and operations at Lake George; 
letter from Vergennes to John Adams, February 21, 1779; also a translation; 
etc., etc. 
B. MS . of Judge John Davis. 
1. Circuit court docket, October, 1804, to March, 1833, 31 note books. 
2. Letters to Judge Davis (chiefly in 1841), from Rufus Choate, Dani l Webster, 
G. G . .Bigelow, President Quincy, William Watson (1708); also copies of ltJLtere to 
Webster, June8 and July 10, 1841. 
3. Note of cases; memorandum book of Jobn Davi., attorney, 1785; etc. 
1 . of Rev. Jo eph tevens Buckminster, D, D. : 
1. Journal of travels on the Continent, December 1, 180:1- ·eptember 3, 1806. 
2. Di.Lry, D •c mb r 7, 1803- ovemb r24, 1805; M . sermous, etc. 
U · llan ons 1 
xpe<lition, 1 vol um (56pp.) + !Opp. 
0 tob r 28, 1 30, to J. L. O' 'ullivan, 
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BOSTON ATHEN.lEUM-Continued. 
D. Miscellaneous MSS.-Continued. 
3. Letters: Franklin to his mother, April 12, 1750; Washington to General 
S9huyler, October 27, 1781; Governor Leverett to Governor Winslow, July 6, 1674, 
and June 23, 1675; Captain Cudworth to Governor Winslow, .June 27, 1675; Charles 
II to Rhode Island, in regard to privateers and pirates, March 8, 1684. 
4. Wamsutta's grand deed for lands of Pocasset, July 20, 1662. 
5. Inferior court of common pleas (Massachusetts), "Fifth book of exec11-
tions," November 3, 1763-N ovem ber, 1771. 
6. General Laws and Liberties of the Massachusetts Colony, printed in 1672. 
This volume belonged to Elisha Hutchinson, and contains a number of MSS. i11 
his handwriting, all but three of which have been printed, namely: (1) Copy of 
King Charles's letter from Hampton Court, June 28, 1662; (2) answer of a corn-
mittee of the ger,.eral court to matters touching their liberties, June 10, 1661; (3) 
oruer in council, Whitehall, July 20, 1677. 
7. "Comptroller's vade mecum" (Salem custom-house), containing lists of 
officers, lists of fees, etc. Miscellaneous busine"Ss papers. 
8. Memorandum book of Baptist minister in Charlestown, containing sundry 
lists (church members, old inhabitants, etc.), 1774-1805. Weather diaries, log 
books, etc. 
E. Charlestown Navy-Yard memoranda, consisting of various account 
books, etc., 1798-99. 
[MASSACHUSETTS HrS'rORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings, second series, Vol. 
VI, pp. 391, 392. 
List of MSS. given to the society by Mr. Parkman, April 9, 1891. 
Proceedings, second series, Vol. vrn, p. 171. 
Account of MSS. presented to the society by Francis Parkman, April 11, 1893. 
Page 415, brief description of additional MSS. donated by Mr. Parkman. 
Proceedings, second series, Vol. Ix, pp. 97-98. 
Account by Samuel A. Green of some MSS, among the Suffolk court files. 
Proceedings1 second series, Vol. IX, p. 193. 
:Brief description of some MS. plans in the possession o_f the society. 
Proceedings, second series, Vol. x, p. 123: 
:Brief account of a collection of letters and autographs presented to the society 
by Mr. and Mrs. Alexander C. Washburn. 
Proceedings, second series, Vol. x, p. 472. 
List of volumes of letters and 3iutographs presented to the society in March, 
1896, by R. C. Winthrop. 
---. Proceedings, second series, Vol. x1, pp. 67-68. 
:Brief description of collection of MSS. , etc., of John Languon Sibley presented 
to the society. (Relate chie~y to Harvard College.) 
Proceedings, second series, Vol. x1, p. 184. 
List of some volumes of MSS. in the Boston Athenreum. 
---. Proceedings, second series, Vol. x1, pp. 221-224. 
Account of the MSS. of James .Otis, formerly .in possession of the society, ancl 
list of those retained.) 
Brookline. 
BROOKLINE PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
1. Revolutionary receipte. 
2. Revolutionary commissions. 
3. Militia rolls and records. 
4. Civil war letters. 
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Medford. 
PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
1. Letter from General Washington to Lieutenant-Colonel Brooks, March 24, 
1778, stating appointment of Baron Steuben and four subinspectors, etc. 
2. Letter from Count Rumford to General Brooks thanking him for kindness to 
Count Rumford's daughter. 
3. Diary of Rev. David Osgood, D. D., of Medford, Mass., from January 1, 1777, 
to December 6, 1822 (with part of 1776) . 
Nantucket. 
[NANTUCKET HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. Bulletins, Vol. I, No. 2 (1898). 
· Brief account of the Timothy White Papers in possession of the society, by 
Myron Samuel Dudley.] 
South Natick. 
HISTORICAL NATURAL HISTORY AND LIBRARY SOCIETY . 
.A. few old account books of local traders . 
.A. collection ?f papers of Gov1:;rnor Caleb Strong. 
Wakefield . 
WAKEFIELD HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
Diary of resident of Wakefield, stationed at W est Point, describiVg briefly the 
treachery of Arnold and the capture aml execnt,iou of Major Andre, etc. 
WESTFIELD ATHENJEUM. 
Westfield. 
1. Diary of Rev. J obn Ballantine. 
2. Papers uelonging to Col. or Gen. William Sheparrl (account book, orderly 
book, and letters). 
3. Papers belonging to Lieut. Russell Dewey (chiefly letters). 
4. Returns from various companies, about 1792. 
5. Petition of Jonathan Burt to John Ilaucock to be retired from active service. 
6. Pickering's speech to the Six Nations, 1794. 
7. Memorandum book of stores sold at Penobscot, 1796. 
7. Sermons of Rev. Timothy Cooley (3); funeral of Gen. Warham Parks; notes 
of sermons by Professor Kellogg, etc. 
Deerfield. 
MUSEUi\1 01<' THE PocUMTUCK VALLEY ME:'IIORIAL ASSOCIATION, 
1. Mauy account books, 1732-1828. 
2. Orderly-book, French aucl lnclian war. 
3. Orderly-book, about 1780; also 1 ctnrns, reports, etc. 
4. Diary of a medical student, 1773-1775. 
5. L etter-book of Colonel Pickering. 
6. Letter-book of General Hand. 
7. Letters (personal), 1712. 
8. Probate papers, 1690. 
9. De ds, 1665 -. 
RHODE ISLAND . 
Newport. 
REDW OD LIBRARY A 'J> ATHEN1E M. 
1. Diary of Thomas B. Hazard, 1778- 17 6; 1790- 1800; 1 04-1810. 
2. ,Journal of John Forsberg, on board the brig Yankee, 1812. 
3. Company hook of Capt. Z. Kin"', • ev nth Ma~sacbu etts R giment, Arm,v of 
th Revolution, 17 I, 178:J, 2 volum s. 
•· rd ·r book of G n. John ullivan, by Adjt. Josiah ]fletcher, 1778. 
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CONNECTICUT. 
Hartford. 
CASE MEMORIAL LIBRARY. 
1. Correspondence of Joseph Bellamy. 
2. Autograph letters, etc., of Augustus C. Thompson. 
3. Letters and papers of Asahel Nettleton. 
4. Sermons of Robert G. Vermilye. 
5. Various odd sermons and papers. 
6. Letters and papers relating to the early history of the Hartford Theological 
Seminary. 
New Haven. 
LIBRARY OF YALE UNIVERSITY. 
1. Papers of Rev. Ezra Stiles. 
2. Miscellaneous papers of Rev. Benjamin Trumbull. 
3. Correspondence of David Daggett. 
4. Portion of correspondence of Rev. Jarell Eliot, of Killingworth, Conn. (1742-
1769). 
5. Portion of correspondence of Tapping Reeve, of Litchfield, Conn. (1775-1820). 
6. Account books of William Lyon, of Boston (1713-1721) and New Haven. 
NEW YORK. 
Albany. 
[1. State Library Reports which mention MSS. 
1847. SENATE DOCUMENT 21. State Library Report, pages 4 and 34. 
Journals of the Albany County committee of safety, purchased of heirs of 
Matthew Visscher; also Journals of'' Proceedings against suspected persons. " 
1850. SENATE DOCUMENT 29. State Lib_rary Report, page 7. Sir Wil-
liam Johnson's papers. 
In tlie Doc.umentary History of New York, VoluJ1Je II, page 1008, Dr. O'Callaghan 
states, "On the 16th of April, 1801, seven bundles of Sir William Johnson's J>apers 
were deposited in the secretary's office, " with the list of the contents of each bun-
dle. What remain of these MSS. are now published (i.e., on pages 545-1007 of 
Vol. II, Doc. Hist.). A list of missing pages is also given. 
These papers here referred to by Dr. O'Callaghan are not what are generally 
called the "Johnson Papers," which were acquired later of Gen. John Tayler 
Cooper. The papers here alluded to by Dr. O'Callaghan and printed in the Docu-
mentary History are scattered through the New York colonial MSS. as a1Tangetl 
by him (1849-1853). 
1851. SENATE DOCUMENT 25. State Library Report, 
Gift of Sir William Johnson Papers by Gen. John Tayler Cooper. 
1851. SENATE DOCUMENT 25. State Library Report, page 154. 
Minntes of "Commissioners for enquiring into, detecting, and defeating all 
conspiracies against the State," presented by Dr. Thomas Hun. 
1852. SENATE DOCUMENT 93. 
Page 8. MSS. of the Rev. Eliardus Westerlo presented to library. Page 272. 
"Johnson Papers have bee11 bound, and will be catalogued.' ' Page 273. Letter 
book of Henry Glen, deputy commissary-general, July 6, 1776-February 24, 1780, 
presented 1,y Giles F. Yates, of Schenectady. 
1854. ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 138. Page 151. 
Papers of Hart Nassey, collector at Oswego during the embargo. 
Papers of Daniel W. Church, adjutant of Lieut. Col. Thomas B. Benedict's Fif-
teenth Regiment New York Detached Militia, 1812. 
Muster roll of Capt. Thomas Ord'a artillery (Colonial) . 
.Albany County committee of safety. 
HIS'l' 98--37 
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1856. SENATE DOCUMENT 29. State Library Repor t, pages 7, 8. 
· Tells of first purchase of Clinton Papers. (See Laws of 1853, chapter 615, page 
1156.) 
1868. SENATE DOCUMENT 83. State Library Report, page 8. 
Four volumes of Johnson Papers added. 
1871-. ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 40. State Library Report, page viii. 
Index to Johnson Papers completed. 
J.874. SENATE DOCUMENT 36. Fifty-sixth Report of State Library, Appen-
clix C, pages 115-138. 
Catalogue of MSS. added since 1856. 
1876. SENATI!: DOCUMENT 36. Fifty-eighth Report of State Library, 
page 8. 
Purchase of Stevens Papers. 
1882. SENATE DOCUMENT 36. Sixty-fourth Report of State Library, 
page 145. 
Report of George W . Clinton on 23 volumes of Clinton Papers. See also Assem-
bly Document 22. 1882. Special. Report of G. W. Clinton to legislature. 
1883. ASSEMBLY DOCUlVIENT 28. Sixty-fifth Report of State Library, 
pages 10-14. 
Report on Clin'ton Papers b,v G. W. Clinton. Dr. Homes says (page 8, January 
11, 1882) that the MSS. supposed to be turned over to the library from secretary of 
state, under chap. 120, Laws of 1881, '' still remaiu in one of the rooms of the State 
Hall." 
1884. SENATE DOCUMENT 14. Sixty-sixth Report of State Library, 
pages 10, 12. 
Additions to Clinton P aper s, pages 23, 24. Report on MSS. by B. l!'erno1L 
1885. SENATE DOCUMENT 20. Sixty-seventh Report of State Library, 
pages 14, 15. 
Brief descrip tion by Dr. Homes of the Tompkins Papers. 
Gen. John Lacey MSS. purchased- of Henry B. Dawson. U sselinx MSS. pur-
chased of H enry C. Murphy. 
1886. SENATE DOCUMENT 8. Sixty-eighth Report of State Library, pages 
7, 8, 9. 
Tompkins Papers, Stevens Papen,, Clinton Papers. 
1887. SENATE DOCUMENT 15. Sixty-ninth Report of StaLe Library, pages 
9, 10. 
Kingston MSS. purchased of Mr. Van Gasbeek. 
18 ,'ENATE DOCUMENT 15. Seventieth Report of State Library, page 
xiii. 
Pul'cbaso of sselinx MS 
1 91. , ltXATE D ocui'lrn 'T 74. eveuty-third Report of State Library, 
page 27. 
R port of Georgo Rogers Ilowoll on ¥SS. aays, "On a count of this collection 
mac.lo in No,· mb r of this year (1890) 1,343 separate Yolumos were fouutl; al>:10 
m •ulio111:1 French M •. lately acquired. 
1 92. 'ENATE Do ·i;;-.rn.·T eventy-fonrth I eport of tat, Library, 
pa 21. 
R •port of '. R. Howell on lI, 'S. 
1 c:t L. A1E lJo l m c.·T ,'ev nty-fifth R port of 'tat Library, 
}l.t 'CS '.llJ-2 J. 
H por ol c:.1i.llo1\1•ll11u 1.'.' ....... "M '.'.l't:1timut ,lal:!50,000." 
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1894. ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 96. Seventy-sixth Report, page 18. 
Report on MSS. 
1895. SENATI~ DOCUMENT 64. Seventy-seventh Report, pages 13, 14. 
Report on MSS. 
1896. SENATE Docu:wENT 52. Seventy-eighth Report, pages 10, 11. 
Report on MSS. Muster rolls of Col. Elisha Sheldon's Continental Light Dra-
goons, by Mrs. Ellen Hardin Walworth. 
1897. SENATE DOCUMENT 47 . . Seventy-ninth Report, pages 13, 14. 
Report on MSS. 
1898. SENATE DOCUMENT 47. Eightieth Report, pages 18, 19. 
Report on MSS. ] 
(2. Other State documents. 
1820. SENATE DOCUMENT 2, (or Senate Journal, 1820, pages 13-51). 
"Report of the secretary of state (John Van Ness Yates) relative tot.he records 
in !tis office" and ''.A. catalogue of records in the office of the secretary of state of 
New York on the 1st day of January, 1820.'' This. is by far the most thorough 
and exhaustive treatise on tho archives of the State of New York ever printed. 
Mr. Yates makes frequent extracts from the ".A.nnalium Thesaurus," a MS. his-
tory of the New York archives, compiled by him, which is now (1899) in the sec-
retary's office. "Too much can not be said in praise of this report. It is strange 
that it hai, entirely escapeu the notice of historians. It needs to be read to uo 
appreciatef1 at its true value." (Mr. Noble.) 
1842. SENATE Docc1MENT 2 D (Assembly Document 2 D). Pages 147-158. 
"The Hague, 25th October, 1841.'' 
184.2. SENATE DOCUMENT 106 C (Assembly Document 195 C ). Pages 31-113. 
"Paris, 12th July, 1842." 
"List of documents relating to the colony of New York, found in the archfres 
in Lonuou from J 664 to 1718." 
1843. SENATE DOCUMENT 2 A, Assembly Document 2 A. Pages 3, 4. 
. London, December 3, 1842. 
1844. SENATE DOCUMENT 42. 
Report of the select committee 011 so much of the governor's message as relat,es 
to Brodhead 'R report, dated February 3. 11 pages. Highly censorious; gives 
extracts from, with sarcastic comments. 
18,15, SENATE DOCUMENT 47. February 12. 374 pages, 
List of Holland Documents and London Documents. 
Mr. Brodl!ead's address before the New York Historical Society, November 30, 
1844. New York. Press of the New York Historical Society. 
Documents Relating to the Colonial History of the State of New York. Vol. I. 
General introduction by John Romeyn Brodhead. xlv pages. Contains some 
account of the New York archives. Pages xlix and l contain hsts of" Royal 
archirns at The Hague ' ' and ".A.rchfres of the city of Amsterdam." 
184!). ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 188. 
Report of ChriHtopher Morgan, secretary of state, on the MSS. in hi:; office. 4 
pages. 
1853. SENATE DOCL'MENT 24. Pages 12-14. 
Report of Dr. E. B. O'Callaghan on MSS. in the office of the secretary of state. 
1859. CATALOGUE 01•' J\IAPS ANO SURVEYS 
In the ofliccs of' tho secretary of' state, state e11g-ineer, n1Hl comptroller, and in 
tile State library. Compiled by Davul E. E. Mix, C. E., under the direction of 
the secretary of state. .Albany. 1850. 375 pages. 
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1864. SENATE DOCUMENT, 46. 
Report of Chauncey M. Depew, secretary of state, on the MSS. in his office. 
pages. · 
INDEX to volnmes 1, 2, ancl 3 of the volumes of translations of Dutch man- . 
uscripts in the office of the secretary of state of the State of New 
York by'E. B. O'Callaghan. Albany, 1870. 118 pages. 
CHAPTER 120, LAWS OI!' 1881. 
Gives a list of manuscript records to Le turned over to tlie State library by 
the secretary of state and comptroller. 
NEW YORK GENEALOGICAL and Biographical Record. Vol. XX, No. 3. 
July, 1889. Pages 106-113. 
Archives of the State of New York, uyBerthold Fernow, late keeper of the 
historical records. 
CALENDAR of wills on file and recorded in the office of the clerk of the 
court of appeals, of the county clerk at Albany, and of the secretary 
of state, 1626-1836. 
Compiled and edited. by Berthold Fernow, late State archivist of New York, 
nnder the auspices of the Colonial Dames of the State of New York, and pub-
lished by the Society of New York. MDCCCXCVI. 
1896. ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 3. Annual report of James A. Roberts, 
State comptroller, pages xxviii-xxx. 
Contain some account of Revolutionary paper:-; in bis office. 
1897. ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 3. Pages lii-lvi, and Assembly Document 3, 
1898, pages xlvii-li, same as above. 
1899. ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 3. Pages xxxviii-xliv. 
Gives a urief table of contents of 39 folio volumes of 11evolutionary papers iu 
his office. 
NEW Yomc in the Revolution as colony and State. By James A. Roberts, 
comptroller. Albany, 1897. 261 pages. 
Preface (pages xi) contains some account of Revolutionary reconls iu his ollice. 
NEW YORK in the Revolution as colo11y and State. 2d eclitiou. Albany, 
1898. 
In preface pages 13-15 "Adtlitional note for the secontl edition," some account 
of Revolutionary records in bis office; also on pages 274, 275 "Contents of tbo 
(thirty) volumes of original documents in the office of tbe State comptroller." 
ALBANY INSTITUTE TRANSACTIONS. Volurne XI. Pages 223-240. 
Paper r ead before the Albany Institute, November 15, 1885, by Ilenry .A.. 
Ilomes, LLD., State librarian, "On the Correspondence of Governor D. D. Tomp-
kins, lately acquired by the State." Description of 15 volumes of MSS. aud 2,000, 
letters and loose papers. 
Li T OJ:<' LETTER received by the late Governor Tompkins between t,!Je years 1807 
and 1817, both years inclusive, together with tbe names of the plac s from which 
they were written. 47 pages, compiled by Ilenry .A.. Ilomes, LLD., , tate 
librarian. 
''. 'Al\rn • f person for whom marriage licenses were jgsued by tho secre-
r tary of tat of th pr vince of ·ew York previous to 17 -!. " 
rioted by order of Gid on J. Tnck r, secretary of stat . Albany, 
1 0 (with, hi ·t ri ·al intr <lu ·tion hy Dr. E. B. O'Callao-han). 
I11 .·-r HY B LLF.TIN" 'o . 1. ",'upplementary Ii. t of marriag 
\11,auy, 1 9 . 50 pag s. 
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CATALOGUE of records of the office of the secretary of state, with infor-
mation pertaining to the office. Compiled by F. G. Jewett, under tho 
direction of ,John Palmer, secretary of state. Albany, 1898. 142 pages. 
REGENTS' HISTORY BULLETJJ\T, No. 2. Colonial records. 
·' General entries.". Volume I (partly a transcript and partly a calendar of the 
volume) in press.] 
Buffalo. 
[BUFFALO HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Annual report of board of managers. 
1896. Pages 22. 
Mention of 15 volumes of Buffalo military records acq nired b y the society. 
Annual report of board of managers, 1897. Pages 28. 
Mention of Morris Bryant Pierce book of autographs acquired by the. ociety. 
PublicationSi Vol. 1v, Pages 416-424. 
Description of the records of the " Boanl of Trade " Regiment in possession of 
the society.] 
New York Oity. 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY. See its bulletins. Volumes I-III, 1897-99. 
West Point. 
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY. General orders. 8 yoJumes. 
Orders of Gen. Anthony ,Vayne, May 2-!, 1792-Deceml,er 15, 1705, ,ols. I to IX ; 
orders of Geo. James Wilkinson, December 15, 1705-August 25, 1797, vols. IX to x. 
Vols. II and v are lacking. 
NEW JERSEY. 
New Brunswick. 
THE SAGE LIRRARY, THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 
1. The .Amsterdam correspondence (in Dutch); letters of the Dutch churches 
in America and the home church government at Amsterdam. (In prospect of 
translation and publication.) 
2. Books, records, and MSS. of Dutch churches iu New York an<l Long Island. 
Vineland. 
VINELAND HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. 




DAUPHIN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
1. Original subscription paper of the Pennsy!Yania State Association of the 
Cincinnati (meeting h eld at City Tavern, Philadelphia, October 13, 178:J). 
2. Original papers concerning the mill-dam troubles at Harrisburg, 1795. 
3. Original papers relative to the Harrisburg Academy, 1810- 1858. 
4. Papers concerning Dauphin County and the early history of Ilarl'isburg. 
Philadelphia. 
LIBRARY OF TTIE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF PHILADELPHIA. 
l. Lecture on the life of Sanctorius Sauctorius, once 1irofessor of the theory of 
medicine in tho University of Padua, deli,·ered NoYembcr 1.3, MDCCXLIX, at 
the amrnal commencement of studies. 
2. Daybooks of Drs. Thomas and Phineas Bond, 1751- 1756, 5 volumes. 
3. Sketch of the yellow fever of 1762. 
4. Short account of the sickness i~ Philadelphia in 1783, by .James P emberton. 
5. Letters, etc., r lat ing to the yellow fever in PhiJaclelpllia between 1787 and 
1820. 
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LIBRARY 01!' THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF PIIILADELPHIA-Cont'd. 
6. Diary of Dr. Griltiths, giving an account of the epidemic of yellow fever in 
l'liiladelphia in 1798. 
7. Gilbert collection of MS. letters, presented by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, 4 
Yolumes. · 
8. A collection of autograph letters and portraits, chiefly of scientific men. 
(Carson collection) 5 volumes. 
9. A collect.ion of letters, etc., relating to the U11iversity of Edinburgh. (Car-
son collection) 1 volume. 
10. Biographical sketches of members of the college, 1836, 6 ,olumes. 
11. Letters of Dr. Caspar Wistar. (Carson collection.) 
12. MS. supposed to relate to the early history of Jefferson Medica: College. 
13. History of the medical department of the University of Pennsylvania from 
its foundation (1765), with sketches of the liYes of deceased professors. 
DREXEL INSTITUTE. 
1. Address of President Grant at opening of Centennial Exhibition, May 10, 
1876. 
2. Account liooks of Andrew Johnson, kept when he was a tailor in Greeneville, 
Tenn., 2 volumes. 
3. Sermon of Cottou Mather, dated" 5 d., 7 m., 1703." 
4. Autograph lettera of the Presidents from Washington to Ilayes, mostly pri-
vate, include Jetter of Lincoln to McClellan, April 9, 1862. 
5. Numerous letters of Americans. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.. 
Washington. 
SOCIETY OF THE OLDEST INHABITANTS OF nm DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
A variety of MSS. (orations, essays, etc.). 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
Account of manuscripts rn the Library of Congress, hy Dr. Ilerhcrt Friedeu-
wal<l, Superintendent of Manuscript Department. Printed in Report ol' the 
American Historical Association for 1898. 
WEST VIRGINIA.. 
Morgantown. 
WEST VIRGINIA HISTORICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. 
1. Washingtou's Farewell Ad<lress to Virginia Assemhly, December 27, 170G. 
2. Letter from '\Vashingto11 to u11knowu perso11 relative 1o an1ls wcRt of the 
Alleg!Janies (1771). 
:i. Letter of '\Vasbiugton to Jolin icholas, November :.10, 1707. 
4. Letter of Thomas Jefferson to unknown, January 28, 1804, accepting 1lrnft. 
5. Letter to Jefferson from ---- asking mdulgencc ou noto. 
G. L etter of Jefferson to Mr. Iliirginhotham, Decemu ·r 22, 1815, r1•gardi11g <·rops, 
taxes, a.nil harll times. 
7. Letter from J,nJayotte to Lull well Lee, <la.tell" '\Va~bin,:rfo11, A ngust 29, 1803." 
(Far well] ltcr before loaviug America.) 
8. Lcttl'r fro111 Ifrury Clay to gentleman at Charloslo11, ·w. Va., August 11, 1 31, 
ar·ricpling ill\ iLation to Yl$it 'harleston. 
0. L1•u rs of Buchanan. Van Bnren, and Cas!! in response to invitation of "Anti-
Hank J)1•111ocrat1' Citizens of J>ittshurg- and Alleghany County" to atl u<l the 
<' lt,1,ra.tion or the victor~ of ~· ow Orleans. (Toast!! to Democratic party, eulogy 
or ,J ack11011, <'le.) 
10. Onh•r of ·n. Roh ·rt E. Le to G neral llreckeuriclgc, rclatiY0 tor ·ccption 
ofrm onc·n1hy<, •onalBrat;g. (On of Le '11la»t orders.in hi!!own handwriting.) 
11. 1:<?port of . 11rv11 • mall antl •11igncll hy Da11iel Boon of laud on ,reat 
K:in lWlm J:ivn (Juu , 1791). 
I'.!, l'arch111<·11t d ·t·d 1· <· ·11t<-<l a111l 11ign<·ll hy l11•11ja111i11 Fra11l,lin ~Tar ·h H, 17 . 
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NOR,1'JI CAROLINA. 
Durham. 
HISTORICAL SocrwrY OF TRINITY CoLr.];GE. 
1. MSS. dealing with organization of companies iu North Carolina h1 the cidl 
wnr. 
2. Diary of D . vV. Bagley containing an account of ovent11 in Ecrtio County 
during the civil war. 
3. Letters of Gen . .Jeremiah Slade in reference to tbe departure of the Tnscarora 
Intlians from North Caroli11a. 
4_. Letters illustmtfre of student life at Chapel Hill, N. C., during the years jnst 
precctling the civil war. 
5. Ditto, Greensboro Female College. 
6. MSS. relating to reconstruction in North Carolina, chiefly relath·o io the· 
Ku Klux. 
7. Autographs of prominent North Carolinians. 
·s. Account books (this century). 
9. Many MSS. on anti-slavery leaders of North Carolina. 
JIHSSISSIPPI. 
Oxford. 
UNIVERSITY 01<' MISSISSIPPI. 
Has s_everal volumes of the papers of Governor W. C. C. Claiborne. 
LOUISIANA. 
New Orleans. 
LIBRARY OF 'l'ULANE UNIVERSITY. (Louisiana Historical Society, cus-
todian.) 
l. Numerous vols., of copies of document$ from French archives made in 1849- 50. 
2. Fifty boxes of MSS., the property of tho Stato (many notarial documents). 
OHIO. 
Cincinnati. 
[HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF Onro. Annnal Report for 
1895. Page 5. 
l3rief mention of somo letters added. 
Annual Report for 1897. Pages 3-7. 
Description of various collcctio11s pt· MSS. received. The Follett Papers, papers 
donated by Robert Clarke, MSS. relating to slavery.} 
Jfarietta. 
WOMAN'i:i CENTI~NNIAL ASSOCIATION. 
Two autograph lc•tters or General Washington; one of Henry Clay. 
INDIANA. 
Cmwfordsville. 
\VABASH COLLEGE LIBRAllY. 
Some M:3S. of local interest. 
ILLINOIS. 
Ohicago. 
[CIIICAGO HISTORICAL RocrnTY . Report of qnnrterly meetiug, .Tan. 19, 
1897. Page l '.28. 
Mention of a few :1fS. acquisitions.J 
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MICHIGAN. 
Ann Arbor. 
LIBRAH.Y OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 
Copy (1854) of Padre Fray P edro Font's "Journey of a tour to and fro overland 




BELOIT COLLEG.F: LIBRARY, 
Letters, records, journals, etc., relating to the early settlement of' this region; 
also ·to the founding and early history of Beloit College. 
Madison. 
L WISCONSIN STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Proceedings, Dec. 8, 1892. Pages 
48-53. 
List of MSS. and autographs received within the year. 
ProcE1edings, Dec. 14, 1893. Pages 35, 36. 
List, by volumes, of Draper MSS. Page 38, list of MSS. and autographs added. 
Proceedings, Dec. 13, 1894. Pages 38-41. 
Fuller list of Draper MSS. Pages 42, 43, list of MSS. a nd a11tograpl1s added. 
Proceedings, Dec. 12, 1895 . Pages 45-47. 
List of MSS. and autographs receiYed during the year.] 
MINNESOTA. 
St.Paul. 
f.Yl.INNESOTA HISTORICAL SocrnTY. Biennial reports to the legislature of · 
Minnesota. 
Lists of MSS. are g iven in tbe reports for 1867, pp. 8, J.i; J8G8, pp. 7, 8; 1870,p. 9; 
1870, p. 11; 1881, p. !l, 10; 1883, pp. 9, 19; 1885, pp. 12-14; 189J, pp. 21, 22; J803, J>P· 
13, 14; 1895, pp. 7-9 ; 1897, p. 11.] 
MISSOURI. 
St. Loiiis. 
MgRCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 
1. Letters awl documents formi ug part of the correspondence of Gen. Dauiel 
Bissell, commandaut of the Uui ted States military department of Missouri Trr-
ritory. Tbirty-ono papers, <lated 1800-1820. (lncludes Jett rs from Grn. Jamrs 
Wilkinson, Lieut. Zebulon M. Pike, Governor William llmiry Jiarri so11 , Governor 
Meriw ther L ewis, William Clark, and others.) 
2 . .A.11guste Chouteau. J ournal {in French) <1 e1'1Cribing tho fonn,ling nnrl Rettle-
ment of St. Louis (13 pp., fo.). 
3. Journ al of the legislat11re of the '1' rritory of Louisiana, June 3, 180G, to Octo-
b t· !l, 18lt (127 pp. , fo.). 
4 · Corr spoudruce, etc., of .A.uguRto Choute:rn, 1794-18l!l. Fo rt y-o ne papers · 
( From Baron de Carnnc1elet, Fra11cisco Cruzat, :J\lam1 •l Gayoso <l e L mos, U. cl e 
'\"ilemo11t, Zenon Trudeau, Jolm " '· Eppes, Lonl Fitzgrrald, ,villiam H enry lfar -
risou, Jn!I. '\Vilkirnion, .Tas. t:onroe, Lord Sri kirk, n11cl otl1erR.) 
5. 'oil lion of misc llaneous autograph l<'lirrs of Ameri<'an Pr si<l nt s,Rtates-
111 •11 , l(•. 
NEW MEXICO 
, anla Fe. 
lf1. TOHJf' AL , CH Il-:TY OF RW Mg,' J O. 
:11a111 h :\1.·.·. from lll i. 
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CALIFORNIA. 
Berkeley. 
UNIVImSITY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY. 
1. Dr. Il. Gabilondo, Diario de lo scurrido d esde el arribo de los Filibusteros n, 
Caborca, etc. (Copy from original. Refers to Henry G. Crabbe's filibusteriug 
ex1iedition from California to Sonora, Mexico, 1855-56.) 
2. Spanish MS. (original) pertinent to the laws and r egnlatious for mine owners 
in Peru, 1750-1758-1767. 
3. Guatemala, council meeting May 24, 1557. "Of the reception of King Philip 
II." (Photographed from the Guatemala archives.) 
Los Angeles. 
[ANN UAL PUBLICATION O1~ THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN CALI-
FORNIA AXD PIONEER REGISTER, 1897. PAGES 37-42. 
"The Old Pueblo Archives," by J.M. Guinn. Description of three volumes of 
".Angeles Archives" in the City Hall, Los Angeles.] 
Palo Alto. 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM OF LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSITY. 
1. Inventario de la 'Extinguida.Mision de S . .Antonio. Hecho en 14 de Octubre 
de 1846. 
2. Gregorian Chant-book used hy the Very Reverend Frai Junipero Serra, 0. S. 
F., to teacli the Indians of San Carlos, in Carmelo Valley, 1770-1784. 
3. Sheets of music, with words, used in the mission of San Antonio de Padua. 
4. The History of Oregon in its connection with missions, by Samuel J. Parker, 
M. D. (1893). Contains much correspondence. 
5. MSS. on the conquest of California: (a) MS. of "The Bear-Flag nevoli," by 
William ll. Ide. (b) MS. of "The Bear-Flag Revolt," by William Baldridge, a 
participant.. ( c) Schallenberger MSS. A volume of correspondence of the period 
of the conquest. Contains letters of Fremont, Bidwell, Hartnell. and others; 
contemporary official documents of the Mexican Government at Monterey; also 
maps and plans. (d) Other correspondence, etc., 1·elating to the Pacific slope. 
6. MS. written by one of the unemployed of 1894, on the state of the country. 
B,-MSS. IN PRIV .A.'l'E HANDS. 
The following are some of the more important indications of manuscripts 
in prjvate h ands, obtained by the Commission in response to their circular 
to individual holders . The text of this circular may be found on pp. 471-
472 of the First Report. 
Col. Thomas Wentworth Higginson, LL. D., of Cambridge, Mass., wrote: 
"1. I have in my custody a valuable collection of Kansas letters and 
documents (1856), which are promised to the Kansas Historical Society. 
"2. I have six or seven historical ~,olumes· bearing on Massn.chusetts 
military history, obtained by gift or purchase, which will properly belong 
to the State and be preserved. 
"3. I have many family letters and papers dating back to 1629, and 
bearing on the Massachusetts Bay Colony. These will n,t some time, I 
hope, lie enlarged and preserved in the family. 
"4. There is an important historical diary of a part of the civil war, 
by my cousin, Re\". \Villiam Henry Channing, who was chaplain of the 
United States Senate for two sessions, and had mnch to c1o with the troops 
a~out Washington . It was enfargcd for publication by the late Rev. 0. 
B. :Frothingl1am (b is biographer), bnt could not fin<l a pnblisbcr. It is 
now in the bands of his daughter, Miss Blaucho Channing." 
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Miss Caroline Hazard, of Peaue Dale, IL I., wrote: 
"Records of the South Kingstown 1\Iouthly Meeting, 17-!3 to 1850, eight 
volumes, aTe now in the Hazard Memorial, Peace Dale, R . I. Miss Caro-
line Hazard has permission to examine and use them. Similar permission 
would doubtless be given to other students by the clerk of the meeting. 
Miss Hazard has a history of the Meeting finished, which is to be pub-
lished. A diary of Thomas B. Hazard is in possession of the Redwood 
Library, Newport." 
The Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart, of Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., wrote: 
"I have in my poss~ssion or custody, as registrar of the diocese of Con-
necticut, the unpublished minutes of the Convocation of the Episcopal 
Clergy of Connecticut (as distinguished from the Convention of tho 
Clergy arnl Laity). The extant records begin in 1790 and continue until 
1830, with a few notes of later meetings." 
Mr. Berthold Fernow wrote from Albany, N. Y.: 
"I have to report that the Van Rensselaer Land Company here has <'ver 
2,000 papers in their office, the oltl Manor office, of which a few years ago 
I made a calendar fol' private purposes. These papers, beginning in 1648, 
consist of-
" 1. Letters written by Jeremias van Rensselaer, the America u ance8tor, 
· to bis mother, brothers, etc., in Hollarnl, ancl to his father-in-htw in New 
York. 
"2. Letters to him from various parties. 
"3. Official documents of the same period. 
'' 4. Books, account books, court minutes. 
"5. Various letters of later times up to 1815. 
"Mr. George Waddington, 120 Broadway, New York, has in his charge 
for a descendant of a brother of Jeremias van Rensselaer'H moth<'r the 1Pt-
tcr book of Kilian van Rensselaer, the father of Jeremias, covering the 
period from 1630 to 1643." 
The Rev. Hora.tio Oliver Ladd, of Fishkill, N. Y., wrote: 
"Valuable unpublished manuscript pertaining to the Spanish occupa-
tion of New Mexico and the American occupation of New Mexico are in 
the Territorial library at Santa Fe, N. Mex. A few years ago they were 
:tl'rangecl, sorted, and culled at the expense of tho Territory l>y :Mr. A. F. 
Bandelier, arch:nologist. Hon. L. Bradford Prince, Santa Fe, N. Mex., can 
gi vo detailed information about these. fr. Banclelier has valuablo p~tpcrs 
au<l collections of documents ancl more knowledge than auyoue elso I know 
or the pr •servations by the Franciscans in their mis ions in New Mexico 
a111l :Mexico. 
"There are num rous pap rs in my possession which havo been in tho 
Wl1arton Hom,<·, Fishkill, . Y., formerly headquarters of the ofliccrs in 
counna.ncl of the R •volutionary Army stationed h re nuder Pntn:un mul 
othcl' offic·p1-. in Gen rnl \Vashington's army (1769- 2), and the committee 
or ·ar ty, ommittce of scque tratiou, etc. They embrace: 
"1. Letters to an,1 from the committee of sequestration, 1776- 2. 
"'..!. Tho original list of c·onfo1cat cl property sold, with pric<'S sel'lll'ed 
and name of the ownerH. 
":i. '11111 ·ntir ta. Ii t, with warrant to r.oll ·tor, of' v ry taxaul«· dti-
z II ll111l prop rty in Dutch . Connty, ,· . Y. 17G9. 
L l'ri ·at ac<"otmt , hollfl , incl,.11t11n·!--, 111• clH, :11Hl I •Li ni of 111emher. 
0 111~ 1•,0111mitty1• of «'qt11:. !ration 1771- '.!, 
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"These papers con taiu notices of persons mentioned as refugees, enemies 
to their country, references to charges, and reports against public auu.11ri-
vate individuals, and location of the British. The papers are well pre-
served and legible." 
William Nelson, esq., corresponding secretary of the New Jersey His-
torical Society, wrote from Patterson, N. J.: 
"I have the Dickerson Papers: About 2,000 letters; correspondence of 
Mablon Dickerson and Philemon Dickerson, of New Jersey, 1800-1856; 
comprising official correspondence and private letters, many of the latter 
being confidential letters to and from the most prominent men of the day, 
includiug Presidents, cabinet officers, Congressmen, etc. The Dickersous 
usually preserved copies of their own important letters, and so this collec-
tion includes both sides of important correspondence. There are very 
many letters about the Broad-Sealcontroversy of 1838. 
"New Jersey Papers: About 1,000, miscellaneous, including (a) auto-
graphs of all the governors (with two or three exceptions) from 1685; 
(b) Revolutionary correspondence, rosters, returns of regiments, quarter-
masters, etc; (c) autographs of distingiiisbed ln,wyers, clergymen, Con-
gressmen, etc.; (d) miscellaneous . The autographs referred to have been 
collected for their historical value, not merely as curiosities. 
"The Southard Papers (Samuel L. Southard): (a) MS. speeches ; (b) 
correspondence. I have not examinecl'their papers since purchasing them, 
and can not indicate their character more precisely. 
"Miscellaneous Papers: Autographs of all the Presidents, with two or 
three exceptions; most of them interesting." 
Charles H. Browning, esq., of Ardmore, Montgomery County, Pa., wrote: 
"I have only journals of my father, Robert Lewriglit Browning, lieu-
tenant, United States Navy, drowned in California, 1850: 
"1. A horseback trip, New York to St. Louis, Mo., and return to Wash-
ington City, 1829-30. 
"2. Journal of cruise of U.S. S. Vincennes, circumnavigating, 1833-1836. 
"3. Journal of cruise of U.S. S. Ohio, in the Mediterranean, 1838-18,10, 
flagship of Commodore Hull. 
"4. Journal of cruise of U. S.S. Congress, 1842-1845. Her :first cruise, 
Mediterranean and Brazil. 
"5. Account of overland journey with Mr. John Audubon and others to 
California, 1849-1850, via Mexico and Southern California. . 
"N. B.-Part of No. 2 was printed in the United Service Magazine, of 
New York. Short extracts from Nos. 3 and 4 have been printed in the 
Army and Navy Journal, of New York. First part of No. 5 was put into 
type by Mr. Auclubon, but not issued." 
Mr. Stephen B. vVeeks, of the Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C., 
wrote: 
"1. Correspondence of Willie P. Mangum, Senator from North Carolina 
and President of the Senate, covering the period from about 1820 to 1860. 
This correspondence includes letters of political and pnblic interest from 
most of the men who were in public life in North Carolina during that 
period, mostly on political, but al ·o on economic, educational, and social 
matters. It also includes letters from Clay, Crittenden, Webster, Lincoln, 
Bell, ,vinthrop, James vVn.tson ·webb, and othPrs, on matters relating to 
pnul1c a(fairs. This uHtterial will he used in my fortlicoming Life of 
Ianguw. 
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"2. MS. History of Methodism in North Carolina up to 1866 by Rev. 
Peter Doubb. This history was printed in part just after the war. I 
have the original MS. of the part that was never printed. 
"3. MS. History of Methodism in the Yadkin Valley, North Carolina, 
by Rev. M. L. Wood; never printed. Two MS. copies exist, one besides 
my own. 
"4. Diary of Rev. Jeremiah Norman, a pioneer Methodist preacher in 
the southeastern part of North Carolina. The diary extends over the years 
1792 to 1805, but is not continuous. There is much in it relating to Meth-
odist history not to be found elsewhere. 
"5. Original commission, issued on February 8, 1693 to Daniel Ake-
hurst as secretary of the province north and east of the Cape Fear River, 
(North Carolina); signed by John Archdale, Earl Craven, Lord Carteret, 
and other proprietors. Published in the National Magazine, August, 1892. 
"6. Records of the justices' court of Perquimans County, N. C., from 
about 1750 to about 1770; of value in showing the ways and means of 
conducting the business of the smallest unit of government then in 
existence in the colony. · 
"7. Autograph letters of many North Carolinians of the first half of 
this century. 
"8. Reconstruction in North Carolina by Daniel R. Goodloe, together 
with the history of reconstruction in the other Southern States by Daniel 
R. Goodloe. This history was the basis of the work on reconstruction by 
S. S. Cox in his Three Decades of Federal Legislation. The subject was 
treated fully by Mr. Goodloe. Mr. Cox took such portions of this work as 
pleased him, and I have the parts which he did not take. 
"9. Pay rolls of some North Carolina regiments in the civil war (Con-
federate) , and which are necessary to complete the roster of North Caro-
lina troops in that war. A considerable lot of papers of a Confederate 
States Army quartermaster, showing methods of supplying the army, 
cost of supplies, etc. 
"10. MS. relating to the career of Gen. Joseph Martin. The greater 
part of this has been printed already in my paper in the Report of tho 
American Historical As ociation for 1894, entitled "Gen. Joseph Martin 
and the vVar of the Revolution in the West." Some items of interc t and 
value, relating to tho battle of P oint Pleasant, the battle of King' Moun-
ta,in, t he early settlement of Tennessee, and some sketch s of the pion era 
luwo not b en printed. 
"The M ., as well as my large collection of Caroliniana, woulcl be open 
to tudent , under tho proper restrictions, who came properly recom-
mend cl, and who were not personally distasteful to me." 
)Ir . R. Kenna Campb 11, of Dremo Bluff Post-office, Flnvanna County, 
a. po se s the Fi 0 'inal corre pond n •e b twe n Mr. Jefferson and hPr 
gr at uncl , ,Joseph ' . ab 11, r la.tin"' to the building of the l niv rsity 
of ir rinia. The c llection rompri. s 70 letters of Mr . .Jeff rson, and l\Ir. 
C'al, 1l s r pli s. 
., wrot : 
rial As. o ·iation, a 
, ' 11mner a f w day aft r tb 
<'I io11s a<i to forth<'r lll()V 111 nt .. 
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"As custodian for the Trinity College Historic:11 Society, I have a num-
ber of letters from the chiefs ancl commissioners to settle with the Tusca-
rora Indians on the part of the State ·of North Carolina. Also a valuaule 
, diary kept during the civil war illustrating conditions in the Confederacy. 
Also a number of family letters from Tennessee, Georgia, ancl Loni iana, 
from persons who had gone to those. Territories in the early part of this 
century. 
"Thero are many papers and letters of great value in the auditor's 
office in Raleigh, N. C., that relate to Revolutionary matters." 
Edward I. Renick, esq., of 609 Fourteenth street NW., Washington, D. C., 
formerly chief clerk of tho Department of State, gave the followiug as 
the contents of a volume of South Carolina Miscellanea, consisting of 
copies kept by Christopher Gadsden, now possessed by Mr. Renick: 
1. Letter from John Rattray, dated Charlestown, January 8, 1761, to Col. 
Thomas Middleton, of the South Carolina Regiment. 
2. Governor William Bull to same, January 10, 1761. 
3. Same to same, March 31, 1761. 
4. Middleton to Col. Jame2 Grant, July 10, 1761. 
5. James Grant to Middleton, July 10, 1761. 
6. Middleton to Grant, July 19, 1761. 
7. Governor Bull to Colonel Grant, April 10, 1761. 
The above are relative to Cherokee war, and differences between Mid-
dleton, colonel of provincials, and Grant, colonel of the regulars. 
8. Christopher Gadsden to William Henry Drayton, September 22, 1778. 
9. Christopher Gadsden's letter to Hon. Thomas Bee, speaker to the 
honorable house of assembly of the State of South Carolina, resigning 
the vice-presidency, dated October 5, 1778. 
10. Christopher Gadsden to Mr. Drayton, October 14, 1778. 
11. Supplement to the South Carolina Gazette (number 1428) Friday, 
December 18, 1761, containing a letter of "Philopatrios," dated "Farm, 
Del)ember 17, 1761," addressed to Mr. Timothy, concerning Colonel Grant's 
treaty with the Cherokees. 
12. Extract from the London Gazette, No. 10140, Whitehall, September 
19, concerning the operations against the Cherokees, as given in a Jetter 
from Sir Jeffrey Amherst, dated August 13. 
13. Second letter from "Philopatrios" (printed), dated March 2G, 1762, 
in 88 pages. (This is _Some Observations on the Two Campaigns against 
the Cherokee Indians in 1760 and 1761. In a second letter fro·m Philo-
patrios, Charles-Town, Printed and sold by Peter Timothy MDCCLXII.) 
14. Letter from the Rev. Jacob Duche, of Philadelphia, to General 
Washington, dated October 8, 1777. 
15. Copy of the speech of Hon. John Rutledge, March 5, 1778, before 
the general assembly, on rejecting the '' Act for the Constitution." 
16. Christopher Gadsden to William Henry Drayton, March 7, 1778. 
17. Resolution of the assembly concerning the speech and resignation 
of Rutledge. 
18. Proc edings of the general assembly of March 11, 1778, returning 
thanks to Rutledge. 
19. Copy of a lettor from President John Rutledge to Thomas Bee, 
speaker of tho general as embly, Mar h 13, 1778. 
20. Christopher Gadsden to Drayton, Juno 1, 1778. 
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21. Christopher Gadsden to Mr. Timothy, June 8, 1778. 
22. Christopher Gadsden to Drayton, June 15, 1778. 
23. Extract from . Brig. Gen. Robert Howe's letter to Congress, dated 
August 28, 1777, concerning differences between him and Christopher 
Gadsden. (This letter Gadsden notes that he never saw until June 27, 
1778, nor ever heard of.) 
24. Christopher Gadsden to Drayton, August 15, 1778. 
25. Christopher Gadsden to Thomas Hayward, August 16, 1778. 
26. Christopher Gadsden to Drayton, September 9, 1778. (Duel August 
30, 1778.) 
Mr. George R. Fairbanks, of Fernandina, Fla., wrote: 
"1. I have a copy, made from the original in the Spanish archives of 
Florida, of the Manteano manuscript, being copies of the correspondence 
between Don Manuel de Manteano, governor of Florida, with the Gov-
ernor-General of Cuba during the period of the attack upon St. Augustine, 
Fla., by General Oglethorpe, with a combined land and naval force of 
English and Colonial troops in 1740." 
Thomas M. Owen, esq., of Carrollton, Ala., secretary of the Alabama 
Historical Society, possesses the papers of Col. John McKee, of James Cal-
ler, of Governor William Wyatt Bibb, of Senator John Williams Walker, 
and of Senator William Blount; also journals of various earlier members 
of the Owen family, of Thomas Grant, and of the Rev. Ebenezer Hearn. 
These may at times be examined for special purposes, though any extended 
use of them by others is impracticable. 
William Beer, esq., librarian of the Howard Memorial Library, New 
Orleans, La., wrote: 
"There exist in the State library two volumes of original l •tters of 
governors of this State, dating from 1805 to 1829. I have not time at 
present to examine them, but note should be made of their oxisteuc-o and 
value. 
'''l'he city archives in city hall contaiu at least fifteen volumes of 
original MSS. relating to the French and Spanish domination, many of 
great value. 
"The Louisiana Historical Society is the c1,1stodian (for tlle State) of 6:3 
boxes of documents and of several MS. volumes, the latter being copies of 
documents iu French archives in Paris. 
"It is (lesirablo to pll1ce on r •cord that at I/Orient there are 110 bun-
dle of papers relating to the ompagnie des Indes ccidentale , mo tly 
relating to Louisiana." 
)lr. 1Iartin I. J. Griffin, of Philatlclphia, wrote: 
".\t the niversity of. Totre Dame, ,.Jotre Damr, Incl., are many :M , . of 
':itbolic American hhitorical value. Prof . .J. F. Edward , profc:sor of 
bi.·tory, has gath ·r <1 them from all parts of the ·ountry." 
Prof .. J.P. ushiug, of Knox ('ollege, (;ale burg, Ill., wrote: 
"Th lit rary r mains of... wton Bateman ar<'· now in th po e sion of 
hi. cl:mghtc:r, • h's. A. B. Ew: r , J>itt. llurg, I 1uH1. Dr. Bateman was for 
111 nny 'l'ar . <·c·n·tary of puhli<· inst ruction of th , ' tate of Illinoi (ho lrn. 
1,. •11 1·all cl th l!orac .1:urn of tho \Vest), for mally y ara pr id«-11L of 
Knu · ( 'o11ug •, an intirnat fri1•11Cl of' Liu,·oln and th<• m n of that tim . ·, 
.APPENDIX II. 
CALENDAR OJ<' THE LETTERS 01? JOHN C. CALHOUN HERETO-
FORE PRINTED. 
The following calendar will appear so long as to create the impression, 
until it is examined, that much of what is most interesting in Mr. Cal-
houn's correspondence has already been printed. In point of fact, how-
ever, hardly more than twenty of his private and political letters have 
over been published. It is so diffi
1
cult to draw a strict line between the 
official and the private lett ers of a public man that the follo"'ing list has 
been made up without regard to this distinction. Calhoun's official letters 
11rinted in the folio American Stai;e Papers and in the pub)ic documents of 
the Federal Government supply most of the items, though the most dili-
gent search has been made for others. The term "letter " is used in a 
quite inclusive sense. The instructions given to the gentleman who did 
most of the work of gathering the material for it (Mr. John Pettibone, of 
Bristol, Conn. ) were to include whatever bore the outward form of a letter. 
Acco_rdingly, some of the pieces mentioned have, if examined with respect 
to their intern al characteristics, rather the nature of reports than of let-
ters. But these have been retained, nevertheless; for it has been thought 
difficult or impossible to draw an exact line foT ruling them out. Readern 
are re<J_uested to communicate to the undersigned any references that ma,y 
occur to them for other letters, especially private letters of l\fr. Calhoun's, 
· which have been printed. 
J. FRANKLIN JAMESON. 
December 15, 1817. To A. K. Parris. Room needed for office. American 
State Papers, Miscellaneous, n, 471. 
December 16, 1817. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. Attack on Seminoles. Ameri-
can State Pftpers, Military Affairs, II, 689; and also Indian Affairs, u, 
162; Niles's Reg ister; xv, 303. 
December 22, 1817. To the President (James Monroe). Strength of the 
Army. Americau State Papers , Military Affairs, I, 669. 
December 23, 1817. To the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
(Henry Clay). List of brevet officers. American State Papers, Mili-
tary Affairs, 1, 673. 
December 26, 1817. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. Directions for course of action 
with Seminoles. American State Papers, Military Affairs, I, 689-690; 
Nilcs's H.egister, xv, 303. 
December 26, 1817. To Gen . Andrew Jackson. Orders in Seminole war. 
American State Papers, Military Aifa,irs, 1, 690; Nilos's Register, XY, 
303; Parton, Life of Antlr<'w Jackson, n, 438; and also (extract) iu 
American State Papers, J ndiau Affairs, u, 162. 
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December 29, 1817. To General Jackson. I ssuing of orders. Instructions. 
Part.on, Life of Andrew Jackson, II, 375-376. 
January 12, 1818. To President Monroe. Amelia Island. American State 
Papers, Foreign Relations, IV, 139; Niles's Register, XIII, 346. 
January 16, 1818. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. Seminole war. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 691,692; Niles's Register, xv, 304. 
January 29, 1818. To Gen. Andrew Jackson. Seminole war. Niles's Reg-
ister, xv, 304, XVI, 91. 
January 29, 1818. To Robert Brent. Double rations to commandants. 
Americau State Papers, Military Affairs, I V , 375. 
February 6, 1818. To Gen. Andrew Jackson. Seminole war. Niles's Reg-
ister, xv, 304, XVI, 92. 
February 14, 1818. To P. Hagner. Maryland militia claims. American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, III, 168. 
February 16, 1818. To Col. W. King. Accountability for funds. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 167. 
February 21, 1818. To President Monroe. Arms, etc., manufactnred and 
delivered to the States. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 6i7. 
March 2, 1818. To President Monroe. Treaty with the Creeks. Amer-
ican State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 151. 
March 7, 1818. To Governor N. Edwards. Commissioner ChouteatL and 
Indian Treaties. American State Papers, Intlian Affairs, II, 173. 
March 7, 1818. To Col. A. P. Hayne. Measures regal'ding Seminoles. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, I, 766; Niles's Register, XVI, 
91. 
March 16, 1818. To Governor Joseph McMinn. Cherokee Emigration. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 478--479. 
March 24, 1818. 'fo President Monroe. Documents relating to the origin 
of the Seminole war. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, JI, 151. 
March 26, 1818. To Prof. Benjamin Silliman. G. P. Fisher, Life of Silli-
man, 1,288. 
April 1, 1818. To President Monroe. Indian agents. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 163. 
May 2, 1818. To Gen. Isaac Shelby and Gen. Andrew Jackson. Treaty 
with the Chicka aws. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 173. 
May 2, 1818. To Jonathan Jennings, L ewis Cass, antl Benjamin Parke. 
Treaty with the MiamiR, Delawares, etc. American tate Papers, 
Indian Affairs, n, 174. 
May , 1 1 . To Go, rnor William Ulark and Augu t o ()houteau. Treaty 
with the uapaw . American tate Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 174. 
May , 1 1 . To Thomas L. McKinney . Purchase of goods for the Indian . 
Am ri ·an tatc Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 174- 175. 
lay 11, 1 1 . To Lewis Cass and Duncan McArthur. Treaty wilh th 
hawne . Am rican tato Papers, Indian Affairs, n , 175. 
:May 11, 1 1 . To Jo eph McMinn. herokee treaty, tc. meri ·an 
, ' t. t Papers, Indian .A.ffair,·, u , 479. 
~Ia~ 1:1, 1 1 . To 'overnor Bibb, of Alabama. , ' minoles. Nil s's Reg-
i:t r, .· v, 305. 
,July ~fl, 1 1 . To Jo: ph ~I· :t:inu. h rok •c Emigration. Am ri an 
, tat Pap r In ian ffair , 11, 17 - 1 0. 
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July 29, 1818. To .Joseph McMinn. Cherokee Treaty. American tato 
Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 480. 
J uly 30, 1818. To Governor Isaac Shelby. Negotiation with tho llicka-
saws. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, JI, 17 
July 30, 1818. To Gen. Anclrew Jackson. Chickasaw annuity. _\.m ·ri-
can State Papers, Indian .Affairs, II, 178. 
August 2, 1818. To J ocl Crnwfortl. Claims for military service. Miller: 
The Bench and Bar of Georgia, 1, 467. 
August 14, 1818. To Gen. Andrew .Jackson. The Presiclcnt's doci ion 
relative to St. Marks and Pensacola. American tate Papers, Iii i tar.)· 
Affairs, 1, 734-735; Niles's Hegister, xv, 305. 
August 14, 1818. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. Niles's Register, xv, 305. 
August 19, 1818. To GoYernor L ewis Cass. Removal of tho Six: Nations. 
American State Papers, Iudi::m Affairs, n, 176. 
August 19, 1818. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. Niles's Register, xv, 305. 
September, 1818. To Gen. A. Jackson. (Ex.tmct). Seminole \Var and 
European Complications. Parton: Life of Andrew Jacksou, II, 516. 
September 1, 1818. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. St. Marks and Pensacola. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 745; Niles's Register, XYI, 
81. -
September 5, 1818. To the Superintendents and Agents for Indian Affairs. 
Claims by and against Indians. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, 
u, 268-269. 
September 8, 1818. To Gen. Andrew Jackson. Garrison at St. Marks. 
(Extract.) American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1,745. 
September 11, 1818. To the Indian treaty commissioners. Treaties and 
rations. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 269 .and 431. 
September 15, 1818. To the Indian agents. Rations. American State 
Papers, Iudian Affairs, n, 269. 
September 28, 1818. To Robert Brent. (Extract.) Double rations. Ameri-
can State Papers, Military Affairs, 1v, 376. 
November 23, 1818. To the President of the Senate. Militia returns. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1,769. 
December 3, 1818. To Col. R. M. Johnson. Western armory. American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 733. 
December 5, 1818. To the House of Representatives. Alteration of sys-
tem for trading with the Indians. American State Papers, Indian 
.Affairs, n, 181-5. 
December 11, 1818. To the House of Representatives. Reduction of the 
Army. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 779- 82. 
December 12, 1818. To President Monroe. Correspondence rnlating to 
the arrest of Capt. Obed Wright. American State Papers, Military 
Affairs, r, 774. 
December 15, 1818. To Gen. Andrew Jackson. Niles's Register, XLV, 159. 
December 19, 1818. To the Honse of Representatives. Estimntes for the 
War Department. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 810-11. 
December 29, 1818. To Governor Joseph McMinn . Cherokee treaty. 
American State Papers, Inuiau Affairs, II, 480. 
December 30, 1818. To President Monroe. Correspondence with the gov-
ernor of Georgia . American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 778. 
IlIS'l' 98--38 
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January 7, 181!J. To the Speaker of the House of Representatives (Henry 
Clay). l:oads and canals. American State Papers, Miscellaneons,u, 
533-7; Niles's Register, xvi, 186. 
Jan nary 11, 1819. To President Monroe. Strength and distribution of 
the Army. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 813. 
January 14, 1819. To the Speaker of the House of Representatives (Henry 
Clay). Extra pay to soldiers on fatigue duty . American Stato 
Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 822. 
January 14, 1819. To t,he Speaker of the House of Representatives (Heury 
Clay). Roads and canals. Works of John C. Calhoun, v, 40-54. 
January 15, 1819. To Col. R. M. Johnson. Additional Military Academ~·-
American State Papers, Military Affairs, I, 834. 
January 15, 1819. To Gen. Sylvanus Thayer. Trouble at West Point. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 22. 
January 16, 1819. To the Speaker of the House of Representatives (lleury 
Clay). Claims of the Creeks. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, 
II, 186. 
February 4, 1819. To President Monroe, West Point. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, 1, 838. 
February 5, 1819. To Gen. Andrew Jackson. Letter from the Senate 
Committee on the Seminole War. American State Papers, Military 
Affairs, 1, 768. 
Febrnary 10, 1819. To A. Lacock. Jackson's orders as to St. Augustine. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1,743; Niles's Register, xv 1, 
79. 
February 11, 1819. To the Cherokee delegation. Negotiations. Ameri-
can State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 190. 
February 22, 1819. To the Cherokee .delegation. Propos itions for treat.y. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 190. 
February 24, 1819. To the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
(Henry Clay). Contracts made in 1818. American State Paper11, Mil-
itary Affairs, 1,848. 
March 9, 1819. To Reuben Lewis. Relations with the Cherokees. Amer-
foan State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 190. 
March 11, 1819. To ·wnson Lumpkin. Running of the lino for the Chero-
kees. American State Papers, Indian Affafrs, IT, 191. 
March 12, 1819. · To Robert Houston. Surveying the line for the Chero-
kees. American State Papors, Indian Affairs, u, 190. 
Mn,rch 27, 1819. To Reuben Lewis. Commi siou to snrveyre, ervation for 
the uapaws. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 179-80 . 
.July 16, 1 19. To Aug. honteau and Benj. Stephonson, commi 'H ion<'r. 
Ki ka.poos aml Pottawatamies. American , tato Paper , Indiau 
Affair , 11, 19 . 
• 'optembn 3, 1 19. ( 'ircnlar.) Civilbdng the Indians. Ameri a,n tat 
aper , Indian Affairs, u, 201. 
• pfrmb,·r , l 19. To Benj. Parke. Nerrotiatiomi with th ,vea . Ameri-
can, tat l'ap rs, ln<lian AffairH, n, 227. 
•1·}1temhc·r 17 1 HJ. 'fo th Inclia11 agent . ,'ta1rm nt of expenc1itnrc•.·. 
\uu ricau, fate· Pup •rs, In!liau Affair, JI, 2Gfl. 
I >Poi·, mh~1: 2l, 1 l!J. '1 o ,cu . .Jo. ph Hloomfic•ld. R,•volntionary p nsion 
\mi ru:an • :i I Paper, Claim , 2-3; , il 'i,; 1 cgi t r, x \'II 313. 
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December 28, 1819. To the Speaker of the House of Repre ontatives 
(Henry Clay~. Canal, Illinois River to Lake Michigan. American 
State Papers, Miscellaneous, n, 555. 
December 29, 1819. To A. Smyth. Yellowstone Expedition. American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 33-34; Niles's Register, xvn, 329. 
January 6, 1820. To H. R. Storrs. Militia in the Seminole war. Ameri-
can State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 104. 
January 6, 1820. To President Monroe. Punishments in the Army. 
American State Pa_pers, Military Affairs, n, 39; Niles's Register, 
xvII, 355. 
January 7, 1820. To Presiden t Monroe. Clothing the Army with domes-
tic fabrics . American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 42. 
January 11, 1820. To ;H. R. Storrs. Expenditure for brigade of militia. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 116. 
January 111 1820. To Speaker Clay. Payment for destroyed property. 
American State Papers, Claims, 690. 
January 14, 1820. To Lewis Cass. E xplorations in Michigan. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 319-20. 
January 15, 1820. To Speaker Clay. Progress in civilizing the Indians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II1 200-1; Niles's Register, 
xvn, 345. 
January 15, 1820. To President Monroe. Expenditures for fortifications. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 48. 
January 19, 1820. To Speaker Clay. Pensions under the act of 1818. 
American State Papers, Claims, 700. 
January 22, 1820. To H. R .. Storrs. Troops in the Seminole war. Ameri:-
can ·state Papers, Military Affairs, n, 110. 
January 28, 1820. To Speaker Clay. Expenditures for West Point. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 51. 
February 2, 1820. To Speaker Clay. Transportation in the Yellowstone 
Expedition. America,n State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 68. 
February 6, 1820. To Joel R. Poinsett. Canal through government land. 
Ameri can State Papers, Military Affairs, 111, 657. 
February 7, 1820. To the Rev. Jedediah Morse. (Extract.) Inspection of 
Indians. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 273-274. 
February 7, 1820. To A. SmHh. Pensioners under the act of 1818. Amer-
ican State Papers, Claims, 703; Niles's Register, xvn, 445. 
February 17, 1820. To II. R. Storrs. Militia abstract. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, II, 118. 
February 19, 1820. To H. R. Storrs. Abstract of muster rolls. American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 124. 
:February 19, 1820. To the Indian agents. Drafts. American State Papers, 
Indian Affairs, II, 270. 
February 19, 1820. To the Indian agents. Visits of the chiefs to Wash-
ington. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 270. 
P ebruary 23, 1820. To Speaker Clay. Cost of rations. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, n, 72. 
Pebruary 23, 1820. To Speaker Clay. "\Vest Point. American State Pa-
pers, Military Affairs, u, 75-76. 
February 25, 1820. To Governor Lewis Cass. Mr. Schoolcraft. American 
tate Paper , Indian Affairs, u, 320. 
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February 26, 1820. To Gen. D. B. Mitchell. Illegal slave trade. Niles's 
Register, xvrrr, 119. 
February 28, 1820. ·To Speaker Clay. Loan of powder. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, n, 132. 
March 17, 1820. To President Monroe, Abstract of the militia. American 
State rapers, Military Affairs, n, 134. 
April 5, 1820. To Governor Lewis Cass. Obtaining lands from the Indians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 227-228 and 320. 
April 12, 1820. To Speaker Clay. Trade transactions with the Indians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, 11, 207. 
May 2, 1820. To Speaker Clay. The Court-martial of Colonel King. 
American State Papers, Military Affa.irs, n, 139. 
June 10, 1820. To Auguste Chouteau and Benjamin Stephenson. Amend-
ing the Kickapoo treaty. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, 
rr, 228. 
June 28, 1820. To P. E. Pearson. Title to land. Am~rican State Papers, 
Military Affairs, m, 658. 
July 12, 1820. To Gen. Andrew Jackson. Location of Choctaws. Amer-
ican State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 231. 
August 8, 1820. To Col. A. Pickens and Gen. T. Flournoy. Commission 
and directions to treat with tho Creeks. American State Papers, Indian 
Affairs, 11, 249-250. 
October 1, 1820. To A. Chouteau and B. Stephenson. Kickapoo treaty. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 228. 
October 5, 1820. To William Clark. Indian claims and treaties. Amer-
ican State PapeTS, Indian Affairs, n, 229. 
October 11, 1820. To A. Chouteau. Kickapoo treaty. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 229. 
October 16, 1820. To the Paymaster-General. Triple rations . American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, rv, 376. 
October 19, 1820. To Daniel M. Forney. Appointment and instructions 
to deal with Creeks. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 250. 
October 19, 1820. To Gen. Thomas Flonrnoy. Georgia and the Creek 
treaty. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 250. 
November 21, 1820. To Gen. T. Flournoy. Accepting resignation. Amer-
ican State Papers, India.n Affairs, 11, 251. 
' ovember 21, 1820. To Governor Clark. Georgia aml Creek treaty. 
American 'tato Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 251. 
November 22, 1820. To Gen. Davicl 1eriwcth r. Appointment and iu-
strnctions, Cr ek treaty. American State P,Lper , Indian Affairs, n, 
2:-1 . 
.. 'ovemher 23, 1 20. To Gen. David Meriwether. Directions for Creek 
trea.ty. American 'tate Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 251. 
• 'ovrm her 24, 1 20. To overnor ass. (Extract.) E ti mat •s. Am ri-
can tat Pn.p rs, Indian Affair , n, 270. 
l r mb r 4, 1 20. To tlie Ir . icl nt f the , ' nate. Indian a.uoniti . 
m rican, 't: Pa.p rs, Indian Affairs, u, 217. 
J> '1'f!m1,..r 12, 1 :W. To th , p ak r of tbP Ifonso f ] epre 11tative 
(Jol111 W. '1 aylor . dn ·tion of th Army. .Am rican tate Pap r , 
\lilit:n· ff:ir, 11, 1 l!ll; . ' il 'sJ ,rj ter, x1. · 2.:-l. 
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December 14, 1820. To Speaker Taylor. Illegal punishment of de ·erters. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 198; Niles's Regist r, . ' IX, 
275. 
December 16, 1820. To Speaker Taylor. Horses in the eminol war. 
American State Papers, Claims, 811, 812. 
December 22, 1820. To Speaker Taylor. System of martial law, etc. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 199; Niles's Register, XIX, 
295. 
December 23, 1820. To Gen. David Meriwether. Creek treat . Ameri-
can State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 252. 
December 30, 1820. To Speaker Taylor. Recruiting . American tate 
Papers, Military Affairs, II, 275. 
January 3, 1821. To President Monroe. Expenditures, receipt, etc., of 
the Indian Department. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 245. 
January 8, 1821. To Speaker Taylor. Expenditure of West Point. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, n , 276. 
January 16, 1821. To Speaker Taylor. Militia in the war of .1812-1814. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 279. 
January 18, 1821. To Speaker Taylor. Amount and value of goods on 
hand. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n , 247. 
January 31, 1821. To Speaker ·Taylor. Property acquired for military 
purposes. American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 282. 
February 3, 1821. To D. Holmes. Instrncti.ons to Creek Treaty Commis-
sioners. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 256-257. 
February 6, 1821. Tn Sol. Van Rensselaer. Extra pay to officers. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs., II, 297. 
February 7, 1821. To President Monroe. Claims of citizens of Georgia 
against the Creeks. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 254-255. 
February 12, 1821. To Speaker Taylor. Fortifications. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, II, 304-5; Niles's Register, xx, 263. 
February 14, 1821. To the President of the Senate. Militia and militia 
fin es. American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 314. 
February 17, 1821. To President Monroe. Militia. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, II, 320. 
March 19, 1821. To the Indian agents. Disbursements. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 270. 
March 27, 1821. To William Ward. Execution of Choctaw treaty. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 393-3~4. 
March 27, 1821. To Edmund Folsom. :A.gent to Choctaws . . American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 394. 
July 27, 1821. To the Paymaster-General. Double r ations. American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, rv, 376 and 4G8. 
December 17, 1821. To John Cocke, Revolutionary pensioners. American 
State Paper,;, Claims, 837; Niles's Register, xxn, 37. 
January 2, 1822. To President Monroe. Promotions and appointments. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 396. 
January 2, 1822. To the Speaker of the House of Representatives (Phrnp 
P. Ba.rbour) . Quartermaster-General's Department documents. 
American State Papers, Claims, 840. 
J anuary 2, 1822. To John Cocke. Revolutionary pensioners. American 
State Paper , Cla ims, 836. 
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January 8, 1822. To L. Williams. Arms, Seminole war. American State 
Papers, Claims, 811. · 
January 14, 1822. To S. Smith. Cost of arming militia. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, n, 326. 
January 15, 1822. To Speaker Barbour. Expenditure for Indian Depart-
mont, 1820-21. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 266-267. 
January 19, 1822. To President Monroe. Expenditure for the civilization 
of the Indians. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 271. 
January 21, 1822. To William Eustis . Brevet rank and pay. American 
State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 359. 
January 29, 1822. To W. Eustis. Promotions and appointments. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 403-404; Niles's Regh;ter, xxu, 
413. 
January 31, 1822. To J. Williams. Clause in the Book of Regulations. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 411 and 412. 
January 31, 1822. To President Monroe. Ordnance and ordnance·stores. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 337. 
January 31, 1822 To W. Eustis. Information regarding loans of powder. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 426. 
February 7, 1822. To the President of the Senate. Revolutionary pen-
sioners. American State Papers, Claims, 824. 
Pebruary 8, 1822. To President Monroe. Condition of the Indian trihes. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 275-276. 
Pebrnary 9, 1822. To Speaker Barbour. Accounts of superintendent:1 of 
Indian affairs. Michigan and Missouri. American State Papers, In-
dian Affairs, n, 284. 
February 11, 1822. To President Monroe. Indian tribes. Niles's RPgistel', 
xxn, Supplement, 52. 
Pebruary 11, 1822. To Thomas Montgomery. Accountabil_ity of agents. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 34.5. 
February 18, 1822. To William Eustis. Fortifications. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, II, 357. 
Pebruary 21, 1822. To President Monroe. Civilization of the Indians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affair., n, 326. 
Pebruary 22, 1822. To President Monroe. Extinguishment of Indian title 
to lands. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 323. 
March 1, 1 22. To Speaker Barbour. E xpense of Military Academy. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 350-352; Niles's Register, 
xxu, 38. 
March 5, 1822. To President Monroe. Militia returns. American , 'tate 
Papers. Military Affairs, n, 361. 
March , 1 22. To G. Tucker. 'lerks in War Department. American 
tate Pap rR, lilitary Affairs, u, 420-421. 
M r ·h 13, 1 22. To R. II. Walworth. Rifle promis d to the Corp. of 
.Juv uile Yolunt r1:1. Am rican, 'tate . ap rs, Military Affairs, u, 367, 
and al o Iilitary Affairs, 1u, 261. 
• I:uc:h 13, 1 22 To p a.ker Barbour. Brev t rank. Am rica.n tat 
Pap ·r. , Iilitary Affair , u, 365. 
,fard1 ~:, 1 22. To Ir ident lonroe. :ru s's R risler .'XII, 121. 
Mtm·h '.!fi, 1 22. Tu Pr . i<l nt fonro F ortifi a.tion1:1 at I bile Bay. 
u1 ·1 iran ."tat Pap r , Iilitu.ry fl'air'i, II, 370. 
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lfaich 27, 1822. To President Monroe. Clairu to la.utl ou which Fort 
Delaware is sitnatcd . American State Papers, :Military Affairs, 11,376. 
April 2, 1822. 'I'o W. Eustis. Military Academy. American tate Papers, 
Military Affairs, u, 380. 
April 10, 1822. To W illiam Eustis. Niles's Register, xxu, Sufpleme11t, 
44. 
April 11, 1822. To Speaker Barbour. Names and pay of employt!e · iu 
Indian Department. American State Papers, Indian Affair , II, 3GJ. 
April 29, 1822. To J. Williams. Army Regulations and Genera.I Atkin 011. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 412. 
April 30, 1822. To J. Butler. Mr. Mix's. contract. American Lato 
Papers, Military Affairs, u, 441. 
April 30, 1882. To J. Butler. Transmitting documents relating to Stoue 
contract. American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 434. 
May 1, 1822. To J. Butler. Chief Engin~er's Report. Mix contr:ict. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 442. 
May 4, 1822. To J. Butler. Mix contract. American State Papers, Mili-
tary Affairs, II, 442. 
May 28, 1822. · To Gen. E_- P. Gaines. Search for goods of Indian trader. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, v, 507-508. 
July 1, 1822. To Gen. W. Clark. Licenses of Ashley and Henry. Ameri-
can State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 428-9. 
November 27, 1822. To President Monroe. Condition of military estaL-
lishment and fortifications. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 
II, 450; Niles's Register, xxnr, 267. 
December-, 1822. To President Monroe. Christian Indians and United 
Brethren. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 372. 
Decamber 2, 1822. To Speaker Barbour. Officers and messengeri,; ill tl10 
War Department. American State Pape;s, Miscellaneous, II, 983. 
December 30, 1822. To Col. R. J. Meigs. Treaty with the Cherokees. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 506. 
December 30, 1822. To President Monroo. Expenses of the Ordnance 
Department. American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 472-3 . . 
January 4, 1823. To President Monroe. -Treaties with. Osage, Sac, and 
Fox tribes. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 392. 
January 10, 1823. To the Presi<lent of the Senate. Army Register. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 515. 
January 11, 1823. To vV. ~ustis. Loans of gunpowder. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, u, 525. 
January 21, 1823. To Speaker Barbour. Military road to Sackett'8 Har-
bor. American State Papers, Miscellaneous, n, 987. 
January 28, 1823. To Thomas Metcalf. Florida Indians. · American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 411 . 
January 31, 1823. To James Lloyd. Claims of° Mas8aclrnsetts for militia 
service in ·war, 1812-1814. American State Papers, Mrntary Affairs, 
III, 18. 
Fel>ruary 1, 1823. To P. Hagner. Lloyd's letter relating to Massachusetts 
claim. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 1u, 18. 
Pebruary 4, 1823. To President Monroe. Choctaw treaty. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairi,;, II, 393. 
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February 6, 1823. To J. vVilliams. Armament of fortifications. Ameri-
can State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 529-530. 
February 8, 1823. 'fo James Noble. Revolutionary pensioners. Ameri-
can State Papers, Claims, 885. 
February 11, 1823. 'fo W. Eustis. Expenditure for arming and equip-
ping militia. American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 531. 
February 11, 1823. To Speaker Barbour. Expen<litures, etc., for arsenal 
and armories. American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 530. 
February 18, 1823. To Speaker Barbour. Accounts of superiutendents 
of Indian affairs. American State papers, In<lian Affairs, n, 398. 
February 21, 1823. To President Monroe. Militia returns. Americau 
State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 534. 
March 1, 1823. To the President of the Senate. Invalid pensions. Ameri-
can State Papers, Claims, 893. 
March 3, 1823. To the President of'the Senate. Judgment against Col. 
W. Duane. American State Papers, Military Affair , n1, 1. 
March 26, 1823. To James Lloyd. Rule::; for settling State accounts 
against the United States. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 
III, 18. 
April 7, 1823. To Col. James Gadsden and Bernardo Segui, commissioners 
to treat with the Florida Indians. American State Papers, Indian 
Affairs, n, 431. 
April 8, 1823. To Bernardo Segui. Appointment to treat with the In<lians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 431. 
April 26, 1823. To Col. W. McRee. National armory on the Western 
waters. American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 729-730. 
June 30, 1823. To Col. James Garlsdou. Removal of the Florida Indians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 43!-435. 
June 30, 1823. To W. P. Duval. Treating with the Florida Indians. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 44:0. 
July 31, 1823. To Col. James Gadsden, Bernar<lo Segui and William P. 
Duval. Treating with the Indians. American State Papers, ludian 
Affairs, n, 436. 
August 1~, 1823. To Gen. E. P. Gaines. Meeting of Indian hostilities. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 581. 
September 5, 1823. To Peter Hagner. Massachusetts militia claim. Amer-
ican State papers, Military AffairH, 111, 19. 
Octouer 29, 1 23. To Col. James Gadsden. Florida Indian treaty. AmeT-
ican , tate Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 441. 
November 4, 1 23. To Col. James Gadsden. Surveys fortlte Florida Indian 
a. ignment,. American t ate Pap rs, Indian Affairs, u, 4-11-442. 
' ovemberG,123. Me,srs. ullivan an<l. Peirc . Third Au<l.itor·s report 
on th Ma s <·hu ett claim. American , 'tate Papers, Milit:1ry _A,. /fair , 
American 'tat 
fonr ~- 'onc1ition of th , military 
,·tat Pap r 1ilitary Affair, 111 
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December 9, 1823. To C(ll. James Gadsden. urveys. m rican • tat 
Papers, Indian Affairs, 11, 442. 
December 23, 1823. To Col. James Gadsden. Treaty with th Florida 
Indians. American State Papers, Indian Affair , JI, 442. 
December 23, 1823. To Mess rs . Sullivau an d Peirce. Pr• ' itl n t ' ' <l eci ion 
on the Massachusetts claim. American tate Paper , Mi1itar Affairs 
III, 56. ,. 
December 24, 1823. To ,v. P. Duval. Florida Indi:m treaty. Americ:m 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, JI, 615. 
December 24, 1823. To Colonel Humphreys. Execntiou of the Florida 
treaty. American State P apers, Indian Affairs, u , 615. 
December 31, 1~23. To Presi<leut Monroe. Contract· for cannon, hot 
etc. American State Papers, Military Affair , u, 599. 
January 10, 1824. To John Gaillard. Military road, Fort St. Philip, La. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, III, 6. 
January 12, 1824. To John Cocke. Indians beyond the Mississippi. 
American State Papers, India n Affairs, n, 449. 
January 15, 1824. To A. Blanding. Caual. American State Papers, Mil-
itary Affairs, 111, 658. 
,January 20, 1824. To Col. J. R. Fenwick. Artillery imitruction. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, ru, 6'05. 
January 24, 1824. To the Speaker of tli c House of Representatives (Henry 
Clay) . . Cidlization of the Indians . American State Papers, Indian 
Affairs, II, 443. 
January 30, 1824. To the Cherokee delegation. Extinguishment ofludian 
title to lands in Georgia. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n , 
473. 
February 6, 1824. To the Cher~kee delegation. (Extract.) Cherokee 
treaty. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 507. 
February 12, 1824. To J. Hamilton, jr. Additional quartermasters antl 
assistan ts. American State Papers, Military Affairs, III, 100. 
February 14, 18211. To President Monroe. Suits for tlie recovery of the 
Pea Patch. American State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 625. 
February 16, 1824. To President Monroe. Scott's Rules and Regulations. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 623. 
February 17, 1824. To President Monroe. Expense of transporting troops. 
American State Papers, .Military Affairs, II, 624. 
Feurnary 17, 1824. To Governor George M. ;froup. Cherokee communi-
cations. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 475 and 734. 
February 19, 1824. To J. Hamilton, jr. Preservation of arms provided. 
for the militia. American 8tate Papers, Military Affairs, n, 671. 
February 21, 1824. To E. Livingston. West Point. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, u, 632. 
FelJrnary 21, 1824. To the President of the Senate. Disbursements in 
the Indian Department. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 443. 
Fcbrnary 23, 1824. To Senator Thomas H. Benton. Treaties with Indians 
beyond the Mississippi. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 448. 
February 23, 1824. To Presidcut Monroe. Correspondence on the .Massa-
chusetts claim; militia pay in the wa.r of 1812-1814. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, III, 10. 
February 25, 1824. To Presideut Monroe. Perma.nen t fortifications. Amer-
ican t a te Papers, Mi litary Affai rs, II, t327. 
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Feuruary 25, 1824. To J. Hamilton,jr. Supplying the academy with am-
munition. American State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 626. 
March 10, 1824. To Louis McLane. Inderirn5ty to the Creeks. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 492. 
March 29, 1824. To President Monroe. Extinguishment of Indian title to 
lands. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 461-462; Niles's Reg-
ister, XXVI, 101. 
April 7, 1824.• To President Monroe. Pay for certain general officers. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 673. 
April 9, 1824. To President Monroe. Correspondence with the governor 
of Virginia. American State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 679. 
April 10, 1824. To President Monroe. National armory in the West. 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, III, 92. 
April 12, 1824. To President Monroe. Cherokee cession oflands. Amer-
ican State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 502. 
April 12, 1824. To John Forsyth. Contents of a lost document. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 500. 
April 14, 1824. To John Forsyth. Measures proposed in lost document. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 501. 
April 19, 1824. To Thomas Jefferson. Cherokee Treaty of1804. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 511. 
April 29, 1824. To President Monroe. Cherokee treaty. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 507. 
May 10, 1824. To President Monroe. Brevete<l. officers. American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, III, 94 . 
. June 2, 1824. To vV. P. DuYal. Florida Indian treaty. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 617-618. 
June 8, 1824. To Peter Little. Potomac and Ohio Canal. Niles's Reg-
ister, XXVI, 268. 
June 26, 1824. To Rouert Crittenden. Quapaw disbursements. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 530. 
July 3, 1824. To Robert S. Garnet. Statement of bis constitutional prin-
ciples. Houston, "A Critical Study of Nullification in South Uaro-
liua," 143-148. 
July 15, 1824. To Governor George M. Troup. Niles's Register, xxvu, 12. 
July 16, 1824. To Col. D. G. Campbell. Appointment to treat with the 
Creeks. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 564. 
,July 16, 1824-. To Col. D. G. Campbell and Maj. J. Merriweth<'f. (Ex-
tract.) Provisions for Indians. American State Papers, Indian 
Affairs, II, 564. 
July 17, 1824. To W. P. Duval. Indian rations. American 'tate Pap •1-., 
Indian Affairs, u, 619-620. 
July 19, 1 24. To D. G. Campbell and James Merriwether. Fnn<ls for 
negotiations. American 'tate Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 565. 
Augn ·t 1.7, USU. To W. P. Duval. rnsburseuwnts to Indians. Am rican 
• ·tat Pa.p r , Indian Affairs, u, 621. 
• 1·1>t mhc:r 11, 1 24. To \V. P. Duval. Co t of rationa. m rican , 'tatc· 
l'ap ·r , Iucliau Affair., u, 623. 
·,·pti:ml~c·r 1:3 1 21. To l>. ;, 'am11h JI. Im;trnc·tions for Creek nego-
tiati n · Atu ri au ta.te Pap r., Indian Affairs, u, 566. 
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October 8, 1824. To W. P. Duval. Ratious, etc. American 'tate Pa 1, rs 
Indian Affairs, II, 626. 
November 9, 1824. To the Choctaw delegation. Choctaw treaty. Amer-
ican State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 549-550. 
November 15, 1824. To the Choctaw delegation. Choctaw trc-nty. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 550-551. 
November 19, 1824. To the Choctaw delegation. Treu.ty. Anwrican tat 
Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 551. 
November 27, 1824. To the Choctaw.delegation. Treaty. Am rican tat 
Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 552. 
December 3, 1824. To W. P. Duval. Financial arrangements. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, u, 628. 
December 3, 1824. To President Monroe. Condition of the military estab-
lishment and fortifications. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 
n, 698-701; Niles's Register, XXVII, 264. 
December 8, 1824. To President Monroe. Ioway, Sac and Fox treaties. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 524. 
December 31, 1824. To tlie Choctaw delegation. Treaty. American tate 
Papers, Indian Affairs; II, 553. 
January 5, 1825. To the Choctaw delegation. Treaty. American Sta.tf' 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 553-554. 
,January 6, 1825. 1 ·0 President Monroe. Quapaw treaty. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 529. 
January 10, 1825. To Speaker Clay. Extinguishing Cherokee claims to 
laud. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 526. 
January 11, 1825. To W. Walker. Discharge. American State Papers, 
Indian Affairs, n, 577. 
January 13, 1825. To Col. John Crowell. Discharge of Capt. Walker. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 577. 
Jannary 13, 1825. To Col. D. G. Campbell. Proceedings relating to tbe 
Creek treaty. American State Papers, Indian Affairs, rr, 576-577. 
January 15, 1825. To the Choctaw delegation. Treaty. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 55-L 
January 17, 1825. To President Monroe. National armory on the Westeru 
waters. American State Papers, Military Affairs, u, 729. 
January 18, 1825. To II. W. Conway. Choctaw treaty . American State 
Papers. Indian Affairs, II, 557-558. ' · 
January 18, 1825. To Col. John Crowell. The Creek treaty. American 
State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 578-579. 
January 18, 1825. To D. G. Campbell. Creek treaty. American State 
Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 578. 
January 19, 1825. To Speaker Clay. Fort Delaware and 'the Babcock 
court-martial. American State Papers, Military Affain;, II, 792. 
Jannary 21, 1825. To Messrs. Campbell and Merriwether. Creek treaty. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, II, 582. 
January 22, 1825. 'fo President Monroe. Treaty with the· Choctaws. 
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, n, 547. 
January 24, 1825.. To President Monroe. Removal of Indians west of Mis-
s issippi. American tate P~pers, Indian Affairs, u, 542-544; Niles's 
Register, xxvu, 404. 
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January 29, 1825. To tho Pi-esident of tl.Je Senate. Abstract of military 
returns. American State Papers, Military Affairs, II, 822. 
February 2, 1825. To J. Hamilton, jr. Land at Fort Washington. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 835. 
February 7, 1825. To the President of the Senate. Fortifications on Dau-
phin Island. American State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 826. 
February 12, 1825. To Speaker Clay. OperaLions of the armories. Amer-
ican State Papers, Military Affairs, n, 834. 
February 21, 1825. To President Monroe. Third Auditor's report ou 
Massachnsetts militia claim. American State Papers, Military Affairs, 
III, 104. 
February 21, 1825. To D. Smith. Site for a fort. American State Papers, 
Military Affairs, rn, 227. 
February 25, 1825. To Speaker Clay. Disbursements by Indian agents. 
American State Papers, luclian Affairs, II, 559. 
March 2, 1825. To Wm. C. El1is and others, of Pennsylvania. Internal 
improvements. Niles's Register, xxvn1, 42. 
August 14, 1825. To Prof. Benjamin Silliman. G. P. Fisher, Life of Sil-
liman, 1, 325. 
December 29, 1826. To the Honse of Representatives. Riprap contract. 
Niles's Register, xxx1, 302. 
March 2, 1828. To Jas. A. Hamilton. Seminole war. Niles's Register, 
XL, 44. 
March 15, 1828. To Jas. A. Hamilton. Seminole war. Niles's Regi. ter, 
XL, 44. 
September 8, 1828. 'ro Theodore Lyman. Brief outline of career; con-
trolling principles; attitude towaru Jackson and Adams. Mas. achu-
setts Historical Society Proc., xix, 280-281. 
May 13, 1830. To the President (A11drew Jackson). On the Seminole 
war. Correspondence on the F lorida matter, ppb.; also in Works of 
John C. Calhoun, v1, 362; and Niles's Register, XL, 11. 
May 17, 1830. To James Monroe. Jackson controversy. Correspondence 
on the Florida matter, pph.; also in Works of John C. Calhonn, YI, 
425-426; and Niles's Register, XL, 19. 
Ma,y 28, 1830. ·ro William Wirt. On the Seminole war. Correspondence 
on the Florida matter, pph.; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, VI, 
427; and in Niles's Register, XL, 21. 
fay 29, 1 30. To President Jnck on. On the eminole war. Correspond-
uc on the Ploriua matter, pph.; also in .. Works of ,Joh n . 'alhonn, 
'I, 362- 5; arnl Niles's Regi t r, XL, 12 . 
.Jun<' 1, 1 30. To John For yth. On th , emiuole war. Corre ponuenc 
011 th Florida, matter, pph.; a,Iso iu Works of John C. C:ilho11 11, vr, 
3!J2-3; and ' il s' Register, xr., 13. 
,Jun 1 1 3 . To Pr icl nt J:Lck on. n tho eminole war. 'orre poml-
c•u on th Florida. matt r, pph.; al in \Yorks of John C. 'albonu, 
n, 3 7-390, nnu ., Til a', l gi t r, ,'L 13. 
,Jun 22, 1 30. T Pr . i 1 nt ,Ja ·k on. u the , c•min le war. rr -
P rul 11 '" on ib I• loricla. m, tt r, ppb.; also i 11 \\' ol'lu; of John ' ':d-
honn \'I !.13 -3: :i· aucl ilc·. R gist r, ' L , 14. 
' ugn t - , 1 30. To th •itiz u of 'o iugton, 'a.. 1T iJ(·s·. Jl gi t r, XL\ 
!I.I. 
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August 25, 1830. To President Jackson. On tl.t 
spondence on the Florida m atter, pph.; al o iu "\V rk 




October 30, 1830. To William H. Crawford. On the 111111 1 wrtr. r-
respondence on the Florida matter, pph.; al o in "\Vork of J bn ' 
Calhoun, VI, 434-435, and Niles's Register, XL, 24. 
January 12, 1831. To J. Q. Adams. Jackson controversy. \ ork of, Im 
C. Calhoun, VI, 429-432. 
February 24, 1831. To editor "U. S. T elegraph." \Vith tatem •ut for pn -
lication. Niles's Register, XL, 38. 
March 26, 1831. To committee of citizens of Lawrenc vill , Va. 
Register, XL, 61. 
March·28, 1831. To committee of citizens of P endleton. Nile 's Regi t r 
XL, 171. 
July 26, 1831. To Mr. Seymour. Relation of the States to the General 
Government. 11 Opinions of the Vice-President on the Relations, 'etc., 
pph., pp. 24, reprinted from the Pendleton Messenger; also iu Nile 
Register, XL, 437, and Works of John C. Calhoun, vr, 59-9J. 
July 30, 1832. To a committee of citizens of South Carolina. Niles's Reg-
ister, XLIII, 56. 
August 28, 1832. To Governor James Hamilton,jr. Letter in "Important 
correspouclence on the subject of State interposition:'' pph., Charle ton, 
1832, pp.1-26. (Reprinted from Pendleton Messenger, Septewher 15, 
1832.) Also in Works of John C. Calhoun, vr, 144-193. 
September 11, 18~2. To Governor James Hamilton,jr. Agreeing to the 
publication of his letter of August 28. In reprint of letter of Augnst 
28, Charleston, 1832, p. 27. 
March 27, 1833. To the citizens of Edgefield. Niles's R egister, XLIV, 125. 
June 15, 1834. To a committee of citizens of Char1ottesvillcJ, Va. Niles's 
Register, XL vr, 405. 
March('), 1835. To citizens of Petersburg ( extract). Niles's Register, 
XLVIII, 74. 
August 5, 1836. To a committee of the citizens of Athens, Ga. Niles's 
Register, L, 432. 
September 22, 1836. To the editor of the Pendleton Messenger. On 
Charleston, Louisville, Lexington and Cincinnati Railroad. Niles's 
Register, u, 88. 
June 26, 1837. "To a friend." Extract from The New York Evening 
Chronicle. Niles's Register, LII, 321. 
September(') 1837. To the editor ofthcAlexandria Gazette. (Extract.) 
Niles's Register, LIII, 33. 
November 3, 1837. To the citizens of Edgefield. Niles's Register, LIII, 
217. 
December 21, 26, 1837. To the editor of the National Intelligencer. Niles's 
Register, LIII, 282, 283. 
July, 1838. To the eclitors of tl:l.e National Intelligencer. Niles's Register, 
LIV1 345. 
July 24-, 1838. To committee of citizens of Columbia, S. C. Niles'a Regis-
ter, LIV, 406. 
August 19, 1838. To the cit,izens 0f Charleston, S. C. NiJes's Register, 
LV,36. 
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September 1, 1838. Calhoun to the citizens of Columbia, S. C. The Rich-
land Festival. Niles's Register, Lv, 75. 
September 2, 1838. To Hon. Waddy Thompson. Niles's Register, LV, 74. 
September 6, 18:38. To committee of citizens of Yanceyville, N. C. Niles's 
Register, L v, 121. 
January 24, 1839. To W. N. Edwards and others, Democratic members of 
the general assembly of North Carolina. Niles's Register, LV, 392. 
June 4, 1840. To Charles P. Daly and others. "Letter of the Hon. John 
C. Calhoun of South Carolina, United State8 Senator, in a,uswer to an 
invitation from a committee appointed by a convention of the Demo-
cratic-Republican electors of the city of New York, to deliver an 
oration at the celebratiou of the sixty-fourth anniversary of the Inde-
pendence of the United States," New York, 1850, pp. 8. Also in Works 
of John C. Calhoun, vr, 313-318. 
June 27, 1840. To J. M. McCalla and others. Declining an invitation to 
a barbecue. Works of John C. Calhoun, v1, 318-321. 
December 21, 1841. To the President (John Tyler). Recommending Gen-
eral Carroll for the Mexican mission. Tyler, Letters ~nd Times of the 
Ty,lers, III, 97. 
November 26, 1842. To the Senate and House of Representatives. An-
nouncing his proposed retirement from Congress. Niles's Register, 
LXIII, 226. 
January 26, 1843. To the committee of the Democratic State convention 
of Indiana. On various public qnestions propoumle<l. .r iles's Regis-
ter, LXIV, 167. Also, in part, in Niles's Register, LXIV, 137, 138. 
July 3, 1843. To William Smith. Rhode I sland controversy. Works of 
John C. Calhoun, v1, 209-239. 
July 9, 1843. To the citizens of Cineinna,ti. Response to an invitation to 
visit that city. Niles's Register, LXV, 11. 
July 28, 18-13. To the editors of the National Intelligencer. Niles's Reg-
ister, LXIV, 383. 
'eptember 24, 1843. To a friend. Letter published in Washington pec-
tator on the tariff. Nilcs's Register, LXV, 160. 
November 12, 1843. To Thomas Ritchie. The tariff. Nile8's Register, 
LXV, 218. 
D 'Cember 2, 1 43. To Jose;ph Smith (the Mormon leader). Jiles's Reg-
ister, LXV, 357. 
D c mber 25, 1843. To Thomas W. 'ilmer. Annexation of Texas. Tyler' 
Letter and Times of the T ylers, u, 296-297. 
April ( ), 184-4. To Henry A. Wi e. English ascendancy in Texas. Tyler, 
L tt rs an<l Times of the Tylers, n1, 136. 
April 15, 1 11. To '. J. Ingersoll. Duties on Portugal win• . Hou 
1 oc. o. 224, 2 th 'ong., 1st. es ., ol. v, pp. 3. 
Apri I 11, 1 U. To I. an Zandt and ,J. . IIencler8on. olativo to movin ' 
military ancl naval forces to th ·upport of Texas. enate Do . o. 
, HJ, 2 th onCT, 1st • s., Vol. v. p, 11; House Do . o. 221, 2 th 'ong., 
1 t .. . , Vol. YI, pp. f!G-97; .. !ile. s Re<Ti ter J.XYI, 232. 
April 1 , 1 14-. To th Hon. Ritharcl Pale ubam. r at Britain' attitude 
to\', rd 11 • ann ·xi tion of Texa . 
1 L I s., Yol. Y pp. ;;0-;;3 . Hou 
111. ,·1 J>JI. :,0-:3:J · al in Work 
'ill' J ·~it r,J.. \I 172. 
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April .19, 1844. To Benjamin E. Green. The Annexation of Texa, a11d the 
attitude of Great Britain thereto. Senate Doc. No. 341, 28th Cong., 
1st sess., Vol. v, pp. 53-54; House Doc. No. 271, 28th Cong., 1st s s., 
Vol. VI, pp. 53-5!; also in Works of John ·c. Calhoun, v, 347-349; an<l iu 
Niles's Register, LXVI, 172. 
April 23, 1844. To William R. King. Extract from instructions to Mr. 
King as minister at Paris. Senate Doc. No. 13, 28th Cong., 2d s s ., 
Vol. n, pp. 2-3. 
April 27, 1844. To t!Je Hon. R. Pakenham. Relative to the annexation 
of Texas. Senate Doc. No. 341, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. v, 65-67; 
House Doc. No. 271, 28th Cong., Vol. VI, pp. 65-67; also in vVorks of 
John C. Calhoun, v, 343-347; Niles's Register, LXVI, 202. 
May 1, 1844. To the Speaker of the Honse of Representatives (John W. 
jones). Report respecting errors in the Sixth Census. House Doc. 
No. 245, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. v, p. 1. 
May 2, 1844. To the President (John Tyler). Stating that the documents 
asked for by the Senate (relating to Texas) are not on :file. Senate 
Doc. No. 341, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. v, pp. 68-69; House Doc. No. 
271, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 68; Niles's Register, LXVI, 195. 
May 15, 1844. To Isaac Van Zandt and J. P. Henderson. Asking for 
information respecting the armistice between Texas and MexiQ.o. 
Senate Doc. No. 341, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. v, pp. 8~6; House 
Doc. No. 271, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 85; Niles's Register, 
LXVI, 251. 
May 16, 1844. To Presideni; Tyler. Report transmitting extracts of let-
ters, etc., showing probable course of Texas in case of failure of treaty 
of annexation. House Doc No. 271, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. vi, pp. 
102-103; Niles's Register, LXVI, 251. 
May 16, 1844. To President Tyler. Transmitting copies of documents 
concerning the relations between Texas and Mexico. Senate Doc. 
No. 341, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. v, p. 83; House Doc. No. 271, 28th 
Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 82. 
May 30, 1844. To President 'fyler. Giving" list of correspondence rela-
tive to the question of giving aid to Texas, and trltnsrnit.ting copies 
of correspondence. House Doc. No. 271, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, 
pp. 87-88; Senate Doc. No. 349, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. v, pp. 1-3; 
Niles's Register, LX VI, 230. 
June 3, 1844. To President Tyler. Reports that tho '' private letter" 
called for by the Senate is not on file. Senate Doc. No. 351, 28th 
Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 1; House Doc. No. 271, 28th Cong., 1st 
sess., Vol. VI, pp. 98-99; Niles's Register, LXVI, 232. 
June 4, 184-!. To President Tyler. "Letter of Messrs. Van Zandt and 
Henderson," called for by the Senate, not in existence. Senate Doc. 
No. 361, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 1; House Doc. No·. 271, 28th 
Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 99. 
J_une 8, 1844. To President Tyler. Report that no communications to or 
from Mr. Duff Green relative to the annexation of Texas are on file. 
House Doc. No. 271, 28th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. VI, p. 101. 
June 20, 1844. To Wilson Shannon. Letter of instructions as envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Mexico. Senate Doc. 
No. 1, 28th Cong., 2u. sess., Vol. 1, pp. 21-24; Honse Doc. No. 2, 28th 
Con1r., 2d. sess., Vol. 1, pp. 21-24; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, 
v, 349-356, and Niles's Register, Lxvn, 230. 
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August 1, 1844. To T. C. Reynolds. From the Petersburg, Va., Republican. 
Niles's Register, LXVI, 402. 
August 7, 1844. To Edward Everett. On fugitive criminals from Florida. 
Honse Ooc. No.114, 28th Cong., 2d. sess. 
August 12, 1844. To William R. King. Letter respecting the attitudes of 
Prance and England toward the annexation of Texas. Senate Doc. 
No. 11 28th Cong., 2d. sess., Vol. r, pp. 39-47; House Doc. No. 1, 28th 
Cong., 2d. sess., Vol. r, pp. 39-47; also in Niles's Register,Lxvn, 2,17; 
Greeley, The Struggle for Slavery, 37-40; and Works of John C. Cal-
houn, v, 379-392. 
August 14, 1844. To Isaac Van Zandt. Letter relative to the Red River · 
Case and the disarming of _the Texan force. Senate Doc. No. 1, 28th 
Cong., 2d. sess., Vol. r, pp. 109-111 ; Honse lloc. No. 2, 28th Cong., 2d. 
sess., Vol. r, pp.106-108; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, v,408-411. 
August 22, 1844. To the Hon. R.. Pakenham. Proposing conference on 
Oregon question. Senate Doc. No. 1, 29th Cong., 1st. sess., Vol. 1, p. 
142; also in Works of John C. Calnonn, v, 420-421; and Niles's Register, 
LXIX, 260. 
August 26, 1844. To William R. King. (Extract.) Respecting Texas. 
Senate Doc. No. 13, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. n, p. 3. 
September 3, 1844. To the Hon. R. Pakenham. American statement of 
Oregon question. Senate Doc. No. 1, 29th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 1, 
pp. 146-153; Niles's Register, Lxrx, 262. 
September 10, 1844. To Tilghman A. Howard. Letter respecting Texan 
affairs, accompanied by copy of letter to Mr. King, minister at Paris. 
Senate Doc. No. 1, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. r, pp. 38-39; House Doc. 
No. 2, 28th Cong., 2d i:;ess., Vol. r, pp. 50-51; also in Works of John C. 
Calhoun, v, 377-379; and Niles's Register, LXVII, 233. 
September 10, 1844. To Wilson Shannon. Letter respecting Texan affair, 
accompanied by translations of Mexican documents. Senate Doc. 
No. 1, ~8th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. r, pp. 29-34; House Doc. No. 2, 28th 
Cong., 2d scss., Vol. r, pp. 29-34; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, v, 
364-373; and Niles's Register, LXVII, 232. 
September 11, 18-14. To Wilson Shannon. Extract of letter relative to 
Mexican claims. Senate Doc. No. 81, 28th Cong., 2d :;ess., Vol. rn, 
p. 17. 
September 13, 1844. To the Hon. R. Pakenham. Oregon boundary. 
Works of ,John C. Calhoun, v, 427-440. 
September 17, 11344. To A. J. Donelson. Letter containing some in truc-
tions, as charge d'affaires to Texas, accompanie1l by copies of dis-
patches sent to T. A. Howard, former charg\ and military orders. 
'euate Do . No. 1, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. 1, pp. 36-37; Honse Doc. 
o ... , 2 th ong., 2c1 sess., Vol. 1, pp. 36-37; also in Works of John C. 
'alboun, v, 376-377; ancl iles's Register, LXVII, 233. 
, 'er t •mber 1 , 1 44. To Col. C. 11. Raymond. Letter respecting payment 
t Tc•xan ~ov rnment for arms taken from Colonel nively's command 
(R d liver 'n. ·e). enat oc. To. 1, 2 th Cong., 2d se ., Vol. ~, 
p.112· !Tone D c·. o. 2, 2th Cong., 2d se ., Vol. r, pp.109-110· al o 
in \Vork of .John '. ('albonn, v, 4.13 1,1. 
.- ·P mb<>r 2 , 1 14.. To the lI n. R. Pakenbam. American tatem nt f 
h oc . No. 1, 2 th ourr., 1 ts ., Vol. I, 
f ,John '. 'alhoun, , 4- 4-6; aud 
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December 2, ·1844. To President T yler. Report trnnsmitting copi of 
correspondence with the Governments of Mexico and Texa relatiYe to 
annexation. Senate Doc. No. 1, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. r, pp. 19-20; 
House Doc. No. 2, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. I , 1). 19; al o in'\ orka f 
John C. Calhoun, v, 321; and Niles's Register, LXVII, 230. 
December 5, 1844. To Speaker Jones. Letter transmitting a report f th 
contingent expenses in State Department. House Doc. No. 10, 2 th 
Cong., 2d sess., Vol. 1, pp. 1-2; Senate Doc. No. 4, 2 th Cono-., 2d ea·. 
December 5, 1844. To W. P. Mangum. Report on expenditures from con-
tingent fu nd of State Department. Senate Doc. No. 4, 2 th Ccmg., 
2<1 sess., Vol. r, pp.1-2; I-Iom;e Doc. No.10, 28th Cong., 2d es . 
December 9, 1844. To Speaker ,Jones. L etter transmitt ing ab tract of 
registered seamen . House Doc. No. 12, 28th Cong., 2<l es ., Vol. I, p.1. 
December 9, 1844. To Speaker Jones. Letter transmitting 8tateruents of 
the number and designation of passengers arriving iu the United 
Sta,tes. House Doc. No. 13, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. 1, p.1. 
December 12, 1844. To Edward Everett. Extract of lette~· stating th, 
case of the brig" Cyrus," and transmitting papers relating thereto. 
Seuate Doc. No. 300, 29th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. Y, pp. 8-9. 
December 19, 1844. To President Tyler. Report on correspondence with 
minister at Pa1 is respecting the annexation of Texas, accompanied 
by extracts of letters to Mr. King. Senate Doc. No. 13, 28th Cong., 
2d sess., Vol. v, pp. 1-2; Niles's Register, LXVII, 281. 
December 31, 1844. To President Tyler. Report respecting the public 
debt and public lands in the Republic of Texas. Senate Doc. No. 
29, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. u, pp.1-2. 
December ::$1, 1_844. To President Tyler. Report transmitting copies of 
treaties between Texas and Great Britain and Texa,s and France. 
Senate Doc. No. 30, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. II, p. 1. 
December 31, 1844. To the Seuate (and House). Letters showing changes 
in the commercial systems of foreign nations. Senate Doc. No. 135, 
28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. VII, p. 1; Honse Doc. No. 45, _28th Cong., 
2d sess., Vol. II, p. 1. 
January 8, 1845: To Speaker Jones. Letter respecting the papers of the 
Confederation and of Washington. House Doc. No. 63, 28th Cong., 
2d sess., Vol. n, pp. 1-2. 
January 13, 1845. To Speaker Jones. Letter transmitting a statement of 
names and compensation of employees of State Department. House 
Doc. No. 59, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. u, p. 1. 
January 14, 1845. To the Senate. Report on practice of foreign Govern-
ments in transferring criminals and paupers to the United States, 
accompanied by documents. Senate Doc. No. 42, 28th Cong., 2d 
sess., Vol. n, pp.1-2. 
January 15, 1845. To Speaker Jones. Letter transmitting statement 
showing the number of passengers arriving at New Orleans. House 
Doc. No. 60, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. rr, pp.1--3. 
January 21, 1845. To the Hon. R. Pakenham. Declining to submit Oregon 
question to arbitration. Senate Doc. No. 1, 29th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 1, 
p.162; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, v, 457; and Niles's Re;;ister, 
LXIX, 265. 
,January 23, 1845. To Speaker Jones. Increased expenditure for the pro-
tection and relief of American seamen in foreign countries. House 
Doc. No. 95, 2 th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. u1, pp.1-5. 
lllS'l' Od--39 
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January 28, 1845. To Ed ward Everett. On fugitive criminals from Texas. 
House Doc. No.114, 28th Cong., 2d sess. 
January 30, 1845. To Speaker Jones. Letter relative to the debt of 
Texas, and other matters. House Doc. No. 101, 28th Cong., 2d sess., 
Vol. in, p . 1; Niles's Register, LXVIII, 4. 
January 30, 1845. To President Tyler. Letter respecting embezzlement. 
House Doc. No. 96, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. n1, p .1. 
January 30, 1845. To President Tyler. Report transmitting documents 
respecting indemnities to Mexico. Senate Doc. No. 81, 28th Cong., 2d 
sess., Vol. 1n, pp.1-2 .. 
January 31, 1845. To President Tyler. Report relative to boundaries of 
Texas, accompanied by copies of treaties existing between Texas and 
Great Britain and Texas and France. House Doc. No. 98, 28th Cong. , 
2d sess., Vol. III, p. 1. 
:February 5, 1845. To President Tyler. On fugitive criminals from :Florida. 
House Doc. No. 114, 28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. III. 
February 6, 1845. To President Tyler. Report respecting the official or 
diplomatic station near the Government of Texas. Senate Doc. No. 83, 
28th Cong, 2d sess., Vol. III, p.1. 
:Februarj, 8, 184-5. To Speaker .Jones. Letter respecting alleged errors of 
the Sixth Census, accompanied b y reports, etc. Honse Doc. No.116, 
28th Cong.,2d sess., Vol. m, pp.1-3; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, 
v, 458-461; Niles's Register, Lxvm, 218. 
:February 27, 1845. To James K. Polle (Extract). Resignation. Tyler, 
Letters and Times of the Tylers, nr, 158. 
March 3, 1845. To A. J. Donelson. Letter relative to the annexation of 
Texas, transmitting copy of joint resolutions. Senate Doc. No.1, 29th 
Cong., 1st sess., Vol. I, pp. 32-34; also in Works of John C. Calhoun, v, 
393-399; and Niles's Register, LXIX, 281. 
March 3, 1845. To Speaker Jones. Report on commercial relations 
between the United States and foreign countries. House Doc. No. 73, 
28th Cong., 2d sess., Vol. 1n, pp.1-2. 
May 15, 1845. To citizens of Mobile. Reply to invitation. Niles's Reg-
ister, LXVIII, 231. 
August 30, 1845. To James Buchanan. Dominican Republic and Oregon. 
Curtis, Life of James Buchanan, 1, 576-577. 
November, 1846. To J. L. Orr and others. Mode of appointing electors 
for President and Vice-President. Works of John C. Calhoun, VI, 
254-272. 
March 21, 1847. To Robert L. Dorr. On the right of suffrage. iles' 
Register, LXxn, 148. 
June 27, 1 47. To . A. Wales. Complimentary resolution of Whi<Y of 
Putnam County, Ga. Nil s's Register, LXXII, 3 9. 
·t b r 29, 1 47 . To Waddy Thompson. Mexican war. American His-
torical Review, 1, 314-315. 
, · pt mh r 1, 1 1 . To th 'ha,rl stou 1ercury. Position on Pr sidential 
c111 tion. ile '· Regist r, Lxx1v, 247 . 
.. ·ov mhn ( ), 1 1 . To le. rH. rr, , loan, and other . Propo cl cban re 
n to rn thod of •ltooeing Pr sidential elec·tors. il e's R Ti ter, 
l,.".'I\", :J2!J. 
F, lnnary 2, 1 1'. To . \\' . Vena bl . AuHw ,r to :L l<·tter 011 r g n. 
\\'ork of ,John ' ' lh un, Vt 2 2 . 
APPENDIX III. 
GUIDE TO THE ITEMS RELATING TO AMEHICAN HISTORY IN 
THE REPORTS OF THE ENGLISH HISTORICAL MANU CRIPT 
COMMISSION AND THEIR APPENDIXES. 
Tl1e Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts was e tablished by 
the Queen of Great Britain in 1869. Since then it has published fifteen 
reports and a large number of volumes numbered as appendixes to these 
reports. 1 By far the greater part of the matter which they barn printed 
has consisted of calendars of historical manuscripts possessed by private 
persons or corporations in England, Scotland, and Ireland. Of the items 
thus catalogued, a very large number relate to American history. A large 
store of knowledge for American historical inqnirers bas thus been pro-
vided, but has been difficult of use because the items lie scattered through 
many volumes which hase no general index. Therefore the Historical 
Manuscripts Commission cstablishe(l Ly the American Historical Associa-
tion now places at the disposal of students of American history a sys-
tematic guide to the American materials contained in the long and admi-
rable series published by its English prototype. 
The search for-items bas extended to the end of the ninth appendix of 
tbe Pifteenth Report of the Royal Comruis8ion on Historical Manuscripts. 
It has been intended to embrace all items to be found in that series 
relating to the history of the United States aJJd of those colonies wbich 
occupied any portion of the area now embraced in the United States, and 
likewise of Newfonnllland, the reo·ions embraced in the Dominion of 
Canada, Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philippine Islands. The reports have 
been indicated by Roman numerals, the appendixes by Arabic numerals 
intervening between tbe volume nudi.uer and that of the page. Thus, 
while n1, 126, indicates page 126 of the Third Report, v, 1, 126 indicates 
page 126 iu the first appendix to the Fifth Report. It will doubtless be 
advantageous for readers to know that v, 1 (Fifth Report, first appendix), 
is largely occupied with the papers of the Marquis of Lansdowne, con-
sisting mainly of the papers of Loru Shelburne; and that XIV, 10 (Four-
teenth Report, tenth appendix), is a volume entirely composed of the 
1 The Commission bas published seventeen folio volumes or parts, for while the l<'irst 
Report, the Second Report, and the Third Report consisted of but a single volume or 
part eacL, the Fourth, Fiftl1, Sixtli, and Seventh reports consisted of two parts, wbile the 
Eighth and the Ninth consisted each of three parts in folio. Since then the Comrni~sion 
has puulishecl sixty-three octr.vo volumes or parts, for tho Tenth Report was accom-
panied with six volumes of appendix; the Eleventh R eport with seven; the Twelfth 
Report with ten; the Thirleenth Report with eight; an<l tl1e Fourteenth Report with . 
ten: while to the Fifteenth RcporL nme volumes of appendix have up to the present 
time been added. There have also been published six volumes of a Calendar of the Manu-
scripts oftbe Marquis of Salisbury, and a volume relating to Welsh manuscripts. 
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American papers of that Earl of Dartmouth who was Secretary of State 
for the colonies just before the outbreak of the Revolution. These two 
collections, are, naturally, exceptionally rich in American items. The 
volumes of the Calendar of the Manuscripts of the Marquis of Salisbury, 
which have not appeared as appe~dixes to any one of the reports, are in 
the following list designated as "Salisbury MSS., 1," "Salisbury MSS., 
II," etc. 
The general practice followed in the preparation of the list (a labor for 
most of which the Commission is iu<lelited to Miss Gertrude S. Kimball) 
has been to make a separate entry of eaeh individual item found in the 
British volumes. Occasionally , however, where a combination would 
effect much saving of space without concealing terms from the searcher, 
some compression has l>een exercised. This bas usually taken place where 
a large number of items relating to the same snbject orca.pableofdescrip-
. tion in the same tP-rms bore dates closely approximating each other, 
usually dates falling within the same year. In such cases tlte searcher 
w~ll find some indication of the items for which he is looking at tlrn place 
where he would most naturally look for them, anu it is hoped will not ue 
misled or fail to ol>tain the indication which he should have. 
A twofold arrangement · bas l>een adopted. Such bas, indeed, seemed 
to be rendered necessary l>y the character of the material. Some items 
relate distinctively to one colony and would l>e sought for under the name 
of that colony. Others, relating to several colonies or having to do with 
the history of all the colonies in general, may most appropriately l>e placed 
in a general group. Accordingly, the first series has been made up of 
these general items, arranged in a chronological order. Upou this follow 
those series which relate to individual colonies, arranged in that conven-
tional geographical order which has ueen adopted in all the publications 
of the Commission. It may l>e co1ivenient that that order should here 
l>e indicated: Newfonndla.nd, Canada (i. c., items relating to Canada in 
general, and with exception made of those which relate distinctively to 
Quebec), Labrador, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia (in cluding Cape 
Breton), New Brunswick, Quebec, the territories of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, New England, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu etts,,and there-
upon the remaining colonies in the· order usually followed, Carolina pre-
ceding North Carolina and South Carolina, and Georgia being followed 
by Florida, East Florida, West Florida, Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Phil-
ippine Islands. 
The chronological order followed, both in the general series and m the 
pecial headings of the individual colonies or provinces, has ueen such 
that items without date are placed fin;t; next, items having the tlate of 
~i single year without month or day; next, items dated only by two years 
between which they are said to fall; next, items which have a de ignation 
of Y ar and month, but without day; next, items which bear a complete 
~1at · Thu , for xample, items uated simply 1763 would be followed by 
th•m da.tecl simply 1763-1766, 1763-1769, etc.; these by items dated 1763, 
,J~nuary_; th by item <lat •d 1763, January 1, 2, 3, tc. The ma.in body 
of th h_st, arrange in g ograplii al and chronological order after the 
m~nn r .111 t d cril ed, 1s follow c1 hy ~in alphaheti al ind x to the names 
ol p •r on . 
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That all errors should have been avoided in a list made up from items 
often stated with extreme brevity in the published report8 would oe too 
much to expect; but it is hoped that the list as it stands may oe of con-
siderable value to students of American history, making easier for them 
the use of a collection of material the value of which has always been duly 
appreciate<l , but the employment of which has been attended with serious 
difficulties. 
J. FRANKLIN JAMESON. 
GENERAL ITEMS: AMERICA. 
!.-UNDATED 
(but placed in an order supposed to _be approximately chronological). 
Papers on <liscoveries in America. v, 1, 244. 
Treatise on the Inhabitants of North America. vr, 1, 680. 
Treatises on the Indians of North America, by Mousieur Roubaud and 
others. VI, 1, 679. 
Catalogue of plants and trees of North America. xrv, 10, 487. 
Form of order disallowing plantation acts. v, 1, 226. 
List of acts of Parliament on plantation tra11e. v, 1, 217. 
Pilot's warrant in America. xr, 5, 122. 
October 10. 'l'hos. Wood to R. Bagot; voyage of Frobisher to Cathay. 
IV, 1, 341. 
Sundrie reportes of the countrie which Sir H. Gilbert goeth to discover. 
Contains reports of Jacques Cartier and three Englishmen. n, 45. 
Commission by James I about plantations. N-0 address. IV, 1, 302. 
A Discourse upon our forraigne Plantations, &c., with reference to starting 
a West India Company. n, 4. 
An Abstract of the Lawes of Newe England. II, 3. 
Petition of Quakers to the mug. XIV, 10, 294. 
Correspondence of Fren ch Commissioners,with Lord Middleton :1nd Lord 
Godolphin, on a treaty of neutrality in America. v, 1, 216. 
Blathwayt's account of our plantations in America. 1v, 1, 368. 
Robert Quarry to---, proposal to furnish provisions in America. I; 28. 
Proposals for coining copper for use in America. VIII, 1, 78. 
John Groesback, jr., and Duke Schu_yter on state of Indian trade. v, 1, 
216. 
Papers on relief for the Palatines in the colonies. VIII, 1, 59. 
Memorial of French commissioners on the Iroquois. v, 1, 216. 
Colony on the Ohio. xr, 5, 372. 




Representation to His Majesty of plan for general concert and mutual 
defense for North American colonies, by the Lords for Tra,1e and 
Plantations. v, i, 215. 
Memorial of English commissioners on several matters. v, 1, 216. 
Obse, vations on the cotton manufacture. v, 1, 216. 
Lord hellmrne on cess ions made by France and Spain. v, 1, 218. 
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Letter on salaries of Crown officers. v, 1, 218. 
Penalties and forfeitures for breaches of acts of trade. , , , 1, 226. 
Judges' opinions on the bill of indemnity. v, 1, 226. 
Act for reuniting the colonies to the Crown. v, 1, 226. 
Regulations for taking bait. v, 1, 232. 
Opinions concerning the prohibitory act and other American subjects. 
v, 1, 235. 
Duty and situation of officers in the colonies. v, 1, 235. 
List of colonial officers residing in Great Britain. v, 1, 235. 
List of civil and naval officers in \Vest Indies and America. v, 1, 236. 
Considerations on America. v, 1, 251. 
Drafts of a petition on American affairs. v, 1, 252. 
Reflexions preliminaires sur les colonies anglaises en general. nr, 132. 
Franklin to the Earl of Shaftesbury. m, 217. 
Reflections on the dispute with the colonies. IX, 3, 116. 
The dispute between Great Britain and her colonies. IX, 3, 116. 
Squib on British rights in America. XI, 5, 419. 
Bill for the regulation of governments in America. xiv, 10, 4. 
Memoranda of Lortl Dartmouth on the colonies. xrv, 10, 484. 
Letter of Lord Dartmouth concerning America. xrv, 10, 484. 
Paper on emigration to America. XIV, 10, 485. 
Paper on religion in America. XIV, 10, 485. 
Memorial on trade with America. XIV, 10, 486. 
Paper on American timber. XIV, 10, 487. 
Act on proprietary governments. XIV, 10, 487. 
Paper on quitrents in America. XIV, 10, 487. 
List of colonial officers and salaries. xiv, 10, 488. 
Recommendations of governors in America. XIV, 10, 488. 
Documents illustrating the American rebellion. n, 24. 
Inefficient conduct of the war on part of England. v, 1, 252. 
Plan for reducing the colonies. IX, 3, 116. 
List of Lord Howe's fleet. IX, 3, 116. 
Remarks on commissioners' proposals. v, 1, 256. 
An address to His Majesty on the war with America. v, 1,256. 
Memorandum of General Carleton. IX, 3,117. 
Two plans for making peace . IX, 3,116. 
Mr. Dunning on the American war. v, 1,256. 
On American independence. v, 1,256. 
Commerce de l'Amcrique avec l'Espagne. Ix, 3,116. 
What i. fit to be done with America. IX1 3, 116. 
P aper about America. IX, 3,116. 
Corre pondenc on the r econstitntion of the two offices of cretary of 
, tate and Board of Tracl and the establishm nt of the olonia,l ffice. 
III, 145. 
aper on th lo s of the m rican colonies. 1x, 3, 116. 
Pap r n the \Va liington p ,Hgr ,.. ,' JV, 10, 4 . 
Ameri<-an r, nk of '< n r, l lfaldim:uul an<l ir ' ny 'arleton. v 11 236. 
urnri<·an 1 t r. to th ~Ianp1i. of Lan ·,lowne. n , 1, 236-2-12 . 
• I ck n:r.i Journal to th1• northw • t oa. ts of Am rica. v11r, B, 40. 
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Memoir on commerce of United States of America and British islands antl 
colonies, by James Leith. III, 125. 
Letter from Washington Irving. 1x, 2,492. 
Letter from James Fenimore Cooper. 1x, 2,491. 
IL-DATED 
Sixteenthcentnry. An account in Spanish of Columbus's discoveries in 1492. 
nr, 253. 
1576, January 17. A warrant for the delivery of a ship to Sir M. Frobisher. 
IV, 1, 215. 
1576. Instructions to Martine For busher, for discovering the North west 
passage. II, 97. 
1577, January 17. Warrant for the delivery of a ship to Martin Frobisher. 
Salisbury MSS, n, 147. 
1577, February 15. Lord Burghley to the Lord High Admiral, on a ship 
for Martin Frobisher. Salisbury MSS, 11,148. 
1578, April 10. A bill of charges in the discovery of the Northwest parts. 
Salisbury MSS, n, 176. 
1578, April 10. The Lord Admiral's share in the expense of Frobisher's 
voyage. 1v, 1, 217. 
1578, August 19. Receipt for the Lord Admiral's share in the third voyage 
for the discovery of Cathay. 1v, 1,217. 
1578, August 19. A receipt for money invested in the discovery of a North-
west passage. Salisbury MSS, n, 194. 
1578, October 10. Michael Locke to Lord Burgh fey on Frobisher's voyage. 
Salisbury MSS, n, 212. 
1582. Memorial to James VI of Scotland, concerning a family quarrel in 
America. vr, 1, 667. 
1582. Sir F. Walsingham to Hakluyt. 1v, 1,372. 
1584, December 19. Draft of an act confirming the Queen's patent to Sir 
Walter Raleigh for the discovery of foreign lands. u1, 1, 5. 
1585. Drake's voyage to the West Indies. nr, 183. 
1585. Voyage of Sir Francis Drake to the West Indies. VI, 1, 300, 305. 
1592. Voyage of Martin Frobisher for Sir Walter Raleigh. vr, 1, 305. 
1593. John White to R. Hakluyt. 1v, 1,372. 
1599, April 9. Sir Ed win Sandys's relation of religion in the western parts 
of the world. III, 215; II, 31. 
Seventeenth century. Papers relating to the plantations. ru, 193. 
1603. Treatise on Drake's voyage of 1585 and on Hudson's discoveries, by 
Sir William Monson. 111, 52. 
1610. Action by William Mower against Samuel Grosse for wages on the 
ship Mayflower. v, 1, 581. 
1619c. Two certificates of the mayor of Bristol. v, 1, 340, 341. 
1619c. A contract with Mr. Williams, of Bristol, for the hire of bis ship. 
v, 1, 341. 
1624. Depositions touching the plantations in Nort!: America. x1, 3, 25. 
1633, April 28. Charles I to the Archuishop of Canterbury an1l others. 
A commission for making laws for the colonies. 111,213. 
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1634, December 31. Commissioners of plantations on restraint of emigra-
tion to America. XIII, 4, 195. 
1637, June 7. Orders for lists of emigrants to America. XIII, 4,203. 
1646, March 21. Ordinance of the House of Lords on foreign plantations. 
VI, 1,107. 
1647, December 27. Draft order for reducing the quorum of the Committee 
for Plantations. VI, 1, 216. 
1648, March 17. Draft order appointing Henry Lawrence and Mr. West-
. rowe members of the Committee on Pll-1ntations. vn, 1, 15. 
1650, October 7-14. Prohibitory act on the trade between America and 
the West Indies. v, 1, 249. 
1651, June. Boundaries of North America. XIII, 1,605. 
1651, June. Trade with North America. XIII, 1,607. 
1654, December 26. Gen. Wm. Penn to Captain Lightfoot, on ships trading 
to America. XIII, 2, 89. 
1659-1774. Notes of American members of the Barclay family. v, 1,632. 
1660-1757. Acts and proceedings for the North American plantations. v, 
1,218. 
1667, December 16. Proposition to ship malefactors to America. x, 5, 47. 
1669, August 7. Petition for transportation to America. x, 5, 103. 
1670, July 8-18. Treaty of Madrid, establishing peace in America bet.ween 
Great Britain and Spain. IV, 1,237; v, 1, 244. 
1670, July 30. Commission of the Council for Plantations. v, 1,244. 
1671, March 3. A description of America. XII, 7, 76. 
1671, March 29. Sugar refined in America. 1x, 2, 12. 
1671, April 6. African company to supply the American plantations with 
negro servants. IX, 2, 9. 
1673, September 23. Wm. Penn, asking for colonial positions. x1, 5, 23. 
1679, May 6. J. Brisbane to H. Thynne, on a proposed treaty with France 
respecting the colonies. IV, 1, 244. 
1684, September 18. Letter under the Sign Manual for the creation of a 
council of trade and plantations. IX, 2, 459. 
1685-1711. Trade and plantations, revenue and customs. Iu, 193. 
1685, August 3. James VII of Scotland to the committee of the privy 
council, on transporting prisoners to America. xv, 8, 105. 
1687, December 1/11. Instrument for preventing acts of hostility. v, 1,216. 
1687, December. Sir Wm. Petty to bis son, alludes to Americans. xv, 2, 181. 
1689-1757. Complaints from the North American colonies. v, 1, 21 . 
1689-1768. Reports of the attorney and solicitor-general on plantation 
affairs, and kinclred papers. v, 1, 228-230. 
1 9, March . Trade with the plantations. :xu, 6, 16 . 
16 9, May 16. Minut1 of the council ou proprietary governments. v, 1, 
226. 
161 O, .January 11. Provisions of the Corporations R storation bill referring 
to th olouie. . n, 6, 42' , 427. 
16 , January 23. barters of th plantations considered. xu, 6, 432. 
1 i. 0 ... 1 mora.nd, on trad and planta.tion . x111, 7
1 
102. 
rnn1, Augu t 7. , ir Th ma Clargc• to J obt. Harl y on the plantation 
in Am ri a. , IV, 2, •171. 
1 '! 2 1 hrnary lli. 1111'. ·a\'ig-n.tion Ac· , 'u prn ion bill. x iv, 6, n. 
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1697, April. Grant by the King to Lord Bel101nont concerning Captain 
Kid<l . XIV, 2, 582. 
1697, October 21. American colonies mentione<l. xn, , 55. 
1699, January 30. Wm. Penn to Robt. Harley on the I)lantations in 
America. XIV, 2, 601. 
1700, J an uary 11. The Viscount of Seafield to Lonl Ann:rndale on trade 
with the English plantations. xv, 9, 115. 
1700c. Case of the Church of .England in America. XIV, 10, 2. 
1700c. A short view of the English plantations. IV, 1, 374. 
1702, J anuary 25. l\f. Schonenberg to Secretary Yernon, possible op ra-
tions in America. VIII, 2, 84. 
1702. Report of the Lords of Trade on the defenses of America. YIU, 2, 8 
;1703- 1704. Papers relating to the Indian trade. v, 1, 227. 
1703, November 26. Cotton Mather to the Earl of Nottingham. 1, 26. 
1703, December 6. Increase Mather to Lord---. r, 26. 
1704, February 9, March 3. vVm. Penn to Robt. Harley, on the govern-
ment of the colonies. xv, 4, 79, 81. 
1704, May 19. The Lords-of Trade to Robt. Harley. xv, 4, 84. 
1705, October 15. Nomination for a Commissioner of Trade and Planta-
tions. xru, 2, 191. 
1705, December 29. U. Harley to E. Harley. xu1, 2,252. 
1706-1709. Miscellaneous letters and papers relating to the plantations. 
VIII, 11 48. 
1706, June 20. Bill for the regulation of charter and proprietary govern-
ments. v, 1,227. 
1709-1718. Orders in Council. v, 1, 227. 
1712. Lord Dartmouth to the Board of Tra<le and Plantations. XIV, 10, 3. 
1713. Article 20 of the treatv of a1liance between Eno-lancl and Spain. 
v, 1,244. . "' 
1714. Report on the Plantations of America. XI, 4,294. 
1714, November 8. Lettn recommending a surveyor for North America. 
VIII, 1, 24. . 
1716c. Paper on the state of America by the Lords of Trade. vm, 2, 88. 
1720. Paper on the French settlements in Louisiana. XI, 4,296. 
1720, July 22. W. Popple to Lord Townshend on tlrn defense of the col-
onies. x1, 4, 296. 
1721-1767. Papers relating to American revenue. v, 1,226. 
1721, September 8. Memorandum of colonial trade. v, 1, 215. 
1723, March 4. George Berkeley to Lord Percival on fonnding a college i n 
America . vu, 1, 241. 
1727, April 9. The Earl of Ailesbury to the Hon. Robert Bruce, mentions 
a Mississippi scheme. xv, 7, 228. 
1728, eptember 3. George Berkeley to Lord Percival on ~oing to Amer-
ica. vn, 1, 2{2. 
1730. Projected foundation of a colony on Lake Erie by George Lord 
Forbes. II, 211. 
1731-1733. Letter concerning the Northwest passage, with extracts from 
the journals of discoverers. 1v, 1, 251. 
1733. Journal of the House of LorJs on colonial manufactures. v, 1, 227. 
1734, F bruary 6. Letter on the Colonies, hy Thomas, E-- of W--. 
n, 3. 
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1734. Report on trade and manufactures in the colonies. XIV, 10, 5. 
1734-1766. Papers relating to the Church in the colonies. Y, 1,227. 
1735-1767. Papers and statistics on the trade of Europe, Africa, 11,nd 
America. In, 144. 
1738, March 31, June 13, October 24. Horatio Walpole to Robt. Trevor on 
American commerce. XIY, 9, 15, 18, 24. 
1738, May 20. Jnsults to English ships in America. XII, 9,196. 
1739, March 14. The Bishop of Chichester to Francis Naylor on Spanish 
pretensions in America. XIV, 9, 243. 
1740, October 3. Horatio Walpole to Robt. Trevor on the French in Amer-
ica. XIV, 9, 56. 
1741-1764. Greenwich hospital charges. XIV, 10, 5. 
1742. Orders given by General ·wolfe in America. u, 216. 
1744-1746. Abstract of marines sent to General Wolfe. n, 3. 
1746, May 17. Robt. Trevor to Lord Chesterfield, on America. Ji:.IV, 9,145. 
1748-1789. Supplies for the British forces in America. m, 146. 
1748, April 7. On the rights of the Crown to the North Western Continent 
of America. II, 3. 
1749-1750. Papers on the proposed act for taking the duty off of American 
iron. III, 226. 
1750, April 12. Lord Lonsdale, on the importation of iron from America. 
xn, 7,357. 
1752, March 12. J. Tucker to Lord Townshend, on the Indians. XI, 4,372. 
1752, May 17. Volume on the trade and government of the American colo-
nies, by James Abercromby. v, 1, 216. 
1754. Plans of the Lords of Trade for the union of the colonies. v, 1, 217, 
218. 
1754. The Earl of Albemarle to Sir T. Robinson, on claims of the French 
and English colonists in North America. 111, 141. 
1754-1755. Papers relating to the French upon the Ohio. x1, 7, -!5. 
1754, 1758. Remarks on New .France, addressed to Marshal Belleisle. v, 
1,217. 
1754, July. Paper on the state of the colonies of North America, aud a 
pbu for union, by the Commissionerl:! of the Congress at Albany. v, 
1,215. 
1754, August 21, September 2. The Earl of Albemarle to ir T. Rohinl:!ou, 
on death of M. de Jumonville. rn, 141. 
1754, epteruber 9. cheme to drive the French out of America, by 'l'. 
ole. x1, 4, 306. 
1754, October 23. The Earl of Albemarle to , ir T. Robim:100, on the ,xpe-
dition of General Braddock. 111, 142. 
1755-1759. Pap r on Indian affairs. XIV, 10, 10. 
1755, fay 20. ir Archil al<l. rant to Dr. Thomas Blackw 11. 1x, 2,211. 
17:-;-, Auga t 26. John Calcraft to Lord igby, on Braddock's d f:•at. 
v111, 1,226. 
IT·, .Jannary 19. Memorial by fr. Rouill' on difference hetw •u the 
I• r n h and En,,li h in America. u1, 131. 
17:i :\1: r h !H. , •cretary H. Fox to Ion I "\V bb, on two auonymou 
lf' t•1 to b uc d .Hr poix. , rv, 10, 7. 
17:" i, April :i. B ro11 l'nJpha.u n o th J'ing of Pru . ia. n tr:ul with 
fr •nl'l1 \tn •ri,·t. 1 · :!, ~:! • 
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1756: December 23. H . Digby to Lord Digby, on troop sent to .America. 
VIII1 1, 223. 
1757. Tillage in America. VIII, 1, 458. 
1757. O'Conor on the climate of America. v1n, 1, 449. 
1757-1773. Papers on the American trade. v, 1, 244,250. 
1757, September 26. Sir Benj. Keene to W. Pitt, on usurpations iu Amer-
ica. x,1,217. 
17571 October 15. Mr. Pitt to Lord Geo. Sack.ville. IX, 3, 10. 
1757, November 6. Hon. R. Townshend to Lord Townshend, on going to 
America. XI, 4, 393. 
1757, December 30. Secretary Pitt to the governors of North America. Y, 
1,226. 
1758-1764. Number of slaves solil in America. v, 1,216. 
1758-1781. George Washington to Mrs. Custis, 9harles Pettit, and the Rev. 
Mr. Boucher. IX, 2, 480. · 
17581 August 24. Gen. Sir Charles Howard to Lord Carlisle on troops for 
America. xv, 6, 212. 
1758, December 9. Secretary Pitt to the governors in America (2 papers). 
XIV, 10, 9. 
1759, May 1-10. "Journal de }'expedition contre Quebec." II, 30. 
1759, May 19, June 7, July 10, October 20. Richard Cox to Lord Harring-
ton. x, 1,314-316,320. 
1759, June 5. Lord Holderness to Lord Sack ville. IX, 3, 79. 
1759, September. General W!)lfe's orders, and a plan of the battle of Que-
bec. III, 124. 
1759, September 7. Hester Pitt to Lady Cathcart. II, 24. 
1760, June 17. Lord Holdernesse to the Marquess of Granby. XII, 5,217. 
1760, August 22. Viscount Barrington to the Marquess of Granby. XII, 5, 
355. 
1760, August 26. Viscount Ligonier to the Marquess of Granby. XII, 5, 
356. 
1760, December 16. Viscount Barrington to the Marquess of Granby, on 
the purchase of a company in N~rth America. xu, 5, 235. 
1760, December 17. Royal warrant for settling rank and precedence in 
America. xiv, 10, 11. 
1761. Letters from France on Louisiana. III, 222. 
1761-1763. Papers on the peace of 1763. n, 2. 
1761-1763. Observations and discourses on North America. v, 1, 217. 
1762. Essay on the Board to America, by Henry McCulloch. VI, 1,310. 
1762-1767. Papers relating to the Western Territory. v, 1, 216-219, 225, 
227, 233. 
1762, February 25. C. Townsend to Lord Rollo. III, 407. 
1762, September 7. Lord Egremont to the Duke of Bl-ldford, on the pre-
liminaries of the Peace of Paris. 1u, 132. 
1762, September 12. Letter on difficulties with Spain as to the navigation 
of the Mississippi. m, 132. 
1762, September 19. Articles of Treaty of Paris on tho Jim its of Louisiana; 
on the limits of Canada. III, 132. 
\762, eptember 24, October 19. Lord Bedford to Lord l~gremont, on 
navigation of the Mississippi. x, 1,228, 221-. 
l762, Septemher 25. W. G. Ha1niJton to E. S. Pery, ou Pitt's plau for peace 
with America. VIII, 1, 189. 
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1'163. 
Letters from Lord Egremont to the Board of trade. v, 1,217. 
Papers on the Courts of Admiralty in America. v, 1,217. 
Two reports of the Lords of Trade on the peace of 1763. v, 1, 217-218. 
Letters of Lord Egremont to the Board of Trade, on Nortll America, E. and 
W. Florida. v, 1,231. 
Account of pig iron from America. v, 1,217. 
Papers relating to a naval force on the lakes. v, 1,217. 
Sir William Johnson to Mr. Secretary Conway, on settling a colony at 
Illinois. v, 1, 216. 
Thoughts concerning America, by Mr. Hasenclever. v, 1,216. 
An account of the method. of making pearl ashes. y, 1,217. 
Catalogue of foreign plants useful to America. v, 1,217. 
1763-1766 . . Papers relating to paper currency in America. v, 1,217,218. 
1763, February 3. Lord Bute to Sir James Lowtlier, on the French aban-
donment of claims to America. XIII, 7,132. 
May 10. General Gage to Lord Rollo. rn, 407. 
July 9. Earl of Egremont to American governors, on smuggling. v,1, 
222. 
October 7. Printed broadside of George Ill's proclamation, erecting tho 
governments of Quebec, East Florida, West Florida, and Grenada. 
XIV, 10, 11. 
1764. 
List of governors and other officers in the American colonies. v, 1, 366. 
On securing the dependence of the American colonies. v, 1, 235. 
1764, 1765. Papers relating to the American colonies, l,y the Duke of 
Bedford. n, 2. 
1764, April 3. Preliminary articles of peace between the English and the 
Seneca Nation. x, 1, 228. 
July 18, August 6. Articles of peace with the Huron and, eneca. Indians. 
x, 1,231, 232. 
July. Paper on Indiau affairs. XIV, 10, 12. 
t76a. 
Au act to render more effectual the act for punishing mntiny and cleser-
tion. v, 1, 227. 
Extract from "Au act for punishing mutiny nn<l u"e!-lertiou, and for bt•ttt>r 
payment of the Army and their quarters. " Y, 1, 226. 
A count of manner in which American 11rovinces yield d to the Mntin y 
Act. v, 1, 226. 
fficial corre ponden ·e relating to the English colonies. v1n, 3, 19. 
, ta.mp u d und r , tamp Act. vnr, 3, 8. 
Pap r on colonial <·ommerc . v, 1 257. 
Pl n ancl sug rsti ns a8 to tb r la.tion 1, tween Great Britain aud her 
1·olon i : • • IV, 10, 30 . 
• Ic•morial of 'apt. in Le(Tg , ,· rv, 10 3 f>G. 
I .rml l art mouth on th H t. f ra<le and rn vigat ion. XI v 10, 29. 
Importation of h111lion. XIV 10, 2 . 
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Congratulations to Lord Dartmouth upon his appoiutwent to the Board 
of Trade. xrv, 10, 24, 26, 27. 
Minutes by Lord Dartmouth relating to Orders in Council. XIV, 10, 23. 
Letters relative to the Stamp Act. xrv, 10, 22, 31. 
1765, 1766. Observations on commerce with Spain. XI\", 10, 29, 53. 
1765, 1766. Duke of Newcastle to Lord Dartmouth. xrv, 10, 29, 31. 
1765, 1766. Letters to Lord Dartmouth from Dennys tle Ber<lt, Dr. Foth-
ergill, J. Price, Andrew Symmer, John Smith, J. Manesty, on trade 
and taxation in the colonies. XIV, 10, 16-18, 20, 22, 25, 29, 30, 32. 
1765-1767. Americau correspondence laid before Parliament. Y, 1, 226. 
1765-1767. Papers relating to the Mutiny Act. v, 1,227. 
1765-1767. Military and civil expenses in America. v, 1,224,225. 
1765-1767. Papers on Indian trade and Indian affairs. v, 1,216,219, 225, 
228,230,250. 
1765, January. Minutes on the colonies, by Lor<l Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 13, 
14, 16,27,30. . 
January 17. E. Sedgwick to E. Weston on Indian affairs. x, 1,382. 
March 7. W. G. Hamilton to E. S. Pery, on the Stamp Duty. VIII, I, 190. 
July 17-December 17. Private memorandum books .of Lord Dartmouth. 
XIV, 10, 26, 52. 
September. Lord Hillsborough to Lord Dartmouth. xv, I, 179. 
November 10. Rev. John Newton to Lord Dartmouth. xv, 1, 180. 
November 30. T. Falconer to C. G., on the state of the colonies. xiv, 
9,297. 
December 16. Samuel Garbett to Lord Dartmouth, on the American tra,<.le. 
xv, 1, 180. . 
December 20. The Duke of Grafton to Lord Storruout, 011 American affairs. 
JII, 130. 
1765, December 21; 1766, January 4. S. Garbett of Birmingham to Loru 
Dartmouth, on the trade with Amenca. XIV, 10, 28, 32. 
December 24. E. Sedgwick to E. ·westou, on taxing the colouies. x, I, 
384, 399. 
.,,66. 
Papers relating to the repeal of the Stamp Act. v, 1, 226. 
Plans and suggestions as to the relations between Great BritaiH and her 
colonies. xiv, 10, 50, 51. 
T. Falconer to C. G., on the state of the colonies and of Englaud. XIV, 
9, 298, 299. 
Lord Dartmouth's speech in the House of Lords. XIV, 10, 51. 
A niemorial of English merchants respecting trade with North America. 
XIV, 10, 38. 
Lord G. Sackville to General Irwin, on taxiug the colonies. 1x, 3, 21-24. 
Observations on the A~erican Act of 1764. XIV, 10, 51. 
Letters and papers relating to the Stamp Act. XIV, 10, 33-37, 39-47. 
Roads iu America. XIV, IO, 52. 
Petition of 'Wm. Prince to the House of Commons on rice-starch. XIV, 
10, 53. 
Gen. Phineas Lyrnau to Lori!. Dartmouth, on the navigation of the Missis-
sippi. XIV, 10, 50, 52. 
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A clerk to Lord Shelburne on American affairs. 11, 30. 
Minutes by Lorcl Dartmouth concerning America XIV 10 3.3-37 39 44 
47, 50, 52. . 
1 
' ' ' ' 
Papers and letters on riots caused by the Stamp Act. v, 1, 218. 
Lord Shelburne to the Lords of the Treasury. v, 1,223. 
Letters on making sago and vermicelli. v, 1, 218. 
Letters from British Governors in America. v, 1, 250. 
1766-1767. Lord Shelburne to the Lords of Trade. v, 1,222,223. 
1766, 1767. The Lords of Trade to all governors in America. v, 1, 224. 
1766, 1767. Lord Shelburne to General Gage. v, 1,223,224. 
1766, 1767. Lord Shelburne to Sir Wm. Johnson and John Stuart, on Indian 
affairs. v, 1,223,224. 
1766, 1767. Lord Shelburne to all governors in America. v, 1,223,224. 
1766, 1767. Letters of General Gage and other military papers. v, 1,218, 
219, 225, 226. 
1766-1769. Papers relating to the American Mutiny Act and Amnesty. v, 
I 1, 249, 250, 
1766, 1770. Papers relating to customR. XIV, 10, 70. 
1766-1783. Benjamin Franklin to bis wife and to David Hartley. IX, 2, 
479. 
1766-1783. Dr. Turnbull to Lord Lansdowne. v, L, 253. 
1766, January. List of civil officers employed in North America. v, 1,216. 
January 14. The King's speech to Parliament; address of the House of 
Lords to the King. XIV, 10, 32. 
January 7, 18. Gen. Phineas Lyman to Lord Dartmouth, ou taxing the 
colonies. XIV, 10, 32, 33. 
February 14. Circular letter of the Sons of Liberty. xiv, 10, 35. 
February 24. Resolutions of committees of the Houses of Lor<ls aud Com-
mons, on compensation to sufferers in the riots in America. III, 145. 
February 27. David Hume to tlie Earl of H ertford. IX, 2, 477. 
March. An act to secure the dependence of America upon the Crown. xi,·, 
10, 38. 
March 11. ·Protest of the House of Lords against the repeal of the Stamp 
Act. v, 1, 216. 
Mal'Ch 14, 28. T. Crowley to Lord Dartmouth, on Great Britain and her 
colonies and upon educating the Indians. XIY, 10, 3 , 39. 
March 17. Protest of the House of Lords against the repeal of the tamp 
Act. III, 145. 
April H. ·wm. Bollan to Lord Dartmonth, on illidt trade with Holland. 
XIY, 10, 40, 42. 
April 1 . The Bi hop of London to Lord Dartmouth, on a bishop for Amer-
ica. ·1v, 10, 40. 
April 23. Iannfa tur sin the ·oloni s. .,· rv, 10, 40. 
April 30. faj. T. 1ant to Lord Dartmouth, on a •ttlement at Detroit . 
., 1 , 10, 4l, !53. 
1 • 21. L rd h terfi lcl to Lor l I artmonth, n n. ecretary for America. 
, v, 1 1 2. 
I: y 2:-;. Lorll I urtmo11 th to Lor<l ' ht>sb-rli ](l, in rPply. .,· ,, 1, 1 2. 
,Jun· 2. ,1. Tu<lway to Lor<l 1>arllllo11th. XI,, 1:1, ,L. 
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June 9. Wm. Bollan to Lord Dartmouth, on naval suppli s. XI , 10, 43, 44. 
July 6. Lord Rockingham to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 46. 
July. Sir Wm . Johnson and General Gage, on establishing a colony on the 
Illinois and on the trade of that region. XIV, 10, 46, 47. 
October 17. John Smith to Lord Dartmouth, on church government. XIV, 
10, 50. 
1 '16'1. 
Table of British statutes applicable to the American colonies. v, 1, 2-0. 
Religious liberty in America. VIII, 1, 453. 
Report of Governor Pallisser to Lord Shelburne on the French fishery. 
v, I, 232. 
To Lord Shelburne, on American commerce. v, 1, 250. 
Paper on Mr. C. Townshend's proposed taxes. v, 1, 250. 
Abstract of charges in North America. v, 1,218. 
Papers on acts of grace, pardoning power, etc. v, 1, 226. 
Letter to Lord Shell>urne on the discovery of remarkable bones. v, 1, 216. 
Minutes of the American business. v, 1, 250. 
An account of the court of admiralty in America. v, 1, 223. 
Letter on duties on coffee and cocoa. v, 1, 218. 
Five petitions to the lords of trade. v, 1, 222. 
Paper concerning the bill of indemnity and oblivion. v, 1, 226. 
Reasons for not diminishing American expenses. v, 1, 250. 
Papers on the acts of trade. v, I, 226. 
Draft of letter to General Gage. v, 1, 250. . 
Plans and suggestions as to the relations between Great Britain and her 
colonies. XIV, 10, 57, 58. 
Trade memoranda of the American plantations. XIV, 10, 57. 
Gen. P. Lyman to George III, for a settlement on the Mississippi. XIV, 10, 58. 
January 13. Circular to American governors on fees received for land 
grants. v, 1, 226. 
January 15. Sir Wm. Johnson to Lord Rbelburne, on the Illinois country. 
XIV, 10, 53. 
February 3. E .. Sedgwick to E: Weston, on American revenue. x, 1,402. 
February 13, April 7. Lord G. Sackville to General Irwin, on the colonies, 
IX, 3, 26, 27. 
March 21. R. Stockton to A. Smith on American affairs. xr, 5, 332. 
May 22. Note by Mr. Gray on the American assemblies. xrv, 9,316. 
May 25. T. Falconer to C. G., on the state of the colonies. xrv, 9,300. 
May 28. E. Sedgwick to E. Weston, on taxing America. x, 1, 406. 
July 11. Lord ·Shelburne to Lieutenant-Governor Ellitson. v, 1,224. 
September. Return of the trade at Michilimackinac. xrv, 10, 57. 
October, November. Two letters to Brigadier Carleton. v, 1,224. 
October 8. Lord Shelburne to Governor Melvill. v, 1,224. 
October 30. Mr. Francis Mackay on the royal rights to timber. v, 1,219. 
November 14. Lord Shelburne to Colonel Grant. v, 1, 224. 
November 18. Rev. John Newton to Lord Dartmouth. xv, 1,184. 
November 27. Complaint of a libel printed in America,. xrv, 9,316. 
December 26. Masserano to Grimaldi. nr, 143. 
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11'68. 
Letters of Lorct Hillsborough on military details. XIV, 10, 59-63. 
Three American petitions to the King, Lords, and <:om mons. xrv, 10, 65. 
Nine resolntions of the House of Lords. xr,·, 10, 64. 
Noticia de la California, y de su conquista espiritual y temporal. 1, 90. 
Lord Hillsborough to all governors, except l\I assachusetts and East Florida. 
v, 1,250. 
Commissioners of customs iu America. v, 1,250. 
1768, 1770. Lord Rockiugharn to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 64, 68, 70. 
1768, January 5. Lord Shelburne to Sir ·william Johnson on Ind ian affairs. 
vr, 1,474. 
January 16. S. Martin to the Marquess of Granby. xu, 5, 300. 
January 22. The Dnc de Guercby to the Dnc de Clioise11l. Case of the 
colonies against England. nr, 143. 
February 7. Colonel Hotham to the Marquess of Granby. xn, 5, 301. 
April 26. C. G. to Day and Sou, ou taking service in America. XIV, 9,302. 
August 8. Frederic of Prussia to Conut de Maltzan on the folly of the 
English measures toward America. nr, 140. 
August 10, September 22. Lord G. Sack ville to General Irwiu, ou the col-
onies. 1x, 3, 28, 29. 
1768, December 15; 1769, April 13. Alexautler Clunie t.o Lord Dartmouth, 
on the development of America. xiv, 10, 64, 67. 
11'69. 
Plans and suggestions as to the relatious betwee11 Great Britain anil lwr 
colonies. XI\', 10, 68. 
June 9. Lieuteuant-Colouel Maxwell to the Mar<1ue1:,s of Grau by, on j11ris-
diction in America. xu, 5, 311. 
July 3. Arthur Lee to Lord Shelburne, oil scholarships in American col-
lege~. v, 1, 235. 
July 4. George Selwyn to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6,248. 
November 18. A. Drummond, ou trade with ti.le \Ve:;t Indies. xrv, 10, 69. 
December 14. E. edgwick to .E. We1:,ton, oil Atutiricau prospects. x, 1,418. 
1770. 
Papers relatiug to settlement on the Ohio. xiv, 10: 74, 75. 
Edmund 13nrke 011 Amenca. III, 240. 
1770c. Memorial resp cting trade on the Ohio. xiv, IO, 74. 
1770c. The mannfacturc of tar. xiv, 10, 75. 
1770c. David 11artin to Lord Dartmou'tb, 011 h e<· omin<T a missionary to 
Ameri a. .· rv, 10, 75. 
1770, 1771. (;ov ruor P t r Che ·ter to Lord J lill boro1wlt aud ]iput uaut-
govcrnor to Governor 'h st r, on ·ettlement on tb ~li i. ippi. xiv, 
1 n, 1 - o. 
1770, .January . Th King' .. p •e h to th 11011 o of Lont·. xiv, 10, 69. 
1'' hruary ·, )larch 20. E .. dgwic·k to E. \ e ton, 011 tb tea duty. . , 1, 
12 422. 
• ,.,. J. 
'al,in t 111i1111 ,, JP p •c in r tlw <·oloui '.. ,v, 10, 1. 
lo· 15. Lcml ·1 hnrlow o LI y,l K1 ·nyo11 , on a ourt of,iu tic . . ff l 50~. 
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July 9. The Bishop of London to Lord Dartmouth, on the erection of a 
college for Dissenters. XIV, 10, 7~. 
August 2. P etition of the people of Detroit to Governor Ca rleton. • · 1y, 
10, 80. 
1. 772. 
Letters and memorials r elating to appointments jn the colonies . rv, 10, 
90-95,97,98,102,104-107, 110,112,119,124,126. 
Cabinet minutes respecting the colonies. XIV, 10, 85, 88, 105, 107. 
J. Adams to Lord Dartmouth, for r elief. XIV, 10, 119. 
Letters and papers to Lord Dartmouth on his appointment as ecretary of 
State. XIV, 10, 87, 88, 92, 95, 96, 101, 103, 107. 
Papers relating to the Illinois district. XIV, 10, 81, 104, 121, 124. 
Papers relating to Detroit. XIV, 10, 95, 96, 98, 119. 
Papen; relating to settlements on the Ohio. XIV, 10, 86, 88, 89, 94, 96, 103; 
111. . 
Papers relating to the Mississippi country. xiv, 10, 101, 106, 108, 110, 122, 
125, 126. 
Memorials of English merchants on trade with North .America. XIV, 10, 
82-84, 119. 
1772-1774. Memorials on land grants in North America. XIV, 10,122, 181, 
187,191,192,220,225. 
1772-1774. Papers relating to transfers of troops. XIV, 10, 84, 86, 97, 98,134, 
136, 137, 141, 188. 
1772-1775. Minutes by Lord Dartmouth concerning America. XIV, 10, 69, 
108,111,144,247, 264. 
1772, August. Thomas Taylor and John Willday to Lord Dartmouth, on the 
colonies and commerce. X IV, 10, 89. 
August 13. George III to Lord North, on the secr~t ary for America. XIV, 
10, 87. -
September 2. R. Valltravers to Lord Dartmouth, on German Protestants 
settling in America. XIV, 10, 93. • 
September 10. John More to Lord Dartmouth, on Scotch settlements in 
America. XIV, 10, 96. 
October 3. Admiral Boscawen at Louisburgh. xn, 9, 209. 
October 21, December 8. Gen. P. Lyman to Lord Dartmouth, on a Missis-
sippi settlement. XIV, 10, 10 I, 110. 
J\'ovember 9. The lords of trade to th·e King, on the Creek aud Cherokee 
Indians' land cessions. XIV, 10, 106. 
November 30. The board of trade to the privy council. XIV, 10, 108. 
December 9. Lord Dartmouth to General Gage, on Indian affairs. XIV, 10, 
111. 
December 21. B. Roberts to Lord Dartmouth, on the Indians. XIV, 10, 
113. 
December 22. Wm. Bollan to Lord Dartmouth, on the state of the tea, 
trade. x:rv, 10, 114. 
1773. 
Letters and memorials relating to appointments iu tlle colonies. xrv, 10, 
127, 130-132, 134, 137,144-146, 150,152,153,156,158, 159, 161-166,169, 175, 
177, 180-182,188. 
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Plans and suggestions as to the relations between Great Britain and her 
coloni~s. XIV, 10, 138, 168, 178 .. 
Cabinet minute respecting the colonies. XIV, 10, 135. 
Paper money in America. xrv, 10, 187. 
Memorandum of instructions to American governors . XIV, 10, 186. 
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1773-1776. L~tters of George III to Lord Dartmouth, on the American 
colonies. xn1, 4, 499-502. 
1773, January 6. J. Cawthorne to Lord Dartmouth, on the jail distemper. 
XIV, 10, 128. 
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tea in North America. XIV, 10, 131, 202. 
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January 21. Dr. C. Morton to Lord Dartmouth, on behalf of the Royal 
Society._ XIV, 10, 131. 
January 22. 'fhe lords of trade on a proposed colony on tho banks of the 
Mississippi. XI, 5, 334. 
January 25. J. Williams, on American revenue. XIV, 10, 133. 
February 10. Isaac Spooner to Lord Dartmouth, on manufactures in 
America. XIV, 10, 137. 
1773, March-1774, December. List of letters on American affairs. XIV, 
10, 226. 
May 5, October 30. Wm. Kelly to Lord Dartmouth, on introdncing corn 
into America. xiv, 10, 149,179. 
May 6. Sfr John Dalrymple to Lord Dartmouth, on plants for America. 
XIV, 10, 150. 
June. Instructions to American governors. XIV, 10, 153. 
June 7. Samuel Kirkland on missionary work among the Indians. XIV, 
10, 153. 
June 9, 21. B. Roberts to Lord Dartmonth, on the Indians. XIV, 10, 155, 
158. 
June 20. G. Lelmnte to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5, 337. 
July 7. Letter of Dr. B. Franklin, on tho s ituation in England. xi, 5, 
337. 
July 26, August 1. Hon. Daines Barrington to Lord Dartmouth, on <'Ollect-
ing plants. XIV, 10, 163, 161. 
August 2. Letter on American newspap ers. :xiv, IO, 164. 
Augmit 11. Dennis cle Berdt to Lord Dartmouth, on American la1uls. 
:XIV, 10, 1 6. 
Augn t 30. \Vm. ·whatcly to Lord l)art1uonth, on the letter of Go\' rnor 
Hut ·hin on. ,' IV, 10, 170. 
D c·Pm1 r 2~. Arthur Le on he tate of E11glaud. xi, 5, 344. 
l '1'14. 
Lorcl l>nrtmouth t<l .Jo. ph I ,1. x1, 5, '5 1. 
11·morn111h rrncl Ji. p r 011 J ri ish trau for,; ancl nppli,•s. ' IV, 10, 2:1, ~52. 
J' · i i n of th ,\tn ric·: n 'ougr to th I ing. ·1v, 10, 211, 
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·Trials of British officers. XIV, 10, 246. 
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234,236, 238,243,244,246,247,250,252,253. 
Letters on the contraband trade with the colonies. XIV, 10,229,230 232, 
233,241, 247,255. 
Papers relating to the Mississippi country. XIV, 10,212,215,218,222,225, 
25_2. 
XIV, 10, 192, 195, 198-200, 202, Cabinet minutes respecting the colonies. 
208, 228. 
' Letters and memorials relating to appointments in the colonies. XIV, 10, 
189, 196, 201, 203, 207, 209-212, 218, 219, 224, 225, 228, 229, 231, 235,237, 
238, 240, 24 9, 252. 
Plan for indemnifying the East India Company. XIV, 10, 246, 252. 
1774, 1775. ' Correspondence with General Gage. xiv, 10, 410. 
1774 or 1775. Papers by Governor Hutchinson. XIV, 10, 250. 
1774-1779. Lord G. Sackville to General Irwin, on the colonies ancl the 
rebellion. IX, 3, 30-32. 
1774, January-September. List of letters on American affairs. XIV, 10, 
242. 
1774, January 13. The King's speech to Parliament. -XIV, 10, 190. 
January 30. Letter from R. Brown. XI, 5, 348. 
Pebruary 15. J. Stephenson to M. Browne, on settlements a]o11g the Mis-
sissippi. XI, 15, 348. 
March. The King to Parliament. XIV, 10,201. 
March 2. Daines Barrington to Lord Dartmouth. · XI, 5, 349. 
March 12. 'rhe presentation of American bills to the House of Lords. _xrv, 
10,203. 
March 13. Form of test for holding office. XIV, 10, 203. 
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203. 
March 19. Plan for a coinage for America. XIV, 10,204. 
March 30. The state of religion in America. XIV, 10, 205. 
March 31. Orders of the Lords Committee. xiv, 10, 206. 
April 7. Orders of the House of Lords to Lord Dartmouth. xiv, 10,208, 
209. 
June 15. T . Pitt to Lord Dartmouth. x1, 5,354. 
June 17. D. de Berdt to 1,ord JJartmoutl.i. XI, 5,354. 
Septomber 1. ReY. Jolin Vardill to Lorcl Dartmouth, on tlie appointment 
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362. 
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287-289, 292, 298, 300,301, 304, 308, 312, 316, 319, 321, ... .J, 
334, 336, 337, 339, 340, 347-349, 351-353, 357-361, 363-36-, 
389, 392, 397, 39H-402, 404, 407. 
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264-, 267, 268, 270, 273, 276, 278-280, 282, 285, 303, 305, 310, 1 , 321, 3 ... 9 
330, 333, 339, 341, 342, 344, 346, 349, 357, 361, 367, 3 o, 391-397, 05-409. 
1775-1779. L etter book of Earl Percy on the American war. III, 10 . 
1775-1780. View of the British Empire. v, 1,252. 
1775, January-October. Treasury proceedings relating to North Am rica. 
XIV, 10, 389. 
1775, January 17. List of British ships and vessels in "Orth America. 
XIV, 10, 259. 
January 20. Edniund Burke to J. H. Hutchinson. xn, 9,282. 
January 28. George III to the Earl of Dartmouth, on th e commander of 
the forces in America. n, 12. 
February. Remarks on Lord Chatham's speech. XIV, 10, 275. 
Pebruary 1. Lord Chatham's plan for settling the dispute with America. 
II,28. 
February 1. Lord Chatham's bill concerning America. XIV, 10, 265. 
February 10. The Prince of ,iVales to Lord Holdernesse. XI, 7, 48. 
February 18. Thoughts upon America and Commerce. XI, 5, 374. 
February 20. Resolution of the House of Commons. XIV, 10, 271. 
February 28. Sir Wm. Hamilton to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 275. 
Marc~ 3. Circular to Governors. · XIV, 10, 277. 
March 6. Memorandum for a governor at Detroit. XIV, 10, 279. 
April 5. Sir George Collier to Lord Dartmouth, personal. XIV, 10, 286. 
April 5. Lord Barrington to Lord Dartmouth, on the mutiny act. xrv, 
10, 286. 
April 11. Charter of incorporation of a college. XIV, 10, 288. 
May 11. A survey of the Northwest regions of America. XI, 5, 377. 
May 23. The Bishop of Derry to Lord Dartmouth, on Irish immigratiou 
to America. xiv, 10, 303. 
May 30. Henry Plood to Lord Charlemont, on Burke's motion of concilia-
tion toward America. xuI, 8, 391. 
May 31. Edward Gibbon to Lord Eliot, on the American rebellion. 1, 41. 
June 2. Sir Lucius O'Brien to Lord Charlemont. XII, 10, 330. 
June 7. George Johnstone to Sir James Lowther, on news from America. 
XIII, 7, 135. 
June 10. George III to the Earl of Dartmouth, on the American colonies. 
II, 12. 
June 11. Disputes between America and Great Britain. XI, 5, 378. 
June 14. John Wesley to Lord Dartmonth, on the American war. xr, 5, 
378. 
June 15. Lord uffolk to Lord G. Germain, on American affairs. IX, 3, 81. 
June 24. Petition to Lord Dartmouth, for serving in America. XI, 5, 381. 
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July 1. A. Wedderburn to Lord North, concerning the war iu America. 
x, 6, 9. 
July 5. W. Strahan to Dr. Franklin. xr, 5, 381. 
July 5. H. Cruger to J. H. Cruger. xr, 5,381. 
July 6. Declaration of Congress on necessity of wa,r. v, 1,235. 
July 21. George III to Lord Dartmouth, on America. xr, 5, 44.0. 
July 26. G. Colman to Gen. Charles Lee. XIV, 10,338. 
July 29. Anthony Storer to Lord Carli1:,le. xv1 6,281. 
.'July 31. Lord North to General Burgoyne, concerning the war in Amer-
ica. x, 6, 9. 
August. Information obtained from two French officers. xrv, 10,366. 
August 2. Two letters by Henry Cruger. XIV, 10,343 . 
August 3, October 23. Intercepted letters from America. xrv, 10,347,393. 
August 8. Is. Foster to Major Rogers. XIV7 10, 350. 
August 12. J. R. to Lord North1 on supplies for America. x, 6, 10. 
August 21. -- Graves to Thomas Graves. XIV7 10,357. 
August 21. Petition of Congress to the King. xrv, 101 358. 
August 22. Sir Stanier Porten to Lord Dartrnouth, on the designs of 
France and Spain. . XIV, 101 383. 
September 2. Lord Dartmouth to Sir Stanier Porten. XIV, 10, 368. 
September 6. Wm. Strahan to Dr. Benj. 'Franklin. XIV, 10, 37'1. 
September 21. George Wilmot to Lord Dartmouth, for relief. xiv, 10, 386. 
September 29. Lord Lewisham to Lord Dartmouth. xv, 17 221. 
October 14. David Ingersoll to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10,392. 
1775, October 25; 1776, March 6. C. Jenkinson to J. II. Hutchinson. XII, 9, 
284) 285. 
October 28. Dr. Joseph Priestley to Sir George Savile. xv1 5; 149. 
November 8. Captain Pearson to Mr. Stephens, on supplies for America. 
x, 6, 12. 
November 8. Letters to Lord Dartmoutli, on a<"cepti11g the seal of secretary 
of state. XIV7 10, 3997 400. 
November 12. Sir G. Rodney to Lord G. Gernu1i11. 1x1 3, 83. 
November 22, December 9. A. Y. to Mrs. Tolver, ou the attitll(le of Fra11ce. 
XIV, 10,401,402. 
November 26. Lord G. Germain to Earl Cornwallis. 1x, 3, 83. 
November 27. J. Boucher, on America. 1x, 3, 83. 
December 14, 28, 29. Anthony Storer to Lord Carlisle, on American politim;, 
xv, 6, 311, 314, 315. 
D cember 28. Lord anllwich to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 83. 
December 30. Lord 'uffolk to Lord Dartmoutli, on the He siau troops. 
XIV, 107 405. 
1776. 
Lett r on trade with Torth America. xrv, 10,415. 
Di po al of Briti h troop.. XI, 5,414. 
Plana ancl ugrr tiom1 a~ to relations b tween Great Britain aocl her colo-
uie.. .·1v, 10, HO, 112, Jli-'116, 431. 
)l1·mor· utla. ancl pap •r!! on British tran , £ r an<l upp]ie ·. x1,•, 10, ,112, 114: 
4lli 41', 121, 12!, ,131. 
L ·lt • o L rd Dartmouth on th• ,·orulition of A111 •riC'a. .:-.Iv, 10 411,413 
U 17, 12 , 121, 121, 1W 12 , 1:i0. 
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Letters and memotials relating to appointments in the colonies. XIV, 10, 
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Mr. Deane to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,252. 
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February 6. Lord Rockingham to Lord Granby. XIV, 10, 4. 
February 8. T. Townshend to Lord Granby. XIV, 1, 5. 
March 3 and 31. General_Burgoyne to Lord G. Germain. 1x, 3, 84. 
March 7. Lord. Suffolk to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 84. 
March 19. D. de Berdt to Lord Dartmouth, on a whale fishery. xrv, 10, 
415. 
April. Draft of a royal commission. XIv, 10, 417. 
April 2, 24. A. Wedderburn to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 84. 
May 6. Instructions for Lord and General Howe. XIV, 10,417. 
May 6. Commission of Henry Strachey as secretary to the commissioners 
for restoring peace to North America. VI, 1, 400. 
May 6, 7. Instructiou-s to the commissioners for restoring peace to the 
. colonies of North America. VI, 1, 400, 401. 
May 9. Remarks on France, by James Hutton. XIV, 10,418. 
May 25. Sir Guy Carleton to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 85. 
June 22. Lord Howe to General Howe, on their appointment as commis-
sioners for restoring peac.e to the colonies. vr, 1, 402. -
June 22-August 30. Journal kept by Henry Stracbey in America. VI, 1, 
402. . 
September 10. Sir John Hort to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,254. 
October 6, October 8. George III to J. R., on the proposed expeditiou ~o 
the French West Indies. x, 6, 15. 
October 7. Letter to Lord Howe, on the peace commission to the colonies. 
VI, 1,402. 
October 18. Lord G. Germain to Lord Cornwallis. IX, 3, 85. 
November:_ 4, 6. Lord George Germain. to Lord Howe. VI, 1,402. 
November 30. Admiralty minute on American. prisouers. XIV, 10,429. 
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commissioners to the colonies and the secretary of state. VI, 1,402. 
l.777. 
A committee on the establishment of episcopacy in America. VIII, 3, 23. 
Plans and suggestions as to the relations between Great Britain. n.ud her 
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Cabinet minutes respecting the colonies. XIV, 10,432,433. 
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Letters to Lord Dartmouth on the cuutlition of Awerica. XIV, 10,443, M5, 
448-450. 
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Letters on the contraband trade with the colonies. XIV, 10,434,445. 
Letters and memorials relating to appointments in the colonies. xiv, 10, 
440,449. 
Journal of Henry Strachey. VI, 1, 403. 
Details of the operations of the English and American armies. v, 1, 252. 
Three letters of British generals on military operations in America. v, 1, 
233. 
Lord George Germain to the peace commissioners. VI, 1, 402. 
Lord George Germain to Lord Howe. and Sir Wm .• Howe. VI, 1,402. 
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1777-1778. Letters showing French and Spanish perfidy. v, 1,242. 
1777-1778. Extract from General Burgoyne's speech to the House of Com-
mons. IX, 3, 88. 
1777, January 16. Thomas Vivian to Lord Dartmouth, on American slavery. 
XIV, 10, 433. 
February 13. Anthony Storer to Lord Carlisle, on American politics. xv, 
6, 317, 318. 
May 17. Intentions of the King of Spain regarding America, and reply of 
Mr. A. Lee. x, 6, 16. 
July. Letter from a spy, concerning England, France, and America. x, 
6, 16. 
July 14. Henry Strachey to C. D'Oyley. vr, 1, 403. 
July 17. J. R. to P. Stephens, concerning ship bound for America. x, 6, 16. 
August. Lord Robert Manners to Lord Granby. XIV, 1, 9. 
August 7. Memorial to ]?ranee and Spain by the three commissioners of 
America. x, 6, 17. 
August 25. W. Eden to Lord North, on ships for the American service. x, 
6, 17. 
August 30, October 9. Edmund Stevens to Lord Granby, on military move-
ments. X I V, 1, 10. 
August 31, September 2. Lord Derby to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 87. 
September 19. Sir John Hart to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,254. 
October 31, November 28. Earl of Buckinghamshire to Lord G. Germain. 
Ix, 3, 58, 59. 
November 6, 28 . Lord Rockingham to Lortl Granby. XIV, 1, 10. 
November 21. Lord Har<lwicke to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10,447. 
December. William Pulteney to Lord G. Germain, on opening negotiations 
for peace. IX, 3, 88. 
D cember 18, 19. Three American commissioners to amu l Adam 
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Lord Hardwicke to Lord Dartmouth. xiv, 10,457. 
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459,461-467,471. 
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1778-1779. Resolutions and proceedings of Congress on the :fisheries. v, 
1,235. 
1778-1779. Letter book of the British commissioners in America. xv, 6, 
397. 
1778-1782. War papers, orders, reports, etc., on America. n, 30. 
1778, January 11. J. R. tq Lord North, on policy toward America. x, 6, 19. 
January 13. Sir Joseph Yorke to Lord Howe, on the Hessian troops. xiv, 
10,453. 
January 15. Three American commissioners to Capt. P. Jones. x, 6, 19. 
January 15, 20. Lord Suffolk to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 90. 
January 18. Lord Amherst's opinion on war with America. x, 6, 19. 
February. Lord North's plan of reconciliation. x, &, 20. 
February 2. Mr. J. Fisher to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 90. 
February 10. Lord North to Earl Gower, on taxing America. v, 1, 20!1. 
February 14. Three American commissioners to the secret committee o( 
Congress. x, 6, 20. 
February 15. Lord Bathurst to Lord G. Germain. TX, 3, 90. 
February 21. Sir ·\Villiam Howe to General Washington. VI, 1,403. 
March ( f). Draft of instructions for commissioners for peace. xrv, 10, 462. 
March 5. Mr. E<len to Lord G. Germain. ix, 3, 90. 
March 8. Lord G. Germain to Sir H. Clinton, on the conduct of the war. 
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March 21. Lord G. Germain to Sir Henry Clinton, on the attitude of France. 
XIV, 10, 461. 
March 25. Papers on the American camp at Valley Forge. XIV, 10, 462. 
April 3. Lord Townshend to E. S. Pery, on American independence. YIII, 
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April 12. Instructions •by George III to his commissioners to treat with 
the colonies. xv, 61 322. 
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appointment and the North American trade. rx, 3, 92, 93. 
April 14-. 'ir G. Rodney to J. R. x, 6, 21. 
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IX, 3, 92. 
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May 2. Lord Sandwich to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 93. 
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May 8. L~rd North to Lord Sandwich, on policy toward America. v, 1, 
209. 
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North America. Ix, 3, 94. 
1779. 
Letters on the contraband trade. XIV, 10, 472, 473. 
Soame Jenyns on the American colonies. :XIV, 10, 475. 
Precis of correspondence in the American department. XIV, 10, 475. 
Robert Hodgson to Lord Shelburne, on his lmuwledge of America. v, 1, 
235. 
Skekh by Messrs. Maurepas, for an accommodation. v, 1,250. 
1779 ( ~) . Lord Charlemont on the war with America. xn, 10, 32, 42, 45, 
49, 50, 59. 
1779-1782. Military dispatches of Lord George Germain, ir Henry Clinton. 
and others. v, 1, 237, 238. 
1779, January 1. W. EJen to Lord North, on Lhe American comrnisHion. 
x,6,23. 
January 10. Letter of Thomas Campbell, in Grenad,L, on the war. xv, 
6,411. 
January 11, April 4. Sir H. Clinton to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 95. 
February 1. Lord Carlisle aud Mr. Eden to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 9:5. 
March 10. Dr. A. Ferguson to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6, 420. 
April. Petition for recompense for servic s. xiv, 10,472. 
April 14. Letter on 'panish control of tho Mississippi. XIV, 10,471. 
April 19. , ir G. Colli r to Lord G. 'ermain. 1x, 3, 95. 
April O (and 1780, June 1 ). W. Ed n to Lord G. ermain. IX, 3 99, 101. 
June 1 . . \Vasl1ington to 'eneral Lincoln. v, 1,295. 
,Jn11, r, An<rn t 3, 2 , eptemb r 27. Lord G orge ermaiu to , 'ir ll. 
linton. L' 3 , 7, 9 . 
.Jun1· '.! • I . ). wald to Lorcl G. 'erma.in. L ' , 3, 96. 
Au •11. t !l. "'111. \ arcllaw on th , rmy in Ameri a. rx, 3 120. 
:n. L ·tl ·r to Loru Auther t, ou American prisoner . xiv, 1 , 473. 
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September 7. Letter 011 the naval situation. XIV, 10,474. 
September 10, September 29, October 1, 28. Lord orth to Lord or•re 
Germain. IX, 3, 97, 98. 
October 1. Lord G. Germain to Lord North. IX, 3, 98. 
October 18. Admiral Arbuthnot to Sir H. Clinton. IX, 3, 98. 
October 29. Maj. L. Floyd to Lord Herbert. IX, 2, 382. 
November 14. American emissaries in Ireland. VIII, 1, 204. 
November 29, December 21. Lord Buckinghamshire to Lor<l ·L Germaiu. 
IX, 3, 62, 63. 
November 30. \V. Coxe to Lord Herbert. IX, 2, 382. 
NovemLer 30. Lord Robert Manners to Lord Granby. xrv, 1, 22. 
December 18. J. H. Hutchinson to his constituents of Cork, on trade with 
America. xn, 9, 294. 
December 31. Thomas Townshend to Lord Charlemont. xu, 10, 369. 
17SO. 
Memorandum on American affairs. IX, 3, 109. 
Extracts of intercepted letters from M. De la Luzerne to the Comte de 
Vergennes. Ix, 3, 109. 
Bishop of Derry to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 117. 
Paper by Lord Carlisle on the revolts in the United Provinces and Amer-
ica. xv, 6, 446. 
Notes on the war with America, by Lord Shelburne. Y, 1, 256. 
Letter concerning ·appoiutments in the colonies. XIV, 10, 476, 477. 
1780 t Apology of the Duke of Richmond in the House of Lords for obser-
vations on the execution of Isaac Hayne. III, 431. 
1780-1781. Notes by Lord Shelburne on Amerfoa. v, 1, 235. 
1780-1781. The Comte de Vergennes to the Chevalier de 1a Luzerne. v, 1, 
25q. . 
1780-1781. R. Cumberland to Lord G. Germaiu. IX, 3, 124, 125. 
1780-1782. Papers of the Quartermaster-General's department, on America. 
II, 30. 
1780-1783. Papers relating to the peace of Paris. v, 1, 2-ll-243. 
1780, January 8. Mr. Hessey to Lord G. Germain, on peace negotiations. 
IX, 3, 122. 
January HI. Letter to Lord Dartmouth, on the condition of America. 
XIV, 10, 476. 
January-July . American letters and papers of Lord Coruwallis. VIII, 1, 
288. 
Pebruary. Henry Hutchinsou to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 573. 
Pebruary 9. Thomas Pownall to E. S. Pery, on tbo colouies . XIV, 9,155. 
June 16. Sir William .Jones to ---. Determined to write history of 
American war. 11, 13. 
July 29. Lord G. Germain to Mr. Cumberland. IX, 3,123. 
August 27, Septem\)er 13, October 29, December 19. Admiral Arbuthnot to 
Lord G. Germain. 1x, 3, 106. 
August-November. American letters and papers of Lord Cornwallis. 
vnr, 1, 288. 
September 11. Lord Rockingham to the Rev. II. Zouch, ou the American 
war. x111, 7, 138. 
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September 25. Military intelligence from America. xrv, 10, 477. 
September 30, October 30. P. Taylor to the Duke of Manchester, on the 
war with America. VIII, 2, 121. 
October 4. W. Eden to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 106. 
Octoter 31. Lord Rawdon to Sir H. Clinton and General Leslie, on the 
war. x, 4, 29. 
November 14. Lord Carlisle to Lord Gower, on General Arnold. xv, 6, 
445. 
December 9, 12, 13. Admiral Arbuthnot to Sir H. Clinton. rx, 3,110,111. 
December 9, 12, 13. Sir H. Clinton to Admiral Arbuthnot. IX, 3, 111.-
December 22. Sir G. Rodney to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 108. 
December 29. Proclamation to the colonies by the peace commissioners. 
IX, 3, 110. 
11'S1 . 
Memorandum of Lord G. Germain on American affairs. IX, 3, 115. 
Paper on naval proceedings in America. XI\' , 10,479. 
John "William to Lord Shelburne, on commerce, and the amity of Holland 
toward .America. v, 1, 235. 
The American account current, by an American. v, 1,235. 
1781-1782. Military papers relating to North Arner ica. v, 1,234. 
1781-1782. Papers on the American war. v, 1,235. 
1781-1782. English and French letters on American affa irs. v, 1,256. 
1781-1782. The Comte de Rochambeau to the Chevalier de la Luzerne Y, 
1,256. 
1781-1785. Lieut. Col. Benj. Thompson (afterwards Count Rumford) to 
Viscount Sackvillc. Ix, 3, 118-120. 
1781, January. George Selwyn to Lord Carlisle, on a portrait of Arnlrc. 
xv, 6,451. 
January. Admiral Arbuthnot to Lord George Germain. IX, 3, 110. 
January 1. W. Fawkener to Lord Carlisle, on the news fi;om Ameri<"a. 
xv, 6, 447. 
January 20. Admiral Arbuthnot to P. Stephens. IX, 3, 110. 
Febrnary 13. James Hare to Lor<l. Carlisle, on America. xv, 6, 457. 
February 14, .June 6. Anthony Storer to Lord Carlis le, on the American 
war. xv, 6, 459, 494 . 
February 24, 27, May 15, .Tune 30, November, December. George elw;vn 
to Lord Carlisle, on the loss of America. xv, 6, 462, 464, 4 2, 511, 536, 
545,546. 
larch 4, 26. ' ir G. Rocloey to Lord . Germain. IX, 3, 111,112. 
larch 9, May 8. George lwyn to Lorcl 'arlisl<', on gains in Am rica. 
, Y, 6, 469, 480. .,. 
:h-far ·h 10. William E<len to Lord . Germain. 1x, 31 GG. 
~Iarc·h 2 , ,Jn1y 29, , 'rpt mber 27, ctober rn, 29. Hon. G. J)amer to Lord 
G. ermai11. ix, 3, 112- 114. 
April 10. Richard walcl on tb r lations of J uss ia, an1l Englancl. ,·n·. 
1 , 177. 
)fay , Jnn 20. Loril l obcrt • famwr to the Dnk o f Rutland. x1Y, 1, 
1 11. 
M:iy 12. Lor1l Lou~hhorongh tc L rd 'arlielo, 011 tit Americau war. .· Y, 
G 1 1. 
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May 16. Wm. Eden to E. S. Pery, on American prisoner . xrv, 9 162. 
May 31, June 11, November 3. George Selwyn to ~ord Carlisle, mention 
America. xv, 6, 469, 490, 495, 524, 525, 559. 
June 14 Lord North to Lord Dartmouth, on American affairs. xn· 10, 4 7 . 
July 18, November 26, Deceml>er 1. Anthony Storer to Lord arli ·le, on 
the situation in America. xv, 6, 513, 535, 541. 
Jnly 19. Letter on sufferings and losses in America. xiv, 10, 47cl, 479. 
July 24. Lord Stormont t.o Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 112. 
July 24. Letter to Sir H. Clint-on. IX, 3, 112. 
September 2::;. Granville Sharp to Lord Dartmouth, on the treaty with 
America. xv, 1, 254. 
September 28. Dr. Richard Watson to the Duke of Rutland. XIV, I, 44 . 
October 5. Transactions with the American army. x, 6, 65. 
November 27. J. Rawlinson to the Earl of Sandwich, on the American war. 
x, 6, 46. 
December 4. Lord Carlisle to George Selwyn. xv, 6,544. 
17S2. 
Mr. Lidderdale to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,250. 
Mr. John Pattson to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,250. 
Two letters of Dr. Benjamin Franklin. v, 1,255. 
Redmund Burke's application for pardon. v, 1, 251. 
Lord George Gordon to Lord Shelburne, on American independence. v, 1, 
231. 
Andrew Allen's conversation with Silas Deane at Spa. v, 1,251. 
Two letters from Lord Dunmore. v, 1, 251. 
Lord Thurlow to Lord Gower, on the abandonment of America. v, 1,212. 
Mr. Watson on the commercial treaty between England and America. 
v, 1,251. 
The Earl of Bristol to Lord Shelburne, on bribery of members of Congress. 
v, 1,251. 
M. de la Luzerne to the Comte de Vergennes. v, 1,256. 
Negotiations of Mr. Grenville at Paris. 1, 13. 
List of commissioners and officers of customs in England, Wales, and the 
Plantations. III, 144. 
Mr. Dunning to Lord Shelburne, on the dismemberment of America. v, 1, 
257. 
Memorial of merchants on the American trade. v, 1,251. 
Mr. Williams's offer of service in American affairs. v, 1, 251. 
Conversation between Mr. Oswald and Dr. Franklin. v, 1,251. 
A French letter on peace with America. v, 1, 251. 
C. W . • T. on American affairs. v, 1, 251. 
A.merican mon~y and the rate of exchange. v, 1, 251. 
Paper urging the reuniou of England and America. v, 1, 251. 
Sir George Saville to Lord Shelburne, on American independence. v, 1, 251. 
W. Wrixon to Lord Shelburne, an account of conversation with Samuel 
Adams. v, 1, 251. 
Mr. Charles Hamilton to Lord h lburne, on pacifica tion. v, 1, 251. 
Mr. Hake to Lord Shelburne, on the pacification of America. v, 1, 251. 
Two letters to the Pr sident of Congress, on monetary affairs. Y, 1, 238. 
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John Maffett to Lord Shelburne, on American affairs. v, 1,236. 
Wm. Vaughan to Lord Shelburne, on Indian affairs. v, 1,236. 
List of British ships and transports. v, 1, 239. 
Mr. Neilson to Lord Shelburne, on Dr. Franklin. v, 1,251. 
Mr. Bridging to Lord Shelburne, on the Low Conutries ancl America. v, 1, 
251. 
Draft of Richard Oswald, at Paris. v, 1, 231. 
Memu~·ial of Glasgow merchants as to American <l~bts . v, 1,251. 
C. W. J. to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,250. 
Samuel Peters to Lord Shelburne. v. 1,250. 
James Burrow to Lord Shelburne. v, 1, 250. 
Mr. Trafford to Lord Shelburne. v, 1, 250. 
D. Braham to Lord Shelburne. v, 1, 250. 
1782, 1783. Sir John Hort to Lord Shellrnrne. v, 1, 255. 
1782, May 21-1783, January 20. Corresponclence and papers relating to 
the Treaty of Paris. v, 1, 239-241. 
1782-1783. Papers on victualing the American army. v, 1, 258. 
1782-1783. Papers relating to American loyalists. v, 1, 235-239, 250-252, 
256. 
1782, 1783. Sir Henry Strachey's papers relating to the negotiations for 
the Treaty qf Paris. VI, 1, 403, 404-. 
1782- 1783. Papers on American finances. v, 1, 239. 
1782- 1784. Volume of papers relating to American affairs. v, 1, 250. 
1782-1785. Miscellaneous American papers of Lord Cornwallis . vm, 1,289. 
1782, January 1. James Hare to Lord Carlisle, on the prosecution of the 
war. xv, 6, 560; 
January 15. Dr. Richard Watson to the Duke of 'Rutland, on England and 
the colonies. xiv, 1, 46. 
January 30. Lord G. Germain to Lord North. 1x, 3, 14. 
February 5. Daniel Magennis to Lord Charlemont. xn, 10,397. 
February 7, March 6. George Selwyn to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6,571,587. 
February 9. W. Ellis to J. R., on North American packets. x, 6, 48. 
February 11. ,James Hare to Lord Carlisle, on plans for America. xv, 6, 
574. 
FelH'nary 19. Lord Sackville to E. S. Pery, on a secretary for America. 
XIV, 9,162. 
February 24. Anthony 'torer to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6, 581. 
March 4. hips of the line in orth America (1780-178 1). x, 4, 28. 
March 5. T. Thoroton to the Dnke of Rntland. XIV, 1, 49. 
March Bl. Sir George Savile to F. F. Foljambe, on tho motion against 
the American war. xv, 5,158. 
April U. Edmond !alone to Lord Charlemont. xn, 10, 399. 
April 16. Th Hon. John Trevor to fr. Fox. v, 1,253. 
April 20. A. , 'bee• to Lord Charlemont. xu, 10,401. 
lay 2 · .Jame. All(lerson to Lol'(l , 'hellmrne, on emigration from cot-
laud: tHl Jr~land to A1111·ric·a. v 1, 2:35. 
,Jun 17. J. J _ to Philip Wray. , , 1, 25G. 
,Jnly . Lord 'arli 1 toLorclC:ow·r. ··" (j G:~2. 
<>c-toh 'I' it. I . Tboroton to he Duk of H11tla111l. x ,v, 1, 3. 
11c·tol, r ~.!. • ir ,John, t pnc•y to Lorcl Uraotha111. v, 1 253. 
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November 19. E. Malone to Lord Charlemont. -xn, 10, 421. 
November 23. Robert Walpole to Lord Grantham. v, 1, 254. 
November 30. Copy of Provisional Articles of the Peace. VIJI, 2, 121, 122. 
November 30. F. Taylor to the Duke of Manchester, on American affair . 
VIII, 2, 121. 
December 1. Lord Temple to W. W. Grenville, on tho trad of Ir 1:tncl 
with Nortli America. XIII, 3, 167. 
December 3. Lord North to the King, Qn the treaty with America. x, 6, 56. 
December 12. Lord Temple to W. W. Grenville. .XIII, 3, 170. 
December 27. The Bishop of Llandaff to the Duke of Rutland, on Eng-
land and America. xiv, 1, 66 
l 1'S3. 
Letters on appomtments in the colonies. xiv, 10, 482. 
Letters on redress for losses in America. XIV, 10,480,481. 
Correspondence between the United States and France, regarding peace 
of 1783. III, 125. 
Lieut. Col. James Gordon to Sir Guy Carleton, on Captain Asgill. II, 20. 
Lord Manchester to Sir John Stepney, on the American uegotiationi,. 
Vlll, 2,130. 
Arguments for the peace. v, 1, 251. , 
.J.P. protests against delays in the peace negotiations. v, 1, 251. 
"Proposal for Taxes.'' v, 1, 252. 
1783, 1784. General Arnold to various ministers, concerning his position 
and pay. v, 1,252. 
1783, January. Congratulations on the peace. v, 1,251. 
January. Mr. Hatton on Franklin's coming to England. v, 1,251. 
January. Lord Keppel to Lieut. Gen. Sir Charles Gray, on the latter's ap-
pointment. v, 1, 251. 
.January. Benjamin Franklin and Silas Deane to Lord Shell>urne. v, 1,251. 
January 18. Distribution of troops in America. v, 1,238. 
January 22. Lord Temple to W. vV. Grenville, on loyalists leaving America. 
XIII, 3, 184. 
February, March. Lord Temple to W. W. Grenville, on trade with and 
emigration to America. XIII, 3, 190, 191, J93, 195, 200. _ 
Febrnary 8, March 17. Alexander Macaulay to Lord Lewisba111. xv, 1,258, 
264. 
Febrnary 11. Lord Temple to W.W. Grenville, on the effects of the Amer-
ican war. XII, 3, 192. · 
February 21. Baron Weinheim to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6,635. 
MarclJ. Copies of the fourth article of the peace preliminaries :rncl the 
sixth article of the treaty. v, 1, 251. 
Jnne 10. St. Hilaire, served in America. v111, 2, 126. 
July 31. Dnke of Manchester to Mr. Fox, on the American treaty; Mr. 
Fox's reply. VIII, 2, 129. 
Auo-ust 13. Dnke of Manchester to the Uonnt d'Arancla, on navigation of 
the Mis issippi. vrn, 2, 130. 
September 3. Copies of the treaty between Great Britain aud the Uuited 
'tates. vrn, 2, 131. 
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Septemuer 8. W. Pitt to W. W. Grenville, on the treaty with America. 
XIII; 3, 219. 
September 15. Lord Mornington to W. W. Grenville. xm, 3, 220, 221, 
234, 249. 
September 25. Dr. Richar<l. Price to Lor<l. Monuoddo, on the American 
Revolution. VI, 1, 677 
11'S4. 
Plans au<l. suggestions as to the relations between Great Britaiu and her 
colonies. XI\' , 10, 483. 
Mr. Penrhyn on trade between America and the West Indies. v, 1,252. 
The right of England to withdraw certain negroes from the States. v, 
1,252. 
April 3. Lord Shelburne to the Duke of Rutland. xiv, 1, 84. 
June 16. W. N. Miles to Sir Edward Newenham. XIV, 1,108. 
July 3. Lord Temple to W. vV. Grenville. XIII, 3,231. 
July 5. Sir Edward Newenham to the Marquis <l.e La Fayette. xiv, 1,119. 
July 5. Viscount Lifford to the Duke of Rutland. XIV, 1,121. 
·August 18. Lord Carmarthen to Mr. Pitt. XI, 7, 53. 
September 10. Lord Carysfort to Lord Charlemont, ou the example of 
America. XIII, 8, 6. 
September 19. J. H. Hutchinson to T. Ordc. XII, 9,309. 
October 23. Lord Sydney to the Duke of Rutland. XIV, 1,145. 
November 9. Letter on the services oftbe Rev. John Vardill. XIV, 10,483. 
November 11. B. l!..,ranklin to his son-in-law. VIII, 3, 9. 
Novemuer 14. The Duke of Rutland to Wm. Pitt. xrv, 1,147. 
November 16. G. Wood to Lor<l. Char:emont, on religion in America. XIII, 
8, 9, 10. 
11'S~. 
l!,ive letters from Wm. Smith to Lord Lans<l.owne. v, 1,252. 
1785, 1786, 1789. Lord Buckingham to W. W. Grenville . xm, 3,253,256, 
26-1, 489. 
1785, Febrnary 17. The Duke of Rutland to Lord Sydney. xiv, 1,176. 
May 26, 27, 28. otes by John Adams, on his arrival in London. x1, 7, 55. 
May 29. Wm. P itt to Thomas Orde. XIV, 1,210. 
June 8. Thomas Or<le to Wm. Pitt. XII, 9,346. 
Juue 28. Daniel Pulteney to the Duke of Rutlan<l. nv, 1,220. 
June 29. J. Beresford to T. Orde. xn, 9,312. 
Jul y 13. The Dnkc of Rutland to Wm. Pitt. xrv, 1, 224. 
December 16. M:r. Pitt to Lord Carmarthen, on commercial treatie . xr 
7, 54. 
c mber 17. Edmond Malone to Lord Charlemont, on trade with Amer-
ica. '111, , 30. 
.,. 6. 
ukP of Portland to Lord Ca,rlisle, on the Bill on Am('l'ica. 
on ho ondition f 
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1787-1815. Thoma,s J efferson to John Churchman, Gen ral 1 iu zko • otl 
M. de Marbois. IX, 2, 483. 
1787, February 22. F. Taylor to the Duke of Manche ter, on a tr aty of m-
merce between F r ance and America. VIII, 2, 139. 
August 3. The Duke of Rutland's journal. XIV, 1, 421. 
Septeinber 23. Lor~ Syd_ney to the Duke of Rutland. xrv, 1,417. 
l 1'SS. 
Two letters from Mr. Parry to Lord Shelburne. v, 1, 252. 
January 26. L ord Buckingham. tow·. W. Grenville, on oil from Ameri a. 
XIII, 3, 299. 
November 29. L ord Kenmare to Lord Charlemont, on the nativ s of 
America. X III, 8, 81. 
l.'1S9. 
1789-1792 c. Lord Carmarthen to Lord Torrington, on the ravages of th 
Hessian fl y in the United States. n 1 30. 
1789, August 9. Edmund Burke to Lord Charlemont1 on commissioner for 
American claims. XIII, 8, 106. 
September. Lord Thurlow to W. W. Grenville. XIII, 3, 506. 
September 12. W. W. Grenville to Lord Thurlow, on the causes of the 
rebellion. XIII, 3, 506. 
November. Lord Thurlow to W. W. Grenville, on sendi1Jg transports to 
America. xn1, 3, 542. 
11'90. 
April 30. Cabinet minute respecting vessels captured at Nootka Sound. 
XIII, 3, 579. 
August 6. Henry Dundas to W. W. Grenville
1 
on American trade. XIII, 
3,604. 
November 9. Lord Buckingham to W.W. Grenville, respecting the Nootka 
Sound affair. XIII, 3, 611. 
l.'19..1. 
March 29. Lord Westmoreland to Lord Grenville, on the American trade. 
XIV, 5, 42. 
June 23. W. Pitt to Lord Grenville, on American ships. xrv, 5,104. 
July 29. P. Colquhoun to Lord Grenville, on relations with America. 
· xrv, 5, 145. 
Angust 5, 8. P. Colquhoun to Lord Grenville, on Americau trade and rela-
tions wit h America. xrv, 5,157,160. 
August 24. Lord Auckland to Lord Grenville, on a minister to America 
XIV, 5,173. 
September 24. P. Colquhoun to Lord Grenville, on relations with America. 
xrv, 5, 197. 
October 9. Lord Rockingham to Lord Grenville, refers to Lord Cornwallis 
in America. xiv, 5, 209. 
November 15. P. Colquhoun to Lord Grenville, OD America. XIV, 5,228. 
December 4. A. II. Haliday to Lord Charlemont, OD the effect of American 
liberality. xm, 8,180. 
December 15; 17:J2, August 10. Lord-Charlemont to A.H. Haliday, ou the 
Ameriean Constitution: xn1, , 183, 197. 
IIIS'L' 9 --41 
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1,-92. 
January 5. Henry Dundas to Lord Grenvi_lle, on American consuls. xrv, 5, 
249. 
January 6. Lord Grenville to Henry Dundas, in reply. xrv, 5,249. 
February 13. Thomas Paine to George ,,rashington. vr, 1,474. 
July 7, 9. Henry DundaR to Lord Grenville, on debts due British subjects 
from Americans. xrv, 5, 289. 
August 8. Henry Dundas to Lord Grenville, upon the American minister. 
XIV, 5,299. 
November 9. Lord Auckland to Lord Grenville, 011 American wheat. xiv, 
5,329. 
November 23. Sir Morton Eden to Lord Auckland, on letters from America. 
XIV, 5,348. 
1,-93. 
January 20. The Marquis of Buckingham to Lord Grenville, on American 
seamen. XIV, 5, 369. 
February 27. John Adams to Dr. Priestley, on emigration to the United 
States. v, 1, 252. 
June 21. Lord Grenville to Lord St. Helens, ou America and Spain. XIV, 
5,398. 
July 25. Lord Grenville to George Hammond, on dipl~matic l.Jusine s. 
XIV, 5, 408. 
August 15. Lord Grenville to Henry Dundas, on American prisoners. XIV, 
5,414. 
August 18. Henry Dundas to Lord Grenville, in reply. XIV, 5, 416. 
October 18. Joshua Steele to Lord Lansdowne, on American affairs. v, 1, 
252. 
December 6. The Marquis of Buckingham to Lonl Grenville. xrv, 5,474. 
December 20. Francis Drake to Lord Grenville. XI\', 5, 480. 
DecemlJer 28. Foreign Office journal of J. B. Bnrges. xrv, 5, 488. 
1,-94, 
February 23. W. Pitt to Lord Grenville, Oil the Orders in Council. xiv, 
5,511. 
February 10, 27, March 11. Bnlletins from Paris concerning the American 
minister. xiv, 5, 526, 537, 541. 
April 5. Bulletin from Paris, on the treaty with weden. XIV, 5,560. 
East r unday (April 20). Ed.w:ucl Montagn to tho Earl of AileslJury, ou 
the loss of Ameri ·a. xv, 7, 262. 
May. Bull tin from I ari ·, ou England and the United tates. x1 v, -, 579. 
Jun 22. Lord Auckland to Lord. Gr nville, on Mr. Jay. xiv, 5, 57 . 
June 13. Lord 'har1emont to A. II. IIaliday, on Washington. xm, , 243. 
July. W. Pitt to Lord ' r•nville, ou American 111er •haut . xn·, , 607. 
Augu ·. Th far<1ui of Buckiu rham to Lord 'renville, on Ameri ·an 
•am II all(l th w t rn po. t:. xn·, -, 610. 
A •gu t 1 . Th ~Ian111i of' Bu •kirwham to Lord 'renv ill , ou th .\mer-
i<·au tr at ·. Xl\", -, irn. 
·pli:mlwl' 12. Lor1l 'r nvill to Lor l Lou rhb rotwli ou i\fr. ,Jay. xn' 
- (j'.! • 0 J I 
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October 29. Lord Charlemont to E. Malone, depre atino- war wi b ID r-
ica. XIII, 8, 251. 
November 7. E. Malone to Lord Charlemont, on Am ri 't • - · 111 
December 9. Lord Grenville to George Hammond, on diplomt ti 
XIV, 5,651. 
1795. 
February 1. Tall eyrand to Lord Lansdowne, on Am rica. 
1796, 
June 26. A.H. Haliday to Lord Charlemont, on emigration toArneric fr m 
Ireland. XIII, 8, 275. 
1.797. 
February 1. Lord Charlemont to A.H. Haliday, on Paine's attack on \ ash-
ington. xn1, 8, 295. 
J.79S, 
Tables of population and commerce of America. xu, 9, 372. 
J.799. 
February 19. President John Adams to General Washington. IX, 2, 4 6. 
July 6. John \Valter to Lord Kenyon, on. the American war. XIV, 4, 551. 
J.SOl, 
November 16. 'iihe Duke of Kent to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,443. 
1S06. 
May 21. Wm. Wilberforce to Viscount Lowther, on Brougham's "Colonial 
Policy of England." XIII, 7, 183. 
June 26. George Rose to Viscount Lowther, on the American Intercourse 
Bill. XIII, 7, 195. 
JSOS, 
August 1. R. Southey to Sir Edw. Littleton, asks for book on the North 
American language. v. 1,297. 
J.S09. 
Journal of a voyage down the Ohio, by Major John Norton. III, 125. 
1.S29, 
July 4. John Trumbull to Wm. Wood. xrv, 10,491. 
JS3J.. 
November 29. Lord Dartmouth to Wm. Wood. xiv, 10,494. 
J.S39, 
May 15. Lord Dartmouth to Wm. L. tone. XIV, 10,494. 
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ITEMS RELATING TO INDIVIDUAL COLONIES. 
NEWFOUNDLAND. 
Letters and papers on the fisheries. v, 1, 250. 
-Commodore Pallisser's observations. v, 1, 233. 
Fortifications to defend the fishery. v, 1, 232. 
Letters and papers relating to. IV, 1, 237. 
Two memorials of Joseph Gorham. XIV, 10, 583. 
Petition of sentinels (in the Independent Company) to Lord Ormonde 
for relief. vn, 2, 831. 
Petition of Exeter and other towns, concerning trade with. IX, 1, 284. 
1587, June 24. W. Shute to Sir Francis Walsingham, on the fishery. Salis-
bury MSS., III, 266. 
1591, June 25. The mayors of Barnstaple and Bideford, on ships at. Salis-
bury MSS., Iv, 119. 
1594, February 18. The customs officers at Dartmouth, for instructions as 
to entries. Salisbury MSS., IV, 479. 
1594, July 20. Sir Walter Raleigh to Sir Robt. Cecil, on the danger from 
Spaniards. Salisbury MSS., IV, 566. 
1596, August 15. Wm. Stallenge to Sir Robt. Cecil, on the fishing trade. 
Salisbury MSS., VI, 336. 
1596, December 20. Robt. Eastfield to Sir Robt. Cecil, on fish from. Salis-
bury MSS., VI, 529. 
Seventeenth century. Articles about a proposed plantation. v111, 1, 236. 
Seventeenth century. Orders regulating the fishing trade. IX, 1, 271. 
16-, March 26. Philip Gawdy to his nephew, on men going to. vm, 1,529. 
1604. A fishing charter. VI, 1, 310. 
1614. Petition of the master of the Trinity House to the privy council 
respecting the exportation of fish from. VIII, 1, 246. 
1620. The pktntation in. x, 4, 541. 
1621. Losses sustained in coming from. v111, 1, 240. 
1621, April 17. Draft of an act on freer fishing off. III, 21. 
1621, December 22. Marquis of Buckingham to Lord Cranfield, on cm;toms. 
IV, 1, 305. 
1624, May 4. Draft of an act touching fishing voyages to. I V, 1, 123. 
1624, J nly 8. Sale of fish from. xn, 1, 165. 
1624-, December 22. Ships with fish from, stayed. xur, 4, 175. 
1625, January 6. J ames Bagg to Sir John Coke, on the fishery. xu, 1,179. 
1625, larch 15. Lord Baltimore to ir John Coke, on a proposed journey 
to. xn, 1, 187. 
1625, March 17. Duk of Buckingham to ir Jobu Coke, on Lorll Balti-
more•' journ y to. .'n, 1, 187. 
1627, July 5. Tra.cl with. , 1, 1, 121. 
rn2 , January 16. Lorcl Baltimore to ir .John oke. xu, 1, . 37. 
1 2 , April 19. P tition of Ja<',1ues 1fodier, bouu<l for, aud captur d hy 
Encrli h man-of-war. IV, 1, 15. 
lfi2 . Tran ·p rt tion of fi h fr m. ' JI, 1, 39~. 
l ~·,: pt imb ·r 18. Vo 'age of th ,'t. ('lancle to. xr, 3, 23. 
1 · , • pt.-1111 r. lh · privy tounc-il to th alderm<·11 of Yanuoutll, ou fi h-
iu 'in E1wli h hip only. · v111 I ~16. 
P tnh •r 1. :iptain l'lmnl igh to , 'ir J. 'oke. ..·n 1, ,111. 
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1631, Angust 31. Ca,ptain Plnmleigh to Sir John Cok . .·u, 1,·.u · 
1631, September 12, 14. Alderman Clement, of Plymouth, nth ii h 
III, 71. 
1631, November 4. Council order as to selling fish. III 1, .• ..4. • 
1631, November 4. Council order licensing ale of fish fr JU. ' Ill, 1, 247. 
1632, February. John Delbridge to the mayor of Barn tapl ', m f1. binrr. 
IX, 1, 269. 
1633, January 24. Laws and ordinances for the government f, IX 1 ... 71. 
1633, February 10. Letters patent for the government of. L ' , 1, 2 0. 
1633, February 10. Order in council respecting fi hing. 1, · , 1 271. 
1635. Ten pounds paid about "the trayne." x, 4, 54-2. 
1635, October 5. Memorandum for His Majesty, con erning. .·, 4 _, 2. 
1636. Pape·r r epresenting danger to the :fishing fleet from pirate . Y 1, 5 2. 
1636, August 30. Sir J. Coke to the Earl of Northumberland, on th £ b r-
men. XII, 2, 137. 
1636, August 30. Secretary Sir John Coke to Algernon, Earl of orth-
umberland, on protecting the :fishing fleet. III, 73. 
1637. Governor of Exeter to the mayor of Barnstaple, on trade with. IX, 
1,215. 
1637, January 26. Letters patent touching. IX, 1,271. 
1637, August 17. Viscount Conway and Kilulta to Sir John Coke, on the 
:fishing. XII, 2,165. 
1638, August 19. The mayor of Weymouth to the privy council. XII, 2,192. 
1639. Sir J. Coke on French complaints. XII, 2, 224. 
1639, March 6. M. Oldisworth, on ships sent out by the company. XII, 2, 
215. 
1641. Petition of Plymouth respecting the :fish trade. Iv, 1, 114. 
1642, January 25. Petition of mayor and others of Glifton-Dartmouth-
Hardnes for protection from pirates in the :fisheries. v, 1, 5. 
1644, February 1. Plan to capture fishermen who· ii.re for the Parliament. 
XIII, 1, 168. 
1646, March 24-. Petition of the merchants and seamen of Plymouth con-
- cerning the fishing trade. VI, 1, 107. 
1652, May 24. President of the council to the Trinity House, respecting 
the fleet for. VIII, 1,248. 
1652, September. Ships from. XIII, 2, 79, 82. 
1655, October 12. James Wainwright to R. Bradshaw, on capture of ships 
by Spain. VI, 1, 439. 
1656, April 1. Letter of Thomas Otway, on French fleet bound for. vu, 1, 
691. 
1660, December 27. Act for encouragement of the fishing trade. VII, 1,140. 
1663, December 4. Lords of the council to mayors and magistrates, con-
cerning the fishing trade. Ix, 1, 271. 
1665, July 2, 4. The Duke of York to Sir Wm. Penn. XIII, 2,102,103. 
1667, February 16. Henry Farmer to Sir Wm . Penn. XIII, 2,106. 
1667, November 15. Depositions concerning the fis]1eries. Ix, 1,271. 
1669-1674. Papers relating to the fishing trade of. IX, 1, 272. 
1669, February 19. Secretary of the council of trade to the mayor of 
Plymouth. Ix, 1,272. 
1669, N overn ber 26. r ews of the ile t from. XI, 5, 18. 
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1669, December 15. .Petition concerning. Ix, 1, 272. 
1671, November 23. Ships from. xn, 7, 86. 
1672. List of ships making fishing voyages to. XI, 7, 8. 
1673, September 22. Ships destroyed at. vn, 1,491. 
1673, September 22. French ships destroyed about. vn, 1,491. 
1675, March 2, 30. The trade of. XII, 7, 117, 118. 
1676, September 28. French :fishermen attackeu by the Dutch. x, 4,412. 
1676, October 3. The French :fishing fleet. xn, 7, 129. 
1677. Account of the colony and :fishes of. VII, 1,515. 
1681. Mentioned by T. Baskerville. xm, 2,286. 
1681. Notes of a journey in England, by T. Baskerville. xm, 2,275. 
1683, September 25. Fish as provisions. XI, 5, 94. 
1683, October 18. Captain \Vrenn, on convoying the fleet from. XI, 5, 99. 
1684. Wm. Hewer to Lord Dartmouth, on the fleet. xv, 1,131. 
1684, January 20. Voyage from. XI, 5, 106. 
1685, January 27. Letters patent for the government of. IX, 1,281. 
1685, June 18. R. Williams sent to catch :fish. XI, 2, 298. 
1687, December. Protecting the :fishing fleet. XI, 5, 135. 
1691. A report on the state of. XIV, 2, 486. 
1691, June 16. Robt. Harley to Sir Edward Harley. XIV, 2, 468. 
1692, June 11. Commissioners of the admiralty to Sir Robert Rich. xm, 
2,107. 
1692, August 23-26. Papers relating to the Newfoundland squadron. xrv, 
6, 221, 222. 
1693, October 17. The French at. XIV, 2, 545. 
1697-1700. Journal from London to. VIII, 3, 14. 
1697, August 23. Sir W. Boothe to J. Graham, on French fleet at. x, 
4,333. 
1703, October 25. Lord G~dolphin to Robt. Harley, on news from. xv, 
4, 74. . 
1705, August 22. Henry St. John to Robt. Harley, on a mutiny at. xv, 
4,227. 
1709, May 2. Re.ference to, in instructions respecting a treaty between 
England and Holland. VIII, 1, 36. 
1710, January 2. Ceded by France. xiv, 9, 345. 
1710, September 4. William Patterson to Robt. Harley. xv, 4, 583. 
1710, October 23. French fleet destroyed off. xr, 5, 300. 
1712, July 22. Requost for the government of. XI, 5, 310. 
1715. Report up n, by the board of trade. XI, 4, 294. 
1715, January 31. Report of attorney-general on abuses comm itt d in 
Newfoundland. v, 1, 229. 
1715, March 14. panish ship for. XI, 4, 88. 




orn y , 1111 . ol i i r-g n ,ral to lorclH of trad , 
rd Baltilll r 1"(• pP tin~ bi la.im. y 1, 23 . 
1759, December 27. Paper on the fisheries. XIV, 10, 5 1. 
1760, September 26. Mr. Pitt to the Earl of Brist 1, ou the fr h Ill 
135. 
1761, September 18. Lord Temple and Mr. Pitt to ti~ Yino- on th fi 
x, 1,222. 
1762, August 10. Colonel Amherst to Mr. C. Cox. xn, 9, 2 
1762, September 25. W. Titley to E. Weston. x, 1,344. 
1762, October 13. Lord G. Sackville to General Irwin. 1. · , 17. 
17fi3. Instructions to commander, Captain Graves, after the pea v 1 
232. 
1763, March 1. Lord Egremont to the Dnke of Bedford, on the fi 
III, 132. 
1763, March 8. Duke of Bedford to Lord Egremont, on French fi hino-
rights. Irr, 132. 
1763, March 8. Lord Egremont to the board of trade, ou article of p a 
relating to the :fisheries. v, 1, 232. 
1763, March 15. Board of trade to the King, on the :fisheries. v, 1,232. 
1763, March 17. Lord Egremont to the board of tracle, requesting draft of 
instructions for the governor, and reply thereto. v, 1, 232. 
1763, March 21, 29. Board of trade to the King, ou instructions for the 
governor. v, 1, 232. 
1763, October 7. Proclamation on boundaries. XI, 5,447. 
1764-1766. Rough department notes on the fishing. XIV, 10,581. 
1764-1767. Reports of Capt. Hugh Deb berg. v, 1,250. · 
1764-1767. H. Pallisser's reports and account of the fa1hery. v, 1,232. 
1764, March 6. The Board of trade to the King, on the :fisheries. x, 1,227, 
228. 
1764, April 23. Minutes of a cabinet council on French claims to the .fish-
eries. x, 1, 229. 
1764, June 28. Count de Guerchy to Lord Halifax, on complaints against 
French fishermen. x, 1,230. . 
1764, September 5. Lord Hertford to Lord Halifax, on the fisheries. x, 1, 
234. 
1766. H. Pallisser's answer to complaints of the French. v, 1,232. 
1766. Observations by Lord George Lennox. v, 1, 233. 
1766. Dogs used for otter hunting. xi, 4,403. 
1766. Memorandum respecting. XIV, 10, 52. 
1766, June 3. Letter to Lord G. Lennox, on :fishing off St. Pierre, Mique-
lon, and Belle Isle. v, 1, 233. 
1767. Memorandum by H. Pallisser on the fishermen. v, 1,232. 
1767. A general account of the French :fisheries. v, 1,232. 
1767. General scheme of the :fishery and inhabitants. v.1, 232. 
1767, January 22. J. Lemesurier .. to Lord Howe, on the :fishing trade. v, 1, 
232. 
1767, March 23. J. Cawthorne to Lord Shelburne, on settling Newfound-
land. v, 1, 232. 
1767, May 4. Captain Dcbbieg to the Marquis of Granby. XII, 5,290. 
1767, .Juue 2. Governor Pallis~er's order for sending home extra fishermen. 
v, 1,232. 
1767, .June 22. Gov rnor Palli ser to Governor <l' Angeac of St. Pierre, on 
th disp11te between tho French aud Euglisli, aud the reply. v, 1. 232. 
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1767, July 10. The governor to the commander of a French ship of war, 
and the reply. v, 1, 232. 
1769. Minutes on. XIV, 10, 67. 
1770, February 6. Letter to Lord Egmont. XI, 5, 333. 
1772, 1778. Lieutenant-Colonel Pringle's memoranda for a general defense 
of the island and :fishery, and comments thereupon. v, 1, 233. 
1772, March 31. A. Durnford on the :fisheries. x , 6, 5. 
1772, October 25. Letter on mission work in. XIV , 10, 581. 
1773. Papers relating to the fortifications of. X IV, 10, 559,581,582. 
1773, April 3. The vice-admiralty court of. XIV, 10, 146. 
1774. Letters concerning appointments in. xrv, 10, 582. 
1775. Papers relating to the :fisheries. XIV, 10, 295, 298, 303, 583. 
1775, April 5. Act of Parliament respecting the fi sheries. XI, 5, 375. 
1775, August 21. The present condition of, b y Mr. Morris. XI, 5, 384. 
1775, October 16. Troops to be raised in. XI, 5, 387. 
1776c. Paper on the defense of. v, 1, 252. 
1778, January 18. Men sent to. x, 6, 19. 
1778, January 19. George III to Lord North, on sending men to. x, 6, 20. 
1778, April 30, May 1. Instructions of Governor Montagu. xiv, 10, 583. 
1779, June 19, 23. Proceedings of Congress respect ing the fishing. v, 1, 
235. 
1779, November 4. Captain Monk to Governor Le.gge, on recruiting. XI, 
5,423. 
1780. Wm. Eden to Lord Carlisle, on privateers off. xv, 6,442. 
1782. Instructions for securing :fishing rights. vr, 1, 403, 404. 
1782. R. Pringle's report on fortifications. v, 1,239. 
1782. Lord Thurlow to Lord Gower on the :fisheries. v, 1,212. 
1782, 1783. Papers on the fishery, by the Count cle Vergennes and Lord 
Shelburne. v, 1,242. 
1782, March 26. R. Edwards to Lord--, on the fortification and defense 
of. v, 1, 233. 
1782, March 29. Memorial of Admiral Keppel on stores and troops. v, 1, 
245. 
1782, April 15. Proposed establishment of the Newfoundland corps. v, 1, 
233. 
1782, October 6. Vergennes's peace memorial. Art. I, Peche de Terre 
Neuve. v, 1,241. 
1782, October 28. Scheme of Governor· .John Campbell for the fish ry. v, 
1,239. 
17 3, February . Mr. Jo. Hog on the fishery. v, 1,243. 
17 3, April 29. Lord North to the lords of the admiralty on the :fi, heries. 
v111, 2, 123. 
17 3, Jnly 1 >, 2 . Duke of Manche ter to- M. de Vergenn s on p1·iviloge 
of Fr n ·h fi berm n. vux, 2, 127. 
17 3 ,Jnly 1 . L d rgonne to tho uk of Nowca tlo on Fr uch fi h-
rm n. YIII, 2, 12 . 
li · ~ L __ r __ <~n ending convict to th Am rican coloni a. x1u, 3, 514-
.,1 , ,),Jl- , ,), 
17 , ,faun• ry 22. Le t r on convi t hon11d for. .· u1, , 5 . 
17' 1, Apt il 21. L rd Thurlow to Lord 'r nville. xiv, 5, 36. 
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[Exclusive of items relatiug p ially t 
Paper by William Smith, chief justice of anada, on Fr n ·h l 11 l rant 
to religious houses. n, 20. 
Letters from French Canadians to France. VI, 1, 4 3. 
Rd. Nelson t o Esquire Slingesby, upon a grant of, t ir Thom. 'I •mpl · 
VI, 1,340. 
Petition of Lieut. Gen. Seymour to Lord rmon<l , ti u r 
losses in. vu, 2, 831. 
A proposal for seals for. v, 1,217. 
Estimate of yearly expenses of garrison of Louisbourg. v, 1, .... r. 
Notes of proceedings relating to. v, 1, 231. 
List of inhabitants wanting service with His Maje ty . , 1, 231. 
List of officers of justice under France. v, 1, 231. 
Notes and h ints relating to . v, 1,231. 
Notes relating to the oaths to be t aken by French inhabitants. , 1,231. 
Agreement between the Duke of Richmond and ount de Gu rcby. 
v, 1,231. 
Memorial of merchants to Lord Egremont. v, 1, 232. 
Conference with Count de Guer chy, on p aper money. v, 1,232. 
Catalogue of plants and trees. X I V, 10, 573. 
Boundaries of estates in. XIV, 10, 573. 
Petition of the Canada Company to Sir John Coke. xn, 3, 155. 
Seventeenth century. Abbe Renaudot, on quarrel between Boston and. 
vu, 1,392. 
Seventeenth century. Scheme for the reduction of. v u, 1, 245. 
1628. Paper on ' 'The state of the business of." x n, 1,374. 
1628. Propositions for settling the trade of. XII, 1, 376. 
1628. Petition of Lord Newburgh respecting. XII, 1,377. 
1630, July 21. Captain Gib hons to Lord Weston. XII, 1, 409. 
1631, September 23. Captain Plumleigh to Sir John Coke. XII, 1,443. 
1632, November 2. Charges for garrisoning a fort. VIII, 1,246. 
1633. Petition to the King respecting the trade of. xn, 2, 42. 
1664-1754. Customs du t ies ; list of ships in 1754. XI, 7, 304. 
1666. The French in. IX, 2, 495. 
1675. A Jesuit in. XIII, 2, 37. 
1683, J anuary 5, 26. Lord Preston to Mr. Secretary Jenkins, on offices in. 
VII, 1,295. 
1683, J anuary 8. Lord Preston to His Royal Highness. vu, 1, 295. 
1683, August 7. Governor de la Barre on trouble with the Colony of Bos-
ton. VII, 1, 287. 
1684, February 9, March 8, April 12, 19, 30. Lord Preston to Mr. Secretary 
Jen kins. vu, 1, 296, 300-302. 
1684, June 17. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland, French fleet equipping 
for. vu, 1,306. 
1684, July 19. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland, on La Salle's discoveries 
in . VII, 1, 309. 
1684, ctober 11. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland, respecting trouble 
with the French. v 111, 1, 30. 
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1690, April 30. Expedition against, from New England. 1x, 2,462. 
1690, August 12. Expedition to . xn, 7, 284. 
1690, October 18. Expedition into, from New York. x u, 7,297. 
1690, November 1. Expedition of Sir William Phipps to. xn, 7, 301. 
1692. French factories in. XIV, 6,222. 
1700, October 28. James Vernon to the Earl of Manchester, on Indian 
affairs. v111, 2, 78. 
1710, September 4. Wm. Patterson to Robt. Harley. xv, 4, 583. 
1710, December 19. Rouille to P., on the English in. xiv, 9, 353. 
1746. A yolume on an intended expedition to. 1v, 1, 533. 
1757, April 4. Montcalm to Berryer, on the state of Montreal. xiv, 10,545. 
1758. General Wolfe to Lord G. Sackville, on the expedition to. 1x, 3, 76. 
1758, February, May. General Wolfe to 0 Lord G. Sackville, description of 
the expedition to. 1x, 3, 74, 75. 
1758, October 1. Montcalm to Berryer, on the state of Montreal. xiv, 10, 
545. 
1759, March 28. Col. G. Williamson to Lord G. Sackville, on the campaign 
in. IX, 3, 77. 
1759, J nly 3. Lord Holdernesse to Lord Geo. Sackville, on Wolfe's expedi-
tion. 1x, 3, 11. 
1760, May 20. Lord Newcastle to the Marquess of Granby, on the cam-
paign in. xn, 5, 212. 
1760, July 14-. Col. J. ~urray to Lord G. Sackville, on the campaign in. 
IX, 3, 78. 
1760, October 14. Duke of Newcastle to Lord Lyttelton, on the reduction 
of the Canadas. ·u, 38. 
1761, 1762. Papers about Montreal and Canada. v1, 1, 316. 
1761, July 25. l!'rancis Legge to his brother. xrv, 10, 488. 
1762, September 19. Articles of the Treaty of Paris on the limits of. 111,132. 
1763-1766. Dates of proceedings r elating to. v, 1, 231. 
1763-1767. Letters r elating to Canada. v, 1, 231. 
1763. Memorial to the Earl of Shelburne on Canadian "Billets de Mon-
noye." 111, 132. 
1763, May 31. On religion, with respect to Canada. v, 1, 231. 
1763, July 17. Lord Egremont to the Board of Trade, on settling the gov-
ernment. v , 1, 231. 
1764. Status of the French East India Company under the peace. rn, 140. 
1764. Case of the creditors of the Jesuits. 111,139,140. 
1764. Liquidation of the paper money of. x, 1, 235. 
1764, February 1. Interview of Earl of J lertford with one Toucain, resp ct-
ing. III, 142. 
1764, July, Augu t, November 27, December, 8, 13. E. Sedgwick to E . We -
ton, on Cann.da. bill . ~ , 1, 366, 369, 375, 376, 37 , 3 0, 394 . 
1761, ,July, An ust. Due cl 'hoi enl to Lord Hertford, on liqu idation of 
l)ills · al o m morial on the sam . , 1, 231. 
17 1 •' ·pt mlJer 5. I ply of the ourt of France to th memorial of the 
_ ~ En li h . m ba . ad r oncerning hills of. x, 1, 233. 
11 . L nd 111 di.put. · 1 10,:-5..,. 
17 ·}. ,'nff ring. of th i11hiihit: uts f Montr :ii. x,v, 1 , 54 
17 ·-, I hrnary I. ' (•n ral ·~ , t 1\fa.i r l ig nvill on Iontrea,J. ' IV, 
10, -1 . ;J ' 
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1765, June 10. Opinion of the Attorney-General on th atus f R m. n 
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1765, June 14. Notes relating to the revenue. v, 1,231. 
1765, September 2. Board of Trad e on exclusion of Roman ath Ii from 
courts of justice. v, 1,231. 
1766. Estimate of expenses of the commissary departm nt. v, 1,225. 
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1766, May. Account of the state of Canada from the conquest. v 1,231. 
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tion of the bills of. III, 135. 
1766, August 30. Governor Murray to Lord Shelburne, on the stat of. 
v, 1, 231. 
1766, August, October. P. Irving to Governor Murray, on. v, 1,231. 
1766, October 31. Earl of Shelburne to Count de Guerchy, on the bill of. 
111,138. 
1766, November 18. Agreement between Earl of Shelburne and Count de 
Guerchy, upon the Canada bills. III, 135. 
1766, November 30. Earl of Shelburne to the Canada committee, on the 
Indian trade. v, 1, 222. 
1767. Draft of resolution of the House of Lords, rel ating to Canada. v, 1, 
231. 
1767. Paper on the government of. v, 1,250. 
1767. Religious liberty in. vur, 1~ 453. 
1767, January 20. Mr. Macleane to Mr. Porten, on the Canada bills. III, 
139. 
1767, January 30-April 14. Earl of Shelburne to Mr. Porten and Lord 
Rochford, on the Canada bills. III, 139. 
1767, April 4. Sir Henry Moorn to the Lords of '.rrade, on the Canadian 
boundary. v, 1, 220. 
1767, April 10, 11. Archbishop of York on church in Canada. v, 1,227. 
1767, April 28. Earl of Shelburne to the Lords of Trade, on boundaries. 
v,1, 223. 
1767, May 17. Lord Shelburne to the Board of Trade, on appointment of 
an assembly. v, 1, 231. , 
1767, May 20. Lord Barrington on quartering troops in Canada. v, 1,219. 
1767, August 28. Proceedings at a council on the judicature. v, 1,250. 
1767, October 30. Lieutenant Governor Carleton, on a Ca,nadian bishop. 
v, 1,219. 
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555. 
1772. Papers relating to the reduction of. XIV, 10, 112, 113, 123. 
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1773. Memorials for relief. XIV, 10, 560, 561, 562. 
1773, September 4. Memorial for relief of Montreal. xrv, 10, 562. 
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XI, 5,340. 
1774, 1775. Canadian daim. to land · iu New York. YI, 1,399. 
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3, 86, 87. 
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x,6, 16. 
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3, 87. 
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1778. Letter on the invasion of. xiv, 10,455. 
17 O, November 26. Governor Cunningham to Lord G. Germain. 1x, 3,107. 
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17 1. Instruction as to negotiations for the boundary. VI, 1,403. 
17 2, :E ebrnary 20, 27. Lord Barrington and the Right Hon. II. F. CartorE't 
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17 2, ,Jun 21. Baron de Kutzleben to Lord--, on baggage for IIessian . . 
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17 2, c r. E tim. t of . p a e for i. years and four month . v, 1, 
233. 
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1755. Memorials of commissioners concerning limits of the province. v, 
1,233. 
1755, 1756. General Oglethorpe to Field-Marshal Keith. IX, 2,229. 
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1764. Letters from the board of trade, on treaties with the Indians. vu, 
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pilot. v, 1, 217. 
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Importance of settling. v, 1, 217. 
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XIV, 4, 519. 
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1775, December 5. Governor Tryon on the siege of St. Johns. v1, 1, 400. 
1785, December 13. J. Pemberton to Sir Lloyd Kenyon, on the state of. 
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QUEBEC. 
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1759, October. Letters to Lord Harrington, on the fall of. x, 1, 316, 318, 319. 
1759, December 29. B. Martin to the Hon. Robt. Fairfax, on taking Quebec. 
vr, 1,468. 
1760, June 17. Lord Holdernesse to the Marquess of Granby, on the cam-
paign against. xu, 5, 354. 
1760, July. Lord Pembroke to Lord Charlemont. xu, 10,257. 
1761. Population of. v, 1,231. 
1761, 1762. Letters from the governor. VI, 1,316. 
17.62. Addresses of the clergy and inhabitants to Governor Murray. VI, 
1,316. 
1762. Report of Governor Murray. XI, 7,304. 
1762, June. Reports upon Quebec and its dependencies, by James Murray. 
VI, 1,316. 
1763, July 22. Posts or lands granted by Governor Murray. v, 1,231. 
1763, October 7. Proclamation erecting the government of. XIV, 10, 11. 
1763, October 7. Proclamation on boundaries. XI, 5,447. 
1763, October 17. Proclamation for settling the government of. v, 1,231. 
1763, November 3. Instructions to Governor Murray. XIV, 10,546. 
1764. Papers relating to the judiciary. XIV, 10,546,547. 
1764, March 6. Commission of Major Rigauville. XIV, 10,546'. 
1764, September 17. Ordinance by governor and council for regulating 
and establishing courts of judicature. v, 1,232. 
1765. Letters to Lord Dartmouth, on the state of. XIV, 10,549,550. 
1765. Instructions to Governor Murray. XIV, 10,551,552. 
1765. Complaiuts of Governor Murray. XIV, 10,552. 
1765-1767. Letters of Governor Murray a11d others to Lord Shelburne and 
the lords of trade, on the outrage offered to Mr. Walker. v, 1,231. 
1765, August 17. Lord Dartmouth to Roubaud. XIV, 10,549. 
1765, September 2. Report of the board of trade on the acts of the gov-
ernor and council of Quebec. v, 1,231. 
1765, September 2. Lords of trade to the King on calling an assembly. 
Y, 1,232. 
1765, 'eptember 27. Letter on the trade of. XIV, 10,550. 
1765, December 28. Protest of the people of. XIV, 10,552. 
1766. Papers relating to appointments in. XIV, 10, 554. 
1766. Li:t of documents. xiv, 10, 554. 
1766. Estimate of expen es of garrison hospital at Quebec. v, 1, 225. 
1766, April 14. Report on th civil government of. XIV, 10,552. 
1766, April 14. "In tructions to the governor of Queb c relative to juries." 
, 1,231. 
1766 April 14.. eport of attorney and solic1tor-g neral to the comruittc 
for plantation affair , on tho civil government. v, 1,232. 
17 May 30. 1 eport of the lords of trade to the ommi tee of the privy 
counl'il for plantation affairs, on a •burch ·stal lishment. v, 1, 232. 
17 > July 7. Ab tra t of pap r continued under Lord helbnrue. v, 
1,231. 
17 · · ,July 22. •pu y. urv yor-gen ral to th lords of trad , on wharve , 
tc. , ·, 1, ~31. 
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1766, October 18. Governor Carleton to th boa.rel 
of the Indian trade. v, 1, 231. 
1766, October 21. Dr. Mabane to the general, on th · un il. 
1766, November 4. Letter on insolence of th atboJi ' . Y l 
1766, December 10. Obser vations on the Indian trnd , by . 1' r Y, 
1,218. 
1766, December 20. Memorial from the general ho pital f. xn·, 1 , :;., I. 
1767. Lord Rockingham to Lord Dart.mouth. ' Iv, 10, 5- J. 
1767, May 16. List of papers on Quebec, received fr m conn il olli · . v, 
1,231. 
1767, May 17. Memorial from the people of. XIV, 10, 5-5. 
1767, May 21. Earl of Shelburne to the lords of trade, resp 
v, 1,223. 
1767, May 27. Lord Richmond to Lord Dartmouth. Xff, 10 555. 
1767, July 8. Lieutenant-Governor Carleton to the .Marque s of ranb 
XII, 5,291. 
1767, August 28. Order from the Crown for report on defects in judicatur 
v, 1,231. 
1768. Paper relating to the church of. XIV, 10,555. 
1768, February 20. Lord Hillsborough to Lord Barrington. XIV, 10,555. 
1768, August 20. Plan of estates in. XIV, 10,555. 
1769, August 30. M. Morgano to Lord---, on religion, revenue, etc. v, 
1,232. 
1770, June 29. Sir Guy Carleton to Sir Wm. Johnson, on Indian affairs. 
VI, 1,474. 
1772. Roubaud to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 555, 557. 
1772. Appointments in. XIV, 10,555,556,558. 
1772c. Fees of civil officers in. XIV, 10, 125. 
1772, December 6. Regulations for the government of. XIV, 10,556,557. 
1773. Letters and memorials of Roubaud. XIV, 10,558,559, 561-563. 
1773. List of British landed proprietors in. XIV, 10, 564. 
1773. Memorial by Major Rigauville. XIV, 10,564. 
1773, January 7, March 29, August 26. Maseres to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 
10,558,559,562. 
1773, January 12. Memorial respecting the gaol. XIV, 10,558. 
1773, January 25. Sir Charles Frederick to Townshend, on the fortifica-
tions of. XIV, 10, 559. 
1773, March 17. Memorial on the :fishery. XIV, 10, 559. 
1773, March 31. Remarks on the province. XIV, 10, 559. 
1773, June 22. Cramahe to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 561. 
1773, October 1. Lieutenant-Governor Cramahe to Lord Dartmouth, on 
the boundary between New York and. XIV, lU, 175. 
1774. Letters and papers relating to the Quebec bill. xrv, 10, 566-569. 
1774. Letters relating to appointments in. xiv, 10, 565, 566, 569. 
1774, January 8. Letters from Maseres concerning. XIV, 10, 564, 566. 
1774, January 25, September 27. Chief Justice Hey to the Lord Chancellor. 
XI, 5, 34 7, 363. 
1774, l!.,ebruary, March, October, November. Letters concerning Mr. Rou-
baud. X IV, 10, 564, 565, 570. 
1774, March 2, April 2 . Wedderbnrn and Lord Mansfield to Lord Dart-
mouth, on th Quebec hill. xiv, 10, 565, 566. 
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1774, July 14. Protestant minist ers in. XIV, 10, 219. 
1774, September 3. T. F alconer t o C. G., on the Quebec bill. XIV, 9, 305. 
1775. Letters concerning Mr. Roubaud. xrv, 10, 570, 571. 
1775. Letters describing the situation in. XIY, 10, 358, 379, 382-386, 394, 
395, 400, 404. 
1775. Papers relating to appointments in. XIV, 10, 571, 572 . . 
1775. Governor Carleton to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5, 394, 395. 
1775. Memorial to Lord Dartmouth . XI, 5, 397. 
1775-1782. Papers relating to the appointment of Peter Livius Chief Jus-
tice of Quebec, and to his r emoval. v, 1, 233. 
1775, January, May. H. Caldwell to Lord ---, on general prosperity, 
religion, courts of justice. v , 1, 232. 
1775, March 13. Governor Carleton t o Lord Dartmouth . XI, 5, 375. 
1775, April 7. Warrant to collate L ewis Guerry to a parish in the province. 
v, 1, 233. 
1775, July 20, September 11. Chief J ustice Hey to L ord Dartmouth, 011 
the situation in. xiv, 10, 332, 379. 
1775, August 9. Francis Maseres t o Lord Shelburne, on the Quebec bill. 
v, 1, 232. 
1775, November 25. Lord Gower t o L ord Carlisle, on the situation of. xv, 
6,303. 
1776. Papers relating t o appointment s in. XIV, 10, 572. 
1776. L etters describing the situation in. XIV, 10, 418-420. 
1776. Skirmish at. XI, 5, 399. 
1776. General Burgoyne to Lord G. Germain, an<l other p ap ers. IX , 3, 5. 
1776, May, June. H. I. de Salis to Lord Dacre, on the situation in. xm, 
4, 373, 374. 
1776, May 13. L etter from. x i, 5, 405. 
1776, May 13. Captain Barten to Governor Legge. X I, 5, 404. 
1776, June 10. General Irvine t o J. H . Hutchinson. X II, 9, 286. 
1776, August 26. Lord North to General Carleton, on t he government of. 
x, 6, 14. 
1776, November 17. C. Blak e to J. F . Luttrell, on military matters. x, 
6, 81. 
1777. Papers r elating t o app ointments in. XIV, 10, 572; x iv , 10, 440. 
1777. Memoria l of Mr . Roubaud. xrv, 10, 573. 
1777. P ap ers r elating t o the administr at ion of. ix, 3, 78. 
1777, August 3. Lord North to Gen eral Carleton. x, 6, 17. 
1777, Nov ml>er 6. Governor Carleton to Lord G. Germain, on Buraoyne's 
snrr n der. XIV, 10, 446. 
177 , May 10, J uly. J . Monk to Lord . Germain, on the admin istration (lf. 
I , 3, 93. 
17 0, January 19. L rd Chief J u t ice de rey to Lord ermain. I X, 
3, 99. 
17~1, farch 19, 21. Letter to and from Lord . ermain, upon Lieut naut-
vernor 'ramahP' 'penditure . , 1, 233. 
17 2,April 1. L tt·rtoLord, ' u !burn nag•nerala embly. v 1 ~33. 
17 2 ,Jun :;, LewiH u rr to Lord--, a.skin r <>xt nd d leav of ab-
•11 • fr lll u h 1, 2:3 . 
l r. 'aldw 11 , i. b . to ho :tppoint<·<l r ivn-, ,u ral. 
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1783, February. Regulations proposed by the merchants of. v, 1,243. 
1784, November 12. Lieutenant-Governor Hamilton to Lord Sydney, on 
affairs of the province. v, 1, 252. 
1784. Peltries exported, and duties. v, 1,252. 
1786, August 6. Letter on trade with the West Indies. v, 1,252. 
1789, September. Lord Thurlow to W.W. Grenville, on the state of. XIII, 
3,503, I 
1793. Observations on. 11, 20. 
HUDSONS BAY TERRITORY. 
Lord Preston's memorial to the French King. vn, 1, 332. 
Narrative relating to York Fort, by Mr. Graham. v1, 1, 680. 
Mauuscript map of. vn, 1, 409. 
Thirty letters relating to disputes with the French. vn, 1, 409. 
1667. Voyage of Zechariah Gillan to Hudsons Strait. IV, 1, 251. 
1670, April 18. The incorporation of the Company of. xv, 2, 11. 
1675, September 28. Ship from. xn, 7, 121. 
1683, January 19. Lord Preston to Mr. Secretary .Jenkins. vn, 1, 295. 
1684, January 21, March 24. L. JenL~ins to Lord Preston, on petition of the 
Company. VII, 1, 36!J. 
1684, May 25. Lord Preston to Sir James Hayes, on French a,dventurers. 
VII, 1, 304. 
1684, October 11. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland, on the affair at Port 
Nelson. vn, 1, 315. 
1684, December 16. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland, on a memorial to the 
French King. vu, 1, 323. 
1685, May 23. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland. vn, 1, 328. 
1687. Transactions between England and France, relating to Hu<lsons 
Bay. 1, 41. 
1690. Trade from. xn, 7, 297, 298. 
1690, May 14. Hmlsons Bay Company act. XIII, 5, 73. 
1690, August 12. Expedition to. XII, 7, 284-. 
1690, September 27. Dividend of the Company of. xn, 7,293. 
1691. His Majesty's dividend of. xm, 5, 366. 
1696. Case of the Company against the Canada Company of France. XI, 
7,166. 
1697c. Papers relating to Hudsons Bay and the French claims. III, 19:J. 
1698, 1699. Transactions between England and France. VIII, 3, 14-. 
1700, January 1. Earl of Jersey to Earl of Manchester, rnspectiug. VIII, 
2, 72. 
1709, April 18. The Company to the Duke of Newcastle. XIII, 2,206. 
1709, May 2. Reference to, in instructions respecting a treaty between 
England and Holland. VIII, 1, 36. 
1710. Letter from the secretary, Wm. Potter, to Lord Marlborough. 
VIII, 1, 38. 
1710. Petition of the Governor and Company. XI, 4-, 128. 
1737c. Hudsons Bay Company and the North,vest passage. IV, 1,251. 
1752. J. Tucker to Lord Townsheucl, ou tlw trade of. XI, 4,375. 
1791, January 28. Lord Westmorela1Hl to Lor<l Grenville, on the trade 
with. XIV, 5, 22, 
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NEW ENGLAND. 
Letters relating to disputes with the French. vu, 1,409. 
Laws of. VIII, 1, 585. 
Letters and papers relating to. IV, 1,237. 
Seventeenth century. Brief relation of the affairs of New England. I, 58. 
1621, April 19. Draft of an act on freer fishing. III, 21. 
1622. Petition of Philemon Powell to the Earl of Middlesex. IV, 1, 277. 
1622-1623. Orders at meetings of the council for. IV, 1, 370. 
1624. Ferdinando Gorges's patent. XIII, 7, 30. 
1625c. Suggestions for helping the plantations in New England. xu, 9, 
134. 
1626, November 29. Capt. Christopher Levett to Sir John Coke, on New 
Englanc1. xn, 1,287. 
1627, September 10. Capt. Christopher Levett to Sir John Coke. xn, 1, 321. 
1627, November 17. Capt. Ch~istopher Levett to Sir John Coke, on :fishing. 
XII, 1,331. 
1628, January 16. Lord Baltimore to Sir John Coke. xn, 1,337. 
1629, March 4-. Liberties granted to planters of New England by His 
Majesty's letters patent. IV, 1, 57. 
1630-1670. List of ministers who settled in New England. III, 366. 
1633, December 12. Emanuel Downing on the planting of. XII, 2, 38. 
1634, August 23. Emanuel Downing to Sir John Coke, on the development 
of. XII, 2, 64. 
1636, November 22. Captain Penn mentions a ship from. XII, 2,147. 
1637, May 9. Hanna Read gone to. XI, 7, 98. 
1637, May 9. W. Davy to F. Gawdy, going to New England forbidden. x, 
2,164. 
1638. Description of. Ix, 2, 194. 
1641, March 18. Petition of planters in . IV, 1, 57. 
1641, May 11. Petition of owners, planters, and passengers on a ship bound 
for. IV, 1, 62. 
1644, February 1. Mentioned in testimony of Miles Causton. XIII, 1,168. 
1644, November 26. Orner respecting exports and imports between Eng-
land and the New England plantations. v1, 1, ~6. 
1644, December 8. Ez. Rogers to Mr. Kendall. vu, 1,570. 
1645, November 10. Paper on the payment of customs in. VI, 1, 84. 
164.8. rdinance making planters born iu New England fr e denizen of 
England. vn , 1, 31. 
1648, May 30. The Earl of Warwick to Lord Denbigh, commending to his 
favor Mr. Winslow, agent for. 1v, 1,274. 
1651, cember 16. Wm. Hingston to Robt. Jordan, governor of Rich-
mond Island in . XIII, 2, 30. 
16:'5, :M Y 2:-. eneral Venables to General Penn. xm, 2, 93. 
1 :-5, June . The commissioner for managing the expedition to America 
to he o mi· ioner for buying provi ions in. xn1, 21 94., 95. 
1 - , Jan nary. A. B. t the J ing of, pa.in. 'm, 1, 680. 
, fa · 22. Petition r pe ·ting be ver skins brought from ew Eng-
la nncl eiz d for l bt. vu, 1, 7. 
1 iO, ,Jnn · P iti u of Lonclou merchants resp cting ship ta.ken to. 
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16601 July 13. Na;rative of Hugh Peters respecting experi nces in New 
England. VII1 1, 115. 
1660, August 23. Account of Thomas Willis, of. vu, 1, 12 . 
1661, July 27. Petition for redress of infringement of patent for printing 
indentures. vu, 1, 151. 
1664, February 20. Grant oflands to Duke of York. v, 1,216. 
1676. Account of the state of, by Edward Randolph1 and letters by him. 
IV, 1,237. 
1676, April 18. Indians in. xn, 7, 126. 
1678, December 21. Indian wars in. xn, 7, 151. 
1688. Memorial from the dissenters in. XI, 7, 31. 
1688, February 22. Orders for new charters for. v, 1,226. 
1688, November 13. The ship Rose at New England. XI, 51 199. 
1689, December. The case of the receiver-general of. v, 11 226. 
1690, May Lt Trade with. XIII
1 
5, 73. 
1690, August 12. Expedition to Canada, from. XII, 7, 284. 
1690, December 18. News from. xn, 7, 307. 
1691. Ship built in New England. xrv, 4, 253. 
1691, June 13. Edward Harley to Sir Edward Harley, on New England. 
XIV, 2,468. 
1691, July 18. A ship built in. XIV, 4, 255. 
1691, September 14. Information of T. Corbin, born in New England. 
XIV, 4,262. 
1701. Trade with Pennsylvania. XIII, 7, 246. 
1704, November 29. Daniel Williams to Robt. Harley, on New England. 
xv, 4, 151. 
1706, March 4. Sir Isaac Newton to the lord high treasurer, respecting 
the quality of the gold from. VIII, 1, 80. 
1707-1710. Letters and papers relating to. VIII, 1, 47. 
1750-1765. Statistics as to the imports from America and Kew England to 
Portugal. III, 135. 
1761, 1762. Letters from the governor. vI, 1, 316. 
1773c. A list of grievances in. x.i:v, 10, 187. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
1726, February 15, 18. Report on the governor's salary. XI, 4, 273. 
1733, January 13. Governor Belcher to the board of trade. XI, 4, 275. 
1736. Papers on the boundaries of. XI, 4, 278. 
1737, April 4. Governor Belcher to the board of trade. v, 1, 215. 
1738, May 23. Governor Belcher to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 280. 
1739, March 7, October 30. Governor Belcher to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 
283,284. 
1740, October 10. John Graves to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 286. 
1740, November 131 19. Governor Belcher to Mr. Partridge. XI, 41 288,290. 
1742, June 8. Lieutenant-Governor Dunbar to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 
294. 
1752. Opinion on Crown lands. XIV, 10, 6. 
1753-1767. Acts passed and reported upon. v, 1, 217. 
1755. Paper on the militia. xiv, 10, 6. 
1758, December 7. Prosecution of T. \Ybitney. XIV, 10, 9. 
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1761, 1762. Letters from the governor. VI, 1,316. 
1768. Governor Wentworth to Lord Shelburne. v, 1,250. 
1768, February 17, 18, 23. Letters and papers on Dr. Wheelock's Indian 
school. XIV, 10, 59, 60. 
1770. March 12. Dr. Wheelock to Lord Dartmouth, 011 his Indian scLool. 
XIV, 10, 70. 
1771. Letters relating to Dr. Wheelock's Indian school. XIV, 1(, 77, 79. 
1771. Peter Livius, on lands granted in. XIV, 10, 77. 
1772. Disputed land grants in. XIV, 10, 121. 
1772. Minutes of the Board of Trade, on the lands of. XIV, 10, 107. 
1772. Petition of Dr. Wheelock to the King, and other papers, concerning 
Dartmouth College. XIV, 10, 115-118. 
1772- 1773. Papers relating to charges against Governor Wentworth. XIV, 
10,127,135,151,177. 
1772, 1773. Complaints against the governor of. XIV, 10, 122, 135. 
1772, October 14. Letter relating to Dr. Wheelock's Indian school. xiv, 
10, 99. 
1772, December 28. Dr. E. Wheelock to Lord Dartmouth, on Governor 
Wentworth. XIV, 10,115. 
1773. Papers relating to Dartmouth College. XIV, 10,118,132,147. 
1773. Appointments in. XIV, 10,146,150, 164. 
1773, January 9. Samuel Cutts to Lord Dartmouth, on the situation in. 
XIV, 10, 129. 
1773, March 25. Minutes concerning. XIV, 10,144. 
1773: June 10. Testimonials for Joseph Ward. XIV, 10,155. 
1773, June 14. P. Livius to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,336. 
1774. Appointments in. XIV, 10,191,194,206,218,221,250. 
1774. Disputed land grants in. XIV, 10,219. 
1774, October 13. Two letters of J. Temple, on the goveroon,hip of. x1, 5, 
365. 
1775. Governor Wentworth to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,395. 
1775. Letters describing the political sitnation. xiv, 10,321,371. 
1775. Appointments in. XIV, 10,282, 21:S3, 299. 
1775, January 18. A. P. Sparhawk to Lord Dartmouth, on American tim-
ber. XIV, 10, 260. 
1775, April 17. Governor Wentworth to Paul Wentworth, on the situation 
in. XIV, 10, 289. 
1775, August 21. The present condition of, by Mr. Morris. n, 5, 3 4. 
1775, September 2. Paul Wentworth to Lord Dartmouth, on Connecticut 
River lands. xiv, 10, 370. 
1776. Papers I'i lating to Dartmouth College. XIV, 10,416. 
17 3. J. Wentworth to Lord Dartmouth, recommending an Indian gradu-
ate of Dartm uth ollege. XIV, 10, 4.80. 
1801, fay 1. Dr. Wheelock to Lor<.l Dartmouth, on J nrtmonth Colleg . 
XIV, 10, 489. 
1 02. Lett r to and from J. Wheelock, LL. D., president of Dartmonth 
1 11 g , to Lord artmouth. ' I, 5,437. 
1 2 1 1. Pap r relating t a.rtmouth College. ' IV, 10, 4 -493. 
\' E M .. TT. 
,Jo l11rn Lo ,ko to Lord 0. ;crmai11 . n::, 3, 11 ,. 
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MASSACHUSETTS. 
Paper on the province of Maine. v, 1, 24-3. 
Names in. XIV, 10, 4-86. 
Instructions to the commissioners sent out after Restoration. v, 1,233. 
Reasons for vacating the charters under Charles lI. v, 1, 226. 
Eight articles by Edmund Randolph against the government of Boston. 
XI, 7, 38. 
Paper on families on the Penobscot. XIV, 10, 486. 
Volume on the occurrences since the repeal of the stamp act. v, 1, 231. 
Official rights of the lieutenant-governor. v, 1, 226. 
List of acts passed from 1703 to 1767. v, 1,217. 
Committee of council on the act of compensation. v; 1, 226. 
Account of the war near Boston. IX, 3, 116. 
Seventeenth century. Differences of French colonies with. vn, 1, 392. 
1605c. John Cotton, of Derby, elected ]?ellow of Emmanuel Co11ege, Cam-
bridge. IV, 1, 418. 
1628. Charter of Charles I to Massachusetts Bay. VIII, 1, 585. 
1630, March 14. John Masters to Lady Barrington, describing Watertown. 
vu, 1, 547. 
1632, February 4. R. Saltonstall to E. Downing, on tho conditions of. 
xn, 1, 449. 
1631, May 22. John Winthrop to Sir N. Rich. v1n, 2, 49. 
1638, September 27. John Wiswall to George Rigby, on the state of the 
colony. XIV, 4, 56. 
1641, March 27. John Humfrey to Lord Mandeville. VIII, 2, 49. 
1645, May 5. Petition of London merchants to the House of Lords, ou 
their treatment by Boston magistrates. VI, 1, 58. 
1676. Letters from Edmund Randolph and. Robert Mason. xi, 7, 11. 
1678, September 16. James Butler to the Marquis of Orrrionde, from Bos-
ton. VJ, 1,763. 
1678, December 21. Indian wars in, _ xn, 7,151. 
1680, September 20. Lord Colepeper to his sister. vr, 1,467. 
1683, August 7. Lord Preston to Mr. Secretary Jenkins, on trouble witl1 
French colonies. VII, 1,287. 
1684. Differences of the French colonies with. VII, 1,315. 
1684, October 11. Lord Preston to Lord Sunderland, on tronble with the 
French. VIII, 1, 30. 
1687, August 31. Sir Edmund Andros to Lord Dartmouth, on the fortifica-
tions of Boston. XI, 5, 134. 
1690, April 30. Cotton Mather to Rev. James Brown, of Glasgow, on an 
expedition against Canada and Nova Scotia. rx, 2,462. 
1692. Appointment of Sir William Phips, captain-general and governor 
in chief, · xm, 6, 160. 
1693. Bills on Boston. XIV, 2, 528. 
1711. Abstract of the assembly journal. xrv, 10, 3. 
1714, F ebruary 17, April 23. F. Nicholson to Lord Dartmouth, on the diH-
loyalty of the people. x1, 5, 320. 
1716. Ju tractions to Governor hute. XIV, 10, 4. 
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1724, September 16, 18. Propositions to the Six Nations by the commission-
ers of. Their reply. v, 1,216. 
1726. Papers relating to. XI, 4,272,273. 
1727, March 28. Paper on the governor's salary. XI, 4,273. 
1728, February 1. Address of the house of representatives. XI, 4,273. 
1729. Papers relating to. XI, 4,273,274. 
1731. Memorial for the children of Governor Burnet. XI, 4, 275. 
1732, July 11. R. Bishop of Lincoln to--. Relative to Jonathan Bel-
cher, jr. xv, 7, 121. 
1733, January 5, 13. Letters of Governor Belcher. XI, 4,275,276. 
1733, February 26. Richard Partridge to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4,276. 
1734. Governor Belcher to Lorcl WHmington. XI, 4,277. 
1736. Governor Belcher to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 278. 
1736. Paper on boundaries. XI, 4, 278. 
1737. Governor Belcher to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4,278,279. 
1737, March 2. The go,ernor to the board of trade. v, 1, 215. 
1738, May 23. Governor Belcher to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 280. 
1739. Letters to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 280-284. 
1740. Letters relating to. XI, 4, 285-292. 
1741, May 23. J. Belcher, jr., to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4,292. 
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timore's case. VI, 1, 154. 
1647, March 4. Petition of Cecil, Lord Baltimore, concerning. VI, 1,162. 
1647, March 4. Petition of London merchants concerning Lord Baltimore's 
cause. v r, 1, 162. 
1675, March 9. Indians in. xn, 7,117. 
1692, August 13. A ship from. XIV, 6, ·224. 
16~3, February 25. Petition of Charles, Lord Baltimore. XIV, 6,373. 
1701. Trade with P"nnsylvania. XIII, 7,246. 
1704-1705. Sir Edward Northey on di sabilities of Papists. v, 1,226,227. 
1705, May 31. Report of tho Board of Trade on a petition from. xv, 4,191. 
1706-170:1. Letters and papers relatincr to. VIII, 1, 48. 
1707, January 16. Lord Godolphin to Robt. Harley, on the governor of. 
xv,4, 382. 
1737, 1795. Conveyance of land in. x, 4,197. 
1749, December 16. Governor Ogle to the Boa.rd of Trade. v , 1,215. 
li53, May 21. Property of C. Kingsdon, of CharleB County. x, 4,189. 
175 , March 8. Disposition of estates of R. Molyneux. x, 4,191. 
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1761, 1762. Letters frorn the governor. VI, 1,316. 
1766, December 6. House of Delegates to the lieutenant-governor, on manu-
factures. v, 1, 224. . 
1766-1767. Dispatches of Deputy Governor Sharpe. v, 1,220,221, 22-1, 225. 
1770, August 17. Exportation of tobacco from. XIV, 10, 73. 
1774. Letters describing the political situation. XIV, 10,223,230,240. 
1774. Proceedings of meeting of deputies at Annapolis. v, 1, 235. 
1774, February 5. Seizure of tobacco from. XIV, 10,198. 
17741 August 15. Governor Eden to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10,222. 
1775. Letters describing the political situation. XIV, 10,387,388. 
1775. Deputy Governor Eden to Loru Dartmouth. XI, 5,391. 
1775, March 3. Lord partmouth to the deputy governor of. XI, 5,374. 
1775, April 21. Letter of Samuel Freeman, on apprenticeship in. xv, 2, 
350. 
1775, August 21. The present condition of, by Mr. Morris. XI, 5,384 . 
1777. Letters describing the political situation. XIV, 10, 445. 
VIRGINIA. 
Map of, by John Smith. VI, 1,308. 
First two books of Wm. Strachey's travel into. VI, 1,308. 
Paper mentioning Virginia. VIH, 1, 158. 
Paper on the Potomack River. XIV, 10,487 . . 
Bill pardoning governor and assembly for acts passed during Bacon's re-
bellion. v, 1, 226. ' 
Address from the bachelors of, to Governor Nicholson. x1, 7, 166. 
Lists of acts passed and reported on from 1703. v, 1,217. 
Letters by T. J. and C. Bellin, of Williamsburg. v, 1,252. 
1585. · Illustrations of Sir W. Raleigh's voyage to. xm, 8, 73. 
1586, July 22. Justices of the peace in Devon to Mr. Secretary W alsing-
ham, on R. Hawkyns's voyage. xu, 4,200. 
16-, March 26. Philip Gawdy to his nephew, on men going to. vu, 1, 529. 
Seventeenth century. A trew relation of the proceedings in. VI, 1,307. 
Seventeenth century. Petition of Margery Royston to Lord Denbigh for 
the recovery of her child transported to. IV, 1,272. 
1605, October 30. Articles of agreemer1t respecting the fou~dation of a 
colony. VIII, 2, 31. · 
1606. Messenger about the voyage to. x, 4,540. 
1606, February 16. Payment for apparel sent to. VI, 1,229. 
1606, April lO. Letters patent by James I, for the planting of two coloni es 
in. IX, 1, 271. . 
1607, February 4, 8. Payment for apparel sent to. VI, 1, 229. 
1607, April 10. Patent to Sir Thomas Gates. IV, 1,237. 
1607, June 22. Council in James Town to the Council in England. nr, 53. 
1607, July 29. Capt. ChristopherNewporte to Robert Cecill. m, 54. 
1608, February 3. Payments for articles sent to. VI, 1, 229. 
1608, February 17. Council of the company to the mayor and aldermen of 
Plymouth. IX, 1, 265. 
1608, May 28. Lord Eure to Sir Robt. Harley, on the return of Captain 
Newport. · XIV, 2, 5. 
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1609. Copy of James I's patent. I, 54. 
1609. The sixth article of the instructions to the lieutenant-governor. v, 
1,226. 
1609, 1610. Payments for Virginia tobacco. vr, 1,229. 
1609, June 2. Edward Reed to Mr. Coke. xn, 1, 67. 
1610. Award on a dispute on a ship from. vnI, 1,236. 
1610. Letters from the "Counsel for Virginia" to the mayor and jurats of 
Sandwich. v, 1, 570. 
1610, 1612. Two patents for. v, 1,340. 
1610-1613. Payments for the Earl of Northumberland's adventure to. VI, 
1,229,230. 
1611, March 4. In-vestment of Ipswich in the voyage to. IX, 1,256. 
1611, March 10. ---- Bruz to Lord Rutland, on the plantation of. 
XII, 4,429. 
1611, March 11. Sir T. Smith to the Trinity House, asking for subscription; 
agreement as to the share of the T1·inity House in the adventure to. 
VIII, 1,237. 
1611. August 17. George Perey to the E arl of Northu'mberland. in, 58. 
1611, September 20. Subscription of Lionel Cranfield, I V, 1,283. 
1612. Men shipped to. x, 1, 558. 
1612-1613. History of the settlements in. VIII, 2, 31. 
1612, March 12. A perpetuity to the first colony of. IV, 1, 237. 
1612, April 28, June 20. Sir J. Dig bye to Sir Dudley Carleton. x, 1, 576, 583. 
1612, September 12. Spanish designs o.n. x, 1,600. 
1'112, October 10. Sir J. Digbye to Sir T. Edmondes. x, 1,608. 
1613-1618. Defalcation to the farmers .of the customs on goods from. vu, 
1,251. 
1613, March 22. W. Shipman to Sir John Ferne, on tobacco. 1v, 1,283. 
1615,,February 10, September 30. Certificates of tobacco shipped from. IV, 
1,314. 
1615, February 22. Council letter to the deputy lieutenants of Suffolk, on 
a lottery for. XIII, 4, 437. 
1615, March. Lottery in Reading for the help of. XI, 7,211. 
1615, May 27. List of adventurers for, from the borough of High Wycombe. 
v, 1,559. 
1616. Letter from John Ro1f to Sir R. Rich, on the state of. VIII, 2, 31. 
1618. List of the adventurers to. VIIJ:, 2, 33. • 
1618, February 4. Wm. Ward to Lord Zoucb. xv, 2,279. 
1618, May 2. Governors of the company to the mayor and aldermen of Lon-
don, solicWng a lottery. VIII, 1,435. 
1619. Papers relating to the co.mpany. VIII, 2, 33. 
1619. Petition to the council from planters in. VIII, 2, 33. 
1619. Motion of censure for using injurious language against the governor 
of the company. VIII, 2, 33. 
1619. Answer to His Majesty's letter sent to the company. VIII, 2, 34. 
1619. Supplies sent to, by the treasurer and company . I V, 1, 283. 
1619. Petition to t he King by the company for. IV, 1, 283. 
1619c. Papers on Captayne Woodleefe's commission and authority. v, 1, 
340,341. 
1619c. Covenants between Sir William Tbrockmortou aud others. v, 1, 
340. 
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1619c. Sir Wm. Throckmorton, Sir Edwin Sandys, and others to the gov-
ernor. v, 1,340. 
1619c. Charges in furnishing the ships for ." v, 1,341. 
1619. Ferdinando Ya~e's account of the voyage. v, 1,341. 
1619c. Account of monies paid for. v, 1,341. 
1619c. Assignment of Sir Wm. Throckmorton's fourth parL to Mr. Wm 
Tracy. v, 1, 341. 
1619c. Commission from the treasurer and company to Mr. Tracy. v, I, 341. 
1619c. Indenture to Sir W~. Throckmorton and others. v, 1, 340. 
1619c. Account of hire of the first ship to Mr. Williams. v, 1,341. 
1619c. Articles of agreement betw(ien Mr. Thorpe, Mr. Berkeley, Mr. Tracy, 
and Mr. Smyth. v, 1,341. · 
1619c. Mr. Berkeley and Mr. Smyth to Mr. Thorpe. v, 1,341. 
1619c. Agreements with Richard Smyth, Mr. Pawlet, and others. v, 1,341. 
1619c. Charter party with Mr. Ewen for the ship. v, 1, 341. 
1619c. Commission of government to Mr. Thorpe and Mr. Tracy. v, 1,341. 
1619c. Certificate of Sir George Yardley, of the arrival of the ship. v, 1, 
341. 
1619-1622. Number of emigrants to. vm, 2, 38. 
1619-1623. Several accounts of charges sent. v, 1,341. 
1620. Voyage to. VIII, 2, 35. 
1620. Opinion of counsel upon the patents of the company. VIII, 2, 35. 
1620. Letter from the council (of the company) affecting Capt. Argall. 
VIII, 2, 35. 
1620. Statement before the company in defense of the Earl of Warwick. 
. VIII, 2, 35. 
1620. Notes in defense of Sir Nathaniel Rich. VIII, 2, 36. 
1620. Propositions respecting Cap.t. Argall. VIII, 2, 36. 
1620. Names of the council for. VIII, 2, 37. 
1620-1621. Account of moneys laid out in. v, 1, 341. 
1620-1634. MSS. by John Smith, Nicholas Farrar, Capt. Thorpe, Mr. Rus-
sell, and Mr. Wm. Thorpe. v, 1,341. 
1620, February 2. Sir John Danvers to the Marquis of Buckingham, on the 
customs of. n , 57. 
1620, May 23. Patent to the Earl of Salisbury. IV, 1,237. 
1620, September. Charge for supply. v, 1,341. 
1620, September. List of men sent to. v, 1, 341. 
1621. Petition of colonists against the King's proclamation forb
0
idding the 
i~portation of tobacco into England. VIII, 2, 37. 
1621. Note of provisions sent out by the company. vm, 2, 37. 
1621, February 28. Draft of an act for repressing drunkenness. In, 18. 
1621, April 17. Draft of an act for freer :fishing. m, 21. 
1622. Broad sheet. Account of money contributed for establishing a free 
school in. III, 66. 
1622. Grant of import of tobacco from. vu, 1,259. 
1622. Letter· respecting shipping tobacco. vtII, 2, 37. 
1622, May. Charge for four servants. v, 1,341. 
1622, July 29. Gift of the King to the company. VII, 1,256. 
1623. Preliminary reports of commissioners on the condition of the colony. 
VIII, 2, 46, 4 7. . 
1623. List of the adventurers. VIII, 2, 40. 
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·1623. Petition of the coloni ts t th, I ing. m, , 40. 
1623. Draft of commi ion and in truction , to inquir in the condition 
of the. YIU, 2, 40. 
1623. Memorandum on the administration of th colony. III, 2, 41. 
1623. Letters upon the conditi n f the col ny. VIII, 2, 41, 42. 
1623. Charges of mismauagem nt against ir E. andys and hi a1,1 ·o ·ia.te . 
VIII, 2, 42. 
1623. tatements touching the miserable condition of, and its ·an e . VIn, 
2, 42, 43. 
1623. Charges made against Sir Thomas Smythe. VIII, 2, 43. 
1623. Answer to a petition by Lord Cavendish. VIII, 2, 43. 
1623. Notes on tobacco. VIII, 2, 43. 
1623. Lists of persous suitable for governors and deputies. VIII, 2, 44. 
1623. "Relation of the Proceedings of the Virginia Company." v1u, 2, 44. 
1623. "Answer to a Declaration of the present State of Virginia." v1n, 
2,44. 
1623. Petitions of the planters to the privy council. VIII, 2, 45. 
1623. Anthony Hilton to his mother. VIII, 2, 45. 
1623. Salary a,greed upon by the Virginia court. vm, 2, 38. 
1623. G. Sandys to Mr.} arrer, on condition of the colonists. VIII, 2, 39. 
1623. Four letters of Geo. Sandys on the state of the colony. VIII, 2, 39, 40. 
1623. Two letters of Wm. Capps's on the state of the colony. VIII, 2, 39. 
1623, February. Notes of Sir Nathaniel Rich on the Virginia Company. 
VIII, 2, 38, 
1623, March. Ballad, ''Good News from Virginia." VUI, 2, 39. 
1623, March. Proposition for the good of the plantations of. VIII, 2, 38. 
1623, March. Notes of Sir Nathaniel Rich rnspectiug tobaeco. VIII: 2, 39. 
1623, March 5. Richard Frethornc to Mr. Bateman, on condition of the 
colonists. VIII, 2, 39. 
1623, April. Charrre for supply. v, 1,341. 
1623, April 2, 3. Letter by R. Frothorne ou the state of the colony. vrn, 
2, 40. 
1623, May 16. Note concerning ir E. Sandys. VIII, 2, 45. 
1623, May 24. Order in council concerning the company, and other papers. 
VIII, 2, 46. 
1623, June 23. Draft of propositions "for resettling the estate of." VIII, 2, 
46. 
1623, October 8, 17, 24. Orllcr8 in council. 1v, 1,237. 
1623, December 8. Copy of order in council on costs of a quo warranto 
for the charter. vur, 2, 47. 
1624. John Bargrave to the lord treasurer on the management of. vm, 
2,47. 
1624. Petition to the King concerning. VIII, 2, 48. 
1624. Papers relating to the planting arnl importation of tobacco. vm, 
2, 48. 
1624. Criticism of John Bargrave' propo ition concerning. vrn, 2, 48. 
1624, April. J ohu Bargrave to the Hou e of Commons' committee of griev-
ance8. v1u1 2, 47. 
16241 April 13. The lottery to uphold t he plantation of. IX, 1, 819. 
1624, April 24. J olrn Harvey to ir Nathaniel Rich, on the prospects of the 
colony. vru, 2, 4.7. 
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1624, April 26. Petition to the House of Commons for redress of griev-
ances. 1v, 1, 122. · 
1624, April 29. Letter from the King to the House of Commons concerning 
the petition from. IV, 1, 122. 
1624, May 4. Act for the increase of shipping and navigation, and freer 
liberty 0£ fishing off. IV, 1, 123. 
1624, Novl\mber. Answer to complaints made by John Bargrnve. VIII, 
2,48. 
1625c. "Virginia's Verger," by Samuel Purchas. nr, 44. 
1626 ( !) Sir George Yardley's commission and instructions. 1v, l, 237. 
1626, January 20. Sir Robert Heath to Sir John Coke. xn, 1,250. 
1628. Instructions to shipwrights sent to, for timber. m, 190. 
1628. Instructions to the governor of. 111, 190. 
1628, March 5. Sir Francis Coke to Sir John Coke. xn, 1, 340. 
1628, June 25. Petition of the Commons to the King concerning. IV, 1, 19. 
1629. Travills, adventures, and observations of Capt.John Smith. II, 4. 
1629, December 14. R. Booth to Sir John Coke. xn, 1,396. 
1630. April 8. Tobacco from. xiv, 4, 40. 
1630, August 7. Lord Hervey to Sir John Coke. xrr, 1, 410. 
1631, December 22. Governor Harvey and council to the lords commis-
sioners. 1v, 1, 290. 
1632, February. John Delbridge to the mayor of Barnstaple, on fishing. 
IX, 1,269. 
1632, April 13. Capt. Stradlinge to Sir John Coke, on tobacco. xu, 1, 454. 
1634. The ship James, from. x, 4, 283. 
1634, July 22. Letter of lords of the council. rv, 1, 237. 
1634, July 22. Sir Francis Wyatt's commission. 1v, 1,237. 
1635, May 7. John Harvey to Mr. Kemp. xn, 2, 79. 
1635, May 25. Samuel Matthews to Sir John Coke, on differences between 
the governor and colony. XII, 2, 81. 
1639, January 11. Letters patent granting the office of governor to Sir 
Francis Wyatt. rv, 1, 22. 
1639, July 11. Gov'3rnor Wyatt to Sir J. Coke. · XII, 2,236. 
1640, May. Petition of chief mate on ship Elizabeth, to the lords. 1v, 1, 27. 
1641. Petition to the House of Lords, of Loudon merchants, asking com-
pensation for ship laden with Yirginian tobacco. 1v, 1, 113. 
1641, February 22. Petition of the owners for relief for the loss sustained 
by the capture of ship Elizabeth, for. IV, 1, 53. 
1641, May 27. Petition to the lords, of Joseph Hawes, respecting a ehip 
taken from Spain. IV, 1, 68. 
1641, June 20. Petition to the lords, of the master of the ship for, taken 
into Dunkirk. IV, 1, 76. 
1641, June 25. 'Petition to the House of Commons complaining of fraud as 
to property in. IV, 1, 78. 
16U, August 10. Letters patent appointing a council on boundaries, peace, 
and .war, etc. IVz 1, 95. 
1641, September 4. Articles of agreement of Sir Wm. Berkeley. IV, 1,100. 
1641, September 8. Order of the House of Commons allowing Richard 
Kemp and Christopher Wormley to go to. rv, 1, 105. 
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1641, October 30. etition to the House f Lords of An hony Panton, for 
redre s of grievance . Iv, 1, 104-. 
1641, November 3. Petition to the House of Lords of ir Wm. Berkeley. 
IV, 1, 1 . 
164-1, Novemb r 3. Petition to the House of Lords of Richard Kemp and 
Christopher Worml y. IV, 1, 104-. 
16421 May 26. Petition of Jo eph Hawes to the House of Lords concerning 
the ship Elizabeth, bound for. , 11 25. 
1642, July 5. Letter of Charles I. IV, 1,237. 
164-21 December. Petition of ymon Curnock respecting the will of Edward 
Dewell. v, 1, 63. 
164-4-, J!.,ebruary 1. Mentioned in testimony of Miles Causton. XIII, 1, 168. 
164-5, December 3. Petition concerning the services of Lord De la Ware in. 
VI, 1, 86. 
1647; February 13. Letter of the grand assembly to the speaker of the 
House of Commons. VI, 1, 158. 
1647, October 23. Petition of M. Thompson & Co. to the House of Lords 
for an order to the governor of. VI, 1, 203. 
1648, August 15. Petition that ships of London merchants may be al-
lowed to sail. vu, 1, 45. 
164-8, August 22. Petition of commander of ship Sara to be allowed to sail. 
vn,1,4-7. 
1650. Grant of land by Charles I to E . Proger. x, 4, 148. 
1650-1674. Letters to Thomas P engelly from. vu, 1,691. 
1651, June. Articles of a treaty between England and the United Prov-
inces concerning. XIII, 1, 605. 
1651, June 3. Sir W. Berkeley's commission. IV, 1,237. 
1651, October. Violation of the act proJiibiting trade with. xm, 1,617. 
1655, March 21. Jamee 'Nainwright to R. Bradshaw, on risks to merchants. 
YI, 11 440. 
1655, March 27. President of the council to the mayor of Gloucester and 
others, on tobacco. xu, 9,510. 
16551 October 12. James Wainwright to R. Bradshaw, on ships bound for. 
VI1 1, 4-39. 
1656, January. A. B. to the King of Spain. XIII, 1,680. 
1658, July 13. Rachell Newport to ir R. Leveson, on trade in. v, 1,145. 
1660. Petition of N. Hawes and G. Payne, captured by the Spanish West 
India fleet while going to. vu, 1, 141. 
1660, May 21. Petition of John Baker, sent to, against his will. vu, 1, 86. 
1661, July 27. Petition for redress of infringement of patent for printing 
indentures. vu, 1, 151. 
1662, November 3. ir Robert Harley to ir Edward Harley, on settling 
plantations near. XIV, 2, 26 . 
1663, eptem ber 12. Sir W. Berkeley's instructions. IV, 1,237. 
1664-, March 28. Draft of an act for transporting felons to. vu, 1, 175. 
1666, April 14. Denis De Repas to ir Robt. Harley, on tobacco. XIV, 2, 
297. 
1667, March 12. Frigate built in. xn, 7, 46. 
1667, October 12. Complaint of Lord Baltimore, by the governor and 
council. xu, 7, 53. 
1668, October 27. Pre entto t~e King, from the colony. xu, 7, 60. 
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1670. Two Lords Lawarr living in. vn, 1,517. 
1672, July 16. Capture of a ship from. xn, 7, 96. 
1673, June 7. Fleet from, arrived at Galway. VI, 1, '154. 
1673, September 22. Ships destroyed at Newfoundland. vu, 1,491. 
1674. Address by the people and governor against the royal grant of 1662. 
IV, 1,237. 
1674. Letter by the governor of. IV, 1, 237. 
1674-1677. Henry Coventry, secretary of state, to Sir Wm. Berkeley. 
III, 190. 
1675. Grant to Lord Colepeper. VI, 1, 468. 
1675. Letter of Governor Berkeley, on a patent to Lord Culpeper. xr, 
7, 10. 
1675. Letter to Colonel Byrd from a Jesuit. xm, 2, 36. 
1676. Writ for electing a new assembly. xr, 7, 14. 
1676. Papers relating to. XIV, 10, 1. 
1676, April 18. Indians in. XII, 7,126. 
1676, October 3. Sir J. Lowther to D. F., on Bacon's rebellion. XII, 7, 129. 
1676, October 12. One thousand men sent. out by His Majesty, with a par-
don to all but Bacon. vn, 1, 493. 
1676, October 12, December 7. Lady Chaworth to Lord Roos, on Bacon's 
r_ebellion. XII, 5, 30, 32. 
1676, October 19. Commissioners and volunteers for. VII; 1,494. 
1676, November, December. Ship for; Bacon's rebellion. XII, 7,130. 
1676, December 7. John Verney to Sir R. Verney, an account of Bacon's 
rebellion. VII, 1, 467. 
lfi77. Petitions forwarded by the commissioners of. XI, 7, 19. 
1677. Representation by the house of bmgesses about His Majesty's com-
missioners. IV, 1,237. 
-1678. Gen. J. Churchill to Dr. Charles Litelton, on Virginian men. v, 1, 
296. 
1678, July 13. Nathaniel Bacon, of, a witness. IX, 2, 125. 
1679, January. Col. John Custis, concerning tobacco imported by him. 
VI, 1,778. 
1679, April 10. Ship bound for. xr, 2, 120. 
1679, May 2. Petition-of the relatives of Virginian seamen. XI, 2, 137'. 
1681. The insurrection under Bacon. XIII, 2, 301. 
1681. Notes of a journey in England, by T. Baskerville. xur, 2, 276, 286. 
1683, March 18. Lord Culpeper to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5, 80. 
1683, July 2. Indenture of Elizabeth Spence, an emigrant to. xv, 2, 323. 
1686, February 16. Sir .J. Lowther to D. l<,., on goods shipped to. xn, 7,198. 
1689. Ship from. xn, 6,187. 
1689, December 12. Mentioned in petition to the Ho'use of Lords. XII, 6, 
362. 
1690, February 28. Lord Effingham to the Earl of Danby. XI, 7, 32. 
1690, July 8. Ship from. xn, 7,276. 
1690, November 1. Ships from. XII, 7,300,301,302. 
1691, September 14. T. Corbin shipped for. XIV, 4,263. 
1691, November. Merchant vessels of. VII, 1,208. 
1692. Amounts paid to Virginia chaplains. XIV, 6,171. 
1692c. Appointment of Sir Edmund Andros, lieutenant and governor 
general. x111, 6, 160. 
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1693. Charter of incorporation for the College of William anJ. Mary. XIV, 
10, 1. 
1693, October 17. A ship from. XIV, 2, 54.6. 
1693, December 15. Merchants of, demand a convoy. vu, 1,220. 
1697, October 12. W. Snowe to Robt. Harley, on news from. XIV, 2, 590. 
1701. Trade with Pennsylvania. xnr, 7,246. 
1705, May 1. Wm. P enn to Robt. Harley. xv, 4,176. 
1705, May 31. Report of the board of trade on a petition from. xv,4, 191. 
1706-1709. Lett ers and papers relating to. VIII, 1, 47. 
1709, April 2. Col. R. Hunter, governor of, brought to Hythe. vm, 1, 46. 
1710. Order and instructions to the governor. VIII, 1, 47. 
1711, May 10. Thomas Coutts to Dr. Arbuthuot,, on the revenue from 
tobacco. xv, 4, 686. 
1720. Lord Abercorn to Archbishop King, of Dublin, on professors for. 
n,235. 
1721-1723. Propositions made to the Five Nations by the governor of, and 
the reply. v, 1, 215. 
1728, December 10. Report to the boar<l. of trade. XIV, 10, 5. 
1729, June 10. J. Byrd to Lord Percival, on Dean Berkeley's college. vu, 
1,243. 
1734. Protests concerning a ship bound to. xr, 4, 148. 
1740, l'Iarch 25. M. de Harle to Robt. Trevor, on the province of. XIV, 9, 
44. 
1741, September 18. John Gouraud to Robt. Trevor, on transporting con-
victs to. XIV, 9, 77. 
1750, September 29. Colonel Lee to the board for trade and plantations. 
v, 1,215. 
1755-1762. List of paper money emitted. Taxes for the redemption there-
of. v, 1, 216. 
1761-1762. Letters from the governor. VI, 1, 316. 
1762. Narrative of a riot with Spaniards. XIV, 10, 70. 
1763. Earl of Egremont chosen chancellor of the College of William and 
Mary. VI, 1, 316. 
1765. Resolutions of the assembly, and a letter, concerning the stamp act. 
XIV, 10, 15. 
1766. Governor Pownall, on laying out townships. v, 1, 249. 
1766, 1767, Ju1,1e 15. Col. John Randolph to Lord Dartmouth, personal. 
XIV1 10, 45, 56. 
1766-1767. Dispatches of Lieutenant-Governor Fauquier. v, 1, 221, 225. 
1766, July 3. C. Williamos to Lord Dartmouth, on the condition of the 
South. X IV, 10, 45. 
1767. Accounts of land gra.nts, salarie , etc. v, 1, 225. 
1767. Lord helburne to Lieutenant-Governor Ji'::rnquier. v, 1, 224-. 
1768, September 19. T. Falconer to C. G., on the condition of. XIV, 9, 302. 
1769. Richarcl Henry Lee to Arthur L ee, on the political situation in. v, 
1,235. 
1770, August 17. Export of tobacco from. XIV, 10, 73. 
1770, November 23. Charges on slaves imported into. xrv, 10, 74. 
1772, February 20. George Mercer to the King, personal. XIV, 10, 82. 
1772, May-December. Address of the House of Burgesses to the King 
respecting the importation of slaves; the reply. XIV, 10, 113, 131. 
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1772, July 31. Address of the House of Burgesses to George III on the 
slave'trade. IX, 2, 480. 
1772, November. Minutes of the board of trade. XIV, 10, 107. 
1773. Declaration of Lord Botetourt to the assembly. XIV, 10, 135. 
1773. Land grants in. XIV, 10,167,173. 
1773, January 4. J. Thornton to Lord Dartmouth, on dissenting clergymen 
in. XIV, 10, 127. 
1773, January 23. Hans Stanley to Lord Dartmouth, on tho boundaries 
and land grants. XIV, 10, 133. 
1773, February 20. Appointments to the council of. XIV, 10, 140. 
1774. Letters describing the political situation in. XIV, 10, 232. 
1774, February 5. Seizure of tobacco from. XIV, 10_, 198. 
1774, Augui!t, Non-importation resolutions. XIV, 10,221. 
1774, August 9. Major McDonald to Major Connolly. XI, 5,359. 
1774, November 22. James Hutton to Wm. Knox, on the treatment of the 
Moravians. XIV, 10, 234. 
1775. Letters describing the political situation in. XIV, 10,306,340,401. 
1775. Lord Dunmore to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5, 391. ' 
1775, February 13. Appointments to the council of. XIV, 10,269. 
1775, May 1. Lord Dunmore to Lord Dartmouth, on the situation in. XIV, 
10,294. 
1775, June. Address of the council to the people. XIV, 10,324. 
1775, July 12. Loyalists in. XIV, 10, 330. 
1775, August 21. The present condition of, by Mr. Morris. XI, 5,384. 
1775, October 2. Edward Montagu to Peyton Randolph, on the condition 
of the colonies. XIV, 10, 388. 
1780, 1781. Lord G. Germain to Sir H. Clinton, on the policy to be observed. 
x,4,29. 
1781-1819. Packet of papers relating to the surrender of York arnl Glo·nces-
ter,,ii;t. VIII, 1,296. -
1782. Governor Harrison to M. de la Luzerne. v, 1,256. 
1782, March 25. Lord Cornwallis to Lord Carlisle, on the invasion of. xv, 
6,605. 
CAROLINA. 
Letters and papers relating to. IV, 1,237. 
Seventeenth century. Letters and papers of the first Earl of Shaftesbury. 
III, 217. 
1667c. Locke's Constitutions for. III, 216,217. 
1671, September 5. Envoys to the King, from. XII, 7, 83. 
1681. Lord Shaftesbury wishes to go there. x, 4,173. 
1681, October 17. Shaftesbury intends to go there. vn, 1,497. 
1682c. Sir Patrick Hume to Sir John Cochrane and Sir George Campbell, 
upon an expedition to. XIV, 3, 114. 
1682c. Letter upon the commissioners to. XIV, 3, 114. 
1682, July 13. James, Duke of Albany, to the Duke of Queensberry. xv, 
8,242. 
1682, August 2. "Charles Charteris" to Sir George Camp bell, upon an 
expedition to. XIV, 3, 114. 
1682, October 10. James, Duke of Albany, to the Duke of Queens berry, on 
Sir John Cochrane and. xv, 8,174. 
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1683, August 4. James, Duke f .Albany, to the Duke of Queens berry. xv, 
8,195. 
1684, February 6. cotchmen pretend to be going to. vn, 1, 407. 
1699, December 21. The board of trade to William III, on Dr. Coxe's 
memorial. XI, 4, 254. 
1701. Trade with Pennsylvania. XIII, 7, 246. 
1705, 1706. The House of Lords to the King, to repeal two acts of the 
assembly; the order for r peal. v, 1, 226, 227. 
1719. Papers relating to. xr, 4, 254, 255. 
1720. Extract from the journal of the board of trade; order in council. 
XI V, 10, 4, 5. 
1720. Papers relating to. XI, 4, 255, 256. 
1728, March -!. The Lords Proprietors to Lord Westmoreland. xr, 4, 256. 
1730, July 28. Memorial. XI, 4, 258. 
1736. Paper on the rights of the Crown. XI, 4, 259. 
1739, February 15. The Bishop of Chichester to I<,rancis Naylor, on the 
limits of. XIV, 9, 242. 
1739, September 15. Horatio Walpole to E. Weston, on the power of Spain 
in America. x, 1, 272. 
1745. The proposed boundary of. X I V , 9, 125. 
1789, December 31. Attitude toward the Union. xnr, 8, 113. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
1709, June 1. German Protestants sent to. VIII , 1, 47. 
1731, 1732. Letters of Governor Johnston. XI, 4, 258. 
1732, October 12. The Duke of Newcastle to the Duke of Manchester, con-
cerning the governorship of. VIII, 2, 109. 
1733, January 1. Governor Burrington on tlle state of. v, 1, 215. 
1734, December 16. Governor Johnston to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 258. 
1736. Vessel from, plundered. XI, 4,148. · 
1737. Letters to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4, 262-264. 
1739, M'arch 1. Governor Johnston to Lord Wilmington. XI, 4,264. 
1742. Secretary Rice, of. XI, 4,305. 
1742, October 7. Wm. Jefferis to Harman Verelst. XI, 4,270. 
1746. Complaints against Governor Johnston. x m, 6,198. 
1748. Petition of the Palatines to King George II. x rn, 6, 199. 
1748-1766. Monies emitted and raised, taxes, etc . v, 1,225. 
1760, November 1. Lord Bruce to Lord Charlemont. xn, 10,262. 
1761-1762. Leti;ers of the Governor. VI, 1,316. 
1765. Charges against Col. Tryon. XIV, 10, 17. 
1766. Letters of Governor Tryon. v, 1,·221. 
1767. Letters of Governor Tryon. v, 1,221,225. 
1767. To the Lords of Trade concerning the Cour t of Exchequer. v, 1,220. 
1767c. Expenses of government. v, 1,225. 
1767. Lord Shelburne to Governor Tryon. v, 1, 223,224. 
1773. Governor Wm. Tryon's expedition against the insurgents of. XIV, 
10,157. 
1773, February 24. Appointment to the Council of. XIV, 10, 140. 
1773, November 4. Governor Marlin to Lord Dartmouth: xiv, 10,180. 
1773, December 21. Resolutions of the house. X I V, 10,184. 
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1774. Papers relating to Governor Tryon and. XIV, 10,213. 
1774. Address of the assembly to the King. XIV, 10,213. 
1774, January 4. Chief Justice Howard to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,346. 
1774, January 12. Governor Martin to Lord Dartmouth. x1, 5,347. 
1774, April 3. Isaac Edwards to Governor Tryon. XIV, 10,207. 
1775. Governor Tryon to the King. XI, 5,397. 
1775. Governor Martin to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,390. 
1775. Letters on the political situation in. XIV, 10,397,399. 
1775, April 20, May 18, June 30, July 6, 15. Governor Martin to Lor<l Dart-
mouth. XIV, 10, 291, 302, 322, 327, 331, 365. 
1775, June. Minutes of council. XIV, 10,323. 
1775, August 21. The present condition of, by Mr. Morris. XI, 5,384. 
1776. Letters on the political situation in. XIV, 10,413,417. 
1776, July 6. Letters of Governor Martin. XIV, 10,478. 
1777. Letter on the situation in. XIV, 10,450. 
1777. Confiscation act. XIV, 10,458. 
1778. Letters describing the political situation. XIV, 10,458,464. 
1780, August 21. Earl Cornwallis to.Lord G. Germain. IX, 3,103,104. 
1780, September 19. Lord Rawdon to the Countess of Moira, on battle of 
Camden. III, 430. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Letter on the Indians of. XIV, 10, 450 
17-. Vessel to, plundered. XI, 4, 149. 
Eighteenth century. Petition of Robt. Thorpe to the King. XI, 4, 267. 
Eighteenth century. Letters from. x, 4, 450. 
Gouverneur Rutledge a l'assemblee generale de cet Rtat. v, 1,256. 
1705. Letter from Archbishop King of Dublin, on Protestant Church in. 
~~~ . 
1719, January 29. Paper on. xr, 4, 254. 
1720, May 25, September 1. Papers on. XI, 4, 255. 
1735, October 27. General Oglethorpe to Lorcl Wilmington. XI, 4, 258. 
1740, (1) April 29. Governor Glen to Lord Wilmington. xr, 4, 264. 
1740, November 21. The Council and Assembly to the King. XI, 4, 266. 
1742. Papers relating to. XI, 41 268. 
1742. Ship Rose from. XI, 4, 305. 
1743c. Governor Glen to Sir Robt. Walpole. XI, 4, 265. 
1749, September 13. Governor Glen to the Board of Trade. v, 1, 215. 
1756-1765. Lord Lyttelton to Governor Lyttelton of. u, 38. 
1758c. The Secretaries of State to Governor Lyttelton of. n, 38. 
1761-1762. Letters from the governor. VI, 1, 316. 
1761-1781. Political papers; v, 1, 234. 
1761, December 12. Lord Egremont to the governor, on recruits. XIV, 
10, 11. 
1763. Papers relating to affairs of. v, 1,217. 
1765. The Assembly to Charles Garth. xrv, 10, 31. 
1765. Papers relating to Indian affairs. xiv, 10, 14, 15. 
1765, December 23, 31. H. Kennan to Lord Dartmouth, on silk culture in. 
XIV, 101 28. 
1766. Letters of Lord Charles Grenville Montague. v, 1,221. 
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1766. Governor Pownall on laying out townships. v, 1,249. 
1766-1767. Lord Shelburne to Lord Uhas. Montague. v, 1,223,224. 
1766, June, November. The defenses of the country. XIV, 10, 43-45, 50. 
1766, November 11. Governor Moore to Lord Dartmouth, on the people of. 
XIV1 10, 50. 
1767. Letters of Lord Charles Grenville Montague. v, 1,221,225. 
1767. Report to the board of trade on the appointment of county sheriffs . 
v, 1,250. 
1769-1773. Proceedings relating to the transmission of money to England. 
XIV, 10, 188. 
1769, 1784. The city of Charles Town to J. Wilkes. IV, 1,403. 
1772, March 31. Report of the committee on the treasurer's accounts. XIV, 
10, 83,119. 
1773. 'rhe commitment of Powell, the printer. XIV, 10,188. 
1773. Appointments in. XIV, 10, 148, 154, 162, 187. 
1773. Letters describing the political s ituation. xr.v, 10,155,179. 
1773-1775. Land grants and claims in. XIV, 10,181,182,264. 
1773, January 12. The clerk of the assembly to the agent in London. XIV, 
10,129. 
1773, October. Petition for remission of sentence of transportation. XIV, 
10,176. . 
1774. Appointments in. XIV, 10,203,204. 
1774. Lit,t of members of the council in. XIV, 10,253. 
1774, March 25. Communications between the assembly and Jientenant-
governor. XI, 5, 350. 
1774, April 2. Governor Campbell to Lord Dartmouth. xiv, 10,207. 
1774, Jnly 11. G. Elliott to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,355. 
1775. An appointment in. xrv, 10,277. 
1775. Lieute11ant-Governor Bull to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,390. 
1775. Lett ers describing the political situation. XIV, 10,271,325,340,353, 
381, 3 2, 384:. 
1775. Governor Campbell's petition to the King. XIV, 10,264. 
1775, January 10, July 19, 30, Angust 31. Governor Campbell to Lord Dart-
mouth, on the situation in. xiv, 10,256,331,340,364, 382. 
1775, August 15, 18. Message of Governor Campbell to the assembly; the 
reply. XIV, 10, 356. 
1775, August 21. The present condition of, by Mr. Morris. XI, 5,384. 
1778. Letters describing the political situation. XIV, 10,456. 
1778-1782. Letters on the civil affairs of Charlestou. v, 1,237. 
17 0. Commission of John Cruden for managing seized estates. v, 1, 237. 
1780, May 2, 15, 16, 31. Admiral Arbuthnot to Lorcl G. Germain. IX, 3, 
99-101. 
17 0, June 4. ir H. Clinton to Lord G. Germain. Ix, 3,101. 
17 O, June 10, August 18, September 21. Governor Martin to Lord G. Ger-
main. Ix, 3, 110. 
17 0, Jun 30. Earl Cornwallis to Sir H. Clinton. IX, 3,102. 
1780, August, eptember. Lord ornwallis to Lord G. Germain. rx, 3, 109. 
1780, September 20. Lord Robt. Manners to the Duke of Rutland. XIY, 
1, 36. 
1780, October 24, 28. Lord Rawdon to ir H. linton. Ix, 3,109,110. 
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1781. List of civil officers who received compensat ion for l oss during the 
suspension of the I~ing's authority. v, 1, 237. 
1781. Lieutenant-Colonel Balfour and Lieutenant-Governor Bull t o Lord 
G. Germain. IX, 3, 110. 
1782. Peter Taylor to Lord Shelburne about h is estat es. v, 1,251. 
1782, J une 2. -- Haliday to Lord Charlemont. x n , 10, 404. 
1783, January 15. The Attorney-General to Lord Shelb urne . v, 1,243. 
1783, January 22. Details of evacuating Charl eston . XIII, 3, 18,L 
1784, February 13. P. Butler to Lord Charlemont, on es tate of an Irishmall 
in; the reply. XIII, 8, 1, 2. 
GEORGIA. 
1730-1732. Proceedings of the Privy Council relating t o the charter. XI, 4, 
258. 
1736. Papers r elating to. XI, 4, 259-262. 
1736, 1748. Mons. Geraldine to the Georg ia t r ustees; answer; names of 
Georgia Tndians. n, 3. 
1737, November 17. R. Park(\r to Alderman Harvey of Norwich, on saw· 
mills in. XI, 4, 356. 
1739-1757. Papers relating to the Bosomworth lands. XIV, 10, 9. 
1741. Number of inhabitants. XI, 4,267. 
1741c. Dia11y of General Oglethorpe. VIII , 3, 18. 
1742-1743. Papers r elating to. XI, 4, 271,272. 
1752, May 17. Subscription for the poor of. IV, 1,418. 
1755, December. Indian Congress in. xrv, 10, 7. 
1758. Instructions for. XI, 7,304. 
1761-1762. Letters from the governor. VI , 1, 316. 
1765. Letters from the governors, on Spanish commerce. XIV, 10, 14, 15. 
1765, December 23, 31. H. Kennan to Lortl Dartmouth, on silk cultu re i n. 
XI V, 10,28. . 
1766-1767. Dispat ches of Governor Wright. v, 1, 221, 224, 225. 
1766-1767. Lord Shelburne to Governor Wright . v, 1, 223, 224. 
1766, February 24. G. Elliott to Dr. Campbell, on the industry of. xiv, 
10, 36. 
1766, May 21. Dr. Fothergill to Dr. Tenipleman, on sago. XIV, 10, 41. 
1766, June 26. H. Kennan- to Lord Da,rtmouth, on silk culture in. x 1vi 
10, 45. 
1766, June, November. Capt. Gavin Cochrane to Lord Dar tmouth , on tho 
defenses of tho country, Indian affairs. X I V, 10, 43-45, 50. 
1767. Report to the Lords of Trade, on the sale of gunpowder. v, 1, 230. 
1770-1771. Expenses of. XIV, 10, 79. 
1772c. Fees of civil officers in. XIV, 10, 125. 
1772c. New mode of government to be introd uced. I X, 3, 116. 
1772, August 18. Thomas Boone to Lord Dartmouth , on a coun cillor in. 
X IV, 10, 88. 
1772, November 5. Indian lands and debts in . XIV, 10, 105. 
1772, November. Governor Wright to Lord Dartmouth, on the condition 
and trade of. XIV, 10, 108. 
1773, June 17. Governor Wright to L ord Dartmout h . XI, 5, 336. 
1774. The treasurership of. XI, 5, 366. 
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1774. Appointments in. XIV, 10, 210. 
1775. Sir James Wright to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5, 390. 
1775, June. Papers relating to t he situation in. XIV, 10,364,372,373. 
1779, January 18. Lieutenant-Colonel Campbell to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6, 
413. 
1779, March 10. Governor Johnstone to Lord Carlisle. xv, 6,421. 
1779, March 27. Alexander Macaulay to Lord Lewisham. xv, 1,245. 
1782. Two letters on t he state of the province. v, 1,234. 
1782, March 24. Sir Henry Clinton to Lord George Germain, on Indian 
affairs. v, 1, 238. 
1789, March 18. Philip Thicknesse to Lord Monboddo. IV, 1,519. 
FLORIDA. 
1563, June 30. Queen Elizabeth to the Earl of Sussex, on a voyage to. 
Salisbury MSS., I, 273. , 
1586, July 22. John Fitz and John Hale to Lord Burghley, on Sir Franci!:I 
Drake in. Salisbury MSS., m, 152. 
1596. Spanish fleet lost on the coast of. Salisbury MSS., VI, 564. 
1687, June 9. Charles Bertie to Lady Rutland. xn, 5, 114. 
17630. Several propositions respecting. v, 1,216. 
1767, May 31. Lord _Portland to the Marquess of Granby. xn, 5,291. 
17720. Fees of civil officers in. XI V, 10, 125. 
1773, March 27. Bishop of London to Lord Dartmouth, on a nomination 
in. XIV, 10, 144. 
1774, March 7. The governor of, to Lord Dartmouth. XI, 5,349. 
1777,.December 8. A. Turnbull to Lord G. Germain. IX, 3, 88. 
1778, September 12. Mr. Izard, on the Floridas and :fishery. v, 1,245. 
1782. A paper on materials for shipbuilding in. v, 1,236. 
EAST FLORIDA. 
Papers concerning. XIV, 10,484,485,487. 
1J63. Lord Egremont to the Board of Trade on. v, 1, 231. 
1763-1767. Papers relating to. v, 1,217. 
1763, October 7. Proclamation on boundaries. XI, 5,447. 
1764-1770. List of grantees in. xrv, 10, 73. 
1766, 1767. Lord Shelburne to the goYernor of. v, 1,223. 
1766, 1767. Dispatches of Governor Grant. v, 1,221,222,224,225,227. 
1767, April 9. Rt. Hon. C. Townshend to Lord Dartmouth, npon a land 
grant. XIV, 10, 40. 
1768-1771. Exports of. XIV, 10, 8~. 
1768. Petition to the King in Council, respecting lands in. XIV, 10, 65. 
1769, June 25. Letter relating to lands in. XIV, 10, 68. 
1769, November 1. Philosophical researches of Wm. G~ de Brahm. XIV, 10, 
68. 
1769, November 1. W. G. de Brahm to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 68. 
1771. Complaint of Governor Grant. XIV, 10, 80. 
1771, May 14. 'rhe people of t. Augustine to President Moultrie, on the 
condition of the province. XIV, 10, 78. 
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1771, July 3. Complaints against the surveyor of lands. XIV, 10, 79. 
1772. W. G. de Brahm to Lord Dartmouth, on the history and state of. 
XIV1 10, 120. 
1772. Memorial of the people, for an assembly. _ XIV, 10,122. 
1772. Papers respecting lands in. X I V, 10, 82,119,120. 
1772. Complaints of Governor Grant . XIV, 10, 83, 112. 
1772, October. W. G. de Brahm t o Lor d Dartmouth, on settling French 
Protestants in. XIV, 10, 102. 
1773. Complaints of Governor Grant . XIV, 10, 140, 142, 185. 
1773. Papers respecting lands in. XIV, 10, 132, 139, 140, 142-144, 148, 149, 
151,159-162,166,168,170-174, 178,179,181,185,186. . 
1773, 1774. Expenses of government in. XIV, 10,202. 
1774. Papers respecting lands in. XIV, 10, 201, 215, 216, 220, 222, 238, 240, 
248. . 
1774, July 5. W. G-. de Brahm to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10,216. 
1774, August 31. Governor Tonyn t o L ord Dartmouth. XIV, 10,224. 
1775. Papers respecting lands in. XIV, 282,287. 
1779-1782. Charges incurred in. v, 1,235. 
1780-1782; Dr. Turn bull's complain ts of Governor Tonyn. v, 1,234,235. 
1782, July 22. Letter on appointment in. XIV, 10,479. 
1782, October 17, 19. P apers on l and claims in. v, 1,234. 
1790. Comparison of the case of. XIII, 3,559. 
WEST FLORIDA. 
1763. Lord Egremont to the Board of Trade on. v, 1, 231. 
1763-1767. Papers relating to. v. 1, 217. 
1763, October 7. Proclamation on boundaries. XI_, 5,447. 
1764, September, October. Trade with the West Indies. XIV, 10, 12, 13. 
1765, August 19. Petition of the Earl of Moira for a grant of land. XIV, 
10, 18 . 
. 1766. Dispatches ·or Governor J ohnstone. v, 1, 222. 
1766, 1767. Lord Shelburne to t he governor of. v, 1, 223. 
1767. Dispatches of Lieutenant-Governor Browne. v, 1, 222, 224. 
1767c. An account of. X I V, 10, 57. 
1767, February 19. Lord Shelburne to Sir Wm. Johnson, on trea,tment of 
the Indians. VI, 1, 474. 
1769, November 28. J. Thomas to General Williamson, report on Florida 
and Louisiana. xu, 5, 312. 
1773. Land grant in. X I V, 10, 138. 
1774. Land grants in. X I V, 10, 215, 225, 2'S, 
1774, January 15. Lieutenant-Governor Durnford to Lord Dartmouth. 
X I V, 10, 190. 
1774, June. Memorial for a land grant. XI, 5, 354. 
1775. Papers relating to. X I V, 10, 269, 274, 402. 
1775, September 2. Prince de Masserano to Lord Dartmouth. XIV, 10, 36£1. 
1780-1783. Papers relating t o. v, 1, 234, 235. 
1782. Captain Durnford on . v, 1, 251. 
1782. Instructions as t o t he boundary. VI, 1, 403. 
1783. B. Vaughn on. v , 1, 252. 
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CUBA. 
1586, July 27. The Queen of Scots to Charles Paget, on its recovery by 
Spain. Salisbury M S., ur, 153. 
1595( f) . Preparations to resist Sir Francis Drake. Salisbury MSS., VI, 564. 
1596. A proposed enterprise against Havana. Salisbury MSS., VI, 155. 
1655. Major-General P enn to the cnptain of the Grantharn, instructions. 
XIII, 2, 91. 
1656, January. A. B. to the King of Spain, respecting Cromwell's designs 
on. XIII, 1, 680. 
1682, August 17. News letter; Spanish galleon cast away on. vu, 1, 406. 
1688. Vessel taken to. XI, 5, 136. 
1726, July 28. Declaration of M. de Remos. XI, 4, 116. 
1738. Ships condemned at Havana. XI, 4, 148. 
1762, September 18. Sir Joseph Yorke to the Marquess of Granby. xn, 5, 
275. 
PORTO RICO. 
1596. Spanish ships at. Salisbury, MSS., VI, 563. 
1596, March 30. News of Mr. Drake, from. Salisbury Ms·s., VI, 123. 
1626, February 15. Sir F. Gorges to Sir John Coke, on Hollanders in. xn, 
1,256. 
1738, 1739. English ships taken to. XI, 4, 148, 149. 
1790, July 7. John Napier to Wm. Pitt. xn, 9, 368. 
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 
1763, May 16. The Dnke of Bedford to the Marquis de Grimaldi, on the 
restitution of. vru, 1, 285. 
1784, November 29. Gen . Sir Wm. Draper . to the Duke of Rutland. XIV, 
1, 152. 
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Baron, Benjamin, 627. 
Barr, Governor de la, of Canada, 649. 
Barrington, Hon. Daines, 626,627. 
Barrington, Lady, 667. · 
Barrington, Viscount (or Lord), 628,629,651, 
652, 661, 671. 
Barrow, Thomas, 682. 
Barten, Captain, 662. 
Baskerville, T., 646,691. 
Bateman, Mr., 688. 
Bathurst, Lord, 633·. 
Baudoin, J., 672. 
Bedford, the Duke of, 619, 647, 700. 
Belcher, Jonathan, Governor, 655, 665, 668, 
680. 
Belcher, J onathan,jr.,Lieutenant-Governor, 
668. 
Belleisle, Marshal, 6le. 
Bellin, C., 685. 
Bellin, T. J., 685. 
Bellomont, Governor, 617,675; 
Berd t, Dennis de, 621, 626, 627, 631, 669, 670, 
676. 
Beresford, J., 640. 
Berkeley, George, 617,672. 
Berkeley, Mr., 687. 
Berkeley, Sir William, 689,690, 691. 
Bernard, Governor, 668, 669, 681. 
Berryer, --, 650. 
.Bertie, Charles, 698. 
Bideford, tho Mayor of, 644. 
Bingham, Mr., 683. 
Blackburn, John, 680. 
Blackwell, Dr. Thomas, 618. 
Blake, C., 652,662. 
Blathwayt, --, 613. 
Blome, R., 67'. 
Bollan, William, 622, 623, 625, 668, 670. 
Boone, Thomas, 697. 
Booth, R., 689. 
Boothe, Sir W., 646. 
Boscawen, Admiral, 625. 
Botetourt, Lord, 693. 
Boucher, Rev. Jonathan, 619,630. 
Bowdoin, see Baudoin. 
Bowlby, T., 659. 
Braddock, General, 618. 
Bradshaw, R., 645,690. 
Braham, D., 638. 
Brahm, William G. de, 698, 699. 
Brattle, Mr., 671. 
Breynton, Rev. Mr., 657. 
Brictging. Mr., 638. 
Brisbaue, J obn, 616. 
Bristol, the Earl of, 637, 647. 
Brown, Rev. James, 667 . 
Brown, R., 627. 
Brow11e, Governor, of Conn., 673. 
Browne, Lieutenant-Governor, of W. Fla. 
699. 
Browue, M. , 627. 
Bruce, l .ord, 694. 
.Bruce, .Ron. Robt., 617. 
Bruz, --, 686. 
Buchan, Lord, 626. 
· .Buckingham, the Marquis of, 640, 641, 642, 
644,653,687. 
Buckinghamshire, Lord, 632, H35. 
Bull. Lieutenant-Governor, of S. C., 671,696, 
697. 
Burges, Sir. J.B., 642. 
Bnrgblr.y, William Cecil, Lord, 615. 
Burgo~,ne, General, 630, 631, 632, 633, 652, 662, 
671,672. 
Burke, Edmund, 624,629,641,678,683. 
Burke, Re<lmund, 637. 
Burnet, Gorernor, 668,675. 
l~urr, Aaron, President, 681.. 
Burr, Col. Aaron, 680. 
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Burrington, Governor, of ~·. ., 694. 
Burrow, --, 658. 
Burrow, James, 638. 
Bute, Lord, 620. 
Butler, James, 667. 
Butler, P., 697. 
Byrd, Col., 691. 
Byrd, J., 692. 
Byron, .Admiral, 634. 
Calcraft, John, 618. 
Caldwell, Captain, 652. 
Caldwell, H., ti62. 
Calef, John, 670. 
Campbell, Dr., 697. 
Campbell, Governor John, of N. F ., 648. 
Campbell, Lieutenant-Colonel, Ef98. 
Campbell,Lord William, Governor of N. 
and S. C., 653,654,656,657,693,696. 
Campbell, Sir George, 674,693. 
Campbell, Thomas, 634. 
Canterbury, the .Archbishop of, 615. 
Cappa, William, 688. 
Carey, Michael, 684. 
Carleton, Brigadier, 623. 
Carleton, Sir Dudley, 686. 
Carleton, Sir Guy, General and Governor of 
Quebec and Canada, 614,623,625,631,639, 
651,652,658,661,662,678. 
Carleton, Thomas, 652. 
Carlisle, Lady, 634. 
Carlisle, Lord, 619, 624, 628, 630, 633-6-!0, 648, 
658, 662, 668, 672, 675, 679, 680, 681, 6 3, 693, 
698. 
Carmarthen, Lord, 640, 641. 
Carteret, Rt. Hon. H. F., 652. 
Cartier, Jacques, 613. 
Cartwright, George, 653. 
Cartwright, Lieutenaut, 653. 
Carysf'ort, Lord, 640. 
Cathcart, Lady, 619. 
Cathcart, Lord, 680. 
Causton, Miles, 664, 690. 
Cavendish, Lord, 688. 
Cawthorne, J ., 626,647. 
Cecil, Sir Robert. 644,685. 
(See also Sali bury.) 
Chardonier, M . de la, 633. 
Charlemont, Lord, 629, 634, 635, 638- 643, 660, 
679, 683, 684, 094, 697. 
Charles I, of England, 6J 5, 645, 654, 667, 689, 
690,695. 
Charles II, of England, 613, 654, 667, 674, 690. 
Charles II, of Spain, 613. 
Charles, R., 676. · 
Chadeville, Lady, 680. 
'' Charteris , Charles," 693. 
Chatham, Lord, 629. 
See also Pitt. 
Chaworth, Lady, 691. 
Cheap, Thomas, 654. 
Chester, Governor Peter, 624. 
Chesterfield, Lord, 618, 622, 655. 
Chetwynd, Mrs. Deborah , 677,678. 
Chichester, the Bishop of, 618, 694. 
Choiseul, the Duked , 624, 650. 
Christie, Colonel, 652, 677. 
Churchill, Gen. J., 691. 
See also Marlborough. 
Churchman, John, 641. 
Clare, Lorcl, 653. 
Clarges, Sir Thomas, 616. 
Clarke, Lieutenant-Governor, of N. Y ., 675. 
Clarke, Mr., 628. 
Claussen, Laurence, 675. 
Clement, .Alderman, of Plymouth, England, 
645. 
Clifton-Dartmouth-Hardnes, the Mayor of, 
645. 
Clinton, Governor, of N. Y., 675. 
Clinton, ir Il nry, 633-637, 652,659,679,680, 
693, 696, 69 . 
'luni , Al xa.nd r, 624. 
Cochran, ir John, 693. 
Cochrane, Capt. Gavin, 6!l7. 
Cochrane, Maj. G., 678. 
Coke, Mr., 686. 
Coke, ir John, 644, 64.5, 649, 664., 689, 700. 
Cold n, aclwallader, Governor, 675,676,678. 
Cole, T., 618. 
Colepeper, Lord, 667,690. 
Collier, Captain, 62'7. 
Collfor, Sir George, 629, 634, 058. 
Colman, G., 630. 
Colquhoun, P., 6<ll, 680,683. 
Columbus, Christopher, 615. 
Colver, N., 678. 
Connolly, Major, 693. 
Conolly, Lieut. Col. John, 653. 
Conwav and Kilulta, Viscount, 645. 
Conway, Secrntary, 620. 
Coram, T., 668. 
Corbet, Brigarlier John, 684. 
Corbin, T., 665,691. 
Cornwallis; Lord, 630, 631, 635, 638, 641, 693, 
695,696. 
Cornwallis, Tl,omas, 684. 
Cooper, James Fenimore, 615. 
Cotl,Qn, J. , 675. 
Cotton, John, 667. 
Coutts, Thomas, 692. 
Coventry, Henry, 674, 690. 
Cox, C., 647. 
Cox, Richard, 619. 
Coxe, Dr., 694. 
Coxe, W., 635. 
Cracraft, Richard, 673. 
Cramahe, Lieutenant-Governor, of Quebec, 
661,662. 
Cranfield, Lionel, Lord, 644, 686. 
Croghan, Col. G., 682. 
Crowley, T. , 622. 
Cromwell, Oliver, 654. 
Cruden, John, 696. 
Cruge1', Henry, 630. 
Crnger, J. H., 630. 
Cmnbe1fa,nd, Mr., 685. 
CumbArland, R., 635. 
Cuninghame, James, 655. 
Uunninglrn.m, Governor, of Canada, 652. 
Curnock, Symon, 690. 
Cusbin", Thomas, 668,669. 
Custis, Col. John, 691. 
Custis, Mrs. Martha, 619. 
Cutting, Jolm B., 680. 
Cutts, ::iamuel, 666. 
Dacre, Lord, 662. 
Dalrymple, Rir John, 626. 
Darner, Hon. G., 636, 679. 
Danby, the Earl of, 691. 
D'.A11geac, Governor, of St. Pierre, 647. 
Danvers, Sir John, 687. 
Dartmouth, Lord, 614, 617, 62.!), 621, 622,623, 
624,625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632 638, 
635,637, 643, 646, 651, 652, 653, 65!, 65H, u57, 
658,659, 660, 661, 662, 666, ti67, 669, 670, 67 I, 
673, 673, 674, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 
683, 685, 691, 692, 698, 694, 695, 696, 607, 69!!, 
699. 
Davy, W., 664. 
Deane, SHas, 631, 637, 689. 
DeBercl t, see Berd t. 
Deb berg, Capt. Hugh, 647. 
Debbit,g, Captain, 647. 
Debrisay, --, 654. 
De la War, Lord, Governor of N. Y., 675. 
( ee also Lawarr.) 
Delaware, Lord, 690. 
Delbridge, John, 645, 689. 
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Denbigh, Lord, 664,685. 
Derb,, Lord, 632. 
De Repas, Denis, 690. ' 
Derry, the Bishop of, 629, 635. 
De Vergennes, Count, 635,637,648,683. 
Dewell, Edward, 690. 
Dexter, Mr., 669. 
Digby, H., 619. 
Digby, Lord, 618, 619. 
Di~by, w., 683. 
Dig bye, Sir J., 686. 
Dongan, Governor Thomas, of N. Y ., 67 4. 
Douglas, Sir Charles, 659. 
Downing, Emanuel, 664, 667. 
D'Oyley, C., 632,679. · 
Drake, Francis, 642. 
Drake, Sir Francis, 615, 698, 700. 
Draper, Gen. Sir William, 700. 
Drayton, W. H., 683. 
Drummond, A., 624. 
Dunbar, Lieutenant-Governor, of N. H., 665. 
Dundas, Henry, 641, 642, 653 . . 
Dunmore, Lord, 628, 637, 693. 
Dunning, Mr., 614,628,637. 
Durnford, A., 648, 651. 
Durnford, Captain, 699. 
Durnford, Lieutenant-Governor, of W. Fla., 
699. 
East:field, Robert, 644. 
Eden, Governor, of Md., 685. 
Eden, Mr., 632,633,634. 
Eden, Sir Morton, 642. 
Eden, W., 628,632,634,636,679. 
Eden, William, 636, 637, 648. 
Edmondes, Sir T ., ll86. 
Edwards, Isaac, 695. 
Edwards, Jonathan, 673. 
Ed wards, R., 648. 
Effingham, Lord, 691. 
Egmont, Lord, 648, 654, 657. 
Egremont, Lord, 619, 620, 647, 649, 650, 692, 
695, 698, 699. 
Eliot, Lord Edward, 629. 
Elizabeth, of England, 615, 698. 
Elliott, Andrew, 679, 680. 
Elliott, G., 696,697. 
Ellis, W ., 638. 
Ellis, Right Hon. William, 652. 
Ellitson, Lieutenant-Governor, 623. 
Eure, Lord, 685. 
Evans, John, 681. 
Evans, T., 646. 
Ewen, Mr., 687. 
Ewing, Dr. John, 683, 684. 
Exeter, the Governor of, 645. 
F., D., 674,691. 
Fairfax, Hon. Robert,, 660. 
Falconer, Thomas, 621, 623, 659, 662, 669, 671, 
672, 675, 683, 692. 
Fanning, Thomas, 679. 
Farmer, Henry, 645. 
Farrar, Nicholas, 687,688. 
Fauquier, Lieutenant-Governor, of Va., 692. 
Fawkener, W., 636. 
Ferguson, Dr. A. , 634. 
:Ferne, Sir John, 686. 
Finlay, Hugh, 652. 
Finucane, Mr., ll59. 
Fisher, J., 633. 
Fitzgerald, R., 675. 
Fitz, John, 698. 
Fleming, Sir M. C., 628. 
Flood, Henry, 629. 
Floyd, Major L., 635. 
Foljambe, F. F., 638. 
Foorde, or Ford, Mary, 684. 
Forbes, George, Lord, 617. 
Forbes, William, 654. 
Fol'd1 Mar;v1 68~. 
Fostel', Is.,630. 
Fothergill, Dr. J ., 621,681,697. 
Fox, Henry, 618. 
Fox, Mr., 638,639. 
Francklin, Lieutenant-Governor, of N. S., 
654,656. 
Franklin, Benjamin, 614, 622, 626, 630, 633, 
637, 638, 639, 640, 670, 683. 
Franklin, Governor, 680. 
Fraser, Mr., 628. 
Frederic the Great, of Prussia, 618, 624. 
Frederick, Sir Charles, 661. 
Freeman, Samuel, 685. 
Frethorne, Richard, 688. 
.:Frobisher, B., 661. 
Frobisher, Martin, 615. 
Fryer, Thomas, 655. 
G., C., 621,623,624,659,662, 669, 671, 672, 675, 
683,692. 
Gage, Gen. Thomas, 620, 622,623,625,627,650, 
656, 670, 671, 676, 677, 678, 682. 
Galloway, J ., 679. 
Gambier, Commodore, 657,672. 
Garbett, Samuel, 621. 
Garth, Charles, 695: 
Gates, Sir Thomas, 685. 
Gawdy, F., 664. 
Gawdy, Philip, 644,685. 
Gell, P ., 659. 
George IT, of England, 655, 659, 694. 
George III, of England, 614, 620, 622, 623, 624, 
625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 6al, 633, 639, 647, 
6(8, 652, 658, 660, 666, 669, 670, 671, 673, 676, 
677,678,692,693,696, 698. 
Geraldine, M., 697. 
Germain, Lord George, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 
633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 6a8, 652, 658 , 659, 662, 
666, 672, 679, 693, 695, 696, 698. 
(&e also Sackville.) 
Gihbes, Sir P., 634. 
Gibbon, Edward, 629. 
Gibbons, Uaptain, 649. 
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, 613. 
Gillan, Zechariah, 663. 
Gimat, M. de, 634. 
Glen, Governor, of S. C. , 695. 
Gloucester, the Mayor of, 690. 
Godolphin, Lord, 613, 646, 684. 
Gordon, Col. James, 639. 
Gordon, John, 627. 
Gordon, Patrick, Lieutenant-Governor, of 
Pa., 681. 
Gorcton, Lord Ao.am, 668. 
Gordon, Lord George, 637. 
Gordon, Rev. W., 651. 
Gordon, Sir John, 680. 
Gordon, Sir Robert, 654 . 
Gorges, Sir Ferdinand, 664, 700. 
Gorham, Joseph, 644. 
Gorham, Mr., 658. 
Gorirand, John, 692. 
Gower, Lord, 627, 633, 636, 637, 638, 648, 658, 
662,671. 
Grafton, the Duke of, 621. 
Graham, .Toaepb, 646. 
Graham, Mr., 663. 
Granby, the Marquess of, 619, 624, 631, 632, 
635,647, 656, 660, 661, 676, 677, 679, 683, 698, 
700. 
Grant, Colonel, Governor of E . Fla., 623, 698, 
699. 
Grant, Sir Archibald, 618. 
Gramham, Lord, 638, 639. 
Graves, --, 630. 
Grave-s, Captain, 617. 
Graves, John, 665. 
Graves, Thomas, 630. 
Gray, Sir Charles, 639. 
Gra;v, John, 670, 
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Gray, Mr., 623. 
Green, Mr., 656. 
Grenville, W. W. (Lor<l), 637, 639, 640, 641, 
6 l2, 643, 648, tl53, 663, 683, 684. 
Grey, Cl.lief Justice de, 662. 
Grey, General, 659. 
Grimaldi, Marquis de, 623,700. 
Groesback, John,jr·., 61a. 
Grosse, Samuel, 615. 
Guerchy, Count de, 647,649,651. 
Guerchy, the Duke de, 624. 
Guerry, Lewis, 662. 
Hake, Mr., 637. 
Hakluyt, Richard, 615. 
Haldimand, General, 614, ti77, 678. 
Hale, John, 698. 
Hale, Roger, 668. 
Haliday,--, 697. 
Haliday, A. H. (or Halliday), 641, 042, 043, 
684. 
Halifax, Lord, 647,655,675,670. 
Hall, Elihu, 673. 
Halloway, Benjamin, 668. 
Hamilton, Charles, 637. 
Hamilton, Lieutenant-Governor, of Queuec, 
663. 
Hamilton, Sir William, 629. 
Hamilton, W. G., 619,621. 
Hammond, George, 642, 643, 683, 684. 
Hancock.John, 671. 
Hanson, J., 682. 
Hardwicke, Lord, 628,632,633. 
Hardy, Admiral Sir Cilarlos, G55. 
Hare, James, 634, 636, 6:J8. 
Harle, M. de, 692. 
Harley, Edward, 617,065. 
Harley, N., 617. 
ilarley, Robert, 616,617, 64G, G50, 650,665,675, 
681, 684, Ci85, GOO, Ci9'.l. 
Harloy, Sir Edward, 646, 6(15, 675, GOO. 
Harrington, Lord, 6Hl, U55, 660. 
Harrison, Governor Benjamin, of Va., 682, 
693. 
Hart, Sir John , 632. 
Hartley, David, 622. 
H arvey, A.ldennan, of orwich, 097. 
Harvey, Governor Johu, of V11., 688,689. 
Hasonclever, P .. 620,676. 
Hattou, Mr., 639 . 
Hawos, Joseph, 689,090. 
Hawes, N., 690. 
l:lawkyns, lUcha1·d, 085. 
Hay, A., 656. 
liayes, ' ir James, 663. 
llayno, Isaac, 635. 
Ileath , Sir Robert, 688. 
Herbort, Lord, 634, 635, G70. 
Berries, Sir R, 683. 
llertforcl, the Earl of, 622, Ci47, 650. 
Hessey, M1·., 635. 
Hervey, Lord, 68!1. 
Hew r, William, 646. 
Hey, vV., Chief Justice, of Quebec, 652, 6Gl, 
662. 
Ilillsborough, Lord, 621, 624, 654, 656, 657, 
661, 669,677. 
Ililton, Anthony, 688. 
Hilton, W., 681. 
Hingston, William, 664. 
Hochquart, --, 653. 
Hodgson, Robert, 634. 
Hog, John, 648. 
Hoidernesse, Lord, 619, 629, 650, 660. 
Home, ::;ir Patrick, 655 . . 
Hood, Admiral Samuel, 682. 
llood, S., 656. 
Hopkins, Samuel M., 680. 
Hort, Sir John, 631,638. 
Hotham, Colonel, 624. 
Howard, Chief Justice, of N. U., 605. 
Howaru, Col. T., 669. 
Howard, Gen. Sir Uharles, 6Hl. 
Howe, Lord, 614, 631, 632, 633, 634, 647. 
Howe, Gen. Sir William, 631, 632, 633, 671, 
672, 678, 679. 
Hudson, Henry, 615. 
Hughes, Captain, 657. 
Hume, David, 622. 
Hume, tiir Patrick, 693. 
Humfrey, John, 667. 
Hunter, Mr., 679. 
Hunter, Governor Robert, of Va., 692. 
Hutchinson, Elisha, 670. 
Hutchinson, Henry, 635. 
Hutchinson, J. H., 629,630,635,640,662,671. 
Hutchinson, Governor Thomas, 626,627,668, 
669,670, ti71. 
Hutton, James, 631,693. 
Ingersoll, David, 630. 
Ingle, Richard, 684. 
Iugoldsby, Richard, 675. 
Irvine, General, 662. 
Irving, P., 651. 
Irving, Washington, 615. • 
Irwin, General, 621,623,624,627, 6-!7. 
Izard, Mr., 698. 
J., c. w .. 637, 638. 
Jackson, Richard, 681. 
,James I, of England, 685,686,687,688,689. 
James VI, of Scotland, 615. 
James VII, of Scotland, 616. 
Jay, John, 642. 
Jay, Sir James, 676. 
,Jefferson, Thomas, 641. 
Jeffries, William, 694. 
J enckes, Governor Joseph, of R. I., 672. 
Jenkins, Secretary Leoline, 649, 66:J, 667. 
.Jenkinson, C., 630. 
J enyns, Soame, 634. 
Jersey, tho Earl of, 663. 
Johnson, Sir William, 620, 622,623,621,661, 
676,677, 682, 699. 
Johnston, Governor, of N. C., 694. 
Johnstone, George, 629. 
Johnstone, Governor, of Ga., 698. 
Johnstone, Governor, of W. Fla., 699. 
Joiner, Wmiam, 668. 
Jones, Capt. P., 633. 
Jones, Sir William, 635. 
Jordan, Hobert, 664. 
Jumonville, M. de, 618. 
Keene, Sir Benjamin, 619. 
Keith, Field Marshal, 655. 
Keith, R. M., 634. 
Kelly, William, 626. 
Kemp, Mr., 689. 
Kemp, Richard, 689, 690. 
Kendall, Mr., Ci64. 
Kenmare, Lord, 641. 
Kennan, H., 695,697. 
Kennedy, Archibald, 675. 
Kent, Benjamin, 669. 
Kent, the Duke of, 643. 
Kenyon, George, 660. 
Kenyon, Roger, 674,681. 
Kenyon, Sir Lloyd (Lord), 624,643,659. 
Keppel, Admiral (Lord), 63:1, 648. 
Kidd. Capt. William, 675. 
King, Archbishop, of Dublin, 692, 695. 
Kingsdon, C., 684. 
Kirkland, Samuel, 626. 
Knoblauch, Baron de, 680. 
Knox, William, 628, 669,677,693. 
Knypbausen, Baron, 618. 
Kosciuszko, General, 641. 
Kutzlebeu, Baron de, 652. 
Lafayette, Marquis de, 634,640. 
Lan!'downe, Lord, 614, 622, 640, 643, 659, 672, 
683. 
La Salle, 649. 
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Laurence, George, 655. · 
Laurie, Deputy Governor Gawen, ofE. J., 
680. 
Lawarr, ti.to Lords; 090. 
(See also Delaware.) 
Lawrence, Henry, 616. 
Le Cras, E., 672. 
Lee, Arthur, 624, 626, 632, 633, 692. 
Lee, Colene!, 692. 
Lee, Gen. Charles, 630, 679. 
Lee, Richard Henry, 692. 
Legge, Captain, 620. 
Legge, Francis, GoYernor, 648, 650, 654, 657, 
658, 659, 662, 671, 672. 
Lehunte, Capt. G., 626. 
Leith, James, 615. 
Lemesurier, J., 647. 
Lennox, Lord George, 647,651. 
Leslie. General, 636. · 
Leveret, Governor, of N. S., 654 . . 
Leveson, Sir R, 690. 
Levett, Capt. ChriRtopher, 664. 
Lewisham, Lor<l, 630, 639, 698. 
Lidderdale, Mr., 637. 
Lifford, Viscount, 640. 
Lightfoot, Captain, 6Hi. 
Ligonier, Viscount, 619. 
Lincoln, General, 634, 659. 
Litelton, Dr. Charles, 691. 
Littleton, Sir Ed war<l, 643. 
Livingston, Judge, 677. 
Livius, Peter, 662, 666. 
Llandaff, R., Bishop of, 639. 
Locke, John, 693. 
Locke, Joshua, 666. 
Locke, Michael, 615. 
London, the Bishop of, 622, 625, 678, 698. 
Lonsdale, Lord, 618. 
Lotbiniere, M. de, 653. 
Loughborough, Lord, 633,636,642. 
(See Wedderburn.) 
Lovelace, GoYernor, of N . Y., 674. 
Lowther, Sir J., 691. 
Lowther, Sir James, 620,629,643. 
Lowther, Sir John, 681. 
Luttrell, J. F., 652,662. 
Luzerne, M. de la, 635, 636, 637, 672, 693. 
Lyman, Gen. Phineas, 621,622,623,625, 
Lyttelton, Governor, of S. C., 695. 
Lyttelton, Lord, 650, 695. 
Mabane, Dr., 661. . 
Macaulay, Alexander, 639, 698. 
Mackay, Francis, 623. 
Mackenzie,--, 615. 
Macleane, Mr., 651. 
Maffett, John, 638. 
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Dennison, Daniel, 85. 
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Depew, Chauncey M., 580. 
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De Repas, Denis, 690. 
Derry, Bishop of, 629, 635. 
Des borough, Samuel, 85, 88. 
Deserters, illegal punishment of, 597. 
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Deshon, Maj. Moses, muster roll of, 574. 
De Vergennes, Count, 635,637,648,683. 
Dewell, Edward, 690. 
Dewey, Commodore, 2·81, 296. 
Dewey, Lieut. Russell, 576. 
Dexter, Mr., 669. 
Dexter, :Franklin B., 713. 
Dickerson, Mahlon, correspondence, 587. 
DicKerson, Philemon, correspondence, 587. 
Dickerson Papers, 587. 
Dickinson, John, letters of, 40. 
Digby, H., 619 .. 
Digby, Lord, 618,619. 
Digby, w., 683. 
Dig bye, Sir J ., 686. 
Dinwiddie Papers, 58. 
Diplomacy, definition of, 289. 
American, Grosvenor on, 285-300. 
Diplomatic relations of Confederate States, 
265-283. 
Discipline through history, 437-442, 444,453, 
521. 
Discoveries in America1 613. 
Dissenters, college for, 625. 
District of Columbia, direct tax on, 334. 
jury trial refused iri, 337. 
power of Congress to legislate for, 328, 
Documents, as sources, 483. · 
Doherty, William, 220. 
Dominican Republic, Calhoun on, 610. 
Donelson, A. J., 608,610. 
Dongan, Governor Thomas, of New York, 
674. 
Doubb, Rev. Peter, 588. 
Douglas, Sir Charles, 659. 
Downing, Emanuel, 83, 664, 667. 
Downing, George, 83. 
Downing, Lucy, 83. 
D'Oyley, C., 632,679. 
Drake, Elias F., 220. 
Drake, Francis, 642. 
Draper, Gen. Sir William, 700. 
Draper MSS., list of, 584. 
Drayton, Willlam H enry, 589, 683. 
Dred Scott case, 26, 325. 
Drexel Institute, MSS. in, 582. 
Droysen, Gustav, 562. 
Droysen, Johann Gustav, 557,562. 
Drummond, A., 624. 
Drunkards, punishment of, 121. 
Dudley, Myron Samuel, 576. 
Dunbar, Lieutenant-Governor, of New 
Hampshire, 665. 
Dundas, Henry, 641,642,653. 
Dundas, Thomas, loyalist record of, 39. 
Dunkers, American, 199. 
in Germany, 168. 
Dunmore, Lord, 628, 637, 693. 
Dunning, Mr., 614, 628,637. 
Dunning, William A ., 12. 
Durnford, A., 6i8, 651. 
Durnford, Captain, 699. 
Durnford, Lieutenant-Governor, of West 
Florida., 699. 
Dutch churches in America, 581. 
Dutch claims in New York, 147. 
Dutch manuscripts at Albany, 580. 
Dutch recognition of American independ-
ence, 291. 
Duval, W. P., 600,601, 602,603. 
Dwight, President, 2. 
E. 
East:field, Robert, 644. 
East Florida, English manuscripts on, 638. 
East India Company, 466, 627 .. 
Economic Association, American, 2. 
Economics, study of, 430. 
Eden, Mr., 632,633,634. 
Eden, Governor, of Maryland, 685. 
Eden, Sir Morton, 642. 
Eden, vV., 628, 632, 634, 636, 679. 
Eden, William, 636,637,648. 
Edmondes, Sir T., 686. 
Education, compulsory, 111. 
in Canada, 551-555. 
in England, 543. 
in France, 533. 
in Germany, 521. 
in lower schools, 512. 
purpose of, 437-442. 
Ed ward I, 448. 
Edwards, Isaac, 695. 
Edwards, J. F., 590. 
Edwards, Jonathan, 673: 
Edwards, Pierpont, 154. 
Ed wards, Governor N., 592. 
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Egmont, Lord, 648, G54, 657. 
Egremont, Lord, 619, 620, 647, 649, (i50, 692, 
695, 698, 609. 
Egypt, history of, 457. 
Einsideln, monastery of, 360. 
Electors, Calhoun on appointment of, 610. 
Eliot, Lord Ed ward, 629. 
Eliot, Jared, correspondence of, 577. 
Eliot, John, 120." 
Elizabeth, of England, 615, 698. 
Elliott, Andrew, 679, 680. 
Elliott, G., 696,697. 
Ellis, W., G38. 
Ellis, Right Hon. ·wmiam, 652. 
Ellis, William C., 604. 
Ellitson, Lieutenant-Governor, 623. 
Ellsworth, Oliver, 141. 
Eloquence, Fish or on, 21. 
Elwyn, J obn, l1istorical MSS. of, 573. 
Ely on socialism, 201. 
Embargo at Oswego, 577. 
Embezzlement, Calhoun on, 610. 
Emigrants, lists of, 616. 
Emigration , restraint of, 616. 
to America in 1793, 642. 
England, historical methods in, 434, 436, 513, 
53!l- 549. 
English colonial office, papers of, 56. 
English history, as a field, 447,448. 
as source of modern history, 462, 4G3, 464. 
at Cambridge, 396. 
combination with .American, 451. 
combination with European, 451. 
economic and social, 471. 
feudalism, 467. 
in England, 546. 
in English schools, 539, 540, 543. 
in lower schools, 513. 
in seventh grade, 517. 
institutions, 464, 465. 
maps and atlases, 563. 
methods of studying. 453. 
periods of, 544. 
relation to United States, 463. 
study of, 463. 
time allowance, 443. 
English Mauusoripts Commission, reports 
of, 611- 700. 
English schools, llistory in, 540, 55!l. 
Entrance requirern nts in history, 4 9-4!l7, 
558. 
cont rence on, 505. 
in England, 540, 541. 
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Episcopacy in America in 1777, 631. 
Episcopal Church in Connecticut, GS6. 
Episcopal clergy of ew Jersey, 681. 
Episodic method, 461. 
Epochs jn modern bistor~-. 461. 
Eppes, John W., 584. 
Erasmus, Desiderius, 365. 
personality of, 376. 
the prince of humanists, 363-380. 
writings of, 372. 
Ethical value of history, 442. 
Eton, stmly of history at, 53!). 
Eure, Lord, 685. 
European history, combination with Eng-
lish, 451. 
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in Engli!!h schools, 544, 545, 546. 
iu sixth grade, 517. 
neglect in lower schools, 513. 
relation with American, 517. 
Eustis, William, 598,599,600. 
Evans, John, 681. 
Evans, T ~, 646. 
Everett, Edward, 293,294,608,609,610. 
Ewart, A. B., 590. 
Ewen, Mr., 687. 
Ewing, Dr. John, 683,684. 
Examinations, history, 383, 495, 496,497,498. 
Executive, power of the, 317. 
Exeter, governor of, 645. 
Expansion, British, 466. 
European, struggle for, 304. 
territorial, 242, 313-343. 
Exports and the tariff, 231. 
F. 
Fairbanks, George R., 590. 
Fairfax, Hon. Robert, G60. 
Falconer, Tp.omas, 621 , G23, 659,662,669,671, 
G72, 675, 683, 692. 
Falmouth, council of 1754. at, 574. 
Familyism among Zoarites, 184. 
Fanning, Thomas, 679. 
Farm acreage 1n tbe South, 257. 
Farmer, Ilenry, 645. 
Farnam, Henry W., 3. 
Farnum, H. W., 7. 
Farragut, Admiral, 296. 
Farrar, Nicholas, 687, 688. 
Fauquier, Lieutenant-Governor, of Vir-
ginia, 692. 
Fawkener, W., 636. 
Federation, subject for inteneive study, 486. 
Fenwick, Col. J. R., 601. 
Ferguson, Dr. A., 634. 
Ferne, Sir John, 686. 
Fernow, Berthold, 578, 580, 586. 
Ferries, laws regulating, 108. 
F eudalism, Englisl1 , 467. 
Filippinos, taxation of, 334. 
Finance , colonial, in 1765, 621. 
in 1782, 637. 
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Finlay, Hugh, 652. 
Finucane, Mr., 659. 
Fire Lands, cession of, 249. 
settlement of, 250. 
Fish, Hamilton, 293. 
Fisher, George P., vm, 4, 7, ·12, 131, 380,604. 
on historians and historic persons, 15. 
Fisher, Henry S., 198. 
Fisher, J., 633. 
Fisheries, bait, regulations, 614. 
Florida, 698. 
French, in 1767, 623. 
Labrador, 653. 
Newfoundland, 644-648. 
Nova Scotia, 654, 657, 658, 659. 
Quebec, 661. 
Virginia, 687. 
Fiske's History of the Revolution, 63. 
Fitz, John. 698. 
Fitzgerald, Lord, 584. 
Fitzgerald, R., 675. 
Fleming, Sir M. C., 628. 
Fletcher, Adjt. Josiah, 576. 
Flood, Henry, 629. 
F lorida, acquisition of, 243. 
East, history of, 698. 
in l 763, 620. 
:English manuscripts on, 698. 
fugitive criminals from, 608, 610. 
Spanish archives of, 590. 
West, in 1763, 620. 
manuscripts on, 699. 
Florida Indian treaty, 600,601. 
Florida matter, Calhoun on, 604, 605. 
Flournoy, Gen. T., 596. 
Floyd, Maj. L., 635. 
Foljambe, F. F., 638. 
Follett Papers, 583. 
Folsom, Edmund, 597. 
Foltz, Samuel, 198. 
Font, Padre Fra_y Pedro, 584. 
Foorde, or :Ford, Mary, 684. 
Forbes, George, Lord, 617. 
Force, Peter, manuscripts of, 40. 
Ford, Mary, 684. 
Ford, Seabury, 220. 
Foreign ,chools, see Canada; France ; Eng-
land; Germany. 
Fornication, pnnishmen.t for, 105, 
Forsberg, John, 576. 
Forsyth, John, 602, 604. · 
Fortesque Calendars, 56. 
Fort George, fire at, 677. 
Fortifications, armament of, 600. 
permanent, 6Ql. 
Fort Washington , land at, 604. 
Foster, Is., 630. 
]foster, J. W., 293. 
Foster, William E., 7. 
Fothergill, Dr. J ., 621, 681, 697. 
Four years' course, 446-451. 
Fowler, Samuel, 150. 
Fox, George L. , 427, 498. 
investigations in England by, 434, 539-550. 
in history in English schools, 539-550. 
Fox, Mr., 638, 639. < 
Fox, Henry, 618. 
Fox Island settlers, 669. 
France, abandons American claims, 620. 
England's war with, 52. 
historical methods in , 434,485,437. 
hi.story teaching in, 513. 
Lycees in, 5:l4. 
medheval and modern history in , 461,462. 
patriotism through history, 512, 533. 
relation of classics and history, 520. 
teachers of history in, 537. 
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Franchises, granted by vote in twelfth ce11-
tury, 421. 
Franciscan missions in New Mexico, 586. 
Francke, teachings of, 168. 
Franklin, Lieutenant-Governor, of Nova 
Scotia, 654, 656. 
Franklin, Benjamin, 614, 622, 626, 630, 033, 
637, 638, 639,640,670, 683. 
deed by, 582. 
letters of, 575, 622, 626. 
Franklin, State of, 321, 322. 
Franklin, Governor, 680. 
Fraser, Mr., 628. 
Frederick, Sir Charles, 661. 
Frederic the Great, of Prussia, 618, 624. 
Free-love among communities, 184. 
Freeman, Edward A ., 557. 
Freeman, Samuel, 685. 
Freemen, religious restrictions on, 103 
Free trade, Jefferson on, 224. 
Fremont letters, 585. 
French-America, trade with, 618. 
French and Indian war, records of, 576. 
French Canadians, manuscripts on, 649. 
French colonies in Spanish-America, v. 
French colonists, claims of, 618. 
French fi sheries at Newfoundland, 644-648. 
French fishery in 1767, 623. 
French lycees, Haskins on history in, 533-
538. 
French methods of teaching history, 435, 533-
538. 
French officers in Society of th~ Cincinnati, 
41. 
French records of Louisiana, 590. 
Freuch Revolution, appreciation of, 454. 
·French schools, history in, 552. 
f rench settlements in Louisiana in 1720, 617. 
French to be driven from America, 618. 
French transactions at Hudsons Bay, 663. 
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Frethorne, Richard, 688. 
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Frobisher, Martin, 615. 
Frothingham, Rev. 0. B., 585. 
Froude, on Henry VIII, 17. 
quoted, 24. 
Fryer, Thomas, 655. 
Fugitive criminals from Florida, 608. 
from Texas, 610. 
Fuller, Melville W., vu1, 12. 
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Gabilomlo, Dr. H., 585. 
Gadsden, Christopher, 589, 590. 
Gadsden, Col.James, 600, 601. 
Gadsden purchase, 243,250. 
Gage, Gen. Thomas, 620, 622, 623, 625, 627, 650, 
656,670,671,676,677,682. 
Gaillard, Johv, 601. 
Gaines, Gen. E. P., 591,592,593,600. 
Gallatin, ..A.lbert, 294. 
Galloway, J., 679. 
Galway, Ireland, removals to, 88. 
Gambier, Commodore, 657,672. 
Garbett, Samuel, 021. 
Gardner, S. R. , 563. 
Garlick, ..A.. H., 559. 
Garnet, Robert S., 602. 
Garrison, William Lloyd, 31. 
Garth, Charles, 695. 
Gasely, John, 196. 
Gaspee, letters and papers on the, 672. 
Gatchell, John , 113. 
Gates, Sir Thomas, 685. 
Gawdy, F ., 664. 
Gawdy, Philip, 644, 685. 
G. C., 621, 623, 624, 059, 062, 669, 671, 672,075, 
683,092. 
Gell, P ., 659. 
General history, 452-456, 500,501, 506. 
Geography and history, relation of, 479. 
Geography, bibliography of maps and 
atlases, 560-564. 
in German schools, 528. 
use of, 478. 
George III, of E~gland, 573, 614, 620, 622, 
623,024,625, 626, 627, 628, 629,030,631 ,633, 
639,647,648,652,655,658, 660, 666,669, 670, 
671, 673, 676, 677, 678, 692, 693, 694, 696, 698. 
Georgia, and Creek treaty, 596. 
Creek claims in , 597. 
English manuscripts on, 697. 
Indian titles in, 601. 
lands cede{l by, 249. 
Re ervation, 256. 
Royal province of, 67. 
Georgia, secession of, 247. 
Geraldine, M., 697. 
Germain, Lord George, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 
633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638, 652, 658, 659, 662, 
666, 672, 679, 693, 695, 696, 698. 
(See also Sackville.) 
German boy with personal opinion, 522. 
German gymnasia, history of, 434, 519-532. 
German immigration, history of, 348. 
German methods of history study, 400. 
German municipal government in twelfth 
century, 420. 
German newspapers in ..A.merica, 351. 
German Pioneers' Club, 351. 
German Protestants in America, 625. 
German recruits in Nova Scotia, 659. 
German schools, paper on, 519. 
.Germans in .America, Brunchen on, 345-353. 
Germany, ancient history in, 523. 
correlation in history, 522. 
historical methods in, 434-436. 
influence of Herbart in, 520. 
lessons for ..A.mericans in , 529. 
medireval history in, 523. 
modern history in, 524. 
patriotism in, 512, 525. 
psychological treatment in , 526. 
rights under constitution of, 167. 
symmetric education, 520. 
university preparation in, 531. 
Gib bes, Sir P ., 634. 
Gibbon, Edward, 629. 
Gibbons, Captain, 649. 
Gilbert, Sir H umphrey, 613. 
Gilbert manuscripts, 582. 
Gillan, Zechariah, 663. 
Gilmer, Thomas W., 606. 
Gimat, M. de, 034. 
Ginn, classical atlas, 561. 
Glen, Governor, of South Carolina, 695. 
Glen, Henry, 577. 
Gloucester, mayor of, 690. 
Godolphin, Lord, 613, 646, 684. 
Goesele, Johannes, 171. 
Goethe, Carlyle on, 19. 
Gold from New England, 665. 
Goldthwaite, Ezekiel , 574. 
Goodell, Mr., 70. 
Goodloe, Daniel R., 588. 
Goodrich, Chauncey, 141, 156. 
Goollwin, Elliot H., 713. 
Gookin, Daniel , 90, 92. 
Gordon, Lord ..A.dam, 668. 
Gordon, Lord George, 637. 
Gordon, Col. James, 639. 
Gordon, John, 627,680. 
Gordon, Patrick, Lieutenant-Governor, of 
Pennsylvania, 681. 
Gordon, Sir Robert, 654. 
Gordon , Rev. \V. , 651. 
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Gore proprietors, 148. 
Gorges, Sir Ferdinand, 664, 700. 
Gorham, Joseph, 644. 
Gorham, Mr., 321, 658. 
Goss, John, 119. 
Gourand, John, 692. 
Governor and magistrates, supreme, 117. 
Governor, restrictions on, 102. 
Governors, Colonial, in 1764, 620. 
Gower, Lord, 627, 633, 636, 637, 638, 648, 658, 
66Z, 671. 
Grades, history in, 511-518. 
Grafton, Duke of, 621. 
· Graham, Joseph, 646. 
Graham, Mr., 663. 
Grammar school, history in, 449, 511-518. 
Granby, Marquess of, 619, 624, 631, 632, 635, 
647,656,660,661,676,677,679, 683, 698, 700. 
Grant, Sir Archibald, 618. 
Grant, Colonel, governor of East Florida, 
623, 698, 699. 
Grant, James, 589. 
Grant, Thomas, 590. 
Grant to Plymouth Company, 145. 
Grantham, Lord, 638, 639. 
Graves,-, 630. 
Graves, Captain, 665. 
Graves, John, 665. 
Graves, Thomas, 630. 
Gray, Sir Charles, 639. 
Gray, Mr., 623. 
Gray, John, 670. 
Greece. See Ancient history. 
Greek, correlation with history, 445, 449, 450. 
Greek biographies, 516. 
Greek history, periods of, 541. 
study of, 449,456. · 
Green, Benjamin, 607. 
Green, Mr., 656. 
Green, Samuel .A.., 575. 
Greene, Gen. Nathanael, 588. 
letters of, 42. 
Grenville, Vi/. W. (Lord), 637, 639, 640, 641, 
642, 643, 648, 653, 683, 684. 
Grey, Chief Justice de, 662. 
Grey, General, 659. 
Griffin, Martin J. J., 590. 
Griffiths, Dr., 582. • 
Grirualdi, Marquis de, 623, 700. 
. Groesback,John,jr., 613. 
Gros, Macatinat, 653. 
Grosse, Samuel, 615. 
Grosvenor, Ed~in A., on American diplo-
macy, 285-300. 
Griiberman, Barbara, 172. 
Guadalupe Hidalgo, treaty of, 243, 250. 
Guam, military control of, 342. 
Guerchy, Count de, 647,649,651. 
Guerry, Lewis, 662. 
Guilds in twelfth century, 422. 
Guilford Court-House, battle of, 588. 
Gurney, Professor, 4, 15 .. 
Gymnasia, German, history in, 434, 519-532. 
H. 
Habsburg-Austria, and Switzerland, 357. 
Hadley, Arthur T., 2. 
Haga, Godfrey, 173. 
IIagner, Peter, 592, 599, 600. 
Hailey bury College, 543. 
history study at, 543. 
Hair-cutting, colonial method of, 129. 
Hake, Mr., 637. 
Hakluyt, Richard, 615. 
Haldirnand, General, 614, 677, 678. 
Hale, John, 698. 
Hale, Roger, 668. 
Haliday, --, 697. 
Halictay, A.H. (Halliday), 641,642,643,684. 
Halifax, Lord, 647,655,675,676. 
Halifax, colonial records at, 59. 
Hall, Elihu, 673. 
Rall, G. S., 557. 
Hall, H. C., 299. 
Hall, Stanley, 557. 
Halloway, Benjamin, 668. 
Halsey, Jeremiah, 142, 144, U9. 
Halton, Mr., 639. 
'-.Hamilton. Alexander, 152. 
Hamilton, Charles, 637. 
Hamilton, James,jr., 601,604,605" 
Hamilton, James A., 604. 
Hamilton, Lieutenant-Governor, of Quebec, 
663. 
Hamilton, W. G., 619,621. 
Hamilton, Sir William, 629. 
Hamilton on tariff, 225. 
Hammond, C., 97,133. 
Hammond, Edward Spann, 568. 
Hammond, George, 642, 643, 683, 684. 
Hammond, J. H., 568. 
Hancock, John, 576,671. 
Hand, General, letter book of, 576. 
Hanson, J., 682. 
Hard wicke, Lo~d, 628, 632, 633. 
Hardy, Arthur S., 295. 
Hardy, Admiral Sir Charles, 655. 
Hare, James, 634, 636, 638 . 
Harlan, Justice, on legislation for Territo-
ries, 327. 
Harle, M. de, 692. 
Harley, Edward, 617,646,665,675,690. 
Harley, N., 617. 
Harley, Rober~ 616,617,646,650,659,665,675, 
681, 684, 685, 690, 692. 
Harmonists, 199. 
Harper, Robert, 143. 
Harrington, Lord, 619,655, 660. 
Harrisburg, Pa., milldam troubles at, 581. 
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Harrison, Governor :B njamin, of Virginia, 
682,683. 
llarrison, Thoma , 87. 
Iiarrison, Gov. William Henry, 58,. 
Harrow, study of history at, 539, 
Hart, Albert :Bushnell, vm, 2, 0, 7, 12, 556, 
557,558. 
chairman of manuscripts committee, 713. 
of committee of seven, 427,498. 
II.art, Sir J obn, 631, 632, 638. 
Hart, Dr. Samuel, 586. 
Harte, :Bret, 295. 
Hartford State-House Lottery, 141. 
Hartford Theological Seminary, history of, 
577. 
Hartley, David, 622. 
Hartwell letters, 585. 
Harvey, Alderman, of Norwich, 697. 
Harvey, GovernorJohn, of Virginia, 688,689. • 
Hey, W., hief Justice, of Quebec, 652,661, 
662. 
Hibbard papers, 5i3. 
Higginbotham, Mr., 582. 
Higginson, John, 90. 
Higginson, Col. Thomas Wentworth, 585. 
High school, see American schools. 
Hillsborough, Lord, 621,624,654,656,657,661, 
669, 677. 
Hilton, Anthony, 688. 
Hilton, W., 681. 
Hingston, William, 664. 
Hinsdale, :Burke Aaron, 556, 557. 
Historians and historic persons, Fisher on, 
15. 
Historical manuscripts, lists of, 573. 
value of, 709. 
Historical Manuscripts Commission, report 
of, 565-713. 
Hasenclever, P ., 620,676. Historical-mindedness, 439. 
Haskins, Charles H., 12. Historical study, value of, 437. 
history in French Lycees by, 533-538. Histories, local, 64. 
investigations in France by, 434. History, books on teaching, 556. 
of committee of seven, 427,498. college entrance requirements, 489. 
Hastings, Thomas, 120. compared with science, 455. 
Hat act, 54. courses of study in, 507-510. 
llawaii, acquisition of, 329. discussions of, 434,476, 
annexation of, 315. English methods of teachin_g, 548. 
fourteenth amendment act, 331. entrance requirements, 489. 
Hawes, Josepb, 689,690. four-years' course in, 449. 
Hawes, N., 690. French methods of teaching, 533-538 . 
.IIawkins, Captain, 83. German methods of teaching, 519-532. 
Hawks, Dr. F. Il., 59. in Canadian schools, 551. 
Hawkyns, Richard, 085. in German gymnasia, 519-532. 
Hawthorne, athaniel, 295. maps and atlases, 560. 
Hay, A., 656. methods of teaching, 473. 
Hay, John, 294, 295. objections to short course in, 452. 
Hayes, Sir James, 663. principles of, 557. 
Ilayne, Col. A.. P., 592. relation to other subjects, 443. 
Hayne, Isaac, 635. students, number of, 430. 
Haynes, John, 87. study of, in schools, 427-564. 
Hazard, Miss Caroline, 586. History School at Cambridge, 381-411. 
Hazard, Thomas B., diary of, 570,586. Iloar, George F., VII, 12,713. 
Heath, Sir Robert, 688. Hochquart, -, 653. 
Helvetia, history of, 357. Hodgson, Robert, 634. 
Henderson, J.P., 600,607. Hoffman, Josiah Ogdon, 152. 
Henry, John V., 160. Hog, John, 648. 
Henry, Prince, 369. Hogue, La., battle of, 52. 
Ilenry, William Wirt, VII, 12. Holdernesse, Lord, 619,629,650,660. 
Herbart, influence in Germany, 520. Holland documents, 570. 
Herbert, Lord, 634, 035, 079. Holland, illicit trade with, 622 • 
.IIeretics, punishment of, 107. Home, Sir Patrick, 055. 
Hero worship, Fisher on, 19. Homes, Dr., 578. 
Harries, Sir R., 683. Homes, Henry A., 580. 
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